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EXODUS.

CHAPTER THE TWENTF-NINTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY AND OF FAITH.

9974. THOSE who believe, that by the goods which they

do they merit heaven, do good from themselves, and not from
the Lord.

9975. The goods which men do from themselves, are all of

them not good, because they are done for the sake of self, since

for the sake of reward, thus in them they primarily respect

themselves ; but the goods which men do from the Lord are

all of them good, since they are done for the sake of the Lord
and for the sake of the neighbor ; thus in them the doers pri-

marily respect the Lord and the neighbor.

9976. "Wherefore those who placement in works, love them-
selves, and those who love themselves despise the neighbor,

yea they are angry with God Himself, if they do not receive the

hoped-for recompense, for what they do is for the sake of the

recompense.
9977. Hence it is evident, that their works are not from

celestial love, thus neither from a true faith, for the faith which
regards good as derived from self, and not from God, is not true

faith. Such persons cannot receive heaven in themselves, for

heaven with man is from celestial love and from true faith.

9978. Those who place merit in works, cannot fight against

the evils which are from the hells, for no one can do this from
himself; but in the case of those who do not place merit in

works, the Lord fights for them and conquers.

9979. The Lord alone has merit, because He alone from
Himself conquered the hells, and subdued them ; hence the

Lord alone is merit and justice.

9980. Moreover man of himself is nothing but evil, there-

fore to do good from himself is to do it from evil.

9981. That good ought not to be done for the sake of recom-
pense, the Lord Himself teaches in Luke," Ifye love those who
love you, whatfavor have ye ? if ye do good to those who do
good to you, whatfavor have ye ffor sinners do the same : rather

leve your enemies, and do good, and lend hoping for nothing,

then shall your recompense be great, and ye shall he the sons of
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the Highest" vi. 32—35. That neither can man do good from
himself which is real good, but from the Lord, the Lord also

teaches in John, "A man cannot take any thing unless it he

given himfrom heaven," iii. 27: and in another place, "Jesus
said, lam the vine, ye are the branches ; he who abideth in Me,
and I in him, the same beareth muchfruit ; for without Me ye

can do nothing," xv. 5.

9982. To believe that they are rewarded if they do good,

is not hurtful with those who are in innocence—as with infants

and with the simple ; but to confirm themselves therein when
they become adults, is hurtful ; for man is initiated into good
by respecting reward, and he is deterred from evil by respect-

ing punishment ; but so far as he comes into the good of love

and of faith, so far he is removed from respecting merit in

the goods which he does.

9983. To do good, which is good, must be from the love

of good, thus for the sake of good ; those who are in that love

abhor merit, for they love to do, and hence they perceive satis-

faction ; and vice versa, they are sorrowful, if it be believed that

what they do is for the sake of any thing of themselves. The
case herein is nearly as with those who do good to friends for

the sake of friendship, to a brother for the sake of brotherhood,

to a wife and children for the sake of the wife and children, to

their country for the sake of their country,—thus from friend-

ship and from love ; those who think well, also say and insist,

that they do no good for the sake of themselves, but for the

sake of others.

9984. The delight itself, which is in the love of doing good

without reward as an end, is the recompense which remains

to eternity, for every affection of love is permanent, being in-

scribed on the life ;—into that love is insinuated heaven and

eternal happiness from the Lord.

CHAPTER XXIX.

1. AND this is the word which thou shalt do to them,

to sanctify them, to perform the office of the priesthood to Me;
take one bullock, a son of the herd, and two rams entire.

2. And bread of what is unleavened, and cakes of what is

unleavened, mixed with oil, and wafers of what is unleavened

anointed with oil ; with fine flour of wheat thou shalt make

them.
3. And thou shalt give them upon one basket, and thou

shalt cause them to approach in the basket; and the bullock

and the two rams.
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4. And Aaron and his sons thou shalt cause to approach to

the door of the tent of the congregation, and thou shalt wash
them with waters.

5. And thou 6halt take garments, and 6halt clothe Aaron
with the tunic, and with the robe of the ephod, and with the

ephod, and with the breast-plate, and thou shalt gird him with

the girdle of the ephod.

6. And thou shalt set the mitre on his head, and thou shalt

give the coronet of holiness upon the mitre.

7. And thou shalt take the oil of anointing, and shalt pour

it upon his head, and shalt anoint him.

8. And thou shalt cause his sons to approach, and shalt

clothe them with tunics.

9. And thou shalt gird them with a belt, Aaron and his

sons, and shalt tie turbans to them, and the priesthood shall be

to them for the statute of an age ; and thou shalt fill the hand
of Aaron, and the hand of his sons.

10. And thou shalt cause the bullock to approach before the

tent of the congregation, and Aaron and his sons shall put their

hands upon the head of the bullock.

11. And thou shalt slay the bullock before Jehovah at the

door of the tent of the congregation.

12. And thou shalt take of the blood of the bullock, and
shalt give it upon the horns of the altar with thy finger ; and all

the blood thou shalt pour forth at the foundation of the altar.

13. And thou shalt take all the fat covering the intestines,

and the caul upon the liver, and the two kidneys, and the fat

which is upon them, and thou shalt make the altar to burn.

14. And the flesh of the bullock, and his skin, and his dung,
thou shalt burn with fire out of the camp ; this is sin.

15. And thou shalt take one ram, ana Aaron and his sons

shall put their hands upon the head of the ram.
16. And thou shalt slay the ram, and shalt take his blood,

aud shalt sprinkle [it] upon the altar round about.

17. And thou shalt cut the ram into his segments, and shalt

wash his intestines, and his legs, and shalt give [them] upon his

segments, and upon his head.

18. And thou shalt make the altar to burn with the whole
ram, this is a burnt-offering to Jehovah, an odor of rest, this is

an offering made by fire to Jehovah.
19. And thou shalt take the second ram, and Aaron and his

sons shall put their hands upon the head of the ram.
20. And thou shalt slay the ram, and shalt take of his blood,

and shalt give [it] upon the auricle* of the ear of Aaron, and

* The auricle of the ear is that part of the external ear which is on the out-

side of the head, thus all that is commonly understood by the term ear. Ana-
tomists use the word enr to denote the whole of the organ of hearing, and divide
the whole into the external ear, the middle ear, and the internal ear. The external
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upon the auricle of the right ear of his sons, and upon the

thumb of their right hand, and upon the great toe of their right

foot ; and thou shalt sprinkle the blood upon the altar round
about.

21. And thou shalt take of the blood which is upon the

altar, and of the oil of anointing, and shalt sprinkle [it] upon
Aaron, and upon his garments, and upon his sons, and upon
the garments of his sons with him, and he [shall be] holy, and
his garments, and his sons, and the garments of his sons with
him.

22. And thou shalt take the fat of the ram, and the tail, and
the fat covering the intestines, and the caul of the liver, and the

two kidneys, and the fat which is upon them, and the right

flank, because it is the ram of fillings.

23. And one piece of bread, and one cake of bread of oil,

and one wafer, out of the basket of the unleavened things which
are before Jehovah.

24. And thou 6halt put all the things upon the palms of the

hands of Aaron, and upon the palms of the hands of his sons

and shalt shake them a shaking before Jehovah.
25. And thou shalt receive them out of their hand, and

shalt cause the altar to burn on the burnt-offering, for an odor

of rest before Jehovah, this is an offering made by fire to

Jehovah.
26. And thou 6halt take the breast of the ram of fillings,

which is for Aaron, and thou shalt shake it a shaking before

Jehovah, and it shall be to thee for a portion.

27. And thou shalt sanctify the breast of shaking, and the

flank of up-lifting, which is shaken, and which is up-lifted of

the ram of fillings, of that which is for Aaron, and of that

which is for his sons.

28. And it shall be for Aaron and for his sons for the statute

of an age from with the sons of Israel, because this is the up-

lifting, and the uplifting shall be from with the 6ons of Israel

of their peace-making sacrifices, their up-lifting to Jehovah.
29. And the garments of holiness which are for Aaron shall

be for his sons after him, to anointing in them, and to filling in

them their hand.

30. Seven days shall the priest after him of his sons put them
on, who shall enter into the tent of the congregation, to minis-

ter in the holy [place].

31. And thou shalt take the ram of fillings, and shalt boil

his flesh in the holy place.

32. And Aaron and his 6ons shall eat the flesh of the ram,
and the bread which is in the basket, at the door of the tent of
the congregation.

tar consists of the auridt and Use meatut auditoriiu, or the passage which leadf

from the auricle to the membrane of the tympanum or drum of the ear.
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33. And they shall eat those things wherein is what is ex-

piated, to fill their hand, to sanctify them ; and a stranger shall

not eat, because they are holy.

34. And if there should have been left of the flesh of fillings,

and of the bread until the morning, then thou shalt burn what
is left with fire, it shall not be eaten, because it is holy.

35. And thus thou shalt do to Aaron and to his sons, ac-

cording to all which I have commanded thee : seven days thou
6halt till their hand.

36. And a bullock of sin thou shalt offer every day on the

propitiations, and thou shalt cleanse from sin upon the altar in

propitiating thyself upon it, and thou shalt anoint to sanctify it.

37. Seven days thou shalt propitiate upon the altar, and shalt

sanctify it, and the altar shall be the holy of holies
;
every one

touching the altar shall be sanctified.

38. And this is what thou shalt do : offer upon the altar two
lambs the sons of a year every day, continually.

39. One lamb thou shalt offer in the morning, and the other

lamb thou shalt offer between the evenings.

40. And a tenth of fine flour mixed with bruised oil, the
fourth of a hin, and a libation of the fourth of a hin of wine
with the first lamb.

41. And the second lamb thou shalt offer between the even-
ings, according to the morning meat-offering, and according to

the libation thereof, thou shalt offer it, for an odor of rest, an
offering made by fire unto Jehovah.

42. And a burnt-offering continually throughout your gene-

rations at the door of the tent of the congregation before Je
hovah, where I will meet you to speak there unto thee.

43. And there I will meet the sons of Israel, and he shall be
sanctified with My glory.

44. And I will sanctify the tent of the congregation, and the

altar, and Aaron, and his sons I will sanctify to perform the office

of the priesthood to Me.
45. And I will dwell in the midst of the sons of Israel, and

I will be to them for a God.
46. And they shall know that I am Jehovah their God,

who brought them forth out of the land of Egypt, to dwell
Myself in the midst of them ; I am Jehovah their God.

THE CONTENTS.

9985. THE subject treated of, in the internal sense, in this

chapter, is the glorification of the Lord as to the Human [prin-

ciple], which is signified by the inauguration of Aaron and hie

sons into the priesthood.
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THE INTERNAL SENSE.

9986. VERSES 1, 2, 3. And this is the word which thou

shalt do to them, to sanctify them, to perform the office of the

priesthood to Me : take one bullock, a son of the herd, and two
rams entire. And breadofwhat is unleavened, and cakes of what
is unleavened mixed with oil, and wafers of what is unleavened

anointed with oil, with fineflour ofwheat thou shalt make them.

And thou shalt give them upon one basket, and thou shalt cause

them to approach in the basket ; and the bullock and the two rams.

And this is the word which thou shalt do to them, signifies the

law of order. To sanctify them, signifies a representation

of the Lord as to the Divine Human [principle]. To perform
the ofiice of the priesthood to Me, signifies to represent

all the work of salvation by Him. Take one bullock, a
son of the herd, signifies the purification of the natural or

external man. And two rams entire, signifies the purification

of the spiritual or internal man. And bread of what is unlea-

vened, signifies the purification of the celestial principle in the

inmost of man ; ana cakes of what is unleavened mixed with
oil, signifies the purification of the middle celestial principle.

And wafers of what is unleavened anointed with oil, signifies

the celestial principle in the external man. With fine flour of

wheat thou shalt make them, signifies truth which is from Di-

vine Good ; and thou shalt give them upon one basket, signifies

the sensual principle in which they are. And thou shalt cause

them to approach in the basket, signifies thereby the presence of

all things. And the bullock and the two rams, signifies the na-

tural or external principle of man, and his spiritual or internal

principle, which were to be purified.

9987. " And this is the word which thou shalt do to them"
—that hereby is signified the law of order, appears from the

signification of the Word, as denoting the Divine Truth, and
hence the law of order, of which we shall speak presently.

Word in the general sense signifies what is uttered by the mouth
or discourse ; and since discourse is the thought of the mind
uttered by expressions, therefore word signifies the thing

thought of, hence every thing which really exists, and is any
thing, in the original tongue is called the word. But in an emi-
nent sense the Word is the Divine Truth, by reason that every
thing which really exists, and which is any thing, is from the

Divine Truth, therefore it is said in David, " By the ^Yord of
Jehovah the heavens were made, and by the breath of His
mouth all the host of them" Psalm xxxiii. 6 ; where the

Word of Jehovah is the Divine Truth proceeding from the

Lord ; the breath of the mouth of Jehovah is life thence
derived ; the heavens thence made, and all the host of

them, are the angels so far as they are receptions of the Divine
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Truth. The reason why the heavens denote angels is, hecanse
angels constitute heaven ; and since angels are receptions of

Divine Truth, therefore by angels in the abstract sense are

signified the Divine Truths which are from the Lord, see n.

8192 ; and that the host of heaven in the same sense denotes

Divine Truths, see n. 3448, 7236, 7988. Hence it may be
manifest what is signified by the Word in John, " In the he-

ginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and God
was the Word. All things were made by Him, and without Him
was nothing made, which was made. And the Word was made
flesh, and dwelt in us, and we beheld His glory," i. 1, 3,

14. That the Lord is here meant by the Word, is evident,

for it is said that the Word was made flesh. The reason why
the Lord is the Word is, because the Lord, when He was in the

world, was the Divine Truth itself, and when He departed out

of the world the Divine Truth proceeded from Him. See the

passages cited, n. 9199, 9315. That the Word in the supreme
sense is the Lord as to Divine Truth, or, what is the same
thing, that the Word is the Divine Truth proceeding from the

Lord, is manifest from numerous passages, as from David,
" They cried to Jehovah, and He sent His Word, and healed

Ihem," Psalm cvii. 19, 20. And from John, u Ye have not the

Word of the Father abiding in you, because whom He hath sent,

Him ye do not believe : nor are willing to come to Me, that ye
may have life," v. 38, 40. Again, " I have given to them Thy
Word, therefore the world hateth them

;
sanctify them in Thy

Truth, Thy Word is Truth," xvii. 14, 17. And in the Apoca-
lypse, "He that sat on the white horse was clothed with a vesture

tinged with blood, and His name is called the Word of God ;

and He had upon His vesture, and upon His thigh, a name
written, King of kings and Lord of lords," xix. 13, 16. From
these and from other passages it is manifest, that the Divine
Truth proceeding from the Lord is the Word, and in the supreme
6ense the Lord as to Divine Truth, for it is said that the name
of Him who sat on the white horse is the Word of God, and
that He is King of kings and Lord of lords ; and whereas the

Word is Divine Truth, therefore it is said, that He was clothed

with a vesture tinged with blood, for by vesture is signified

truth, n. 9952, and by blood truth derived from good ; see these

things more fully explained, n. 2760, 2761, 2762. Hence it is

that all truth, which is from the Divine, is called the Word,
as in Joel, " Jehovah uttered His voice before His army, His
camp is exceedingly great, because [His army] is innumerable
which doeth His Word," ii. 11 ; where the voice which Jehovah
utters is truth from the Divine, n. 9926. The camp of Jehovah
is heaven, n. 4236, 8193, 8196 ; hence it is evident that

[the army] being innumerable which does His Word, denotes

which does Divine Truth
; and in Matthew, "Ifany one hearetk
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the Word of the kingdom, and does not attend, the evil one
cometh, and snatcheth away what was sown in his heart : he
that received the seed upon stony places, is he who heareth

the Word, and immediately with joy receiveth it, but hath not
root : he that receiveth seed among thorns, is he who heareth

the Word, but the care of the age and the deceitfulness of

riches choketh the Word: he that receiveth 6eed into good
ground, is he who heareth the Word and attendeth, and thence
bringeth forth fruit," xiii. 19 to 23. That the Word in this

passage is Divine Truth, is evident without explication ; it is

called the Word of the kingdom, because it is the truth of

heaven and the church, for the kingdom denotes heaven and
the church. Hence it may be manifest, that words denote
Divine Truths which are from the Lord, as in John, " The
words which I speak to you, are spirit and are life," vi. 63

;

therefore also the precepts of the decalogue are called the " ten

words," Exod. xxxiv. 28. The reason why the Word denotes

the law of order is, because the Divine Truth proceeding from
the Lord makes order in the heavens, insomuch that it is order

there, hence the laws of heavenly order are Divine Truths, see

n. 1728, 1919, 2247, 2258, 4839, 5703, 7995, 8513, 8700,

8988. The law of order, which is signified by the Word in this

chapter, is how the Lord glorified His Human, that is, made
it Divine, for this is the subject here treated of in the internal

sense ; and hence, in the respective sense, the regeneration of

man is treated of, for the regeneration of man is an image ot

the glorification of the Lord, n. 3130, 3212, 3296, 4402
?>
5688,

9145, 9146. The reason why this principally is the law of order

is, because the Lord, as to the Divine Human, is order in the

heavens ; and because every one who is regenerated is reduced
to that order ; wherefore those who are in that order, are in

the Lord.

9988. " To sanctify them "—that hereby is signified to re-

present the Lord as to the Divine Human, appears from the

signification of sanctifying, as denotingto represent the Lord
as to the Divine Human, see n. 9958. The reason why this is

meant by sanctifying is, because the Lord alone is holy [sanctus],

and because every thing that is holy proceeds from Him, and all

sanctification represents Him, n. 9479, 96S0, 9820.

9989. " To perform the office of the priesthood to Me "—
that hereby is signified all the work of salvation by Him, ap-

pears from the signification of the priesthood, a6 being repre-

sentative of the Lord as to the work of salvation, 6ee n. 9809.

9990. " Take one bullock, a son of the herd "—that hereby

is signified the purification of the natural or external man, ap-

pears from the signification of a bullock, as denoting the good
of innocence and of charity in the natural or external man, see

n. 9391
1
and because it is said a son of the herd, it signifies
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also the truth of that good, for a son denotes truth, and a herd

denotes the natural principle. That a son denotes truth, see

n. 489, 491, 533, 2623, 3373, 9807 ; and that the herd denotes

the natural principle, see n. 2566, 5913, 8937. The reason

why by a bullock the son of the herd is here signified the

purification of the natural or external man is, because he was
sacrificed, and by sacrifices were signified purification from
evils and falses, or expiation, in this case purification from the

evils and falses which are in the natural or external man ; but

purification in the spiritual or internal man, is signified by the

burnt-offering of the ram. That it may be known what the

burnt-offerings and sacrifices specially represented, it is to be
noted, that in man there is an external and an internal principle,

and that in each there is what has relation to truth, and what
has relation to good ; wherefore when man is to be regenerated,

he must be regenerated as to the external principle and as to the

internal, and in each as to truth and as to good ; but before

man can be regenerated, he must be purified from evils and
from falses, for these are opposed [to it]. The purifications of

the external man were represented by b\irnt-offerings and sacri-

fices of oxen, of bullocks, and of he-goats ; and the purifications

of the internal man by burnt-offerings, and sacrifices of rams,

of kids, and of she-goats ; but the purification of the internal

principle itself, which is inmost, by burnt-offerings and sacri-

fices of lambs : wherefore from the animals themselves, which
were sacrificed, it may be manifest what purification or expia-

tion was represented. It is said what purification or expiation

was represented, because burnt-offerings and sacrifices did not
purify or expiate man, but only represented purification or ex-

piation ; for who cannot know that such things do not take

away any thing of evil and of the false appertaining to man, see

passages from the "Word, n. 2180. The reason why they did

not take away, but only represented, was, because with the

Israelitish and Judaic nation was instituted the representative

of a church, by which conjunction was effected with the hea-
vens, and by the heavens with the Lord, on which subject see

what was shown in the passages cited, n. 9320, 9380, but what
was specifically represented by the burnt-offerings and sacrifices

of bullocks, and of rams, and of lambs, will be seen in what
follows in this chapter, for it there treats concerning them.

9991. " And two rams entire "—that hereby is signified the
purification of the spiritual or internal man, appears from the

signification of a ram, as denoting the internal principle of man,
thus his spiritual principle, see n. 2830 ; for the internal prin-

ciple with man is called spiritual, and the external natural.

The reason why purification is signified is, because burnt-offer-

ings were made of rams, and by burnt-offerings and sacrifices

in general were represented purifications from evils and falses,
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or expiations, and by burnt-offerings and sacrifices of rams the
purifications or expiations of the internal or spiritual man, men-
tioned subsequently in this chapter, where they are treated of.

9992. " And bread of what is unleavened "—that hereby is

signified the purification of the celestial principle in the inmost
man, appears from the signification of bread, as denoting the
celestial principle, see n. 2165, 2177, 3478, 9545 ; and from
the signification of what is unleavened, as denoting what is

purified, of which we shall speak presently. The reason why it

denotes the inmost of man is, because the celestial principle is

the good of love, and the good of love is inmost. There are

three [things or principles] appertaining to man, which follow

in successive order ; those three are called celestial, spiritual,

and natural. The celestial is the good of love to the Lord, the

spiritual the good of charity towards the neighbor, and the

natural thence derived the good of faith, which being grounded
in what is spiritual, is called spiritual-natural. For the case

with man is similar to what exists in the heavens ; in the inmost
heaven, which is also called the third heaven, is the celestial

principle ; in the second or middle heaven, is the spiritual prin-

ciple ; and in the first or ultimate heaven, is the natural prin-

ciple thence derived, or the spiritual-natural. The cause of its

being with man similarly to what it is in the heavens is, because
man, who is in good, is a heaven in the least form,—see what
is cited, n. 9279. Concerning the tri-partition also of heaven, or

of the heavenly kingdom, we shall speak presently, when we
come to treat of the cakes, and wafers of fine flour of wheat.

The reason why what is unleavened signifies what is purified is,

because leaven signifies what is false derived from evil, n. 2342,

7906 ; hence what is unleavened signifies what is pure, or without

that false principle. The reason why leaven signifies what is

false derived from evil is, because this false principle defiles good
and also truth, likewise because it excites combat, for on the

approach of that false principle to good, heat is produced, and
as it approaches to truth it excites collision. Hence it is, that

a meat-offering of unleavened hread was employed in the burnt-

oflerings and in the sacrifices. Therefore it was ordained that

" every meat-offering, which they should bring to Jehovah, should

he prepared without leaven" Levit. ii. 11. "That they should

Exod. xxiii. 18. " And that on the feast of the passover, they

should not eat at all what was leavened, and that he who did eat

should be cut offfrom Israel" Exod. xii. 15, 18, 19, 20. The
reason why he was to be cut off from Israel, who ate what was
leavened on the feast of the passover, was, because the feast of

the passover signified liberation from damnation, and specifically

liberation from falses derived from evil, with those who suffer

themselves to be regenerated by the Lord, see n. 7093, 9286 to

not sacrifice upon what is leavened
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9292. Hence ako, that festival was called the feast of unlea-

vened things.

9993. " And cakes of what is unleavened mixed with oil "—
that herehy is signified the purification of the middle celestial

principle, appears from the signification of cakes, as denoting
the middle celestial principle, of which we shall speak presently

;

and from the signification of oil, as denoting the good of love,

see n. 886, 4582, 4638. Hence it is evident, that by cakes
mixed with oil is signified the celestial principle which is from
the inmost, for oil is the good of love, which is inmost. The
case herein is this ; the heavens are distinguished into two king-

doms, one of which is called spiritual, the other celestial ; to

the spiritual kingdom in the heavens, corresponds the intel-

lectual principle appertaining to man, and to the celestial king-

dom there corresponds his will principle, n. 9835. In each
kingdom there is an internal and an external, as also is the

case with man as to the intellectual principle, for the intel-

lectual principle appertaining to man is internal and external,

and the will principle is internal and external. The internal in-

tellectual principle makes the spiritual life of the internal man,
and the external intellectual principle makes the spiritual life

of the external man ; but the internal will principle makes the

celestial life of the internal man, and the external will principle

makes the celestial life of the external man. That there is an
internal and an external appertaining to man, may be manifest
to every one who reflects, especially from the case of hypocrites,

of the deceitful, of the cunning, and of the malicious, in that

they interiorly with themselves think against the truths of

faith, and also will against the goods of celestial love, but ex-

teriorly think and will with them, whence also they speak and
act, that they may appear before the world. It is moreover to be
noted, that each kingdom, namely, the spiritual and celestial, in

the heavens is tripartite, having an inmost, a middle, and an ex-

ternal, see n. 9873. The inmost of the celestial kingdom is the

good of love to the Lord, the middle there is the good of mutual
love, which is the good thence proceeding, and the external
is the delight proceeding from that good ; the two former are
in the internal man with those who are in the Lord's celestial

kingdom, but the third is in the external man with the same.
These three were represented by bread of what is unlea-
vened, by cakes of what is unleavened mixed with oil, and
by wafers of what is unleavened anointed with oil ; and
their purification is represented by the offering of those three

upon the altar together with the burnt-offering or sacri-

fice. That such things in order are signified, may be evi-

dent solely from this consideration, that those three things

were commanded, and. also their preparation described in the

books of Moses, which would not have occurred, unless they
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had involved arcana of heaven and of the church, for on any
other idea, to what purpose could such things have been re-

quired ? But I am aware, that those arcana can be apprehended
scarcely by any one at this day, by reason that a worldly prin-

ciple is now every thing in the understanding and the will, and
those who think about heaven and will it, have, and are willing

to have no other idea concerning it, than a natural and terrestrial

idea, and where there is such an idea, and such a will, thus

where there is such a love, there the arcana of heaven have no
lace. It would be altogether otherwise if the mind were
elighted with heavenly rather than with worldly things, for

those things with which man is delighted, are apprehended, as

when he is delighted with the arcana of the civil state of king-

doms, and with the arcana of the moral state appertaining to

man
;
by the moral state is meant the state of the loves and

affections, and thence of the thoughts, the arcana of which a

cunning man easily perceives ; the reason is, because he
delights to lead others by such things, in order to secure honors,

or gains, or reputation on their account. That cakes signify

the celestial principle in the internal man, is because they are

in the second order, for in the first order is bread of what is

unleavened, in the second are cakes mixed with oil, and in the

third are wafers anointed with oil ; those three were called

meat-offerings, and were offered on the altar together with
burnt-offerings and sacrifices. The mode in which they were to

be prepared is described in Leviticus, chap. ii. and how they
were to be offered is described in various passages, as how by
Aaron on the day of his anointing, Levit. vi. 13 to 16. By
cakes also in the Word the good of love in general is meant

;

hence it is, that the breads of faces or of proposition are called

cakes in Moses. " Thou shalt take fine flour and hake twelve

calces thereof, one cake shall be of two-tenths ; and thou 6halt

set them on the table before Jehovah, and shalt give upon the

order pure frankincense," Levit. xxiv. 5 to 9, where the pure
frankincense, which was given upon the cakes, signified truth

from celestial good, which is the ultimate or extreme of the

celestial kingdom. By cakes also the good of love in general
is signified in Jeremiah. "The sons gather wood, and the

fathers kindle a fire, the women knead dough, to make cakes

to the queen \MelechetK\ of the heavens, and to offer libations

to other gods," vii. 18 ;
cnap. xliv. 19, where to make cakes

to the Melecheth of the heavens denotes to worship the devil

from the good of celestial love, and to offer libations to other

gods, denotes to worship Satan from the truths of faith, for

by the Melecheth of the heavens those are signified who are in

the hell of genii, and by other gods, those who are in the hell of

evil spirits, concerning whom see n. 5977, 8593, 8622, 8625.

Those who are in the hell of genii, taken together, are called the
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devil, but those who are in the hell of evil spirits are called Satan.

But the good of spiritual love is signified by cakes in Ilosea,

" Ephraxm is become a cake not turned " vii. 8 ; but cake is here

expressed by another name in the original tongue, which sig-

nifies the good of spiritual love. A cake not turned is, when
the external man rules over the internal ; when this is the case

with man, order is inverted, for then the external rules, and the

internal serves
;
Ephraim is the intellectual principle of the

church, which is illustrated and affected, when the goods and
truths of faith are received.

9994. "And wafers of what is unleavened anointed with

oil "—that hereby is signified the celestial principle in the ex-

ternal man, appears from the signification of wafers, as denoting

the celestial principle in the external man, of which we shall

speak presently ; and from the signification of what is un-

leavened, as denoting what is purified, see above, n. 9992 ; and
from the signification of oil, as denoting the good of love, see

n. 886, 4582, 4638 ; hence it is evident that by wafers of what
is unleavened anointed with oil, the celestial principle in the

external man is signified, which proceeds in order from the

foregoing. The wafers are said to be anointed with oil, but the

cakes mixed with oil, by reason that wafers are in the third

order, and cakes in the second, as was said just above, n. 9993
;

and what is in the second order proceeds from the inmost im-
mediately, and hence has in it the inmost celestial principle,

which is signified by oil ; and what is in the third order proceeds
from the inmost mediately, namely, by that which is in the

second order, and hence has the inmost principle not so in itself

as that which is in the second order ; on this account the cakes,

because they signify the celestial principle of the second order,

are said to be mixed with oil, and the wafers, because they
signify the celestial principle of the third order, are said to be
anointed with oil. But these things are of difficult apprehen-
sion, unless it be known how the case is with the existence of
things in successive order, which is as end, cause and effect

;

the inmost is the end, the middle is the cause, and the ultimate
is the effect ; the end must be in the cause to make it a cause
of that end, and the cause must be in the effect to make it an
effect of that cause ; the end does not appear in the effect as

in the cause, because the effect is further removed from the end
than the cause. From these considerations the mind may be
illustrated [so as to see] how the case is with what is inmost,
lu.ddle, and external in successive order.

9995. " With fine flour of wheat thou shalt make them "

—

that hereby is signified truth which is from Divine Good, from
which those things are, appears from the signification of fine

flour, as denoting truth, of which we shall speak presently

;

und from the signification of wheat, as denoting the good of

vol. x. 2
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love, see n. 3941, thus in the supreme sense the Divine Good;
and from the signification of making them, as denoting that

those celestial goods, which are signified by bread, cakes and
wafers of what is unleavened, are from that truth. The case

herein is this ; all the truths and goods, which are in the

heavens, are from the Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine
Good of the Lord ; this Divine Truth received by the angels

in the celestial kingdom is called celestial good, but in the

spiritual kingdom, received by the angels there, it is called

spiritual good ; for although the Divine Truth proceeding from
the Divine Good of the Lord is called truth, it is still good.

The reason why it is called truth is, because it appears in the

heavens, before the external sight of the angels there, as light,

for light in the heavens is the Divine Truth ; but the heat in

that light, which is the good of love, makes it to be good. It

is similarly with man, the truth of faith, when it proceeds from
the good of charity, as occurs when man is regenerated, then

appears as good, which is also thence called spiritual good,

for the esse of truth is good, and truth is the form of good.

Hence it may be manifest, why man can with difficulty dis-

tinguish between thinking and willing, for he says, whan he
wills anything, that he thinks it, and frequently when he thinks

anything, that he wills it, when yet they are distinct as truth

and good, for the esse of thought is will, and the form of will

is thought, as the esse of truth is good, and the form of good is

truth, as was just now stated. Since man with so much diffi-

culty distinguishes between those two principles, therefore

neither does he know what is the esse of his life, and that this

esse is good, and not truth, only so far as it exists from good

:

good appertains to the will, and the will is that which a man
loves, wherefore truth does not become the esse of man's life

until he loves it, and when he loves it he does it ; but truth

appertains to the understanding, the province of which is to

think, and when man thinks it, he can discourse concerning it

;

moreover it is given to understand and think truth without

willing and doing it, but when it is not willed, it is not appro-

priated to the life of man, because it has not in it the esse of his

life : it is in consequence of man's ignorance of this, that he
attributes to faith the all of salvation, and scarcely anything to

charity, when yet faith derives its esse of life from charity, as

truth from good. Moreover all good appertaining to man is

formed by truth, for good flows in by an internal way from the

Lord, ana truth enters by an external way ; and they unite in

marriage in the internal man, but in one manner with the

spiritual man and angel, and in another with the celestial man
and angel. With the spiritual man and angel the marriage is

effected in the intellectual part, but in the celestial man and
ttdgel in the will part. The external way, by which truth enters
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it by the hearing and sight into the understanding; hut the

internal way, by which good flows in from the Lord, is through

his inmost principle into the will, on which subject see what

was shown in the passages cited, n. 9596. From these con-

siderations it is evident that the celestial goods, which are sig-

nified by bread, by cakes, and by wafers of what is unleavened,

exist, by the Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of

the Lord, and that this is meant by what is said, " With fine

flour of wheat thou shalt make them." Since this is the case,

all the meat-offerings, which were prepared by various methods,

were made of fine flour mingled with oil, see Levit. ii. 1 to the

end
;

chap. vi. 13 to 16 ; Numb, vii. 19 and the following

verses
;
chap. xv. 2 to 15

;
chap, xxviii. 11 to 15. That fine

flour, and also meal, denotes truth which is from good, is mani-

fest from the following passages, " Thou didst eat fine flour,

hunty and oil, whence thou becamest exceedingly beautiful,"

Ezek. xvi. 13 ; these things are said of Jerusalem, by which is

there meant the Ancient Church ; fine flour denotes the truth

derived from the good of that church, honey its delight, oil the

good of love, and to eat is to appropriate ; wherefore it is said

thou becamest beautiful, for spiritual beauty is from truths and
goods. And in Hosea, "It hath no standing corn, the germ
shall not yield meal, if so be it yield, strangers shall devour it,"

viii. 7 ; where standing corn denotes the truth of faith de-

rived from good in conception, n. 9146 ; the germ shall not

yield meal denotes barrenness, because truth is not derived from
good; the strangers who shall devour denote falses derived from
evil which will consume. And in the 1st book of Kings, " A
woman of Zidon in Zarephtha said to Elias, that she had nothing

of which to make a cake, but a handful of meal in a cask, and
a little oil in a cruse : Elias said, that she should make for him
a cake in the first place, and the cask of meal woidd not be con-

sumed, and the cruse of oil would not fail : which also came to

pass," xvii. 12 to 15. By meal is here signified the truth of

the church, and by oil its good, for by the woman of Zidon is

represented the church which is in the knowledges of truth and
good, and by Elias the prophet, the Lord as to the Word ; hence
it is evident what this miracle involves, for all the miracles

recorded in the Word involve such things as relate to the

church, n. 7337, 8364, 9086 ; hence it is manifest what is

signified by the cask of meal not being consumed, and the

cruse of oil not failing, if the woman made a cake of what few
things she had for Elias in the former place, and for her son in

the latter. That woman denotes the church, see n. 252, 253
;

that Zidon denotes the knowledges of truth and good, n. 1201
;

and that Elias denotes the Lord as to the Word, n. 2762, 5247.
And in Isaiah, " O daughter of Babel, take a millstone, and
(/rind meal," xlvii. 2 ; where the daughter of Babel denotes
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those in the church who are in a holy external, but in a pro-

fane internal ; to grind meal denotes to select, such things

from the sense of the letter of the Word, as serve to confirm

the evil of self-love and the love of the world, which evil is

profane ; to grind denotes to select, and also to explain i'd

favor of those loves ; and meal denotes truth that is service

able, see n. 4335 ; hence it is evident what is meant by grind-

ing, and consequently by what is ground, as in Jeremiah,
" Princes are hanged up by their hand, the faces of the old were
not honored, they brought the young men to grind" Lam. v

12, 13. And. in Moses, " Moses took the calf which they had
made, and burned it with fire, and ground it until it became
most minute, then he sprinkled the surface of the waters, and
made the sons of Israel to drink," Exod. xxxii. 20 ; Deut. i.\.

21. And in Matthew, " Then two shall be in the field, one
shall be taken, the other shall be left

;
[two women] shall be

grinding, one shall be taken, the other shall be left," xxiv. 40,

11. Hence it is evident what is denoted by grinding, that in

a good sense it denotes to select truths from the Word and
explain them to the service of what is good, and in a bad sense

to the service of what is evil, see n. 7780 ; whence also it is

manifest what is signified by what is ground, consequently what
by meal and fine flour.

9990. " And thou shalt give them upon one basket "—thai

hereby is signified the sensual principle in which those things

are, appears from the signification of basket, as denoting the

sensual principle. The reason why basket denotes the sensual

principle is, because the sensual principle is the ultimate of the

life of man, and in the ultimate are stored up all interior things

in order, see n. 9828, 9836 ; and by vessels of every kind in the

Word are signified external things, wherein are things interior,

n. 3079. Hence now it is that it is said, that the bread, the

cakes, and the wafers of what is unleavened should be given
into a basket, and should be brought in a basket ; that the sen-

sual principle appertaining to man is the ultimate of his life,

see n. 9212, 9216. But the case herein is this ; there are two
principles appertaining to man which constitute his life, the

intellectual principle and the will principle; the ultimate of the

intellectual principle is called the sensual scientific, and the

ultimate of the will principle is called sensual delight; the sen-

sual scientific, which is the ultimate of the intellectual principle,

is imbibed through two senses, which are hearing and seeing
,

and the sensual delight, which is the ultimate of the will prin-

ciple, is imbibed also through two senses, which are tasting and
touching; the ultimate of the perception of each is smelling.

The sensual scientific, which is the ultimate of the intellectual

principle, is meant in the Word by a cup, for the wine which is

therein, or the water, denotes the truths which are of the
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intellectual part; but the sensual delight, which is the ultimate

of the will principle, is meant in the Word by a basket ; and
whereas the ultimate is the continent of all interior things,

therefore also interior things are meant by those vessels,—by a

cup intellectual (.ruths, and m the opposite sense falses, and by
basket goods of the will, and in the opposite sense evils ; for

goods appertain to the will, and truths to the understanding;
that cups denote intellectual truths in the complex, see n. 5120,

9557 ; and that baskets denote goods of the will in the complex,
n. 5144. Whether we speak ot goods of the will, or of celestial

goods, it is the same thing, in like manner whether we speak of

'itellectual truths or of spiritual truths ; that those things which
irere placed in the basket signify celestial goods, see just above,
. 9992, 9993, 9994, and whereas the sensual principle is theh
Itimate, and thereby the continent of all, therefore it is said

chat all those should be given upon a basket.

9997. " And thou shalt cause them to approach in thi

basket "—that hereby is signified thus the presence of all things

appears from the signification of causing to approach, as denot
ing conjunction and presence, see n. 9378 ; and from the signifi-

cation of a basket, as denoting the sensual principle, containing

all things, see just above, n. 9996.

9998. " And the bullock, and the two rams "—that hereby
is signified the natural or external principle of man, and his

spiritual and internal principle, which were to be purified, ap-

pears from the signification of the bullock, as denoting the na-

tural or external principle of man, which is to be purified, see

above, n. 9990 ; and from the signification of the rams, as

denoting the spiritual or internal principle of man which is to

be purified, see also above, n. 9991.

9999. Verses 4 to 9. And Aaron and his sons thou shalt

cause to approach to the door of the tent of the congregation, and
thou shalt wash them with waters. And thou shalt take garments,
and shalt clothe Aaron with the tunic, and with the robe of the

ephod, and with the ephod, and with the breast-plate ,' and thou

shalt gird him with the girdle of the ephod. And thou shalt

set the mitre upon his head, and thou shalt give the coronet of
holiness upon the mitre. And thou, shalt take the oil of anoint-

ing, and shalt pour it upon his head, and shalt anoint him.
And thou shalt cause his sons to approach, and shalt clothe

them with tunics. And thou shalt gird them with a belt, Aaron
and his sons, and shalt tie turbans to them, and the priesthood
shall be to themfor the statute of an age ; and thou .-shalt fill

the hand of Aaron and the hand of his sons. And Aaron
and his sons, signifies the Lord as to the Divine (rood, and as

to the Divine Truth thence derived. Thou shalt cause .to ap-

proach to the door of the tent of the congregation, signifies the
conjunction of each in heaven. And thou shalt wash them with
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waters, signifies purification by the truths of faith. And thou
shalt take garments, and clothe Aaron, signifies a representative

of the Lord's spiritual kingdom. With the tunic,* signifies the

inmost of that kingdom. And with the robe of the ephod, sig-

nifies the middle of that kingdom. And with the ephod. sig-

nifies its ultimate. And with the breast-plate, signifies Divine
Truth shining forth from the Divine Good of the Lord. And
thou shalt set the mitre upon his head, signifies the Divine
Wisdom. And thou shalt give the coronet of holiness upon the

mitre, signifies the Divine Human of the Lord. And thou
shalt take the oil of anointing, signifies a representative of in-

auguration into the Divine Good. And shalt pour it upon his

head and anoint him, signifies a representative of the Divine
Good in the Lord as to the whole Human [principle]. And
thou shalt cause his sons to approach, signifies the conjunction

of the Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the

Lord. And thou shalt clothe them with tunics, signifies a

representative of the Divine Spiritual [principle] proceeding.

And thou shalt gird them with a belt, signifies a bond of con-

junction that all things may be kept in connexion, and hence
in a heavenly form. Aaron and his sons, signifies the Lord as

to Divine Good and the Divine Truth thence proceeding. And
shalt tie turbans to them, signifies intelligence from wisdom.
And the priesthood shall be to them, signifies the Lord as to

the work of salvation in successive order. For the statute of

an age, signifies according to the eternal laws of order. And
thou'shalt fill the hand of Aaron, and the hand of his sons,

signifies a representative of the Divine Power of the Lord by
Divine Truth derived from Divine Good.

10.000. " And Aaron and his sons "—that hereby is signified

the Lord as to Divine Good, and as to the Divine Truth thence

derived, appears from the representation of Aaron, as denoting

the Lord as to Divine Good, see n. 9806 ; and from the repre-

sentation of his sons, as denoting the Lord as to the Divine

Truth thence derived, see n. 9807.

10.001. "Thou shalt cause to approach to the door of tlu>

tent of the congregation "—that hereby is signified the conjunc-

tion of each in heaven, appears from the signification of causing

to approach, as denoting presence and conjunction, as above,

n. 9997, here the conjunction of Divine Good and Divine

Truth in heaven ; and from the signification of the door, as

denoting introduction, seen. 8989 ; and from the representation

of the tent of the congregation, as denoting heaven, see n. 9457,

9481, 9485, 9963. The reason why the bullock, the rams, the

bread, the cakes, and the wafers of what was unleavened in

the basket, and Aaron with his sons, were- to be presented at

the door of the tent of the congregation, and that the6e lattei

•The tunic was u • irmeut immediately investing the body.
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should be there clothed with garments, and anointed, and the
former should be there offered upon the altar, was, because the

place where the door of the tent of the congregation was, repre-

sented the marriage of Divine Good with Divine Truth ; for by
the altar, which also was set at the door of the tent, was repre-

sented the Lord as to Divine Good, and by the tent of the con-

gregation was represented the Lord as to Divine Truth ; hence
by Die place at the door of the tent was represented the con-

junction of good and of truth, which conjunction is called the

heavenly marriage. That by the altar of burnt-offering was re-

presented the Lord as to Divine Good, see n. 9964 ; and that by
the tent of the congregation was represented the Lord as to

Divine Truth, n. 9963. That the altar was there placed is ma
nifest from Moses, " And Moses sat the altar of burnt-offering

at the door of the tent? Exod. xl. 29. That the conjunction

of good and of truth is the heavenly marriage, and that it is

heaven, see n. 2173, 2508, 2618, 2803
;
3204, 3132, 3952, 4434,

6179. From these considerations it is now evident, that by
causing Aaron and his sons to approach to the door of the tent

of the congregation, is signified the conjunction of each,

namely of Divine Good and Divine Truth from the Lord in

heaven.

10.002. "And thou shalt wash them with waters"—that

hereby is signified purification by the truths of faith, appears
from the signification of washing with waters, as denoting puri-

fication by the truths of faith, see n. 3147, 5954, 9089. That all

purification and regeneration is effected by the truth,, of faith,

see n. 2769, 7044, 8625 to 8640, 8772 ; and that waU-rs denote
the truths of faith, n. 739, 2702, 3058, 3424, 4976, 7037,
8568.

10.003. " And thou shalt take garments, and shalt clothe

Aaron "—that hereby is signified a representative of the Lord's
spiritual kingdom, appears from the signification of the gar-

ments of Aaron, as being a representative of the Lord's spiritual

kingdom, see n. 9814.

10.004. " With the tunic "—that hereby is signified the in

most of that kingdom, appears from the signification of the

tunic with which Aaron was clothed, as denoting the Divine
Spiritual immediately proceeding from the Divine Celestial,

thus the inmost of the spiritual kingdom, see n. 9826, 9942.

10.005. " And with the robe of the ephod "—that hereby is

signified the middle of that kingdom, appears from the signi-

fication of the robe, as denoting the Divine Spiritual mediately
proceeding from the Divine Celestial, thus the middle of the

spiritual kingdom, see n. 9825. The reason why it is called the

robe of the ephod is, because the robe belonged to the ephod

;

it was also divided from the tunic by the girdle ; for there were
two girdles, one common to the ephod and the robe together.
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the other for the tunic only, which signified that those things

of the spiritual kingdom, which were represented by the tunic,

were distinct from those which were represented by the robe
and the ephod together ; the girdle or belt signifies a common
bond, by which interior things are held in connexion, n. 9328,
and also by which one is separated from the other, n. 9943.

The case herein is this ; there are three things which follow or

succeed in order ; those three in the heavens are denominated
the celestial, the spiritual, and the natural thence derived. The
celestial [principle] is the good of love to the Lord, the spiritual

is the good of charity towards the neighbor, and the natural

thence derived is the good of faith. The celestial, which is the

good of love to the Lord, constitutes the inmost or third heaven
;

the spiritual, which is the good of charity towards the neigh-

bor, constitutes the middle or second heaven ; and the natural

thence derived, which is the good of faith, constitutes the

ultimate or first heaven. Inasmuch as the garments of Aaron
represented the spiritual kingdom of the Lord, n. 9314. it is

evident from what has been said what the tunic represented,

and what the robe, and what the ephod, namely, that the tunic

represented the uniting medium of the spiritual kingdom with
the celestial kingdom, wherefore also it was divided by the

girdle from the robe and the ephod, which represented the

internal and external spiritual kingdom. Concerning the tunic,

see n. 9826, 9942 ; of the robe, n. 9825 ; and of the ephod, n.

9822. An idea of this subject may also be obtained from what
has been before stated concerning the tent of the congregation,

by which was represented heaven wherein the Lord is
;
by its

inmost, where the ark of the testimony was, was represented

the inmost or third heaven
;
by the habitation, which was with-

out the vail, was represented the middle or second heaven ; and
by the court, the first or ultimate heaven ; thus also the celes-

tial, the spiritual, and the natural thence derived. But the

uniting medium of the inmost and middle heaven was repre-

sented by the vail between the holy and the holy of holies, the

like as by the tunic upon Aaron. Concerning the inmost of the

tent where the ark was, see n. 9485 ; of the habitation which
was without the vail, n. 2594, 9632 ; of the court, n. 9741

;

and of the vail, as being the uniting medium of the inmost and
middle heaven, n. 9670, 9671. A still better idea may be con-

ceived of this subject from the correspondence of man with the

heavens, in that there is a correspondence of all things apper-

taining to man with all things in the heavens ; see what has been
above shown at the close of several chapters. The head with

man corresponds to the inmost or third heaven, where celestial

good is ; the breast even to the loins corresponds to the middle

or second heaven, where spiritual good is ; and the feet corres-

pond to the ultimate or first heaven, where natural good is ; but

*
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the neck from correspondence denotes the uniting medium of

the inmost heaven and the middle, n. 9913, 9914; in like

manner as the vail in the tent; for all representatives in nature

have reference to the human form, and have a signification ac-

cording to their relation to it, see n. 9196. From these con-

siderations it may now he manifest, why the tunic was divided

hy the girdle from the robe and the ephod, and also why the

robe is called the robe of the ephod.

10.006. " And with the ephod "—that hereby is signified

the ultimate thereof, namely, of the spiritual kingdom, appears

from the signification of the ephod, as denoting the ultimate of

the spiritual kingdom, see n. 9824.

10.007. " And with the breast-plate "—that hereby is signi-

fied Divine Truth shining forth from the Divine Good of the

Lord, appears from what was shown concerning the breast-

plate, n. 9823, 9863 to 9873, 9905.

10.008. " And thou shalt set the mitre upon his head "—that

hereby is signified the Divine Wisdom, appears from the signi-

fication of a mitre, as denoting intelligence, and when concern-

ing the Lord", who is represented by Aaron, as denoting the

Divine "Wisdom, see n. 9827.

10.009. " And thou shalt give the coronet of holiness upon
the mitre "—that hereby is signified the Divine Human of the

Lord, appears from what was said above, n. 9930, 9931, con-

cerning the plate of gold, in which was engraven Holiness to

Jehovah, which is here called the coronet of holiness.

10.010. " And thou shalt take the oil of anointing "—that

hereby is signified a representative of Divine Good in the Lord,
appears from the signification of oil, as denoting good, and in

the supreme sense the Divine Good of the Divine Love in the

Lord ; and from the signification of anointing, as denoting in-

auguration to represent that good, see n. 9474, 9954.

10.011. " And shalt pour it upon his head, and shalt anoint
him "—that hereby is signified a representative of the Divine
Good in the Lord as to the whole Human [principle], appears
from the signification of pouring oil upon Aaron's head, as de-

noting the Divine Good upon the whole Human of the Lord,
for by oil is signified Divine Good, n. 4582, 9474, by Aaron
the Lord as to the Divine Good, n. 9806, and by the head the
whole Human [principle] ; and from the signification of anoint
ing, as being a representative of this, see n. 9474, 9954. The
reason why the head denotes the whole Human [principle], or

the whole man is, because from the head descends the all of the
man, for the body is a derivation thence, wherefore also what
man thinks and wills, which is done in the head, this is pre-

sented in effect in the body. The head is as the supreme oi

inmost principle hi the heavens, which descends and flows-in
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into the heavens which are beneath, and produces and is de-

rived into them, wherefore also the head with man corresponds

to the inmost heaven, the body even to the loins to the middle
heaven, and the feet to the ultimate heaven. In fine, what is

inmost, this in the derivatives is the only principle which essen-

tially lives. Hence it is evident that the Divine, since it is the

inmost of ill, or what is the same thing, the highest of all, is

the only principle from which is the life of all, wherefore so far

as man receives from the Divine, so far he lives. Moreover the

oil, with which the priest was anointed, flowed down from the

crown of the head even to the body, as is manifest from David,
" As the good oil upon the head descending to the heard of Aaron

,

which descends upon the border of his garment" Psalm exxxiii. 2.

And in Matthew, " A woman poured an alabaster box of balsam
upon the head of Jesus, as he lay down ; Jesus said, she hath

poured the balsam upon my body for the sepulchre," xxvi. 7, 12.

And in Mark, " There came a woman having an alabaster box of
ointment of spikenard very precious, and breaking tfie alabaster

box, she poured it upon the head of Jesus ; and Jesus said, she

is come beforehand to anoint my body for the burial," xiv. 3, 8.

Hence also it is evident, that anointing the head is anointing

the whole body. That by the head is meant the whole man,
is also manifest from several passages in the Word, as in Isaiah,

"The redeemed of Jehovah shall return, and shall come toZion

with singing, and the joy of eternity shall be on their head"
xxxv. 10. And in Moses, " The precious things of the products

of the sun, the first fruits of the mountains of the east, and

the precious things of the earthfor the head of Joseph, and for

the crown of the head of the Nazarite of his brethren," Deut.

xxxiii. 14, 15, 16. And in Jeremiah, " The storm of Jehovah

shall dash upon the head of the wicked" xxx. 23. And in

Ezekiel, " Their way I will give upon their head" xi. 21 ;
chap,

xvi. 43
;
chap. xxii. 31 ; Joel iii. 4 ; Obad. verse 15. Again,

in Ezekiel, " Woe to them that make kerchiefs upon the head of
every statue to hunt soul6," xiii. 18. And in David, " God
shall bruise the head, the scalp of the hair," Psalm lxviii. 21.

From these considerations it is now evident, that by the head is

signified the whole man, and thus that by pouring oil upon the

head of Aaron, is signified the Divine Good in the Lord upon

the whole HumaH [principle]. That the Lord, when He was

in the world, made Himself Divine Truth, and when He de-

parted out of the world, made Himself Divine Good, see what

is cited, n. 9315, 9199.

10,012. " And thou shalt cause his sons to approach "—that

hereby is signified the conjunction of the Divine Truth pro-

ceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord, appears from the

representation of the sons of Aaron, as denoting the Divine
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Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord, see n.

9807 ; and from the signification of causing to approach, as

denoting conjunction, see n. 3S06, 10,001.

10.013. "And shalt clothe them with tunics"—that hereby
is signified a representative of the Divine Spiritual proceeding,

appears from the signification of the tunics which were for the

sons of Aaron, as denoting the Divine Truth proceeding from
the Divine Spiritual, which is represented by the tunics of

Aaron, see n. 9947.

10.014. "And thou shalt gird them with a belt "—that
hereby is signified a bond of conjunction that all things may
be kept in connexion, and thence in a heavenly form, appears
from the signification of the belt, as denoting an external bond
keeping together all the ti*uths and goods of faith in connexion
and in form, see n. 3341, 9828, 9S37, 9944.

10.015. " Aaron and his sons "—that hereby is signified the

Lord as to the Divine Good, and the Divine Truth thence pro-

ceeding, appears from the representation of Aaron, as denoting
the Lord as to the Divine Good, see n. 9806 ; and from the

representation of the sons of Aaron, as denoting the Lord as to

the Divine Truth thence proceeding, see n. 9807.

10.016. " And shalt tie turbans [tiara] to them"—that hereby
is signified intelligence grounded in wisdom, appears from the

signification of turbans, as denoting intelligence grounded in

wisdom, see n. 9949.

10.017. " And the priesthood shall be to them "—that hereby
is signified the Lord as to the work of salvation in successive

order, appears from the signification of the priesthood, as being
a representative of the Lord, as to all the work of salvation,

see n. 9809. The reason why it is in successive order is, because
the priesthood of the sons of Aaron is here treated of, and by
his sons are represented those things which proceed, thus things

which succeed in order, n. 9807. The case herein is this ; the

priesthood, which is represented by Aaron, is the work of the

salvation of those who are in the Lord's celestial kingdom, which
kingdom is properly meant in the Word by a kingdom of priests

;

but the priesthood, which is represented by the sons of Aaron,
is the work of the salvation of those who are in the Lord's spi-

ritual kingdom proximately proceeding from His celestial king-

dom. Hence it is, that by the priesthood is here meant the Lord's

work of salvation in successive order ; but the priesthood, which
is represented by the Levites, denotes the Lord's work of salva-

tion again proceeding from the former. There are three [princi-

ples] which succeed in order; there is the celestial, which is the

good of love to the Lord ; there is the spiritual, which is the good
of charity towards the neighbor ; and there is the natural, thence
derived, which is the good of faith. Inasmuch as there are those

three which succeed in order, there are also three heavens, and
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in them goods in that order ; the work of the salvation of those

who are in celestial good, is represented by the priesthood of

Aaron ; but the work of the salvation of those who are in spi-

ritual good, is represented by the priesthood of the sons of

Aaron; and the work of the salvation of those who are thence

in natural good, is represented by the priesthood of the Levites
;

and since those things, which succeed in order, proceed from
the good of love to the Lord, which is represented by Aaron
and his priesthood, therefore it is said of the Levites, that they

should be given to Aaron, for those things which proceed are of

that from which they proceed, for the things proceeding or suc-

ceeding, thence derive their esse
;
according to what was said

just above, n. 10,001. That the Levites were given to Aaron
and his sons that they might perform the ministry of the priest-

hood under them, see Numb. iii. 1 to the end.

10.018. "For the statute of an age "—that hereby is signi-

fied according to the eternal laws of order, appears from the

signification of a statute, as denoting a law of order, see n.

7884, 7995, 8357 ; and from the signification of an age, as de-

noting what is eternal.

10.019. " And thou shalt fill the hand of Aaron, and the

hand of his sons"—that hereby is signified inauguration to re-

present the Divine Power of the Lord by Divine Truth derived
from Divine Good, is evident from the signification of filling the

hand, which is to inaugurate to represent the Lord as to Divine
Truth derived from Divine Good, and the power thence result-

ing. There were two things by which inauguration into the

priesthood was effected, anointing and filling of the hand
;
by

anointing was effected inauguration to represent the Lord as to

Divine Good, for the oil, by which anointing was effected,

signifies the good of love, n. 10,011, and by filling of the hand
was effected inauguration to represent the Lord as to Divine
Truth derived from Divine Good, and thereby as to power; for

by the hand is signified power, n. 878, 4931 to 4937, 5327,

5328, 6947, 7011, 7188, 7189, 7518, 7673, 8050, 8069, S153;
and the hand is predicated of the truth which is from good, n.

3091, 3563, 4931, 8281, 9025. Since all power is of truth

derived from good, n. 5623, 6344, 6413, 6948, 8200, S304,

9327, 9410, 9639, 9643 ; and whereas the head and the whole
body exercise their power by the hands, and power is the acti-

vity of the life appertaining to man, therefore by the hand is

also signified whatsoever appertains to man, thus the man
himself so tar as he is an agent, n. 9133; from which consi-

derations it may be manifest what is signified by filling the

hand. That the Lord alone has all power, and that no angel,

spirit, nor man has any, unless what is thence derived, see

u. S200, 82S1, 9327, 9410, 9639. The reason why by those

two things, namely, by anointing and filling the hand, inaugura-
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tion into the priesthood was effected,was, because all things what-

soever which are and exist, in the heavens and in the earths, have
reference to goodness and to truth. But in what manner the fill-

ing of the hand was effected, is described in this chapter from

verse 9 to 30 ; and also in Levit. chap. viii. 22 to the end ; it

was effected by the second ram, which is therefore called the

ram of fillings. The process of filling was, that the ram should

be slain ; that of his blood [a part] should be given upon the

auricle of the right ear, the thumb of the right hand, and the

great toe of the right foot, of Aaron and of his sons ; that

some of the blood from the altar, and of the oil of anointing,

should be sprinkled upon Aaron and upon his sons, and upon
their garments ; that the fat, the tail, the fat on the intes-

tines, the caul of the liver, the kidneys and their fat, and the

right shoulder, of that ram, also the bread, the cakes and the

wafers of what is unleavened from the basket, should be set

upon the palms of the hands of Aaron and of his sons, and
should be shaken ; and afterwards they were to be burnt upon
the burnt-offering of the first ram, that the breast, after it

was shaken, and the left shoulder, should be for Aaron and
his sons, and the flesh baked in the holy place, and the bread
remaining in the basket, should be eaten by them, at the door
of the tent of the congregation ; this was the process of the fill-

ings of the hands ; but what each of these rites signified, will be
shown, by the Divine Mercy of the Lord, in the following pages.

The Divine Power of the Lord, which was represented by the

filling of the hand of Aaron and of his sons, is the Divine
Power of saving the human race ; and the power of saving the

human race is power over the heavens and over the hells ; for

by that power of the Lord, and by no other, man is saved
;

for all the good which is of love, and all the truth which is

of faith, flow in through the heavens from the Lord, which
cannot flow in unless the hells are removed, for from the

hells are all evils, and thence every thing that is false
;
by

the removal of evils and the falses thence derived which enter

in from the hells, and tlien by the influx of the good of love

and of the truth of faith through heaven from the Lord, man
is saved. That the Lord, when He was in the world, subdued
the hells, and reduced the heavens into order, and acquired
to Himself Divine Power over them, see n. 9486, 9715, yS09,

9937, and what is cited n. 9528 at the end. This power of

the Lord is what was represented by the filling of the hand
of the priests ; for by the priesthood was signified the whole
work of the Lord's salvation, n. 9809. That the Lord has that

power, He Himself teaches in express words in Matthew,
"All power is given unto Me in the heavens and in the earths"
xxviii. 18. And in Luke, " Jesus said to the seventy, who
said that thi demons were obedient to them, Behold, I give you
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power to tread upon serpents, and upon scorpions, and upon all

the power of the enemy, and nothing shall in any wise hurt yon.
All things are delivered to Me of My Father" x. 19, 22. By
these words is described the power of the Lord over the hells

;

demons are those who are in the hells
;
serpents and scorpions

denote evils and the falses of evil ; to tread npon them is to

destroy them ; the hells are also meant by the enemy, over
whom they were to have power. That the Lord acquired to

Himself that, power when He was in the world, is manifest from
Isaiah, " Who is this that comcth from Edom, walking in the

multitude of His strength, mighty to save ; my oion arm brought
salvation to me ; therefore He was made a Saviour to them"
lxiii. 1 to 10 ; that those things are said of the Lord, is known
in the church. In like manner what is said elsewhere in the

same prophet, uHis own arm brought salvation to Him, and
Hisjustice stirredHim up,therefore Heput onjustice as a coat of
mail,and a helmet ofsalvation upon His head, and the Redeemer
came to Zion" lix. 16 to 21. And in David, " The saying of
Jehovah to My Lord, Sit thou at My right hand, until Iplace
thy foes thy footstool / Jehovah shall send the sceptre of thy
strength out ofZion f have thou dominion in the midst ofenemies ;
the Lord is at thy right hand" Psalm ex. 1 and following

verses. That these things were said of the Lord, the Lord
Himself teaches in Matthew, chap. xxii. 42 ; in this passage is

described His dominion over the hells by sitting at the right

hand, for by the right hand is signified the power which Divine
Truth has from Divine Good ; the hells and the evils and falses

thence derived are the foes, who were to be placed for His
footstool, and also the enemies id the midst of whom he
was to have dominion. That the right hand of Jehovah is

Divine Power, is evident from numerous passages in the Word,
as in Moses, "Thy right hand, 0 Jehovah, is magnificent in
strength, thy right hand, 0 Jehovah, hath broken in pieces the

enemy," Exod. xv. 6. And in David, " O God, thou givest

me the shield of salvation, and thy light hand sicstaineth m.e"
Psalm xviii. 35. Again, "Their arm did not preserve them,
but thy right hand, and thine arm, and the light of thyfaces,"
Psalm xliv. 3 ; it is said, thy right hand, and thine arm, and
the light of thy faces, because the right hand denotes power,
the arm denotes strength, and the light of faces Divine Truth
from the Divine Good ; that arm denotes strength, see n. 4932,

4934, 4935, 7205 ; that light is the Divine Truth, H. 9548,

9684; and that the face ot Jehovah is the Divine Good, n.

222, 5585, 9306. Again, " O God, Thy right hand sustaineth

we*," Psalm lxiii. 8. Again, " O Jehovah, thou hast an arm
with virtue, strong is Thy hand, Thy right hand shatt be

exalted," Psalm lxxxix. 13. And in Isaiah, uJchovah hath
sworn by His right hand, by the arm of His strength," lxii. 8.
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And in David, " 0 Jehovah, let Thy hand be for the man of
Thy right hand; for the Son of Man, [whom] Thou hast

strengthened for Thyself ; then will we not recede from Thee,"

Psalm lxxx. 17, 18. From these passages it may now be ma-

nifest what is meant by the Lord's words in Matthew, " Jesus

said, henceforth ye shall see the Son ofMan, sitting on the right

hand of power" xxvi. 64; and in Luke, "Henceforth shall

the Son vfMan sit on the right hand of the virtue of God,"

xxii. 69; that the Son of Man denotes the Lord as to Divine

Truth, see n. 9807 ; but that the right hand denotes Divine

Power, is manifest from what has been now shown, therefore

also it is called the right hand of power and the right hand of

virtue. From these considerations it is now evident what was

represented by the anointing of Aaron and of his sons, and

what by the filling of their hand, namely, by anointing, the

Divine Good of the Divine Love in the Lord, n. 9954 at the end,

and by the filling of the hand, Divine Truth and the Divine

Power thence derived. That Divine Good has all power by
Divine Truth, and that the Lord alone has that power, see the

passages cited above. On this account also, in the Word of

the Old Testament the Lord is called hero, a man of war, and
also Jehovah Sabaoth, or of armies.

10,020. Verses 10, 11, 12, 13, 14. And thou shall cause

the bullock to approach before the tent of the congregation, and
Aaron and his sons shallput their hands upon the head of the

bullock. And thou shalt slay the bullock before Jehovah at the

door of the tent of the congregation. And thou shalt take of the

blood of the hillock, and shalt give it upon the horns of the altar

with thy finger / and all the blood thou shaltpourforth at the

foundation of the altar. And thou shalt take all thefat covering

the intestines, and the caxd xipon the liver, and the two kidneys,

and thefat which is upon them, and thou shalt make the altar

to burn. And the flesh of the bullock, and his skin, and his

dung, thou shalt burn with fire out of the camp / this is sin.

And thou shalt cause the bullock to approach, signifies the

state of the application of the natural or external man, such as

it is in its infancy. Before the tent of the congregation, signi-

fies for purification, the reception of truth from heaven, and the

conjunction thereof with good. And Aaron and his sons shall

put their hands on the head of the bullock, signifies a repre-

sentative of the reception of good and of truth in the natural

or external man. And thou shalt slay the bullock before

Jehovah, signifies preparation for the purification of good and
of truth from the Divine in the external or natural man. At
the door of the tent of the congregation, signifies that there

may be conjunction of those principles. And thou shalt take
of the blood of the bullock, sign'.ties Divine Truth accom-
modated in the natural or external man. And shalt give it
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upon the hems of the altar with thy finger, signifies the Divine
Power of the Lord from the proprium. And all the blood thou
shalt pour forth at the foundation of the altar, signifies Divine
Truth, the whole of it in the sensual principle, which is the

ultimate of the life of man. And thou shalt take all the fat,

signifies good accommodated. That covers the intestines, sig-

niries which appertains to ultimates or lowest principles. And
the caul upon the liver, signifies interior good of the external

or natural man. And the two kidneys, and the fat upon them,
signifies interior truth of the external or natural man and its

good. And thou shalt make the altar to burn, signifies from
the Divine Love of the Lord. And the flesh of the bullock,

signifies the evil of the former loves there. And his skin, signi-

fies the false in ultimates. And his dung, signifies the rest of

the unclean things. Thou 6halt burn with fire out of the camp,
signifies that they are to be committed to hell, aud to be con-

sumed with the evils of self-love. This is sin, signifies that it is

purified from evils.

10,021. " And thou shalt cause the bullock to approach "

—

that hereby is signified the state of the application of the na-

tural or external man such as it is in its infancy, appears from
the signification of causing to approach, as denoting presence

and conjunction, see n. 9378, 9997, 10,001, and also applica-

tion, n. 8439, in this case application for purification and for

the reception of good and of truth from the Divine, for by this

sacrifice, and by sacrifices in general, this is signified ; and
from the signification of the bullock, as denoting the good of

charity and of innocence in the natural or external man, see

n. 9391, thus the external or natural man, such as he is in his

infancy, for then he is in the good of innocence ; whilst he is

in that state, he is also in a state of application for purification

and for reception of good and truth from the Divine. Since

1 hose things are now treated of in the internal sense, it may be
expedient to say how the case herein is. When man is regene-

rated, which occurs when he is of adolescent years, then he is

first let into a state of innocence, but into a state of external

innocence, almost like that of infants, the innocence of these

latter being external innocence, which dwells in ignorance
;

this state is the plane of the new life when man is regenerating

;

the man is also on this occasion as an infant, for during rege-

neration he is conceived anew, is born, becomes an infant, and

grows up to maturity, which is effected by truth implanted in

good ; and so far as lie then comes into genuine good, so far

he comes into the good of internal innocence, which innocence

dwells in wisdom. And whereas the regeneration of man is an

image of the glorification of the Lord, it is evident that the

Lord so glorified Himself, that is, made His Human [principle]

Divine; for the subject treated of, in the internal sense, in this
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chapter, is concerning the glorification of the Lord, n. 9985
;

but since the glorification of the Lord as to His Human [prin-

ciple] transcends the understanding, therefore, that it may in

Borne measure be apprehended, it is explained by its resemblance
or image. These statements are premised, to the intent that it

may be known what is meant by purification and by the reception

of good and of truth, and their conjunction, which are signified

by sacrifices in general, and here specifically by the sacrifices of

the inauguration of Aaron and of his sons into the priesthood.

That the regeneration of man is an image of the glorification

of the Lord, see n. 3130, 3212, 3296, 3490, 4402, 5688. That
the innocence of infants is external innocence, and dwells in

ignorance, n. 2306, 3474, 3504, 4563, 4797, 5608, 7305, 9301.

lhat man, who is regenerating, is conceived anew, is born,

becomes an infant and a boy, and grows up to adolescence, n.

3203. That the innocence of infancy is a plane, n. 2780,3183,

3994, 4797, 5608, 7840. That the knowledges of truth and of

good are implanted in the innocence of infancy as their plane,

n. 1616, 2299, 3504, 4797. That the innocence of the regene-

rate is internal innocence, and dwells in wisdom, n. 1616,3195
3994, 4797, 5608, 9301, 9939. The difference of the external

innocence which is of infants, and of the internal innocence
which is of the wise, n. 2280, 4563, 9301. That this difference

exists, is manifest from the education and regeneration of infants

in the other life, see n. 2289 to 2309. That every good of the

church and of heaven, has in it innocence, and that without
innocence good is not good, n. 2736, 2780, 6013, 7840, 7887,
9262. What innocence is, see n. 3994, 4001, 4797, 5236, 6107,

6765, 7902, 9262, 9936.

10,022. " Before the tent of the congregation"—that hereby
is signified for purification, the reception of truth from heaven,
and the conjunction thereof with good, appears from the repre-

sentation of the tent of the congregation, as denoting heaven
where the Lord is, see n. 9457, 9481, 9485. The reason why
purification, the implantation of truth, and the conjunction

thereof with good, is here also signified, is, because the bullock
was brought thither to be sacrificed, and by sacrifices are signi-

fied both purification, and the implantation of truth and of good,

and their conjunction. That by sacrifices were represented pu-

rifications from evils and falses, and also expiations, see n.

9990, 9991 ; and that by the place before the tent, which is

called the door thereof, is represented the marriage of truth and
of good, which is called the heavenly marriage, see n. 10,001.

Hence row it is, that by causing the bullock to approach before

the tent of the congregation, is signified the application of the

external or natural man, such as he is in his infancy, to his

purification from evils and falses, and thus to the- reception of

truth from heaven, and the conjunction thereof with good.
vol. x. 3
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Inasmuch as the subject treated of in what uow follows in this

chapter is concerning sacrifices and burnt-offerings, it may be
expedient to say what was in general represented by them. By
burnt offerings and sacrifices in general purification from evils

and falses was represented, and since purification was repre-

sented, the implantation of good and of truth from the Lord,

and likewise their conjunction, was also represented. For when
man is purified from evils and falses, which is effected by their

removal, then good and truth from the Lord flow in, and so far

as good and truth in that state flow in, so far they are implant-

ed, and so far conjoined ; for the Lord is continually present

with good and truth with every man, but He is not received,

only so far as evils and falses are removed, thus so far as man
is purified from them ; the conjunction of truth and of good is

regeneration. Hence it may be manifest what was represented

by burnt-offerings and by sacrifices in general ; but what was
specifically represented, is manifest from the animals of divers

species which were sacrificed. Inasmuch as those three things,

namely, purification from evils and falses, the implantation of

truth and of good, and their conjunction, were represented by
sacrifices and burnt-offerings, therefore all worship grounded in

the truth of faith and in the good of love is also signified by
them, n. 6905, 8680, 8936. For all worship has for its end,

that man may be purified from evils and falses, consequently

that goods and truths from the Lord may be implanted in him,

and that thus he may be regenerated, which is effected by the

conjunction of those principles. Their conjunction is heaven,

or the Lord's kingdom with man.
10,023. " And Aaron and his sons shall put their hands upon

the head of the bullock "—that hereby is signified a repre-

sentative of the reception of good and of truth in the natural

or external man, appears from the signification of the laying on

of hands, a6 denoting to communicate that which is his own
with another. The reason why it also denotes reception is, be-

cause that which is communicated is received by another ; and

from the signification of the head, as denoting the whole, see

n. 10,011 ; and from that of the bullock, as denoting the good

of innocence and of charity in the external or natural man, see

n. 9391, 10,021. The reason why the laying on of hands sig-

nifies communication and reception is, because by the hands

power is signified, and since this is the active principle of life,

by hands is also signified whatsoever appertains to the man,

thus the whole man, 60 far as he is an agent, see what was
cited, n. 10,019 ; and by laying on is signified communication

in reference to him who lays on, and reception in respect to

him or to it on which it is laid. Hence it is evident, what was
signified by the imposition of the hand amongst the ancients,

namely, the communication and transference of that which is
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treated of, and also its reception by another, whether that be

power, or obedience, or benediction, or testification. That by

the imposition of the hand is signified power, is manifest from

the following passages in Moses, "Jehovah said to Moses, that

he should lay the hand upon Joshua, and should set him in the

presence of Eleazar the priest, before the whole congregation,

and thus should give of his glory upon him, and all the congre-

gation should obey him," Numb, xxvii. 18, 20. That by the

laving on of the hand is here signified the communication and
transferring of the power which Moses had, and its reception

by Joshua, is evident ; hence it is said, that thus he should give

of his glory upon him. Again, " When the Levites were puri-

fied, and the ministry of the priesthood under Aaron was ascribed

to them, it was commanded, that two bullocks should be brought

with a meat-offering, and that Aaron should bring the Levites

before Jehovah, and the sons of Israel should lay their hands
upon the Levites ; and the Levites should lay their hands upon
the head of the bidlocks, one of which was to be offered for a

sacrifice, the other for a burnt-offering; and thus they were to

separate the Levites from the midst of the sons of Israel, and
they were to be Jehovah's," Numb. viii. 7 to 14. By the sons

of Israel laying their hands upon the Levites was signified the

transference of the power of ministering for them, and reception

of it by the Levites, thus separation. And by the Levites

laying their hands upon the head of the bullocks, was signified

a transferring of that power to Jehovah, that is, the Lord ; there-

fore it is said that thus they should be separated from the midst
of the sons of Israel, and should be Jehovah's. Again, "After
that the sons of Israel confessed their sins, then Aaron was to

lay both his hands upon the head of the living goat Asasel, and
was to confess over him all the iniquities of the sons of Israel,

and all their sins, and was to give them upon the head of the

goat, and send him into the wilderness," Levit. xvi. 21. That
the laying on of hands upon the goat signified the communica-
tion and translation of all the iniquities and sins of the sons of

Israel, and their reception by the goat, is evident. The wilder-

ness, whither the goat wras to be sent, denotes hell. "That the

witnesses and all who heard, were to lay their hands upon him
who was to be stoned," Levit. xxiv. 14; signified testification

thereby communicated and transferred, which being received he
was adjudged to death. Again, " The man who bringeth from
the herd or from the flock a burnt-offering for a present to Je-
hovah, shall lay his hand on the head of the burnt-offering, in

which case it shall be received from him with good pleasure, to

expiate him," Levit. i. 2, 3, 4. In like manner, " upon the

head of the present which was for sacrifice" Levit. iii. 1, 2,

8, 13. And so also the priest was to do, if he sinned ; in

like manner the elders j likewise the whole congregation / al&o
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the prince, if he sinned; and in liks nanner, every soul what-

soever, if they sinned, Levit. iv. 1, 15, 24, 29. By the

laying of their hand upon the bui it-offering and upon the

sacrifice, was signified the all of tin worship of him who of-

fered, namely, the acknowledgment ;>f sins, confession, thence
purification, the implantation of gond and of truth, thus con-

junction with the Lord, all which were effected by communica-
tion, translation, and reception; by translation and reception

is meant that which is signified by the carrying of iniquities, sec

n. 9937, 9938. Inasmuch, as communications, translations, and
receptions, were signified by the imposition of hands, it may be
known what is signified by the imposition of hands in Matthew,
"The ruler came to Jesus, and said, my daughter is just now
dead, out coming lay thy hand upon i\er, then she shall live.

Jesus entering in took hold of her hand, and the damsel arose,"

ix. IS, 19, 25. And in Mark, "Jesus laid His hands xipon the

eyes of the blind man, and he was restored," viii. 25. Again,
" They bring one that was deaf to Jesus, that lie should lay

the hand upon him ; He taking him from the people put His

ringer into his ears, and touched his tongue, and his e 1 - were
opened," vii. 32, 33, 35. And in Luke, "A wo... , was
bowed down by the spirit of infirmity, Jesus laid hands upon

her, and healed her" xiii. 11, 13. Also in Mark, "Jesus laid

hands on the infirm, and healed them " vi. 5. In these pas-

sages by the laying on of the Lord's hands, and also by His
touch, is signified the communication and reception of Divine
Virtue, as is manifest in Mark, "A certain woman came from

behind,and touched the garment ofJesus, saying, ifI'shall touch

even His garment, I shall be healed, and immediately she was
healed of the plague : Jesus knew in Himself that virtue was
goneforthfrom Him," v. 27 to 30. And in Luke, "A woman
touching the garment of Jesus was healed; Jesus said, some
one hath touched me / for I know that virtue u gone forth

from me," viii. 41, 46. And again, "The whole crowd sought

to touch Jesus, because virtue wentforthfrom Him, and healed

all," vi. 19. Hence it is evident what is signified by touching

with the hand or finger. And also by what is said elsewhere in

the same evangelist, "Jesus coming near touched the bier, in

which the dead man was, and they that bare it stood still ; then

He said, young man, I 6ay unto thee, arise, and lie that was
dead sat up, and began to speak," vii. 14, 15. Also what by
the imposition of hands upon boys and infants; upon boys in

Matthew, " Boys were brought to Jesus, that He should lay

hands upon them,' Je6ussaid, suffer the boys, and forbid them
not, to come unto me, of such is the kingdom of the heavens,

and He laid hands on then" xix. 13, 15 ; and upon infants,

in Mark, "Jesus took infants up in His arms, B,ud put His hand."

upon them, and blessed them," x. 16. By the laying on ii
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the hand upon the boys and upon infants is here also signified

the communication and reception of Divine Virtue, whereby
was effected the healing of the interiors, which is salvation.

This signification of touching, which is effected by the hands,

originates in representatives in the other life, where those who
are in a dissimilar state of life, appear removed at a distance,

but those who are in a similar state, appear consociated, and
those in that life, who mutually touch each other, communicate
the state of their life with each other ; if this is done by the

hands, the all of the life is communicated, because by the hands,

as was said above, from correspondence is signified power,

which is the active principle of life, thus whatsoever appertains

to any one ; such representatives exist in the world of spirits,

but they are effected by influx from heaven, where alone are

perceived consociations as to the affections of goodness and of

truth.

10.024. " And thou shalt slay the bullock before Jehovah "

—that hereby is signified preparation for the purification of

good and truth from the Lord in the external or natural man,
appears from the signification of slaying, when concerning the

animals which were offered for a burnt-offering or for sacri-

fices, as denoting preparation for those things which are repre-

sented by burnt-offerings and sacrifices ;—that those were puri-

fications from evils and falses, the implantation of good and
of truth, and their conjunction, see above, n. 10,022; and
because those are from the Divine, therefore it is said, before

Jehovah; and from the signification of the bullock, as denoting
the purification of the external or natural man, see above, n.

9990. Hence it is, that by slaying, when concerning the

burnt-offerings and sacrifices, in the Word is signified all that

which is represented by the burnt-offering and sacrifice itself,

6iuce all that is then understood.

10.025. " At the door of the tent of the congregation "—that

hereby is signified that there may be conjunction of those

principles, appears from the signification of the door of the tent

of the congregation, as denoting the conjunction of truth and
of good, which is called the heavenly marriage, see above, n.

10,001. Inasmuch as this is signified by the door of the tent

of* the congregation, therefore it was ordained, "That if [the

animal offered in sacrifice was slain] elsewhere, blood should be
imputed, and that soul should be cut off from the people,"
Levit. xvii. 3, 4, 8, 9 ; the reason was, because in such case
the conjunction of good and of truth was not represented, thus
not the heavenly marriage, but the infernal marriage, which is

the conjunction of evil and of the false.

10.026. " And thou shalt take of the blood of the bullock
"

—that hereby is signified Divine Truth accommodated to the
natural or external man, appears from the signification of blood,
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as denoting the Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good
of the Lord, of which we shall speak presently ; and from the

signification of the bullock, as denoting the natural principle

of man, which was to be purified, and in which truth and
good were to be implanted, see n. 9990. The reason why men-
tion is here first made of blood, and that it was to be given oh
the horns of the altar, and the remainder of it to be poured
out at its foundation, is, because by blood in the Word is sig-

nified the Divine Truth proceeding from the DivineGood of the

Lord, and by this truth all purification is effected, for truth

teaches man what is good, and how he ought to live, and when
man knows this, then the affection of love of good may first be
implanted, and thus he may be regenerated ; for knowledge
must precede, before man can have faith, and live the life of

faith, which is the life of good ;—that all purification from evils

and talses is effected by the truths of faith, consequently all

regeneration, see what is cited, n. 9959. These who do not
know the internal sense of the Word,—thus who do not know
that by blood is signified Divine Truth, and that by this from
the Lord is effected purification,—believe that man is purified

by the blood of the Lord, by which they mean the passion

of His cross ; but let them know, that by the passion of the

Lord's cross, thus by His blood, no one is purified, but by a

life according to His precepts, as He Himself teaches in many
places. The passion of the cross was the ultimate of the Lord s

temptation, by which He fully glorified His Human, as He
Himself also says in Luke, " Ought not Christ to suffer these

things, and to enter into His glory V xxiv. 26 ; for the Lord
came into the world that He might subdue the hells, and reduce
all things into order, even in the heavens, which was effected by
temptations admitted into Himself. And the passion of the

cross was the ultimate of His temptation, by which He fully

conquered the hells, and arranged the heavens into order, and
at the same time glorified His Human ; and unless He had done
so, no man could have been saved ; but see what has been co-

piously shown before on these subjects in the passages cited, n.

952S, U715, 9937, 10,019, also that by the blood of the Lord
is signified the Divine Truth proceeding from His Divine Good,
n. 4735, 4978, 6378, 7317, 7326, 7850, 9127, 9393.

10,027. " And thou shalt give [it] upon the horns of the

altar with thy finger"—that hereby is signified the Divine

Power of the Lord from the proprium, appears from the signi

fication of the horns of the altar, as denoting the power of

truth from good. That horns denote power, see n. 9081, 9719,

9720, 9721, and that the altar is representative of the Lord as

to Divine Good, or representative of Divine Good in the Lord,

n. 93S8, 9389, 971A, 9964: and from the signification of finger,

as denoting power, see n. 7430. The reason why it denotes
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from proper power, or from the proprium, is because this was
done by Moses, and b}T Moses is represented the Lord, as to

Divine Truth, n. 9372, 9806, wherefore it is said with thy fin-

ger. The reason why the blood was first to be given upon the

horns of the altar was, that the power itself of the Divine
Truth from the Divine Good might be represented ; for by the

power of Divine Truth from Divine Good all things are made
[or done], and without it nothing, see what is cited above, n.

10,019.

10,028. "And all the blood thou shalt pour forth at the

foundation of the altar "—that hereby is signified the whole
Di-vine Truth in the sensual principle which is the ultimate of

the life of man, appears from the signification of blood, as

denoting the Divine Truth from the Divine Good of the Lord,

see just, above, n. 10,020 ; and from the signification of the

foundation of the altar, as denoting the sensual principle, which
is the ultimate of the life of man. The reason why the foun-

dation of the altar has this signification is, because the altar

was representative of the Lord's Divine Human, wherefore
its foundation signifies that which is the ultimate of life in the

human principle, and the ultimate of life in the human princi-

ple, is that which is called the external sensual principle, which
is here meant. That the altar was the chief representative of

the Lord's Divine Human, see n. 9388, 9389, 9714, 9764;
that the foundation is its ultimate, is evident ;—that this with

man is the external sensual principle, and what its quality is, see

n. 9212, 9216, 9996. How the case herein is, it may be expe-

dient briefly to say : when man is purifying, then first of all

are learnt such truths as can be apprehended by the sensual

man, such as are the truths in the literal sense of the Word.
Afterwards interior truths are learnt, such as are collected from
the Word by those who are in illustration, for these persons

collect its interior sense from various passages, where the

sense of the letter is there explained ; from these when known,
truths still more interior are afterwards drawn forth by those

who are enlightened, which truths with the former serve the

church for doctrine, these latter for doctrine to those who are

men of the internal church, the former for doctrine to those

who are men of the external church. Both the former and
the latter men, if they have lived acccording to those truths,

are elevated into heaven amongst the angels, and are there im-

bued with angelic wisdom, which is derived from truths still

interior, and at length from inmost truths in the third heaven.

These truths with the former in their order, close into ultimates,

which are those of the external sensual principle, and are toge-

ther there ; hence it is evident, that all interior truths are toge-

ther in the truths of the literal sense of the Word, for these truths,

as was said above, are the ultimates,—that all interior things in
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order are stored up in ultimates, and are there together, may be
seen, n. 9825, 9826. From these considerations it is evident,

what is meant by Divine Truth being wholly in the sensual

principle, which is signified by all the blood being poured out

at the foundation of the altar.

10.029. " And thou shalt take all the fat "—that hereby is

signified good accommodated, appears from the signification of

fat, as denoting good, see n. 5943. It is called good accommo-
dated, because the subject here treated of is the purification of

the external or natural man, and the implantation of truth and
of good, and thus the conjunction of both there, for these

are what are signified by sacrifices and burnt-offerings; there-

fore by the fat from the bullock is here meant good accommo-
dated to the natural or external man, such as can be conjoined

with truth there, for truth must be accommodated to its own
good, and good to its own truth, by reason that they are to

be a one. It is also to be observed, that truth and good in

the natural or external man differ from truth and good in the

internal man, as what is exterior and interior differ, or as what
is inferior and superior, or, what is the same thing, as that

which is posterior, and prior. Truth in the natural man is

scientific, and good there is the delight thereof each percep-

tible to the man whilst he is in the world, for it then appears

when it becomes an object of the thought ; truth however in

the infernal man is not apparent scientific truth, but is truth

implanted in his intellectual part
;
good also in him is not per-

ceptible, because it is implanted in his will, each in the interior

life of the man, in which truth is of faith and good is of love.

Such is the difference between truth and good in the internal

or spiritual man, and truth and good in the external or natural

man ; the implantation and conjunction of the latter is signified

by the sacrifice from the bullock, but the implantation and
conjunction of the former by the burnt-offering from the ram
are treated of in what follows in this chapter. From these con-

siderations it is evident what is meant by the accommodated good
which is signified by the fat from the bullock.

10.030. " Covering the intestines "—that hereby is signi-

fied what belongs to ultimates or lowest principles, appears
from the signification of the intestines, as denoting ultimate or

lowest principles. The reason why the intestines denote ulti-

mate or lowest principles is, because they are the ultimate and
lowest of the interior viscera of man, not only as to situation,

but also as to use ;—as to situation, they are below the stomach,
to which they are appended;—and as to use, the}' ultimately

receive those things which are digested with man. Above them,

as it is known, are situated the stomach, the liver, the pancreas,

the spleen, and still higher, the heart and lungs, and higher

still, the head. It is also well known, that these superior
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organs, cast their filth and refuse into the intestines, and there-

by remove them, partly by the stomach, partly by the ducts

from the liver, which are denominated the hepatic ducts, and
also the cystic or biliary ducts, partly through the ducts from
the pancreas, which ducts with the rest have their termination

in the intestine, called the duodenum. Hence it is now evident

why ultimate or lowest principles are signified by the intes-

tines. That by the viscera, which appertain to man, are sig-

nified such things as are of the spiritual world, may be mani-

fest from what has been copiously shown at the close of several

chapters, where the correspondence of the Grand Man, which
is heaven, with all things appertaining to man, was treated

of,—what specifically corresponds to the intestines, may be seen

n. 5392 ; and that the hells correspond to the fasces and excre-

ments thence ejected, n. 5393 to 5396. Inasmuch as in what
now follows mention is made of some of the viscera of the

body, as of the caul or omentum, the liver, the kidneys, the legs,

the breast, the shoulder, the head, and as their ordination in the

sacrifices is treated of, therefore it may be here first expedient to

show that by man's members in general are signified such things

as are in the Gkand Man, that is, in heaven. At present we
shall confine ourselves to the consideration of those members,
by which the statue of Nebuchadnezzar is described in Daniel,

where it is said, "That its head was pure gold, the breast and
arms silver, the belly and side brass, the legs iron, and the feet
partly iron and partly clay," ii. 32, 33. He who does not know
that the "Word of the Lord is spiritual, believes that these things

were said concerning the kingdoms of the earth, but in the Word
the kingdoms of the earth are not treated of, but the kingdom
of God is, thus heaven and the church. The reason why these

are described by such things as are in the earths, and in the

kingdoms of the earths, is, because worldly and terrestrial things

correspond to such as are in heaven ; for universal nature, and
the universal world, is a theatre representative of the Lord's

kingdom, (see what is cited, n. 9280,) and terrestrial and worldly
things are what man first apprehends. Hence it may be ma-
nifest, that by the statue seen by Nebuchadnezzar in a dream,
are not signified wordly things, but heavenly things. What,
however, is specifically signified by the head, by the breast, by
the belly and side, by the legs and by the feet, may be known
from their correspondence—thus from the internal sense of the

Word. From correspondence it is known, that by the head is

signified the first state of the church, by the breast and arms
the second, by the belly and side the third, by the legs the

fourth, and by the feet the last. Now, as the first state of the

church was a state of the good of love to the Lord, it is said

that the head was of gold ; and since the second state was a
state of truth from that good, it is said that the breast and arms
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were of silver ; and whereas the third state was the good of love
and its truth in the external or natural man, it is said that the

belly and side were of brass ; and as the fourth state was the
truth of faith, it is said that the legs were of iron ; and since the

last state was the truth which is called [the truth] of faith with-

out good, it is said that the feet were partly of iron, and partly

of clay ; and whereas such a state of the church was its ulti-

mate state, it is said that out of a rock was cut a stone, which
orake in pieces and dispersed all things, insomuch that the wind
carried them away, and no place wasfoundfor them, verses 34,

35, by which is signified, that the good of love to the Lord, the

good of charity towards the neighbor, and the good of faith,

were iitteily dispersed, insomuch that it was not known what
they are, but only something about the truths of faith without
good, or with a good which is not good, thus which does not

cohere with the truths of faith. This good is external without

internal good—such as is the good of merit—good for the sake

of self and for the sake of the world—thus for the sake of gain,

of honor, and of reputation, for the sake of friendship on
account of those things, or for the sake of favor, and also

for the sake of the fear of the law alone, and not for the sake
of the good of charity, which is the good of a fellow citizen,

the good of human society, the good of a man's country, and
the good of the church. Such goods as are mentioned above
are signified by clay, and the truth, with which that good does

not cohere, is the iron ; therefore it is said, '•''The iron, which
thou sawest mixed with clayofmud, shall mix themselves together

by the seed of man, but they shall not cohere the one with t/ie

other, as iron is not mixed together with clay," verse 43. The
seed of man is the truth of faith derived from the propriutn

—

thus truth falsified and adulterated by application to the evils

resulting from a regard to self and the world. From these con-

siderations it is evident, that by the members of man from his

head even to the sole of the foot are signified such things as

relate to the church. That in general the head signifies celestial

good, which is the good of love to the Lord; the breast spiritual

good, which is the good of charity towards the neighbor ; and
the feet natural good, which is the good and truth of faith, may
be seen, n. 9913, 9914. That similar things are also signified by
gold, silver, brass and iron, n. 5658 ; but what is specifically

signified by the head may be seen, n. 4938, 4939, 5328, 9913,

9914; what by gold, n. 113, 1551,1552, 565S, 9510, 9881
;

what by the breast, n. 4938, 4939, 5328, 6436, 9913, 9914

;

what by silver, n. 1551, 5658, 6914, 6917 : hence it is evident

what is signified by the belly and by the side, which are below
the breast. Moreover, what is denoted by brass, may be seen

n. 425, 1551; what by the feet, n. 2162, 3147, 3761, 4938 to

4952 ; what by iron, n. 425, 426 ; and what by clay or mud,
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n. 1300, G669. From these considerations it may now be known,

that by the members or viscera of man are signified such things

as correspond to those in the Grand Man, or in heaven, which

have reference to the good of love and to the truth of faith, and

what correspond to these, correspond also to the same things in

the church—for the Lord's heaven in the earths is the church.

That there is a correspondence of man and of all things apper-

taining to man with the Gkand Man, which is heaven, may be

seen in what has been shown from experience itself at the eno.

of several chapters, in the following places, n. 3624 to 3649, 3741

to 3751, 3SS3, 3S96, 4039 to 4051, 421S to 4228, 431S to 4331,

4403 to 4421, 4527 to 4533, 4622 to 4633, 4652 to 4660, 4791

to 4805, 4931 to 4953, 5050 to 5061, 5171 to 5189, 5377 to

5396, 5552 to 5573, 5711 to 5727, 5846, 5866, 5976 to 5993,

6053 to 6058, 6189 to 6215, 6307 to 6326, 6466 to 6495. And
what correspondence is, n. 29S7 to 3003, 3213 to 3227, 3337 to

3352, 3472 to 3485.

10,031. "And the caul upon the liver"—that hereby is

signified the interior good of the external or natural man, ap-

pears from the signification of the caul which is upon the liver,

as denoting the interior good of the external or natural man.
The reason why the caul denotes this good is, because the whole
is fat, and by fat is signified good, see above, n. 10,028 ; that it

denotes interior good is, because that fat is higher or more in-

terior in the body than the fat covering the intestines, spoken of

just above; by the liver also is signified interior purification,

for the liver purifies the blood, but the intestines those things

from which the blood is formed. The reason why it denotes the

good of the external or natural man is, because by the bullock,

in which that caul is, is signified the good of innocence and of

charity in the external or natural man, n. 9990. In other cases

by the liver is signified the external good of innocence, such as

appertains to infants, because infants, before the rest of the

viscera are fully formed to their use, as is the case when they are

embryos, receive their nourishment through the liver, for every

nutritious juice is brought thither through the placenta and the

navel from the womb of the mother—this juice corresponds to

tiie good of innocence. That this good is signified by the liver,

is manifest from Jeremiah, " Mine eyes are consumed by tears,

my bowels are disturbed, my liver ispouredforth into the earth,

upon the breach of the daughter of my people: the infant and
the suckling faint in the streets, they say to their mothers, where
is the corn and the wine," Lam. ii. 11, 12. In this passage is

described the grief of the vastated church
;
grief on account of

truth destroyed is signified by the eyes being consumed by tears;

grief on account of the truth of innocence being destroyed by
the bowels being disturbed ; and grief on account of the good
of innocence being destroyed by the liver being poured forth
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into tlie earth ; wherefore it is said, the infant and the suckling

faint in the streets, and they say to their mothers, where is the

corn and wine. The daughter of the people, on account of whose
breach is this grief, denotes the church, n. 2362, 3963, 6729

;

eyes denote the things which are of the internal sight, thus the

truths of faith, n. 4526, 4528, 9051 ; bowels [viscera] denote the

truths of innocence, n. 3294 ; the liver denotes the good of in-

nocence, for the infants and sucklings, who faint in the streets,

denote those who are in the good of innocence, n. 130, 3183,

4563, 5608 ; the corn and the wine, concerning which they say
to their mothers where are they, denote the good of truth and
the truth of good—corn the good of truth, n. 5959—wine the

truth of good, n. 1071, 1798.

10.032. "And the two kidneys, and the fat which is upon
them "—that hereby is signified the interior truth of the ex-

ternal or natural man and its good, appears from the significa-

tion of the kidneys, as denoting interior truths, of which we shall

speak presently ; and from the signification of fat, as denoting
good, see above, n. 10,028. The reason why it denotes the

good of that truth is, because it was the fat upon the kidneys. It

is said the good of that truth, since every good has its truth, and
every truth has its good. There are innumerable genera of good,

and every genus of good has truth which is of the same genus
;

for in the universal heaven goods and truths are what constitute

the life there, and they are every where various. What is the

quality of the good which is signified by the fat upon the kidneys,

is manifest from the truths wliich are signified by the kidneys
;

by the kidneys are signified truths exploring, purifying, and
chastising;—this signification is grounded in their function.

Hence it is evident what is signified by kidneys in the following

passages, " Jehovah that proveth the kidneys and the heart,

Jer. xi. 20. And in David, " Thou provest the heart and the

kidneys, O just God" Psalm vii. 9. Again, " O Jehovah, ex-

plore my kidneys and my heart" Psalm xxvi. 2. Again, " O
Jehovah, thou possessest my kidneys," Psalm exxxix. 13. And
in the Revelations,

"

I am,who search the kidneys and the heart,"

ii. 23. To search and to prove the kidneys denotes to explore

the truths of faith ; and to search and prove the heart denotes

to explore the goods of love—for the heart denotes the good of

love, n. 3883 to 3896, 7542, 9050. That the truths of faith are

signified by the kidneys, evidently appears in David, " O Je-

hovah, behold thou desirest truth mi the kidneys," Psalm li. 6.

The reason why by the kidneys is signified interior truth, and

its exploration, is, because by the ureters and the bladder, which

go forth from the kidneys, is signified exterior truth, audits ex-

ploration, and also chastisement, n. 5381, 5382, 5383, 5384.

10.033. Inasmuch as this chapter treats of the sacrifice and

the burnt-otiering, by which Aaron and his sons were to be in-
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augurated into the priesthood, it may be expedient to make a
few more observations concerning the blood and the fat. That
all the blood of the sacrifice and of the burnt-offering was to be
poured forth at the altar, and that all the fat was to be burnt
upon the altar, is manifest from the statutes and the laws con-
cerning the burnt-offerings and the sacrifices in Leviticus. The
reason why it was so ordained was, because the blood signified

the Divine Truth, and the fat the Divine Good ; thart blood lias

this signification, is manifest from what was shown concerning
blood, n. 4735, 4978, 6378, 7317, 7326, 7850, 9127, 9393 ; and
that fat signified Divine Good, from what was shown, n. 5943.
That by blood is signified Divine Truth, is manifest fromEzekiel,
''Gather ye together from the circuit upon My sacrifice, which
I sacrifice for you, a great sacrifice upon the mountains of Israel,

that ye may eat flesh, and drink blood, ye shall eat the flesh f>f

the mighty, and shall drink the blood of theprinces of the earth:

ye shall eatfat to satiety, and shall drinkblood even to drunken-
ness, of my sacrifice which I will sacrifice for you

;
ye shall be

satisfied at My table with the horse, with the chariot, with the

mighty one and every man of war ; thus will I give My glory

amongst the nations," xxxix. 17 to 22. That by blood is not

here meant blood, every one may see, for it is said that they

should drink the blood of the princes of the earth, and even to

drunkenness ; and also that they should eat fat even to satiety
;

and then that they should be satisfied with the horse and with

the chariot ; hence it is evident that something else besides

blood is signified by the blood, and something else besides the

princes of the earth by the princes of the earth, also something
else by the fat, likewise by the horse and by the chariot, besides

the fat, horse, and chariot. What is signified, however, cannot be
known, except from the internal sense, which teaches, that blood

denotes the Divine Truth, the princes of the earth the primary
truths of the church, that fat is the Divine Good, that horse is

the internal sense of the Word, and that chariot is the doctrine

itself thence derived. That blood is the Divine Truth ' .3nifest

from the passages above cited ; that the princes of the earth are

primary truths, see n. 5044 ; that the earth is the church, n, 9325;
that the horse denotes the internal sense of the Word, n. 2760,

2761, 2762; and that chariot denotes doctrine, n. 5321, 8218.

From these considerations it is now evident what is signified by
the Lord's words in John, "Jesus said, unless ye eat the flesh

of the Son ofMan and drink His blood, ye have no life in you
;

he that eateth Myflesh, and drinketh My blood, hath eternal life,

and 1 will raise him up at the last day '. for My flesh is truly

meat, and My blood is truly drink : he that eateth My flesh, and
drinketh My blood, abideth in Me, and I in him," vi. 53—56.
That flesh is the Divine Good, see n. 3^1 i. 7850, U127 ; and
that the Son ol Man, whose flesh they wee to eat, and whoso
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blood they were to drink, is the Lord as to the Divine Truth
from the Divine Good, n. 9807. That fat denotes the Divine
Good, is moreover demonstrable from Isaiah, " Jehovah shall

make for all people in this mountain &feast offat things" xxv. 6.

Again in the same prophet, " Attend to Me, and eat good, and
your soul shall be delighted in fatness," lv. 2 ; and in Jeremiah,
;
' I will fill the soul of the priests with fatness : and My people
shall be satiated with My good" xxxi. 14. From these consi-

derations it may be manifest why all the fat of the sacrifice was
to be burnt upon the altar, and why all the blood was to be
poured forth at its side. Inasmuch as blood and fat signify those

Divine things, therefore the Israelitish people were altogether

forbidden to eat fat and blood, as is manifest from Moses, " A
statute of eternity to your generations, ye shall eat nofat and no
blood" Levit. iii. 17. Again, "Ye shall eat nofat, whether of
an ox, or of a bird, or ofa she-goat / every on e who shall eat the

fat of a beast whereof an offering is made byfire to Jehovah, the

soul that eateth shall be cut off from his people," Levit. vii. 23,

25. And again, " Whosoever shall eat any blood, I will give

My faces against the soul that eateth blood, and I will cut it off

from the midst of his people," Levit. xvii. 10 to 14; also

Deut. xii. 23, 24, 25. The reason why it was so severely pro-

hibited to eat the blood and the fat was, because by it was re-

presented the profanation of Divine Truth and Divine Good
;

for the Israelitish and Judaic nation was in externals separate

from internals thus in no Divine Truth and in no Divine Good
as to faith and love, but in external worship without them ; for

they were principled in the love of self and of the world more
than other nations, consequently in the evils therein originating,

which are contempt ofothers, enmity, hatred, revenge, barbarity

and cruelty; hence also it was, that internal truths were not

revealed to them, for if they had been revealed, they could not

but profane them. That that nation was of such a quality,

may be seen in what is cited, n. 9320, 9380; wherefore they

would have represented profanation, if they had eaten blood and
fat, for whatsoever was instituted amongst them, was repre-

sentative of the interior things of the church and of heaven.

From these considerations it is further evident, what is signified

by eating fat to satiety, and by drinking blood, the blood of the

princes ofthe earth,even to drunkenness, in Ezekiel, chap, xxxix.

17 to 22, spoken of above, namely, that when interior things were

opened, then to those who were in interior things, that is, in faith

and in love to the Lord, would be appropriated Divine Truth

and Divine Good, which was effected amongst the nations when
the Lord came into the world, wherefore also it is there 6aid,

thus will Igive my glory among the nations—by glory is signifi-

ed the Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord, such as it is in

l eaven, n. 9429 ; and by nations are signified all who are in
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good, n. 1259, 1260, 1416, 1849, 4574, 6005, 8771, 9256. These

things the Lord Himself confirms, when He says, that His flesh

was truly meat, cmd His blood was truly drink, and that whoso-

ever eateth Hisflesh, and drinketh His blood, ahideth in Hini, and

He in him," John vi. 55, 56 ; and also when He instituted the

Holy Supper, in which they were to eat His flesh, and to drink

His blood, Matt. xxvi. 27, 2S, by which is signified the appro-

priation of Divine Good and Divine Truth from Him; and the

appropriation of Divine Good and Divine Truth from the Lord
cannot he given except with those who acknowledge the Divine

[principle] of the Lord, for this is the first and the very essential

of all things which are of faith in the church ; for heaven cannot

be unclosed to others, since the whole heaven is in that faith,

thus the Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the

Lord, which is there meant by blood, cannot be communicated
to others. Let every one therefore who is within the church,

take heed to himself, lest he deny the Lord, and also lest he
deny His Divine [principle], for to that denial heaven is closed

and hell is opened ; for all such are separated from heaven where
the Divine of the Lord is the all in all, for this makes heaven

;

and when heaven is closed, the science of the truths of faith

derived from the Word, and the doctrine of the church is indeed

given, but in no case faith which is faith, for the faith which is

faith comes from above, that is through heaven from the Lord.

The reason why the Lord so spake, namely, why He called the

Divine Good proceeding from Himself His flesh, and the Divine

Truth proceeding from His Divine Good, His blood, was, be-

cause the Word, which was from Him, was the Divine filling

the universal heaven ; such Word must be [written] by corres-

poudences,consequently must be representative and significative

in all and every expression, for thus and no otherwise it conjoins

the men of the church with the angels in the heavens ; for when
men perceive the Word according to the letter, the angels per-

ceive it according to the internal sense, thus instead of the flesh

of the Lord they perceive the Divine Good, and instead of Hie
blood the Divine Truth, each from the Lord :—hence what is

holy flows in through the Word.
10.034. " And thou shalt make the altar to burn "—that

hereby is signified from the Divine Love of the Lord, appears
from the signification of making to burn, as denoting the kind
ling of Divine Love ; and from the representation of the altar,

as being a representative of the Lord as to the Divine Good ol

Love, see n. 9388, 9389, 9714. The reason why making to burn
denotes the kindling of Divine Love is, because by the fire upon
the altar was signified the Divine Love, n. 6832.

10.035. " And the flesh of the bullock "—that hereby is sig-

nified the evil of the former loves there, appears from the signin-
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cation of flesh, as denoting the good of love, and in the opposite
sense, the evil of love, of which we shall speak presently ; and
from the signification of the bullock, as denoting the external

or natural principle, before treated of. By a bullock and a calf

in a good sense the external or natural principle of man as to

the good of innocence and of charity is signified, but in the op-

posite sense the external or natural principle of man as to the

evil which is contrary to the good of innocence and of charity,

for most expressions in the Word have also an opposite sense.

The reason why the flesh of the bullock here signifies the evil ol

former loves in the external or natural man is, because by flesh

is signified the will principle of man, thus his propriura, for

what is of the will, that is proper to man [orhisproprium] : and
since by flesh is signified the will principle or the proprium,
therefore also by it is signified the good of love or the evil oi

love ; for there are two faculties appertaining to man, which are

called the understanding and the will,—to the understanding
appertain truths or falses,—but to the will goods or evils ; thus

to the understanding appertain those things which are of faith,

and to the will those which are of love, for the things which
are of love are perceived as goods, and the things which are of

faith are perceived as truths; falses also are of faith, and evils

are of love, with those who are in falses and in evils. Hence it

may be manifest what is meant by the will proprium, which is

signified by flesh in both senses. It is further to be noted, that

all the will proprium of man is evil, because man of himself

loves nothing but himself and the world, and if he loves his

neighbor it is for the sake of himself; wherefore he must be
regenerated, and by regeneration must receive a new will ; but
the will, which he receives by regeneration, is not of man, but

of the Lord with man ;—when this will, or this will principle,

is meant by flesh, then flesh signifies the good of love. See how-
ever what has been before shown concerning flesh, and the pro-

prium, namely, that flesh signifies the proprium of the Lord,

which is Divine Good, and hence every good of love appertain-

ing to the regenerate man, n. 3813, 7850, 9127 ; and that in

the opposite sense it signifies the will proprium of man, which
is the evil of love, n. 999, 3813, 8409. That the proprium of

the Lord is Divine Good, and hence the good of love to Him,
and towards the neighbor, since the proprium of the Lord is

what gives the life of heaven to man when he is regenerating,

may be seen, n. 1023, 1044, 1937, 1947, 3812, 5660, 5780, 8480
;

and that the proprium of man is nothing but evil, n. 210, 215,

694, 874, 875, 876, 9S7, 1047, 3812, 4328, 5660, 5780, 8480,

S497. That by the flesh of this bullock is signified the evil of

love, is manifest from what follows in this verse, usriely, that

the flesh, the skin, and the dung, were to be burnt cut of the
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camp, because they were sin. But what was represented by the

flesh of the sacrifice being eaten by the priest and by the people

in the holy place, will be seen below, n. 10,040.

10.036. "And his skin"—that hereby is signified what is

false in ultimates, appears from the signification of the skin,

as denoting truth in ultimates, and in the opposite sense what

is false there ; this signification of the skin is grounded in cor-

respondence, for those who have reference to the skin in the

Gkand Man, or in heaven, are those who are in the truths of

faith, and not so much in correspondent good, who are in the

threshold of heaven, see n. 5552 to 5559 ;—hence by the skin in

the abstract sense is signified truth in ultimates, n. 3540, 8980

The reason why by the skin is here signified what is false in

ultimates, is, because by the flesh is signified the evil of love,

treated of just above, n. 10,034, and when flesh signifies the evil

of love, its skin signifies the false of faith thence derived.

10.037. "And his dung"—that hereby are signified all

other unclean things, appears from the signification of dung, as

denoting what is unclean. The reason why dung signifies what
is unclean, consequently evil and the false, for these things in

the spiritual sense are unclean, is, because every thing of food

which is useless and obsolete passes off into dung and

ordure [sterctis], and food in the spiritual sense is the truth and

good offaith and love, see n. 4792, 5147, 5293, 5340, 5342, 5576,

5915, 8562, 9003 ; hence also it is that dung [jimus], ordure

[jtercus], and excrement, correspond to evils which are in hell,

which also in the "Word is called a jakes [latrina]
;
concerning

this correspondence, see n. 954, 2755, 4948, 5394, 5395, 7161.

Hence it is then that such things in the Word signify what is in-

fernal, as may be manifest from the following passages, "He that

is left in Zion, and he thatremaineth in Jerusalem, shall be called

holy, every one that is written for life in Jerusalem, when the

Lord hath washed the excrement of the daughters of Zion, and
lath washed away the bloods of Jerusalem," Isaiah iv. 3, 4. By
£ion and Jerusalem is signified the church,—by Zion the church
with those who are in the good of love, and by Jerusalem with

those who are in truths derived from that good ; to wash the

excrement of the daughters of Zion, denotes to purify those in

the church who are in the good of love from evils, and to wash
away the bloods of Jerusalem, denotes to purify those in the

church who are in truths from the falses of evil. And in Jere-

miah, " They shall draw forth the bones of the kings of Judah,
and the bones of his princes, and the bones of the priests, and
the bones of the prophets, and shall spread them out to the sun,

and to the moon, and to all the host of the heavens, which they
had loved, and which they had served, they shall not be gathered
together, neither shall they be buried, they shall be for dung
\8tercus~\ on thefaces of the earth" viii. 1, 2. By these words

vol. x. 4
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is described the state of those who have profaned the goods and
truths of the church, which state at that time was also repre-

sented by the drawing forth of bones from sepulchres. Thebonea
of kings and of princes drawn forth from sepulchres signify

truths profaned ; the bones of priests and of prophets signify

goods profaned ; to be spread out to the sun, to the moon, and
to all the host of the heavens, signifies removal from all good and
truth ; not to be gathered together, nor to be buried, signifies

non-resurrection to life ; to be dung on the faces of the earth,

signifies to be nothing but what is infernal. Again, " They shall

die by deaths of malignant diseases, so that they shall not be
lamented, neither shall they be buried, they shall be for dung
[stercus] on thefaces of the earth" xvi. 4; chap. xxv. 33,—by
dung on the faces of the earth, the like is signified as above.

And in the Lamentations, " Those who did eat delicacies are

devastated in the streets; those who were educated upon purple
have embraced dunghills" iv. 5. Those who have eaten delica-

cies denote 6uch as have the Word, and thence the knowledges
of truth; those who were educated upon purple denote such as

are in the knowledges of good ; to embrace dunghills denotes

instead of truth and good to learn and choose falsities. And in

Malachi, M If ye will not hear, and if ye will not lay [it] on the

heart, I will send into you a curse, and will spread dung upon
yourfaces, the dung of yourfestivals," ii. 2, 3 ; to spread dung
upon the faces denotes to defile the interiors of life with the

falses of evil ; the dung of festivals denotes to defile the holy

things of worship. And in Ezekiel, "The prophet was command-
ed to make a cake of barley with the ordure [stercus] ofhuman
dung [jimus], because thus the sons of Israel eat their unclean

bread : but he said, Ah, Lord Jehovah, my soul hath not been

polluted, there hath not come into my mouth the flesh of abomi-

nation ; then He answered, Igive thee the excrement ofan oxfor
the dung ofman [stercus], that thou mayest make thy bread witli

it ; for 1 will cause them to want bread and water, and a man
and his brother shall be desolated, and shall consume away by

reason of their iniquity," vi. 12 to 17. By these words was re-

presented the quality of the good and truth of the church of the

Jewish nation ; a cake of barley with the ordure [stercus] of the

dung [Jimus] of man, signifies the interior good of the church

defiled with the evils of the love of self ; a cake with the excre-

ments of an ox, signifies the external good of the church defiled

with the evils of that love ; inasmuch as those things are signi-

fied by the cake, it is said that they should want bread and water

and should be desolated; bread and water denote good and truth;

to want them and to be desolated denotes to be deprived of them.

Inasmuch as 6iich things were signified by dung [jimus], ordure

[stercus], and excrement, it is evident what is signified by these

w< rds in Moses, " There shall be a space out of the camp, whi-
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tlier thou slml t go forth abroad, and thou shalt have a paddle,

with which thou shalt cover thine excrement / for Jehovah God
walketh in the midst of thy cam]), that thy camp may be holy,

and he may not see in thee the nakedness of any thing, and re-

turn from after thee," Dent, xxiii. 13—15. This was com-

manded, because what is unclean was represented by dung ; for

by the camp where the sons of Israel were, was represented hea-

ven and the church, where the Lord is present by faith and love
;

wherefore by the place out of the camp, was represented where
heaven and the church are not—thus where the Lord is not pre-

sent by faith and love ; wherefore it is said, that Jehovah walk-

eth in the midst of the camp, that the camp may be holy, lest

He see the nakedness of any thing, and return ;—nakedness de-

notes what is unclean by reason of evils and falses. That the

camp there signified heaven and the church, where the Lord is,

will be 6een in what now follows.

10,038. " Thou shalt burn with fire out of the camp "—that

hereby is signified that those things are to be committed to

hell, and to be defiled with the evils of self love, appears from
the signification of burning with fire, as denoting to consume
With the evils of self love ; for by burning is signified to con-

lime, and by fire the evil of self love ; that those things are

signified by burning and by fire, may be 6een n. 1297, 5071, 5248,

6314, 6832, 7324, 7575, 9041, 9434 ; and from the signification

of the camp, as denoting heaven and the church, and in the op-

posite sense where heaven and the church is not, thus hell, of

which we shall speak presently. The reason why to be burnt
with fire denotes to be consumed by the evils of self love is, be-

cause that love consumes all the goods and truths of faith

:

—that self love has this effect, scarce any one at this day
knows, and hence neither is it known that this love is hell with
man, and that it is meant by infernal fire. For there are two
fires of the life appertaining to man, one is the love of self, the

other is the love to God ; those who are in the love of self cannot
be in love to God, since they are opposite ; the reason why they

are opposite is, because the love of self produces all evils, which
are contempt of others in comparison with itself, enmity against

those who do not favor them, at length hatreds, revenges, sa-

vageness, cruelties, which evils altogether resist Divine influx,

consequently extinguish the truths and goods of faith and of
charity, for these are what flow in from the Lord. That every
one's love is the fire of his life, every one may know who reflects,

for without love there is no life, and 6uch as the love is such is

the life ; and hence that self love produces evils of every kind,

and that it so far produces them, as it is regarded as an end,
that is, so far as it is the ruling love. The worst kind of self

love is the love of dominion for the sake of self, that is, solely

for the sake of honor and gain ; those who are principled in
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that love, may indeed make a profession of faith and charity,

but they do this with the mouth and not with the heart
;
yea,

those who are the most abandoned of them, regard the things of

faith and charity,—thus the holy things of the church, as means
to accomplish their own ends. Concerning self love and its ge-

nera moreover, and concerning the evils therein originating, and
their state in the other life, by the Divine Mercy of the Lord, we
shall speak specifically in another place; these things are said, to

the intent that it may be known what is meant by being burnt
with fire out of the camp. That the camp, where the sons of Israel

encamped, represented heaven and the church, and hence that

out of the camp, denotes where heaven and the church are not,

thus where hell is, may be manifest from those things in the

Word which are related of the camp and of the encampment of

the sons of Israel in the wilderness, as from these words in Moses,
" The sons of Israel shall encamp a man at his camp, and a man
at his standard, according to their armies : And the Levites shall

encamp around thehabitation of'testimony,that there be not wrath
upon the congregation of the 6ons of Israel," Numb. i. 52, 53

;

chap. ii. 2. And again, " The tribes of Judah, of Issachar, and
of Zabulon, encamped to the east; the tribes of Reuben, of Si-

meon, and of Gad, to the south ; the tribes of Ephraim, of Ma-
nasseh, and of Benjamin, to the west ; and the tribes of Dan, of

Ashur, and of Naphtali, to the north ; but the Levites in the

midst of the camp," ISunib. ii. 1 to the end ; chap. x. 1 to the

end. The reason why their encampments were so ordained

was, that they might represent heaven and the church, n. 9320

;

by the tribes also, according to which they encamped, were re-

presented all the goods and truths of heaven and of the church
in the complex, n. 3858, 3926, 3939, 4060, 6335, 6337, 6397,

6640, 7836, 7891, 7996, 7997 ; hence it is that we read, " That
Jehovah dwells in the midst of the camp" Numb. v. 3. "And
that he walks in the midst thereof, and therefore it shall be holy"
Dent, xxiii. 14; and in the prophetic enunciation of Balaam,
" When he saw Israel dwelling according to tribes, he said, How
good are thy tabernacles, 0 Jacob, and thy habitations, O Israel,"

Numb. xxiv. 2, 3, 5. Inasmuch as by the camp was repre-

sented heaven and the church, it follows that by out of the

camp was signified where heaven and the church are not,—thus

where hell is ; wherefore every one that was unclean, and also

that was guilty, was sent forth thither, as may be manifest from

the following passages, " Ye shall send forth out of the camp
every one that is leprous, and every one that suffereth a flux,

every one unclean, on account of the soul, from a male even to a

female, ye shall send themabroad out of the camp, that they may
not pollute the camp, in the midst of which Jehovah dwells,

Numb, v. 2, 3 ; Levit. xiii. 15, 16. "A man who is not clean

by chance of the night, shall goforth abroad out of the camp,
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nt ither shall he come into the midst of the camp / when he hath
washed himself with waters, and the sun is set, he shall enter

into the camp. There shall be a space for thee out of the camp,
whither thou mayest go forth abroad, and by a paddle thou shalt

cover thine excrement, because Jehovah walks in the midst oi

the camp, therefore the camp shall be holy," Deut. xxiii. 10 to

15 ; and that they should be stoned out of the camp, Levit. xxiv.

14; Numb, xv. 35, 36. From these passages it is now manifest

that by burning with fire the fiesh, the skin, and the dung of the

bullock, out of the camp, is signified that the evils, which are

signified by those things, were to be committed to hell. What
was represented by the camp, and by out of the camp, was also

represented by the land of Canaan, and by the countries [terras]

round about it, after that land had been distributed for inhe-

ritances amongst the sons of Israel ; hence it is that by the land

of Canaan, and simply by land [or earth, or country] in the

Word, is signified heaven and the church, and by the sons of

Israel, those who are in heaven and the church ; that by land is

signified heaven and the church, may be seen in what is cited,

n. 9325 ; and that by the sons of Israel are signified those who
are therein, n. 9340.

10.039. " This is sin "—that hereby is signified what is puri-

fied from evils and falses, appears from the signification of sin,

when by itis meant sacrifice, as denoting purification from evils

and falses ; for in the original tongue by sin, where sacrifices are

treated of, is meant sacrificefor sin, and by sacrifice is signified

purification from evils and falses, n. 9990, 9991. That sacrifice

for sin in the Word is called sin, may be seen Levit. iv. 3, 8, 14,

20, 21, 24, 25, 29, 33, 34
;
chap. v. 6, 8, 9

;
chap. xvi. 9, 25,

and elsewhere.

10.040. Inasmuch as the flesh of the bullock with his skin

and dung was to be burnt with fire out of the camp, it may be
manifest that by the flesh was not signified the good, but the

evil of love, according to what was said before concerning his

flesh, n. 10,035, and concerning the camp just above, n. 10,039.

But the reason why it was granted to eat the flesh of the sacri-

fice, as may be manifest from the passages which follow, was,

because the Israelitish and Jewish nation, whilst in worship, was
in an external principle without an internal, (see what is cited

n. 9320, 9380) ; and an external principle without an internal is

not at all holy, because in such case gesture alone acts, and the

mouth speaks, but the heart and soul are absent. Nevertheless

the external without the internal was called holy, because it re-

presented holy internal things ;—holy internal things are all

those which are of love and faith from the Lord to the Lord. How
since that nation was of such a quality, it was not allowed them
to eat blood and fat, inasmuch as by blood was signified tho

Divine Truth which is of faith, and by fat the Divine Good
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which is of love, each from the Lord, see above, n. 10,033 ; but
they were allowed to eat the flesh of the sacrifice, because by it

was signified the proprium of man, n. 10,035, and the proprium
of that nation was to worship external things as holy, and to

make no account at all of internal things, which worship, if we
except its being representative, and thereby holy, was idolatrous,

see n. 4281, 4311. The flesh also representatively was nothing

eke, when its blood represented Divine Truth, and its fat Divine
Good, n. 10,033, for then the flesh represented something without

life and soul, which is called dead, such as is an external princi-

ple without an internal, according to these words in Moses,
'* Thou shalt not eat the blood, because the blood is the soul

;

thou shalt not eat the 60ul with the flesh," Dent. xii. 23.

Nearly similar worship prevails with a n ation of the Catholic re-

lic/ion as it is called, namely,external without internal [worship],

for it is not given the common people to know the internal tilings

of the Word, since they areforbidden to read the Word ; on which
account also by the Divine Providence of the Lord it has come to

pass, that in the holy supper the bread was given, which is the

flesh ,and not the wine which is the blood; and yet the blood is what
vivifies the flesh, as the wine the bread ; for as bread without the

wine [or some other liquid], does not afford nourishment to the

body, so neither does the good of love, which is signified by bread

and byflesh, without the truth offaith, which is signifiedby wine

and by blood, give nourishment to the soul. By the Divine Pro-
vidence of the Lordit has come topass,that thepriest should drink

the wine, because by it is signified the nourishment of the soul by

Divine Truth without the good qf love, which is an external holy

principle wit/wut an internal holy principle 1 that this has come

to pass by the Divine Providence ef the Lord, they do not know,

by reason that they idolatrously adore things external, and thus do

not apprehend things internal', wherefore if it hadbeen othei'wise,

they would have profaned things holy ,in like manner as the Jews:
—by drinking the wine only is also signified to know Diem,,

Truth only, whilst the vulgar do not know it, except according

to the quantity and quality in which they will them to know it,

as is also the case there. That in the holy supper the flesh and
the bread denote the Divine Good of the Divine Love of the Lord
towards the human race, and the reciprocal [love] of man to the

Lord l
and that the blood and the wine denote the Divine Truth

proceedingfrom the Divine Good of the Lord, thus the truth of
faith from the Lord to the Lord, see n. 3464, 3813, 4211, 4217,

4735, 4796, 6135, 61S9, 6377, 7850, 9127. In reference to

the flesh of the sacrifices, when it was to be brought forth out

of the camp, and to be burned with fire, may be seen Levit. iv.

11, 12. 2] ; and when and by whom it was to be eaten, Levit.

vi. 19 to the end
;
chap. vii. 6, 15 to 19

;
chap. xix. 5, 6 ; Deut

xii. 7, 17, 18, 27
;
chap, xxvii. 6, 7.
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10.041. Verses 15, 16, 17, 18. And thou shall take one

ram, and Aaron and his sons shall put their hands upon the

head of the ram. And thou shalt slay the ram, and shall take

the blood of it, and shalt sprinkle [it] upon the altar round about.

And thou shalt cut the ram into his segments, and shalt wash his

intestines, and his legs, and shalt give [them] upon his segments,

and upon his head; and thou shalt cause the altar to bum with the

whole ram ; this is a burnt-offering to Jehovah, an odor of rest,

this is an afthing byfire to Jehovah. And thou shalt take one

ram, signifies the good of innocence in the internal man. And
Aaron and his sons shall lay their hands, signifies the commu-
nication of power. Upon the head of the ram, signifies with

the whole. And thou shalt slay the ram, signifies preparation

for the purification of the internal man. And thou shalt take

the blood, signifies Divine Truth ; and shalt sprinkle it upon
the altar round about, signifies conjunction with Divine Good.
And thou shalt cut the ram into segments, signifies interior

things to be distinctly arranged into order. And thou shalt

wash ihe intestines, signifies purification of lowest things
;

and his legs, signifies the purification of the exterior things,

which are of the natural man. And thou shalt give them upon
his segments and upon his head, signifies the orderly arrange-

ment of exterior things beneath internal and inmost things.

And thou shalt cause the altar to burn with the whole ram,

signifies the internal of the Lord's Divine Human united to the

Divine Good of His Divine Love which was in Himself. This

is a burnt-offering to Jehovah, signifies the glorification of the

Lord's Human. An odor of rest, signifies perceptive of peace.

This is an offering by fire to Jehovah, signifies all things from
the Divine Love.

10.042. " And thou shalt take one ram "—that hereby is

signified the good of innocence in the internal man, appears

from the signification of a ram, as denoting the good of inno-

cence and of charity in the internal man, of which we shall

speak presently. Now as it treats in this chapter concerning
the sacrifices and burnt-offerings of rams and of lambs, it may
lie expedient to say what was signified by the animals in gen-

eral, which were offered for sacrifices and burnt-offerings. Those
animals were oxen, bullocks, he-goats, rams, she-goats, he-kids

;

also he-lambs, she-lambs, and the female kids of she-goats,

lie who does not know what these animals signify, cannot in

any wise know what is especially signified by the sacrifice

and burnt-offerings of them. It is to be observed, that all

animals, which are in the earths, signify such things as apper-

tain to man, which in general have reference to the affections of

his.will, and to the thoughts of his understanding, thus to goods
and to truths, for goods are of the will, and truths are of the

understanding; and since they have reference to goods and
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truths, they have also reference to love and to faith , for all things

which are of the love are called goods, and all things which are

of the faith are called truths. This signification of animals of

different kinds originates in representatives in the other life ; for

in that life there appears animals of numerous genera, and of

innumerable species ;
such animals are appearances there which

have an exact and living correspondence to the affections and
the thoughts appertaining to spirits and angels. That this is

the fact, may also be proved from the prophetic visions in the

Word throughout ; for all things which were seen by the pro-

phets, are such as appear in heaven before the angels : hence it

is that such frequent mention is made in the "Word of beasts,

and by every one of them is signified something which has

reference to such things as appertain to man,—spoken of above.

Nor is man himself any thing else but an animal as to his ex-

ternal man, but he is distinguished by the internal man, whereby
both the latter and the former can be elevated towards heaven
and to God, and thence receive faith and love ;—hence it is that

beasts were employed in sacrifices and burnt offerings. He
who does not know these things, can in no wise know why it

vvas commanded at one time to offer bullocks, rams, he-lambs,

at another time oxen, she-goats, and she-lambs, at another

time he-goats, he-kids, and she-kids of the she-goats ; for other-

wise to what purpose would such distinctions be made? That
oeasts in the Word signify goods and evils appertaining to man,
and also truths and false*, see n. 142, 143, 246, 714, 715, 776,

1823,2179.2180, 2781, 3218, 3519, 5198, 7523, 7872, 9090,

and that on this account the}' were employed in sacrifices, n.

1823, 2180, 2805, 2807, 2830. But as to what concerns sacri-

fices and burnt-offerings from them, it is to be noted, I. That
representative worship with the Jewish aud Israelitish nation

consisted chiefly in sacx-ifices and burnt-offerings. II. That
sacrifices and burnt-offerings in general signified the regenera-

tion of man by the truths of faith and the goods of love from

the Lord ; and in the supreme sense, the glorification of the

Lord's Human. III. That the all of worship was represented

by sacrifices and burnt-offerings according to its various things

[or principles], thus with all variety ; and that on this account

various kinds of animals were commanded. But to be more
particular: L That representative worship with the Jewish and
Israelitish nation consisted chiefly in sacrifices and burnt-offer-

ings, is manifest from the consideration that they were made use

of for every sin and for all guilt ; also for every consecration and

Inauguration ; and further on every day, on every sabbath, on
every new moon, and on every festival; and that on this account

the altar was the most holy of all things. All other parts of

worship wiiii chat nation depended upon these ; therefore where

the abolitio'i of representative worship is treated of in Daniel,
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it 16 said that the sacrifice and ablation Bhall cease, chap. ix.

27 ; and the continual [sacrifice] shall be removed, chap. viii.

10, 11, 12, 13
;
chap. xi. 31

;
chap. xii. 11

;
by the continual

[sacrifice] is specifically signified the sacrifice which was offered

daily, and in general all worship. See moreover what, has been
shown before on this subject, namely, that sacrifices in general

signify all representative worship, n. 923, 2165, 6905, 8680,
8936. That the altar was the principal representative of the

Lord and hence of worship, n. 2777, 2811, 8935, 8940, 9388,

9389, 9714, 9964. That the ancients before Eber knew nothing
of sacrifices, n. 2180. That from Eber, thus with the Hebrew
nation, and tlience with the posterity of Jacob, sacrifices were
instituted, and why, n. 1178, 1343, 2180, 2818. That sacrifices

were not commanded, but permitted, n. 2180. II. That sacri-

fices and burnt-offerings in general signified the regeneration of
man by the truths offaith and the goods of love to the Lordfrom
the Lord, is manifest from this consideration, that all things of

worship have reference to purification from evils and falses, to

the implantation of truth and good, and to their conjunction,—
thus to regeneration, for by those three things man is regene-

rated ; hence it is that sacrifices and burnt-offerings were offered

for all sin and for all guilt; and when they were offered, it is

said, that expiation was made and that pardon was granted,

Levit. iv. 20, 26, 31, 35 ;
chap. v. 6, 10, 13, 16, 18

;
chap. vi. 7 ;

chap. vii. 7; chap. x. 17; chap. xiv. 18, 19
;
chap. xv. 30, 31

;

chap. xvi. 6, 24 ;
chap. xvii. 11. The pardon of sins, expiation,

propitiation, and redemption, are also nothing else but purifica-

tion from evils and falses, the implantation of good and of

truth, and their conjunction, thus regeneration, n. 9056, 9452,

9453, 9454, 9937, 9938. The entire process of regeneration is

also described by each of [singular] the rituals of every sacrifice

and burnt-offering, and is made manifest when the representa-

tives are unfolded by the internal sense, n. 10,022. The reason
why sacrifices and burnt-offerings in the supreme sense signify the

glorification of the Lord's Human [principle] is, because all the

rituals of worship instituted amongst the Israelitish and Jewish
nation had reference to the Lord alone ; thus sacrifices and
burnt-offerings, by which in general was represented the all of

worship, as was shown above, principally regarded Him ; the

regeneration of man also is from no other source than from the
Lord, n. 9506, 9715, 9486, 9487, 9809, 10,019; wherefore
where the subject treated of in the "Word is the regeneration of

man, in the supreme sense the glorification of the Lord's Human
is treated of ; for the regeneration of man is an image of the
Lords glorification ; n. 3138, 3212, 3296, 3490, 4402, 56S8.
To glorify the Human [principle] is to make it Divine, but to

regenerate man, is to make him celestial, that the Divine of the
Lord may dwell in him. III. That the all ofworship according
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to its variousparticulars,was represented by sacrifices and burnt-

offerings, thus with all variety, and that on this account different

kinds of animals were commanded, is manifest from the various

things for which sacrifices and burnt-offerings were made,
namely, for sins by error, and for sins not by error, for every
prevarication and uncleanness, whether with the priest or with

the whole assembly, or with the prince, or with any soul ; for

cleansing from the leprosy, for purification after the birth :

for the consecration of the altar, of the tent of the congregation,

and of all things therein ; for the cleansing of the same when
Aaron once every year entered into the holy of holies ; for the

inauguration of Aaron and of his sons into the priesthood

;

for the consecration of the Nazarites ; and in general on the

three festivals, on each of the new moons, on the sabbaths, and
on days in the morning and between the evenings, besides

votive and voluntary offerings. Because the sacrifices and
burnt-offerings were for such various occasions, and because by
them were represented the various particulars of worship, there-

fore also the different kinds of animals,which were to be offered,

were expressly commanded, namely, bullocks, oxen, and he-

goats, rams, she-goats and he-kids
;
he-lambs, she-lambs, and

female-kids of the she-goats ; and by the sacrifices and burnt-

offerings of the bullock, the ox, and the he-goat were repre-

sented the purification and regeneration of the external or

natural man ; of the ram, the she-goat, and the he-kid, were
represented the purification and regeneration of the internal or

spiritual man ; and of the he-lamb, the she-lamb, and the

female-kid of the 6he-goats were represented the purification or

regeneration of the inmost or celestial man. That there are

three principles which have an orderly succession in man, the

celestial, the spiritual, and the natural, may be seen, n. 9992,

10,005, 10,017 ; and that man must be regenerated as to inter-

nals and as to externals, before he can be a regenerate man,
see what is cited, n. 9325 at the end. But what is specifically

signilied by the sacrifice and burnt-offering from the ram, which
are treated of in this chapter, i6 manifest from the passages in

the Word, where sacrifices and burnt-offerings from the ram
are described, and where the ram is named ; from which it is

evident that by the rani is signified the good of innocence and
of charity in the internal man, and by the sacrifice and burnt-

offering from it the purification and regeneration of the internal

man, thus the implantation of the good of innocence and of

charity therein. That this is signified by a ram is manifest from
the following passages, " All the flocks of Arabia shall be ga-

thered together unto thee, tlve rams of Nebaioth shall milliliter

unto thee, they shall come up for what is well pleasing to My
altar" Isaiah lx. 7. In this passage it treats of the Lord,

and of Ilis heaven and church ;—the flocks of Arabia denotu
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all the goods of the internal man ;—and the rams of Nebaioth
are the goods of innocence and of charity there. That flocks

denote the goods of the internal man, may be seen, n. 8937,

9135 ; that Arabia denotes where good is, n. 3268 ; and that

Nebaioth denotes thos-e who are there in good, n. 3268, 3686,

3688. And in Ezckiel, " Arabia and all the princes of Kedar,

the traders of thy hand by cattle and rams and he-goats"

xxvii. 21, speaking of Tyre, by which is signified the church

where the knowledges of good and of truth are, n. 1201 ; traders

denote those who have those knowledges and communicate
them, n. 2967, 4153 ; cattle the goods of love, rams the goods of

charit}r
, and he-goats the goods of faith. In the Word flocks,

cattle [pecora], a"d cattle [pecudes] which in the original lan-

guage are distinguished by their names ; and by flocks are sig-

nified in general internal things, by cattle [pecudes] the same
tilings specifically, and by cattle [pecora] inmost things speci-

cally ; but by herds things external. And in Jeremiah, " I

will cause them to descend as cattle [pecora] to be slaughtered,

as rams with he-goats" li. 40 ; where by cattle, rams, and he-

gnats similar things are signified. And in Ezekiel, "Thus
saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold Ljudge between cattle [pecudes]

and cattle [pecudes], and between the rams and the he-goats,"

xxxiv. 17. Between cattle and cattle, denotes between those

who are in the interiors of good and of evil ; between the rams
and the he-goats denotes between those who are in charity and
thence in faith, and those who are in the truths of faith with-

out charity ;—rams in this passage signify the like as sheep,

for rams are the males of sheep ;—that sheep denote those who
are in charity and thence in faith, may be seen, n. 4169,4809

;

and that he-goats denote those who are in truths, which are

called the truths of faith, without charity, n. 4169, 4769. Si-

milar is the signification of the ram and the he-goat in Daniel,

chap. viii. 1 to the end, and also of the sheep and the he-goats

in Matthew, chap. xxv. 32. And in Moses, " If a soul shall

sin through error, he shall bring his guilt to Jehovah an entire

ram of the flock " Levit. v. 15, 18
;
chap. vi. 6. By sacrifices

from a ram is signified the purification of the internal man, and
the implantation of the good of innocence therein ; for sin by
error is sin grounded in ignorance wherein is innocence, and
the innocence of ignorance is of the internal man. Again,
" In the new moons they shall offer two bidlocks, one ram, and
seven he-lambs , and afterwards a he-goat of the she-goats. In

like manner on every day of the passover : and in like manner
on the day of the first-fruits" Numb, xxviii. 11, 15, 19, 22, 27.

This was to represent the purification of the whole man, exter-

nal, internal, and inmost; by the sacrifice and burnt-offering

from bullocks the purification of the external man, from a ram
the purification of the internal, and from lambs the purification
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of the inmost ; and since purification was represented, so was
also the implantation of the good of innocence, for a bullock

denotes the good of innocence in the external man, a ram in the

internal, and a he-lamb in the inmost, as was said above. The
reason why the last of these was a he-goat was, because by a

he-goat was signified the truth of faith in the external man,
and the truth of faith there is the ultimate principle, n. 9959.

Inasmuch as the goods and truths appertaining to man follow in

that order, therefore also the presents of the princes of Israel,

when the altar was anointed and the tent of the congregation,

were a bullock, a ram, and a he-lamb, for burnt-offerings ; and
a he-goal of the she-goat for a sacrifice. Numb. vii. 15, 16, 17,

21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 33 and following verses. From these

considerations it may now be manifest, that a ram signifies the

good of innocence and of charity in the internal man.
10,043. " And Aaron and his sons shall put their hands"

—

that hereby is signified communication of power, appears from
the signification of laying on of hands, as denoting the com-
munication of power,—see above, n. 10,023.

10,041:. " Upon the head of the ram "—that hereby is sig-

nified with the whole, appears from the signification of the

head, as denoting the whole man, thus the whole, see n. 10,011.

The reason why the head denotes the whole is, because it is the

highest, and therein is the inmost principle of man ; and from
what is supreme proceed all things which are beneath, as also

from what is inmost proceed all things which are without, for

the latter and former things are thence derived; the inmost

principle appertaining to man is his will and understanding,

these in their beginnings [prmoipid] are in the head, and the

things which thence proceed are acts [or deeds], which are

effects of interior principles in the body ; wherefore when men-

tion is made of the will and the understanding, the whole man
is meant, for thence man is a man. The acts of the body also

have from the will all that belongs to them ; hence it is, that

man is not regarded from the acts of the body or works, but

from the will in them ; this being the case, by soul in the Word
is meant the whole man, and man is called a soul, as in Levit.

iv. 27
;
chap. v. 1, 4, 17

;
chap. vi. 2

;
chap. xvii. 10, 15, and

elsewhere. There are two things which signify the whole,

namely, what is highest and lowest. The reason why what is

lowe6tor ultimate signifies also the whole is, because all interioi

things, even from the first to the highest, terminate in ultimates,

and are there together, see n. 9S2S, 9836. Hence it is that the

highest, by means of what is ultimate, holds together all jhe

interior things which are intermediate in connection and in

form, so that (hey look to one end, n. 9878. That what is ulti-

mate also signifies the whole, is manifest from numerous pas-

sages in the Word, as when the whole man is called flesh, Gen.
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vi. 12 ; Numb. xvi. 22
;
chap, xxvii. 16 ; Isaiah xl. 5 ; Zech. ii.

13, and elsewhere. Inasmuch as ultimates also signify all or

the whole, therefore hair [crinis], hair [pilus], the beard, which

are ultimates that are excrescent with man, are taken for all

or the whole,—also the feet, yea the toes and fingers. That

hair [crinis], hair [pilus], and beard are so, is manifest from

Isaiah, " In that day the Lord shall shave with a razor by the

king of Assyria the head, the hair [pilus] of the feet and also

the beard" vii. 20; the king of Assyria denotes reasoning, such

as is that of those who by it destroy things divine, n. 1186 ;—
to shave the head, the hair of the feet, and the beard, denotes

to take away ultimates, for when these are taken away interior

things flow away, and perish ; on this account also a priest was

forbidden to shave the head, Levit. xxi. 10, and also a Naza-

rite, whose hair [coma] was called the Nazariteship of God.

Numb.vi. ; n. 6437, 9407, and is meant by the crown of the

head of the Nazarite of the brethren, Gen. xlix. 25, 26 ; Deut.

xxxiii. 16. Hence also it is said that the hairs of the head are

all numbered, Matt. x. 30, by which is signified that each and
every thing in man is so ; also that a hair of the head shall not

perish, Luke xxi. 18. That the feet also, and the toes, and
fingers, signify all things, and thus the whole, is manifest from

John
;
" Peter said, Lord, Thou shalt not wash my feet only,

but also the hands and the head ; Jesus said to him, he who is

washed hath no need to be washed but as to thefeet, and the whole

is clean" xii. 9, 10 ; the feet denote the natural principle,

which is the ultimate, n. 2162, 3147, 4938 to 4952, 9406. And
in what follows in this chapter, " Thou shalt give of the blood

of the ram upon the auricle of the ear of Aaron, and upon the

thumb of the right hand, and upon the great toe of the right

foot," verse 20 ; which denotes upon all and singular the things

which are signified by the ear, the hand, and the foot. Inas-

much as what is highest and what is lowest, or what is the

same, what is first and what is last, alike signify each and
every thing, or the whole with its parts, therefore the omnipo-
tence and omniscience of the Lord is described by His being

the first and the last, the beginning and the end, the alpha and
omega, Apoc. i. 8, 11

;
chap. xxi. 6

;
chap. xxii. 13 ; Isaiah xli.

4. That all things are held together in connection, and stand

together from the first or highest by [or through] the last

or lowest, is thus described in Isaiah, " I am the first and
I am the last, also My hand hath founded the earth, and
My right hand hath spanned the heaven / I call them together^

they stand together" xlviii. 12, 13 ; where the hand and
right hand of Jehovah, or of the Lord, denotes omnipotence;
the earth which he hath founded is the ultimate ; the heaven
which he stretched out is what is between the first and the

last ; to call them together that they may stand together,
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denotes to hold together all interior things by what is last

in connection and in form, that they may look to one end ;

—

the one end to which they are to look is He who is the first

and the last. That He is the Lord, is manifest from Isaiah,
" Thus saith Jehovah, the king of Israel and his Redeemer,
I am the first and I the last," xliv. 6 ; where the king of

Israel denotes the Lord, John xviii. 37 ; that the Redeemer
is the Lord is evident. And in the Apocalypse, " These things

saith the first and the last, who was dead and is alive again,"

ii. 8. That the first holds together all things in connection

by means of the last, may be manifest from the Word and from
man ; the Word in ultimates is the sense of its letter, and the

"Word in first [principles] is the Lord, and the Word in interiors

is its internal sense, which i6 perceived in the heavens, and has

this effect, that the inhabitants look to one end, which is the

Lord
;
concerning this arcanum, see n. 9560, 9824. As regards

man, man in ultimates is the church in the earths, man in first

[principles] is the Lord, man in interiors is heaven, for the

church and heaven before the Lord is as one man, on which
account heaven is called the Grand Man, treated of at the

close of several chapters, (see what is cited at the eud of

II. 10,030). Tiiere is a continual connection and influx accord-

ing to connection of all things from the Lord through the hea-

vens to the church in the earths
;
by the heavens are meant the

angels who are there, by the church the men who are true men
of the church, and by man in first [principles] the Lord as to

His Divine Human ; that from the first by [or through] the last

all things are held together in connection, and stand together,

is meant by the Lord's words above quoted in Isaiah, "Iam
the first andlam the last, alsoMy hand hathfounded theearth,

and My right hand /tath spanned the heaven, I call them together,

they stand together," xlviii. 12, 13 ; that by the earth in the

Word is meant the church, ha6 ako been abundantly shown,

—

6ee what is cited, n. 9325. An idea of this subject may be ob-

tained from what is ultimate and what is inmost with man ; the

ultimate is the 6kin, the inmost is the heart, the things inter-

mediate or interior are the viscera ; from the heart even to the

skin through the viscera there is a continuous connection by the

blood vessels, for these proceed from the heart, and terminate in

the skin;—that the 6kin is the ultimate, holding interior things

in connection, is evident, for if the skin be taken away interior

things flow forth. From these considerations it may be 6een

why it is, that as what i6 supreme or inmost signifies all and
every thing [omnia et singula], 60 also does what is lowest or ul-

timate. From the same considerations also is discovered the ar-

canum, why the Lord glorified His Human even as to ultimates
;

the ultimates are called bones and flesh, wherefore the Lord said

to His disciples, who supposed that they saw a spirit, " Beheld
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My hands and My feet, that I Am ; handle Me and see, Jor a

spirit hath notflesh and bones as ye see Me have," Luke xxiv. 37,

39. That the Divine [principle] itself was the first in Him, is

known well, for He was conceived from Jehovah, and what

is conceived from the Father, this is the lirst [principle] of the

man ; that the Lord glorified even the ultimates <>f His Hitman,

is evident from His words in the above passage, and also from

this consideration, that He left nothing of His Human m the

sepulchre. That interior things terminate and are at rest in ul-

timates, and are there together, and that ultimates hold interior

things in connection, also in spiritual things, may be seen, n.

9216, 9828—that on this account strength and power are in ni

timates, n. 9836—and that on this account sanctity is in ulti-

mates, n. 9824—and that in ultimates there are revelations and

responses, n. 9905.

10.045. "And thou shalt slay the ram"—that hereby is

signified preparation for the purification of the internal man, ap-

pears from the signification of slaying, when spoken of the sacri-

fice or burnt-offering, as denoting preparation for purification,

see n. 10,024 ; and from the signification of the ram, which is

as to the internal man, see above, n. 10,042.

10.046. " And shalt take the blood of it "—that hereby is

signified Divine Truth, see n. 10,026, 10,033 ; that all purifica-

tion from evils and falses, and all regeneration, is effected by
Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord, may be seen in what
is cited, n. 9959.

10.047. "And shalt sprinkle [it] upon the altar round about"

—that hereby is signified conjunction with Divine Good, appears

from the signification of the blood, which was to be sprinkled

upon the altar round about, as denoting the Divine Truth, see

n. 10,026, 10,033 ; and from the representation of the altar, as

being representative of the Lord as to Divine Good, see n. 9388,

9389, 9714, 9964 ; hence it is evident that to sprinkle the blood

upon the altar round about denotes to unite Divine Truth with

Divine Good in the Lord. The case herein is this ; it was said

above that the subject treated of in this chapter is the glorifica-

tion of the Lord's Human, and in the representative sense the

regeneration of man from the Lord. As to what concerns the

glorification of the Lord's Human it was effected by the unition

of Divine Truth with Divine Good ; the Divine Good, which is

Jehovah, was in the Lord, as the soul from the father is in man,
for He was conceived of Jehovah, and made His Human Divine
Truth by Divine means, especially by temptation-combats, and
60 much as He united, so much He glorified, that is, made Di-

vine. This unition is what is signified in the supreme sense by
the sprinkling of the blood round about the altar. That the

Lord, when He was in the world, made His Human Divine

Truth, and united it with Divine Good, which was in Himself,
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and thereby glorified His Human, may be seen in what is cited,

n. 9199, 9315. And that Jehovah His Father is the Divine
Good, which was in Him, n. 9194. As the Lord glorified His
Human, so He also regenerates man; for the Lord with man
flows in with good through the soul which is by an internal way,
and with truth through the hearing and the sight, which is by
an external way, and so far as man desists from evils, so far the

Lord conjoins good with truth, and the good becomes [the

good] of charity towards the neighbor and of love to God, and
the truth becomes [the truth] of faith. Thus the Lord creates

man anew, or regenerates him, for the regeneration of man. as \\ as

said above, is effected by purification from evils and falses, by
the implantation of good and of truth, and by their conjunction

;—the regeneration of man, and in the supreme sense the glo-

rification of the Lord's Human, are what were represented by
sacrifices and burnt offerings, n. 10,022. It is to be noted,

that in the burnt-offerings the blood was sprinkled upon the

altar round about ; in like manner in the eucharistic sacrifices;

but in the sacrifices for guilt and for sin the blood was sprinkled

at the foundation of the altar. By the sprinkling of the blood

on the altar round about was represented the unition of Divine
Truth and Divine Good in every mode, both in the internal and
external man,—and by the sprinkling of the blood at the founda-

tion of the altar was represented the unition of Divine Truth
and Divine Good in the external man only. With the regene-

rate, conjunction is effected in the external man, according to

the Lord's words in John, " He who is washed, hath need only

to be washed as to the feet, and is wholly clean," xii. 9, 10,

washing signifies purification and regeneration, n. 3147, 9809,

thus he that is washed signifies one who is purified and rege-

nerated ; and the feet signify the natural or external principle of

man, n. 2162, 3147, 4938 to 4952, 9406. That in the burnt-

offerings blood was sprinkled upon the altar round about, see

Levit. i. 5, 11 ; also in the eucharistic sacrifices, Levit. iii. 2, 8,

13 ; and that in the sacrifices for guilt and for sin the bio d

w as sprinkled at the foundation of the altar, Levit. iv. 7, 18, 25,

30, 34 ;
chap. v. 9.

10,048. "And thou shalt cut the rain into his segments"

—

that hereby are signified interior things to be distinctly arranged

into order, appears from the signification of the ram, as denoting

the good of innocence and of charity in the internal man, see

n. 10,052, here preparation for his purification, which is signified

by the burnt-offering from the ram ; and from the signification

of cutting into segments, as denoting the orderly arrangement
of interior things therein. The reason why preparation for the

orderly arrangement of interior things is signified by cutting

into segments, pieces, members, and parts is, because an orderly

arrangement is described by the intestines and legs being given
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upon the segments and upon the head, and by the intestines are

signified the lowest principles which are called external sensual,

by the legs the proximately superior principles, which are called

natural ; thus by the segments, which were still superior, are

signified interior principles, and by the head inmost principles.

That such things are signified by the intestines, the legs, and
the head, will be manifest from what follows ;—that by the vis-

cera and members of man such things are signified in order, may
be seen above, n. 10,030. Inasmuch as in the representative

sense by sacrifices and burnt-offerings is meant the regeneration

of man, it may be expedient briefly to state how an orderly ar-

rangement is effected therein. With those who are being regene-

rated, interior and exterior things are arranged in order by the

Lord for all succeeding states, insomuch that present things in-

volve those which are future, and things future, when they be-

come present, do the same, and this to eternity ; for the Lord
foresees all things and provides all things, and His foresight and
providence is to eternity, thus is eternal ; for the Divine, which
alone is His, is in itself infinite, and what is infinite in respect to

duration is eternal ; hence it is that whatsoever the Lord arranges

and ordains is eternal. This is the case with those whom the Lord
regenerates ; the regeneration of man commences in the world,

and continues to eternity, for man, when he becomes an angal,

is always being perfected. There are in man things external,

internal, and inmost ; all these are arranged and restored to

order together and successively for the reception of what is to

succeed them to eternity. But in what order external, interior,

and inmost things are regenerated, and how the unregenerate
are circumstanced, will be shown, by the Divine Mercy of the

Lord, in what follows.

10,049. " And shalt wash his intestines "—that hereby is

signified the purification of lowest [things or principles], ap-

pears from the, signification of washing, as denoting to purify,

sec n. 3147, 5954, 9089. The purification, which was rep re

sented by washing, is purification from evils and falses, for

these are filth in the spiritual sense; and from the signification

of the intestines as denoting the lowest things, see above, n.

10,039. The reason why it is said that the intestines and the

legs were to be washed is, because by them are signified lowest
and natural [things], and lowest or natural [things] are more
defiled with evils and falses than interior things ; for the former
are in the world, and sensual [things or principles], which are

the lowest, are extant in the world, and therefore immediately
receive those things which are in the world. Those tilings which
they receive are the delights of the loves of self and of the

world, together with the delights of the senses, and their falla-

cies. Interior [things or principles], however, are not so cir-

cumstanced, for these are not in the world, but in heaven ; and
VOL. X. ft
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those things which are of the world cannot enter into those

which are of heaven, for physical influx is not given, but those

things which are of heaven can enter into those which are of

the world with man ; wherefore as soon as the external man
wishes to let himself into the internal,—which is effected by
reasonings from the loves of self and of the world, and from
the fallacies of the senses,—the internal man is closed ; this is

provided of the Lord : wherefore the purification of the internal

man, during man's regeneration, is effected in heaven from the

Lord. Hence it is that man, when he is in the world, does not
perceive what is transacting in his internal man during regene-

ration
;
and these are the [arcana] which are meant by the Lord's

words in John, " The spirit breathe th where it willeth, and thou
hearest the voice thereof, but knowest not whence it cometh,
and whither it goeth, so is every one who is born of the spirit,"

iii. 8 ;—the spirit is the life of charity by faith.

10.050. " And his legs "—that hereby is signified the purifi-

cation of the exteriors which are of the natural man, is evident

from the signification of washing the legs, as denoting the puri-

fication of the natural man ;—that to wash denotes to purify,

may be seen just above, n. 10,019 ;—and from the signification

of the legs, as denoting the exterior [things or principles] which
are of the natural man. The reason why the legs have this sig-

nification is, because the feet are meant at the same time, for

the legs of beasts are four, and are continuous with the feet,

and the feet from correspondence signify the natural or external

principle of man, see n. 2162, 3117, 3765, 193S, to 4952. The
same is signified by the legs in Amos, "As a shepherd snatched
from the mouth of a lion two legs, or a portion of an ear, so

shall the sons of Israel be snatched away that dwell in Samaria,
in the corner of the bed, and in the extremity of a couch," iii.

12; by a lion those who vastate the church are here signified

;

by legs the external of a church, which also is of the natural

man
;
by the auricle of the ear its perceptive principle

;
by

the dwellers in Samaria those who are in external worship ; the

corner of a bed and the extremity of a couch denote the lowest
natural principle, which is the external sensual principle, and its

truth and good. By the legs, where the statue of Nebuchad-
nezzar is treated of in Daniel, where it is said, that its head
was of pure gold, the breast and the arms of silver, the belly

and the side of brass, the legs of iron, and the feet partly of
iron, partly of clay," ii. 32, 33, the truth of faith in the external

or natural man, which also is iron, is signified, may be seen, n.

10,030. The reason why the legs are here distinguished from
the feet is, because the legs with man are otherwise circum-
stanced than with beasts.

10.051. "And shalt give [them] upon his segments and
upon his head"—that hereby is signified the subordination of
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exterior tilings or principles to such as are interior and inmost,

appears from the signification of the segments, as denoting in-

terior things, as may be seen above, n. 10,048 ; from the sig-

nification of the head, as denoting what is inmost, n. 5328,

6436, 9656, 9913, 9914; and from the signification of the in-

testines and of the legs, which were to be given upon them, as

denoting things outermost and exterior. That the intestines

denote outermost or lowest things or principles may be seen,

n. 10,030, and that legs denote exterior things, n. 10,050; and

from the signification of giving the latter upon the former, as

denoting to arrange into order. The reason why it denotes the

orderly arrangement of exterior beneath interior things, and

not upon them according to the sense of the letter is, because

the altar and the fire upon the altar denote supreme or inmost

things, for the altar represented the Divine Human of the

Lord as to Divine Good, and the fire the Divine Love Itself,

wherefore those parts of the ram and the burnt-offering, which
were nearest to the fire of the altar, were superior or interior,

and those which had a place above them, inasmuch as they were
more remote from the fire of the altar, were inferior or ex-

terior ; for in the external sense, contrary to that of the letter,

those things are regarded as superior or interior which are

nearest to the supreme, and as inferior or exterior which are

more remote from it. Whether we speak of things superior

and interior, or of things inferior and exterior, it is the same

;

for what is superior, that is interior, and what is inferior, that

is exterior, n. 2148, 3084, 4599, 5146, 8325. Hence now it is

evident, that by giving the intestines and the legs upon the

segments and the head, is signified that outermost or exterior

things were to be arranged in subordination to interior or in-

most things. That the altar was representative of the Divine
Human of the Lord as to Divine Good, may be seen, n. 921,

2777, 2811, 9388, 9389, 9714, 9964 ; also that the fire of the

altar denotes His Divine Love.

10,052. " And thou shalt cause the altar to burn with the
whole ram "—that hereby is signified the internal of the Lord's
Divine Human united to the Divine Good of His Divine Love
which was in Himself, is evident from the signification of causing
to burn, as denoting to unite to the Divine Good of the Divine
Love, of which we shall speak presently ; and from the signifi-

cation of the ram, as denoting the internal principle appertain-
ing to man, thus in the supreme sense the internal of the Lord's
Divine Human, concerning which, see n. 10,042; and from the
signification of the altar, as being the principal representative
of the Lord's Divine Human as to His Divine Good, as was
shown just above, n. 10,051 at the end. It is to be noted, that
with every man there is an internal and an external, which are
called his internal and external man, and that when man is re-
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generated he is regenerated both as to the internal and as to the

external, and that regeneration is the conjunction of good and
of truth in each. It was similar with the Lord as to His Human

;

yet it cannot be said of His Human that it was regenerated,

but that it was glorified, for His inmost, which with man is

called the soul from the father, was the Divine itself, inasmuch
as He was conceived from Jehovah. The Divine itself is the

Divine Good of the Divine Love; and since the Lord united

His Human with this, and thereby made also His Human [prin-

ciple] Divine, therefore it cannot be said that His Human was
regenerated, but glorified, for to glorify is to make Divine, as

may be seen just below, n. 10,053. The glorification of His
internal man, or of His internal Human [principle], is described

by representatives in the burnt-offerings from rams and from
lambs. The reason why causing the altar to burn with the whole
ram denotes to unite the Divine Good of the Divine Love with

the internal of His Human principle is, because the altar was
representative of the Lord's Divine Human, and the fire upon
the altar, with which the burnt-offering was burned, signified

the Divine Good of the Divine Love, as may be manifest from
what was cited just above, n. 10,051 at the end ; and because

the ram, which was the burnt-offering and which was burned,

signifies the internal principle appertaining to man, thus the in-

ternal of the Lord's Human, n. 10,012. From these conside-

rations it is evident, that by causing the altar to burn with the

whole ram for a burnt-offering, the internal of the Lord's Hu-
man united to the Divine Good of His Divine Love, which was
in Himself, is signified.

10,053. "This is a burnt-offering to Jehovah "—that hereby

is signified the glorification of the Lord's Human, is manifest

from the representation of a burnt-offering, as denoting the

glorification of the Lord's Human. With the Jewish nation

there were sacrifices and burnt-offerings ; the sacrifices signified

purification from evils and t'alses, and the implantation of truth,

but the burnt-offerings the conjunction of truth with good,

thus plenary regeneration. In the supreme sense however, in

which the Lord is treated of, sacrifices signified the ejection of

evils and of talses from His Human which was from the mother,

and the implantation of Divine Truth from the Divine Good
which was in Himself, and burnt-offerings signified the unition

of the Divine Truth with the Divine Good, which unition is

what is meant by glorification ; for the Lord, when He was in

the world, made His Human Divine Truth, and successively

also by unition with the Divine Good which was in Himself,

and was the esse of His life, He made His Human Divine Good,

thus one with Jehovah. The esse of His life was what with

man is called the soul from the lather, and this was Divino

Good itself or Divine Love ; but on these subjects, see whal
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was shown in the passages cited, n. 9194, 93 L5, 9523 ; and that

the Lord expelled all the Human which was from the mother,
until at length he was not her son. n. 9315 ; and that the Son of

Man, whom the Lord called Himself, is not the son of Mary
hat the Divine Truth, n. 9807. That glorification, where the

Lord is treated of, denotes the unition of His Human with the

Divine itself which was in Himself, thus with Jehovah His Fa-
ther, by which unition He made His Human also Divine Good,
is manifest from the passages in the Word where mention is made
of glory and glorification, when spoken of Jehovah or the Lord,

as in Isaiah, " The glory of Jehovah shall be revealed, and all

flesh shall see together, because the mouth of the Lord hath
spoken," xl. 5. Again, " I Jehovah have called thee in justice

to open the blind eyes, to bring forth from the prison him that

\va> bound, I [am] Jehovah, that is My name, and My glory

will I not give to another" xlii. 6—8. And again, " On thee

shall Jehovah arise, and His glory shall be seen upon Thee ; the

nations shall walk to Thy light," lx. 2, 3. In these passages
the Lord is treated of, and by the glory of Jehovah is meant the

Lord as to Divine Truth, for the Divine Truth proceeding from
the Lord is the glory of Jehovah, n. 9429 ;—that Divine Truth
is from no other source, the Lord teaches in John, " Ye have
neither heard the voice of the Father at any time, nor have seen

His shape," v. 37 ; and since it is the Lord, it is Jehovah Him-
self, for He saith, I am Jehovah, that is My name, and My
glory will I not give to another. Hence also it is that the Lord
is called the king of glory, as in David, " Lift up your heads,

O ye gates, and be ye lifted up ye doors of the world, and the

King of Glory shall enter in. Who is this King ofGlory f Je-

hovah strong and a Hero, Jehovah the Hero of War," Psalm
xxiv. 7 to 10. The Lord is here called the King of Glory from
the Divine Truth, from which He fought, conquered, and sub-

dued the hells. That this was done from His Human when He
was in the world, may be seen, n. 9715, 9809, 10,019. Hence
it is that He is called Jehovah Mighty and the Hero of War,
also Hero in Isaiah, " Unto us a child is born, unto us a Son is

given : His name is God, Hero, the Father of eternity" ix. 5.

That the glory of Jehovah is the Lord as to the Divine Truth
proceeding from His Divine Good, which is Jehovah or the Fa-
ther, the Lord Himself teaches in John, " The Word was made
flesh, and we saw His glory, as the glory of the only-begotten of
the Father," i. 14 ; that the Lord is there meant by the Word
which was made flesh, is evident ; the Word is Divine Truth, and
also glory. And in Matthew, " The Son of Man is about to

come m the glory of His Father" xvi. 27. And in Luke,
" Jesus said to the disciples, ought not Christ to suffer these

things, and to enter into His glory," xxiv. 26. To enter into

His glory is to be united to the Divine Good which was in Him,
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thus to Jehovah or His Father. Hence it is evident what is meant
by being glorified in the following passages in John, " The Holy
Spirit was not yet, because Jesus was not yet glorified" vii. 39.

Again, "These things the disciples of Jesus knew not, but

when Jesus was glorified, they then remembered. Jesus said,

the hour is come, that the Son of Man should be glorified. And
He said, Father, glorify Thy name, then came there a voice

from heaven, I have glorified it, and will again glorify" xii.

10, 23, 27, 28. And again, « After that Judas was gone forth,

Jesus said, now is the Son of Man glorified, and God is glori-

fied in Him, and God shall glorify Him in Himself, and s/iall

straightway glorify Him" xiii. 31, 32. Hence it is evident,

that the unition of the Lord as to the Human with the Divine
itself which was in Him, and which is called Jehovah the Fa-
ther, is glorification, for it is said, that God will glorify Him
in Himself; it is also evident, that that unition was fully made
by the passion of the cross, which was the last of the tempta-
tions :—that the Lord by combats with the hells, which are

temptations, glorified His Human, may be seen from what is

cited, n. 9528, 9937. That when the Lord was glorified, the

Divine Truth proceeds from Him, Himself teaches in John,
" The Holy Spirit was not yet, because Jesus was not yet glori-

fi< d" vii. 39. And again, " The Paraclete, the Spirit of Truth,

whom I will send to you, shall not speak from Himself, He
shall glorify Me, because He shall take of Mine, and shall an-

nounce it to you. All things whatsoever the Father hath are

Mine," xvi. 13, 14, 15, 28; the Spirit of Truth is the Divine

Truth proceeding from the Lord, n. 9S18. The unition of the

Human [principle] with the Divine in Himself is also here de-

scribed by what is said, that all things which the Father hath

are T I is ; and in another place, that the Father and Heareone /

and that the Father is in Him, and He in the Father, John x.

30; chap. xiv. 10, 11 ; see n. 3704; thus that glorification or

unition was reciprocal, which also the Lord teaches in John,
" Father glorify Thy Son, that Thy Son also may glorify Thee,"

xvii. 1 ; where the Father is the Divine itself which was in

Him1

, and the Son is the Divine Human: that the Father is the

Divine Good which was in the Lord, may be seen, n. 3704,

7499. That Jehovah in the Word is the Lord, n. 2921, 6303,

8SG5 ; and that the Lord i6 the Divine itself or Jehovah under

a human form, may be seen from what is cited, n. 9315.

10,054. " An odor of rest "—that hereby is signified per-

ceptive of peace, appears from the signification of an odor, as

denoting what is perceptive, is shown, n. 3577, 4G24 to 4034,

4748 ; and from the signification of rest, as denoting peace.

What Divine Peace is in the heavens, may be seen, u. 92, 93,

2780, 5002, 8455, 8005, 8722 ; that peace in the supreme sense

is the Lord, and the Divine proceeding from 11 im etfec ting good
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in the heavens from what is inmost, n. 3780, 8517. The reason

•why a burnt-offering is called an odor of rest to Jehovah, is,

because by the burnt-offering was represented the unition of the

Lord's Divine Human with the Divine itself, as shown above,

n. 10,053 ; and by that unition was acquired peace in the hea-

vens ; for all the hells were subjugated by the Lord, when He
was in the world, and all the heavens were reduced into order,

n. 9715, 9809, 9937, 10,019. Hence it is evident, why it is,

that the burnt offering is called an odor of rest to Jehovah ; as

in several other places, where the burnt-offerings and the meat-

offerings are treated of, as Levit. i. 9, 13, 17
;
chap. ii. 2, 9, 12;

chap. iii. 5 ;
chap. iv. 31

;
chap. vi. 6, 15

;
chap. viii. 28; chap,

xxiii. 13, 18 ; Numb. xv. 3, 7, 13
;
chap, xxviii. 6, 8, 13

;
chap,

xxix. 2, 6, 13.

10.055. " This is an offering by fire to Jehovah"—that hereby
are signified all things from the Divine Love, is manifest from
the signification of an offering by fire to Jehovah, as denoting

that it is from the Divine Love, for fire in the Word signifies

love in each sense, and when said of Jehovah or the Lord, it

signifies the Divine Love. That lire denotes love in each sense,

may be seen, n. 4906, 5215, 6314, 7324; and that in the supreme
sense, in which it relates to Jehovah or the Lord, it denotes

Divine Love, n. 6832, 6S34, 63±9. The burnt -offering is called

an offering by fire to Jehovah, because the Divine [being] as-

sumed the Human, and from the Human fought against the

hells and subdued them, and at the same time united it to the

Divine, to save the human race, out of pure love ; that this

unition is signified by the burnt-offering, may be seen, n.

10,042, 10,053.

10.056. Verses 19 to 35. And thou shalt take the secondram,
andAaron and his sons shall put their hands upon the head of
the ram. And thou shalt slay the ram, and shall take of its

Mood, and shalt give [it] upon the auricle of the ear of Aaron,
and upon the auricle of the right ear of his sons, and upon the

th limb of their right hand, and upon the great toe of their right

foot, and thou shall sprinkle the hloodupon the altar round about.

And thou shalt take of the blood which ts upon the altar, and of
the oil ofanointing, and shalt sprinkle [it] upon Aaron, and upon
his garments, and upon his sons, aud upon the garments of his

sons with him; and he [shall be] holy, and his garments, and his

sons, and the garments of his sons with him. And thou shalt

takefrom the ram thefat, and the tail, and thefat that covers

the intestines, and the caid of the liver, and the two kidneys, and
thefat which is upon them, and the light flank, because it is

the ram offillings. And one piece of bread, and one cake of
bread of oil, and one wafer, out of the basket of the unleavened

things which are before Jehovah. And thou shalt put all the

things upon thepalms of the hands ofAaron, and. upon thepah/'*
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of the hands of his sons, and shalt shake them a shaking before

Jehovah. And thou shalt receive them out of their hand, and
shalt cause the altar to burn on the bumt-offering.for ati odor of
rest bfore Jehovah; this is an offering made byfire to Jehovah.
And thou shalt take the breast of the ram offillings, which isfor
Aaron, and shalt shake it a shaking before Jehovah, and it shall

be to theefor a portion. And thou shalt sanctify the breast of
sJiaking and the flank of up-lifting, which is shaken, and which
is lifted up of the ram of fillings, of that which isfor Aaron,
and of that which isfor his sons. And it shall befor Aaron,
andfor his sonsfor the statute of an agefrom with the sons of
Israel, because this is the up-lifting, and the up-lifting shall be

from with the sons of Israel of their peace-making sacrifices,

their up-lifting to Jehovah. And the garments of holiness which
arefor Aaron shall be for his sons after him, to anointing in

them, and to filling in them their hand. Seven days shall the

priest after him of his sons put them on, who shall enter into the

tent of the congregation to minister in the holy [place]. And
thou shalt take the ram offillings, and shalt boil his flesh in the

holy place. And Aaron and his sons shall eat the flesh of the

ram, and the bread which is in the basket at the door of the tent

of the congregation. And they shall eat t/wse things wherein is

what is expiated, to fill their hand, to sanctify them; and a
stranger shall not eat. because they are holy. And if there should
have been left ofthefiesh offillings, and of the bread until the

tnorning, then thou shalt burn what is left with fire, it shall not

be eaten, because it is holy. And thus thou shalt do to Aaron
and to his sons, according to all which Ihave commanded thee;

seven days thou shalt fill their hand. And thou shalt take the

second ram. signifies to the state following, which is of the

Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord in

the heavens. And Aaron and his sons shall put their hands
upon the head of the ram, signifies communication of power
with the whole. And thou shalt slay the ram, signifies prepa-

ration. And thou shalt take of his hlood, signifies the Divine
Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord in the

heavens. And thou shalt give it on the auricle of the ear of

Aaron, and on the auricle of the right ear of his sons, signifies

every thing perceptive of the Divine Truth proceeding from the

Divine Good of the Lord in the heavens. And on the thumb
of their right hand, signifies the intellectual principle thence de-

rived in the middle heaven. And on the great toe of their right

foot, signifies the intellectual principle in the ultimate heaven.

And thou shalt sprinkle the blood upon the altar round about,

signifies the unition of the Divine Truth with the Divine Good.
And thou shalt take of the blood which is upon the altar signi-

fies Divine Truth united to Divine Good in the Lord. And of

the oil of anointing, signifies the Divine Good of the Divine ix>ve
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which is in the Lord. And slialt sprinkle it upon Aaron and upon
his garments, signifies the reciprocal unition of the Divine Good
and the Divine Truth in the Lord's Divine Human in the supe-

rior heavens. And upon his sons, and upon the garments of his

6ons with him, signifies the reciprocal unition of the Divine Good
and the Divine Truth in the Lord's Divine Human in the inferior

heavens. And he [shall be] holy, and his garments, and his

sons, and the garments of his sons with him, signifies thus all Di-

vine Things in the heavens. And thou shalt take from the rani

the fat, signifies good in the heavens. And the tail, signifies all

truth there. And the fat that covers the intestines, signifies

good in ultimates. And the caul of the liver, signifies interior

purified good of the natural man. And the two kidneys and
the fat which is upon them, signifies interior purified truth of the

natural man and its good. And the right flank, signifies inmost

good. Because it is the ram of fillings, signifies a representative

of the Divine Power of the Lord in the heavens by Divine Truth

from His Divine Good. And one piece of bread, signifies in-

most celestial good from the Lord. And one cake of bread of

oil, signifies middle celestial good. And one wafer, signifies

ultimate celestial good. Out of the basket of the unleavened
things, signifies which are together in the sensual principle.

Which are before Jehovah, signifies from the Divine Good of

the Lord. And thou shalt put all the things upon the palms of

the hands of Aaron, and upon the palms of the hands of his

sons, signifies acknowledgment in the heavens that those things

are of the Lord and from the Lord. And shalt shake them a
shaking before Jehovah, signifies hence Divine life. And thou
shalt receive them out of their hand, and shalt cause the altar to

burn upon the burnt- offering, signifies unition with the Divine
Good of the Divine Love. For an odor of rest before Jehovah,
signifies what is perceptive of peace. This is an offering made
by fire to Jehovah, signifies from the Divine Love. And thou
shalt take the breast, signifies the Divine spiritual principle in

the heaveus and its appropriation there. Of the ram of fillings,

which is for Aaron, signifies a representative of the Divine Pow-
er of the Lord in the heavens by Divine Truth from His Divine
Good. And shalt shake it a shaking before Jehovah, signifies

vivification. And it shall be to thee for a portion, signifies com-
munication with those who are in Divine Truths. And thou
shalt sanctify the breast of shaking, signifies the Divine Spi-

ritual [principle] acknowledged in heaven and in the church.
And the flank of uplifting, signifies the Divine Celestial [princi-

ple], which is of the Lord alone, perceived in heaven and in the

church. Which is shaken, and which is up-lifted, signifies

which is acknowledged and which is received. Of the ram of

fillings, of that whicli is for Aaron, and of that which is for his

etuis, signifies a representative of the Divine Power of the Lord
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in the heavens by Divine Truth from Divine Good. And it shall

be for Aaron and for his sons for the statute of an age from with
the sons of Israel, signifies the law of order in the representative

church as to the Divine Good of the Lord and the Divine Truth
thence proceeding. Because this is the up-lifting, signifies a

representative of Divine Good and the Divine Truth thence

proceeding. And the up-lifting shall be from with the sons

of Israel of their peace-making sacrifices, their up-lifting to

Jehovah, signifies reception in the heavens and in the church,

and acknowledgment that it is of the Lord alone. And the

garments of holiness which are for Aaron, signifies the Divine
Spiritual [principle] immediately proceeding from the Divine

Celestial. Shall be for his sons after him, signifies in the na-

tural principle successively. To anointing in them, signifies to

represent the Lord as to Divine Good. And to filling in them
their hand, signifies a representative ofDivine Truth proceeding

from the Divine Good of the Lord in the heavens. Seven days

shall the priest after him of his sons put them on,signifies plenary

acknowledgement and reception. Who shall enter into the tent

of the congregation to minister in the holy [place] signifies in all

worship in heaven and in the church. And thou shalt take the

ram of fillings, signifies a representative of the Divine Power of

the Lord in the heavens by Divine Truth from Divine Good, and

its communication and reception there. And shalt boil his flesh

in the holy place, signifies the preparation of good for the use ot

life by truths of doctrine in illustration from the Lord. And
Aaron and his sons shall eat the flesh of the ram, signifies the

appropriation of spiritual good from the Lord. And the bread

which is in the basket, signifies the appropriation of celestial

good from the Lord. And they shall eat those things wherein is

what is expiated, signifies the appropriation of good with those

who are purified from evils and the raises thence derived. To
fill their hand, signifies to receive Divine Truth. To sanctify

them, signifies that they may be in truths grounded in good
from the Lord. And a stranger shall not eat, signifies no ap-

propriation with those who do not acknowledge the Lord. Be-

cause they are holy, signifies because they are Divine. And if

there should have been left of the flesh of fillings and of the

bread until the morning, signifies spiritual and celestial goods,

which are not conjoined for a new state. Thou shalt bam what
is left with fire, signfiies their dissipation. It shall not be eaten,

signifies it shall not be appropriated. Because it is holy, sig-

nifies to which it shall not be conjoined, because thence it is

profane. And thus thou shalt do to Aaron and to his sons, sig-

nifies this representative of the glorification of the Lord, and

of His infiux into the heavens and into the church. According

to all which I have commanded thee, signifies according to the

laws of Divine order. Seven days thou shalt tit. their hand
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signifies a representative of the plenary power of the Lord in the

heavens by influx from the Divine Good of the Divine Love of

His Human [principle].

10,057. " And thou shalt take the second ram "—that hereby

is signified the following state, which is of Divine Truth pro-

ceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord in the heavens, ap-

pears from what precedes and follows. The subject treated of

in what goes before was the sacrifices from the bullock, and the

burnt-offering from the first ram ; in what follows it treats of

the second ram, and of the filling of the hand by it, and lastly

of the sacrifice from the bullock, and of the daily burnt-offering

from lambs. Who cannot see, if he thinks from reason at all

enlightened, that in every particular of these things there lies

concealed the arcana of heaven ? For otherwise, to what pur-

pose could the sacrifices and burnt-offerings have been instituted

with so many ceremonials, as that the altar should be over-

flowed with blood, and that blood should be given upon the

auricle of the ear, the thumb of the hand and the great toe of

the foot, of Aaron and of his sons, and also upon their gar-

ments ; and that in the sacrifice the fat of the intestines, of

the liver, and of the kidneys, with the kidneys themselves,
should be burnt upon the altar, and the rest of the parts burnt
with fire out of the camp, or eaten; and in the burnt-offering

that the intestines and the legs should be placed on the seg-

ments and the head burned ; also that those things which were
from the second ram should be first shaken npon the palms of

the hands of Aaron and of his sous, and that some parts of it

should be eaten ? Let any one, who is so disposed, consider,

whether such things would not have been merely terrestial, and
of no account, if they had not involved holy arcana ? And if

they involve holy arcana, those arcana must be altogether such
as relate to heaven and the church, and in the supreme sense

to the Lord, for these alone are holy, because Divine. If it be
a tenet of faith that the Word is holy and inspired by the Divine
as to each and every expression [omnia et singula], it must be
also a tenet of faith, that each and every thing, which was in-

stituted concerning sacrifices and burnt-offerings, comprehend
and contain in them inwardly such arcana. What they com-
prehend and contain in them, however, cannot at all be known
in the earths, unless it be known what is signified by such things

in the heavens
;
but, what is signified the internal sense of the

Word alone teaches, since this sense unfolds correspondences
;

for all things which are in the natural world correspond to those
which are in the spiritual world, by reason that the former world
exists and subsists from the latter. But what the sacrifices and
burnt-offerings, which are described in this chapter, involve,

will be shown in a series from the unfolding of the corresponden-
ces by the internal sense. In the supreme sense, in wliich all
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holy things are Divine, the subject treated of is the glorification

of the Lord's Human, and in the representative sense the rege-

neration of man ; the process itself of the glorification of the

Lord's Human, and of the regeneration of man is fully described

by those things which were commanded concerning the sacri-

fices and burnt-offerings ; and that this process may be appre-

hended, it is allowed to expound it by such things as can fall

into the understanding. It is well known that the things seen

by the eyes and heard by the ears are perceived inwardly with

mau, and as it were pass out of the world through the eyes or

through the ears into the thought, thus into the understanding,

for thought is of the understanding : and if they be such things

as are loved, they pass thence into the will, and from the will

by an intellectual way into the speech of the mouth, and also

into the act of the body ; such is the circle of things from the

world through the natural man into his spiritual man ; and from
this again into the world. Let it be observed, however, that

this circle is instituted from the will, which is the inmost prin-

ciple of the life of man, and that it commences there, and is,

thence accomplished, and the will of the man, who is in good, is

ruled out of heaven by the Lord, although it appears otherwise
;

for there is an influx from the spiritual world into the natural,

thus by the internal man into his external, but not vice versa,'

for the internal man is in heaven, but the external in the world.

Inasmuch as this circle is the circle of the life of man, therefore

when man is regenerated, he is regenerated according to the same,

and when he becomes regenerate, he lives and acts according

to the same ; wherefore during man's regeneration, the truths,

which are to be truths of faith, are insinuated by the hearing

and the sight, and are implanted in the memory of his natural

man; from that memory they are withdrawn into the thought

which is of the understanding, and those which are loved be-

come truths of the will ; and so far as they become of the will,

so far they become of the life, for the will of man is his very life,

and so far as they become of the life, so far they become of his

affection, thus of charity in the will, and of faith in the under-

standing. Afterwards man speaks and acts from that life, which
is the lit'e of charity and of faith ; from charity which is of the

will, goes forth the speech of the mouth and also the act of the

body, each by an intellectual way, thus by the way of faith.

From these considerations it is manifest that the circle of the

regeneration of man is similar to the circle of his life in com-
mon ; and that in like manner it is instituted in the will by an

influx out of heaven from the Lord. Hence also it is evident,

that there arc two states appertaining to the man who is rege-

nerating, the first when the truths of faith are implanted and are

conjoined to the good of charity, the second when he speaks

from the good of charity by the truths of faith, and acts accord-
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ing to them ;—thus that the first state is from the world through

the natural man into the spiritual ; thus into heaven, and the

second from heaven through the spiritual man into the natural,

—thus into the world. The spiritual or internal man, as was
said ahove, is in heaven, and the natural or external man in the

world : this circle is the circle of the regeneration of man, and
hence is the circle of his spiritual life

;
concerning this two-fold

state of the man who is regenerating, see what is cited, n. 9274.

From what has been said some idea may be formed concerning

the glorification of the Lord's Human, for as the Lord glorified

His Human, so He regenerates man
;
wherefore, as has been

occasionally stated above, the regeneration of man is an image
of the glorification of the Lord. Hence it is evident, that the

first state of His glorification was to make His Human Divine
Truth, and to unite it with the Divine Good which was in Him-
self; and that the second state was to act from Divine Good by
Divine Truth, for by the Divine Truth proceeding from the Di-

vine Good of the Lord heaven is builded and the church is

builded ; and by it all who are in the church are regenerated.

These are the things which are described by the sacrifices and
burnt-offerings, ana their ceremonials, treated of in this chapter

;

by the sacrifice from the bullock, and by the burnt-offering from
the first ram, is described the first state, and by the fillings of

the hand from the second ram is described the second state
;

and lastly by the sacrifice from the bullock, and by the burnt-

offerings is signified its continuity. It is to be noted, that with

the man who is regenerating, purification from evils and the

falses thence derived continually advances, for so far as man is

purified from evils and falses, so far the truths which are of faitli

are implanted, and these are conjoined to the good which is of

charity, and so far man then acts from the good of charity.

Purification from evils and falses with man is not liberation from
them, but is their removal, as may be seen, n. 868, 887, 894, 929,

1581, 2269, 2106, 4561, 8206, 8393, 8988, 9014, 9333, 9446 to

9451, 9938. But with the Lord there was not the removal, but
the ejection of those things which He derived from the mother,
thus a plenary liberation from them, insomuch that He was no
longer the Son of Mary, as may be seen in what is cited, n.

9315, at the end. These things are premised, so that it may be
known what is signified by the filling of the hand from the

second ram, which is the subject of what now follows.

10,058. " And Aaron and his sons shall put their hands upon
the head of the ram "—that hereby is signified the communica-
tion of power with the whole, appears from the signification of

laying on the hands, as denoting the communication, translation,

and reception of power, see n. 10,023 ; and from the signification

of the head, as <L noting the whole with the parts, see n. 10,01 lj

thus all and every thing are represented by the second rain.
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10.059. " And thou shalt slay the ram "—that hereby is

signified preparation, is manifest from the signification of slay-

ing, when relating to the sacrifice and burnt-offering, as de-

noting preparation, see n. 10,024.

10.060. "And shalt take of his blood "—that hereby is

signified the Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of

the Lord in the heavens, is evident from the signification of

blood, when relating to the sacrifice and burnt-offering, as de-

noting Divine Truth, as was shown above, n. 10,026, 10,033, in

this case the Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of

the Lord's Divine Human, communicated and received in the

heavens, for this is the subject treated of in what now follows.

It was said above, n. 10,057, that there are two states apper-

taining to the man who is regenerating, the first when truth is

implanted, and is conjoined to good, the second when man is

in good and acts from good ; when he is in this latter state,

then the truths appertaining to him proceed from good, for from
good he regards them, speaks them, and does them ; in this

case good is in every thing as the soul is in man, or the heart in

the body, which is also perceived by a wise person from the

discourses and actions of those who are in good. From this

idea of the regeneration of man, some faint conception may be

formed of the glorification of the Lord's Human, for in like

manner as the Lord glorified His Human, He also regenerates

man, n. 3130, 3212, 3296, 3490, 4102, 56S0. For the first state

of the glorification of His Human was the implantation ofDivine
Truth, and its unition with Divine Good : hence the Lord, when
He was in the world, made His Human Divine Truth, and also

by unition with Divine Good which was in Himself, made it

Divine Good, as may be seen in what is cited, n. 9199, 9315.

The second state of His glorification is, that from Divine Good
proceeds Divine Truth, which is His Divine in the heavens.

The first state of the glorification of the Lord's Human is de-

cribed in the internal sense by those things which were said

concerning the sacrifice from the bullock, and the burnt-offering

from the first ram, treated of in this chapter, verses 10 to 18
;

but the second state is described by those things which now
follow concerning the second ram, which is called the ram of

fillings. Hence it is evident, that by blood is here signified the

Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord,

communicated and received in the heavens.

10.061. " And thou shalt give [it] on the auricle of the ear

of Aaron, and upon the auricle of the right ear of his sons "

—

that hereby is signified every tiling perceptive of Divine Truth
proceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord in the heavens,

appears from the signification of the blood, which was given

upon the auricle of the ear, as denoting Divine Truth in the

heavens and in the church proceeding from the Divine Good ot
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the Lord, as shown just above, n. 10,060 ; and from the signifi-

cation of the ear, as denoting what is perceptive, seen. 9397,

—

here what is perceptive of Divine Truth in die heavens and in

the church, for every thing perceptive therein is [perceptive] of

that [truth]. It is here meant specifically what is perceptive in

the celestial kingdom, for truth grounded in good is there per-

ceived, as may be seen in what is cited, n. 9277 ; and from the

signification of the auricle which is the outermost part of the

ear, as denoting the whole or all, for as by what is first or

supreme is signified the whole or all, so it is also by what is last

or extreme, as may be seen above, n. 10,0-11: ; and from the

signification of the right ear, as denoting what is perceptive of

truth derived from good. The reason why the right ear has

this signification is, because those things which are on the right

side of man, correspond to the good from which truths are de-

rived, and those on the left correspond to the truths by which
good is procured, n. 9601, 9736 ; this is the case in the brain,

also in the face, and in the organs of sense there, also in the

breast, in the loins, and in the feet. He who does not know
this arcanum, cannot in any wise know why it was commanded
that the blood should be given upon the auricle of the right ear,

upon the thumb of the right hand, and upon the great toe of the

right foot of Aaron and of his sons ; and that from this ram,
besides the fat, the rightfiank should be burned upon the altar,

treated of in what follows of this chapter, verses 22, 25. In
like manner that the blood from the sacrifice should be given
upon the auricle of the right ear of him that was to be cleansed

from the leprosy, and upon the thumb of the right hand, and
upon the great toe of his rightfoot; and that the priest should
pour oil from the log* upon thepalm of his left hand, and should
dip the right finger in the oil which was upon thepalm of his

Ift hand, and should sprinkle it upon his right finger seven
times before Jehovah, Levit. xiv. 14 to 13, 25 to 28. Nor can
he know what is signified by what the Lord said to the disciples

when they were fishing, that they should cast the net on the

right side of the ship, and that when they cast it, they took so

many, that they were not able to draw the net by reason of the

multitude of fishes, John xxi. 6; by this was represented, that

to act and teach from good is to comprehend innumerable tilings

which are of truth, but not vice versa. Those also who are in

truths derived from good, are meant by the sheep vmich are on
the right hand, but those who are in truths not derived from
good, are meant by the goats, which are on the left hand, Matt.
xxv. 32. By the right hand are also meant those who are
in the light of truth from good in David, "Thine are the

heavens, and Thine the earth, Thou hast founded the world and

* The log was a Jewish measure of liquids, containing the 720th part of the
Homer or Cor,
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the fulness thereof, Thou hast created the north and the right

hand" Psalm lxxxix. 11, 12; where by the heavens, the earth,

and the world, is signified the church, n. 9325, by fulness all

the truth and good, which constitute the church
; by the north

those therein who are in an obscure state as to truth, n. 3T0S,
and by the right hand those who are in the light of truth from
good, thus the like as by the south, n. 9642. Hence it may
be manifest what is signified by sitting on the right hand of

God, where it is said of the Lord, Psalm ex. 1, 5. Matt. xxvi.

63, 64. Mark xii. 36 ;
chap. xiv. 61, 62. Luke xx. 42, 43

;

chap. xxii. 69, namely Divine Power by Divine Truth proceed-

ing from His Divine Good, n. 3387, 4592, 4933, 7518, 8281,
9133. Since most of the expressions in the "Word have also

an opposite sense, so also have the right hand and the left, and
in that sense the right hand signifies evil productive of the

false, and the left hand the false productive of evil, as in Ze-

chariah. " Woe to the shepherd of nought that forsaketh the

flock, the sword is upon his arm, and upon his right eye, his

arm withering shall wither, and his right eye darkening shall

be darkened, xi. 17. The arm in this passage denotes the

power of truth applied to confirm evil, concerning which power,

since it is of nought, it is said that withering it shall wither ;

and the right eye denotes the science of good applied to confirm

what is false, concerning which science, since it is of nought,

it is said that darkening it shall be darkened; a shepherd de-

notes one who teaches truths, and thereby leads to good, n.

343,3745, 6044 ; hence a shepherd of nought is one who teaches

and leads to evil ; the arm denotes the power which is of truth

derived from good, n. 4931 to 4937, 7205; but the arm of a

shepherd of nought denotes no power ; the eye denotes the un-

derstanding and perception of truth, n. 4403 to 4421, 4523 to

4531, 9051 : but the right eye of a shepherd of nought denotes

the science of good without the understanding and perception

of it, because it is applied to what is false; darkness denotes

the false derived from evil, n. 7711. And in Matthew, " Jesus

6aid, if thy right eye shall scandalize thee, pluck it out and cast

it from thee ; and if thy right hand shall svandalize thee, cut it

off and cast it from thee ; it is better for thee that one of thy

memhers should perish, and not thy whole body be cast into hell

[gehennah]," v. 29, 30. The right eye denotes the understand-

ing and faith of what is false derived from evil, and the right

hand denotes the false itself derived from evil. Every one may
know that by eye is not here meant the eye, nor by right hand
the right hand, and that the scandalizing eye is not to be

plucked out, nor the scandalizing hand to be cut off, for nothing

of salvation could thence be derived to man. And in the

Apocalypse, " The beast gave to all a mark on their right hand,

or on their foreheads," Apoc. xiii. 16 ; where the right hand
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denotes the false derived from evil, and the forehead denotes

the love of evil from which the false is derived ;—that the fore-

head denotes heavenly love, and hence in the opposite sense in-

fernal love, may be seen, n. 9936.

10,062. " And on the thumb of their right hand "—that

hereby is signified the intellectual principle thence derived in

the middle heaven, is evident from the signification of the thumb,

as denoting the power of good by truth, or truth in its power
from good and the intellectual principle thence derived, ofwhich

we shall speak presently. The reason why it denotes the intel-

lectual principle in the middle heaven is, because by the blood,

which was given on the thumb, is signified the Divine Truth

proceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord in the heavens, see

above, n. 10,060, in this case therefore the intellectual principle

thence derived ; for by the blood on the auricle of the right ear

is signified what is perceptive in the inmost heaven ; hence by
the blood on the thumb of the right hand is signified the intel-

lectual principle in the middle heaven ; and by the great toe of

the right foot is signified the intellectual principle in the ulti-

mate heaven ; for those things which are of the inmost heaven
are signified by the head, and by the things which are of the

head, here therefore its perceptive principle by the right ear,

for this is of the head ;—and those which are of the middle

heaven are signified by the body, and by the things which are

of the body, in this case therefore the intellectnal principle by
the right hand ;—and those which are of the ultimate -heaven

are signified by the feet, and by the things which are of the

feet. That such is the correspondence of the heavens with man,
may be seen above, n. 10,030, and in the passages there cited.

In the inmost heaven moreover there is a perceptivity of truth

from good ; but in the middle heaven, there is not what is per-

ceptive of truth but what is intellectual concerning it, and in

like manner in the ultimate heaven, as may be seen in the pas-

sages cited, n. 9277, 9596, 9684. That the thumb of the right

hand should signifiy truth derived from good in its power, and
thence the intellectual principle in the middle heaven, appears
indeed [improbable] as being a part far too inferior and unimpor-
tant to signify heaven, for it may be asked whence has the thumb
such and so important a signification ? But let it be known,
that the ultimate or extreme of any member signifies the same
as the whole member, and the hand the whole power of the body,
for the body has power by the arms and hands ; that what is ul-

timate or extreme signifies all and the whole, in like manner as

what is first and highest, may be seen above, n. 10,04-1. That
the hands signify power, and that all power is of truth derived

from good, may be seen in what is cited, n. 10,019, and that

the right hand signifies the power of truth derived from good,

and the left hand truth productive of goud, n. 10,061. The
vol. x.
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reason why the intellectual principle is what is meant is because
every thing intellectual is formed from truths, but every thing

voluntary from goods, for all things in the world and in heaven
have reference to truth and to good, and the understanding of

man was given for truths, and the will for goods ; therefore

6ince by the hands is signified truth in its power, the intellect

is also signified. Inasmuch as the thumb, like the hand itself,

signified the power which is of truth derived from good, there-

fore in ancient times amongst the Gentiles, and also with the

Israelitish people, it was usual to cut off the thumbs and the

great toes of their enemies, Judges i. 6, 7 ;
by which was re-

presented the taking away of all power ; in the thumb also is

the chief power of the hand, for when that is cut off the hand
is of no avail in battle. As the thumb, so also the fingers sig-

nify power, as in David, " Jehovah teacheth my hands to war,

and my fingers to fight" Psalm cxliv. 1. Again, " When I

look at the heavens the work of Thy fingers, Psalm viii. 3.

And in Luke, " Jesus said, if by the finger of God I cast out

demons, certainly the kingdom of God is come unto you," xi. 20.

10.063. "And upon the great toe of their right foot"—that

hereby is signified the intellectual principle in the ultimate

heaven, appears from what was said and shown just above,

n. 10,062.

10.064. " And thou shalt sprinkle the blood upon the altar

round about"—that hereby is signified the unition of the Divine
Truth with Divine Good, appears from the signification of blood,

when relating to the sacrifice and burnt-offering, as denoting

the Divine Truth, shown above, n. 10, 026, 10,033 ; and from the

signification of the altar, as being representative of the Lord as

to Divine Good, n. 9964. When it is 6aid Divine Good, the

Divine Love is also meant, since all good is of love, for whatso-

ever is loved, that is perceived as good, and hence is also called

good ; but all truth is of faith, for whatsoever is believed, this is

perceived and is also called truth ; hence it follows that those

things which form the understanding of man, are of faith, and
those which form the will, are of love, for the understanding of

man is dedicated to the reception of the truths which are of

faith, and his will is dedicated to the reception of the goods
whicluare of love. The understanding of man therefore is of

such a quality, as are the truths which form it, and as is the

faith of those truths; and the will of man is of such a quality,

as are the goods which make it, and as is the love of those

goods. In the opposite sense there is a love of evil and a faith

in what is false, hence also a will and an understanding ; but the

understanding is of such a quality as is the false which forms it,

and as is the faith in what is false ; and the will is of such a

quality, as is the evil which makes it, and as is the love of evil :

that the will of evil, and the understanding of what is false are
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from hell, and that they are hell with man, is evident, since

they are opposite to the understanding of truth and to the will

of good, which are out of heaven from the Lord, and thus

which constitute heaven with man.
10.065. " And thou shalt take of the blood which is upon

the altar "—that hereby is signified Divine Truth united to Di-

vine Good in the Lord, appears from the signification of the

blood on the altar, as denoting the Divine Truth united to the

Divine Good, as was shown just above, n. 10,064. How the

case herein is, will be shown in what presently follows.

10.066. " And of the oil of anointing "—that hereby is sig-

nified the Divine Good of the Divine Love which is in the Lord,

appears from the signification of the oil of anointing, as being a

representative of the Divine Good of the Divine Love which is

in the Lord, see n. 9954, 10,019.

10.067. " And thou shalt sprinkle [it] upon Aaron, and upon
his garments "—that hereby is signified the reciprocal unition of

the Divine Good and the Divine Truth in the superior heavens,

is evident from the representation of Aaron, as denoting the

Lord as to Divine Good, as may be seen n. 9806. which is the

Divine Good of the Lord in the celestial kingdom, as shown
n. 9966, or what is the same in the superior heavens ; and from
the signification of the garments of Aaron, as being representa-

tive of the Lord's spiritual kingdom adjoined to His celestial

kingdom, spoken of in n. 9814 ; and from the signification of

sprinkling upon them, as denoting to unite, for what was
6prinkled and poured upon any one, this represented unition, as

also above, where it is said that the blood was to be sprinkled

upon the altar round about, n. 10,064. The reason why the

Lord's Divine Human in the heavens is what is meant, is, be-

cause in thispassage and in what now follows the subject treated

of is concerning the Divine of the Lord in the heavens, and
concerning His unition with the angels there, thus concerning
the second state of the glorification of the Lord's Human, see

n. 10,057, therefore here by Aaron is represented the Lord
as to the Divine Good in the celestial kingdom, and by His
garments as to the Divine Truth in the spiritual kingdom
adjoined to the celestial kingdom, thus as to each in the

superior heavens. The reason why it is the Divine Human
from which those things are derived is, because no other Divine
[principle]is acknowledged and worshiped in the heavens,except
the Divine Human of the Lord, for the Divine, which the Lord
called II is Father, was the Divine in Himself. That in the

heavens no other Divine [being or principle] is acknowledged
and worshiped except the Lord as to the Divine Human, may
be manifest from the Lord's words on numerous occasions in the

evangelists, as from these, " All things are delivered to Me by
the. Father," Matt. xi. 27 ; Luke x. 22. " The Father hath
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given all things into the hand of the Son" John iii. 34-, 35.

'•'The Father hath given to the Son the power ofall flesh" John
xvii. 2. " Without Me ye can do nothing" xv. 5. Father,

all Mine are Thine, and all Thine are Mine" John xvii. 10.

''•All power is given to Me in the heavens and in the earths"

Matt, xxviii. 18. Jesus said to Peter, " / will give to thee the

keys ofthe kingdom ofthe heavens, and whatsoever thou shalt hind

on earth, shall be bound in the heavens, and whatsoever thou shalt

loosen on earth shall be loosened in the heavens" Matt. xvi. 19.

That this is the case, is also evident from this consideration, that

no one can be conjoined by faith and love to the Divine itself

without the Divine Human; for the Divine itself, which is called

the Father, cannot be thought of, because it is incomprehensi-

ble, and what cannot be thought of cannot enter into the mind
as an object of faith, thus neither as an object of love, when yet

the principal of all things of worship is to believe in God, and

to love Him above all things. That the Divine itself, which is

the Father, is incomprehensible, the Lord also teaches in John,

"JSFo one hath seen God at any time, the only-begotten Son, who
is in the bosom of the Father, He hath brought Him forth to

view," i. 18. Again, " Ye have neither heard the voice of the

Father at any time, nor seen his shape," v. 37. And that the

Divine itself, which is the Father, is comprehensible in the Lord
by His Divine Human, He again teaches in John, " He that

seeth Me, seeth Rim who sent Me" xii. 45. Again, " Ifye ham
knownMe, ye have knownMy Father also, and henceforth ye have

known Him and have seen Him. He that seeth Me, seeth the

Father," xiv. 6 to 11. And in Matthew, " All things are de-

livered to Mefrom my Father, and no one knoweth the Son but

the Father, neither doth any one know the Father but the Son,

and he to whom the Son shall reveal Him," xi. 27 ; Luke xi. 22.

The reason why it is also said, that no one knoweth the Son but

the Father, is, because by the Son is meant the Divine Truth,

and by the Father the Divine Good, each in the Lord, and the

one cannot be known but from the other, wherefore the Lord

first says, that all things are delivered to Him from the Father,

and afterwards that he knoweth [the Father] to whom the Son is

willing to reveal Him ;—that the Son is the Divine Truth, and
the Father the Divine Good, each of the Lord, may be seen,

n. 2S03, 2813, 3704, 7499, 8328, SS97, 9807. From these con-

siderations it is now evident that the Divine in the heavens is

the Divine Human of the Lord. We now proceed to show what
was represented by the blood from the second ram being

sprinkled upon the altar round about, and by taking from that

blood and from the oil of anointing, and sprinkling it upon
Aaron and upon his garments ; that these things signified the

unition of Divine Truth with Divine Good, and of Divine Good
with Divine Truth in the Divine Human of the Lord, is evident
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from what was said and shown above, n. 10,064, 10,065, 10,066,

10,067 ; but the arcanum which lies concealed herein, has not

yet been discovered ; this arcanum is, that there was a recipro-

cal unition of Divine Good and Divine Truth, thus of the Divine

itself, which is called the Father, and of the Divine Truth which
is the Son. The unition of Divine Truth with Divine Good is

signified by the sprinkling of the blood upon the altar, n. 10,064:

;

these united are signified by the blood upon the altar, from which
it was to be taken, n. 10,065 ; and the oil of anointing, by which
was signified the Divine Good, n. 10,066 ; hence the reciprocal

unition of Divine Truth and Divine Good in the Divine Human
of the Lord is signified by the sprinkling of that blood, and at

the same time of the oil of anointing, upon Aaron and upon his

garments, as shown in the former part of this paragraph. That
the unition was reciprocal, is manifest from the Lord's words in

the following passages. "The Father and I are one. If there-

fore ye believe not Me, believe the works, that ye may know
and believe, that the Father is in Me, and I in the Father" John
x. 30, 38. Again, "Helievest thou not that Iam in the Father
and the Father in Me ? Believe Me, that Iam in the Father
and the Father in Me" xiv. 6 to 11. Again, " Jesus said, Fa-
ther, the hour is come, glorify Thy Son, that Thy Son also may
glorify Thee; all Mine are Thine, and all Thine Mine" xvii. 1,

10. Again, " Now is the Son of Man glorified, and God is

glorified in Him, and God shall glorify Him in Himself " xiii.

31, 32. From these passages it may be manifest, that the
Divine Good of the Divine Love, which is the Father, was united
to the Divine Truth, which is the Son, reciprocally in the Lord

;

and hence that His Human itself is the Divine Good ; the like

i6 also signified by His comingforthfrom the Father, and coming
into the world, and going to the Father, John xvi. 27, 28 ; and
that all things of the Father are His, J ohn xvi. 15, and that

the Father and He are one, John x. 30. But these things

may be better apprehended from the reciprocal conjunction of

good and truth with the man who is regenerated by the Lord,
for, as was before said, the Lord regenerates man as He glori-

fied His Human, n. 10,057. When the Lord regenerates man,
He insinuates the truth which is to be of faith into the man's
intellectual principle, and the good which is to be of love into

his will principle, and therein conjoins them, and when they are
conjoined, then the truth which is of faith has its life from the
good which is of love, and the good which is of love has its qua-
lity of life from the '.ruth which is of faith :—thus conjunction
is effected reciprocally by good, and is called the heavenly mar-
riage, and is heaven with man. In that heaven the Lord dwells
as in His own, for all the good of love is from Him, and also all

the conjunction of truth with good; the Lord cannot dwell in
anv proprium of man because it is evil

; this reciprocal conjnnc-
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tion is what is meant by the Lord's words in John, " In that

day ye shall know that I am in My Father, and ye in Me, and
Iin you," xiv. 20. And again, "All Mine are Thine, and Thine
Mine, but I am glorified in them, that they all may be one, as

thou Father in Me, and Iin them, that they may be one in
xvii. .10, 21. Reciprocal conjunction is thus described, never-

theless it is not meant that man conjoins Himself to the Lord, but
that the Lord conjoins to Himselfthe man who desists from evils;

for to desist from evils is left to the determination of man, ami
when he desists, then is effected the reciprocal conjunction of

the truth which is of faith and of the good which is of love from
the Lord, and not at all from man ; for that man from himself

cannot do any thing of good, and thus cannot receive any thing

of truth in good, is a known thing in the church ; this also the

Lord confirms in John, "Abide in Me, and I in you ; he that

abideth in Me, and I in him, the same beareth much fruit ; for

without Me ye can do nothing," xv. 4, 5. This reciprocal con-

junction may be illustrated by the conjunction of the under-

standing and of the will with man ; his understanding is formed
from truths, and his will from goods, and truths are of the faith

appertaining to him, and goods are of the love : man imbibes
truths from hearing by the sense of hearing, and from reading

by the sight, and stores them up in the memory ; those truths

relate either to the civil state or to the moral state, and are called

scientifics ; the love of man, which is of his will, through the

understanding, looks into those truths in the memory, and thence

selects such as are in agreement with the love, and those which
it selects, it brings near to itself, and conjoins to itself, and by
them strengthens itself every day. Truths thus vivified by love

constitute his intellectual principle, and goods themselves which
are of the love constitute his will principle ; the goods of love

are also as fires there, and truths in the circumferences round

about vivified by love are as light from that fire
;
by degrees, as

truths are enkindled from that fire, there is kindled in them a de-

sire of conjoining themselves reciprocally ; hence the reciprocal

conjunction, which is of perpetual duration. From these con-

siderations it is manifest, that the good which is of love is the

conjoining principle itself, but not the truth which is of faith,

only so far as this partakes of the good of love in itself; whether

we speak of love or of good, it is the same thing, for all good is

of love, and what is of love that is called good; and also whether

we speak of love or of the will, it is likewise the same, for what

a man loves that he wills. It is to be noted, that those things

which relate to the civil and moral state, just now spoken of,

conjoin themselves in the external man ; but those which are ol

the spiritual state, before treated of, conjoin themselves in the

internal man, and afterwards by the internal in the external j for

those which are of the spiritual state, which aio the truths of
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faith and the goods of love to the Lord, and which respect

eternal life, communicatewith the heavens, and open the internal

man, and they open it so tar and in such a manner, as the truths

which are of faith are received in the goods which are of love to

the Lord and towards the neighbor, from the Lord. Hence it

is evident, that those are only external men, who do not at the

same time imbibe those things which are of the spiritual state,

and that those are merely sensual men who deny those things,

however intelligently they may appear to discourse.

10.068. " And upon his sons, and upon the garments of his

sons "—that hereby is signified the reciprocal unition of Divine

Good and Divine Truth from the Lord's Divine Human in the

inferior heavens, appears from this consideration, that when by
the sprinkling of blood from the altar and the anointings of oil

upon Aaron, is signified the reciprocal unition of the Divine

Good and the Divine Truth from the Lord's Divine Human in

the superior heavens, n. 10,067, by similar things upon the

sons of Aaron and their garments is signified such unition in

the inferior heavens ; for the Divine of the Lord in the inferior

heavens is represented by the sons of Aaron, when the Divine
of the Lord in the superior heavens is represented by Aaron
himself; the reason of this is, because the inferior heavens are

born from the superior as sons from a father, see n. 9468, 9173,

9680, 9683, 9780. It is to be noted, that by the superior hea-

vens is meant the celestial kingdom of the Lord, and by the

inferior heavens His spiritual kingdom. That the heavens are

distinguished into two kingdoms, has been frequently said and
shown. In each kingdom the Divine of the Lord is similar, but
as to reception by the angels it is dissimilar.

10.069. "And he [shall be] holy, and his g?.iments, and his

sons, and the garments of his sons "—that hereby are signified

thus all things Divine in the heavens, appeals from the signifi-

cation of what is holy, as denoting what proceeds from the

Lord, since He alone is holy, see n. 9229, 9479, 9680, 9818,

9820, 9956, 9980, thus denoting what is Di vine ; and since by
Aaron and by his garments, and by his sons and by their gar-

ments were represented holy or Divine things in the heavens,

treated of above, n. 10,067, 10,068, therefore by them are sig-

nified all things Divine in the heavens. That Aaron, his sons,

and their garments were called holy, by reason tiiat they repre-

sented holy Divine things, is manifest, for every one, who
exercises due consideration may know, that neither the blood of

a ram, nor the oil of anointing, can sanctify any one ; for blood
and oil are dead things, and thus cannot affect the interiors of

man. The interiors themselves of man are only affected by
virtue of the truths of faith and of the good of love from the

Lord, to the Lord, thus by virtue of tilings Divine, and these »r<»

the things which sanctity, because these alone are holy.
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10.070. " And thou shalt take the fat of the ram "—that
hereby is signified good in the heavens, appears from the signi-

fication of fat, as denoting good, see n. 10,033 ; the reason why
it denotes in the heavens is, because by the filling of the hand
from the second ram is signified the Divine [proceeding] from
the Lord in the heavens, n. 10,057.

10.071. " And the tail"—that hereby is signified every truth

there, is evident from the signification of the tail of the ram, as

denoting truth ; the reason why the tail denotes truth is, be-

cause it is an ultimate, and truth is in ultimates, n. 9959 ; the

tail also is the ultimate of the cerebrum and cerebellum, for

these are continued into the spinal marrow, which also termi-

nates in the tail, and which thus is their ultimate appendix
;

therefore it is said that in the sacrifices " the tail was to be re-

moved near the spine of the back" Levit. iii. 9. That the tail

signifies truth in ultimates, and in the opposite sense the false',

is manifest from the following passages, " Jehovah shall cut off

from Israel the head and the tail, the old man and the honored
is the head, but the prophet, the teacher of a lie, is the tail,"

Isaiah ix. 13, 11. To cut off the head and the tail in the spi-

ritual sense denotes good and truth, for the subject treated of is

the church, which being devastated, the head signifies what is

evil, and the tail what is false ; that the head denotes good, may
be seen, n. 1936, 1939, 5328, 9913, 9911; in like manner an old

man, n. 6523, 9101. That a prophet is one who teaches truth,

thus abstractedly a prophet is truth, n. 2531,7269 ; in the opposite

sense therefore the head denotes evil, likewise the old man and
the honored who do it ; and the tail denotes the false, in like

manner the prophet, whence he is called the prophet of alio, for

a lie is what is false. Again in the same prophet, "There shall

not be work for Egypt, which may make the head and the tail
"

xix. 15. Egypt denotes those who by reasonings from scien-

tifics are desirous of entering into the truths and goods of faith,

and not from what is revealed, thus not from faith in what is

revealed, n. 1164, 1165, 1186 ; no work which makes the head
and t lie tail denotes that they have neither good nor truth ; that

the tail denotes truth in ultimates is evident from the significa-

tion in the opposite sense, in which the tail denotes what is false,

as in the Apocalypse, "The locusts had tails like unto scorpions,

and stings were in their tails, and their power was to hurt men,"
ix. 10 ; where tails like unto scorpions, and stings in the

tails, denote cunning reasonings from falses by which they per-

suade, and thereby hurt, wherefore it is said, that their power is

to hurt men ; that a locust also denotes the false in what is outer-

most may be seen n. 7643. Again, "The tails of the horses were
like unto serpents, having heads, and by them they do hurt,"

Apoc. ix. 19 ; where tails like unto serpents also denote reason-

ings from falses, whereby hurt is done. Again, "The tail of thi
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dragon drew the third part of the stars of heaven, and cast them
to the earth," Apoc. xii. 3. The tail of the dragon denotes

truths falsified, especially by application to evils ; the stars de-

note the knowledges of truth and good, which are falsified ; to

cast to the earth denotes to destroy.

10.072. " The fat covering the intestines "—that hereby is

signified good in ultimates, appears from the signification of fat,

as denoting good, see n. 10,033 ; and from the signification of

the intestines, as denoting ultimates and lowest principles, shown
n. 10,030, 10,049.

10.073. " And the caul of the liver "—that hereby is signified

the interior good of the natural man purified, is manifest from

the signification of the caul of the liver, as denoting the interior

good of the external or natural man, shown n. 13,031 ; the rea-

son why it denotes good purified is, because the liver is a purifi-

catory organ, n. 10,031 ; and because by the kidneys truth puri-

fied is signified, n. 10,032, hence also it is said that that caul

shall be removed near the kidneys, Levit. iii. 4, 10, 15.

10.074. " And the two kidneys, and the fat which is upon
them "—that hereby is signified the interior truth of the natural

man purified, and its good, is evident from the signification of

the kidneys, as denoting the interior truth of the external or

natural man ; and from the signification of the fat which is upon
them, as denoting its good, shown n. 10,032. The reason why
it is truth purified,which is signified by the kidneys, is, because

the kidneys are organs purifying the blood, n. 10,032, and the

blood denotes truth, n. 9393, 10,026.

10.075. " And the right flank "—that hereby is signified in-

most good, appears from the signification of the right flank, as

denoting inmost good. The reason why the right flank denotes

inmost good is, because the flanks of animals signify the same
as the loins and thighs appertaining to man, and the loins and
thighs appertaining to man signify conjugial love, and hence the

good of celestial love, which good is the good of the inmost

heaven, as maybe seen, n. 3021, 4277, 4280, 4575, 5050 to 5062,

9961, and the right loin and the right thigh signify inmost good
there ; for the things which are on the right side of man from
correspondence signify the good productive of truth, and those

which are on his left the truth productive of good ; and hence
those which are in the midst signify the conjunction of both
good and truth. Hence also it may be manifest, that the flanks

are the hinder parts of the animal, where the genitals are, but

not the fore parts, for these are called the breast. Inasmuch as

the right flank signifies inmost good or celestial good, therefore

when it was taken up from the sacrifice, and given to Aaron, it

was called his anointing, in Moses, " The right Jiank ye shall

give an up-lifting to the priest of your eucharistic sacrifices ; the

breast of shaking and the jiank of up-lifting I have taken from
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[being] with the sons of Israel of their eucharistic sacrifices ; 1

have given them to Aaron the priest, and to his sons for the

statute of an age; this is the anointing ofAaron, and the anoint-

ing of his sons from the offerings by fire to Jehovah," Levit. vii.

32, 31, 35 ; the breast and the flank are called the anointing,

by reason of the representation of spiritual good and celestial

good, for the breast from correspondence signifies spiritual good,

which is the good of the middle or second heaven, and the right

flank celestial good, which is the good of the inmost or third

heaven, and the anointing is a representation of the Lord as to

Divine Good, n. 9951, 10,019. Thebwast and rightflank were
also wiven to Aaron from the sacrifices of the first-born of an ox,

of a sheep, and of a goat. That the right flank signifies inmost

good, is also evident from this consideration, that it is named in

the last place ; for the tail is first named and the intestines, af-

terwards the caul of the liver and the kidneys, and lastly the

right flank ; the things which are named in the first place are
most external, those in the second are more inward, and that in

the last place is inmost.

10,076. " Because it is the ram of fillings "—that hereby is

signified a representative of the Divine Power of the Lord in the

heavens by Divine Truth from Divine Good and its communi-
cative and receptive principle there, appears from the significa-

tion of a ram, as denoting the internal of man as to the good of

innocence and of charity, shown above, n. 9991. For all beasts

signify something of affection or of inclination appertaining to

man, n. 92S0 ; hence it is that those who are in charity and in

innocence are called sheep and lambs ; the ram therefore, which
is the male of the sheep, signifies the good of charity and of in-

nocence in the internal man, and in the supreme sense the same
in the internal of the Lord's Human. For that which in the in-

ternal sense signifies any thing of man, thus any thing of the

church or heaven appertaining to man, in the supreme sense

signifies such a principle eminently appertaining to the Lord
when He was in the world ; all things also of the Word in the

inmost sense treat of the Lord, whence comes the holy principle

of the Word. And from the signification of the fillings of the

hand, as being representative of Divine Truth from the Divine
Good of the Lord in the heavens, and its communicative princi-

ple with the angels there, and the principle of recipiency by
them; for, accordingto what was previously shown, as with man
who is regenerating there are two states; the first when the truths

which are of faith are implanting in the good which is of love,

and are conjoining, and the second when he acts from the good
of love, the like was eminently the case in the Lord; the first state

of the glorification of His Human was to make it Divine Truth,

and to conjoin it with the Divine Good which was in Him, and

was called the Father, and thereby to make it the Divine Good
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of the Divine Love, which is Jehovah ; the second state of His
glorification was to act from the Divine Good of the Divine

Love, which is effected hy the Divine Truth proceeding from
that good. As respects man, in the first state, he is imhued
with those tilings which are to he of faith, and as he is imbued
with them from good, that is, by good from the Lord, so is his

intellectual principle formed ; when those truths which are 01

the intellectual principle, have been implanted in and conjoined

with good, then he coines into the second state, which consists

in acting from good by truths. Hence it is evident what is the

quality ofthesecond state ofthe man who is regenerated, namely,

that it consists in thinking and acting from good, or, what is the

same thing, from love, or, what is also the same, from the will,

for what a man wills, this he loves, and what he loves, this he
calls good. But man then first comes into the second state,

when he is wholly from the head even to the heel such as his

love is, thus such as his will is and the understanding thence

derived. "Who can at all believe, that the whole man is a re-

semblance of his will and of his understanding thence derived,

consequently a resemblance of his good and the truth thence
derived, or a resemblance of his evil and of the false thence

derived, for good or evil form the will, and truth or the false

form the undertanding ? This arcanum is known to all the

angels in the heavens ; but the reason why man does not know
it is, because he has no knowledge of his soul, and consequently

no knowledge that the body is formed after its likeness, and
hence that the whole man is of such a quality as his soul is.

That this is the case appears manifestly from spirits and angels

in the other life ; for they are all of them human forms, and such
forms as their affections are, which are of love and of faith ; and
this to such a degree that those who are in the good of love and
charity may be said to be loves and charities in form ; and vice

versa, those who are in evils grounded in the loves of selfand of

the world, thus in hatreds and the like, are hatreds in form.

That this is so, may be also manifest from these three things,

which in universal nature follow in order, namely, effect, cause,

and end ; the effect derives its all from the cause, for an effect

is nothing else but a cause in an external form, since when a

cause becomes an effect, it clothes itself with such things as are

in externals, that it may appear in a lower sphere, which is the

sphere of effects. The case is similar with the cause of a cause,

which in the superior sphere is called a final cause, or an end

;

this end is the all in the cause, that the cause may be for the

sake of something ; for a cause, which is not for the sake of some-
thing, cannot be called a cause, for otherwise to what purpose
would it be ? This for the sake of something is the end, which
is the first [principle] in the cause, and also its last ; hence it is

evident, that the end is as it were the soul of the cause, and as
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it were its life, consequently also the soul and life of the effect.

For if in the cause and in the effect there is not that which pro-

duces an end, it is not any thing, because it is not for the sake
of any thing, thus it is as a dead thing without soul or life, and
such a thing perishes like the body when the soul departs from
it. The case is similar with man, his soul itself is his will ; the

proximate cause, by which the will produces effect, is his un-

derstanding, and the effect which is produced is in the body,
thus of the body ; that this is the fact is manifest from this con-

sideration, that what a man wills, and thence thinks, presents

itself suitably in an effect in the body,—when as he speaks and
when he acts. From these considerations it is further evident, that

such as the quality of man's will is, such is the quality of the whole
man

; whether we speak of the will, or of the end, or of the love,

or of the good, it is the same, for all that a man wills is regarded
as an end, and is loved, and is called good : in like manner
whether we speak of the understanding, or of the cause of an
end, or of faith, or of truth, it is also the same, for what a man
from will understands or thinks, this he takes for a cause, and
believes, and calls true. When these things are apprehended,
it may be known what is the quality of the man who is rege-

nerating, in his first state, and what is his quality in the second.

From these observations some idea may be had how it is to be
understood, that the Lord when He was in the world, and glo-

rified His Human, first made it Divine Truth, and by degrees
the Divine Good of the Divine Love ; and afterwards that from
the Divine Good of the Divine Love He acts in heaven and in

the world, and gives them life, which is effected by the Divine
Truth which proceeds from the Divine Good of the Divine Love
of His Divine Human, for from it the heavens existed, and from
it perpetually exist, that is, subsist ; or what is the same, from
it the heavens were created, and from it the}' are perpetually be-

ing created, that is preserved, for preservation is perpetual crea-

tion, as subsistence is perpetual existence. Such [truths] are also

involved in these words in John, "In the beginning was the

Word, and the Word was with God, and God was the Word.
All things were made by Him, and without Him was not any
thing made that was made :—and the Word was made flesh,

i. 1, 3, 14. The Word is the Divine Truth; the first state

is described by the Word being in the beginning, and the

Word being with God, and God being the Word; the second

state by all things being made by Him, and by nothing which
was made being made without Him. The case was similar

when the Lord came into the world, and reduced the heavens
into order, and as it were created them anew. That the

Lord is there meant by the Word, is manifest, for it is said,

that the Word was made flesh. The communicative and
perceptive principle of the Divine Truth proceeding from the
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Divine Good of the Divine Love of His Divine Human, is what
is meant by the filling of the hand, and is described by repre-

sentatives in this passage concerning the second ram. Inas-

much as the Lord as to Divine Good is represented by Aaron,

n. 9806, therefore the glorification of the Lord as to His Human
is representatively described in the process of the inauguration

of Aaron and of his sons ; the first state of glorification by what
was said of the sacrifice from the bullock, and of the burnt-

offering from the first ram, and the second state of glorification

by what was said of the second ram, which is called the ram of

fillings. The first state is called anointing, and the second state

is called the filling of the hand ; hence when Aaron and his sons

were inaugurated into the priesthood by anointing and by filling

of the hand, they were said to be anointed, and those whose
hand he has filled, as in Moses, "The Great Priest, upon whose
head is pouredforth the oil of anointin <j, and he hath filled his

hand to put on garments, shall not shave his head, and his gar-

ments he shall not unsew,*' Levit. xxi. 10. From these consi-

derations it is also evident, that the filling of the hand is repre-

sentative of the communication and reception of Divine Truth
proceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord in the heavens,

for it is said, he hath filled his hand, and not he is filled in the

hand, and also he hath filled the hand to put on garments ; for

by Aaron and by his anointing, is represented the Lord as to

Divine Good, and by his garments the like as by the filling of

the hand, namely, the Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine
Good of the Lord ; that this is represented by garments, see

n. 9814 ; its dissipation is signified by unsewing them, and the

dissipation of Divine Good in the heavens by shaving the head.

Now, as the influx and communication of Divine Truth from
the Lord, and its reception in the heavens, is signified by the

filling of the hand, therefore by it is also signified purification

from evils and falses ; for so far as a man or an angel ispuriiied

from these latter, so far he receives Divine Truth from the Lord
;

in this sense the filling of the hand is meant by these words in

Moses, u The sons of Levi smote of the people three thousand
men ; and Moses said,^^ yoitr hand to-day to Jehovah, to give

a blessing to-day upon you," Exod. xxxii. 28, 29; to be blessed,

in the spiritual sense, denotes to be gifted with the good of love

and of faith, thus to receive the Divine proceeding from the

Lord, n. 2S46, 3017, 3408, 4981, 6091, 6099, 8939. Mention
also is made of filling after Jehovah, and by it is signified to do
according to Divine Truth, thus also by it is signified the re-

ceptive principle of truth, as in Moses, "Another spirit was with

Caleb, and he hathfilled after Jehovah" Numb. xiv. 24 ; Deut.
i. 36 ; and in another place, "Jehovah sware, saying, surely none
of the men, from a son of twenty years and upwards, shall see

the land which I have sworn to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob,
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because they have not filled after Me, except Caleb and Joshua,

who have filled after Jehovah" Numb, xxxii. 11, 12.

10,077. " And one piece of bread "—that hereby is signified

inmost celestial good, from the Lord, is evident from the signifi-

cation of bread, as denoting celestial good, see n. 21G5, 2177,

3478, 9545. Celestial good is the good of love to the Lord
;

this sjood, because it is the good of the celestial kingdom, is

therefore called celestial good.

10.07S. " And one cake of the bread of oil "—that hereby is

signified middle celestial good, appears from the signification of

a cake of the bread of oil, as denoting middle celestial good,

see above, n. 9993.

10,079. " And one wafer"—that hereby is signified ultimate

celestial good, appears from the signification of a wafer, as de-

noting celestial good in the external man, see n. 9994,—thus

ultimate good. In the heavens there are two distinct kingdoms,
one is called the celestial kingdom, the other the spiritual king-

dom ; each kingdom is tripartite, having its inmost, its middle,

and its ultimate ; the inmost good of the celestial is signified by
bread, the middle good by cakes, and the ultimate good by
wafers, as may be seen above, n. 9993. It is said that they

should take one piece of bread and one cake, and one wafer,

and that they should burn them, after they were shaken, upon
the burnt-offering, and that Aaron and his sons should eat the

residue of the bread in a basket at the door of the tent of the

congregation
;
by these things were signified the communicative

principle of the good of love from the Lord, and its receptive

principle in the superior heavens, or in the celestial kingdom,
the communicative principle by those kinds of bread [panes]

which, after being shaken, were burnt on the burnt-offering, and
its receptive principle by the bread which was eaten. It is said

one piece of bread, one cake, and one wafer, because the Divine

Good in itself is one. It may here be expedient also to remark
why it was appointed, that not only the fat of the ram and the

right flank should be burned upon the altar, but also the kind

of bread which was called cakes, when yet by the fat and by
the flank good is alike signified as by the bread or cakes ; un-

less the reason be known why it was so done, it may seem su-

perfluous ; the reason however was, that sacrifices and burnt-

offerings were not commanded, but permitted, and that on this

account there was nothing in them well pleasing in the heavens
;

therefore cakes, which were a kind of bread, were also employed,

and likewise libations of wine, in which was something well

pleasing, for bread signifies all celestial good, and wine all its

truth. Hence also it is that sacrifices and bui nt-offerings were

called bread, and also cakes or presents, for in the original tongue

cakes are presents ; but see what has been previously shown

on these subjects,—namely, that sacrifices and burnt-offerings
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were first instituted by Eber, and that they thence descended to

the posterity of Jacob, n. 1128, 1343, 2818, 4874, 5702 ;—that
sacrifices and burnt-offerings were not commanded, but per-

mitted, n. 2180 ;—that sacrifices and burnt-offerings were called

bread, n. 2165;—that bread denotes celestial good, and wine
its truth, n. 276, 680, 2165, 2177, 3735, 4217, 4735, 4976,

5195, 6118, 6377, 8410, 9323, 9545 ; in like manner a meat-

offering and libation, n. 4581. Hence it is evident that for this

reason also burnt-offerings and sacrifices were abrogated by the

Lord, and bread and wine retained. But it is to be noted, that

the flesh of the sacrifice and burnt-offering specifically signified

spiritual good, whereas the bread of the meat-offering signified

celestial good, and that on this account not only flesh but also

bread was offered.

10,0S0. " Out of the basket of the unleavened things"—that

hereby is signified which are together in the sensual principle,

appears from the signification of the basket, in which the differ-

ent kinds of bread were, by which are signified goods, as de-

noting the external sensual principle, in which those things are

together, see n. 9996 ; and from the signification of things

unleavened, as denoting which are purified, ^ee n. 9992.

10.081. " Which are before Jehovah "—that hereby is signi-

fied from the Divine Good of the Lord, is evident from this

consideration, that Jehovah in the Word is the Lord, who is

called Jehovah from the Divine Good, and God from the Divine
Truth. That all those things which are here stated concerning
the second ram, and are called fillings of the hand, signify the

Divine of the Lord in the heavens proceeding from the Divine
Good of His Divine Love, is evident from what has been shown
above. That Jehovah in the Word is the Lord, may be seen in

what is cited, n. 9373 ; and that the Lord is called Jehovah
where the Divine Good is treated of, and God where the Divine
Truth, n. 2769. 2870, 2822, 4022, 6303, 9167.

10.082. "And thou shalt put all the things on the palms of

the hands of Aaron, and on the palms of the hands of his sons "

—that hereby is signified acknowledgment in the heavens that

those things are of the Lord and from the Lord, appears from
the signification of all things which are from the ram, as the

fats, the kidneys, and the right flank, and of all which were in

the basket, as the bread, the cake, the wafer, as denoting Divine
Goods and Divine Truths which are of the Lord because from
the Lord, on which see n. 10,070 to 10,080 ; and from the sig-

nification of the palms of the hands, as denoting those things

which are from proper power.—thus the proprium, of which we
shall speak presently ; and from the representation of Aaron
and of his sons, as denoting the Lord as to the Divine Good
and the Divine Truth thence proceeding, see n. 9806, 9807,
10,017. The reason why the palms of the hands denote those
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things which are from proper power, and hence why to be pnt
on the palms denotes acknowledgment that all those tilings are

of the Lord and from the Lord, is, because the palms are the

palms of the hands, and by the hands power is signified, and
to put any thing upon them denotes to ascribe it, thus to ac-

knowledge ; for it follows, that they were to be shaken upon
them, by which is signified life thence derived from the Divine,

and life from the Divine is given by faith, the first principle of

which is acknowledgment. Inasmuch as by the hands is signi-

fied power, it follows that by the palms is signified full power,
since the palms of the hands comprehend fully ; hence when
the palms of the hands are predicated of the Lord, and of the

Divine Truth proceeding from His Divine Good, as in this

passage, Omnipotence is signified. Hence it is evident, that by
putting on the palms of the hand of Aaron and of his sons, is

signified the acknowledgment of the Lord's omnipotence,—thus

that all things are His, because all things in the heavens are

from Him. That the hands denote power, may be seen, n. 4931
to 4937, 5327, 5328, 6947, 7185, 7189, 7518;—that the hand
and right hand, when applied to the Lord, denote omnipotence,
n. 3387, 4592, 4933, 7518, 7673, 8050, 8153, 8281, 9133 ; and
that the Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the

Lord has all power, n. 694S, 8200, 9327, 9410, 9639, 10,019.

10,0S3. " And thou shalt shake them a shaking before Je-

hovah"—that hereby is signified hence Divine life, appeal's from
snaking a shaking, as denoting to vivify, thus denoting life

;

and because it is said before Jehovah, Divine life is signified.

That to shake a shaking denotes to vivify, or to give Divine life,

is manifest from the passages in the Word, where mention is

made of shaking a shaking, as in Moses, " When ye bring a

sheaf of the first-fruits of your harvest to the priest, ye shall

shake the sheaf before Jehovah to your well pleasing; on the

morrow of the sabbath ye shall shake it" Levit. xxiii. 10, 11.

By the harvest is signified the state of the truth of faith derived

from good, thus the state of good, n. 9295
;
by the sheaf of the

first-fruits is signified the state thereof collectively; hence by
being shaken by the priest is signified to be verified to receive a

blessing; for every blessing, to be a blessing, must have life in

it from the Divine. Again, "Aaron shall shake the Levites a

shaking before Jehovah from being with the sons of Israel, that

they may be to minister a ministry to Jehovah. Thou shalt set

the Levites before Aaron, and before his sons, and shall shake

them a shaking to Jehovah ; afterwards the Levites shall come
to minister in the tent of assembly, and thou shalt purify them,

andshalt shake them a shaking: and when the Levites are purified,

and Aaron hath shaken them a shaking before Je/iovah, and hath

expiated them to purify them," Numb. viii. 11, 13, 15, 21.

From these considerations it may be manifest what is meant by
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shaking a shaking, namely, that it denotes to vivify by acknow-

ledgment, which is the tirst principle of life from the Divine

appertaining to man
;
knowledge indeed precedes acknowledg-

ment, but there is nothing of Divine life in knowledge, until it

becomes acknowledgment, and afterwards faith. The Levites

represented truths ministering to good, and Aaron represented

the good to which they ministered, therefore the former were

shaken, that is, were vivified ; on which account it is also said

that they were to be purified, for life from the Divine must be

in truths that they may minister to good, and that life first

flows in by acknowledgment. The like is signified by the

shaking of gold in Moses. " The men came with the women and

brought the clasp, the necklace, the ring, the girdle, all the

vessels of gold, every man who shook a shaking of gold to Je-

hovah" Exod. xxxv. 22 ; where to shake a shaking of gold to

Jehovah denotes to vivify by the acknowledgment that it was
Jehovah's, that is, the Lord's. This signification of shaking a

shaking, is grounded in correspondence, for all motion corre-

sponds to a state of thought ; hence progressions, journeyings,

and the like, which relate to motion in the Word, signify states

of life, see n. 3335, 4882, 5493, 5606, 8103, 8417, 8420, 8557.

And in John, " At the pool Bethesda lay a great multitude of

sick people, and an angel at certain times descended into the

pool, andput the water in motion ; whosoever then first entered

after the motion of the water was made sonud, whatsoever the

disorder was by which he was held," v. 2 to 7. By putting

the water in motion was here in like manner signified vivifica-

tion by acknowledgment and faith, thus also purification by
truths- That motion signifies states of life may be seen, n.

2837, 3356, 3387, 4321, 4882, 5604, 7381, 9440, 9967 ; and
that waters denote the truths of faith, n. 2702, 3058, 3424, 4976,

8568, 9323 ; that all purifications are effected by the truths of

faith, n. 2799, 5954, 7044, 7918, 9089 ; and that healings repre-

sented the restorations of spiritual life, n. 8365, 9031. Now as

by shaking upon the palms of the hands of Aaron is signified

vivification by acknowledgment of the Lord, and that all things

are from Him, therefore it may be expedient to speak briefly

concerning the acknowledgment and the faith thence derived.

It was often said by the Lord, when the sick were healed, that

they should have faith, and that it should be done to them
according to their faith, as Matt. viii. 10 to 13 ;

chap. ix. 2, 22,

27, 28, 29
;
chap. xiii. 57, 58

;
chap. xv. 28; chap. xxi. 21, 22,

31, 32 ; Mark v. 34, 36; chap. x. 49, 52 ; Luke vii. 9, 47, 48,

49, 50
;
chap, viii 48

;
chap. xvii. 19

;
chap, xviii. 42, 43 ; the

reason was, because the first principle of all is to acknowledge
that the Lord is the Saviour of the world, for without that

acknowledgment no one can receive any thing- of good and of

truth irom heaven,—thus not taith,—and because it is the first

vol. x. 7
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and most essential [principle] of all, therefore, tbat the Lord
might be acknowledged when He came into the world, in heal-

ing the sick, He questioned them concerning their faith, and
those who had faith were healed ; the faith was that He was the

Son of God about to come into the world, and that He had the

power of healing and of saving. All healings also of diseases

by the Lord, when He was in the world, signified the healings

of spiritual life, thus the things which are of salvation, n. 8361,

9086, 9031. Inasmuch as the acknowledgment of the Lord is

the first of all [the principles] of spiritual life, and the most
essential [principle] of the church, and since without it no one
can receive from heaven any thing of the truth of faith and of

the good of love, therefore the Lord also often says, that whoso-
ever believeth in him hath eternal life, and whosoever doth not

believe hath not life, as John i. 1, 4, 12, 13
;
chap. iii. 14, 15,

16, 36
;
chap. v. 39, 40

;
chap. vi. 28, 29, 30, 34, 35, 40, 47, 48

;

chap. vii. 37, 38; chap. viii. 24; chap. xi. 25, 26; chap. xx.

30, 31 ; but He also teaches at the same time, that those have
faith in Him, who live according to His precepts, so that life

thence enters into faith. These observations are made to illus-

trate and confirm [the doctrine] that the acknowledgment of

the Lord, and that from Him is all salvation, is the first [princi-

ple] of life from the Divine appertaining to man ;—this first

[principle] of life is signified by the shakings upon the palms
of the hands of Aaron.

10,0S4. " And thou shalt receive them out of their hand,

and shalt cause the altar to burn on the burnt-offering"—that

hereby is signified unition with the Divine Good of the Divine
Love, is manifest from the signification of taking out of their

hand, as denoting the state after acknowledgment, for since by
shaking on the palms of the hands of Aaron and of his sons is

signified acknowledgment whereby is Divine life, by taking

those things out of their hand, is signified the state after ac-

knowledgment, which is a state of conjunction with good,

signified by causing the altar to burn on the burnt-offering ; for

by causing the altar to burn is signified to be conjoined to good,

n. 10,052 ; and by the burnt-offering is signified and described

the conjunction itself.

10.085. " For an odor of rest before Jehovah "—that hereby
is signified what is perceptive of peace, appears from the signi-

fication of an odor of rest, when it is predicated of Jehovah or

the Lord, as denoting what is perceptive of peace, as shown, n.

10,054.

10.086. " This is an offering made by fire to Jehovah "

—

that hereby is signified from the Divine Love, appears from the

signification of an offering by fire to Jehovah, as denoting the

Divine Love, concerning which, sec n. 10,055.

10 087. "And thou shalt take the breast"—that hereby ib
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Signified the Divine Spiritual [principle] in the heavens, and
appropriation there, appears from the signification of the breast,

as denoting the good of charity, and in the supreme sense the

Divine Spiritual [principle], of which we shall speak presently.

The reason why it denotes the appropriation thereof in the

heavens is, because the subject of what now follows is the flesh

from the ram, and the bread from the basket, which were not

burnt on the altar, but were given up to Moses, to Aaron, and
his sons, for a portion, and were eaten, whereby appropriation

is signified, the process of which is described in what now fol-

lows. That by the breast is signified the good of charity and
in the supreme sense the Divine Spiritual [principle], is grounded
in correspondence ; for the head with man corresponds to the

good of love to the Lord, which good is the good of the inmost
heaven, and is called the Divine Celestial ; but the breast cor-

responds to the good of charity, which is the good of the middle
or second heaven, and is called the Divine Spiritual ; and the

feet correspond to the good of faith, thus to the good of obedi-

ence, which is the good of the ultimate heaven, and is called

the Divine Natural, concerning which correspondence may be
seen what was shown above, n. 10,030. Inasmuch as the breast,

from correspondence denotes the good of charity, and the good
of charity consists in doing good from willing it, therefore John,
who represented that good, lay at the breast or in the bosom of
the Lord, John xiii. 23, 25

;
by winch is signified, that it was

loved by the Lord ; for to lie at the breast and in the bosom
denotes to love. He who knows this, may also know what is

signified by these words of the Lord to Peter and to John,
" Jesus said to Simon Peter, Simon of Jonah, lovest thou Me ?

he saith, yea Lord, Thou knowest that I love Thee ; He saith

unto him, Feed My lambs : He saith unto him again, Simon of

Jonah, lovest thou Me? he saith, yea Lord, Thou knowest that 1

love Thee ; He saith unto him, Feed My sheep : He said to him
the third time, Simon of Jonah, lovest thou Me ? Peter was sor-

rowful, therefore he said, Lord, thou knowest all things, Thou
knowest that I love Thee ; Jesus saith unto him, Feed My
sheep : verily I say unto thee, when thou wast young, thou
girdest thyself and walkedst whither thou wouldest ; but when
thou art old, thou shalt stretch out thy hands, and another shall

gird and lead thee whither thou wouldest not. When He had
said these things, He said unto him, Follow Me ; Peter being
turned saw the disciple whom Jesus loved following, who also

lay on His breast at supper : Peter seeing him, saith, Lord, what
is he? Jesus said, If I will that he remain till I come, what is it

to thee, follow thou Me " John xxi. 15 to 21. What these

words signify, no one can know except by the internal sense,

which teaches that the twelve disciples of the Lord repreoented

all the things of faith and of love in the complex, after the man
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ner of the twelve tribes of Israel, and that Peter represented

faith, James charity, and John the works or goods of charity.

That the twelve disciples of the Lord represented all the things

of faith and love in the complex, may be seen n. 3488, 3858,

6397 ; in like manner the twelve tribes of Israel, n. 385S, 3926,

4060, 6335, 6640. That Peter represented faith, James charity,

and John the works of charity, see preface to chap, xviii. and
xxii. of Gen., n. 3750, 4738, 6344 ; and that Petra, as Peter is

also called, denotes the Lord as to faith, n. 8581. Now as

faith without charity does not love the Lord, and still can teach

such shings as relate to faith and love, and as relate to the Lord,
therefore the Lord says three times, Lovest thou Me, feed My
lambs, and feed My sheep, and on this account the Lord says,

when thou wast young, thou girdedst thyself, and walkedst
whither thou wouldest, but when thou shalt be old, thou shalt

stretch out thy hands, and another shall gird thee and lead thee

whither thou wouldest not; by which is signified that the faith

of the church, in its rising, is in the good of innocence as an
infant, but when it is in its setting, which is in the end of the

church, faith would be no longer in that good, nor in the good
of charity ; and that then evil and the false would lead, which
are signified by when thou shalt be old, thou shalt stretch out
thy hands, and another shall gird thee and lead thee whither
thou wouldest not ; thus from being free it would become a

servant. To gird is to know and perceive truths in light from
good, n. 9952 ; to walk, is to live according to them, n. 8417,
8420 ; hence to gird himself and walk whither he would, is to

act from freedom, and to act from freedom is to act from the

affection of truth grounded in good, n. 2870 to 2893, 9585 to

9591 ; and is to be led of the Lord, n. 9096, 9586, 9589, 9590,

9591. But to be girded by another, and to be led whither he
would not, is to be a slave, and to be a slave is to act from evil,

thus to be led of hell, n. 9096, 9586, 9589, 9590, 9591. That
lambs, of which the Lord first speaks, denote those who are in

the good of innocence, may be seen n. 3994 ; that sheep, ot

which the Lord speaks in the second and third place, denote

those who are in the good of charity and thence in faith, n.

4169, 4S09 ; and that three denote a whole period from begin-

ning to end, n. 2788, 4495, 7715, 9198, therefore, because He
spake to Peter concerning the church from its rising to its

sitting, lie said three times, Lovest thou Me. By John's fol-

lowing the Lord was signified, that those who are in the goods
of charity follow the Lord, and are loved by the Lord, neither

do they fall away ; but that those who are in faith separate

[from charity], not only do not follow the Lord, but are also

indignant on the occasion, like Peter in this passage ; not to

mention numerous other arcana, which are contained in the

above words. From these considerations it is also evident, that
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to lie on the breast and in the bosom of the Lord denotes to be
loved by Him, and that this is said of those who are in the

goods of charity, in like manner as carrying in the bosom,, Isaiah

xl. 10, 11, and lying in the bosom, 2 Samuel xii. 3.

10,08S. " Of the ram of fillings, which is from Aaron "—that
hereby is signified a representative of the Divine Power of the

Lord in the heavens by the Divine Truth from His Divine Good,
and the communicative and receptive [principle] thereof in the

heavens, was shown above, n. 10,076.

10.089. " And thou shalt shake it a shaking before Jehovah "

—that hereby is signified vivification, appears from the signifi-

cation of shaking a shaking before Jehovah, as denoting vivifi-

cation by the acknowledgment of the Lord, and that He has all

power in the heavens and in the earths, may be seen above, n.

10,083. That the first principle of the church is to acknowledge
the Lord, is known, for the doctrine of the church teaches, that

without the Lord there is no salvation. That He has all power,
the Word teaches in many passages, and the Lord Himself in

those which follow, ''All things are delivered to Me of the

Father," Matt. xi. 27 ; Luke x. 22. "The Father hath'given

all things into the hand of the Son" John iii. 34, 35. "The
Father hath given to the Son power over all flesh" John xvii. 2.

" Without Me ye can do nothing" John xv. 5. "All power is

given unto Me in heaven and in earth," Matt, xxviii. 18. " Jesus
said to Peter, thou art Petra [a rock], I will give to thee the

keys of the kingdom of the heavens, that whatsoever thou shalt

bind on earth shall be bound in the heavens, and whatsoever thou
shalt loosen on earth shall be loosened in the heavens," Matt. xvi.

19. That by Peter in this passage is meant faith from the

Lord, thus the Lord as to faith, which has that power, may be
seen in the preface to chap. xxii. Gen.,n. 4738, 6344; and that

Petra, as he is there called, denotes the Lord as to faith, n.

8581.

10.090. " And it shall be to tbee for a portion "—that here-

by is signified communication with those who are in Divine
Truths, is evident from the representation of Moses, who was to

have the breast for a portion, as denoting the Lord as to Divine
Truth, thus the Divine Truth which is from the Lord, is sbown
n. 6752, 7010, 7014, 9372 ; and from the signification of being
for a portion, as denoting communication, for what was given
from the sacrifices to Moses, to Aaron, to his sons, and to the

people, signified communication of a Holy Divine [principle]

with them ; and all communication is effected according to the

quality of him who receives, thus according to the quality of

the representation appertaining to those who receive it. The
reason why the breast was given to Moses for a portion, and the

flank to Aaron, subsequently spoken of, was, because the sub-

ject here treated of is the communication and appropriation of
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Divine Truth and Divine Good from the Lord in heaven and in

the church ; and there are two things which are received there,

namely, Divine Truth and Divine Good, both from the Lord :

—Divine Truth by those who are in the Lord's spiritual king-

dom, and Divine Good by those who are in the celestial king-

dom, as may be seen from what is cited, n. 9277, 9684, therefore

the breast was given to Moses for a portion, and the flank to

Aaron, for by the breast is signified the Divine Truth in the

Lord's spiritual kingdom, n. 10,087 ; and by the flank, the

Divine Good in the celestial kingdom, n. 10,075 ; and also by
the different kinds of bread in the baskets, which likewise were
given to Aaron, n. 10,077. That Moses represented the Lord
as to Divine Truth, was shown above ; and that Aaron, when
he was inaugurated into the priesthood, represented the Lord as

to Divine Good, may be seen n. 9S06. That the breast was
given to Moses for a portion, is manifest from Leviticus, where
also it treats of the inauguration of Aaron, and of his sons,

into the priesthood, "Moses took the breast, and shook it a shak-

ing before Jehovah, of the ram of fillings, and it was to Moses
for a portion, as Jehovah commanded Moses," viii. 29.

10.091. "And thou shalt sanctify the breast of shaking "—
that hereby is signified the Divine Spiritual [principle] acknow-
ledged in heaven and in the church, appears from the signification

of sanctifying, as denoting to represent the Lord and the holy

things which are from Him, as shown n. 995(5, 99S8 ; and from
the signification of the breast, as denoting the Divine Spiritual

[principle] in heaven, n. 10,087 ; and from the signification of

shaking, as denoting vivification by acknowledgment, n. 10,0S3,

10,089 ; the Divine Spiritual [principle] is the Divine Truth in

the middle or second heaven, which heaven is called the

spiritual kingdom.
10.092. "'And the flank of up-lifting "—that hereby is

signified the Divine Celestial [principle] which is of the Lord

alone, perceived in heaven and the church, is manifest from the

signification of the flank, as denoting the Divine Celestial

in heaven and in the church, respecting which, see n. 10,075 ;

and from the signification of up-lifting, as denoting what is

given and received, of which we shall speak presently. The
Divine Celestial is the Divine Good from the Lord received in

the inmost heaven, which heaven is also the celestial kingdom ;

hence the Divine Good received in the inmost heaven is called

celestial good.

10.093. "Which is shaken, and which is up-lifted"—that

hereby is signified which is acknowledged and which is per-

ceived, appears from the signification of being shaken, when it

is said of the breast, as denoting what is vivified by acknow-
ledgment, as shown above, n. 10,091 ; and from the signification

of up lifted, as denoting the Divine Celestial [principle], which
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is of the Lord alone, perceived in heaven and in the church,

of which we shall speak presently. It may be expedient briefly

to say how the case herein is ; there are two kingdoms of which
the heavens consist, the celestial kingdom and the spiritual

kingdom. Tiie Divine Truth in the spiritual kingdom is acknow-
ledged, but in the celestial kingdom it is perceived ; the reason

is, because Divine Truth in the spiritual kingdom is received in

the intellectual part, but in the celestial kingdom in the volun-

tary [or will] part; what is received in the intellectual part is

said to be acknowledged, but what is received in the voluntary

part is said to be perceived. That the former also have only an
acknowledgment of Divine Truth, but the latter a perception

of it, may be seen from what was copiously shown concerning

those two kingdoms in the passages cited, n. 9277, 9596, 9684.

As regards up-lifting, that is called an up-lifting, which was
Jehovah's or the Lord's, and is given to Aaron for the sake of the

representation ; and as Aaron represented the Lord as to Divine
Good, n. 9806, therefore what was up-lifted from the sacrifices,

and given to Aaron, represented the Divine of the Lord, and is

also called the anointing in Moses, "The breast of shaking, and
the flank of up-lifting, I have received from [being] with the

sons of Israel of their eucharistic sacrifices, and have given
them to Aaron the priest and to his sons for a statute of eternity

from [being] with the sons of Israel ; this is the anointing of
Aaron , and the anointing of his sons of the offerings by fire to

Jehovah, on the day in which I caused them to approach to

perform the office of the priesthood to Jehovah," Levit. vii.

34, 35. The reason why it is called the anointing is, because
anointing is inauguration to represent the Lord as to Divine
Good, as may be seen, n. 9954, 10,019. Again, " Jehovah
spake to Aaron, behold I have given thee the keeping of mine
up-liftings, as to all the holy things of the sons of Israel I have
given them to theefor the anointing, and to thy sons for thee the

up-lifting of the gift as to every shaking of the sons ofIsrael, all

thefat of pure oil, and all thefat of new wine and corn, of the

-firstfruits, and as to all the first fruits, which they shall give

to Jehovah, they shall be for thee ; as to every thing devoted ;
every opening of the womb, and as to all flesh, which they shall

bring to Jehovah, of the first born of the ox, of the sheep, and
of the goat, the flesh shall be for thee, as the breast of shaking,
and as the right flank : every tip-lifting of holy things. Thou
shalt not have part nor inheritance in the land, because Jehovah
is thy part and inheritance ; also every up-liftingfrom the tenths

andfrom the gifts, which are given to the Levites." Numb, xviii.

From these considerations it is evident, what is meant by up-
liftings, namely, that all things were so called which are Jeho-
vah's, that is, the Lord's. And whereas the Levites represented

Divine Truths in heaven and in the church serviceable toDivine.
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Good, they were also given to Aaron in the place of all the

first born, which were Jehovah's, that is, the Lord's, concerning
which it is thus written in Moses, " I have taken the Levites

out of the midst of the sons of Israel, in the place of every

first born, the opening of the womb, from the sons of Israel,

that the Levites maybe Mine, because every first born is Mine <

and because the Levites were given to Me, I have given those

that were given to Aaron and to his sons," Numb. iii. 12, 13
,

chap. viii. 16—18. Up-liftings are called gifts given to Jeho-

vah, that is, to the Lord, from [being] with the sons of Israel

;

but hereby is meant that they are Jehovah's, not from any gift,

but from possession, since every thing holy or Divine appertain-

ing to man is not of man, but is of the Lord with him. That
every thing good and true, thus every holy Divine thing is from
the Lord God, and nothing from man, is known in the church,

whence it is evident that it is from appearance that it is called a
gift from man ; wherefore also in what presently follows it is

said, " Because this is the up-lifting, and the up-lifting shall

be from [being] with the sons of Israel, it is an up-lifting to

Jehovah" by which is signified that the up-lifting from the

sons of Israel is Jehovah's uplifting, thus that the gift from
them is a gift from the Lord. Hence it is evident what is meant
by up-lifting.

10.094. " Of the ram of fillings of that which is for Aaron,

and of that which is for his sons "—that hereby is signified a

representative of the Divine Power of the Lord in the heavens,

by Divine Truth derived from Divine Good, is evident from

what was shown above, n. 10,076.

10.095. " And it shall be for Aaron and for his sons for the

statute of an age from with the sons of Israel "—that hereby is

signified the law of order in the representative church as to the

Divine Good of the Lord and the Divine Truth thence proceed-

in"-, appears from the representation of Aaron and of his sons,

as denoting the Lord as to Divine Good and the Divine Truth

thence proceeding, as shown n. 9806, 9807, 10.06S ;
and from

the signification of the statute of an age, as denoting the law

of Divine Order, see n. 7884, 7995, 8357 ; and from the repre-

sentation of the sons of Israel, as denoting the church, n.

4286, 6426, 6637, 9340. The reason why it denotes the repre-

sentative church is, because with the sons of Israel that church

was instituted, as may be seen in what is cited, n. 9320.

10.096. " Because this is the up-lifting "—that hereby is

signified a representative of Divine Good and of the Divine

Truth thence proceeding, is evident from what was shown just

above, n. 10,093.

10.097. "And the up-lifting shall be from with the sons of

Israel of their peace-making sacrifices, their up-lifting to Je-

hovah " -that hereby is signified reception in the heavens and
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in the church, and acknowledgment that it is of the Lord alone,

appears also from what was shown above, n. 10,093. It is said

from the peace-making sacrifices, because by them is signified

worship which is from freedom ; for the peace-making or eucha-

ristic sacrifices were voluntary sacrifices, and those things which
are voluntary are from man's freedom ; that is called free which
is done from the love, thus which is done from the will, for

what a man loves, that he wills. The Lord flows in with man
into his love, thus into his will, and produces the effect, that

what a man receives is in freedom ; and what is received in free-

dom, this also becomes free, and he loves it, consequently it is

of his life. Hence it is evident what is meant by worship from
freedom, which is signified by the peace-making or voluntary

sacrifices; thus also what is meant by an up-lifting from them,

namely, that it denotes what is of the Lord alone. That sacri-

fices signify all worship in general, may be seen n. 6905, 8936,

10,012 ; and that the freedom of man is what is of his love, n.

2870 to 2893, 3158, 1031, 7439, 9096, 9585 to 9591.

10.098. "And the garments of holiness which are for Aaron"
that hereby is signified the Divine Spiritual immediately pro-

ceeding from the Divine Celestial, appears from the signification

of the garments of Aaron, as being representative of the Lord's

spiritual kingdom adjoined to His celestial kingdom, shown
n. 9814; thus also denoting the Divine Spiritual, for the Lord's

spiritual kingdom exists from His Divine there, which is called

the Divine Spiritual ; neither is the universal heaven any thing

tilse but the Divine of the Lord, for the angels who are there,

Know, acknowledge, believe, and perceive, that all the good of

faith and the good of love, which constitute heaven, are from the

Lord, and nothing from themselves. Those garments are called

the garments of holiness, because they represented the holy
Divine things which are from the Lord. That the Lord alone is

, holy, and that every holy thing is from Him, and that all sancti-

fication represented Him, may be seen n. 9229, 9680, 9818, 9820,

9956, 9988 ; and that heaven is hence called the sanctuary,

n. 9479.

10.099. " Shall be for his sons after him "—that hereby is

signified in the natural principle successively, appears from the

signification of the sons of Aaron, as denoting those things

which proceed from Divine Good, as from a father, as was shown
n. 9807, 10,068 ; and from the signification of after him, as de-

noting successively, or in successive order ; and since those

things are said of the garments of Aaron, by which was repre-

sented the Divine Spiritual, n. 10,098, therefore by being for his

sons after him is signified the Divine Spiritual in the natural

successively. For there are three [tilings or principles], which
succeed [each other] in heaven, which, that they may be dis-

tinctlv conceived, are to be calied by their nanies, which are
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celestial, spiritual, and natural ; these three proceed there in

order, the one from the other, and by the influx of the one into

the other successively, they are connected together, and thereby
make a one. The Divine of the Lord in the heavens, from the

difference of reception, is called by those names. Now, as the

subject here treated of is the second ram, which is called the

ram of fillings, and by the filling of the hand is signified inau-

guration to represent the Divine of the Lord in the heavens,

and its communicative and receptive principle there, n. 10,019,

therefore, that its reception in the natural principle may likewise

be described, it here now treats of the successive putting on of

the garments of Aaron by his sons after him, whereby is meant
the succession of that thing in the heavens, which is signified

by the filling of the hands. Hence it is evident, that in the in-

ternal sense these cohere by continuity, although in the sense of

the letter the series of the tilings treated of, which is concerning
the ram, here appears disjoined. Inasmuch as the subject here

treated of is concerning things successive in heaven, it may be
expedient to say also what is meant by what is successive. Most
of the learned in the present day have no other idea respecting

things successive, than as of what is continuous, or as of what
coheres by continuity ; and because of this idea concerning the

succession of things, they cannot conceive the distinction be-

tween the exteriors and interiors of man, consequently neither

between the body and the spirit of man ; wherefore when they

think of them from those ideas, they cannot at all understand,

that the spirit of man, after the dissipation or death of the body,

can also live under a human form. But things successive are

not connected continuously, but discretely, that is distinctly

according to degrees ; for interior things are altogether distinct

from exterior, insomuch that exterior things may be separated,

whilst interior things still continue in their life ; hence it is that

man can be withdrawn from the body, and think in his spirit,

or, according to a form of speaking in use amongst the ancients,

can be withdrawn from things sensual, and elevated towards
things interior. The ancients moreover knew, that when man
is withdrawn from the sensual things which are of the body, he

is withdrawn or elevated into the light of his spirit, thus into the

light, of heaven ; hence also the learned ancients knew, that

when the body was dissipated, they should Live an interior life

which they called their spirit ; and as they regarded that life as

the very human life itself, thev thence also knew that they should

live under a human form. Such was the idea which they had
concerning the soul of man; and since that life was in affinity

with Divine life, they hence perceived that their soul was im-

mortal ; for they knew that that part of man, which was in affi-

nity with Divine life, and thus conjoined to it, cannot in any
wise die. But this idea concerning the soul, and concerning the
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Bpirit of man, after those ancient times disappeared, by reason,

as was said above, of the want of a just idea of things successive
;

hence also it is, that those who think from modern erudition,

do not know that there is a spiritual principle, and that this is

distinct from what is natural, for those who have an idea of

things successive, as of what is continuous, cannot conceive of

what is spiritual any otherwise than as of something more purely

natural, when yet they are distinct from each other, like what is

prior and what is posterior, thus as that which begets and that

which is begotten. Hence it is that by persons of such erudi-

tion the difference is not apprehended between the internal or

spiritual man, and the external or natural, thus neither between
man's internal thought and will, and his external thought and
will ; hence also they are unable to comprehend any thing con-

cerning faith and love, heaven and hell, and the life of man after

death. Whereas those who have a just and distinct idea con-

cerning things successive, are able in some manner to compre-
hend, that with the man who is regenerating, the interiors are

successively opened, and that as they are opened, they are also

elevated into interior light and life, and nearer to the Divine

;

and that such opening and consequent elevation is effected by
Divine Truths, which are vessels recipient of the good of love

from the Divine. The good of love is what immediately con-

joins man to the Divine, for love is spiritual conjunction. Hence
it follows, that man can thus be more and more interiorly opened
and elevated, in proportion 'as he is in the good of love from the

Divine ; and that on the contrary, there is no opening and con-

sequently no elevation with the man who does not receive Di-

vine Truths, as is the case with every one who is in evil. But
concerning this successive order, and its arcana, by the Divine
Mercy of the Lord, we shall speak more fully in another place.

10.100. " To anointing in them "—that hereby is signified to

represent the Lord as to Divine Good, is manifest from the sig-

nification of anointing, as denoting inauguration to represent

the Lord as to the Divine Good, as shown, n. 9954, 10,019, in

this case by those who receive the Divine of the Lord in the na-

tural principle, for by the garments of Aaron being for his sons
after him, is signified the Divine Spiritual of the Lord in the

natural, n. 10,098, 10,099.

10.101. " And to filling in them their hand "—that hereby
is signified a representative of Divine Truth proceeding from the
Divine Good of the Lord in the heavens, appears from the sig-

nification of the filling of the hand, as denoting inauguration
to represent Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of
the Lord, and its communicative and receptive principle in the
heavens, as shown, n. 10,019, hereby those who are in ulti-

mates there.

10.102. "Seven days shall the priest after him of his sons
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put them on"—that hereby is signified.plenary acknowledgment
and reception, is evident from the signification of seven days,

as denoting a full state, shown n. 6508, 9228, thus what is

plenary ; and from the signification of putting on garments after

Aaron of his sons, as denoting to represent the reception of

the Divine Spiritual in the natural, shown above, n. 10,09S,

10,099.

10.103. " Who shall enter into the tent of the congregation
to minister in the holy [place] "—that hereby is signified in all

worship in heaven and in the church, appears from the signifi-

cation of the tent of the congregation, as being a representative

of heaven and of the church, shown n. 9457, 9481, 9485 ; and
from the signification of entering-in thither to minister in the

holy [place], as denoting worship, see n. 9963, 9964.

10.104. "And thou shalt take the ram of fillings"—that

hereby is signified a representative of Divine power in the hea-

vens by Divine Truth from the Divine Good, and its communi-
cative and receptive principle there, as shown above, n. 10,076.

10.105. " And shalt boil his flesh in the holy place "—that

hereby is signified preparation of good for uses of life by truths

of doctrine in illustration from the Lord, is evident from the

signification of boiling, as denoting to prepare for use of life

by truths of doctrine ; and from the signification of flesh, as

denoting good, see n. 7850, 9127 ; and from the signification

of in the holy place, as denoting from Divine illustration, for

the holy place is where the Divine 'of the Lord is present, thus

in application to the truths of doctrine, where there is Divine
illustration, for where the Divine of the Lord is present, there

is illustration. The reason why boiling the flesh of the sacrifice

denotes to prepare good for the use of life by truths of doctrine

is, because the fiesh, by which is signified good, is thus pre-

pared for the use of the body, hence in the spiritual sense for

the use of life ; that preparation is effected by the truths of

doctrine, is evident, inasmuch as they teach use
;
by waters

also, in which boiling is effected, are signified truths, may be
seen, n. 2702, 3058, 3424, 566S, 856S, 9323. It is said by
truths of doctrine in illustration from the Lord, since truths

derived from the AVord are to be fashioned into doctrine that

they may be serviceable for use, and this must be effected by
those who are in illustration from the Lord ; and those are in

illustration, when they read the Word, who are in the affection

of truth for the sake of truth, and for the sake of the good of

life, and not those who are in the affection of truth for the sake

of self-glory, of reputation, or of gain. That doctrine ought

to be altogether derived from the Word, that the Word may be

understood, may be seen, n 9025, 9409, 9410, 9424, 9430;
and that those who collect doctrine from the Word, must be

in illustration from the Lord, n. 9382, 9424. That to boil iu
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waters denotes to reduce truths into doctrine, and thereby to

prepare for the use of life, appears at first sight as a groundless

and far-fetched interpretation ; nevertheless that this is the case,

may be manifest from the passages in the Word, where mention

is made of boiling in waters, and also where the pot is spoken

<>f, in which the boiling takes place, as in the Second Book of

Kings, " Elisha returned to Gilgal, when a famine was in the

land ; when the sons of the prophets sat before him, he said to

his boy, set on the greatpot, and boil pottagefor the sons of the

prophets ; one went out into the field to gather herbs, and found

a wild vine, and gathered from it wild gourds and cut them
together into the pot of pottage ; when they did eat of the pot-

tage, they cried, there is death in the pot, 0 man of God ;

wherefore he said, that they should take fine flour, which he

cast into the pot, and said, pour for the people that they may
eat, then there was no evil thing in thepot" iv. 38 to 42. This

miracle, like all the others in the Word, involves holy things

of the church, which are discoverable by the internal sense ;

from this sense it is known, that Elisha represented theVLord

as to the Word, in like manner as Elias. That the sons of the

prophets denote those who teach truths from the Word ; that

the pot, which was set on by order of Elisha, denotes doctrine

thence derived. That a wild vine and the gourds thence ga
thered denote falses ; hence it is evident what is meant by deatl

in the pot. The fine flour, which he cast into the pot, denotes

truth derived from good, and since doctrine is amended by such

truth, it came to pass that there was no evil thing in the pot;

hence also it is evident, that to boil in a pot denotes to bring

together into doctrine, and thus to prepare for use. That all

the miracles in the Word involve holy things of the church,
may be seen, n. 7337, 8364, 9086 ; that Elisha represented the

Lord as to the Word, n. 2762 ; that prophets denote those who
teach truths, thus, abstractedly from persons, the truths of

doctrine, n. 2534, 7269 ; that a vine denotes the truth of the

church, and grapes its good, n. 5113, 5117, 9277 ; hence a
wild vine and wild gourds denote falses and evils. That fine

flour denotes the genuine truth of faith derived from good, n.

9995 ; that the pottage, which they were to boil, denotes a
mass of doctrinals, such as was that of the Jews, n. 3316 ;

hence may be concluded what is meant by boiling, and what
by a pot. And in Ezekiel, " Parabolize a parable against the

house of rebellion ; set on a pot, set on, and also pour into it

waters • by gathering pieces into it, every good piece, the thigh
and the shoulder, fill with the choice of bones, and let the bones
be boiled, in the midst of it I thus saith the Lord Jehovah, woe
to the city of bloods, to the pot whose scum is in her, and whose
scum is not gone out of her," xxiv. 3 to 7. In this passage is

described the Word such as it is as to doctrine, namely, that
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Divine Truths derived from Divine Good are therein ; and after-

wards is described the doctrine derived from the Word, such
as prevailed with the Jewish nation, that it was full of unclean-

nesses and falses. The pot denotes doctrine ; the thigh, the

shoulder, and the choice of bones, denote Divine Truths derived
from Divine Good in successive order ; the city of bloods denotes
the Jewish nation in respect to the truths of doctrine appertain-

ing to them, thus abstractedly from nation or person, it denotes
the doctrine which destroys good ; the scum therein is the ex-

ternal principle favoring filthy loves, which not being removed,
the truth is defiled. Hence also it is evident, that a pot denotes
doctrine, and that to boil denotes to prepare for use. Again,
in the same prophet, " The spirit said to me, Son of Man, these

men think iniquity, and consult the counsel of wickedness in

the city, saying it is not near to build houses, it is thepot,and
ice are the flesh" xi. 2, 3, 7. In this passage also rhe pot
denotes the doctrine of the false derived from evil, for so the

city is called where iniquity is thought of, and the counsel of

wickedness consulted : that a city also denotes doctrine, may
be seen, n. 402, 2712, 2943, 3216, 4492, 4493 ; here doctrine of

6uch a quality. And in Jeremiah, "Jehovah said, what seest

thou ; he said, I see a pot boiling, the face of which is towards

the north : Jehovah said, from the north shall be opened evil

upon all the inhabitants of the earth," i. 13, 14. In this pas-

sage also a boiling pot denotes the doctrine of the false derived

from evil ; the north denotes an obscure state as to the truth of

faith, and also thick darkness derived from falses, n. 3708 ;

hence it is evident, what this prophetic vision involves. And
in Zechariah, " In that day everypot in Jerusalem and injudah
shall b< holiness to Jehovah Zebaoth, and all that sacrifice shall

come and shall take from them, and shall boil in them" xiv.

21 ; where pot signifies the doctrine of charity and of faith,

thus the doctrine of truth derived from good ; Jerusalem denotes

the church of the Lord ; those who sacrifice denote those who
are in Divine worship ; hence it is evident, that to boil in pots

denotes to prepare for the use of spiritual life. And in Moses,

Every vessel of earthenware, in which the flesh is boiled of a

sacrifice of guilt and of sin, shall be broken ; but if it hath been

boiled, in a vessel of brass, it shall be scraped, and plunged in

waters," Levit. vi. 23. The vessel of earthen-ware, in which
the boiling is effected, denotes the false, which does not cohere

with good ; a vessel of brass denotes the doctrinal wherein is

good ; the boiling of the flesh of the sacrifice of guilt and of

sin, in them, denotes preparation for purification from evils and

the falses thence derived. Hence it is evident what was repre-

sented by the law requiring that every vessel of earthenware

should be broken, and that a vessel of brass should be scoured

and immersed in waters.
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10.106. " And Aaron and his sons shall eat the flesh of the

rani "—that hereby is signified the appropriation of spiritual

good with those who are in internal things from the Lord, is

evident from the signification of eating, as denoting appropria-

tion, see n. 3168, 3513, 3596, 4745; and from the representa-

tion of Aaron and his sons, as denoting the Lord as to Divine

( k>od and Divine Truth, see n. 9806, 9807, 10,068, in this case

in the heavens, because the subject treated of is the filling of

the hand, by which is signified their communicative and recep-

tive principle there ; and from the signification of the flesh of

the ram as denoting the good of the internal man, or good in

internals ; that flesh denotes good, may be seen, n. 3813, 7850,

9127 ; and that a ram denotes the good of innocence and of

charity in the internal man, n. 9991, 10,042. It is said the

Lord as to the Divine Good and Divine Truth in the heavens,

and its communicative and receptive principle there, inasmuch
as the Lord is above the heavens, for He is the sun of heaven,

and actually appears also as the sun to those who are in heaven
;

all the light likewise of the heavens is thence derived
;
by the

light and heat thence derived He is present in the heavens, and
so present as if He were altogether there, for He fills the hea-

vens and makes them. The light proceeding from Him as a sun
is in its essence Divine Truth, and hence come the wisdom and
intelligence appertaining to the angels ; and the heat proceeding
from Him as a sun is the Divine Good of His Divine Love
there. The communication and reception of this Divine Good
and of that Divine Truth, in the heavens, is what is signified

by the filling of the hand. That the Lord is the sun of heaven,
and that hence come light and heat in the heavens, from which
the angels derive life, that is, wisdom and love, may be seen,

n. 3636, 3543, 4321, 5097, 7078, 7083, 7171, 7173, 7270, 8644,

8S12.

10.107. "And the bread which is in the basket"—that

hereby is signified the appropriation of celestial good from the

Lord, appears from the signification of eating, in this case

bread, as denoting appropriation, as just above, n. 10,106
;

and from the signification of bread, as denoting the good of

love and charity, see n. 2165, 2177, 3464, 3478, 3735, 3813.

li>17, 4735, 4976, 5915, 6118, 9323, 9545 ; and from the signi-

fication of a basket, as denoting the external sensual principle,

see n. 9996 ; hence it is evident, that by eating the bread which
was in the basket, is signified the appropriation of good fiom
the Lord in things external. The bread which was in the basket

was unleavened bread, unleavened cakes, and unleavened wafers,

and by them are signified goods purified, both internal and
external, n. 9992, 9993, 9994 ; when therefore it is said bread

in the basket, all those things are signified in the external sen-

sual principle, and the external sensual principle is the ultimate
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of the life of man, containing all interior things together in

itself. That the external sensual principle is the ultimate of the

life of man, may be seen, n. 5077, 50S1, 5094, 5125, 512S,

5767, 6183, 6311, 6313, 6318, 6564, 7645, 9212, 9216, 9730,
9996 ; and that it contains all interior things, as being the ulti-

mate,' n. 6451, 6465, 9216, 9828, 9836, 10,044.

10.108. " At the door of the tent of the congregation '

—

that hereby is signified to enter into heaven, appears from the

signification of a door, as denoting entrance, see n. 2145, 2152,

2356, 2385 ; and as denoting introduction, n. 8989 ; and from
the representation of the tent of the congregation, as denoting
heaven where the Lord is, see n. 9457, 9481, 9485, 9963.

10.109. " And they shall eat those things wherein is what is

expiated "—that hereby is signified the appropriation of good
with those who are purified from evils and the falses thence de-

rived, appears from the signification of eating, as denoting
appropriation, see above, n. 10,106, and from the signification

of what is expiated, as denoting what is purified from evils and
the falses thence derived, see n. 9506. It is said, purified from
evils and the falses thence derived, because there are falses, and
also truths, appertaining to those who are in evil, and likewise

falses and truths appertaining to those who are in good ; the

falses appertaining to those who are in evil are the falses of evil,

and the truths appertaining to them, are truths falsified, which
are dead ; but the falses appertaining to those who are in good,

are accepted as truths, for they are moderated by the good, and

are applied to good uses, and the truths appertaining to them
are truths of good, which are alive

;
concerning both kinds of

the false and of the true, see what was shown, n. 2243, 248S,

2863, 4736, 4822, 6359, 7272, 7437, 7574, 7577, 8051, 8137,

8138, 8149, 8298, 8311, 8318, 9258, 9298. Since by eating

the holy things, wherein is what is expiated, is signified the ap-

propriation of good with those who have been purified from evils

and the falses thence derived, therefore it was strictly forbidden,

that any unclean person should eat of them, for by unclean-

ness is signified the defilement arising from evils and from the

falses thence derived. For the case herein is this; so long as

a man is in evils and in the falses thence derived, it is impossible

for any good to be appropriated to him, for evil ascends from

hell, and good descends from heaven ; and where hell is, there

heaven cannot be, for they are diametrically opposite ; to the

intent therefore that heaven may have place, that is, good from

heaven, hell must be removed, that is, evil from hell. Hence
it may be manifest, that good cannot in any wise be appro-

priated to man so long as he is in evil. By the appropriation ot

good, is meant the implantation of good into the will, for good

cannot be said to be appropriated to man, until it becomes of

his will, since the will of man is the man himself, and his
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understanding is only so far the man, as it partakes of the will
;

for what is of the will, that is of man's love, and thence of his

life, for what a man wills, that he loves, and calls good, and
also when it is done he feels it as a good ; it is otherwise with

those things which are of the understanding, and not at the

same time of the will. It is also to he observed, that by the

appropriation of good with man is meant only the faculty of

receiving good from the Lord, with which faculty he is gifted

by regeneration. Hence the good appertaining to man is not of

man, but is of the Lord with him, and man is held in it so far

as he suffers himself to be withheld from evils. Inasmuch as

good cannot be appropriated, that is, be communicated to man
so long as lie is in evil, therefore it was forbidden that an un-

clean person should eat the flesh and bread of the sacrifice, for

by that eating was represented the appropriation of good, as

was said above. That the unclean were forbidden under pe-

nalty of death to eat of the sanctified things, is manifest from
Moses, " Every one that is clean shall eat flesh ; the soul which
would eat the flesh of the sacrifices, whilst uncleanness is upon
him, shall be cut off from his people. The soul which hath

touched any unclean \h\r\g,the uncleanness ofman, or an unclean

beast, or any unclean creeping thing, and shall eat of the flesh

of the eucharistic sacrifice, shall be cut off from the people"
Levit. vii. 18, 19, 20, 21 ; all those external uncleannesses re-

presented internal uncleannesses, which are evils appertaining
to man, and such evils as are of his will, appropriated by actual

life. This is further described in another passage in Moses,
;
' No man of the seed of Aaron, who is leprous or suffers aflux,
shall eat of the holy things, until he be cleansed: he who hath

touched any one unclean on account of the soul, the man from
whom hath gone forth seed, or the man who hath touched any
creeping thing, with which he is polluted, or the man who has

polluted himself as to all his uncleanness, the soul which hath

touched it shall be unclean to the evening, and shall not eat of

the holy thing
; but when he hath washed his flesh with waters,

and the sun is set, he shall be clean, and afterwards shall eat

of the holy things, because this is his bread. No stranger shall

eat what is holy ; a lodger of a priest and a hireling shall not

eat what is holy. If a priest shall buy a soul with the purchase
of his silver, he may eat of it ; and he that is born of his house,

these shall eat of his bread. When the daughter of a priest

shall marry a strange man [vir], she shall not eat of the up-
lifting of the holy thing; but if the daughter of a priest shall

become a widow, or be divorced, and she hath no seed, and
shall therefore return to the house of her father according to

her youth, she shall eat the bread of her father," Levit. xxii.

1 to 16. That all these things are significative of interior things,

is very manifest, thus that they involve the communication and
vol. x. 8
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appropriation of holy tilings with those who are in a state of

reception
;
by no stranger eating, was signified that those should

not who do not acknowledge the Lord within the church, thus

who are not in the truths and goods of the church
;
by a lodger

and a hireling not being allowed to eat was signified, that neither

should those who are in natural good without the good of faith,

and also those who do good for the sake of recompense
;
by

those who were bought with silver and born in the house being
allowed to eat was signified, that those should who are con-

verted, and who are in the truth and good of the church from
faith and love

;
by the daughter of a priest married to a strange

man not being allowed to eat was signified, that the holy things

of the church cannot be appropriated to the good which is not

conjoined with the truths of the church ; but by a widow and
one that is divorced, if she hath no seed, being allowed to eat,

was signified the appropriation of good after those things are re-

moved which are not of the church, if from their conjunction

nothing has proceeded or been born, which has been made a
principle of faith ; that these things are signified is evident, from
the internal sense of each expression. That hereditary evils do
not hinder the appropriation of good, is also described in Moses,
"Every man \yir~] of the seed of Aaron, in whom there is a spot,

shall not come near to offer the bread of God ; a man that is

blind, lame, or a dwarf, or too tall, who hath a breach of the foot,

or of the hand, is hump-backed, bruised, that hath a blemish in

the eye, is scabby, full of warts, or bruised in the testicle, the

bread of his God he shall not come near to offer, but the bread
of the holies of holies, and of the holy things he may eat," Levit.

xxi. 17 to 23
;
by these words, as was stated, are signified he-

reditary evils, and some specific evil by each. The reason why
the persons above described should not bring bread, and come
near to the altar, like the priests, was, because those vicious

principles, or those evils thereby became manifest to the people,

and what was manifested fell into a species of representation,

but not those which lay concealed ; for although the priest, the

Levite, or the people were unclean as to the interiors, they were
still called clean, and were also believed to be sanctified if they

only appeared outwardly washed an-d clean.

10,110. " To fill their hand "—that hereby is signified to re-

ceive Divine Truth, is evident from the signification of filling

the hand, as denoting to represent the Lord as to the Divine
Truth, and its communicative and receptive principle there,

n. 2076. It is said that they should eat the holy things in which
is what is expiated to fill their hand, and that by them is signi-

fied the appropriation of good with those who are purified from
evils and the falses thence derived, thus [who are prepared] to

receive Divine Truth. The case herein is this ; the first principle

of all which is appropriated to man is good, and subsequently
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trn'h ; the reason is, because good is the ground, and truth is

the seed, thus in like manner good adopts truth, and conjoins

it to itself, because it loves it as a parent ; for there is a celestial

conjugial principle subsisting between good and truth; and
good is what makes the life appertaining to man, inasmuch as

good is of the will, and the will of man is the man himself;

whereas truth does not make the life appertaining to man, only

so far as it is derived from good, since truth is of the under-

standing, and the understanding without the will is not the man
himself, it is only an entrance to the man, for he is entered

through the understanding. Man may be compared with a

house, in which are numerous chambers, one of which leads into

another ; those who are in truths only as to the understanding
are not in any chamber of the house, but only in the court [atri-

um] ; but so far as truth by the understanding enters into the

will, so far it enters into the chambers, and dwells in the house
;

man also in the Word is compared to a house, and the truth which
is of the understanding alone is compared to a court ; but the

truth which has been made also of the will, and is there become
good, is compared to an inhabited chamber and to a bed-chamber
itself. That good is the principle which first of all is appropriated
to man from the Lord, is manifest from his infancy and early

childhood ; for it is well known that at that time he has the

good of innocence and the good of love towards parents and
towards his nurse, and the good of charity towards infant com-
panions ; the good flows-in from the Lord with infants, that it

may serve in advancing age for the first [principle] of the Lord's
life appertaining to man, and thereby for a plane to receive

truths ; this is also preserved with man, when he grows up, if he
does not destroy it by a life of evil and the faith of the false

thence derived. When mention is made of good, thereby is

meant charity towards the neighbor, and love to the Lord, for

all that which is of love and charity is good. That good is in

the first place, and truth in the second, with those who are re-

generating, although it appears otherwise, may be seen n. 3325,

3191, 3539, 3518, 3556, 3563, 3570, 4925, 4926, 4928, 4930,
6258, 6269. 6272, 6273.

10,111. "To sanctify them"—that hereby is signified that

they may be in truths from good derived from the Lord, ap-

pears from the signification of being sanctified, as denoting to

represent the Lord and the holy things which are from Him', see
n. 9956, 9988, thus in the spiritual sense it denotes to be led by
the Lord, since the Lord alone is holy, and every thing holy
proceeds from Him, n. 8806, 9229, 9479, 9688, 9818,^9820;
hence it is evident that to receive truths by good from the Lord,
thus faith by love from Him to Him, is to be sanctified ; not that

man considered in himself is on this account holy, but the Lord
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with him, for faith and love are the Lord with man, because the)

are continually from Him.
10,112. " And a stranger shall not eat "—that hereby is

signified no appropriation of good with those who do not ac-

knowledge the Lord, is manifest from the signification of a

stranger, as denoting those who are mit of the church, see n.

2049, 2115, T996 ; and those are said to be out of the church,
who do not acknowledge the Lord. With the Israelitish na-

tion, those were said to be out of the church who did not ac-

knowledge Jehovah for their God, and suffer themselves to be
instructed in the rituals of the church ; those who acknow-
ledged, and suffered themselves to be instructed, were called

sojourners, who had the same privilege with the home-born,
as may be seen, n. S007, 8013, 9196; and from the significa-

tion of eating, as denoting the appropriation of good, see n.

10,109. The reason why there is no appropriation of good with

those who do not acknowledge the Lord is, because for man
to acknowledge his God is the first [principle] of religion, and
with Christians to acknowledge the Lord is the first [principle]

of the church, for without acknowledgment there is no commu-
nication given, consequently no faith, thus no love ; hence the

primary [tenet] of doctrine in the Christian church is, that

without the Lord there is no salvation : for whatsoever a man
calls true and believes, and whatsoever he calls good and loves,

cannot be called true and good, unless it be from the Divine,

thus unless it be from the Lord ; for that man from himself

cannot believe, and do good, but that all truth and all good
comes from above, is also well known. Hence it is manifestly

evident that those within the church who do not acknowledge
the Lord, cannot have faith, thus neither can they have love to

God, consequently neither can they be saved. This was repre-

sented amongst the Israelitish nation by their acknowledging
Jehovah for their God, and by their worship being accepted
and called holy, and they were then sanctified, whatsoever was
their quality as to the interiors ; for representatives were only

external, and with that nation it was sufficient to be in externals,

as may be seen in what is cited, n. 9320 ; those therefore of

that nation who did not acknowledge Jehovah, but another

God, notwithstanding they sacrificed in like manner, and in

like manner worshiped, were still rejected from the church,

as those who worshiped Baal, and other gods. Hence it may
be manifest what is the lot of those in the other life, who have
been born within the church, and yet in heart deny the Lord,

whatsoever may be their quality as to moral life; by abundant
experience also it has been given me to know, that they cannot

be saved ; which the Lord also teaches openly in John, " He
that helieveth in the Son, hath eternal life, but he who believeih
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not the Son, shall not see life, but the wrath of God abideth in

him" iii. 36. But as to what concerns the nations out of the

church, those who from their religious principle have lived in

any species of charity towards their neighbor, and in any
species of love to God the Creator of the universe under a

human form, are in the other life accepted by the Lord and
saved

;
for, when instructed by the angels, they acknowledge

the Lord, and believe in Him, and love Him, as may be seen n.

2589 to 2604.

10.113. "Because they are holy"—that hereby is signified

because they are Divine, appears from the signification of holy

things, as denoting what are from the Lord, see above, n. 10,111,

—thus what are Divine.

10.114. " And if there should have been [any thing] left of

the flesh of fillings and of the bread until the morning"—that

hereby are signified the spiritual and celestial goods, which were
not conjoined to the new state, appears from the signification of

what was left of the flesh and of the bread, as denoting that it

was not appropriated, for by eating is signified to appropriate,

n. 10,109, thus by what was not eaten, is signified what was
not appropriated ; and from the signification of flesh, as denoting
good, see n. 7850, 9127 ; and from the signification of fillings,

as denoting what is receptive, see n. 10,076, 10,110 ; hence by
the flesh of fillings is signified the reception of truth in good,

consequently their conjunction; but in this case non-reception

and non-conjunction, because what was left of the flesh is

understood; and from the signification of bread, as denoting

celestial good, which is inmost good, see n. 10,077 ; and from
the signification of morning, as denoting a new state, see n.

8211, 8427; from which considerations it is evident, that by
what was left of the flesh of fillings and of the bread until the

morning, are signified the spiritual and celestial goods, which
were not conjoined to a new state ; for by the flesh of the sacri-

fice is signified spiritual good, which is the good of charity

towards the neighbor, and by the bread of the sacrifice celestial

ffood, which is the s;ood of love to the Lord. "What is further

meant by non-conjunction to a new state, it may be expedient

briefly to relate. A new state is every state of the conjunction

of good and truth, which occurs when the man, who is being
regenerated, acts from good, thus from the affection of the good
which is of love, and not as heretofore from truth, or from
obedience only ; it is also a new state, when those who are in

heaven are in the good of love, which state is there called morn-
ing, for the states of love and of faith vary there, as mid-day,
evening, twilight, and morning, in the earths, and it is also a

new state, when an old church ceases, and a new one com-
mences ; all these new states in the Word are signified by
morning ; each of them has been treated of in the above explica-
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tions of Genesis and Exodus throughout. Similar things are

signified by the law, that nothing should be left of the flesh of

the paschal cattle until the morning, and that the residue of it

should be burned with fire, Exod. xii. 10; also by the law, that

the fat of the feast should not be kept all night until the morn ing,

Exod. xxiii. 18. Similar things are also signified by the law,

that the residue of the flesh of the eucharistic sacrifice should be
likewise eaten on the following day, but should be burnt on the

third day, Levit. vii. 16, 17, 18
;
chap. xix. 6, 7 ;

by the third

day is also signified a new state, as maybe seen, n. 4901, 5123,

5159. The reason why it was so granted was, because the

eucharistic sacrifices were votive and voluntary sacrifices, not so

much for the sake of purification and sanctification as the rest,

but that they might eat together in the holy place, and testify

joy of heart from Divine worship ; and those meals, which
they called holy, excited gladness in them more than all other

worship. Similar things are also signified by the law respecting

the manna, that they should not leave any thing of it until

the morning, on which subject it is thus written in Moses,
" Moses said, let not a man [vir] leave of the manna until the

m iirning ; but they obeyed not Moses, for they left of it until the

morning, and it produced worms and stank,'" Exod. xvi. 19, 20.

10,115. " Then thou shalt burn what is left with fire "—that

hereby is signified their dissipation, appears from the significa-

tion of what is left of the flesh and of the bread, as denoting

what was not appropriated, as above, n. 10,114 ; and from the

signification of burning with fire, as denoting to dissipate, in

this place by the loves which are of man's propriurn,—thus by
the evils which are of those loves. For by fire is signified love

in eacli sense, in this case proper love, which is the love of self.

That this love is signified by fire, may be seen n. 1297, 2146,

5"71, 5215, 6314, 6832, 7575 ; and that the proprium of man is

nothing but evil, n. 210, 215, 694, 874, 875, 876, 987, 1023,

1041, 3812, 5660 ; that proper love [or the love peculiar to the

proprium] is here signified, is, because by what was left until

the morning is signified that which was not conjoined fo good,

n. 10,114 ; and what cannot be conjoined, this is not from the

Divine but from the proprium. That this was unclean, thus

evil, is manifest from Moses, "He who eateth what is left until

tin morning, shall bear his iniquity, and that soul shall he cut

off from his people,*' Levit. xix. 7, 8. Again, " If in eating

tin n be < <({< n of the
fi,

si,
,,f the < ucharistic sacrifice on the third

day, he that ofl'ereth it shall not be accepted, nor shall it be

imputed unto him, it shall be an abomination, and the soul

which hath eaten of it shall bear its iniquity," Levit. vii. 16,. 17,

18 ; in like manner it is manifest from this consideration, that

what was left of the inannfl " produced worms and stank,"

Exod. xvi. 20.
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10.116. " It shall not be eaten "—that hereby is signified it

shall not be appropriated, is evident from the signification of

oating, as denoting to appropriate, see above, n. 10,106.

10.117. " Because it is holy "—that hereby is signified what
is Divine, to which it shall not be conjoined, because hence

comes what is profane, appears from the signification of what
is holy, as denoting what is Divine, see above, n. 10,111. The
reason why it is not conjoined to it is, because by what was
left of the flesh and of the bread, is signified that it was not

conjoined, n. 10,114, thus also that it ought not to be con-

joined ; that this is the proprium of man, which is nothing but
evil, may be seen above, i: 10,115, and to conjoin what is

Divine with the proprium of man, thus with evil, is to profane

it, n. 6348, 9298. Hence it is said, that whosoever eateth of what
is left until the morning, profanes the holy thing of Jehovah,

and that that soul shall be cut off from his people, Levit. xix.

7, 8 ; and also that the flesh of the sacrifice, which touched any
unclean thing, should be burnt with fire, Levit. vii. 19. From
these considerations it is now evident, that the profanation of

what is holy is signified by eating the flesh and bread of the

sacrifice on the day following.

10.118. " And thus thou slialt do to Aaron and to his sons
"

—that hereby is signified this representative of the glorification

of the Lord, and His influx into the heavens and into the

church, appears from the representation of Aaron, as denoting
the Lord as to Divine Good, see n. 9809 ; and from the repre-

sentation of his sons, as denoting the Lord as to Divine Spi-

ritual Good, see n. 10,068 ; and from the signification of doing
thus, that, is, anointingthem and filling their hands, and thereby
inaugurating them into the priesthood, as denoting that they
may represent the Lord as to the glorification of His Human,
and influx thence into the heavens and into the church ; for

anointing was a representative ofthe glorification of His Human,
and the filling of the hand was a representative of His influx

thence into the heavens and into the church. That anointing

represented the Divine Good of the Lord in His Divine Human,
see n. 9954, consequently glorification, which is the tmition of

the Divine Human with the Divine Itself, which is called the

Father, n. 10,053 ; and that the filling of the hand represented

the Divine Power of the Lord by Divine Truth in the heavens
and in the church, and its communicative and receptive [prin-

ciple] there, n. 10,019,—thus its influx.

10.119. " According to all which I have commanded thee"

—

that hereby is signified according to the laws of Divine Order,

is manifest from the signification of commanding, when con-

cerning Jehovah, that is, the Lord, as denoting according to the

laws of Div'ne Order, for whatsoever the Lord commands is

according to Divine Order, tints according to its laws, for the
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Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord in

the heavens, thus the Lord there, is order itself; wherefore
every thing which the Lord commands is a law of order; that

the laws of order are the Divine Truths of the Lord, may he seen

n. 1728, 2247, 2258, 5703, 7995, 8512, 8700, 8988.

10.120. " Seven days thou shalt fill their hand "—that hereby
is signified a representative of the plenary power of the Lord in

the heavens by influx from the Divine Good of the Divine Love
of His Divine Human, appears from the signification of seven

days, as denoting a full state or what is plenaiy, see n. 6508,

7228 ; and from the signification of tilling the hand, as being a
representative of the Divine Power of the Lord in the heavens,

and the communicative and receptive principle there, see n.

10,019; and since this is effected by influx from the Divine
Good of His Divine Love from His Divine Human, therefore

this also is signified.

10.121. Yerses 36 to 46. And a bullock of sin thou shalt

offer every day on the propitiations, and thou shalt cleansefrom
sin upon the altar inpropitiating tJeyselfupon it, andthou shall

anoint it to sanctify it. Seven days thou shalt propitiate upon
the altar, and shall sanctify it, and t/ie altar shall be the holy of
holies ; every one touching the altar shall be sanctified. And th is

is what thou, shalt offer upon the altar : two lambs the sons of a
year every day, continually. One lamb thou shalt offer in the

morning, and the other lamb thou shalt offer between the evenings.

And a tenth offinefour mired with bruised oil, thefourth of a
hin, and a libation of thefourth of a hin of wine with the first

lamb. And the second lamb thou shalt offer between the evenings,

according to the morning meat-offering, and according to the

libation thereof thou shalt offer it, for an odor of rest, an
offering made by fire unto Jehovah ; and a burnt-offering con-

tinually throughout your generations, at the door of the tent of
the congregation before Jehovah, where I will meet you to speak
there unto thee. And there Iwill meet the sons of Israel, and he

shall be sanctified with My glory. And I will sanctify the tent

of th* congregation and the altar, and Aaron <uul his sons, to

perform the office of the priesthood to Me. And, Iwill dwell in
the midst of the sons of Israel, and I will be to Ihemfor a God.
And they sh<dl know that I am Jehovah their God, who brought
tin'm forth out of the land of Egypt, to dwell Myself in the

midst of them : I am, Jehovah their God. And a bullock of sin

thou shalt offer every day on the propitiations, signifies the

continual removal of evils and thence of falses in the natural

man by the good of innocence from the Lord. And thou shalt

cleanse from sin upon the altar, signifies purification from evils

in heaven and in the church. In propitiating thyself upon it,

signifies thereby the faculty of receiving good from the Lord.

And thou shalt anoint it, signifies inauguration to represent the
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Divine Good of love from the Lord in heaven and in the church.

To sanctify it, signifies thereby the Lord there. Seven days
thou shalt propitiate upon the altar, signifies what is full as to

influx into heaven and into the church. And shalt sanctify it,

signifies to receive the Lord. And the altar shall be the holy

of holies, signifies the celestial kingdom, where the Lord is

present in the good of love. Every one touching the altar shall

be sanctified, signifies every one who receives the Divine prin-

ciple of the Lord. And this is what thou shalt offer upon the

altar, signifies what in general concerns the reception of the

Lord in heaven and in the church. Two lambs the sons of a

year every day, signifies the good of innocence in every state.

Continually, signifies in all Divine worship. One lamb thou
shalt offer in the morning, signifies the removal of evils by the

good of innocence from the Lord in a state of love and of light

thence derived in the internal man. And the other lamb thou
shalt offer between the evenings, signifies the like in a state of

light and of love in the external man. And a tenth of fine flour

mixed with bruised oil, the fourth of a hin, signifies spiritual

good derived from celestial, as much as [is needful] for con-

junction. And a libation of the fourth of a hin of wine, signifies

spiritual truth as much as [is needful] for conjunction. With
the first lamb, signifies this is in the internal man. And the

second lamb thou shalt offer between the evenings, signifies the

removal of evils by the good of innocence from the Lord in a
state of love and of light thence derived in the external man.
According to the morning meat-offering, and according to the

libation thereof thou shalt offer it, signifies spiritual good de-

rived from celestial and the truth thereof, so much as [is needful]

for conjunction. For an odor of rest, signifies what is percep-

tive of peace. An offering made by fire unto Jehovah, signifies

from the Divine Love of the Lord. And a burnt-offering con-

tinually, signifies all Divine worship in general. Throughout
your generations, signifies what is perpetual in the church. At
the door of the tent of the congregation, signifies the conjunc-
tion of good and of truth. Before Jehovah, signifies from the

Lord. Where I will meet you to speak there unto thee, signifies

His presence and influx. And there I will meet the sons of

Israel, signifies the presence of the Lord in the church. And
he shall be sanctified with My glory, signifies what is recep-

tive of Divine Truth from the Lord. And 1 will sanctify

the tent of the congregation, signifies what is receptive of
the Lord in the inferior heavens. And the altar, signifies what
is receptive of the Divine from the Lord in the superior hea-
vens. And Aaron and his sons to perform the office erf the
priesthood to Me, signifies a representative of the Lord iu

both as to the work of salvation. And I will dwell in the
midst of the sons of Israel, signifies the presence of the Lord
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and His influx by good in heaven and in the church ; and I

will be to them for a God, signifies the presence of the Lord
and His influx into truth in the church. And they shall know
that I am Jehovah their God, signifies a perceptive principle

that from the Lord is all good and all truth. Who brought them
forth out of the land of Egypt, signifies salvation from hell by
the Lord. To dwell Myself in the midst of them, signifies the

Divine of the Lord, that it is the all in all of heaven and of the

church. I am Jehovah their God, signifies from which is all

the good of love and the truth of faith.

10,122. " And a bullock of sin thou shalt offer every day on
the propitiations"—that hereby is signified the continual re-

moval of evils and of the falses thence derived in the natural

man by the good of innocence from the Lord, appears from the

signification of a bullock, as denoting the good of innocence,

see n. 9391, 9990 ; and from the signification of sin, as denoting
purification from evils and the falses thence derived, for by sin

is meant the sacrifice of sin, n. 10,039, and by the sacrifice of

sin is signified purification from evils and falses, n. 9939, 9990,

10,022, 10,053. The reason why it is called the removal of

evils and the falses thence derived is, because the evils and falses

appertaining to man are not ejected, but are only removed, as

may be seen in what is cited, n. 10,057 ; and from the signifi-

cation of every day as denoting continually ; and from the sig-

nification of propitiations, as denoting the reception of the good
of love and of faith from the Lord after the removal of evils and
of the falses thence derived, see n. 9506. It is said the removal
of evils and of the falses thence derived, inasmuch as all falses

are from evil, wherefore s<> far as evil is removed, so far falses

an- removed. The case herein is this ; all things in heaven have

reference f" good and the truth thence derived ; but all things

in hell have reference to evil and the false thence derived ; hence

in like manner in man, all things appertaining to him, which arc

from heaven, have reference to good and truth, but all things

appertaining to him, which are from hell, have reference to what

is evil and false : or what is the same tiling, all things apper-

taining to man, which are from the Lord, have reference to what

i> good and true ; but all things which are from the man him-

self have reference to what is evil and false. Now as those are

the principles, to which all things in the universe have reference,

and man is a receptacle of them, therefore there are two things

appertaining to man which receive them, one is called the will,

and the other the understanding : the will is the receptacle of

what is good or of what is evil, and the understanding is the re-

ceptacle of what is true or what is false ; the will which is from

the Lord, which is also called the new will, is the receptacle of

what is good ; and the understanding which is from the Lord,

which is also called the new understanding, is the receptacle ot
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what is true ; but the will, which is from the propriuin of man,

and is also called the old will, is the receptacle of what is evil

,

and the understanding which is from the propriuin of man and

is also called the old understanding, is the receptacle of what is

false ; into this latter understanding, and into this latter will,

man is born from his parents ; but into the former understand-

ing and into the former will, man is born from the Lord, as is

the case when he is regenerating, for when man is regenerating,

he is conceived and born anew. Man is so created, that the will

and the understanding make a one, so that those two principles

together constitute one man; for the understanding is given to

man that he may understand truth, but to the end that it may
be implanted in the will and become good, and so far as it be-

comes of the will, so far it is in the man, for the will is the in-

most principle of man, and is the esse of his life, but the under-

standing is an exterior principle, and exists thence ; for what a

man wills, that he loves, and what he loves, that he feels to be
delightful, and therefore calls it good ; the understanding favors

it, and confirms it by reasons, and these he calls truths ; hence
it is that the will and the undestanding in reality make a one,

but that it appears otherwise, as is the case when the man un-

derstands what is true, and yet wills what is evil ; nevertheless

that same man, when he is left to himself, and thinks from him-

self, understands altogether as he wills, that is, as he loves. The
reason why a man who wills what is evil, can still speak what is

true, and also do what is good, is grounded in hypocrisy, to

which truth and good are subservient as means ; such a man,
if those means are taken away from him, and he is left in free-

dom, rushes into evils according to the lusts of his will and fa-

vors them by his intellectual faculty : this is especially evident

from persons of like character in the other life, where every

one comes into a state similar to that of his will ; and on this

occasion those who have not received a new will from the Lord,

rush into evils of every kind, and think such things as favor

evils, howsoever in the world they have spoken and acted alto-

gether otherwise : for the law of Divine Order is, that the will

and the understanding should make one mind, thus one man,
consequently that the whole man should be either in heaven
or in hell, and not hang between both, that is, with the eye look

to those things which are of'heaven, and with the heart to those

things which are of hell ;—by the heart is meant the will and
by the eye the understanding.

10,123. " And thou shalt cleanse from sin upon the altar"

—

that hereby is signified purification from evils in heaven and in

the church, appears from the signification of cleansing, as de-

noting to purify ; and from the signification of sin, as denoting

evil, for all evil from man is called sin ; and from the significa-

tion of the altar, as being a representative of the Lord as to
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Divine Good and the worship of Him, see n. 9714, 9964 ; here
as to Divine Good in heaven and in the church: since the sub-

ject of the influx, the presence, and the reception of the Lord
there is still continued, it is from this ground that by the altar

is also signified heaven and the church as to the reception ot

Divine Good from the Lord there ; for it is the Divine of the

Lord which makes heaven and the church, inasmuch as tho

Lord dwells there in His own, and not in man's proprium.
Hence also it is, that by the altar is likewise signified the man
himself in whom is heaven, or in whom is the church, thus in

whom is the Lord, and abstractedly from person the altar de-

notes the good itself, which from the Lord appertains to the

angels of heaven and to the men of the church. In these senses

the altar is spoken of in the Apocalypse, " There was given to

me a reed like unto a staff, and the angel stood near, and said,

measure the temple of God and the altar, and those who worship
in it," Apoc. xi. 1. In this passage the temple of God and
the altar denote heaven and the church, the temple denotes the

spiritual church, and the altar the celestial church ; to measure
denotes to know the quantity and quality of truth and ofgood,

wherefore it is not only said, measure the temple and the altar,

but also those who worship in it ; that the temple denotes the

spiritual church, may be seen, n. 3720 ; and that to measure
denotes to know the state of a thing as to truth and good n.

9603. Again, " I heard another angelfrom the altar say, Lord
God Omnipotent, true and just are thy judgments," Rev. xvi.

7. From the altar denotes from the inmost heaven, where
celestial good reigns,—celestial good is the good of love to the

Lord. And in Jeremiah, " The Lord hathforsaken His altar,

He hath abominated His sanctuary," Lam. ii. 7 ; where to for-

sake the altar and the sanctuary denotes every thing of the

church, the altar every thing of the church as to good, and
the sanctuary every thing of the church as to truth.

10,124. "In propitiating thyself upon it"—that hereby is

signified thus the faculty of receiving good from the Lord, is

evident from the signification of propitiating upon the altar, as

denoting the implantation of good from the Lord, and its recep-

tion by a man of the church, and by an angel of heaven, sub-

sequent to the removal of evils and of the falses thence derived,

see n. 9506 ; for by the altar, as was shown just above, n. 10,123,

is signified heaven and the church as to the reception of good
from the Lord. Now as by the altar is signified heaven and
the church where celestial good reigns, which is the good ot

love from the Lord to the Lord, it may be expedient briefly to

state how it is with the reception of good in tlie celestial king*

doin. That heaven is distinguished into two kingdoms, one
of which is called the celestial kingdom, and the other the

spiritual kingdom, lias been frequently said above ; in each
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kingdom good is implanted by truth, but with those who are

in the spiritual kingdom, good is implanted by truth in the

intellectual part, whereas with those who are in the celestial

kingdom, good is implanted by truth in the will part. The
implantation of good by truth, with those who are in the spi-

ritual kingdom, is effected in another manner, than with those

who are in the celestial kingdom ; with those who are in the

spiritual kingdom, truth is implanted in the external or natural

man, and there first becomes science, and sc far as man is

affected by it, and forms his life according to it, it is called

forth into the intellectual principle, and becomes faith and
at the same time charity towards the neighbor; this charity

constitutes his new will principle, and this faith his new
intellectual principle, and both his conscience. But with those

who are in the celestial kingdom, truth does not become sci-

ence, nor faith, nor conscience, but it becomes reception in

the good of love, and so far as the life is formed according to

it, it becomes perception, which grows and is perfected with

them according to love ; this is effected every day, whilst they

are ignorant of it, almost as in the case of infants. The reason

why it is effected whilst they are ignorant is, because it does

not remain as science in their memory, neither does it tarry as

something intellectual in the thought, but it passes immediately
into the will principle and becomes incorporated into the life.

Wherefore these latter do not see truth, but perceive it; and
they perceive it in such a degree and according to such a qua-

lity, as is in agreement with the good of love from the Lord to

the Lord in which they are principled ; hence much difference

prevails herein amongst them. And since they perceive truth

from good, they in no wise confirm it by reasons, but when
truths are treated of, the}' say only, either yea, yea, or nay,

nay. These are they who are meant by the Lord in Matthew,
"Let your discourse be yea, yea, nay, nay, what is beyond these

isfrom evil," v. 36 ; for to reason about truths whether they

be so, is not from good, since in such case truth is not per-

ceived, but is only believed from authority, and thence from
self-confirmation

; and what a man believes from authority, is

the [belief] of others in himself, and is not his own; and what
is only believed thence from confirmation, this appears after

confirmation as truth, although it be false ; as may evidently
appear from the faith of every religious person, and from the

variety thereof in the universal world. Hence it is evident
what is the difference, and what the quality of the difference

between those who are of the Lord's celestial kingdom, and
those who are of His spiritual kingdom. The cause of the

difference is, because the former turn the truths of the church
immediately into goods by life, but the latter abide in truths

and prefer faith to life. Those who turn the truths of the
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church immediately into goods by life, thus who are of the

celestial kingdom, are described by the Lord in Mark, chap,

iv. 26, 27, 28, 29, and in numerous other passages. Concerning
the difference between the celestial kingdom and the spiritual

kingdom, see what is cited, n. 9277.

10,125. " And shalt anoint it "—that hereby is signified

inauguration to represent the Divine Good of love from the

Lord in heaven and in the church, appears from the significa-

tion of anointing, as denoting inauguration to represent the

Lord as to the Divine Good of the Divine Love from His
Divine Human, see n. 9474, 9954, 10,019, in this place from
the Lord in heaven and in the church, for the subject treated

of is His influx and reception there. Whatsoever represents the

Lord, represents Him also with the men of the church, and
with the angels of heaven,—thus heaven and the church, since

the men in whom the church is, constitute the church in general,

and the angels in whom heaven is, constitute heaven in general

;

nevertheless the men themselves, viewed in themselves, do not

constitute the church, but the Lord with them ; so neither do
the angels, viewed in themselves, constitute heaven, but the Lord
with them ; for the Lord does not dwell in any proprium of

man and of angel, but in His own appertaining to them ; hence

it is, that when mention is made of the church and of heaven,

the Divine of the Lord is meant appertaining to those who are

there. From these considerations it is evident in what maimer
it ought to be apprehended, that the Lord is the all in all ot

heaven and of the church, and that the Lord Himself is heaven

and the church. This is also manifest from the doctrine known
and received in the Christian world, that all the good of faith

and of love is from God, and nothing from man, and that

whatever is from man, as from himself, is not good ; hence also

it is, that no one has merit, nor justice, from any thing of his

own. These observations are made to the intent that it may
be known what the Lord is in heaven and in the church, thus

what heaven and the church are ; and hence what representative

of Him is denoted by the altar and its anointing, which is the

subject here treated of. All things were anointed which were

to represent the Lord, and ttie Divine things which are from

the Lord, as the altar, the tent of the congregation, the tables

which were therein, the candlestick, the ark, Aaron himself,

his sons, and their garments, and when they were anointed,

they were called holy; not that the oil induced any holiness,

but because they thus represented Divine things from the Lord,

which alone are holy. The reason whvoil was applied to that

use. was, hccause oil signified the good of love, and the Divine

Good of the Divine Love is the Divine itself, for it is the esse

itself of all things; thus to represent it, inauguration was

effected by o.
:

l. The Divine itself, which is the esse of all things,
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was In the Lord alone, for Tie was conceived of Jehovah ; and
every man lias from his father the esse of his life, which is called

his soul ; hence it is manifest that the Divine Good of the Divine

Love was in the Lord's Human, as the sonl of a father in a

son ; and as with man nothing lives hut his sonl, for the body
without the soul does not live, and as every thing of the body
is produced from the sonl, thus to a resemblance of it, that the

soul may be in an adequate state and accommodated to func-

tions in the ultimates of order, which are in the world, it. hence
follows, that the esse itself in the Human of the Lord was
Jehovah, which is the Divine Good of the Divine Love ; and
the esse of life makes every thing which thence exists to its own
likeness; thus the Lord, from the Divine which was in Himself,

thus which was of Himself, made also His Human the Divine

Good of the Divine Love. In the Athanasian creed, moreover,

which contains the faith received throughout the Christian world,

it is said, As the body and soul is one man, so the Divine and the

Human in theLordis one Christ; he therefore who is acquainted

with the union of the soul in the body, and the resemblance of

the former to the latter, may in some measure know the union

of the Divine and the Human in the Lord, and the resemblance
of the one to the other, and hence might know, that the Divine
[principle] which is called the Father, and the Human which
is called the Son, were one, and one in the other, that is, the

Father in Him and He in the Father, according to the Lord's

words in John, chap. x. 30
;
chap. xiv. 10, 11. But since at

this day it is not known what the soul is, and scarcely that it is

from the Father, and that the body is its resemblance, and that

those two are one as what is prior and what is posterior, or as

an esse and what thence exists, therefore man has separated the

Divine from the Human in the Lord, and has distinguished

them into two natures, and hence has conceived no other idea

of the Lord's Human than as of the human of a man ; when
yet the soul of a man derived from his father is finite, and has

evil in it hereditarily, whereas the soul of the Lord, as being
from Jehovah, was infinite, and was nothing but the Divine
Good of the Divine Love, and hence His Human after glorifi-

cation was not as the human principle of a man. For the same
reason the Lord took up into heaven His Human glorified, that

is, made Divine from Himself, and left nothing of it in the

sepulchre, otherwise than is the case with man. That the Lord
glorified His body itself, even to its ultimates which are bones
and flesh, the Lord also manifested to His disciples, saying,
" Behold My hands and My feet, that 1 Myself am, handle Me
and see, ye/ 1 a spirit hath notjiesh and bones as ye see Me have"
Luke xx iv. 39 ; and still He entered through the doors that

were shut, and after that He had manifested Himself, became
invisible, John xx. 19; Luke xxiv. 31. These observations
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are made to the intent that it may be known, that the Lord
alone as to His Human was the anointed of Jehovah, yet not

anointed with oil, but with the Divine Good itself of the Divine
Love, which is signified by oil, and which was represented by
anointing, as may be seen, n. 9951.

10.126. "To sanctify it"—that hereby is signified thus the

Lord there, appears from the signification of sanctifying, as

denoting to represent the Lord and the holy things which are

from Him, thus His presence in heaven and in the church, as

maybe seen above, n. 10,111. What is represented, that in the

internal sense is signified ; the Word in the letter consists of re-

presentatives of things celestial and spiritual, which are of hea-

ven and of the church, and therefore in the internal sense those

things are signified ; hence the Word of the Lord may be called

as it were heaven in ultimates, for in the ulti mates of heaven
all things which are seen and heard are representative of such
things as the angels in the superior heaven speak and think,

all which have reference to the truths of faith and to the goods
of love. The reason why in the ultimates of heaven such things

are representative is, because those who are in the ultimates of

heaven do not apprehend the interior things of angelic wisdom,
hut only such things as represent them ; it is also according to

Divine Order, that when superior things flow down into inferior,

they are turned into similar things, and are thereby presented

before the external senses, thus accommodated to the apprehen-
sion of every one ; hence it is that the Word in ultimates, that

is, in the sense of the letter, is representative, and thence sig-

nificative of the celestial and spiritual things which are in the

superior heavens, and hereby is also presented in a way of

accommodation to the apprehensions of men ; thus also it serves

the heavens for a basis and foundation.

10.127. " Seven days thou shalt propitiate upon the altar "

—

that hereby is signified what is full as to influx into heaven and
into the church, appears from the signification of seven days,

as denoting what, is full, of which we shall speak presently

;

and from the signification of propitiating, as denoting purifica-

tion from evils and the falses thence derived, of which also we
shall speak presently ; and from the signification of the altar,

as being a representative of the Divine Human of the Lord as

to Divine Good, as may be seen, n. 9388, 93S9, 9714, 9904,

here in heaven and in the church, n. 10,123. The reason why
the sacrifice from the bullock to propitiate and sanctify the altar

was to be offered seven days was, because seven days, like a

week, signified an entire period from beginning to end, greater

or lesser ; hence also seven days signify what is full. The
number three likewise signifies an entire period from beginning

to end, and hence also what is full, but with this difference,

that seven is applied where the subject treated of is concerning
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any thing holy, but throe when the subject treated of is concerning
any thing whatsoever. It is to be observed that all numbers in

the Word signify things, which is very well known in the other

life, where occasionally papers are let down from heaven to the

spirits beneath full of numbers, and such spirits as receive in

flux from the Lord know thence the things which are signified,

in a continual series, as if they were written with letters ; such
papers it has also been given to myself occasionally to see. And
it was stated, moreover, that some of the most ancient people,

who as to their interiors were in consort with the angels, involved

in numbers the things of their church, and heavenly arcana,

and stored them up as a memorial for themselves. Hence ft may
be manifest, that all numbers in the Word are significative of

things, for in the Word there is not the smallest expression

which is not significative, since it was written not only for men,
but also at the same time for the angels in heaven ; hence the

Word is the Divine passing through all the heavens. That all

numbers in the Word signify things, may be seen, n. 575, 1963,

1988, 2075, 2252, 3252, 4364, 4495, 4670, 5265, 6175, 9659.

That seven in the Word involves things holy, n. 395, 433, 716,

881, 5265, 5268 ; and that it signifies an entire period from
beginning to end, thus a full state, n. 6508, 9228. In like

manner a week, n. 2044, 3845. And also the number three,

n. 2788, 4495, 4901, 5123, 5159, 7715, 9198, 9488, 9489, 9825.

As to what concerns propitiating, it signifies purification from
evils and the falses thence derived, or what is the same thing,

their removal. And, since to propitiate and to expiate has this

signification, therefore also it involves the implantation of good
and of truth, and the conjunction of both from the Lord. The
reason why these things are involved is, because so far as man
is purified from evils and falses, so far good and truth are im-

planted and conjoined from the Lord ; wherefore taking the first

for granted, the second is taken for granted also ; for the Lord
is present with every man with the good of love, inasmuch as

He loves all, and from love is willing to conjoin them to Him-
self, which is effected by the good of love and the truth of

faith ; but evils and the falses thence derived, which man appro-

priates to himself by a life of evil, oppose and hinder influx
;

hence it is evident what is meant by propitiation and expiation,

see also n. 9506.

10,128. " And shalt sanctify it"—that hereby is signified to

receive the Lord, appears from the signification of being sanc-

tified, as denoting the reception of the Lord. The reason why
being sanctified lenotes the reception of the Lord is, because
the Lord alone is holy, and hence whatsoever proceeds from the

Lord is holy, therefore so far as man receives good, and with

good truth from the Lord, which are holy things, so far he re-

ceives the Lord; for whether we speak of receiving good and
vol. x. 9
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truth from the Lord, or the Lord, it is the same tiling; for good
and truth are of the Lord, because from Him, thus the}' are the

Lord in heaven and in the church. That the Lord alone is holy,

and that every holy thing proceeds from Him, and hence that to

receive Him is to be sanctified, may be seen, n. 9229, 9479,

9680,9818,9820,9956, 9988, 10,069. That to be sanctified

denotes the reception of the Lord, is also evident from this con-

sideration, that it is said thou shalt propitiate and sanctify, for

by propitiating or expiating is signified purification from evils

and the falses thence derived, and at the same time the implan-
tation of truth and of good from the Lord, n. 10,127 ; the im-
plantation of good and of truth from the Lord is the reception

of Him, thus sanctification. In like manner as above, it is said,

in this chapter, " They shall eat those things in which is what is

expiated, to fill their hand, to sanctify them" verse 33 ; where
by what is expiated is signified what is purified from evils and
the falses thence derived, n. 9056, 10,105 ; by filling the hand
is signified to implant good and truth, and to conjoin them, n.

10,075; thus by being sanctified is signified to receive those

things from the Lord, n. 10,111.

10,12#. " And the altar shall be the holy of holies "—that
hereby is signified the celestial kingdom, where the Lord is

present in the good of love, is manifest from the signification of

the altar, as a representative of the Lord as to Divine Good,
see n. 9388, 9389, 971-1, 9964 ; in this place as to Divine Good
in heaven and in the church, n. 10,123 ; and from the signifi-

cation of the holy of holies, as denoting celestial good, or the

good of love from the Lord. The reason why it is the celestial

kingdom, which is here signified by the altar, and the good in

that kingdom which is signified by the holy of holies, is, because
in that kingdom is received the good of love from the Lord to

the Lord, which is celestial good ; for there are two kingdoms
into which the heavens are divided, the celestial kingdom and
the spiritual kingdom ; in the celestial kingdom is received

the good of love from the Lord to the Lord ; and in the spiritual

kingdom is received the good of charity towards the neigh-

bor from the Lord, as may be seen in what is cited, n. 9277,

96S0, 10,068 ;
by the altar is represented the celestial kingdom,

or what is the same thing, is represented the Lord where He
is present in the good of love. And by the tent of the congre-

gation out of the vail is represented the spiritual kingdom, or

what is the same, the Lord where He is present in the good
of charity towards the neighbor ; the good of the spiritual

kingdom or spiritual good is called holy, but the good of the

celestial kingdom, or celestial good, is called the holy of holies.

The reason why celestial good, which is the good of love from

the Lord to the Lord, is called the holy of holies is, because the

Lord by that good immediately flows-in into the heavens, but
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by spiritual good, which is the good of charity towards the

neighbor, mediately, see n. 9473, 9683, 9873, 9992, 10,005.

It is said flo\vs-in, because the Lord is above the heavens,

and thence flows-in, n. 10,106
;
nevertheless, He is as it were

present in the heavens. That celestial good, which is the

good of love from the Lord to the Lord, is meant by the holy

of holies, is manifest from the passages in the Word where men-
tion is made of the holy of holies, as in Moses, " The vail shall

distinguish for you between the holy and the holy of holies j and
thou shalt give the propitiatory upon the ark of the testimony

in the holy of holies" Exod. xxvi. 33, 34; hence it is evident

that that [part] of the tent is called holy, which was out of the

vail, and that holy of holies which was within the vail. That
the tent or habitation out of the vail represented the Lord's

spiritual kingdom or the middle heaven, and that the tent or

habitation within the vail represented the Lord's celestial king-

dom, may be seen n. 9457, 9481, 9485, 10,001, 10,025 ; that

[part] of the tent which was within the vail, is called the sanc-

tuary of holiness, Levit'. xvi. 33. Now as by the ark, in which
was the testimony, and upon which was the propitiatory, was
represented the inmost heaven, where celestial good reigns,

therefore the secret place of the temple, where the ark of the

covenant was, is also called the holy of holies, 1 Kings vi. 16 ;

chap. viii. 6. The bread and the meat-offering, inasmuch as

they signified the good of love from the Lord to the Lord,
which is celestial good, are also called the holy of holies in

Moses, " The bread offaces or ofproposition shall be eaten by
A.aron and his sons in the holy place, because it is the holy of
holies of the offerings made by fire to Jehovah," Levit. xxiv. 9

;

that the bread effaces, or of pi'oposition, signifies celestial good,

may be seen n. 9545. Again, " The residue of the meat-offering
shall be for Aaron and his sons, the holy of holies of the offerings

made by fire to Jehovah," Levit. ii. 3, 10 ; that the meat-offering,

which was unleavened bread,cakes, and unleavened wafers mixed
with oil, denotes celestial good, or the good of love, may be seen
n. 4581, 9992, 10,109. Again, " Every meat-offering, the sa-

rifice of sin and of guilt, which is for Aaron and his sons, is

the holy of holies to Jehovah" Numb, xviii. 9. The reason why
those things were called the holy of holies was, because those

sacrifices signified purification from evils, and all purification

from evils is effected in a state of the good of innocence, which
good is also celestial good ; wherefore in the sacrifices of sin

and of guilt were offered she-lambs or he-lambs, or rams, or

bullocks, or turtle doves, as is manifest from Leviticus, chap. iv.

v., and by those animals that good is signified. That it is sig-

nified by lambs, may be seen n. 3994, 3519, 7840 ;—by sains,

n. 10,042 ;—by bullocks, n. 9391 ; and by turtle doves, is evi-

dent from the passages in the Word where they are named ; that
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purification from evils and regeneration is effected in a state of

innocence, may be seen, n. 10,021 : on this account those sacri-

fices are called the holy of holies also in Leviticus vi. 17
;
chap,

vii. 6; chap. x. 17; chap. xiv. 13. That the altar of burnt-
offering represented the Lord as to the good of love, and its re-

ceptive principle by angels and men, was shown above, therefore

it is thus said of it in Motes, " Thou shalt anoint the altar of
burnt-offering, and all its vessels, its laver, and its bases, and
shalt sanctify them that they may be the holy of holies ; every
one who toucheth them shall sanctify himself," Exod. xxx. 29.

The incense, [a portion] ofwhich was given before the testimony
in the tent of the congregation, is also called the holy of holies,

Exod. xxx. 36, because it signified celestial good in ultimates,

and also those things which proceed from that good, n. 9475.
And in Ezekiel, " This is the law of the house, on the head ofthe
mountain all its border round about, shall be the holy ofholies"
xliii. 12 ; the reason why the house with the border around it

is called the holy of holies is, because by the house of God is

signified the celestial kingdom, and in the supreme sense the

Lord as to the good of love, n. 3720 ; hence also it is said on the

head of the mountain, for by the head of the mountain the like

is signified, n. 6435, 9422, 9434. And in Daniel, " Seventy
weeks are decided ou the people and on the holy city, to sign

the vision and prophet, and to anoint the holy of holies" ix. 24;
speaking of the coming of the Lord, who alone is the anointed

of Jehovah, and alone holy, and also as to His Human is the

Divine Good of the Divine Love, thus the holy of holies. That
the Lord as to the Divine Human is alone the anointed of Jeho-
vah, may be seen n. 9954 ; that He alone is holy, n. 9229 ; and
that He is the Divine Good of the Divine Love, in what is cited,

n. 9199. The reason why celestial good is the holy of holies,

but spiritual good, holy, is, because celestial good is inmost

good, therefore also that good is the good of the inmost heaven
;

whilst spiritual good is the good thence proceeding, and on that

account is the good of the middle heaven, and this good is so

far good, and hence is so far holy, as it has in it celestial good,

for this latter flows-in into the former, and conceives it, and be-

gets it. as a father a son. By ceiestial good is meant the good of

love from the Lord to the Lord, and by spiritual <;ood is meant
the good of charity towards the neighbor from the Lord ; the

good itself of love to the Lord from the Lord is the holy of holies,

because the Lord by it conjoins Himself immediately, but the

good of charity towards the neighbor is holy, because the Lord
by it conjoins Himself mediately, and so far conjoins Himself,

as it has in it the good of love from the Lord. The good of love

to the Lord from the Lord is in all the good of charity which
is genuine, and likewise in all the good of faith which is ge-

nuine, for it flows-in i) )in the Lord.; for no one can love the
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neighbor, and from love do good to him from himself, but from

the Lord, and no one can believe in God from himself, but from

the Lord ; therefore when the Lord is acknowledged, and the

neighbor is loved, then the Lord is in the love towards the

neighbor whether man knows it or not ; this also is meant by
the^Lord's words in Matthew, "The just answered, Lord, when
saw we Thee hungry, and fed Thee, or thirsty and gave Thee to

drink ; when saw we Thee sick and in prison and came to Thee ;

but the king shall say unto them, verily I say unto you, inas-

much as ye have done it unto one of these least brethren ye have

done it unto Me" xxv. 37, 38, 39, 40. Hence it is evident that

the Lord is in the good of charity, and is that good, although

those who are in that good are ignorant of it. By brethren in

the proximate sense are meant those who are in the good of

charity, and in the sense abstracted from person, the brethren of.

the Lord are the goods themselves of charity, as may be seen

a. 5063 to 5071.

10,130. " Every one touching the altar shall be sanctified
"

—that hereby is signified every one who receives the Divine of

the Lord, appears from the signification of touching, as denot-

ing communication, translation, reception, of which we shall

speak presently ; and from the signification of the altar, as

being representative of the Lord as to the good of love, here in

heaven and the church, as may be seen above, n. 10,129 ; and
from the signification of being sanctified, as denoting to receive

the Divine of the Lord, see also above, n. 10,128. The reason

why to touch denotes communication, translation, and recep-

tion is, because the interiors of man put themselves forth by ex-

ternal things, especially by the touch, and thereby communi-
cate themselves with another, and transfer themselves to another,

and so far as the will is in further agreement, and makes one,

they are received ; whether we speak of the will or the love, it i

is the same thing, for what is of the love of man, this also is of

his will. Hence also it follows that the interiors of- man, which
are of his love and of the thought thence derived, put them-
selves forth by the touch, and thus communicate themselves
with another, and transfer themselves into another; and so far

as another loves the person or the things which the person speaks
or acts, so far they are received. This especially manifests itself

in the other life, for all in that life act from the heart, that is,

from the will or love, and it is not allowed to act from gestures

separate from thence, nor to speak from the mouth according to

pretence, that is, separately from the thought of the heart ; it

is there evident how the interiors communicate themselves with

another, and transfer themselves into another by the touch ; and
how another receives them according to his love. The will or

love of every one constitutes the whole man there, and the

rphere of the life thence flows forth from him as an exhalation
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or vapor, and encompasses him, and makes as it were himself
around him : resembling in a great measure the effluvia encom-
passing vegetables in the world, which is also made sensible at

a distance by odors ; also that encompassing beasts, of whicb
a sagacious dog is exquisitely sensible; such an effluvium also

diffuses itself from every man, as is moreover known from much
experience. When, however, man lays aside the body, and
becomes a spirit or an angel, then the effluvium or expiatory

principle is not material, as in the world, but is spiritual, flow-

ing forth from his love ; this then forms a sphere around him,
which causes his quality to be perceived at a distance by others.

Concerning this sphere see what was shown in the passages

cited, n. 9b'O0. Now as this sphere communicates with another,

and is there transferred into him, and is received by another

according to his love, hence many wonderful things there exist

which are unknown to man in the world; as 1st, That all pre-

sence is according to similitudes of loves, and all absence accord-

ing to their dissimilitudes, 2dly, That all are consociated ac-

cording to loves ; those who are in love to the Lord from the

Lord, consociate in the inmost heaven ; those who are in love

towards the neighbor from the Lord, consociate in the middle

heaven ; those who are in the obedience of faith, that is, who do

the truth for the sake of the truth, consociate in the ultimate

heaven ; but those who are in the love of self and of the world,

that is, who do what they do for the sake of themselves and

the world as ends, consociate in hell, 3dly, That all turn their

eyes to those whom they love ; those who love the Lord, turn

their eyes to the Lord as a sun ; those who love the neighbor

from the Lord, turn their eyes to the Lord as the moon ; in like

manner those who do the truth for the sake of the truth
;
(con-

cerning the Lord as the sun and as the moon, see what was

shown, n. 1521, 1529, 1530, 1531, 303(3, 3043, 4000, 4321,

5097, 5377, 7078, 70S3, 7171, 8044, 8812;) and what is won-

derful, in whatsoever direction they turn themselves, or to

whatsoever quarter, they still view the Lord before them. The

contrary is the case with those who are in hell, since the more

they are in the love of self, and in the love of the world, the

more they avert themselves from the Lord, and have Him to

the back; and this in whatsoever direction or to whatsoever

quarter they turn themselves. 4thly, When an angel of heaven

determinates his sight to others, in such case his interiors

are communicated and transferred into them, according to the

quantity and quality of his love; and are received by them

according to the quality and quantity of their love ;
wherefore if

by an angel of heaven the sight be determined to the good, the

effect is gladness and joy ; but if to the evil, the effect is grief

and torment. The reason, moreover, why by the touch of the

hand is also signitied communication, translation, and reception,
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is, because the active principle of the whole body is brought
together into the arms and into the hands, and interior things

are expressed in the Word by exterior. Hence it is that by the

arms, by the hands, and especially by the right hand, is signified

power, as may be seen in what was cited, n. 10,019, 10,023,

10,076 ; and hence by the hands whatever appertains to the

man is signified, thus the whole man so tar as he is an agent,

see what was cited, n. 10,019. Moreover, that all the external

senses, as sight, hearing, taste, and smell, have relation to the

touch, and are species of touch, is well known in the learned

world. That by touching is signified communication, transla-

tion, and reception, is manifest from numerous passages in the

Word, of which it is allowed to adduce the following, "Thou
shalt anoint the tent of the congregation, and the ark of the

testimony, and the table, and all its vessels, and the candlestick

and its vessels, and the altar of incense, and the altar of burnt-

offering, and all its vessels, and the laver and its base, and shall

sanctify them, that they may be the holy of holies
;
every one

who toucheth those things shall be sanctified" Exod. xxx. 26 to

29. Again, "Every thing which hath touched the residue of
the meat-offering, and the residue of the flesh of the sacrifices,

which are for Aaron and his sons, shall be sanctified," Levit. vi.

18, 27. And in Daniel, "The angel touched Daniel, and re-

stored him on his station and lifted him up on his knees ; and
touched his lijps, and opened his mouth ; and added to touch him,
and strengthened him," x. 10, 16, 18. And in Isaiah, " One
of the seraphim touched, my mouth with a burning coal, and said,

behold this hath touched thy lips, therefore thine iniquity hath
departed, and thy sin is expiated," vi. 7. And in Jeremiah,
" Jehovah put forth His hand, and touched my mouth, and said,

I give My words into thy mouth," i. 9. And in Matthew,
" Jesus stretching out the hand to the leper, touched him, say-

ing, I will, be thou cleansed, and immediately his leprosy was
cleansed," viii. 3. Again, "Jesus saw Peter's wife's mother
afflicted with a fever, and He touched her hand, and the fever

left her," Matt. viii. 11, 15. Again, "Jesus touched the eyes

of the blind, and their eyes were opened," Matt. ix. 29, 30.

Again, "Jesus touched the eyes of the two blind men, and they
immediately received sight," xx. 31. And in Luke, "Jesus
touched the ear of the wounded man, and healed him," xxii. 51.

And in Mark, "They brought to Jesus those who were sick,

thai at least they might touch the hem of His garment, and as

many as touched were made whole," vi. 56 ; Matt. xiv. 36.

And in Luke, " A woman laboring under a flux of blood
touched the hem of the garment of Jesus / and immediately the

flux of blood was staunched ; Jesus said, who is it that hath
touched Me ; some one hath touched Me, Iknow that virtue hath

goneforth from Me" viii. 11 to 48. And in Mark, "They
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brought infants to Jesus, that he should touch them ; and He
took tJiem up in his arms, laid His hands on them, and blessed

them,'
1

''

x. 13, 16. From these passages it is evident, that by
touching is signified communication, translation, and reception.

In like manner where it treats of things unclean, by which in

the internal sense are signified evils and falses which are from
the hells, as in Moses, "He that toucheth one that is dead, as to

every soul of man, shall be unclean seven days. Every one

that toucheth one that is dead, as to the soul of the man who dies,

and hath not expiated himself, hath polluted the habitation of
Jehovah, therefore this soul shall be cut off from Israel. Every
one who hath touched on the surface ofafield one thrust through

with a sword, or one that is dead, or the bone of a man, or a

sepxdchre, shall be unclean seven days. He that toucheth the

waters of separation shall be unclean to the evening. Every
thing which an unclean person hath touched shall become un-

clean ; and the soul wldch hath touched it shall be unclean until

the evening," Numb. xix. 11, 13, 16, 21, 22. Again. "He who
toucheth uncleanbeasts, unclean creeping things, shall be unclean
until the evening

;
every thing on which he shall fail shall

be unclean, whether vessel of wood, garment, waters, earthen
vessel, meat, drink, an oven, a fountain, a cistern, a receptacle

of waters, they shall be unclean," Levit. xi. 31 to 36 ; in like

manner, chap. v. 2, 3
;
chap. vii. 21. Again, " He that is in

a flux, is unclean; the man who shall touch his bed ; if he
shall sit upon a vessel on which he that hath a flux hath sat;

he who shall touch his flesh, or his garments ; if he that is

affected with a ftnx shall spit upon one that is clean ; the chariot

on which lie is carried, the earthen vessel, the vessel of wood, shall

be unclean," Levit. xvi. 1 to the end. Also he who touched
a leper, Levit. xxii. 4. Again, "If there shall fall any thing

from a dead body upon all seed of the sower, which is sown, it

shall be clean ; but if water hath been given upon the seed, and
a dead body shallfall upon it, it shall be unclean." Levit. xi. 37,

38. By those unclean things are signified various kinds ot

evils and of falses thence derived, which are from hell, and
which are communicated, transferred and received; each of the

unclean things signifies some specific evil ; for evils are what
render man unclean, inasmuch as they infect his soul ; also

from evil spirits and genii flow forth the evils of their hearts,

and according to the persuasions of evil they infect those who
are present ; this contagion is what is signified by the touch of
unclean things. And in Moses, " Of the fruit of the tree,

which is in the midst of the garden, ye shall not. eat, neit/ier

shall ye touch it, lest ye die," Gen. iii. 3. Again, " The angel,

who wrestled with Jacob, seeing that he did not prevail over
him, touched the hollow of his thigh, and the hollow of the

thigh shrank," Gen. xxxii. 26 Again, "Moses said, that
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they should not touch (my thing which belonged to Ivorali, Da-

than, and Abiram, lest they should be consumed for all their

sins," Numb. xvi. 26. And in Isaiah, " Depart ye, depart ye,

touch not the unclean thing, go forth from the midst of her, be

ye puritied that carry the vessels of Jehovah," Hi. 11. And in

Jeremiah, "They have wandered blind in the streets, they are

polluted with blood, those tilings which they cannot [pollute],

they touch with their garments : recede, he is unclean, they cry

to them, recede, touch not " Lam. iv. 14, 15. And in Haggai,
" Behold a man [vir] shall carry the flesh of holiness in the hem
[the wing] of his garment, and his hem toucheth bread, or wine,

or oil, or anyfood whatsoever, still it shall not be sanctified : If
one unclean in soul shall touch any of those tilings, still he shall

be unclean," ii. 12, 13, 11. And in Hosea, " To forswear, and
to lie, and to kill, and to steal, and to commit adultery, they

commit robbery, and bloods touch bloods / therefore the land

shall mourn," iv. 2, 3.

10.131. " And this is what thou shalt offer upon the altar
"

—that hereby is signified what in general concerns the recep-

tion of the Lord in heaven and in the church, is evident from
the signification of this is what thou shalt offer upon the altar,

as denoting what in general concerns the reception of the Lord
in the heavens ; for by the altar is signified the Divine of

the Lord in the heavens, n. 10, 129, thus also the reception

of Him ; and by this thou shalt offer upon it is signified what
in general concerns. For what follows is concerning the daily

burnt-offerings, and by them is represented in general what
concerns the reception of the Lord, for by the lambs is signified

the good of innocence, and the good of innocence is the only
[principle or good] which receives the Lord, for without the

good of innocence love to the Lord is not given, neither is cha-

rity towards the neighbor, nor faith which has life in it, nor
in general any good containing what is Divine, as may be seen
in what is cited, n. 10,021. Hence it is, that by this thou shalt

offer upon the altar, is signified what in general concerns the

reception of the Lord in heaven and in the church. When it

is said heaven, the church is also meant, for the heaven of the

Lord in the earths is the church, and in whomsoever the church
is, in him also is heaven, for the Lord is in him, and where
the Lord is, there is heaven ; the church also makes one with

heaven, for the one hangs from the other by an inseparable con-

nection ; the Word is what conjoins, in the Word is the Lord,
and the Lord is the Word, John i. 1 and following verses.

10.132. "Two lambs the sons of a year every day"—that

hereby is signified the good of innocence in every state, appears

from the signification of lambs, as denoting the good of inno-

cence, of which we shall speak presently, and from the signifi-

cation of the sons of a year, as denoting the quality of infancy,
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in which however truths are implanted, of which also we shall

speak presently ; and from the signification of every day, as

denoting in every state, for by day is signified state, and by the

morning of the day, and by its evening, in which the burnt-

offerings of lambs were offered, is signified every state. That
day denotes state, maybe seen, n. 893, 2788, 3462, 3785, 4850,

7680 ; and that changes of states are as the changes of the day
as to morning, mid-dav, evening, night, and again morning, n.

5672, 5962, 6110, 8426. That lambs denote the good of inno-

cence, is manifest from the passages in the Word where lambs
are mentioned, as in Isaiah, ''The wolf shall dwell together

with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the kid, and
the calf and the young lion, and the fading together ; and
a little child shall lead them y the suckling shall play on the

hole of the viper, and the weaned child shall lay his hand on
the den of the basilisk

;
they shall not corrupt themselves in

the whole mountain of My holiness. And it shall come to

pass in that day, the nations shall seek the root of Jesse, which
standeth for a sign for the people ; and His rest shall be glo-

rious," xi. 6, 8, 9, 10. In this passage is described the state of

peace and innocence in the heavens and in the church, after

that the Lord came into the world ; and because a state of peace
and innocence is described, mention is made of a lamb, of a

kid, and of a calf, also of a little child, a suckling, and a weaned
child, and by them all is signified the good of innocence,

the inmost good of innocence by a lamb, the interior good of

innocence by a kid, and the exterior good of innocence by a

calf; in like manner by a child, a suckling, and a weaned
child. The mountain of holiness denotes heaven and the

church, where the good of innocence prevails; the nations are

those who are in that good ; the root of Jesse is the Lord from

whom that good is derived; the good of love from Him to

Him, which is also called celestial good, is the good of inno-

cence. That a lamb denotes the good of innocence in general,

and specifically the inmost good of innocence, is manifest from

this consideration, that it is named in the first place, as well as

from the fact, that the Lord Himself is called a lamb, as will be

seen in what follows. That a kid denotes the interior good of

innocence, may be seen, n. 3519, 4871 ; that a calf or a bullock

denotes the exterior good of innocence, n. 430, 9391 ; that a

child denotes innocence, n. 5236 ; and in like manner a suck-

ling, a weaned child, or infant, n. 430, 2280, 3183, 3494, 5608.

That the mountain of holiness is where the good of love to the

Lord is, ii. 6435, 8758; ami thai nations are those who are in

that good, n. 1416, 6005. That the good of love to the Lord,

which is called celestial good, is the good of innocence, is

manifest from those who are in the inmost heaven, who, be-

cause they are in that good, appear naked and as infants, by
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reason that nakedness denotes innocence, in like manner infancy,

as may be seen in what is cited, n. 9277 : and n. 3887, 9G80. It

is saicl that the wolf shall dwell with the lamb, because by the

wolf are signified those who are opposed to innocence, as also in

the same prophet, '''•The wolf and the lamb shall feed together,

they shall not do evil, neither shall they destroy in the whole
mountain of My holiness," lxv. 25 ; and in Luke, " Jesus said

to the disciples, whom He sent forth, behold 1 send you as lambs

in the midst of wolves" x. 3. Inasmuch as the Lord, when
in the world, was, as to His Human, innocence itself; and be-

cause thence the all of innocence proceeds from Him, therefore

the Lord is called the lamb, and the lamb of God ; as in Isaiah,

" Send the lamb of the Governor of the earth from the rock to-

wards the wilderness to the mountain of the daughter of Zion,"

xvi. 1. Again, " He hath endured exaction, and was afflicted,

yet. He opened not His mouth, as a lamb He is led to the slaugh-

ti r," liii. 7. And in John, "John the Baptist saw Jesus coming,
and said, behold the lamb of God, who taketh away the sin of

the world," i. 29, 36. And in the Apoc, ''The Lamb who is in

the midst of the throne shallfeed them, and shall lead them to

living fountains of water," vii. 17 ; and in another place, "These
are they who have not been polluted with women, these are they

whofollow the Lamb whithersoever He goeth; these were brought

from men, thefirst-fruits to God and the Lamb" xvi. 4 ; besides

numerous other passages in the Apoc, as chap. v. 6, 8, 12, 13

;

chap. vi. 1, 16
;
chap. vii. 9, 10, 14

;
chap. xii. 11

;
chap. xiii.

8 ; chap. xiv. 1
;
chap. xv. 3 ;

chap. xvii. 14
;
chap. xix. 7, 9

;

chap. xxi. 9, 14, 22, 23, 26; chap. xxii. 1, 3. Now as lambs
denote those who are in innocence, therefore the Lord said to

Peter, tiv$t,feed My lambs, and afterwards, feed My sheejj, and
again, feed My sheep," John xxi. 15, 16, 17. Lambs in this

passage denote those who are in the good of love tu the Lord,

for these are in the good of innocence more than others ; but

sheep denote those who are in the good of charity towards the

neighbor, and those who are in the good of faith. The like is

signified by lambs in Isaiah, " Behold the Lord Jehovih cometli

in might, and His arm rnleth for Him ; as a shepherd He shall

feed His flock, into His arms He shall gather the lambs, in His
bosom Hesliall carry [t\\em],thesucklings He shall gently lead,"

xl. 10, 11 ; that these things were said of the Lord, is evident.

Inasmuch as by lambs are meant those who are in love to Him,
thus in the good of innocence, therefore it is said that He will

gather them into His arms, and carry them in His bosom ; for

they are conjoined to the Lord by love, and love is spiritual con
junction ; and on this account it is also added, that He will

gently lead the sucklings, for sucklings and infants denote those

who are in the good of innocence, n. 430, 2280, 3183, 3±y4
From these considerations it may now be manifest what is sig-
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niiied by the burnt-offerings and sacrifices of lambs, and why
they were to be made every day, every Sabbath, every new
moon, and every festival, and every day on the feast of the

passover ; and why at the feast of the passover, the lamb which
was called the paschal lamb was to be eaten, concerning which
it is thus written in Moses, " This mouth is to you the head
of months, this is to you the first of the months of the year

;

ye shall take cattle a male of the lambs or of the kids ; and
they shall take of the blood and shall give it upon the door
posts ; and on the threshold, and on the houses in which they
shall eat it

;
they shall not eat of it raw, or boiled in waters, hut

roast with tire," Exod. xii. I and following verses. By the

feast of the passover was signified the liberation of those from
damnation, who receive the Lord in love and faith, u. 9280, 9287
to 9292, thus who are in the good of innocence, for the good of

innocence is the inmost principle of love and of faith, and is their

soul; wherefore it is said, that they should give the blood thereof

upon the door posts, the threshold, and the houses, for where
the good of innocence is, thither hell cannot enter ; the reason

why they were to eat it roast with tire was, hecause by it was
signified the good of celestial love, which is the good of love to

the Lord from the Lord. Now because a lainh signitied inno-

cence, therefore when the days were fulfilled after child-birth, a
lamb the son of a year was offeredfor a bumt-oferiny, and the

sou of a dove or a turtle for sacritices, Levit. xii. 0. By the

sou of a dove, and by a turtle, in like manner as by a lamb, was
signitied innocence

;
by child-birth in the spiritual sense is signi-

tied the birth of the church, which is that of the good of love,

for no other birth is understood in heaven ; and by the burnt-

offering and sacritice from those tilings is signitied puritication

from evils by the good of innocence ; for this good is thai into

which the Divine liows-in, and by which it purines. The reason

why he who sinned through error was to otfcr a lamb, ova she-

yuatof the yoats, or two turtles, or two sons of the doots, accord-

ing to the olfence, Levit. v. 1 to 13, was, because sin through

error is sin from ignorance, and if in ignorance there is inno-

cence, puritication is effected. Concerning the JS'azarite also

it is said, that when he hath fulfilled his M azariteship, he shall

offer a ht-lamb the son of a year for a burnt-ottering, and a

she-lamb the daughter of a year for a sacritice of sin, and one

ram for an eucharistic sacritice, also a basket of things unlea-

vened, cakes mixed with oil, and wafers of things unleavened
anointed with oil, Numb. vi. 13, 14, 15. By all those things,

namely, by a he-iamb, a she-lamb, a ram, unleavened bread,

cakes, waters, and oil, are signitied celestial things, that is, those

which are of love to the Lord from the Lord. 1'lie reason why
those things were to be sacrifieed by the .Nazariie after the ful-

filling of the days of the .N azariteship. was, because the .Nazarite
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represented the celestial man, or the Lord as to the Divine
Celestial ; the Divine Celestial is the Divine of the Lord in the

inmost heaven ; and this Divine [principle] is innocence. From
these considerations it may be manifest, that by a lamb is sig-

nified the good of innocence, for by all the beasts which were
sacrificed something of the church was signified, which is espe-

cially evident from this consideration, that the Lord Himself is

cftlied a lamb, as is plain from the passages above cited ; and
likewise that they are called lambs, who love the Lord, as in

Isaiah, chap. xl. 10, 11; and in John, chap. xxi. 15 ; and that

well-disposed men are also called sheep, as Matt. xv. 21 to 29

;

chap. xxv. 31 to 11 ; John x. 7 to 16, 26 to 31
;
chap. xxi. 16,

IT, and in other places ; whilst evil men are called goats, Matt,
xxv. 31 ; Zech. x. 3 ; Dan. viii. 5 to 11, 25. That all the useful

and tame beasts signify good affections and inclinations, but
that the useless and untame signify evil affections and inclina-

tions, may be seen in what is cited, n. 9280. The good of

innocence is signified not only by a lamb, but also by a ram,
and by a bullock, but with the difference, that by a lamb is

signified the inmost good of innocence, by a ram the interior or

middle good of innocence, and by a bullock the external good
of innocence. The good of innocence in every one must be

external, internal, and inmost, that man may be regenerated,

for the good of innocence is the very essence of all good ; and
since these three degrees of innocence are signified by a bullock,

a ram, and a lamb, therefore those three [animals] were offered

in sacrifice and for the burnt-offering, when purification was
represented by that good, as was the case at each of the new
moons, the festivals, the day of first fruits, when the altar was
inaugurated, as is evident from Numb. vii. 15, 21, 27, 38

;
chap,

xxviii. 1 to the end
;
chap. xxix. 1 to the end. That a bullock

denotes the external good of innocence, may be seen, n. 9391,

9990 ; and that a ram denotes the internal good of innocence,

n. 10,012. What innocence is, and what is its quality with

infants, with the simple who are in ignorance, and with the wise,

may be seen in what is cited, n. 10,021. By its being said that

the lamb, which was to be offered for a burnt-offering, should be
the son of a year, was signified that it then was a lamb, for

when it exceeded a year, it became a sheep ; and since a lamb
was an infant sheep, by it was signified such good as is of

infancy, which is the good of innocence ; hence also it was that

lambs were to be offered for a burnt-offering in the first month
of the year, at the passover, Exod. xii. 2, and following verses

;

Numb, xxviii. 16, ID : also on the day of the first fruits, Numb,
xxviii. 26, 27 : and on the day in which they shook the sheaf of

corn, Levit. xxiii. 11, 12 ; for by the first month of the year,

by the day of the first fruits, and by the day of the shaking of
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the sheaf, was also signified a state of infancy, thus a state of

innocence.

10,133. " Continually "—that hereby is signified in all Divine
Worship, appears from the signification of continually, when
applied to such things as relate to Divine Worship, as denoting

all and in all ; for the subject treated of is purification from evils

and falses by the good of innocence, for this good is signified

by lambs, and purification from eviis and the falses thence de-

rived by the burnt-offering of them. This is said to be continual,

because in all Divine Worship. Therefore also it was offered

twice every day, in the morning and in the evening ; and what
was offered in the morning and in the evening represented in

general all worship, and in all worship ; for the good of inno-

cence must be in all good, and thence in all truth, to the intent

that it may be good and truth., in which there is life from the

Divine ; thus it must be in all worship, for all worship ought to

be grounded in the good of love and in the truths of faith to

make it worship. That all the good of the church and of hea-

ven has in it innocence, and that without innocence good is not

good, thus neither is worship worship, may be seen, n. 2736,

2780, 6013, 7840, 7262, 7887 ; and what innocence is, n. 3994,

4001, 4797, 5236, 6107, 6765, 7902, 9262, 9936, and what is

cited, n. 10,021 at the end. The reason why continually de-

notes all and in all, namely, the all of worship and in all wor-

ship, is because it involves time ; and in the heavens, where
the Word is not understood in a natural sense, but in a spiritual

sense, there is not any notion of time, but instead of times are

perceived such things as relate to state ; here therefore by con-

tinually is perceived a perpetual state in worship, thus the all of

worship and in all worship. It is so likewise with all the other

expressions in the Word which involve any thing of time, as

by yesterday, to-day, to-morrow, two days, three days, a day,

a week, a month, and a year, also by the times of the day and
of the year, as by morning, mid-day, evening, night, spring,

summer, autumn, and winter
;
wherefore, that the spiritual sense

of the Word may be understood, every thing which relates to

time, and also which relates to place, and likewise every thing

which relates to person, must be rejected from its natural sense,

and instead thereof are to be conceived the states of things.

From which considerations it may be manifest how pure the

Word is in the internal sense, thus how purely it is perceived

by the angels in the heavens, consequently how eminent the

wisdom and the intelligence of the angels is, in comparison
with the intelligence and wisdom of men, who think only

from the natural principle determined to things most finite

in the world and the earth. That times in the heavens denote

states, may be seen, n. 1274, 1382, 2625, 2788, 2S37, 3254,
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3356, 3404, 3827, 4814, 48S2, 4901, 4916, 6110, 7218, 7381,

8070 ; and what is meant by states, n. 4850. From tliese con-

siderations it is evident what is signified by the continual bnrnt-

offering of lambs ; thus what by continual and continually in

other places, as that the fire should burn continually upon the

altar, Levit. vi. 13 ; and " that continual bread should be upon
the table," Numb. iv. 7. By fire and by bread is here signified

the good of love from the Lord to the Lord. That fire has this

signification, may be seen, n. 4906, 5215, 6314, 6832, 6834,

6*49, 7324, 7852, 10.055; and also bread, n. 2165, 2177,

3478, 3735, 3813, 4211, 4217, 4735, 4976, 9323, 9545._ By
continual is here also signified that that good should be in ail

worship ; and that from that good, as from its own fire, the truth

of faith should give light, is signified by making the lamp to

ascend continually, Exod. xxvhi. 20; that lamp denotes the

truth and good of faith, maybe seen, n. 9548, 9783.

10,134. One lamb thou shalt offer in the morning"—that

hereby is signified the removal of evils by the good of innocence

from the Lord in a state of love and of light thence derived in

the internal man, is evident from the signification of offering "a

lamb, or sacrificing it, as denoting the removal of evils by the

good of innocence from the Lord, of which Ave shall speak pre-

sently; and from the signification of morning, as denoting a

state of love and of light thence derived in the internal man, of

which also we shall speak presently. The reason why by offer-

ing, or sacrificing a iamb, is signified the removal of evils by
the good of innocence from the Lord is, because by burnt-offer-

ings and sacrifices purification from evils and the falses thence

derived was signified, or, what is the same thing, their removal,
and the implantation of good and of truth, and their conjunc-

tion by the Lord, n. 9990, 9991, 10,022, 10,042, 10,053. That
purification from evils is their removal, may be seen in what is

cited, n. 10,057 ; and that a lamb denotes the good of inno-

cence, n. 10,132. The reason why the removal of evils, and
the implantation of good and of truth, and their conjunction, is

effected by the good of innocence from the Lord is, because in

all good there must be innocence to make it good, and because
without innocence good is not good ; for innocence is not only

the plane in which truths are inseminated, but is also the very
essence of good ; so far therefore as man is in innocence, so far

good becomes good, and truth lives from good, consequently so

far man becomes alive, and so far the evils appertaining to him
are removed, and in proportion as they are removed, in the same
proportion goods and truths are implanted and conjoined by the

Lord ; hence it is that the continual burnt-offering was made by
lambs. That every good of heaven and of the church has in-

nocence in it, and that without innocence good is not good,

may be seen, n. 2736, 2780, 6013, 7840, 7887 ; and what inno-
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cence is, n. 3994, 4001, 4797, 5236, 6107, 6765, 7902, 9262,
9936. The reason why morning denotes a state of love and of

light thence derived in the internal man is, because in the

heavens, with the angels, the states vary as to love and the faith

thence derived
;
as, in the world, times, with men, vary as to heat,

and at the same time light ; those times are, as it is well known,
morning, mid-day, evening, and night ; hence in the "Word by
morning is signified a state of love, by mid-day a state of light

in clearness, by evening a state of light in obscurity, and by
night or twilight a state of love in obscurity. That there arc

such variations of states in the heavens, may be seen, n. 5672,

6110, 7218, 8426; that morning there denotes a state of peace
and innocence, thus a state of love to the Lord, n. 2405, 2780,

8426, 8812, 10,114 ; that mid-day denotes a state of light in

clearness, n. 3708, 5672, 9642 ; that evening denotes a state

of light in obscurity, n. 3056, 3833, 6110 ; and that there is

no night in heaven, but twilight, n. 6110, by which is signified

a state of love in obscurity. The reason why by morning is

signified astate of love and of light thence derived in the internal

man is, because when an angel is in a state of love and light,

he is then in his internal man ; but when he is in astate of light

and of love in obscurity, he is then in the external ; for angels

have an internal and an external, but when they are in the in-

ternal, the external is almost quiescent, and when they are

in the external they are in a more gross and obscure state.

Hence it is that when they are in a state of love and of light,

they are in their internal, thus in their morning ; and when in a

state of light and of love in obscurity, they are in the external,

thus in their evening; hence it is evident that variations of

state are effected by elevations towards things interior, thus

into a superior state of heavenly light and heat, consequently

into one nearer to the Lord, and by depressions towards exte-

rior things into an inferior sphere of heavenly light and lieat,

consequently one more remote from the Lord. It is to be

observed, that interior things are superior, thus nearer to the

Lord, and that exterior things are inferior, thus more remote

from the Lord; and that light in the heavens is the DivineTruth
which is of faith, and heat in the heavens is the Divine Good
which is of love, each proceeding from the Lord ; for the Lord
in heaven is the Sun, from which the angels derive every thing

of life, and hence man derives every thing of spiritual and
celestial life, as may be seen in what is cited, n. 9548, 9684

;

and that interior things are superior, thus nearer to the Lord, n.

2148, 3084, 4599, 5146, 8325. The man who is regenerating,

and likewise the man who is regenerated, undergoes also varia-

tions of state as to love and as to faith, by elevations towards

interior things, and by depressions towards exterior things ; but

there are few capable of reflecting upon it, because they do not
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know what it is to think and to will in the internal man and in

the external, nor even indeed what the internal man is, and
what the external. To think and to will in the internal man,
is to think and to will in heaven, tor the internal man is there,

but to think and to will in the external man is to think and to

will in the world, for the external man is there ; wherefore when
man is in love to God, and in faith thence derived, then he is in

the internal, because he is in heaven ; but when he is in obscu-

rity as to love, and the faith thence derived, then lie is in the

external, because in the world. These states also are meant by
morning, mid-day, evening, and night, or the twilight, in

the "Word ; as likewise states of the church, the first state of

which is moreover called morning in the Word, the second state

mid-day, the third evening, and the fourth or last night. But
when the church is in its night, in which it is when no longer
in love to God and in faith, then morning commences from the

twilight with another nation, where a new church is estab-

lished. For it is with the church in general as with man in

particular ; his first state is a state of innocence, thus also of

love towards parents, towards his nurse, and also towards his

infant companions ; his second state is a state of light, for when
the infant becomes a boy, he learns those things which are of

light, that is, the truths of faith, and believes them; the third

state is when he begins to love the world and to love himself,

as is the case when he becomes a youth, and when he thinks

from himself, and in proportion as these loves increase, in the

same proportion faith decreases, and with faith charity towards
the neighbor, and love to God; the fourth and last state is

when he has no concern about truths, and especially when he
denies them. Such states also are the states of every church
from its beginning to its end ; its first state is likewise a state of

infancy, thus also of innocence, consequently of love to the

Lord, this state of it is called morning; the second state is a
state of light ; the third state is a state of light in obscurity,

which is its evening; and the fourth state is a state of no love

and thence of no light, which is its night. The reason of this

is, because evils increase every day, and so far as they increase,

so far one infects another like a contagion, especially parents
their children ; besides that, hereditary evils are successively

concentrated, and thus transmitted. That morning signifies the
first state of the church, and also a state of love, is manifest
from Daniel, " The holy One said, how long is this vision, the
continual [sacrifice] and the vastating prevarication ; he said to

me even to the evening, morning, two thousand and three hun-
dred; then shall what is holy be justified," viii. 13, 14. The
subject here treated of is the coming of the Lord; evening is

i he state of the church before His coining, but morning is the
nnst state of the church after His coming, and in the supremo

vol. x. 10
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sense it denotes the Lord Himself. The reason why the Lord, in

the supreme sense, is the morning, is, because He is the sun of

heaven, and the sun of heaven never sets, but is always rising;

hence also the Lord is called the east [oriens], consequently

also the morning, as may be seen n. 2405, 2780, 9668. And in

Isaiah, " He calleth to me out of Seir, watchman, what of the,

night, what of the night / the watchman said, the morning cometh
and also the night" xxi. 11, 12. By watchman, in the internal

sense, is meant one who observes the states of the church and
its changes, thus every prophet

;
by night is meant the last

state of the church, by morning its first state
;
by Seir, from

which the watchman cries, is signified the illumination of the

nations which are in darkness ; that Seir has this signification,

may be seen, n. 4240 ; and that night denotes the last state of

the church, n. 6000 ; the morning cometh and also the night,

signifies, that although those have illumination who are of the

New Church, yet that it is still night to those who are in the

old. The like is signified by morning in David, "In the even-

ing weeping will continue all night, in the morning will be sing-

ing," Psalm xxx. 5. And in Isaiah, "About the time qf evening

behold terror, before the morning it is not," xvii. 14. Inasmuch
as morning signifies the Lord in the supreme sense, and thence

love from Him to Him, therefore the manna, which was hea-

venly bread, rained down every morning, Exod. xvi. 8, 12, 13,

21. That the Lord is the bread which comes down from heaven,

thus the manna, may be seen in John, vi. 33, 35, 48, 50 ; and
that bread denotes celestial love, which is love from the Lord to

the Lord, n. 2165, 2177, 3464, 4217, 4735, 5405, 5915, 9545.

And whereas the Lord is the east [oriens] and the morning, and
the all of celestial love is from Him, therefore also He rose in

the morning on the day of the Sabbath, Mark xvi. 9 ; and there-

fore also the day before the passover was called evening ; for by
the feast of the passover was signified the Lord's presence, and
the liberation of the faithful from damnation by Him, n. 7867,
92St>, "

t
wS7 to 9292. lie who is acquainted with the internal

sense of the Word, may know what is involved in Peter's thrice

denying the Lord, before the cock crew twice, Matt. xxvi. 34,

74, 75; Mark xiv. 30, 68, 72; Luke xxii. 34,60, 61; John
xviii. 27 ; for by Peter was represented the faith of the church,

or what is the same thing, the church as to faith
;
by the time

when the cock crew was signified the last state of the chinch,

which time was also called cock-crowing
;
by triple denial was

signified the plenary denial of the Lord in the end of the church.

That Peter represented the faith of the church, thus the church

as to faith, may be seen in the preface to chap, xviii. Gen. and
to chap. xxii. ; also n. 3750, 4738, and that those words to Peter

signified the denial of the Lord in the church when its end is,

n. flOOU, 6073, 10,087 ; for the Lord is denied, when there is no
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longer any faith, and there is no faith when there is no linger
any charity. That three signifies what is plenary, may he seen, n.

3788, 4495, 7715, 8347, 9198, 948S, 94S9. It is from this ground
that it was said, that he should thrice deny. That this was clone

in the twilight, when morning was about to appear, is manifest

from John, chap, xviii. 28 ; and that cock-crowing and twilight;

denote the same thing, is evident from Mark, " Watch ye, for

ye know not when the Lord of the house is about to come, in the

evening, or at midnight, or at cock-crowing, or in the morning,''

xiii. 35. From these considerations it may now be manifest
what is signified by morning.

10,135. " And the other lamb thou shalt offer between
the evenings "—that hereby is signified the like in a state of

light and of love in the external man, appears from the signi-

fication of offering a lamb or sacrificing him, as denoting re-

moval from evils by the good of innocence from the Lord, as

described just above, n. 10,134 ; and from the signification of

between the evenings, as denoting in a state of light and of love

in the external man ; for by evening in the Word is signified a

state of the interiors when the truths of faith are in obscurity,

and the goods of love in some degree of cold ; for the states of

love and of light vary with angels, as in the world the states

of the times of the day vary, which are morning, mid-day, even-
ing, night or the twilight, and again morning. When the

angels are in a state of love, then it is morning to them, and
then the Lord appears to them as the rising sun ; when they are

in a state of light, then it is mid-day to them ; but when they
are in a state of light in obscurity, then it is evening to them

;

and afterwards when they are in a state of love in obscurity or

iu some degree of cold, then it is night to them, or rather the

twilight preceding the morning. Such states succeed con-

tinually with the angels, and by them they are continual lv

perfecting. Those variations however do not exist from the

sun there, and from its rising and setting, but from the state

of the interiors of the angels themselves ; for they desire,

like men, to be at one time in their internals, and at another
in externals; when they are in internals, then they are in

a ?tate of love, and of light thence derived in clearness, and
when iu externals, then they are in a state of love and of light

theuce derived in obscurity, for such is the external in respect

to the internal. This is the origin of the variations of the states

of the angels. The reason why they have such states, and
such variations, is, because the Sun of heaven, which is there

the Lord, is the Divine Love itself; wherefore the heat which
thence proceeds is the good of love, and the light which thence
proceeds is the truth of faith ; for all things which proceed from
that Sun are alive, and not like the things which proceed from
the sun of the world which are dead. Hence it may be mani-
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fest what heavenly heat is, and what heavenly light ; and whence
it is that by heat, flame, and lire, in the Word, is signified the

good of love, and by light and its splendor the truth of faith,

and by the Sun the Lord Himself as to Divine Love. That the

Lord in the heavens is a Sun, may be seen, u. 3G36, 3643, 4321,

5097, 7078, 7083, 7171, 7173, 8812 ; that the heat thence de-

rived is the good of love, n. 3338, 3339, 3636, 3693, 4018,

5125, 6032, 6314 ; and that the light from that Sun is Divine
Truth, from which comes faith, intelligence, and wisdom, in

what is cited, n. 9548, 9684. From these considerations it may
now be manifest what is signified by morning, and what by
evening. But let it be observed, that this morning involves

also mid-day, and that evening involves also the twilight

;

for when mention is made in the Word of morning and evening,

in such case the whole day is meant, thus by morning also mid-

day, and by evening also night or twilight ; hence it is that by
morning is here signified a state of love and also of light in

clearness, and by evening a state of light and also of love in

obscurity, or in the external man. That by between the even-

ings is not meant the time between the evening of one day and
the evening of another day, but the time between evening and
morning, thus inclusively night or twilight, is evident from this

consideration, that the continual burnt-offering from a lamb was
not only made in the evening, but also in the morning. Hence
it may be manifest that the like is signified in other places by
between the evenings, as where it is said that they should oiler

the passover between the evenings, Exod. xii. 6 ; Numb. ix. 5,

11 ; which is also explained elsewhere in these words, " Thou
shalt sacrifice thepassover in the evening, when the sun hath set,

at the stated time of departure out of Egypt, afterwards thou

shalt roast and eat it in the place which Jehovah thy God shall

choose, and thou shalt respect the morning, and shalt go into thy

tents,"' Deut. xvi. 6, 7. That evening in general signifies a

state of light in obscurity, is manifest from Jeremiah, kk Arise,

and let us go up at mid-day ; woe unto you because the day
departeth, because the shades ofevening are inclined ; arise, let

us go up in the night, and let us destroy the palaces," vi. 4, 5

;

in this passage evening and night signify the last times of the

church, when all things of faith and of love are destroyed.

And in Zechariah, speaking of the coming of the Lord, " The
day shall be one, which is known to Jehovah, when about the

time of evening shall be light. In that day, living waters shall

go forth from Jerusalem, and Jehovah shall be for a King over

the whole earth,'' xiv. 7, 8. The end of the church is the time

of evening; light is the Lord as to Divine Truth. In like man-
ner in Daniel, "One saint said tome, even to the evening, morn-
ing, two thousand three hundred," viii. 13, 14.

10,136. '* And a tenth of line flour mixed with bruised oiL
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the fourth of a hin "—that hereby is signified spiritual good
from what is celestial as much as [is necessary] for conjunction,

appears from the signification of the tenth of an ephah, as de-

noting so much as is sufficient, and so much as is for uses ; see

n. 8468, S540, 9757 ; and from the signification of fine flour, as

denoting truth from good, see n. 91)95, in this case truth from
celestial good, which truth is called spiritual good ; and from
the signification of oil, as denoting celestial good, see n. S86,

3723, 4582, 4638, 9474, 9780; and from the signification of

the fourth of a hin, as denoting so much as [is required] for

conjunction, for by four is signified conjunction, n. 9601, 9674;
and hence a fourth or fourth part denotes so much as is sufficient

for that purpose. An ephah and a hin were measures, and by
measures is signified the quantity of a thing treated of; by an
ephah, which was a measure of fine flour, of wheat and of

barley, the quantity of good, and by a hin, which was a mea-
sure of wine and of oil, the quantity of truth ; that the tenth

of an ephah is what is meant, is manifest from Leviticus vi. 20,

and other passages. Hence it is evident, that by a tenth of fine

flour mixed with bruised oil, the fourth of a hin, is signified

spiritual good from celestial, so much as [is necessary] for con-

junction. What is meant by spiritual and what by celestial,

may be seen in the passages cited, n. 9277.

10,137. " And a libation of the fourth of a hin of wine "

—

that hereby is signified spiritual truth so much as [is expedient]

for conjunction, appears from the signification of wine, as de-

noting truth, see n. 1071, 1798, 6377, in this case spiritual

truth corresponding to spiritual good derived from celestial,

which is signified by fine flour mixed with oil, see just above, n.

10,136. For, in the Word, where good is treated of, truth is

treated of also, and indeed truth of the same genus with that

from which the good is derived, by reason that each and every
thing in heaven, and likewise in the world, has reference to good
and to truth, and to both that they may be something, for good
without truth is not good, and truth without good is not truth,

as may be seen in what was cited, n. 9263, 9314. Hence it is

that when the meat-offering was offered, which was bread, a

libation was also offered, which was wine; in like manner in

the holy supper. Hence it is that by a libation of wine is here

meant truth corresponding with the good, signified by the meat-
offering spoken of just above ; and from the signification of the

fourth of a hin, that it was as much as was sufficient for con-

junction, see just above, n. 10,136. Every one may see, that

by a meat-offering which was bread, and by a libation which
was wine, is not meant merely bread and wine, but something
of the church and of heaven, thus things spiritual and celestial,

which are of heaven and of the church ; otherwise to what
purpose could bread and wine be put upon the fire of the altar 1
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could tin's have been grateful to Jehovah ? or could this have
been to Him an odor of rest, as it is called, and could this

expiate man? He who thinks holily of the Word, can never
suppose that such an earthly thing would be well pleasing to

Jehovah, unless something higher and more interiorly Divine
was contained in it. He who believes that the Word is Divine
and spiritual throughout, ought to believe fully that in each of

its expressions there lies concealed an arcanum of heaven. The
reason, moreover, why heretofore it has not been known where
that arcanum lies concealed is, because it has not been known
that there is an internal sense, which is spiritual and Divine, in

every portiou of the Word ; also that angels are attendant upon
every man, who perceive what he thinks, and apprehend the

Word spiritually whilst he is reading it, and that through tliem

from the Lord a holy principle then flows in, and thus that by
them there is conjunction of heaven with man, consequently
conjunction of the Lord by the heavens with him. For this

reason such a Word has been given to man, by which his salva-

tion may be thus provided for by the Lord, and no otherwise.

That the meat-offering, which was bread, signifies the good of

love, and that the libation, which was wine, signifies the good
of faith, and that they are so perceived by the angels, may be
manifest from all those things which are mentioned in the Word
concerning the meat-offering and concerning the libation, as in

Joel, " The meat-offering is cut offand the libationfrom the house

ofJehovah j the priests, the ministers of Jehovah have mourned,
the field is devastated, the earth hath mourned, because the

corn is devastated, the new wine is dried up, the oil languished),

the vine is dried up, and the fig-tree languisheth
;
howl, ye

ministers of Jehovah, because the meat-offering and the libation

is withholdenfrom the house of our God ; because the day of

Jehovah is near, and cometli as devastation from Schaddai,"

i. 9 to 15. The subject here treated of is the last time of the

church, when there is no longer in it the good of love and the

truth of faith, which is signified by the day of Jehovah being

near, and coining as a devastation from Schaddai. Hence it is

evident that by the meat-otfering and libation, which were cut

oft" from the house of Jehovah, by the field which was devas-

tated, by the earth which mourned, by the corn which was also

devastated, by the new wine which was dried up, by the oil

which languisheth, and by the vine and fig-tree, are signified

such things as are of the church and of heaven. What is sig-

nified, however, the internal sense teaclies ; and hence it is evi-

dent, that by field is signified the church as to the reception of

truth, as may he seen, n. 376b', 4982, 7502, 7571, !>295 ; by

earth the church as to good, in what is cited, u. 9325
;
by corn

every good of the church, n. 5295, 5410, 5959; by new wiue

every truth of the church, n. 353U
;
by oil the good of love, u.
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45S2, 4638, 9780 ;
by vine the interior good of the Spiritual

Church, n. 5113, 6376, 9277 ; and by fig-tree exterior good, n.

217, 4231, 5113. Hence it is evident, that a meat-offering and

libation denote worship grounded in the good of love and in the

good of faith. And in Malachi, " The meat-offering I will not

accept from your hands ; for from the rising of the sun even to

its setting the name of Jehovah is great among the nations ; and

in every place incense is brought to My name, and a clean meat-

cjffi ring, i. 10, 11. That in this passage by a meat-offering is

not meant a meat-offering, nor by incense incense, is evident,

for the subject treated of is the church amongst the Gentiles,

with whom there was yet no meat-offering ; for it is said, from

the rising of the sun to its setting the name of Jehovah is great

amongst the nations, and in every place is a clean meat-offering

and incense ; that incense denotes adoration from the good of

faith, may be seen, n. 9475. In like manner in David, " My
jira vers are accepted, [they are] incense before Thee, the lifting up
of my hands is the meat-offering of the evening" Psalm cxli. 2 ;

the meat-offering of the evening is the good of love in the external

man. And in Isaiah, " Ye are inflamed with gods under every

green tree, also thou hastpouredforth a libation to them ; thou

hast made a present to ascend, thou offerest apresent to the king
in oil ; and thou multipliest thy spices ;and humblest thyself to

hell," lvii. 6, 9. It here treats of worship grounded in evils

and falses, which are from hell
;
gods in the internal sense

denote falses, for those who worshiped other gods called them
indeed by name, but still they were falses derived from the evils

which they worshiped. That strange gods in the Word denote
falses, may be seen, n. 4402, 8941. A green tree denotes every
principle that is perceptive, has knowledge of, and tends to con-

firm what is false, n. 2722, 2972, 4552, 7692. Green denotes
what is sensitive, n. 7691. To be enflamed denotes the ardor
of worship, for lire, from which the enflaming comes, denotes
love in both senses, n. 5215, 6832, 7575. To pour forth a liba-

tion denotes worship grounded in the falses of evil. To offer a
present to a king in oil, denotes to worship Satan from evils.

A present in oil is a meat-offering. To multiply spices is to

multiply incense, by which are signified adorations, n. 9475
;

wherefore also it is said, that he humbles himself to hell. From
these considerations it may be manifest that the meat-offering,

which was bread, and the libation, which was wine, signify

such things as are of the church and of heaven, namely, hea-
venly meat and drink, in like manner as the bread and wine in

the holy supper ; for the reason above mentioned, that heaven
may conjoin itself with man by the "Word, consequently the
Lord through heaven by means of the Word. When the Divine
of the Word consists in such things, then it not only nourishes
human minds, \ at also angelic minds, and causes heaven and
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the world to be a one. From these considerations it may also

be manifest that each and every thing which was said and com-
manded in the Word concerning the meat-offering and libation,

or concerning bread and wine, contains inwardly in it Divine
arcana ; as that the meat-offering should be fine Hour, on which
should be poured oil and also frankincense, and that it should
be wholly salted, and that it should be unleavened ; also that

there should be one rule for its composition when a lamb waa
sacrificed, another when a ram, another when a bullock, and
also a different one in the sacrifices of guilt and of sin from
that used in the other sacrifices ; in like manner the ride of the

composition of the wine was various in the libation ; unless each
had involved arcana of heaven, such things would never have
been commanded in the way of application to the various things

of worship. That these various things may be presented under
one view, it is allowed to offer them in their order, "In the

eucharistic sacrifices and burnt-offerings there was for every

lamb a meat-offering ofone tenth of an cj)hah ofJineflour mixed
with thefourth of a hinofoil ; and wine for a libation thefourth

of a hin. For every ram there was a meat-offering oftwo tenths

offine flour and a third of a hin of oil / of wine for a libation

the third of a hin. For every bullock there was a meat-offering

of three tenths offineflour mixed with oil the half of a hin ;

and of wine for a libation the halfof a hin" Numb. xv. 4 to

12
;
chap, xxviii. 10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 28, 29

;
chap. xxix. 3, 4, 9,

10, 14, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 37. The reason why there

Wae a different proportion of the quantity of tine flour of oil,

and of wine, for a lamb, than for a ram and a bullock, was,

because a lamb signified the inmost good of innocence, a ram
the middle good of innocence, and a bullock the ultimate or

external good of innocence ; for there are three heavens, the in-

most, the middle, and the ultimate, hence also there are three

degrees of the good of innocence ; its increase from first to last

is signified by tiie increasing proportion of fine flour, of oil, and
of wine. It is to be observed, that the good of innocence is the

very soul of heaven, because this good is alone receptive of love,

of charity, and of faith, which make the heavens. That a lamb
denotes the inmost good of innocence, may be seen, n. 3994,

1U,132 ; that a ram denotes the middle or interior good of inno-

cence, n. 10,042; and that a bullock denotes the ultimate or

external good of innocence, n. 9391, 9990. But in the sacri-

fices for confession there was a nieat-offcriny of unleavened cakes

mixed with oil, of unleavened ivafers anointed with oil, offine
Hour puffed up TOT the cakes mixed with oil / besides leavened

cakes if bread, Levit. vii. 11, 12 ; and in the sacrifices of guilt

and of sin there was a meat-offering of the tenth of an ephah

offine flour, I at no oil andfrankincense upon it, Levit. v. 11.

The reason why no oil and frankincense was to be put upon the
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meat-offering of the sacrifice of sin and of guilt was, because by

oil is signified the good of love, and by frankincense the truth

of that good, and by the sacrifice of sin and of guilt is signified

purification and expiation from evils and the falses thence

derived, which on that account were not to be commixed with

good and the truth thence derived. Moreover concerning the

meat-offering of Aaron and of iiis sons on the day in which they

were anointed, may be seen, Levit. vi. 13, 14, 15
;
concerning

the meat-offering of the first-fruits of the harvest, Levit. ii. 14,

15
;
chap. xxiii.-10, 12, 13, 17; the meat-offering of the Naza-

rite, Numb. vi. ; the meat-offering of jealousy, Numb. v. ; and
the meat-offering of one that was cleansed from the leprosy,

Levit. xiv. ; and concerning the meat-offering baked in an oven
;

the meat-offering of the frying-pan ; and the meat-offering in

the kettle, Levit. ii. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ; that no leaven was to be in

the meat-offering, nor any honey ; and that the meat-offering

was to be wholly salted, verses 10, 11, 13, of the same chapter.

The reason why no leaven and honey were to be in the meat-

offering was, because leaven in the spiritual sense denotes the

false derived from evil, and honey denotes external delight thus

commixed with the delight of the love of the world, by which
also celestial goods and truths ferment, and are thereby dis-

sipated ; and the reason why it was to be wholly salted was,

because salt signified truth desiring good, thus conjoining both.

That leaven denotes the false derived from evil, may be seen, n.

2342, 7906, 8051, 9992 ; that honey denotes external delight,

thus the delight of love in both senses, n. 5620 ; and that salt

denotes truth desiring good, n. 9207.

10.138. "With the first lamb"—that hereby are signified these

things in the internal man, appears from the signification of the

first lamb, or what was offered for a burnt-offering in the morn-
ing, as denoting the good of innocence in the internal, see

above, n. 10,134.

10.139. " And the second lamb thou shalt offer between the
evenings"—that hereby is signified the removal of evils by the

good of innocence from the Lord in a state of love and of light

thence derived in the external man, is evident from what was
explained above, n. 10,135, where similar words occur.

10.140. " According to the morning meat-offering, and ac-

cording to the libation thereof, thou shalt offer it"—that hereby
is signified spiritual good derived from celestial, and its truth so

much as is sufficient for conjunction, appears from the significa-

tion of the morning meat-offering, or of the meat-offering for the

second lamb, as denoting spiritual good derived from celestial,

and its truth so much as is sufficient for conjunction, see also

above, n. 10,136. 10,137.

10.141. "For an odor of rest"—that hereby is signified a
principle perceptive of peace, is manifest from the signification
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of an odor of rest, as denoting what is perceptive of peace, see

n. 10,051.

10.112. " An offering made by fire unto Jehovah "—that

hereby is signified from the Divine Love of the Lord, is evident

from what was said and shown also above, n. 10,055.

10.113. " And a burnt-offering continually "—that hereby is

signified all Divine Worship in general, appears from the sig-

nification of a burnt-offering, as denoting Divine Worship, of

which we shall speak presently; and from the signification of

continual, as denoting all and in all, see above, n. 10,133 ; hence
by a burnt-offering continually is signified all Divine Worship
in general, and when the lamb is understood, of which the burnt-

offering consists, by which is signified the good of innocence,

that also is signified in all worship ; for all worship, which is

truly worship, will be from the truths of faith and the goods of

love, and in every good of love, and hence iu every truth of

faith, there will be the good of innocence, n. 10,133 ; hence it

is that by the continual burnt-offering is also signified in all

worship. The reason why a burnt-offering denotes all worship
is, because burnt-offerings and sacrifices were the principal

things of representative worship with the Israelitish and Jewish
nation, and all things have reference to their principal, and
are hence denominated. That the principal of worship with
that nation consisted in sacrifices and burnt-offerings, and that

hence by those things is signified the all of worship in general,

may be seen, n. 922, 1313, 2130. 6905, S6S0, 8936, 10,142. It

may, however, be expedient briefly to state what the Divine
Worship is, which is signified by sacrifices and burnt-offerings

;

by sacrifices and burnt-offerings were specifically signified puri-

fication from evils and falses, and then the implantation of good
and of truth, and the conjunction of both, thus regeneration,

as may be seen, n. 10,022, 10,053, 10,057. The man who is

principled in these is in genuine worship, for purification from
evils and falses consists in desisting from them, and in shunning
and holding them in aversion ; and the implantation of good
and of t rut li consists in thinking and willing what is good and
true, and in speaking and doing them ; and the conjunction
of both consists in living from them ; for when good and truth

are conjoined with man, he has then a new will and a new
understanding, consequently a new life. When man is of such
a quality, then in every employment in which he is engaged
there is Divine Worship, for he then has respect to the Divine
in every thing, he venerates it, and he loves it, consequently
he worships it. That this is genuine Divine Worship, is un-
known to those who place all worship in adoration and iu

prayers, thus in such things as are of the mouth and of the

thought, and not in such as are of the work grounded in the

good of love and in the good of faith ; when yet the Lord re-
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garde nothing else in the man, who is in adoration and in prayers,

than his heart, that is, his interiors, as to their quality in regard

to love and the faith thence derived ; wherefore if these things

are not inwardly in adoration and in prayers, there is no soul and
life in these latter, hnt it is an external, like that of flatterers

and pretenders, who it is well known, are not pleasing even

to a wise man in the world. In a word, to act according to the

precepts of the Lord is truly the worship of Him, yea it is truly

love and truly faith ; which may be manifest to every conside-

rate person ; for he who loves any one, and who believes any
one, wishes for nothing more than to will and to do what the

other wills and thinks, for he only desires to know his will and
thought, thus his good pleasure ; it is otherwise with him who
does not love, or believe. It is similar with love to God, which
also the Lord teaches in John, " He that hath My precepts,

and doeth them, lie it is who loveth Me / bid he who doth not

love Me, keepeth not My words," xiv. 21, 24. And again,

"If ye keep My commandments, ye shall abide in My love ; My
commandment is that ye love one another," xv. 10, 12. That
external worship without such an internal is not worship, is

also signified by what is said of burnt-offerings and sacrifices

in Jeremiah, " I spake not with your fathers upon the words of

a burnt-offering and sacrifice, but this word I commanded them,
saying, obey My voice, and I will be to you for a God," vii. 21,

22, 23. And in Ilosea, " J will mercy, and not sacrifice, and
the knowledges of God more than burnt-offering" vi. 0. And
in Micah, "Shall I come before Jehovah with burnt-offering,

will Jehovah be pleased with thousands of rams; he hath de-

clared to thee what is good, and what doth Jehovah require

from thee, only to do judgment, and love mercy, and to humble
thyself, by walking with thy Qod," vi. 6, 7, 8. And in the 1st

book of Samuel, "Hath Jehovah pleasure in burnt-offerings

and sacrifices, behold to comply is better than the sacrifice ofoxen,
obedience is better than the fat of rams" xv. 22. That the

veriest worship of the Lord itself consists in a life of charity,

and not in a life of piety without that, may be seen, n. 8252
to 8257.

10,144. " Throughout your generations"—that hereby is sig-

nified what is perpetual in the church, appears from the signi-

fication of generations, when [spoken] concerning the sons of

Israel, as denoting what is successive in the church, for by
the sons of Israel the church is signified, and by generations

what is successive in it. By generations are also signified the

spiritual generations which are of faith and of love, thus which
are of the church ; and by into [or throughout] generations is

also signified what is perpetual, thus likewise what is successive.

That by the sons of Israel the church is signified, may be seen

in what is cited, n. 9340 ; that by generations are signified
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those things which are of faith and of love, n. 2020, 2584,
6239 ; that they denote what is perpetual and eternal, n. 9789

;

thus what is successive, n. 9845.

10.145. " At the door of the tent"—that hereby is signified

the conjunction of good and of truth, is manifest from the sig-

nification of the door of the tent, as denoting the conjunction

of good and of truth, see n. 10,001, 10,025.

10.146. " Before Jehovah "—that hereby is signified from
the Lord, is evident from this consideration, that Jehovah in

the Word is the Lord, as may be seen in what is cited, n. 9373.

The reason why before Jehovah denotes from the Lord is, be-

cause before signifies presence, and the presence of the Lord is

as the quantity received of the good which is of love and of

the truth which is of faith from Him ; hence it is that before

the Lord denotes from the Lord. The Lord indeed is present
with every man, but he is present with the good in one way
and with the evil in another ; with the good He is present in

every thing which they think from the truths of faith, and which
they will from the good of love ; and so present that He Himself
is faith, and He Himself is love to them

;
consequently He is

as dwelling with them, according to the words of the Lord
Himself in John, " The Spirit of Truth shall abide with you,

andshall be in you / and ye shallknow that Tarn in My Father,

and ye in Me, and I in you ; he that hath My precepts, and
doeth them, he it is who loveth Me / to him we will come, and
make our abode with him" xiv. 17, 18, 20, 21, 23. But with

the evil the Lord is not present in every thing, because they

have not faith nor charity, but He is present in a general way,

by which presence they have the faculty of thinking and of

willing, and also of receiving faith and charity, but only so

far as they desist from evils ; but so far as they do not desist

from evils, so far He appears absent ; the degrees of his absence

are according to the absence of the truth and the good of faith

and of love. Hence it is that those who are in heaven are in

the presence of the Lord, but those who are in hell are in His

absence. Nevertheless the case is this, the Lord is not absent

from man, but man is absent from the Lord, for the man who
is in evils looks backward from Him ; and the things which
are then before his eyes are present to him, according to the

affinities of the evils in which he is ; for in the other life there

is not space, but only an appearance of space according to the

affinities of the thoughts and affections ; those things are almost

like the presence of the sun of this world as to light and as to

heat; the sun is equally present at all times; but when the

earth averteth itself from the sun, then the light perishes, and

is succeeded by shade, first by the slunk' of evening, and next

by the shade of night ; and when the earth iIol-s not look di-

rectly to the sun, but obliquely, as occurs in the time of winter,
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then the heat perishes, and is succeeded by cold, and in con-

sequence thereof all things of the earth grow torpid and die

;

this also is called the absence of the sun, when nevertheless it

is the absence of the earth from the sun, not as to space, but

as to a state of light and of heat. These observations are made
for the sake of illustration.

10.147. " Where I will meet you to speak there unto thee"

—that hereby is signified His presence and influx, appears from

the signification of meeting to speak, as denoting presence and

influx ; for to meet denotes presence, and to speak, when con-

cerning Jehovah, that is, the Lord, denotes influx. That to speak

denotes influx, may be seen n. 2951, 5481, 5797, 7270. What
the presence of the Lord is, was shown above, n. 10,146 ; but

what His influx is, may be seen in the passages cited, n. 9223,

9276, 9682.

10.148. " And there I will meet the sons of Israel "—that

hereby is signified the presence of the Lord in the church, ap-

pears from the signification of meeting, as denoting presence, as

just above, n. 10,147 ; and from the representation of the sons

of Israel, as denoting the church, see n. 9340.

10.149. " And he shall be sanctified with My glory "—that

hereby is signified what is receptive of Divine Truth from the

Lord, is evident from the signification of being sanctified, as

denoting what is receptive of the Divine from the Lord, of which
we shall speak presently ; and from the signification of glory,

as denoting Divine Truth, see n. 4809, 5922, 8627, 9427. The
reason why to be sanctified denotes what is receptive of the Di-

vine from the Lord is, because the Lord alone is holy, and hence
every thing holy is from Him, n. 9229 ; and because the Divine
Truth proceeding from Him, is what in the Word is meant by
holy, n. 981S. Here, however, where it treats ofthe sons of Israel,

of burnt-offerings and sacrifices, of the tent of the congregation,

and of the altar, by what is holy and by being sanctified is sig-

nified the representative thereof; by reason that with the Is-

raelitish and Jewish nation all things were representative of the

interiors of the church, which are of faith and love from the

Lord to the Lord, for the church instituted amongst that nation

was a representative church. Hence all external things signi-

fied and represented such things as the internal sense teaches,

on which account they were called holy,—as the altar, the fire

upon it, the burnt-offering, the fat, the blood ; the tent of the

congregation ; the table there on which were the breads of faces,

the table of incense, the candlestick, and all their vessels
;
espe-

cially the ark in which was the testimony ; besides the breads,

the cakes, the wafers, which were called the meat-offering, the

oil, the frankincense, also the garments of Aaron, as the ephod,
the robe, the tunic, the turban, especially the breast-plate, and
likewise Aaron himself was called holy, and also the sons ol
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Israel ; but all those things were not holy from any other source

than because they represented, and thereby signified holy things;

that is, Divine things which are from the Lord, for these alone

are holy. He who is in external things without internal, believes

that such things were holy, not representatively but essentially,

after that they were initiated ; but they are altogether deceived.

If they worship those tilings as essentially holy, in such case

they worship terrestrial things, nor do they much differ from
those who worship stones and wood, as the idolaters, but those

who worship those things which are represented or signified,

which are holy Divine things, they are in genuine worship, for

external things to them are only mediate causes leading to think

of such things, and to will such things, as are essential to the

church, which, as was said above, are the things of faith and of

love from the Lord to the Lord. It is similar at the present

day with the holy supper ; those who, when they frequent it,

do not think from a principle of faith of the Lord, of His love

towards the human race, and of renovation of life according to

His precepts, worship only bread and wine in the holy supper,

and not the Lord, and believe external things holy, which yet

are not holy in themselves, but from those things which they
signify, for the bread there signifies the Lord as to the good of

love, and the wine the Lord as to the truth of faith, and at the

same time receptivity by man, which two things are the very
essentials of the church, thus the verv essentials of worship, as

may be seen n. 4211, 4217, 4735, 6135, 6789, 7850, 8682, 9003,

9127, 10,040. From these considerations it may now be ma-
nifest what is signified in the Word by holy, and by being sanc-

tified [or made holy].

10,150. " And I will sanctify the tent of the congregation
"

—that hereby is signified what is receptive of the Lord in the

inferior heavens, is evident from the signification of sanctifying,

as denoting the receptivity of the Divine of the Lord, as may be
seen just above, n. 10,149 ; and from the signification of the

tent of the congregation, as denoting the heavens, see n. 3478,

9457, 94S1, 9485, 9963 ; the reason why it denotes the inferior

heavens is, because by the altar are signified the superior heavens,

as may be seen just below, n. 10,151. It may be expedient
briefly to state what is meant by the inferior heavens and the

superior heavens. The heavens are distinguished into two king-

doms, the celestial and the spiritual; the celestial kingdom makes
the superior heavens, and the spiritual kingdom the inferior

heavens ; the essential good of the celestial kingdom is the good
of love to the Lord, and the good of mutual love ; but the es-

sential good of the spiritual kingdom is the good of charity to-

wards the neighbor, and the good of faith : these kingdoms
differ from each other as the intellectual principle and the will

principle with the regenerate man,—in general as good and
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truth ; but. what the quality of that difference is, may he mani-

fest from what was shown concerning those two kingdoms in the

passages cited, n. 9277; also at n. 9513, 9688, 9992, 10,005,

10,068. The will principle moreover is the inmost principle of

man, for it is the man himself ; but the intellectual principle is

adjacent and subservient, thus it is exterior; what is interior is

also called superior, and what is exterior is called inferior ; that

the celestial kingdom corresponds to the will principle, and the

spiritual kingdom to the intellectual principle appertaining to

the regenerate man, may be seen n. 9835. From these consi-

derations it is evident what is meant by the inferior heavens,

and what by the superior heavens.

10,151. " And the altar "—that hereby is signified what is

receptive of the Divine from the Lord, in the superior heavens,

appears from the signification of sanctifying, as denoting what
is receptive of the Divine from the Lord, shown above, n. 10,119

;

and from the signification of the altar, as being a representative

of the Lord as to Divine Good, see n. 9961, here as to the Di-
vine Good proceeding from Him in the heavens, where it is re-

ceived, thus in the superior heavens, for there the Lord is re-

ceived as to the Divine Good ; but in the inferior heavens the

Lord is received as to Divine Truth, according to what was
shown just above, n. 10,150. It is to be noted, that whatsoever
represented the Lord Himself, this also represented heaven, for

the Divine proceeding from the Lord, received by the angels,

makes heaven ; the angels themselves as to their proprium do
not constitute heaven, but as to the Divine which they receive

from the Lord. That this is the fact, may be manifest from this

consideration, that every one of them there acknowledges, be-

lieves, and also perceives, that there is nothing of good from
themselves, but from the Lord ; and that whatsoever is from
themselves is not good ; thus altogether according to the doc-
trinal of the church, that every thing good comes from above.
This being the case, it follows, that the Divine of the Lord is

what makes celestial life in them, consequently what makes
heaven. Hence it may be manifest how it is to be understood
that the Lord is the all in all of heaven ; also that the Lord
dwells there in His own ; and likewise that by an angel in the

Word is signified somewhat of the Lord, which subjects have
been treated of in the preceding pages throughout. It is similar

with the church ; the men of the church as to their proprium
do not constitute the church, but as to the Divine which they
receive from the Lord ; for every one in the church, who does
not acknowledge and believe, that all the good of love and the

truth of faith is from God, is not of the church ; for he wills to

l»>ve God from himself, and to believe in Gcd from himself, which
yet no one can do ; hence also it is evident that the Divine of
the Lord constitutes the church, as it constitutes heaven ;—
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the church is moreover the Lord's heaven in the earths. Hence
also the Lord in the church is the all in all, as in heaven, and
dwells in His own with men, as with the angels in heaven ; and
the men of the church who thus receive the Divine by love and
faith, become angels of heaven after the life in the woidd ; and
none else. That the Divine of the Lord constitutes His king-

dom, that is, heaven and the church with Him, the Lord also

teaches in John, "The Spirit of Truth shall abide with you,
and shall be in you ; and ye shall know that I am in the Father,

and ye in Me, and Tin you" xiv. 20 ; the Spirit of Truth is the

Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord, of which it is said that it

shall abide in you ; and afterwards that He is in the Father, and
they in Him, and He in them, whereby is signified that they
should be in the Divine of the Lord, and the Divine of the Lord in

them : that the Divine Human is what is there meant, is evident.

And again in the same evangelist, " Abide in Me, and I also

in you, as the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide
in the vine, so neither can ye except ye abide in Me ; he that

ahideth in Me, and I in him, the same beareth much fruit, for

without Me ye can do nothing," xv. 4.

10,152. " And Aaron and his sons I will sanctify to perform
the office of the priesthood to Me "—that hereby is signified a

representative of the Lord in both as to the work of salvation,

appears from the representation of Aaron, as denoting the Lord

as to celestial good, see n. 9806, 9966, 10,068 ; and from the re-

presentation of the sons of Aaron, as denoting the Lord as to

spiritual good, see n. 10,017, 10,068, thus in both heavens, as well

the superior as the inferior; for whether we speak of celestial

good, or of the celestial kingdom, or of the superior heaven, it

is the same ; and also whether we speak of spiritual good, or of

the spiritual kingdom, or of the inferior heaven it is the same :

concerning the inferior and superior heavens, see what was said

just above, n. 10,150, 10,151 ; and from the representation of

the priesthood, as denoting the Lord's work of salvation, see n.

9809, 10,017. Hence it is evident, tliat by sanctifying Aaron

and his sons to perform the office of the priesthood to Jehovah,

is signified a representative of the Lord in both heavens as to

the work of salvation. It is allowed to me to make some fur-

ther observations on the Lord's work of salvation. It is known
in the church, that the Lord is the Saviour and Redeemer of

the human race, but it is known to few in what manner this is

to be understood. Those who are in the externals of the church,

believe that the Lord redeemed the world, that is. the human
race, by His blood, by which they mean the passion of the

cross ; but those who are in the internals of the church, know

that no one is saved by the blood of the Lord, but by a life

according to the precepts of faith and of charity from the Word

of the Lord ; those who are in the inmost of the church, by the
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blood of the Lord understand the Divine Truth proceeding from
Him, and by the passion of the cross they understand the ulti-

mate of the Lord's temptation, by which He entirely subjugated

the hells, and at the same time glorified His Human, that is,

made it Divine ; and that hereby He redeemed and saved all,

who suffer themselves to be regenerated by a life according to

the precepts of faith and charity from His Word. By the blood

of the Lord moreover in the internal sense, according to which
the angels in the heavens perceive the Word, is meant the

Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord, as may be seen, n.

4735, 4978, 5476, 7317, 7326, 7850, 9127, 9397, 10,026, 10,033.

But how man was saved aud redeemed by the Divine, through

the subjugation of the hells, and the glorification of His Human,
no one can know, unless he knows that there are attendant

upon every man angels from heaven, and spirits from hell, and
that unless these are present with man continually, he cannot

think any thing, nor will any thing ; and thus that man as to

his interiors is either under the dominion of spirits who are from
hell, or under the dominion of angels who are from heaven.

When this is previously known, then it may be known, that

unless the Lord had altogether subdued the hells, and reduced
all things both there and in the heavens into order, no one
could have been saved ; in like manner, unless the Lord had
made His Human Divine, and had thereby acquired to Himself
Divine Power over the hells and over the heavens to eternity

;

for without Divine Power neither the hells nor the heavens can
be kept in order, since the power, by which any thing exists,

must be perpetual that it may subsist, for subsistence is per-

petual existence. The Divine itself, which is called the Father,

without the Divine Human which is called the Son, could not

produce this effect, inasmuch as the Divine itself, without the

Divine Human, cannot reach to man, nor even to an angel, when
the human race have altogether removed themselves from what
is Divine, as occurred in the end of times, when there was no
longer any faith or any charity ; wherefore the Lord then came
into the world, and restored all things, and this by virtue of
His Human, and thus saved and redeemed man by faith and
love to the Lord from the Lord : for such the Lord can withhold
from the hells and from eternal damnation, but not those who
reject faith and love from Him to Him, for these reject salvation

and redemption. That the Divine itself produces this effect by
the Divine Human, is manifest from numerous passages in the

Word, as from those where the Divine Human, which is the

Son of God, is called the right hand and arm of Jehovah ; and
where it is said, that the Lord has all power in the heavens and
in the earths. That the Lord is called the right hand and arm
of Jehovah, may be seen, n. 10,019; and that He lias all power
in the heavens and in the earths, 10,089. That the Lord from

vol. x. 11
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the Divine Human subdued the hells, ana reduced all tilings

therein and in the heavens into order ; and then at the same
time glorified His Human, that is, made it. Divine, is shown,
n. 9528 and 9715, 9809, 9937, 10,019 ; and that, the Divine
itself, which is called the Father, effected this by the Divine
Human, is evident from John, "In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and God was the Word ; all

things were made by Him, and without Him xoas not any thing

made that was made ; and the Word was madeflesh, and dw, It

amongst us," i. 1, 2, 3, 11. That in this passage the Lord as

to the Divine Human is He who is called the Word, is evident,

for it is said, the Word was made flesh. And again, "JVo one
hath seen God at any time, the only-begotten Son, who is in the

bosom of the Father, He hathbrought Him forth to view," verse

20. And again in the same evangelist, " Ye have never heard
the voice of the Father at any time, nor seen his shape," v. 37.

And again, " I am the way, the truth, and the life, no one
cometh to the Father but by Me f henceforth ye have known the

Father, and have seen Him ; he who seeth Me seeth the Father"
xiv. 6, 7, 9. And in Matthew, "N~o one knoweth the Father,

but the Son, and he to whom the Son shall be willing to reveal

Him," xi. 27. From these considerations it may now be ma-
nifest what the work of salvation and redemption is, and that

it is effected from His Divine Human.
10,153. "And I will dwell in the midst of the sons of Israel"

—that hereby is signified the presence of the Lord and His
influx by good in heaven and in the church, is evident from the

signification of dwelling, when concerning the Lord, as denot-

ing to be present and to flow in. The reason why it is effected

by Divine Good is, because to dwell is predicated of good, as

may be seen, n. 2268, 2151, 2712, 3613, 8269, 8309 ; therefore

also it is said in the midst, because by the midst is signified

the inmost, and in the inmost principle is good ; that this is sig-

nified by the midst, ma}' be seen, n. 2910, 5897, 6081, 6103

;

and from the representation of the sons of Israel, as denoting

the church, see n. 9310. The reason why by dwelling in the

midst, when it relates to the Lord, is signified His presence

and influx by Divine Good is, because the Lord flows in and is

present with man in this good, which he receives from the Lord
;

for good makes the man himself, since every one is such as his

good is
;
by good is meant the love, for every thing which is

loved is called good. That his love or good constitues the man,
is known to every one who explores another, for when he has

explored him, he leads him by his love whithersoever he wills,

insomuch that when he is held in his love, he is no longer

master of himself, and then the reasons, which are against the

love, are of no avail, but. those which are with the love are all

powerful. That this is the case, is also very manifest in tho

I
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Other life; all spirits are there known from their loves, and
when they are held in them, they cannot do any thing con-

trary to them, for to act contrary to them is to act contrary to

themselves; they are therefore the forms of their loves. Those
who are in the heavens, are forms of celestial charity and love,

of such beauty as cannot be described ; but those who are in

the hells, are forms of their loves, which are the loves of selt

and of the world, consequently also they are forms of hatred

and revenge, thus such monsters as cannot be described. Since

therefore the whole man is such as his love is, it is evident that

the Lord cannot be present in evil love, but in the good love

appertaining to man, thus in his good. It is believed that the

Lord is present in the truth which is called the truth of faith
;

but He is not present in truth without good, but where good is,

there lie is present in truth by good, and so far present in truth

as it leads to good, and as it proceeds from good. Truth with-

out good cannot be said to be inwardly in man, it is only in his

memory as something scientific, which does not enter the man,
and constitute him a man, until it becomes of the life; and it

becomes of the life when he loves it, and from love lives ac-

cording to it ; when this is the case, then the Lord dwells with

him. This also the Lord teaches in John, " He that hath My
precepts, and doeth them, he it is who loveth Me, and I will

love him, and will manifest Myself unto him ; and My Father
will love him, and we will come to him, and make our abode

with him,v xiv. 21, 23. To manifest Himself denotes to en-

lighten by the truths of faith from the Word ; to come to him
denotes to be present ; and to make abode with him denotes to

dwell in his good.

10,151. "And I will be to them for a God "—that hereby
is signified the presence of the Lord and His influx into truth

in the church, appears from the signification of being for a
God, as denoting the presence of the Lord and His influx into

truth. The reason why it denotes into truth is, because the

Lord in the Word of the Old Testament is called God, where
the subject treated of is truth, and Jehovah where it is good

;

hence also it is that the angels are called gods from the recep-

tion of Divine Truth from the Lord ; hence too it is that in the

original tongue God is called Elohim in the plural, for truths

are numerous, but good is one, Matt. xix. 16, 17. That the

Lord is called God where truth, and Jehovah where good is

treated of, may be seen, n. 2586, 2769, 2807, 2822, 3921, 4287,

1102, 7010, 9167. And that the angels are called gods iron,

the reception of Divine Truth from the Lord, n. -1295, 1102,

7268, 7873, 8192, 8302, 8867, 8911 ; and that the Lord is the

Jehovah of the Word, in what is cited, n. 9373. That, He is

called the Father from eternity, and also God, is manifest in

Isaiah, " A child is born to us, a Son is given to us, on whoso
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shoulder is the government, His name shall he called God,
Hero, the Father of eternity, the Prince of Peace," ix. 6. And
again, " A virgin shall conceive, and shall bring forth, and His
name shall be called Immanuel, which is, God with us" vii. 14

;

also Matt. i. 23. That in this passage by I will be to them for

a God, is signified the presence and influx of the Lord into

truth, is evident also from this consideration, that by I will

dwell in the midst of the sons of Israel is signified the presence

of the Lord and His influx by good ; for in the Word, where
good is treated of, truth is also treated of, on account of the

heavenly marriage, which is that of good and truth, in every
part of the Word, as may be "seen in what is cited, n. 9263,
9314.

10,155. "And they shall know that I am Jehovah their

God"—that hereby is signified a perceptive principle that from
the Lord is all good and all truth, is evident from the significa-

tion of knowing, as denoting to understand, to believe, and to

perceive, of which we shall speak presently. The reason why it

denotes to perceive that from the Lord is all good and all truth

is, because it is said Jehovah God, and the Lord is called Jeho-

vah from good, and God from truth, as may be seen, n. 2586

2769, 2807, 2822, 3921, 4287, 4402, 7010, 9167. The reason

why to know denotes to understand, to believe, and to perceive,

is, because it is said both of man's intellectual principle, and ol

his will ; when it is said of the intellectual principle only, it de-

notes to understand ; when of the intellectual principle and at

the same time of the will, it denotes to believe ; and when of

the will principle alone, it denotes to perceive ; wherefore with

those who are only in the science of a thing, and hence in thought

concerning it, to know denotes to understand; but with tiioso

who are in faith, to know denotes to helieve ; whereas with those

who are in love, to know denotes to perceive. When however
knowing is conjoined with understanding, seeing, and believing,

then to know denotes to perceive, since understanding, seeing,

and believing, have reference to the intellect, consequently to

truth, whereas perceiving has reference to the will, consequently

to good ; as in John, " Peter said, we have believed and known,
that Thou art the Christ the Son of the living God," vi. 69.

Again, " Jesns said, believe the works, that ye may mow and
believe, that the Father is in Me, and I in the Father," x. 38.

Again, "Jesus said, if ye have known Me, ye have known Jfy
Father ; and henceforth ye haveknown Him, and have seen Him,

'

xiv. 7. Again, "The Spirit of Truth will be sent, whom the

world cannot race[vc,since itseethHimnot, neitherknowethHim;
but ye know Him, because He abideth with you, and shall be

in you," xiv. 17. And in Mark, " Jesus spake in parables,

thai seeing they may see, and not know" iv. 11, 12. And in

Jeremiah, "That thou mayett know and see that it is evil and
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bitter to forsake Jehovah thy God," ii. 19. Again, "Let him
who glorieth, glory in this, to understand and know Me that I

am Jehovah, ix. 24. And in Hosea, " I will betroth thee

unto me in faith, and thou shalt know Jehovah," ii. 20. In

these passages to know denotes to perceive, and to perceive is

from good ; but to understand and to see is from truth ; for those

who are in good or in love, perceive inwardly in themselves that

a thing is so ; whilst those who are in truth or in faith, see in-

wardly in themselves ; wherefore those who are in the Lord's

celestial kingdom, have a perception that it is so, but those who
are in the Lord's spiritual kingdom, have faith that it is so, as

mav be seen in the passages cited n. 9277 ; as well as at n. 9992,

9995, 10,105 ; and what perception is, n. 125, 371, 483, 495, 503,

521, 536, 597, 607, 1121, 1384, 13S7, 1398, 1442, 1919, 2144,

2515, 2831, 3528, 5121, 5145, 5227, 7680, 7977, 8780. Since

to know in the proper sense signifies to perceive from good,

therefore, also it is said, " it is knownfrom the heart" Deut. viii.

5 : for from the heart denotes from the good of love, n. 3883

to 3896, 7542, 9050, 9300, 9494 : and therefore to do good is

called to know Jehovah, Jer. xxii. 16. Hence it is evident that

by they shall know that I am Jehovah their God, is signified a

perceptive principle that from the Lord is all good and truth.

10,156. " Who brought them forth out of the land of Egypt"
—that hereby is signified salvation from hell by the Lord, appears

from the signification of being brought forth out of the land of

Egypt, as denoting to be liberated from hell, see n. 8866, 9197,

thus to be saved. The reason why by the land of Egypt is sig-

nified hell is, because by that land, in the genuine sense, is sig-

nified the natural principle and its scientific principle ; and to be
brought forth from the natural man, and his scientific principle,

and to be elevated into the spiritual man, and into his intelli-

gence and wisdom, is also to be brought forth out of hell. For
man is born natural, but is made spiritual by regeneration ; and
if he be not made spiritual, he is in hell ; for the science of the

natural man, that is of a man not regenerated, is in the light of

the world; but the intelligence of the spiritual man, that is, of

the regenerate man, is in the light of heaven ; and so long as a

man is only in the light of the world, he is in hell ; but when he
is at the same time in the light of heaven, he is in heaven. Those
moreover who are only in natural science, and thence in no other

light than in that of the world, cannot in any wise believe those

things which are of heaven ; and even if they be willing to enter

into those things by their lumen, which is called natural lumen,
there comes over them as it were a thick darkness, which blinds

them, and makes what is heavenly appear as nothing; for such
is the quality of what appears in the mind as thick darkness.

Hence it is that the merely natural man, although he may be-

lieve himself to excel others in lumen, in heart he denies Divine
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and celestial things ; which also is the cause why so many of

t lie learned reduce themselves by their sciences to such insanity,

tor many more of them deny the things relating to the faith of

the church and of heaven than of the simple. It is otherwise

with those who suffer themselves to be elevated by the Lord into

the light of heaven ; for these are first elevated above the scien-

ces which are of the natural man ; and then from the light of

ueaven they see those tilings which are in their natural man.
which are called scientifics, and well discern them, adopting
such as they apprehend and which are in congruity, and reject-

ing or laying aside those which they do not comprehend and

which are incongruous. In a word, the case herein is this; so

long as man is merely natural, so long his interiors, which sec

from the light of heaven, are closed ; and the exteriors, which
see from the light of the world, are open, and then man looks

downwards, that is, into the world, and to himself, for such is

the direction of all things which are of his will and thought

;

and whither the man looks, thither also his heart turns itself,

that is, his will and his love. When however man becomes spi-

ritual, then his interiors, which see from the light of heaven, are

opened, and then the man looks upwards, which is effected 1 >y

elevation from the Lord, thus he looks into heaven and to the

Lord ; thither also are elevated all things which are of his will

and of his thought,—thus his heart, that is, his love. For man
is so created, that as to his internal he is formed to the image oi

heaven, and as to his external to the image of the world, n. 0057,

9279 ; to the intent that heaven and the world with man may
be conjoined, and that thus the Lord by [or through] man may
flow in out of heaven into the world, and govern it, in particular

with every one, and in general with all, and thus conjoin both,

and thereby make a resemblance of heaven to exist also in the

world. AVhen however man makes the world his sole concern,

heaven is closed with him ; but when he suffers himself to be ele-

vated by the Lord, then heaven is opened with him and the world

is subjected to him ; and when this is the case, hell is separated

and removed from him : and then man first knows what good is

anil what evil is, but not before. This is what is called the image
of (iod with man, Gen. i. 27, 28. These observations are made,
In the intent that it may be known what the spiritual man is,

and what the natural, and that the merely natural man, unless

he be made spiritual by the Lord, is a hell
;
consequently

that it may be known why by Egypt is signified hell, since also

the natural principle and its scientific principle is signified. That
by Egypt is signified the scientific principle, may be seen in

what is cited, n. 1)340 ; and thence the natural principle in what
is cited, n. 93i»l ; and hell, n. SS66, 9197.

10,157. '•
1 ' dwell Myself in the midst of them"—that

hereby is sLi...' i the Divine of the Lord, that it is the all in all
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of heaven and of the church, is evident from the signification of

dwelling in the midst of the sons of Israel, when relating to Je-
hovah, as denoting the presence of the Lord, and His influx by
good in heaven and in the church, shown, n. 10,153. And be-

cause His presence is there, His Divine is likewise the all in all

tliere, for the Lord is present with the angels of heaven and with
the men of the church, not in their proprium, but in what is of

Himself appertaining to them, thus in what is Divine, according
to what was shown above, n. 10,151 ; and when the Lord is

present in His own Divine in the heavens and in the church,

He is likewise the all in all there. Hence he is heaven itself

;

and also hence it is that the whole heaven has reference to the

Lord as to His Divine Human ; and that heaven in the complex is

a man, which is called the Grand Man, treated of at the close

of many chapters, as may be seen in what is cited at the end of

n. 9276, 10,030. Hence also it is that by a man in the Word is

signified the church, and likewise heaven, n. 478, 768, 3636 :

and that those who are in heaven, and truly in the church, are

said to be in the Lord, n. 3637, 3638, when in the good of love

and in the truth of faith in Him from Him.
10,158. " I am Jehovah their God"—that hereby is signified

from whom is all the good of love and the truth of faith, appears

from this consideration, that Jehovah is the Divine Esse, and
the Divine Esse is the Divine Love, thus the Divine Good ; and
that God is the Divine Existere, and the Divine Existere is the

Divine of faith, thus the Divine Truth ; for all truth exists from
good, truth being the form of good. From these considerations

it is evident, that when the Lord is called Jehovah God, thereby
is meant all the good of love and the truth of faith ; and when
Jehovah God is said to be in the midst of the sons of Israel,

thereby is meant the perceptive principle, that from the Lord is

every good which is of love and truth which is of faith, as shown
above, n. 10,155.

CONTINUATION RESPECTING THE SECOND EARTH SEEN IN THE
STARRY HEAVENS.

10,159. INASMUCH as I have discoursed with those oj

that earth, concerning theinvisible and visible God, it is allowea

to mention, that almost all in the universe worship God under a

visibleform, and indeed in their idea under a human form, and,

that this is an ingrafted principle. It is ingrafted by virtue oj

influxfr vn heaven, for, what is remarkable, the angels who are

elevated even into the sphere of the third heaven, come into muni
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fest perfection on the subject. The reason is, because ail in that

heaven are in the love of the Lord, and hence as it were in the

Lord ; and because allperception, such as the angels have there,

is from the order andfrom theflux of heaven ; for heaven in its

whole complex resembles one man, as may be manifest from what
has been shown concerning heaven, as the Grand Max, at the

close of several chapters, as may be seen in the passages cited, ti.

I 0,030. This resemblance ofheaven in its whole complex, to one

man. is from the Divine Human of the Lord. ; for from this (he

Lordfiows-in into heaven, makes it, and forms it to a likeness

of Himself. But this arcanum can hardlu be apprehended by

those ivho have extirpatedfrom themselves this ingrafted prin-

ciple, by their own proper intelligence.

I 0,1 60. The question was asked them, whether in their earth

they live under the government ofprinces or of kings ; to which

they replied, that they do not know what, governments are, and
that they live under themselves,distinguished into nations, J ami
lies, and houses. They werefurther questioned whether they are

thus secure, they said that they were secure, since onefamily in

no respect envies another , and in no respect is willing to dero-

gate from another. They were indignant that such questions

were asked them, as if they contained a charge of hostility, and

of some sort of protection against robbers. What more have we
need of, said they, tlianfood and raiment, and thus to dwell con-

tent and quiet under ourselves ? It was perceivedfrom the most

ancient people who were from our earth, that they had lived in

like manner in their time, and that they then kneiv not what it

was to rule over others from a principle of self-love, and to heap

together wealth beyond necessity, from a principle of worldly

love ; and that then they had internal peace, and at the same
time external, and hence heaven was with man. Those times

were therefore, called by ancient writers the golden ages and were

described by their doing what wasjust and equitable,from alavj

inscribed on their hearts. The state of life of those times is de-

scribed in the Word by dwelling under themselves securely and
solitarilu, without doors and bars. And whereas their habita-

tions were tents, therefore, as a record, a tent was constructed,

which was for the house of God, and afterwards the feast of

tents was instituted, in which they were gladdened from the

heart ; and since those ivho thus lived werefreefrom the insane

love of ruling for the sake of thetnselves, and of gaining the

world for the sake of the world, therefore heaven then let itselj

down to them, and the Lord utos seen by many in a humanform.
10,161. Being questioned concerning their earth, they said,

that they have meadows, shrubberies, forestsfull of trees bearing
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fruit, and ilso lakes, in which are fishes ; and that they have

birds of a blue color with golden feathers, and that there are

greater and lesser animals, and among the lesser they men-

tioned some which had an elevated back, like that of camels in

our earth; nevertheless that they do not feed on their fiesh, but

only on the flesh offish ; and also on the fruits of trees, and on

leguminous vegetables. They said, further, that they do not

build in hotises raised for the purpose, but in groves, in which

amongst the leaves they make for themselves coverings to c?e-

fend them from the rain and the heat of the sun.

10.162. Being asked concerning their sun, which is a star

visible from our earth, they said that it was of a fiery color, to

appearance no larger than a man's head. I was told by the

angels that the star, which was to them a sun, was amongst

the lesser stars, not far distant from the equator.

10.163. Spirits were seen, who u>ere similar to themselves

when they were men in their earth ; their faces were not unlike

the faces of the men of our earth, except that tlieir eyes were

small, and also the nose small, and as this appeared to me to

be a sort of deformity, they said- that small eyes and a small

nose are accounted beautiful amongst them. A female was
seen, clad in a gown in which were roses of various colors. I

asked whence ihey prepare their garments in that earth; they

replied, that they gatherfrom certain herbs such substances as

they spin into threads, and that they afterwards lay the threads

in rows, in a double and triple order, and moisten them with

a glutinous water, and thereby induce consistence, coloring

the substance afterwards with juices derived from herbs.

10.164. It was also shown how they make tlte threads. The
women sit down on the ground, and wind them by means of their

toes, and when wound, they draw the thread towards them, and
with the hand spin it out to any fineness they please.

10.165. They said also, that on that earth every husband

has no more than one wife ; and that the number of children

in a family is from ten to fifteen. They added that there are

found likewise harlots amongst them, but that all such, after

the life of tlte body, when they become spirifs, are magicians,

and are cast into hell.

10.166. An account of the third earth in the starry heavens

will be given at the close of the following chapter.
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EXODUS.

CHAPTER THE THIRTIETH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY AND OF FAITH.

10.167. FEW know from what origin conjugial love exists,

those who think from the world, believe that it is from nature
;

but those who think from heaven, that it is from the Divine
there.

10.168. Love truly conjugial is the union of two minds,

which is spiritual union ; and all spiritual union descends from
heaven ; lience it is that love truly conjugial is from heaven,
and that its first esse is from the marriage of good and of truth

there. The marriage of good and of truth in heaven is from
the Lord ; wherefore the Lord in the "Word is called the bride-

groom and husband, and heaven and the church is called the

bride and wife ; and on this account also heaven is compared to

a marriage.

10.169. From these considerations it is evident, that love

truly conjugial is the union of two as to the interiors which
are of the thought and of the will,—thus which are of truth

and of good—for truth is of the thought, and good is of the

will. For he who is principled in love truly conjugial, loves

what another thinks, and what another wills ; thus also he loves

to think as another ; and he loves to will as another,—conse-

qnently to be united to another, and to become as one man.
This is what is meant by the Lord's words in Matthew, ^And
tioo shall be one flesh, wherefore they are no longer tivo, but one

flesh" xix. 4, 5; also Gen. ii. 24.

10.170. The delight of love truly conjugial, is an internal

delight, because it is of the mind, and it is also an external de-

light thence derived, which is of the body ; but the delight of

love not truly conjugial is only external delight without being
internal, which is that of the body, not of the mind. This
latter delight moreover is terrestrial, almost like that of animals,
and therefore in time perishes ; but the former is celestial, such

as that of men should be, and therefore it is permanent.
10.171. No one can know what love truly conjugial is, and

what is the quality of its delight, unless he be in the good of

love and in the truths of faith from the Lord, since, as was
said, love truly conjugial is from heaven, and originates in the

marriage of good and of truth there.

10,17*2. From the marriage of good and of truth in heaven
and in the church, we may be instructed what ought to be the
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quality of marriages in the earths, namely, that they ought to

be between two, one husband and one wife, and that love truly

conjugial is in no case given, if one husband has a plurality

of wives.

10.173. What is done from a principle of love truly conju-

gial, this is done from freedom on both sides, for all freedom is

from love, and eacli party has freedom when one loves what
the other thinks and what the other wills. Hence it is that to

be willing to exercise rule in marriages destroys genuine love,

for it takes away its freedom, thus also its delight; the delight

»F exercising rule, which succeeds in its place, begets disagree-

ments, and sets minds at enmity, and causes evils to take root

according to the quality of dominion on one part, and the qua-

lity of servitude on the other.

10.174. From these considerations it may be manifest, that

marriages are holy, and that to do violence to them is to do
violence to that which is holy: consequently that adulteries

are profane; for since the delight of conjugial love descends
from heaven, the delight of adultery ascends out of hell.

10.175. Those, therefore, who take delight in adulteries, can-

not any longer receive any good and truth from heaven. Hence
it is that those who have taken delight in adulteries, afterwards

make light of and also in heart deny those things which are of

the church and of heaven. The reason is, because the love of

adultery is from the marriage of what is evil and false, which
is the infernal marriage.

CHAPTER XXX.

1. AND thou shalt make an altar of the fuming of incense
;

of shittim-wood thou shalt make it.

2. A cubit the length thereof, and a cubit the breadth there-

of; it shall be square; and two cubits the height thereof
; out

of it shall be its horns.

3. And thou shalt cover it over with pure gold, its roof and
its walls round about, and its horns ; and thou shalt make for

it a border of gold round about.

4. And two rings of gold thou shalt make for it from beneath
its border, upon its two ribs, thou shalt make them upon its

two sides ; and it shall be for receptacles to the staves, to carry
it in them.

5. And thou shalt make the staves of shittim-wood; and
shalt cover them over with gold.

6. And thou shalt give it before the vail, which is over the

ark of the testimony, before the propitiatory which is over the
testimony, where I will meet thee there.
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7. And Aaron shall cause to fume upon it incense of spices

in the morning in the morning, in adorning the lamps he shall

cause it to fume.
8. And in Aaron causing the lamps to ascend between the

evenings he shall cause it to fume ; continual incense before

Jehovah to jour generations.

9. Ye shall not make to ascend upon it strange incense, and
a burnt-offering, and a meat-offering ; and a libation ye shall

not offer upon it.

10. And Aaron shall expiate upon its horns once in a year
from the blood of the sin of expiations : once in a year he shall

expiate upon it to your generations ; this is the holy of holies

to Jehovah.
11. And Jehovah spake to Moses, saying,

12. When thou shalt take the sum of the sons of Israel as

to those that are numbered of them, and they shall give every

one an expiation of his soul to Jehovah in numbering them
;

and let there be no plague in them in numbering them.

13. This they shall give every one that passeth upon the

numbered ; half a shekel in the shekel of holiness : a shekel is

twenty oboli ; the half of a shekel an up-lifting to Jehovah.

14. Every one passing upon the numbered, from a son of

twenty years and upwards, shall give an up-lifting to Jehovah.
15. A rich man shall not give more, and a poor man shall

not give less, from the half of a shekel to give an up-lifting to

Jehovah to expiate on your souls.

10. And thou shalt take silver of expiations from [being]

with the sons of Israel, and thou shalt give it for the work of

the tent of the congregation ; and it shall be to the sons of Is-

rael for remembrance before Jehovah to expiate on your souls.

17. And Jehovah spake to Moses saying,

IS. And thou shalt make a laver of brass, aid its base of

brass, to wash ; and thou shalt give it between the tent of the

congregation and between the altar, and thou shalt give waters

there.

19. And Aaron and his sons shall wash out of it their hands

and their feet.

20. In their entering-in into the tent of the congregation,

they shall wash with waters lest they die ; or in their coming
near to the altar to minister, to cause to burn an offering made
by tiie io Jehovah.

21. And they shall wash their hands and their feet, lest they

die; and it shall be to them a statute of an age to him and to

his seed, to their generations.

22. And Jehovah spake to Moses, saying,

23. And do thou take to thyself chief spices, the best myrrh
five hundred, and aromatic cinnamon the half thereof, fifty and

two hundred, and aromatic calamus fifty and two hundred.
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24. And cassia five hundred, in the shekel of holiness ; and

oil of olive a hin.

25. And thou shalt make it oil of anointing of holiness, an

ointment of ointment, the work of an ointment dealer, it shall

he the oil of anointing of holiness.

26. And thou shalt anoint with it the tent of the congrega-

tion, and the ark of the testimony.

27. And the table and all its vessels, and the candlestick

and its vessels, and the altar of incense.

28. And the altar of burnt-offering and all its vessels, and

the laver and its base.

29. And thou shalt sanctify them, and they shall be the

holy of holies
;
every one that toucheth them shall be sanc-

tified.

30. And Aaron and his sons thou shalt anoint, and shalt

sanctify them to perform the office of the priesthood to Me.
31. And to the sons of Israel speak, saying ; this shall be to

Me the oil of anointing of holiness to your generations.

32. Upon the flesh of man it shall not be poured ; and in its

quality ye shall not make like it, it is holy, it shall be holy

to you.

33. The man [vir] who shall make ointment like it, and
who shall give of it upon a stranger, shall be cut off from
his people.

34. And Jehovah said to Moses ; take to thee fragrant

spices, stacte, and onycha, and galbanum [which are] fragrant,

and pure frankincense ; so much shall be in so much.
35. And thou shalt make it incense, an ointment the work

of an ointment dealer, salted, pure, holy.

36. And thou shalt bruise of it into small pieces, and shalt

give of it before the testimony in the tent of the congregation,

where 1 will meet thee there ; the holy of holies it shall be to

you.

37. And the incense which thou makest in its quality,

ye shall not make to yourselves ; it shall be holy to thee to

Jehovah.
38. The man [vir] who shall make like it, to make an odor

with it, shall be cut off from his people.

THE CONTENTS.

THE subject treated of in this chapter is the altar of fuming
incense; the expiation of every one by silver; the laver and
washing thence derived; and the preparation of tlie oil of anoint-

ing, and of incense. By fuming incense in the internal sense
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is signified the hearing and reception of all the things of

worship, which are from love and charity by the Lord. By the

expiation of every one by silver, is signified the ascribing of all

the things of worship to the Lord, and nothing to self, that no

one may have merit. By the laver and washing is signified

purification from evils first in all worship. By the preparation

of the oil of anointing, is signified the quality of love in wor-

ship ; and by the preparation of incense, the quality of worship

\ hence derived.

THE INTERNAL SENSE.

10,176. VERSES 1 to 10. And thou shalt make an altar

;>f
thefum ing of incense ; of shittim-wood thou shalt make it.

A cubit the length thereof, and a cubit the breadth thereof • it

shall be square / and two cubits the height thereof ; out of it shall

be its horns. And thou shalt cover it over with pure gold, its

roof its walls round about, audits horns ; and thou shalt make
for it a borderof gold round about. And two rings of gold thou

shalt make for it from, beneath its harder, upon it* two ribs, thou

shall make them upon its two sides ; and it shall befor receptacles

to the staves, to carry it in them. And thou shalt make the staves

of shittim-wood ; and shalt cover them over with gold. And
thou shalt give it before the vail, which is over the ark of the

testimony, before the propitiatory, which is over the testimony,

where I will meet thee there. And Aaron shall cause tofume
upon it incense of spices in the morning in the morning,in adorn-

ing the lamps he shall cause it tofume. And in Aaron, causing

the lamps to ascend between the evenings, he shall cause it to fume;
continual incense before Jehovah to your getierations. ite shall

not make to ascend upon it strange incense, and a burnt-offering,

and a meat-offering ; and a libation ye shall not offer upon it.

And Aaron shall expiate upon its horns once ina yearfrom the

blood of the sin of expiations ; once in a year he shall expiate

upern it to yo u r generations. Th is is the holy of h olies to Jehovah

.

And thou shalt make an altar of the fuming of incense, signifies

a representative of the hearing and grateful reception of all the

things of worship, which are from love and charity, by the Lord.

Of shittim-wood thou shalt make it, signifies from Divine Love.

A cubit the length thereof, and a cubit the breadth thereof,sig-

nifies what is equally from good and from truth. It shall be
square, signifies thereby perfect. And two cubits the height

thereof, signifies the degrees of good and truth, and their con-

junction. Out of it shall be its horns, signifies the powers of

truth derived from the good of love and charity. And thou

shalt cover it over with pure gold, signifies a representative oi
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all the things of worship grounded in good. Its roof signifies

the inmost principle. And its walls, signifies interior principles.

And its horns, signifies exterior principles. And thou shalt

make a border of gold round about, signifies termination from
good lest they should be approached and hurt by evils. And
two rings of gold thou shalt make for it from beneath the

bolder* signifies the sphere of Divine Good, by which is con-

junction and conservation. On its two ribs, signifies with truths

on one part. Thou shalt make them on its two sides, signifies

with good on the other part. And it shall be for receptacles to

the staves, signifies the power of truth derived from good ••here.

To carry it in them, signifies hence conservation in its state.

And thou shalt make the staves of shittim-wood, signifies power
derived from the good of the Lord's love. And shalt cover them
over with gold, signifies the foundation of all things on good.

And shalt give it before the vail which is over the ark of the

testimony, signifies in the interior heaven, where it is conjoined

to the inmost heaven. Before the propitiatory which is above
the testimony, signifies where there is hearing and reception of

all the things of worship grounded in the good of love from the

Lord. Where I will meet, thee there, signifies thus the presence

and influx of the Lord. And Aaron shall fume incense upon it,

signifies the elevation of worship by virtue of love and charity

from the Lord. Incense of spices, signifies grateful hearing and
reception. In the morning in the morning, signifies when the

state of love is in clearness. In adorning the lamps he shall

fume it, signifies when truth also comes into its light. And in

Aaron causing the lamps to ascend between the evenings he
shall fume it, signifies elevation also in an obscure state of love

when truth is likewise in its shade. Continual incense before
Jehovah, signifies in all worship grounded in love from the

Lord. To your generations, signifies to eternity to those who
are in faith grounded in love. Ye shall not make to ascend
upon it strange incense, signifies no worship from any other
love than of the Lord. And the burnt-offering: and meat-offering:,

signifies no representative there of regeneration by truths and
goods of celestial love. And a libation ye shall not offer upon
it, signifies no representative there of regeneration by the truths

and goods of spiritual love. And Aaron shall expiate on its

horns, signifies purification from evils by the truths of faith

which are from the good of love. Once in a year, signifies per-
petually. Of the blood of the sin of expiations, signifies by
truths which are from the good of innocence. Once in a year
he shall expiate upon it, signifies the perpetuaj removal of evils.

To your generations, signifies those of the church who are in

the truths and goods of faith. This is the holy of holies to Jeho-
vah, signifies since grounded in the celestial Divine [principle]

10,177. " And thou shalt make an altar of the fuming of in
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cense"—that hereby is signified a representative of the grateful

hearing and reception of all things of worship grounded in love
and charity by the Lord, appears from the signification of the

altar of the faming of incense, as being representative of such
things of worship as are elevated to the Lord ; that those things

are what are grounded in love and charity, will be evident from
what follows. By the altar is signified the like as by that*which

is upon it, since the altar is the continent, and that which is

upon it is the thing contained, and the continent and the thing

contained make one thing, as a table and the bread which is

upon it, a cup and the wine which is in it. The reason why an

altar was made for the fuming of incense, and not a table, was,

because altars with the Israelitish nation were the principal re-

presentatives of worship, grounded in love, for fire was upon
them, and by fire is signified love and charity, in which worship

is grounded ; that altars were the principal representatives of

worship, see n. 4192, 4541, 8623, 8935, 8940, 9714. The reason

why the altar of fuming incense represented the hearing and re-

ception of all things of worship which are grounded in love and
charity, was, because by fume and hence by fumigation were
signified that which is elevated on high, and by the odor of

fume that which is grateful, consequently that which is heard

and received by the Lord ; and that alone is grateful, and is re-

ceived by the Lord which is grounded in love and charity; hence

also it was, that the altar was covered over with gold, and was

called the golden altar, for gold signifies the good of love ami

charity, as may be seen in what is cited, h. 9874, 9881. The rea-

son why that alone is grateful, and is therefore heard and received

by the Lord, which is grounded in love and charity is, because

love makes the whole man, every man being such as his love is :

hence it is that the angels in the heavens are loves and charities

in form ; the form itself which they thence have is the human
form, inasmuch as the Lord, who is in them, and forms them, as

to the Divine Human [principle] is the Divine Love itself; hence

it is, that from their faces, from their discourse, from their ges-

tures, and especially from the spheres of affections, which now
forth from them to a distance, is clearly perceived what is their

quality as to love. And whereas love to the Lord and charity

towards the neighbor are from the Lord, and love is spiritual

conjunction, therefore whatsoever proceeds is heard and received

by the Lord : but what is holy and pious, which is not grounded

in love, is indeed heard, but is not received gratefully, for it is

an hypocritical sanctity and piety, being only external without

an internal principle ; and a holy external principle without an

internal penetrates no further than to the first threshold of hea-

ven, and is there dissipated ; but a holy external principle

derived from an internal penetrates even into heaven, according

to the quality of the internal, thus to the Lord ; for a holy ex
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ternal principle without an internal is merely from the mouth
and gestures, whereas a holy external principle derived from an
internal is at the same time from the heart; concerning the

latter and the former holy principle, see what was said and
shown, n. 8252 to 8257. In the tent out of the vail was the

table, on which were the breads of faces, there was also the

candlestick with lamps, and there was the altar of incense
;

by the breads of faces was represented love to the Lord
;
by

the lamps of the candlestick, charity and faith ; and by the in-

cense upon the altar, the worship thence derived ; wherefore
it was fumed every morning, and every evening when the

lamps were adorned ; hence also it is evident, that by the

fuming of incense was represented the worship of the Lord,

grounded in love and charity
;
by the tent itself, in which that

fuming was performed, heaven, where all worship is of such

a quality. That the breads represented celestial good, which
is the good of love to the Lord, may be seen in n. 9515 ; that

the candlestick represented spiritual good, which is the good
of charity towards the neighbor and the good of faith, in

n. 9518 to 9561 ; and that the tent represented heaven, in

n. 9457, 9481, 9485, 9784, 9963. When mention is made of

worship, thereby is meant that holy principle, which is wrought
by prayers, adorations, confessions, and the like, which proceed

from the internal principles that are of love and chanty ; those

things constitute the worship, which is meant by burning of

incense, as may be manifest from the following passages : "My
prayers are accepted, they are incense before Thee" Ps. cxli. 2.

And in the Apocalypse, "The four animals and the four-and-

twenty elders fell down before the Lamb, having each of them
harps, and golden vialsfull of incenses, which, are the prayers

of the saints" Apoc. v. 8. Again, "An angel having a golden

censer, and there were given to him there many incenses, that he

might give them to the prayers of all the saints on the golden altar.

which is before the throne; thefume of the incenses from the

prayers of the saints ascended," Apoc. viii. 3, 4. Inasmuch as

by incense was signified worship and its elevation, thus hearing

and reception by the Lord, therefore it was commanded by
Moses, that they should take censers with incense, andfume it

before Jehovah, that they might thence know whom Jehovah
would choose, thus whom He would hear, Numb. xvi. 1 and fol-

lowing verses ; and when the people murmured, that Aaron ran

into the midst of the congregation with incense, when the plague

began, and thereby appeased it, Numb. xvi. 44 to 49. And in

Malachi, " From the rising of the sun even to the setting, the

name of Jehovah shall be great amongst the nations, and in

every place incense shall be brought to My name and a clean

meat-offering," i. 11 ; a clean meat-offering is added, because

by it is signified the good of love. n. 10,137. And in Moses.

VOL. X. 12
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" The sons of Levi shall teach Jacob judgments, and Israel

Thy law, they shall put incense into Thy nose, and a burnt-

offering upon Thine altar," Deut. xxxiii. 10 ; it is said shall

put incense into the nose, because by the nostrils is signified

perception, n. 4624 to 4634 ; a burnt offering is here added,
because by it also is signified what is from the good of love.

But by fuming incense, in the opposite sense, is signified

worship derived from contrary loves, which are the loves of
self and of the world, as by fuming incense to other gods,

Jer. i. 16
;
chap. xliv. 3, 5. By'fuming incense to idols, Ezek.

viii. 11; chap. xvi. 18 : and by burning incense to Baali?n,Ilo-

sea ii. 13. Inasmuch as the fuming of' incense signified such
things as are elevated upwards, and are accepted by the Divine
[being], therefore also they were applied by the Gentiles in

their religious ceremonies ; that frankincense, censers [thuri-

buld], and censers [acerrce], were in use amongst the Romans,
and amongst other nations, is known from history ; such reli-

gious ceremony was derived from the ancient church, which
was extended through several regions of Asia, as through Syria,

Arabia, Babylon, Egypt, Canaan '; this church had been a re-

presentative church, thus consisting in externals, which repre-

sented things internal, which are celestial and spiritual things
;

from this church several religious ceremonies were translated

to the nations round about, and amongst others the turnings of

incense also; hence through Greece into Italy ; in like manner
also perpetual fire, for the guarding of which chaste virgins

were appointed, whom they called vestal virgins. The turnings

of incense in the ancient church, and thence in the Israeli tish,

were prepared from fragrant substances, as from stacte, onycha,
galbannm, and frankincense, because odor signified percep-

tion, and fragrant odor grateful perception, see n. 925, 1514,

1517, 1518, 1519, 3577, 4624 to 4634, 4748, 10,054. But
frankincense specifically signifies the truth of faith, therefore

when frankincense is named in the Word there is adjoined also

oil, bread, a meat-offering, or gold, by which is signified the

good of love, as in Isaiah, " All shall come from Sheba, they

shall carry gold andfrankincense, and shall announce the praises

of Jehovah," Ix. 6. In like manner those who came from the

east, of whom it is written in Matthew, " There came wise men
from the east, seeking the Lord at that time born, opening their

treasures, and they offered gold, frankincense, and myrrh," ii. 1,

2, 11. That those who M ere from the east, and were called sons

of the east, in the Word signify those who were in the know*
ledges of good and truth, may be seen inn. 3249, 3762; in like

manner Sheba, n. 1171, 3240; that gold signifies the good of love,

may be seen in what is cited, n. 9S74, and n. 98S1. And in Jer.,

"They shall bring a burnt-offering and sacrifices, and a meat-

offering and frankincense," xvii. 26
;
by a meat-offering in like
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manner is signified the good oflove, see n. 9992, 10,137
; hence

it is evident, that by frankincense in the Word is signified

the truth which is of faith, for in the Word, where good is

spoken of, truth is also spoken of, on account of the celestial

marriage, which is that of good and truth, in all things therein,

see what is cited, n. 9203, 9314 ; hence also it. was, that upon
the meat-offering was oil, and also frankincense, Levit. ii. 1, 2,

15, but not on the meat-offering which was for sin, Levit. v. 11
;

nor on the meat-offering of jealousy, Numb, v. 15 ; the reason

why there was no oil and frankincense on these latter meat-

offerings, was, because they were given for expiation from evils,

and so long as man is in expiation, he cannot receive the good
of love and the truth of faith, for evils oppose ; it is otherwise

after expiation or the removal of evils. Inasmuch as the good
which is oflove cannot be given but together with the truth

which is of faith, since good produces truth, and in truth pro-

cures to itself its quality, and forms itself, it was from this

ground that upon every meat-offering there was frankincense
/

and also on the breads offaces, which were on the table in the

tent of the congregation, Levit. xxiv. 7; for breads signified

the good of love. n. 3478, 3813, 4211, 4217, 4735, 4976, 8410,

9323, 9545, 10,040, 10,137.

10.178. " Of shittim-wood thou shalt make it"—that hereby
is signified from Divine Love, appears from the signification of

shittim-wood, as denoting the good of merit and of justice,

which is of the Lord alone, seen. 9472, 9486, 9715. The reason

why it also denotes love is, because the Lord, when He was in

the world, from Divine Love fought against all the hells, and
subdued them, and thereby saved the human race, and hence
alone had merit, and was made justice, see n. 9486, 9715, 9809,

10,019, 10,152 ; wherefore the good of the Lord's merit is His
Divine Love. The reason why shittim-wood is of such and of

so great signification is, because all things, which are in the

triple kingdom of the earth, namely, in the animal kingdom, the

vegetable, and the mineral, signify spiritual and celestial things,

and also the things opposite to them, for universal nature is a
theatre representative of the Lord's kingdom, see what is cited,

n. 92S0 ; and wood in general signifies the good of love, and
specifically the good of merit, n. 2784, 2812, 3720, 4943, 8354,

8740 ; hence it is that wood in the supreme sense signifies Di-
vine Good, since all things, which in the internal sense signify

tilings relating to the church and heaven, in the supreme sense

signify Divine things.

10.179. " A cubit the length thereof, and a cubit the breadth
thereof"—that hereby is signified what is equally from good and
from truth, appears from the signification of length, as denoting
irood, and of breadth as denoting truth, see n. 1613, 3433,

3434. 44S2, 94S7. Equally from both is signified by the former
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being a cubit, and the latter a cubit, thus by the measure being
equal, because by measures in the Word a thing is determined
as to its quantity and quality, and the determination is made by
number; the thing which is here determined by the measure,
which is a cubit, is good and truth, the former by length, and
the latter by breadth. The reason why length denotes good, is,

because it is reckoned from east to west, and by east and west
is signified good from one boundary to another ; and breadth
from south to north, and by south and north is signified truth

from one boundary to another ; for so the case is in heaven,

where the Lord is the sun, and also the east, from which all

determinations are there made. Those who are in front there,

are in the perception of good according to distance ; those who
are in clear perception of good are in the east, n. 3708, 9G68

;

those who are in obscure perception of good, are in the wu-r,

n. 370S, 9653 ; but those who are in the clear light of truth

are in the south, n. 9642 ; and those who are in the obscure
light of truth are in the north, n. 3708. Hence it is that by
those four quarters in the Word such things are signified ; and
that by length is signified good, and by breadth truth.

10.180. "It shall be square"—that hereby is signified thus

perfect, appears from the signification of square, as denoting

what is just, and also what is perfect, see n. 9177, 9861.

10.181. " And two cubits the height thereof "—that hereby
are signified degrees of good and of truth, and their conjunc-

tion, appears from the signification of two,. as denoting con-

junction, see n. 1686, 5194, 8423 ; and from the signification

of height, as denoting degrees of good and of truth thence

derived, see n. 9489, 9773. By degrees of height are meant
degrees from things interior to things exterior, or from inmost

tilings to outermost, the nature and quality of which degrees

may be seen illustrated and shown in n. 3405. 3691, 4145, 5114,

51 16, 8603, 8945, 10,099. There are degrees of two kinds,

namely, degrees into length and breadth, and degrees as to

height and depth ; the latter degrees differ exceedingly from

the former. The degrees of length and breadth are those which
succeed from the midst to the circumference ; but degrees ol

height proceed from things interior to things exterior ; the

former degrees, namely, of length and breadth, are degrees

which decrease from the midst continually to the circumfer-

ences, as light decreases from flame even to its obscurity,

and as the sight of the eye from nearest objects to the most

remote, and as the intellectual sight from those things which

are in light to those which enter into shade ; but degrees of

height, which proceed from things inmost to outermost, or from

highest tilings to lowest, are not. continuous, but discrete; for

they are like the inmost principles of a seed to its exteriors;

and as the inmost principles of man to his outermost ; and as
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the inmost principle of the angelic heaven to its outermost,

these degrees are discriminate, thus distinct, as the thing pro-

ducing and the thing produced. Those things which are in an
interior degree are more perfect than those which are in an
exterior degree, and no other similitude exists between them
but by correspondences ; hence it is that those who are in the

inmost heaven, are more perfect than those who are in the middle
heaven, and these latter more perfect than those who are in the

ultimate heaven. The case is the same with man in whom
heaven is formed, his inmost principle is in a more perfect state

than the middle, and this latter in a more perfect state than the

ultimate; and they have consociation with each other in no
other way than by correspondences ; what the nature and
quality of those correspondences is, has been abundantly shown
in the preceding explications. He who does not procure to

himself a perception of these degrees, cannot in anywise know
the distinctions of the heavens, and the distinctions of the

interior and exterior faculties ofman, thus neither the distinction

between soul and body ; he is also incapable of comprehending
what the internal sense of the Word is, and its distinction from
the external sense, also the distinction between the spiritual

world and the natural world; neither can he understand what and
whence correspondences and representations are, and scarcely

what influx is ; sensual men do not comprehend these distinc-

tions, for they make increase and decrease according to these

degrees continuous, thus, they make these degrees like the

degrees of length and breadth, wherefore also they stand with-

out, and at a distance from intelligence. These degrees are

degrees of height, therefore by what is high in the Word is

meant what is interior, n. 2146, 4210, 4599, and because what
is interior, also what is more perfect; hence it is that the Lord
in the Word is called the Highest, because He is Perfection

Itself, Intelligence Itself, and Wisdom and Good and Truth
Itself; and hence it is that heaven is said to be on high, be-

cause in perfection, intelligence, wisdom, good, and truth, from
the Lord ; and therefore hell is said to be in the deep, because
therein is no perfection, intelligence, and wisdom, and no good
and truth.

10,182. " Out of it shall be its horns "—that hereby are sig-

nified the powers of truth from the good of love and charity,

appears from the signification of horns, as denoting the powers
of truth, see n. 2S32, 9719, 9720, 9721. The reason why it

denotes from the good of love and charity is, because all the

power of truth is from that source, wherefore also the horns
were continued to the altar itself, or were out of it ; for this

altar was representative of the hearing and reception of all

things of worship grounded in love and charity from the Lord,
n. 10,177. That all the power of truth is from the good of
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love cannot be apprehended by those who have only a material

idea concerning power, wherefore it may be expedient to say
how the case herein is : in the heavens all power is derived from
Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord,

hence the angels have power, for the angels are receptions of

Divine Truth from the Lord, n. 1752, 4295, 8192
;
by the power

thence derived they protect man, removing the hells from him,
for one angel prevails against a thousand who are from the

hells: this power is what is meant by the keys of Peter, but by
Peter, who is there called Petra [a rock], is meant the Lord as

to the truth of faith derived from the good of love, see preface

to chap. xxii. Gen. and n. 4738, 5150, 6000, 6073, 6344, 10,087
;

and that Petra [a rock] denotes the Lord as to the truth of

faith, see n. 8581. The power of Divine Truth is also meant
by the voice of Jehovah, in David, " The voice of Jehovah is

on the waters ; the voice of Jehovah is in virtue ; the voice of
Jehovah breaketh the cedars ; the voice of Jehovah cuts [or

divides] the flame of fire ; the voice of Jehovah maketh the

wilderness to tremble ; the voice of Jehovah maketh bare the

forests ; Jehovah giveth strength to His people,'' Psalm xxix.

That the voice of Jehovah is the Divine Truth proceeding from

His Divine Good, see n. 9926. The power of Divine Truth is

also meant by the Word in John, " All things were made by the

Word, and without Him was not any thing made which was
made," i. 3. That the Word is the Divine Truth proceeding

from Divine Good, see n. 9987. On this account also the Lord,

when He was in the world, first made Himself the Divine

Truth, which is also meant by " the Word being made flesh,"

verse 14 of the same chapter. The reason why the Lord then

made Himself Divine Truth was, that He might fight against

all the hells, and subdue them, and thus reduce all things

therein, and at the same time all things in the heavens, into

order, n. 9715, 9809, 10,019, 10,052. That truths derived from
good have all power, and vice versa, that falses derived from

evil have no power, is a thing most known in the other life
;

hence it is that the evil, who come thither from the world, are

deprived of persuasive faith, and likewise of all knowledge of

truth, and are thus left to the falses of their own evil. That

truths derived from good have such power, cannot be appre-

hended by those who have an idea of truth and of its faith as

of a principle of thought alone, when yet man's principle of

thought derived from his will principle makes all the strength

of his body, and if it was inspired from the Lord by His Divine

Truth, man would have the strength of Sampson ; but it is the

Lord's good pleasure that man should have strength by faith

derived from love as to those things which relate to his spirt,

and which conduce to eternal salvation. From these considera-

tions it may be manifest what is meant by the power of truth
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derived from good, which is signified by the horns of the altars

both of burnt-offering and of incense. Tliat horns signify that

power, is manifest from the passages in the Word where horns
are named, as in Ezekiel, "In that day I will make a horn to

grow for the house of Israel," xxix. 21. And in Amos, ''Have
we not taken to ourselves horns hy ourfortitude" vi. 13. And
in the 1st book of Samuel, " Jehovah will give strength to

our king, and will exalt the horn of His anointed" ii. 10. And
in David, " Jehovah hath exalted the horn of His people"
Psalm cxlviii. 14. Again, " All the horns of the wicked 1
will cut off ; let the horns of the just one he exalted" Psalm
Ixxv. 10. And in Jeremiah, " The Lord hath cut off in the

wrath of His anger all the horn of Israel / and hath exalted

the horn of thyfoes" Lamen. ii. 3, 17. And in Ezekiel, "Ye
push with side and shoulder, and with your horns ye strike all

the infirm sheep until ye have dispersed them abroad," xxxiv.

21. And in Zechariah, " I sawfour horns ; the angel said, these

are the horns which have dispersed Judah, Israel, and Jeru-

salem : the smiths came to cast down the horns of the nations

that lifted up the horn against the land of Judah," i. 18 to 21.

And in Moses, " The horns of the unicorn are his horns, with

these he shall strike the people together to the ends of the

earth." Dent, xxxiii. 17. That in these passages by horns is

signified power, is evident, and indeed power in each sense,

namely, the power of truth against the false, and of the false

against truth ; for the subject treated of in the internal sense of

the Word throughout is concerning the state of the church. In

like manner in Amos, "In that day I will visit upon the altars

of Bethel, and the horns of the altar shall he cut off, and they
shall fall to the earth," iii. 14. By the altars of Bethel, and by
its horns, are signified evils and falses destroying the good and
truth of the church, of which it is said that they shall be cut off.

From these considerations it maybe manifest what is meant by
the horns, of which so frequent mention is made in Daniel and in

the Apocalypse; in Daniel where it is said, " That the beast

had ten horns, and also a horn speaking to it," vii. 8, 11, 20
;

that the horn made war with the saints andprevailed, until the

Son of Man came, verses 11, 24; and concerning the horns of
the ram, and concerning the horns of the he-goat of the she-

goats, by which they made war with each other, viii. 3 to 21.

And in the Apocalypse, "That the dragon had ten horns," xii.

3. In like manner the heast ascending out of the sea, xiii. 1.

Also the scarletheast, xvii. 3 ; where also it is said, that the horns
are ten kings, verses 12, 13 ; in like manner in Daniel, chap,

vii. 24. That by kings in the Word are signified truths, and in

the opposite sense falses, see n. 1672, 2015, 2069, 3009, 4575
4581, 4966, 5044, 5068, 614S. Inasmuch as by horns is sig

nified truth in its power, and in the opposite sense the false
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destroying the truth, therefore speech is attributed to a horn,

Apoc. ix. 13 ; Dan. vii. 8 ; Psalm xxii. 21. That, kings were
anointed with oil from a horn, 1 Samuel xvi. 1, 13 ; 1 Kings i.

39, represented truth derived from good in its power, for horns

denote truths in their power, oil denotes good, and kings those

who are in truths derived from good ; that oil denotes good,

gee n. 886, 9780 ; and that kings denotes those who are in

truths derived from good, thus abstractedly truths derived from

food, n. 6148 ; hence also it is that a horn is said to budforth,
'salm cxxxii. 17 ; since all spiritual budding is of truth derived

from good, wherefore also formerly they made horns budding
forth. That good has all power by truth, or what is the same
thing, that all power is of truth derived from good, see what is

cited, n. 10,129.

10,183. '"And thou shalt cover it over with pure gold "—that

hereby is signified a representative of all the things of worship
grounded in good, appears from the signification of gold, as

denoting the good of love, see n. 9871 ; and that covering over
with gold denotes to found upon that good, see n. 949U ; but
that it is representative thereof, is evident.

10,1 S4. " Its roof"—that hereby is signified what is inmost,

appears from the signification of a roof, as denoting what is

inmost. The reason why a roof denotes what is inmost is, be-

cause it is supreme or highest, and what is supreme or highest

signifies what is inmost, according to what was shown above,
n. 10,181 ; and because a roof signifies the like as the head with

man ; for all representatives in nature have reference to the

human form and have a signification according to that refer-

ence, n. 9496. That the head signifies what is inmost, see n. 5328,

6436, 7859, 9656, 9913, 9914. The inmost [principle] which
is here signified by the roof of the altar of incense, is the in-

most [principle] of worship ; for there are in worship similar

things in the man himself from whom worship proceeds, namely,
what is internal, what is middle, and what is external ; the

inmost is called celestial, the middle spiritual, and the external

natural, n. 4938, 4939, 9992, 10,005, 10,017, 10,068. These
degrees from correspondence are signified by the head, the breast,

and the feet ; in like manner bv the roof, the walls, and the

horns of the altar of incense. Inasmuch as by the roof is signi-

fied what is celestial, which is inmost, goodisalso signified, for

good is every where inmost, and truth proceeds from it, com-
paratively as light from flame. This is meant by the roof in

Matthew, " Then he who is on the roof ofthe house, let him not

come down to take anything out of the house," xxiv. 17; Mark
xiii. 15 ; Luke xvii. 31. The subject there treated of is concern-

ing the last times of the church, and by being on the roof is

signified the state of a man who is in good :and by going down
to take any thing out of the house is signified return to a
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former state, see n. 3652. And in Jeremiah, " On all the roofs

of Moab and in the streets thereof, the whole is mourning,"
xlviii. 38. By mourning on all roofs, is signified the vastation

of all goods with those who, in the representative sense, are

meant by Moab, namely, those who are in natural good, who
suffer themselves easily to be seduced, n. 2468. And by mourn-
ing in the streets, is signified the vastation of all truths ; that

streets denote truths, see n. 2336. Inasmuch as a roof signified

good, therefore the ancients had roofs on their houses where
they walked, and also where they offered adoration, as may be
manifest from 1 Samuel ix. 25, 26 ; 2 Samuel xi. 2

;
Zeph.

i. 5. And in Moses, " When thou shalt build a new house,

thou shalt make a compassfor thy roof lest thou set bloods in

thine house, if any one falling shall fall from it. Thou shalt not

sow thy vineyard mixedly, lest the gathering of the seed which
thou hast sowed, and from the produce of the vineyard, become
holy. Thou shalt not plow with an ox and an ass together.

Thou shalt not put on a garment mixed with wool and linen

together," Dent. xxii. 8, 9, 10, 11. From these considerations

also it is evident, that by a roof is signified the good of love

;

for each of these precepts, involve similar things, which are not

discoverable but by the internal sense, which is, that he who is

in good, which state is the state of a regenerate man, shall not

return into a state of truth which is his prior state, namely, dur-

ing regeneration ; for in this latter state man is led by truth to

good, thus partty by himself, but in the former or posterior state,

namely, when he is regenerated, he is led of good, that is, by
good from the Lord ; this is the arcanum which lies interiorly

concealed in each of those precepts ; thus like to what is con-

tained in the Lord's words in Matthew, " Then he who is on
the house, let him not go down to take any thing out of his

house : and he who is in the field, let him not return back to

take his clothes," xxiv. 17, 18. And in Mark, "He who is on
the roof, let him not go down into the house, neither let him
enter to take away any thing out of his house; and he who
shall be in the field, let him not turn himself any longer back
to take away his raiment," xiii. 16. And in Luke, "In that

day whosoever shall be on the house, and his vessels in the

house, let him not go down to take them away ; and whosoever
shall be in the field, in like manner let him not return to the

things behind him : remember Lot's wife," xvii. 31, 32. Who
cannot see that in the above passages are contained the arcana
« if heaven?—for otherwise, to what intent could it be said that

they should not go down from the house, and return back from
the field, and that they should remember Lot's wife? In like

manner in what was said in Moses, that they should make a com-
pass about the roof lest blood should be shed in falling ; and pre-

sently that a field should not be sown mixedly with the seed and
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produce of a vineyard ; nor that they should plow with an ox
and an ass together ; nor should wear a garment mixed with
wool and linen together : for hy the roof is signified good, and
by being upon the house or upon the roof, a state when man is in

good
;
by falling thence is signified a relapse to a former state

;

and by bloods is signified violence in such case offered to good
and truth, n. 375, 1005, 4735, 4978, 7317, 7326. By vineyard
is signified the church with man

;
by the produce of the vine-

yard, a state of truth, n. 9139
;
by the seed of wheat or of barley,

a state of good, n. 3941, 7605. By an ox also is signified good
;

and by plowing with an ox, a state .of good, n. 2781, 9135 ; in

like manner by wool, and by wearing a garment of wool, n. 9470;

and by an ass is signified truth, n. 2781, 5741, and also by linen,

n. 7601, 9959 : but how the case is with this arcanum in other

respects may be seen explained in the passages cited, n. 9274.

10,185. "The walls thereof"—that hereby are signified in-

terior things, appears from the signification of walls or sides, as

denoting things interior; for when a roof signifies what is in-

most, the walls which are beneath signify interior things. By
interior things are meant those which are beneath the inmost
and above the ultimate, thus which are middle. The reason

why walls signify interior things is, because the sides and
breasts appertaining to man signify things interior : for all the

representatives in nature have reference to the human form, and
are significative according to that reference, n. 9496 ; as a house,

the highest part whereof, which is called the roof, signifies the

like with the head; the interior things, which are below the

highest, signify the like with the breast and sides ; and the

foundation thereof the like with the feet and the soles of the

feet. The reason of this is, because the universal heaven re-

sembles one man, and hence there is an infinx into universal

nature, for the natural world exists from the spiritual world.

When it is said the spiritual world, the Divine [principle] of

the Lord, which is therein, is meant. That all things in nature

have reference to the human form, is also manifest from all

things in the vegelable kingdom, in which kingdom all things

are clothed with leaves, bearing flowers before they bring forth

fruits, whilst fruits are the ultimate ends for the sake of which
prior things existed, and to which they all tend; for leaves in

that kingdom have reference to the lungs, and are as it were in

the place of respiration, for by their means juice is attracted,

wherefore a tree spoiled of its leaves bears no fruit ; hence

also it is that leaves in the Word signify the truths which are

of faith, n. 885, for in like manner by them is conveyed the

vital principle, whereby good is formed. The blossoming before

fruit, corresponds to the state of that age with man, when the

conjugial principle enters the mind, and gladdens it, thus when
truth is conjoining to good ; but fruit corresponds to the good
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itself, which, so far as it ripens like fruit, so far it puts itself

forth into works ; hence it is that fruits in the Word signify

works of charity ; and that the blossoming before fruit, is com-

pared to the voice and joy of the bride and bridegroom ; so in

all other cases. Wherefore he who can reflect wisely, will ob-

serve very clearly, that the celestial paradise is represented in

the terrestrial paradise, and hence that all things in nature have

reference to such things as are in the spiritual world ; and he

who is able to form further conclusions, will perceive that nature

doth not subsist from itself, but by influx from heaven, that is,

from the Divine [being] there, insomuch that if the communi-
cation were taken away, all things of the earth would be anni-

hilated. That this is the case, the simple apprehend, but not

so the wise ones of the world; the reason is, because the simple

attribute all those things to the Divine [being], but the worldly-

wise to nature.

10.186. " And the horns thereof"—that hereby are signified

things exterior, appears from the signification of horns, as de-

noting the powers of truth derived from good, see above, n.

10,1S2 ; the reason why they also denote exterior things is,

because in things outermost or ultimate, truth derived from good
is in its power, n. 9836 ; and because the horns of the altar have
also reference to the arms and hands appertaining to man, by
which also is signified truth in its power, in things ultimate or

outermost, see what is cited, n. 10,019, 10,062, 10,076, 10,082.

10.187. " And thou shalt make a border of gold round
about"—that hereby is signified termination from good to pre-

vent their being approached and hurt by evils, appears from the

signification of a border, as denoting termination to prevent

being approached and hurt by evils, see n. 9192; and from the

signification of gold, as denoting good, see n. 9871, 9887. The
reason why the border was made of gold was, because it repre-

sented a closure derived from good ; for good cannot be ap-

proached by evils, for evils cannot sustain in any measure the

sphere of good. When evils, that is, they who are in evils, or

they who are from hell, come into that sphere, which sphere is

the sphere of heaven, they are direfully tormented, and so far as

they enter into that sphere, so far they are made sensible of in-

fernal tortures in themselves, and become thence like those who
lie in the agony of death, wherefore they cast themselves down
instantly into hell, and dare not any longer lift Up their heads

;

this is the reason why they who are in heaven are in security

from the infestation of the hells : this is meant by the words of

Abraham to the rich man in hell, '''Between us and you is a
great gulf fixed, that they who wouldpass overfrom hence to

you cannot, neither can they who are therepass to us," Luke xvi.

26 ; and by these words, '•"They shall say to the mountains and
tilths rocks,fall on ns, and hide usfrom theface ofHim that sit-
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teth on the throne, andfrom the anger ofthe Lamb" Apoc. \
r
i. 16

;

Hosea x. 8. But as to what concerns truth, this may he ap-

proached by the evil, by reason that the evil pervert truths by
sinister interpretations, and thereby apply them to favor their

own lusts ; but in proportion as good is present in truths, in the

same proportion truths cannot be approached. Hence it may
be manifest what protection they can have in the other life, who
are only in truths, which are called the truths of faith, and not

at the same time in good; by good is meant the good of charity

towards the neighbor, and love to the Lord, for all goods are

thence derived. From these considerations it is now evident

why a border was made round about the walls of the altar of

incense.

10,188. " And thou shalt make two rings of gold for it from
beneath the border "—that hereby is signified the sphere of Di-

vine Good, by which is conjunction and conservation, appears
from the signification of two, as denoting conjunction, see n.

5194, 8423; and from the signification of gold, as denoting
good, see n. 9874, 9S81 ; and from the signification of border,

as denoting a termination to prevent their being approached and
hurt by evils, see just above, n. 10,1ST. From these conside-

rations it is evident, that by two rings of gold from beneath the

border is signified the sphere of Divine Good by which is con-

junction; the reason why conservation is also signified is, be-

cause it was carried by staves inserted in the rings, and by carry-

ing is signified conservation, n. 9900. It may be expedient here
briefly to say what is meant by the sphere of Divine Good. The
sphere of Divine Good fills the universal heaven, and also ex-

tends itself into hell, for it is like the sphere of the sun's heat

in the world, which in summer penetrates even into dark places

where the sun does not appear. This Divine sphere was likened

by the ancients to circular rays, in the midst of which was God,
and round about which were angels ; those therefore who suffer

themselves to be led of the Lord, thus who receive the Divine
[principle] from Him, are in the sphere of the Divine Good in

proportion as they receive ; but those who do not receive, are

indeed in the same sphere, but their interiors are so far closed

that they are not sensible of the influx ; for those who are in

hell are in things external, and not in things internal ; from their

externals also exhale evils and the falses thence derived, which
appear around them like smoke from a furnace. Hence the ex-

ternal Bphere of the Divine Good is there made dull, the internal

still remaining, which is not received, because every thing is

closed against it, nevertheless ti e Lord by it rules the hells.

The reason why there is a sphere of Divine Good, which pro-

ceeds from the Lord, is, because the sun of heaven, which is

the Lord, is the Divine Love itself, for this so appears ; the heat

thence proceeding is the good of love, and the light thence pre-
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cecding is the truth of faith ; hence in the Word by the sun is

meant Divine Love, by fire and heat the good of love, and by
light the truth of faith. Moreover, from every angel proceeds

a sphere derived from his love, also from every good and evil

spirit according to their loves ; but the spheres proceeding from
them do not extend themselves far, whereas the Divine sphere

extends into the universe, for it proceeds from what is inmost,

and what is inmost is all in all in things which thence succeed.

Concerning those spheres, see what was shown above in part

also from experience, n. 1048, 1053, 1316, 1504 to 1512, 1695,

2401, 4464, 5179, 6206, 7454, 8598, 8063, 8630, 8794, 8797,

9490, 9491, 9492, 9498, 9499, 9534, 9606, 9607.

10,189. " On the two ribs thereof"—that hereby is signified

with truths on one part, namely, conjunction, and by them con-

servation, appears from the signification of ribs, when by them
are meant sides, as denoting truths ; for the sides, which are

called ribs, have respect to the south and the north, and by the

south is signified truth in light, n. 9462, and by the north truth

in shade, n. 3708 ; but by sides, which are properly called sides,

is signified good, since they have respect to the east and the

west, and by the east is signified good in clearness, and by the

west good in obscurity, n. 3708, 9653 ; therefore it is here said,

" Two rings of gold thou shalt make for it from beneath the

border, on the two ribs thereof thou shalt make them, on the two

sides thereof.'
1 '' That the sides, which are properly sides, have

respect to the east and west, but that the sides, which are

called ribs, have respect to the south and north, is evident in

Exodus, chap. xxvi. 13, 26, 27, 35 ; also by ribs, since they

are the supports of the breast, are signified truths sustaining

good. But in heaven the case is this ; to the right are those

who are in the light of truth, thus who are in the south ; but
to the left those who are in the shade of truth, thus who are in

the north ; before the face are those who are in the clear per-

ception of good, thus who are in the east ; but to the back are

those who are in the obscure perception of good, thus who are

in the west ; these latter who are in good constitute the Lord's

celestial kingdom, but the former who are in truths constitute

the Lord's spiritual kingdom. This appearance is presented to

the angels there in whatsoever direction they turn themselves,

for the angels have continually before the face the Lord, who is

the east itself; but the contrary is the case with those who are

in hell, for they have the Lord continually to the back ; for in

the other life there are not quarters, as in the world, determined
to stated regions, but according to stated and ruling loves ; for

an angel and a spirit is his own love, and where it is, thither he
turns himself. Those who are in love to the Lord, and in c:iarity

*

towards the neighbor, and thence in faith, behold the Lord
before them in ever}- turning of their body with \wmw face ; for
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the Lord turns them to Himself, for He enters by the way of

the east to them, and keeps them continually in a determination

to Himself; hence their external sight is determined from the

internal sight, which is of the understanding, and this from
the love which is of the will, looks where the love carries it.

The case is similar with men in the world as to their interiors,

which are their spirits. From the turning of even' one also all

in the other life are known asunder. That spaces and places in

the other life are so circumstanced, and that hence they signifv

states, see n. 2625, 2837, 3256. 3387, 4321, 4882, 5604, 73S1,

9440, 9667, 10,146.

10,190. "Thou shalt make on the two sides thereof"

—

that hereby is signified with good on the other [part], namely,
conjunction and by it conservation, is manifest from what was
said and shown just above, n. 10,189. From thence also it

may be manifest how the case is with the Divine sphere round
about, namely that it is a sphere of the good of love from the

Lord as a sun from the east even to the west, and a sphere of

truth derived from good from the south to the north ; thus the

sphere of Divine Good in the midst is as an axis, and the

sphere of Divine Truth thence proceeding is on both sides, on
the right and the left.

10,1-91. "And it shall be for receptacles for the staves"

—

that hereby is signified the power of truth derived from good
there, appears from the signification of receptacles or rings,

for these latter were the receptacles, as denoting a Divine sphere,

6ee just above, n. 10,188 ; and from the signification of staves,

as denoting the power of truth from good, see n. 9496.

10.192. "To cany it in them"—that hereby is signified

hence conservation in state, appears from the signification of

carrying, as denoting to hold together in a state of good and of

truth, thus to exist and subsist, see n. 9500, 9737, and to pre-

Berve together, n. 9900.

10.193. " And thou shalt make staves of shittim-wood "

—

that hereby is signified power derived from the good of the

Lord's love, appeal's from the signification of staves, as denot-

ing power, see n. 9496 ; and from the signification of shittim-

wood, as denoting the good of the Lord's love, see above, n.

10,178.

10.194. " And thou shalt cover them over with gold "— that

hereby is signified the foundation of all things on good, appears
from the signification of covering over with gold, as denoting
to found upon good, see n. 9490. It may be expedient briefly

to say what is meant by being founded on good. It is believed

by some, that truth is [that principle] on which all things are

founded, but they are greatly deceived ; for there is no truth

given with man unless he be in good; the truth appertaining

lo man which is without good, is external without internal,
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thus as a shell without a kernel, residing solely in the memory.
This truth may be likened to a picture, either of a flower, or of a

tree, or of an animal, in which inwardly there is only mud

;

but truth derived from good not only resides in the memory,
but is also rooted in the life, and may be likened to the flower

itself, or to the tree, or to the animal, the perfection whereot

increases towards the interiors, for what is created from the

Divine [being] is the more perfect as it is more interior. This

may be very manifest from representatives in the other life
;

representatives are there presented according to states of the

interiors appertaining to spirits, for they are correspondences.

Around spirits, who are in truths derived from good, appear
the most beautiful representatives, namely, houses and palaces

glittering with gold and precious stones, also gardens and pa-

radises of ineffable beauty ; all these from correspondence ; but
around those who are in truths, and not derived from good,

there appear nothing but craggy places, rocks, and bogs, and
sometimes shrubberies, but unpleasant and barren ; these also

are from correspondence ; but around those who are in falses

derived from evil, there appear fens, jakes, and several mon-
strous objects ; the reason of this is because all representatives

in the other life are external things figured according to states

of the interiors, for thus the spiritual world presents itself visible

there. Hence it may be manifest what is meant by being
founded on good.

10.195. " And thou shalt give it before the vail, which is

above the ark of the testimony"—that hereby is signified in the

interior heaven where it is conjoined to the inmost heaven, ap-

pears from the signification of the vail, which was between the

holy and the holy of holies before the ark, as denoting a medium
uniting the second and third heaven, see n. 9670, 9671 ; and
from me signification of the ark of the testimony, as denoting
the inmost heaven, see n. 9485. That the tent, with the place
within the vail, and out of the vail, and with the court, repre-

sented the three heavens, see n. 9457, 9481, 9485, 9741.

10.196. "Before the propitiatory which is above the testi-

mony "—that hereby is signified where there is hearing and
reception of all things of worship grounded in the good of love

from the Lord, appears from the signification of the propitia-

tory, as denoting the hearing and reception of all things of

worship grounded in the good of love from the Lord, see n.

9506 ; and from the signification of the testimony, as denoting
the Lord as to the Word, see n. 8535, 9503, thus as to Divine
Truth, for the Lord as to Divine Truth is the Word, n. 9987.

It may be expedient here to make a few observations concern-
ing the Divine Good and the Divine Truth. The Lord as to the

Divine [principle] itself, which is called the Father, and as to

the Divine Human, which is called the Son, is the Divine Love
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itself, thus the Divine Good itself ; but the Lord as heaven,
which is beneath the Lord as a sun, is the Divine Truth ; but
this Divine Truth has in it Divine Good accommodated to

the reception of angels and spirits ; this Divine [principle] is

what is called the spirit of Jehovah and the holy. The reason

why this [principle] is called Divine Truth, and not Divine
Good, is, because angels and spirits are created, and thence are

receptions of Divine Truth proceeding from Divine Good
;
they,

like men, enjoy two faculties, namely, understanding and will,

and the understanding is formed to receive Diviue Truth, and
the will to receive Divine Good ; the understanding serves

them for reception, and also for perception. An idea of this

subject may be apprehended by the simple from comparison
with the sun of the world, and with the world thence existing.

In the sun of the world is tire, but what proceeds thence is heat

and light ; that light is not in the sun itself, may be known to

every one, but that light thence proceeds ; and in proportion

as the light proceeding from the sun has in it heat, in the same
proportion vegetables live and grow, and in the same proportion

they bring forth fruits and seeds. These things are said com-
paratively, since universal nature is a theatre representative of

the Lord's kingdom ; and it is a theatre representative, inas-

much as the natural world by the spiritual world from the Divine
[being] first existed, and perpetually exists, that is subsists.

Hence it is that in the Word, by the sun is meant the Lord as

to Divine Love ; in like manner by lire ; and that by light is

meant the Lord a6 •• Divine Truth, as in John i. 9; chap. iii.

19
;
chap. ix. 5

;
chap. xii. 46.

10.197. "Where 1 will meet thee there"—that hereby is

signified thus the presence and influx of the Lord, appears

from the signification of meeting, when concerning Jehovah,
as denoting the presence and influx of the Lord, see n. 10,147,

10,148.

10.198. " And Aaron shall cause to fume incense upon it
"

—

that hereby is signified the elevation of worship by virtue ol

love and charity from the Lord, appears from the Mgnification

of causing incense to fume, as denoting an elevation of ali

things of worship by virtue of love and charity, see above, n.

10,177 ; and from the representation of Aaron as the chiet

priest, as denoting the Lord as to Divine Good, and as to the

work of salvation, see n. 9806, 9966, 10,168. The reason

why causing incense to fume signifies elevation of worship is,

because fire signified the good of love, hence all things which
came forth from fire signified such things as proceed from love

;

from which ground it is that not only light, but also smoke,
were representative. That by fire is signified the good of love,

see ti. 4906, 5215, 6314, 6832, 6834, 6849, 7324, 10,055; that

smoke also represented, is manifest from Isaiah, " Jehovah will
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create upon every habitation of Zion a cloud in the day, and
smoke and the splendor of a flame offire by night" iv. 5. And
in the Apocalypse, " the temple was filled with smoke from the

glory of God and His virtue," xv. 8. That the smoke of

incenses denotes an elevation of prayers, thus in general the

elevation of all things of worship, is manifest also from the

Apocalypse, "the smoke of incenses ascended from the prayer-s

of the saints" viii. 4.

10,199. "The incense of spices"—that hereby is signified

hearing and reception grateful, appears from the signification <>t

incense, as denoting the hearing and reception of all things ot

worship, which are grounded in love and charity from the Lord,

see n. 10,177 ; and from the signification of spices, as denoting
things grateful. The reason why spices denote things grateful

is from their odor, for odor signifies what is perceptive, hence
a sweet odor grateful perceptivity, and a disagreeable odor a
perceptivity not grateful. For all things which are perceived ot"

man by the sensory organs signify spiritual things, which have
relation to the good of love and the truths of faith, as the

smell, the taste, the 6ight, the hearing, and the touch ; hence
smell signifies the perceptivity of interior truth derived from the

good of love ; the taste, the perception and affection of knowing
and growing wise ; the sight, the understanding of the truths of

faith ; the hearing, perceptivity grounded in the good of faith

and in obedience ; and the touch in general communication,
translation, and reception. The reason of this is, because all

external sensations derive their origin from internal sensations,

which are of the understanding and will, thus in man from the

truths of faith and from the good of love ; for these constitute

the intellectual and voluntary principle of man. But the inter-

nal sensations, which are proper to the understanding and will

appertaining to man, have not that sense which the external

sensations have, but are turned into such things when they

flow in. For all the things which are made sensible to man by
the external sensory organs, flow in from things internal, since

all influx is from internal things into external, but not vice

versa, inasmuch as physical influx is not given, that is, influx

into the natural world from the spiritual, but from the spiritual

world into the natural. The interiors of man, which are proper
to his understanding and will, are in the spiritual world, and
his externals, which are proper to the senses of the body, are

in the natural world ; hence also it may be manifest what cor-

respondence is, and what its quality. That the smell in general

corresponds to perception according to the quality of a tiling,

see n. 1514, 1517, 1518, 1519, 3577, 4624 to 4(334, 10,054.

That taste corresponds to the perception and affection of know-
ing and of growing wise, n. 3502, 4791, 4oS5. That the sight

corresponds to the understanding of the truths of faith, n.

vol. x. 13
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3863, 4403 to 4421, 4567, 5114, 5400, 6805. That hearing

corresponds to the perception of the good of faith and to

obedience, n. 3869, 4652, 4660, 7216, 8361, 9311, 9326. And
that the touch denotes communication, translation, and recep-

tion, n. 10,130. From these considerations it is evident that

spices signify such things as are gratefully perceived, such as

are the things derived from love and charity, specifically inte-

rior truths, because these are from that source, as appears from
the following passages in the Word, '•'Instead of spice shall be

infection, and instead of a girdle, a rent ; and instead of twined
work, baldness," Isaiah iii. 24 ; where the subject treated of

is concerning the daughters of Zion, by whom is signified the

celestial church, wdiich church is in interior truths derived

from the good of love to the Lord
;
spice denotes interior truth,

infection the privation thereof ; a girdle denotes conjunction,

and a rent denotes the dissipation of connection and of order;

twined [t>r twisted] work denotes scientific truth, which is

exterior truth, or truth of the external man, and baldness the

deprivation thereof. That a girdle denotes conjunction and a

bond to keep all things in connection that they may look to

one end, see n. 9828. That twined [or twisted] work denotes

scientific truth, n. 2831. And that baldness denotes its de-

privation, n. 9960. And in Ezekiel, "An eagle great with
wings came into Lebanon, and thence brought away a small

branch of a cedar into the land of Canaan, in a city of those

who deal in spices he set the head thereof," xvii. 3, 4. The sub-

ject here treated of, in the internal sense, is concerning the be-

ginning of a spiritual church and its growth, and next con-

cerning its perversion and end
;
by an eagle great with wings

is signified the interior truth of that church, n. 3901, 8764 ;

wings denote exterior truths, n. 8764, 9514 ; Lebanon de-

notes that church ; the cedar there denotes the truth of the

spiritual church ; the city of those who deal in spices, where
the doctrine of interior truth is. That cities in the Word de-

note doctrines, see n. 402, 2450, 3216, 4492, 4493. It is

called the city of those who deal in spices from interior truths.

Again, "The traders of Sheba and Raamah by the chiefofspwe,
and by every precious stone and gold gave their tradings,"

xxvii. 22. The subject here treated of is concerning Tyre,

by which is signified the church as to the knowledges of good
and truth ; traders denote those who have those knowledges
and communicate them ; Sheba and Raamah, those who are

in the knowledges of things celestial and spiritual ; the chiet

of spice, what is grateful from interior truths
;
precious stones,

those truths themselves ; and gold, their good ; that Tyre de-

notes the church as to the interior knowledges of good and
truth, and in the abstract sense those knowledges themselves,

see n. 1201 ; that traders denote those who have those know-
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ledges and communicate them, n. 2967, 4453 ; that Slieba and
Raamah denote those who are in the knowledges of things ce-

lestial and spiritual, n. 1171, 3240; that a precious stone de-

notes interior truth, n. 9863, 9865, 9873,' 9874; and that

gold denotes its good, see what is cited, n. 9874, 9881. Hence
it is evident what was represented by the Queen of Sheba coming
to Jerusalem to Solomon, with camels carrying spices, and gold,

and precious stones, 1 Kings x. 1, 2; and by the wise men from
the east offering to the child Jesus, gold, frankincense and
in >/rvh, Matt. ii. 11. Inasmuch as spices signify interior truths,

thus such as are grateful, therefore incense was made of spices,

and also the oil of anointing, treated of in what follows of this

chapter. By interior truths are meant those truths which are

made [truths] of man's life and affection, thus which inwardly

appertain to him, but not the truths which are only in the me-
mory and are not made truths of the life, for these truths are

called external truths respectively, since they are not inscribed

on the life, but only on the memory, for they reside in the ex-

ternal man, and not in the internal. The truths of faith, which
are inscribed on the life, are in the will, and those things which
are in the will are in the internal man, for by the truths of faith

the internal man is opened, and communication is effected with
the heavens. Hence it is evident that the interior truths apper-
taining to man are those which are derived from the good of
love and charity ; whether we speak of the will, or of the

love, it is the same thing, for what, is of man's will is of his

love; wherefore truths inscribed on the life, which are called

interior truths, are those which are inscribed on the love, thus
which are inscribed on the will, from which they afterwards

proceed, when they come into speech? and act ; for heaven,
in which the internal man is who is opened, does not flow in

immediately into truth, but mediately by the good of love
;

but heaven cannot enter with man when the internal man is

closed, since there is not any good of love there which receives

;

wherefore with those with whom the internal man is not opened
by truths received from the good of love and charity, hell flows

in with falses derived from evil, howsoever the truths of faith,

even interior truths, reside solely in the external man, that is,

in the memory. From these considerations it may now be ma-
nifest what is meant by interior truths, which are grateful, and
are signified by spices, namely, those which are derived from
the good of love and charity.

10,200. "In the morning in the morning 11—that hereby is

signified when the state of love is in clearness, appears from
the signification of morning, as denoting when the state of
love is in clearness, see n. 10,134. Hence in the morning in

the morning, or every morning, denotes when that state is.

That in the heavens there is a succession of states of love and
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light, that is, of good and truth, continually, as in the earth

of morning, mid-day, evening and twilight, and as of spring,

summer, autumn, and winter, has been occasionally shown
above ; also that hence those times of the day and of the

year derive their origin ; for those things which exist in the

world are images of things which are in the heavens, by
reason that every thing natural exists from what is spiritual,

that is, from the Divine [principle] in the heavens. Hence it

is evident what is the quality of the variations of states in

the heavens, for they are known from comparison with the states

of heat and light in the world ; for heat in the heavens is

the good of love from the Lord, and the light there is the

truth of faith from the Lord. The reason why such succes-

sions of states exist there, is, that the angels there may be
continually perfecting; for thns they pass through all the

varieties of good and truth, and imbue them. The differences

of the varieties of the good of love and of the truth of faith

in the heavens, are also like the differences of heat and light

in all the regions or climates of the earth, namely, of one sort

nearer to the equator, and of another sort at a more remote
distance from the equator, on each side ; and of one sort in

every day of every year, and also of another sort in every

year ; for there is never a return of what is absolutely like, or

the same ; for it is provided that what is absolutely the same
is never given either in the spiritual world or in the natural

world ; hence perfection continually increases.

10,201. " In adorning the lamps he shall cause it to fume "

—that hereby is signified when truth also comes into its light,

appears from the signification of lamps, as denoting Divine
Truth, and hence intelligence and wisdom, see n. 9548, 97S3.

That to adorn or kindle them denotes when those things come
into their light, is evident ; and from the signification of causing

to fume, as denoting the hearing and reception of all things ot

worship, see above, n. 10,177, 10,192. Hence it is manifest that

by causing it to fume every morning, when the lamps were
adorned, is signified that the hearing and reception of all things

of worship, is principally when they are in a clear state of love,

and thence in the intelligence and wisdom of truth. It is said

thence in the intelligence of wisdom and truth, inasmuch as the

light of truth with man is altogether according to the state of

his love ; in proportion as the love is kindled, in the same pro-

portion the truth shines bright, for the good of love is the vital

fire itself, and the truth of faith is the intellectual light itself,

which is intelligence and wisdom ; those two principles proceed
by like degrees. By intelligence and wisdom, is not meant the

faculty of thinking and reasoning on any subject, for this is

given alike with the evil as with the good; but by intelligence

and wisdom is meant the faculty of seeing and perceiving
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the truths and goods which are of faith and charity, and which
are of love to the Lord: this facultv is not given exoept with

those who are in illustration from the Lord, and they are so far

in illustration as they are in love to him and in charity towards

the neighbor ; for the Lord enters by good, thus by the love

and charity appertaining to man, and leads into truths corre-

sponding to good ; but when the loves are strange, as is the

case with those that are turned from the Lord and the neigh-

bor to self and the world, then those loves lead him, but from
truths into falses, whilst the faculty of thinking and reason-

ing still remains ; the reason is, because they are not in illus-

tration from the Lord, but from self and the world, which illus-

tration is mere thick darkness in things spiritual, that is, in those

which relate to heaven and the church ; for with such persons

the internal man is closed, which sees from the light of heaven,

and the external is opened, which sees from the light of the

world ; and to see any thing from the light of the world with-

out an influx of light from heaven, is to see in thick darkness

those things which are of heaven
;
yea, in proportion as man

in such case has kindled natural lumen by the loves of self

and the world, in the same proportion he rushes into falses,

consequently in the same proportion he extinguishes the truths

of faith : hence it is that those who are distinguished by worldly
learning, who are in the love of self, and have a greater oppor-

tunity of confirming falses, are more blind than the simple.

These observations are made to the intent that it may be known
that the faith of every one is as his love ; and that it may be
understood how it is that truth comes into its light, when love

comes into its clearness, which things are signified by causing the

incense to fume every morning when the iamps were adorned.

10,202. " And in causing the lamps to ascend between the

evenings Aaron shall make it to fume "—that hereby is signified

elevation also in an obscure state of love when truth likewise is

in its shade, appears from the signification of causing to ascend

or kindling the lamps, as denoting to illustrate with Divine
Truth, and hence with intelligence and wisdom, see just above,

n. 10,195; and from the representation of Aaron, as denoting
the Lord as to Divine Good, and as to the work of salvation,

see n. 9806, 9966, 10,068 ; and from the signification of between
the evenings, as denoting an obscure state of love, and hence a

state of truth in the shade, see n. 10,134, 10,135 ; and from the

signification of making to fume, as denoting elevation of wor-

ship, see above, n. 10,198 ; hence it is evident that by Aaron
making it to fume in causing the lamps to ascend between the

evenings, is signified the elevation of all things of worship by
the Lord in an obscure state of love, when also truth is in its

shade. How the case herein is, may be manifest from what was
said just above, n. 10,200, 10,201, namely, that states of love in
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the heavens vary as the times of the day and of the year in the

world, and that truth is in its light as good is in its heat, that

is, in its love ; wherefore when the love is not so much in its

heat, neither is the truth also in its light. This being the case,

mention is made of adorning the lamps in the morning and
causing the lamps to ascend in the evening, for to cause to as-

cend is to elevate and increase the light of truth on the occasion

as much as possible.

10.203. " Continual incense before Jehovah"—that hereby
is signified in all worship grounded in love from the Lord, ap-

pears from the signification of incense, as denoting worship
grounded in love, see n. 9-475 ; and from the signification of

continual, as denoting all in all, see n. 10,133 ; and from the

signification of before Jehovah, as denoting from the Lord, see

n. 10,146. It is called worship grounded in love from the Lord,

since from the Lord is both love and faith, which are the es-

sentials of worship, and also from the Lord is the elevation of

all things of worship to Himself. The man who is not acquainted

with the arcana of heaven, supposes that worship is from him-

self, because he thinks and adores
;
yet the worship which is

from man himself is not worship, but that which is from the

Lord with man. For love and faith constitute worship, and

since love and faith are from the Lord, worship also is from Him
;

neither can man elevate any thing from himself into heaven, but

the Lord elevates it ; in man is merely the faculty that it may
be effected, with which faculty he is gifted during regeneration,

n. 6148, but all the active and living principle of that faculty

is from the Lord. That life itself is from the Lord, and that man
and angels are recipient forms, see n. 1954, 2021, 2536, 2706,

3001, 3318, 3484, 3741, 3742, 3743, 4151, 4249, 4318, 4319,

4320, 4417, 4523, 4524, 4882, 5847, 59S6, 6325, 6467, 6468,

6470, 6472, 6479, 9338.

10.204. "To your generations"—that hereby is signified

to eternity for those who are in faith grounded in love, appears

from the signification of generations, as denoting those things

which are of faith and love, see n. 613, 2020, 2584, 6239,

9042, 9079, 9845 ; and that to generations denotes to eternity,

see n. 97S9.

10.205. " Ye shall not cause to ascend upon it strange

incense"—that hereby is signified no worship from any other

love than of the Lord, appears from the signification of incense,

as denoting worship grounded in love, see n. 9479 ; and from

the signification of strange, as denoting one who is within the

church, and does not acknowledge the Lord, see n. 10,112

;

hence it is evident that by not making strange incense to

ascend is signified that worship grounded in any other love than

that <>f the Lord, is not worship. The case herein is this : ac-

knowledgment, faith, and love to the Lord, are the principals ol
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all things of worship within the church, for acknowledgment,
faith, and love conjoin

;
acknowledgment aud faith conjoin

therein the intellectual principle, and love the will principle
;

and these two principles make the whole man. He therefore

who does not acknowledge the Lord within the church, has

not any conjunction with the Divine [being], for all the Divine
is in the Lord, and from the Lord ; and when there is not

any conjunction with the Divine, there is not any salvation

;

hence it is that worship from any other faith and from any
other love than of the Lord, is not worship. The case is other-

wise with those who are out of the church ; for since they are

in ignorance concerning the Lord, worship is still accepted of

the Lord from them, when from their religious principle they

live in any mutual charity, and in any faith and love to God,
whom several of them worship under a human form. They
also in the other life, when they are informed by the angels

concerning the Lord, that He is the Divine Itself in a human
form, acknowledge Him ; and so far as they had been in good
of life, so far they worship Him from faith and love, see n. 2589
to 2604.

10,206. " And the burnt-offering and meat-offering "—that

hereby is signified that there was not there a representative of

regeneration by the truths and goods of celestial love, appears
from the signification of a burnt-offering, as being representa-

tive of purification from evils, of the implantation of good and
truth, and their conjunction, thus of regeneration, see n. 10,042,

10,053, 10,057 ; and from the signification of a meat-offering, as

denoting the celestial good, into which man is introduced by
regeneration, see n. 4581, 9992, 10,079, 10,137 ; and also

being representative of regeneration,]!. 9993, 9994; hence it is

evident that by not causing the burnt-offering and meat-offering

to ascend on the altar of incense, is signified, that there was not

a representative there of regeneration by the truths and goods
of faith and love, but a representative of the worship of the

Lord from them ; for regeneration is one thing, and worship
another. For regeneration is the first thing, and according to

the quality thereof with man there is worship ; for in proportion

as man is purified from evils and consequent falses, and in this

case in proportion as the truths and goods of faith and love

are implanted, in the same proportion worship is accepted anc1

is pleasing ; for by worship is meant all that proceeds from love

and faith with man, and is elevated to the Lord from the Lord.

Inasmuch as this is the completion, therefore the altar of in-

cense, by which worship was represented, is described in the

last place ; for all things follow in order according to the series

in which they are described ; for first is described the testi-

mony, by which is meant the Lord ; next the ark, in which was
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the testimony, by which is signified the inmost heaven where
the Lord is ; afterwards the table on which were the breads, by
which is signified the good of love thence derived ; also the

candlestick with the lamps, b}r which is signified the Divine
Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord ; then the

tent itself, by which is signified heaven and the church which
are derived from those Divine principles ; at length the altar of

burnt-offering, by which is signified regeneration by truths de-

rived from good ; and lastly the altar of incense, by which is

signified worship from all those things in heaven and in the

church.

10.207. " And a libation ye shall not offer upon it"—that

hereby is signified that there was not a representative there of

regeneration by the truths and goods of spiritual love, appears
from the signification of a libation, as being a representative of

regeneration by the truths and goods of faith and charity, see

n. 10,137 ; which are the truths and goods of spiritual love
;

for love to the Lord is called celestial love, but charity towards
the neighbor is called spiritual love ; the former love reigns in

the inmost heaven, but the latter in the middle and last heaven,
see what is cited, n. 9277, 9596, 9684.

10.208. " And Aaron shall expiate on its horns "—that

hereby is signified purification from evils by the truths of faith

which are from the good of love, appears from the signification

of expiating, as denoting purification from evils, see n. 9506;
and from the representation of Aaron, as denoting the Lord as

to Divine Good, and as to the work of salvation, see n. 9806,

9966, 10,017 ; and from the signification of horns, as denoting

powers, see n. 10,182, and also exterior things, n. 10,186.

The reason why it denotes purification by the truths of faith

which are derived from the good of love was, because expia-

tion was made by blood, and by blood is signified the truth of

faith which is from the good of love, n. 4735,7317, 7326, 7846,

7850, 9127, 9393, 10,026, 10,033, 10,047 ; and all purification

from evils is effected by the truths of faith which arc from the

good of love, n. 2799, 5954, 7044, 7918, 7089. That expia-

tions w ere made with blood on the horns of the altar of burnt-

offerings and of the altar of incense, is manifest in Levit. chap,

iv. 3, 7, 18, 25, 30, 34; chap. xvi. 18. The reason why altars

were thus expiated was, because holy things were polluted by

the sins of the people, for the people represented the church,

wherefore those things which were of the church and were

called its sanctuaries, as the altar and the tent, together with

the things which were therein, were defiled when the people

themselves sinned ; for those sanctuaries were of the church.

This also may be manifest from Moses, "Ye shall separate

the sons of Israel from their uncleanness, that they may not
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die in their uncleainiess, in polluting My habitation, which is

in the midst of them," Levit. xv. 31. And again, "Aaron shall

expiate what is holyfrom the un cleanness of the sons of Israel

;

thus he shall expiate the sanctuary of holiness, and the tent

of assembly, and the altar," Levit. xvi. 16, 33. The case

herein is this ; those things which are called the holy things of

the church are not holy unless they be holily received ; for

unless they be holily received, the Divine does not flow-in

into them, and all holy things with man are not holy but from

Divine influx. For instance, sacred buildings, altars therein,

the bread and wine for the holy supper, become holy solely

by the presence of the Lord ; wherefore if the Lord cannot be

present there by reason of the sins of the people, the holy

principle is absent, because the Divine is absent ; also the holy

things of the church are profaned by sins, since they remove
thence the Divine. This now is the reason why the sanctuaries

are said to be polluted by the uncleanness of the people, and

why on this account they were to be expiated every year. The
reasons why expiations were made by blood on the horns of

the altars, and not on the altars themselves, was, because the

horns were their extremes, and nothing of man is purified

unless the extremes be purified ; for the extremes are those

into which interior things flow in, and according to their state

the influx is effected; wherefore if the extremes be perverted,

interior things are perverted therein, for when they flow in, the

forms receptive of interior things accommodate themselves to

the state of the extremes. The case herein is as when the

eye is disordered, on which occasion the sight which comes
from within sees no otherwise than according to the state of

the eye ; or as when the arms are disordered, on this occasion

the powers which come from within must needs exert them-
selves according^, and in no other way ; wherefore if the na-

tural man is perverted, in this case the spiritual has no oppor-

tunity of acting into him but in a perverse manner : hence it

is, that in such case the spiritual or internal man is closed :

but see what has been shown above on these subjects, namely,
that in order to man's purification he ought to be purified as to

the natural or external man, n. 9325
;
by reason that all influx

is from the internal into the external, and not vice versa, n.

5119, 6322 ; for the natural principle ofman is the plane wherein
influx from the spiritual world terminates, n. 5651. That the

externals of man are formed to serve internals, n. 5947, 9216,

9828. Thus the external man ought to be altogether subject,

to the internal, n. 5786, 6275, 6284, 6299
;
by reason that the

internal man is in heaven, and the external in the world, n.

3167, 10,156 ; and the external man of himself, or left to him-
self alone, is opposite to the internal, n. 3913, 3928. Moreover
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what the internal man is, and what the external, may be seen

in n. 9701 to 9709.

10.209. " Once in a year "—that hereby is signified perpe-

tually, appears from the signification of once in a year, as

denoting for the whole year, for expiations on the horns of the

altar of incense once in the year, involved expiation for the

whole year ; and the year, like all things which are of time,

signifies a state and its duration, and also perpetuity ; in this

case a state of purification from evils by the truths of faith, for

this state is signified by expiation on the horns of the altar of

incense once in a year ; and all purification from evils, or rege-

neration, continues not only perpetually in the world, but also

perpetually in the other life. That a year signifies what is per-

petual and eternal, see n. 2906, 7S2S ; and that the same is also

signified by yesterday, to-day, to-morrow, and similar things

which are of time, n. 283S, 3998, 1301, 6165, 69S1, 9939 ; and
that purification from evils or regeneration persists to eternity,

see what is cited, n. 9331, 10,018.

10.210. " Of the blood of the sin of expiations "—that hereby
is signified by the truths which are from the good of innocence,

appears from the signification of blood, as denoting Divine
Truths, see n 1735, 1998, 7317, 7326, 7S16, 7850^9127,
9393, 10,026, 10,033, 10,017 ; and from the signification of the

sin of expiations, or of the sacrifice of sin by which expiation

is effected, as denoting purification from evils and consequent

falses ; that by sin is meant sacrifice for sin, see n. 10,039 ; and
that expiation denotes purification from evils and consequent

falses, n. 9506. The reason why such purification is effected

by truths which are from the good of innocence is, because the

blood by which expiation was effected, was from a bullock or

a lamb, and by a bullock is signified the good of innocence in

the external man, n. 9391, 9990, 10,132 ; and by a lamb the

good of innocence in the internal man, n. 10,132, and there

must be innocence to the intent that truth and good may be
received, n. 3111, 3991, 1797, 6013, 6765, 7836, 7S10, 9262,

10,131 ; also what is cited, n. 10,021; for the good of innocence

consists in acknowledging that all goods and truths are from the

Lord, and nothing from the proprium ot man ; thus it consists

in being willing to be led of the Lord, and not of self. Hence
it is evident, that the more man confides and believes in himself,

thus the more he is in self-love, the less he is in the good of

innocence ; hence it is, that man cannot be purified from evils,

unless he be in the good of innocence ; for if he be not in that

good, he is not led of the Lord, but of self; and he who is led

of self, is led of hell, for the proprium of man is nothing but

evil, and all evil is of hell. That all expiation was made by
blood, either of a bullock, or of a lamb, or of turtles, or of
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young doves, is manifest from Moses, Exod. xxix. 30 ; Levit.

iv. 1 to 7, 13 to 18, 27 to the end
;
chap. v. 1 to 7

;
chap. xv.

14, 28 to 31 ; Numb. vi. 9, 10, 11. By turtles and by young
doves is also signitied the good of innocence.

10.211. " Once in a year he shall expiate upon it"—that

hereby is signitied the perpetual removal of evils, appears from

the signification of once in a year, as denoting what is perpe-

tual, see above, n. 10,203 ; and from the signification of ex-

piating, as denoting purification from evils and consequent

f'alses, see n. 9506 ; and purification from evils is nothing but

a withholding from them, or their removal, see what is cited, n.

10,057.

10.212. " To your generations"—that hereby are signified

those of the church who are in the truths and goods of faith,

appears from the signification of generations, as denoting those

things which are of faith and charity, see what is cited, n.

10,194. The reason why they denote those who are of the

church is, because the genuine truths and goods of faith and
love are given only with them, for with them is the "Word

;

and by the sons of Israel, whose generations are here meant,

is signified the church, see what is cited, n. 9346.

10.213. u This is the holy of holies to Jehovah "—that
hereby is signified since from the Divine celestial [principle],

appears from the signification of the holy of holies, as denoting
the Divine celestial [principle], see n. 10,129. What the Divine
celestial [principle] is, and the Divine spiritual, and what is the

difference, see what is cited, n. 9277, 9599.

10.214. Verses 11 to 16. And Jehovah spake to Moses,
saying, when thou shalt take the sum of the sons of Israel, as

to thuae that are numbered of them, and they shall give every

one an expiation of his soul to Jehovah in numbering them;
and let there be no plague in them in numbering them, lliis

they shall give every one that passeth upon the numbered ; half
a shekel in the shekel of holiness ; a shekel is twenty oboli ; the

halfof a shekel an up- lifting to Jehovah. Every one passing
upon the numbered,from a son of twenty years and upwards,
shall give an xip-lifting to Jehovah. A rich man shall not

give more, and a poor man shall not give less,from the half of
a shekel to give an up-lifting to Jehovah, to expiate on your souls.

And thou shalt take silver of expiationsfrom [being] with the

sons of Israel, and thou shalt give itfor the work of the tint of
the congregation ; and it shall be to the sons of Israelfor remem-
brance before Jehovah, to expiate on your souls. And Jehovah
spake to Moses, saying, signifies illustration by the Word from
the Lord. When thou shalt take the sum of the sons of Israel,

signifies all things of the cburch. As to those that are num-
bered of then

,
signifies as to ordination and arrangement, and

they shall give every one an expiation of his sou,
1

in numbering
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them, signifies purification or liberation from evil b}r the acknow-
ledgment and i'aitli that all the goods and truths of faith and
love, and their ordination and arrangement, are from the Lord,
and nothing from man. And let there be no plague in them in

numbering them, signifies lest there should be the punishment
of evil in doing goods as from self. This the}7 shall give every
one that passes upon the numbered, signifies the ascribing of

all things which are of faith and love to the Lord. The half of

a shekel in the shekel of holiness, signifies all things of truth

derived from good. Twenty oboli are a shekel, signifies all

things of good. The half of a shekel an up-lifting to Jehovah,
signifies that all things of truth derived from good are of the

Lord alone. From a son of twenty years and upwards, signifies

a state of intelligence, of truth, and of good. Ye shall give an
up-lifting to Jehovah, signifies ascribing to the Lord alone. A
rich man shall not give more, and a poor man shall not give

less, from the half of a shekel to give to Jehovah, signifies that

all, of whatsoever faculty they be, ought to ascribe all things

of truth and good to the Lord. To expiate on your souls,

signifies that evils may be removed. And thou shalt take the

silver of expiations from [being] with the sons of Israel, signifies

truths derived from good purifying, which are of the church.

And thou shalt give for the work of the tent of the congrega-

tion, signifies conjunction with heaven by the acknowledgment
that all truths and goods are from the Lord. And it shall be to

the sons of Israel for remembrance before Jehovah, signifies

thereby the preservation of the church and of all things of the

church by the Lord. To expiate on your souls, signifies since

thus evils are removed.
10,215. "And Jehovnh spake to Moses, saying"—that

hereby is signified illustration by the Word from the Lord,

appears from the signification of speaking, when from Jehovah
to Moses, as denoting illustration from the Lord by the Word,
for Jehovah in the Word is the Lord, and by Moses is repre-

sented the Word ; for bv speaking is signified influx, perception,

and instruction, see n. 2951 , 5481, 5743, 5797, 7226, 7241, 7270,
8127, 8128, 8221, 8262, 8600, consequently also illustration,

for illustration is influx, perception, and instruction, from the

Lord, whilst the Word is reading. That Jehovah in the Word
is the Lord, see the passages cited, n. 9373 ; and that Mo6es
is the Word in the representative sense, n. 9372. The reason

why these things are signified by Jehovah speaking to Moses,

is, because those words are not perceived in heaven as in earth
;

for in heaven the words are perceived according to the internal

6ense, but in earth according to the external sense, for in

heaven all things are spiritually understood, but in earth natu-

rally ; the former understanding is inonientaueous, without the

knowledge of what is understood in the external or literal
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sense by man. Such is the consociation of the angels of heaven
with man, by reason that the all of man's thought flows in

from the spiritual world, and thus that his thought in its flrst

origin is spiritual, and becomes natural in the external man by
influx.

10.216. "When thou shalt take the sum of the sons of

Israel "—that hereby are signified all things of the church,

appears from the signification of a sum, as denoting all; and
from the representation of the sons of Israel, as denoting the

church, see what is cited, n. 9340. The reason why all things

of the church are signified by the sum of the sons of Israel is,

because the internal sense of the Word is such as its sense is

in heaven ; thither names do not pass, as the names of Israel,

Moses, Aaron, and several others, for those names are amongsr,

material things, which are only for the corporeal sensual man,
but in their place are perceived things spiritually relating to

heaven and to the church ; for the angels of heaven are spi-

ritual, and apprehend names which occur according to their

essence, that is, spiritually. The reason why in heaven instead

of the sons of Israel they understand the church is, because in

the inmost heaven, where the Lord is more present than in the

heavens beneath, by names in the Word, in the good sense, is

understood the Lord Himself, as by Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,

Moses, Aaron, David, Joseph, Judah, Israel ; and since by
them is understood the Lord there, hence the Divine things

which are of heaven and of the church, which are from the

Lord, are perceived by the same, according to the series of

things treated of in the Word ; the perception flows in from the

Lord, who is the Word, for from the Lord is the all of intelli-

gence and of wisdom, and without Him is nothing.

10.217. " As to those that are numbered of them "—that

hereby is signified as to ordination and arrangement, appears
from the signification of numbering when relating to all things

of the church, which are the truths and goods of faith and
love, as denoting their ordination and arrangement ; hence those

that are numbered denote the things which are ordained and
arranged. The reason why numbering has this signification is,

because numbering involves a survey, and what is surveyed by
the Lord, this also is ordained and arranged ; the term also,

by which numbering is here expressed in the original tongue,

signifies to survey, to take an estimate of, to observe, and also

to visit, to command, to preside, thus to ordain and arrange.

The reason why these significations belong to that term is, be-

cause one thing involves another in the spiritual sense, and the

spiritual sense is the interior sense of terms, which sense is for

the most part in the terms of languages, especially of the ori-

ental. That to number in the spiritual sense, in which sense the

truths and goods of faith and love are treated of, denotes to

#
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ordain and to arrange, is manifest also from the passages in the

Word, where mention is made of numbering, and also of num-
ber, as in Isaiah, " The voice of a tumult of kingdoms of na-

tions gathered together, Jehovah Zebaoth numbereth [ordaineth]

the army of war " xiii. 4. Again, " Lift up your eyes on high,

and see who hath created these, who hath brought forth into

n amber their army / He calleth all by name ; of the multitude

of the powerful and mighty in strength a man is not wanting,"
xl. 26. And in David, " Jehovah who numbereth the army of
the stars, He calleth all by names," Psalm cxlvii. 2 ; that by
numbering in these passages is signified to ordain and to ar-

range, is evident, for the subject treated of is concerning Jehovah,
that is, tiie Lord, who does not number any army, nor stars, hut
ordains and arranges those things which are signified by an
army and by stars, which are the truths and goods of faith and
love ; for the subject treated of is not concerning wars in the

natural world, but concerning wars in the spiritual world, which
are wars or combats of truths derived from good against falses

derived from evil ; that wars in the spiritual sense are such
combats, see n. 1664, 26S6, 8273, 8295 ; that an army denotes

the truths and goods of the church and of heaven, n. 79S8,

8019 ; and that stars denote the knowledges of truth and
good, n. 2495, 2S49, 4697. When it is known what is signified

by numbering, and what by the sons of Israel, it may be ma-
nifest why it was not lawful for David to number the people,

and why after that he numbered them, Gad the prophet being
sent to him denounced punishment, 2 Sam. xxiv. 1 to 15 ; and
why it is here said, that every one should give an expiation of

his soul, lest there be in them a plague in n umbering them. For
by the sons of Israel are signified the truths and goods of the

church, and by numbering is signified to ordain and to arrange
;

and since it is of the Lord alone to ordain and arra'nge the truths

and goods of faith and love appertaining to every one in the

chinch and in heaven, therefore when this is done by man, as

it was done of David by Joab, it then signified the ordination

and arrangement of such things by man and not by the Lord,

which is not to ordain and arrange, but to destrov. If the

numbering of the sons of Israel had not involved such things,

there would not, have been any thing of sin or of guilt in num-
bering them. That by the sons of Israel are signified spiritual

truths and goods, which are the truths and goods of the church
and of heaven, see n. 5414, 5801, 5S03, 5812, 5S17, 5819, 5826,

5833,5879, 5981, 7956, 8234, 8805, in like manner by the

tribes, into which the sous of Israel were distinguished, n. 385S,

3926, 4060, 6335, 6397. Inasmuch as by the sons of Israel

and by the tribes such things are signified, and those things are

innumerable, therefore in the Word it is said of them, " That
their number was as the sand of the sea, which shall not be meor
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surcd neither shall be n umbered" Hosea i x.
;< Who shall number

the dust of Jacob, and the number of Israel f" Numb, xxiii. 10.

Jehovah said to Abraham, " I will set thy seed as the dust of
the earth, that ifyc can number the dust of the earth it will also

come topass that thy seedmay be numbered" Gen. xiii. 16
;
chap

xvi. 10. And in another place, "Lookup towards heaven, and
number the stars, whether thou canst number them, so shall thy

seed be," Gen. xv. 5. That by the sons of Israel and by the

seed of Abraham was not meant his posterity, but spiritual

truths and goods, which are innumerable, and also for the most
part ineffable, may be manifest from this consideration, that

there was not a greater multitude of them than of other nations,

which also Moses testifies, "Not because of your multitude

above all people hath Jehooah desiredyou, that lie might choose

you,for ye werefewer than all people," Deut. vii. 7. Also by
numbering is signified to ordain and to arrange in Jeremiah,
" In the cities of Jerusalem and of Judah shall flocks yet pass

according to the hands ofhim that numbereth," xxxiii. 13 ; flocks

denote also the goods and truths of the church, n. 6048, 8937,
9135

;
according to the hands of him that numbereth, denotes

according to the arrangement of the Lord. And in David,
" Who knoweth the vehemence of Thine anger, to number our
days, make known what is right, that we may put on a heart of

wisdom," Psalm xc. 12 ; to number days denotes to ordain and
arrange states of life ; and days are said to be numbered when
they are ordained and arranged, thus when they are finished, as

in Isaiah, " By the discharge of my days I was about to go
away to the gates of hell ; I was numbered, the residue of my
years," xxxviii. 10. And in Daniel, "A writing appeared before

king Belshazzar, numbered, weighed, and divided," v. 25 ; for

when to number signifies to ordain and arrange, then what is

numbered signifies what is completed, as when a line is drawn
under a number on finishing a calculation. The reason why by
numbering is signified to ordain and arrange is, because by num-
ber is signified the quality of a thing and of a state, and the

quality is determined by the number adjoined ; hence to number
denotes to quality, and the qualification of a thing in spiritual

things is effected by ordination and arrangement from the Lord

;

this is signified by number in the Apocalypse, " He caused all

to receive a mark on the right hand or on their foreheads ; and
that no one might buy or sell but he who had the mark or

name of the beast, or the number of his name / this is wisdom,
he who hath intelligence/^ him compute the number of the beast,

for it is the number of a man, namely, the number six hundred
sixty-six," chap. xiii. 16, 17, 18 ; the subject treated of in

this chapter, is concerning the beast out of the sea, and con-
cerning the beast out of the earth. By the beast out of the sea
is meant the truth of the church falsified by scientifics, which
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are from the world. And by the beast out of the earth is meant
the truth of the church falsified by the literal sense of the

Word applied to favor the evils of self-love and of the love of

the world, for the earth denotes the church as to good and
truth, see what is cited, n. 9325 ; and the sea denotes the sci-

entific principle in general, n. 28, 2850, 3120; to have liis mark
upon the hand and upon his forehead denotes to acknowledge
all things of whatsoever kind they are ; for the forehead signifies

love, n. 9936 ; a name signifies all the quality of that which is

treated of, n. 3006, 3421, 6674, 8274, 9310 ; to compute the

number of the beast denotes to explore and know those falsified

truths of the church ; the number of a man signifies the thing

and state of that church; six hundred sixty-six signify its qua-
lity as to all truths falsified, and falses derived from evil, and
also the profanation of what is holy, and likewise the end ; to

know those things and to explore them is the part of a wise

and intelligent person, wherefore it is said, this is wisdom, he
that has intelligence let him compute its number ; for the num-
ber six signifies the same with the number twelve, because it is

the half thereof, n. 3960, 7973, 8148 ; and twelve signifies all

the truths and goods of the church in the complex, n. 2129,

2130, 3272, 3858, 3913, 7973. Hence also in the opposite

6ense all falses and evils in the complex; the triplication of the

number six involves also the end, and the end is when truth is

altogether profaned. From these considerations it is very evi-

dent, that numbers in the Word involve things and states, and
signifies quality according to the determinate numbers, as also

in the following words in the Apocalypse, "The angel measured
the wall of the holy Jerusalem, a hundred forty-four cubits,

which is the measure of a man, that is, of an angel," xxi. 17.

By the determinate number in this passage are also signified

all truths and goods in the complex, for a hundred forty-four

signifies the same with twelve, n. 7973, for it arises out of twelve

multiplied into itself; wherefore also it is here said, that its

measure is the measure of a man, as above, that that number
is the number of a man ; but whereas truths derived from good
are here signified, it is added that that measure is also the

measure of an angel, for an angel in the Word signifies truths

derived from good, since he is the recipient of JJivine Truth
from the Lord, n. 8192.

10,218. "And they shall give everyone the expiation of his

soul in numbering them "—that hereby is signified purification

or liberation from evil by the acknowledgment and faith, that

all the truths and goods of faith and of love, together witli their

ordination and arrangement, are from the Lord, and nothing

from man, appears from the signification of giving the expia-

tion of his soul, as denoting to be purified or liberated from
evil by the truth of faith, which is here to acknowledge that
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all truths and goods are from the Lord ; and from the signifi-

cation of numbering Israel, as denoting the ordination and
arrangement of those principles by the Lord alone, and not by
man. That these things are signified, is manifest from all

that is here said concerning the half of a shekel which was
to be given to Jehovah, and the expiation by it in number-
ing the people ; for by the shekel of holiness is signified

truth which is of the Lord alone, and by expiation thereby,

purification or liberation from evil, n. 5506 ; and by num-
bering the sons of Israel is signified to ordain and arrange

all the truths and goods of the church, n. 10,217. The case

herein is this ; it was prohibited to number the sons of Israel,

inasmuch as by numbering was signified to ordain and to ar-

range, and by the sons of Israel, and by the tribes into which
they were distinguished, were signified all the truths and goods
of faith and love in the complex ; and since the ordination

and arrangement of these was of the Lord alone, and not of

man, therefore to number them was prevarication, such as

appertains to those who claim to themselves the truths which
are of faith and the goods which are of love, together with
their ordination and arrangement. What is the quality of

such persons, is known in the church, for they are such as

justify themselves by the consideration that all things of faith

and love promote their merits, and consequently they believe

that by virtue of faith and works they of themselves merit

heaven. The numbering of the people by David involved this

evil, concerning which it is thus written in the Second Book
of Samuel, " The anger of Jehovah burnt yet further against

Israel ; therefore He stirred up David against them, saying,

go, number Israel and Judah ; he said therefore to Joab, wan-
der through all the tribes of Israel, and number the people,

that I may know the number of the people. Joab said to the

king, let Jehovah thy God add to the people so many and so

many a hundred times ; but why doth my lord the king
desire this word? Nevertheless the word of the king prevailed

against Joab and against the princes of the army, wherefore
they went forth to number the people Israel. Afterwards the

heart of David smote him, wherefore he said to Jehovah, I

have sinned exceedingly in what I have done
;
nevertheless,

O Jehovah, cause I pray the iniquity of thy servant to pass

away, because I have done exceeding foolishly. But Gad the

prophet was sent to David, that he might choose one evil out of

three ; and he chose the pestilence, whereof died seventy thou-

sand men," xxiv. 1 and following verses. From this passage it

is evident how great a sin it was to number Israel ; not that

numbering considered in itself was a sin, but because, as was
6aid, the numbering of the sons of Israel by David signified

the ordination and arrangement of all things of faith and
vol. x. 14
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love from self and not from the Lord, the numbering itself sig-

nifying ordination and arrangement, and the sons of Israel

all the truths and goods of faith and of love. To the in-

tent therefore that they might be delivered from sin in num-
bering the sons of Israel, the half of a shekel was given for

expiation ; for it is said, " They shall give every one the expia-

tion of his soul to Jehovah in numbering the?n, lest there be in
them a plague in numbering them." Hence it is evident that by
these words is signified purification or liberation from evil by the

acknowledgment that all the truths and goods of faith and
love, together with their ordination and arrangement are from
the Lord, and nothing from man. That this is the case, namely,
that all the goods and truths of faith and love are from the

Divine, and nothing from man, is also known in the church
;

and likewise that it is evil for man to attribute them to him-
self; and that they are delivered from that evil who ac-

knowledge and believe, that those things are from the Lord,

for thus tiiey claim to themselves nothing which is Divine,

and which is from the Divine ; but see what has been above
shown on this subject, namely, that those who believe that

they do goods from themselves, and not from the Lord, be-

lieve that they merit heaven, n. 9974; that goods from self

and not from the Lord are not goods, since those who do
good from themselves do them from evil, n. 9975, 9980. That
they despise the neighbor; and that they are angry with

God Himself if they do not receive a reward, n. 997(3. That
such persons cannot receive heaven in themselves, n. 9977.

That they cannot in any wise fight against the hells; but that

the Lord tights for those, who acknowledge and believe that all

goods and truths are from the Lord, n. 9978. That the Lord
alone is merit and justice, u. 9486, 9715, 9S09, 9979 to 9984,

10,019, 10,152.

10,219. " And there be not in them a plague in numbering
them"—that hereby is signified lest there be the punishment
of evil in doing good as from themselves, appears from the

signification of a plague, as denoting the punishment of evil,

of which we shall speak presently ; and from the signification

of numbering the sons of Israel, as denoting to ordain and
arrange the truths and goods of faith and love, see above,

n. 10,^17, tlui6 to do them ; it is said as from themselves, since

the goods which a man does, he does as from himself, nor

does he perceive otherwise until he be in faith derived from
love, for goods from the Lord flow in, and are received by
man, and those which are received are at first felt no otherwise

than as in himself and from himself, nor is it perceived that

they are from the Lord, until he comes into knowledge, and
afterwards into acknowledgment derived from faith ; for be-

fore this he cannot reflect that any thing flows in from tho
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Divine, neither can he at all perceive this, that is, be sen-

sible ot* it in himself, until he begins to will and to love that

it lie so. The case herein is, like that of the life itself ap-

pertaining to man, and like the two interior faculties of life,

which are understanding and will ; who does not believe,

until he be instructed, that life is in himself, and thus that

what he thence acts is from himself; in like manner under-

standing and the will ; when yet both life in general, together

with understanding and will flow in, the truths of the under-

standing and the goods of the will out of heaven from the

Lord, but the falses of understanding and the evils of will from
hell ; for unless spirits and angels be attendant on man, to

communicate influx, man cannot live even a single moment,
consequently neither can he think, nor will, as may be mani-

fest from manifold experience treated of at the close of several

chapters, where influx was spoken of; see the passages cited,

n. 9223, 9276, 9682. But so long as man believes that he

does all things from himself, both goods and evils, so long

goods do not affect him, and evils adhere to him ; whereas so

soon as he acknowledges and believes that goods flow in from
the Lord, and not from himself, and that evils are from hell,

in this case goods affect him, and evils do not adhere to him
;

and also in proportion as goods affect him, in the same pro-

portion evils are removed, thus he is purified and liberated from
them. But so long as the state of man is such, that he cannot
perceive and be sensible of the influx of goods from the Lord,

so long he does goods as from himself, nevertheless he ought
to acknowledge and believe that they are from the Lord ; for

when this is the case, he is also liberated from evils ; but to the

intent that he may be liberated from evils, that acknowledg-
ment must not be the confession of the mouth alone, but the

confession of the heart itself. That a plague denotes the punish-

ment of evil, is manifest without explication ; there are three

plagues, or three punishments which follow those who attribute

to themselves the truths of faith and goods of love, or who be-

lieve that they merit heaven by their works, for those who attri-

bute to themselves those principles, believe also that of them-
selves they merit heaven, those three punishments are, 1. That
they cannot receive any thing of the good of love and of the

truth of faith. 2. That evils and falses continually pursue them.
3. And that the truths and goods received from infancy perish

;

these three punishments are signified by the three plagues,

which were proposed to David by the prophet Gad on account
of numbering the people, which were, 1. Seven years of famine

;

2. A flight of three months before enemies ; 3. And a pestilence

of three days ; 2 Samuel xxiv. 13 ; for by a famine is signified

the defect and scarcity of the goods and truths which are ol

faith and love, for these things are signified by bread, food,
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wheat, barley, oil, and wine, which are deficient during famine
;

but by flight before enemies in the internal sense is meant perse-

cution by evils and falses ; for those who»attribute to themselves

goods and truths, are not able to fight against the evils and
falses which are from hell, n. 9978, which are enemies in the

spiritual sense, before whom there is flight, and from whom there

is persecution ; but by pestilence is signified the vastation and
consumption of goods and truths which have been received

from infancy, n. 7505. By David's choosing the pestilence,

and by seventy thousand men dying of it, was signified that

with the Israelitish and Jewish nation every truth and good ol

faith and love was about to perish, which also came to pass,

for they did not acknowledge the Lord, from whom nevertheless

are all goods and truths ; three days signified to the full, and
the same was also signified by the seventy thousand men who
died.

10.220. " This they shall give every one that passeth upon
the numbered "—that hereby is signified the ascribing of all

things which are of faith and love to the Lord, appears from
the signification of giving, namely, an expiation of the soul,

which was the half of a shekel, as denoting liberation from evils

by the acknowledgment that the all of faith and love is from
the Lord, and nothing from man, see above, n. 10,211 ; hence
every one that passeth upon the numbered, signifies whatsoever
is of truth and good which is ordained and arranged by the

Lord ; for every one that passetli is every one of the sons of

Israel, and by the sons of Israel are signified all spiritual goods
and truths, n. 5414, 5801, 5S03, 5812, 5817, 5819, 5S26, 5833,

5S79, 5981, 7956, 8234, 8S05 ; and by the numbered are sig-

nified those which are ordained and arranged by the Lord, n.

10,218.

10.221. "The half of a shekel in the shekel of holiness"—
that hereby are signified all things of truth derived from good,
appears from the signification of half, as denoting all ; and from
the signification of a shekel, as denoting truth derived from
good ; the reason why half denotes all is, because the half of a
shekel was ten gerahs or oboli, and by ten are signified all, n.

4638, and also remains, n. 576, 1906, i988, 2284, which are the

truths and goods appertaining to man stored up in his interiors

from the Lord, n. 5135, 5342, 5S97, 5S98, 7560, 7564. The rea-

son why a shekel denotes truth derived from good is, because a

shekel was a weight of silver and also of gold, and by silver is

signified truth, and by gold good ; but how much of truth de-

rived from good, and of good by truth, is determined by the

number of gerahs or oboli of the shekel ; and the shekel con-

sidered in itself as a weight, denotes quantity; and when it is

called the shekel of holiness, it denotes the quantity of truth

and good, for truth an d good are what are called holy, since
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they are from the Lord, who alone is holy. More may be seen
concerning the skekel and its signification, in n. 2959.

10.222. " Twenty oboli a shekel "—that hereby are sig-

nified all things of good, appears from the signification of

twenty, as likewise denoting all, and remains of good, and
also what is holy ; that it denotes all and hence what is full,

see n. 9641 ; that it denotes remains of good, n. 2280 ; and
what is holy, n. 4759, 7842, 7903 ; for twenty, when relating

to the Lord, signify His proprinm, which is the holy [princi-

ple] itself, n. 4176 ; hence it is evident why a shekel was of
twenty gerahs or oboli, and why it is called a shekel of holi-

ness, as in this and other passages, as Levit. xxvii. 3 ; Numb,
iii. 47,50; chap. vii. 13,19,25,31,37,49, 55, 61, 67, 73

;

chap, xviii. 16. That the shekel was a weight both of silver

and of gold, see Gen. xxiv. 22 ; Exod. xxxviii. 24 ; Ezek. iv. 10
;

xlv. 12.

10.223. "The half of a shekel an up-lifting to Jehovah"—
that hereby is signified that all things of truth derived from
good are of the Lord alone, appears from the signification of the

half of a shekel, as denoting all things of truth derived from
good, see above, n. 10,221 ; and from the signification of an
up-lifting to Jehovah, as denoting what are of the Lord alone,

see n. 10,093.

10.224. " Every one that passeth upon the numbered"—that

hereby is signified that all truths and goods are to be ascribed

to the Lord alone, appears from what was shown above, n.

10,220.

10.225. " From a son of twenty years and upwards"—that

hereby is signified a state of intelligence of truth and good,

appears from the signification of twenty, when applied to the

age of man, as denoting a state of the intelligence of truth and
good. The reason why twenty denotes a state of the intelli-

gence of truth and good is, because man when he attains to

the age of twenty years, begins to think from himself; for man
from first infancy to extreme old age undergoes several states

as to his interiors, which are of intelligence and wisdom. The
first state is from nativity to the fifth year of his age ; this state

is a state of ignorance, and of innocence in ignorance, and is

called infancy ; the second state is from the fifth year of age
even to the twentieth ; this state is a state of instruction and of

science, and is called, boy-hood ; the third state is from the

twentieth year of age to the sixtieth, which state is a state of

intelligence, and is called adolescence, youth, and manhood
;

the fourth or last state is from the sixtieth year of age and
upwards, which is a state of wisdom, and of innocence in

wisdom. These successive states of the life of man are sig-

nified by the numbers of the years of age, five, twenty, and
sixty, in the following passage in Moses, "When any one
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shall make a singular vow, the estimation of a male shall be
from a son of twenty years even to a son of sixty years, fifty

shekels of silver, if a female, the estimation shall be thirty

shekels. But from a son of five years even to a son of twenty
years, the estimation shall be, if a male, twenty shekels, if a

female, ten shekels. Butfrom a so?i of a month even to a son

of five years, the estimation of a male shall be five shekels, of

a female three shekels. Butfrom a son of sixty years and up-

wards, the estimation shall be fifteen shekels, but of a female
ten shekels," Levit. xxvii. 2 to 7. That the first state is a

state of ignorance, and also of innocence in ignorance, is evi-

dent
;
during the continuance of this state, the interiors are

forming to use, consequently are not manifested, but only the

most external, which are of the sensual man ; when these alone
are manifested, there is ignorance ; for whatsoever man under-
stands and perceives, is from the interiors. Hence also it may
be manifest, that the innocence which exists at that time, and
is called the innocence of infancy, is innocence the most ex-

ternal . That the second state is a state of instruction and of
science is also evident ; this state is not yet a state of intelli-

gence, because the child at that time does not form any con-

clusions from himself, neither does he discern between truths

and truths, nor even between truths and falses, from himself,

but from others. He only thinks and speaks things of the me-
mory, thus from science alone, nor does lie see and perceive
whether a thing be so, except on the authority of his master,
consequently because another has so said. But the third state

is called a state of intelligence, since at this time man thinks

from himself and discerns and concludes ; and what he then
concludes is his own and not another's ; at this time faith com-
mences, for faith is not the faith of the man himself until from
the ideas of his own proper thought he has confirmed what he
believes

;
previous to this time, faith is not his, but another's

in himself, for he believed the person, not the thing. Hence
it may be manifest, that a state of intelligence then com-
mences with man, when he no longer thinks from a master,
but from himself; which effect has not place until the interiors

are open towards heaven. It is to be noted that the exteriors

appertaining to man are in the world, and the interiors in hea-
ven ; and that in proportion to the quantity of light which flows

in from heaven into those things which are from the world, in

the same proportion man is intelligent and wise; this is effected

in the degree, and according to the quality in which the inte-

riors are opened ; and they are so far opened, as man lives for

heaven and not for the world. But the last state is a state of
wisdom, and of innocence in wisdom ; which is when man has
no longer any concern about understanding truths and goods,

but about willing them and living them ; for this it is to be wise.
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And man 16 enabled to will truths and goods and to live them, so

far as he is in innocence, that is, so far as he believes that he has

nothing of wisdom from himself, but that whatsoever relish he
has of wisdom is from the Lord ; also so far as he loves it to

be so ; hence it is that this state also is a state of innocence in

wisdom. From the succession of these states the man who is

wise may also see the wonderful things of Divine Providence,

which are these, that a prior state is the plane of those which
continually follow, and that the opening or unfolding of the

interiors proceeds from outermost things even to inmost things

successively ; and at length in such a sort, that what was first,

but in things outermost, this also is last, but in tilings inmost,

namely, ignorance and innocence ; for he who knows that of him-

self he is ignorant of all things, and that whatsoever he knows
is from the Lord, is in ignorance of wisdom, and also in the

innocence of wisdom. From these considerations it may now
be manifest what a state of intelligence is, which is signified by
twenty, when that number is predicated of the age of man.
The like is also meant by that number in other passages of the

Word, as in Moses, " Take the sum of all the congregation

from a son of twenty years and upwards, every one that goeth

forth into the army in Israel," Numb. i. 2, 3, 18, and fol-

lowing verses. The subject treated of in this passage is the

encampment and journeying of the sons of Israel according

to tribes, and thereby is also signified the ordination and ar-

rangement of the truths and goods of faith and love by the

Lord
;
by encampment the ordination and arrangement, n.

4236, 8103, 8130, 8131, 8155 ; and by the tribes the goods
and truths of faith and love in every complex, n. 3858, 3926,

3939, 4060, 6335, 6337, 6397 ; hence by a son of twenty years

and upwards are meant those who are in a state of intelligence,

for with them the truths and goods of faith and love from the

Lord can be ordained and arranged, for the Lord flows-in into

their intellectual and will principle, and ordains and arranges,

and also removes and casts down falses and evils ; therefore* it

is said from a son of twenty years and upwards every one that

goethforth into the army, for by the army are signified truths

arranged in that order, that they are not afraid of falses and
evils, but repel them if they assault ; that such truths are meant
by ay army in the internal sense, see n. 341S, 7236, 7988,

8319 ; but with those who are in a state of infancy and of

childhood, thus who are below twenty years, truths and goods
are not so ordained as to enable them to go forth into the

army and into war, since, as was said above, they do not as yet

discern and form any conclusions from themselves, conse-

quently they cannot as yet shake off any thing of what is false

or evil by the rational principle, and they who are not able to

do this, are not led into combat ; wherefore man is not admitted
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into temptations, which are spiritual combats against falses

and evils, until he is in a state of intelligence, that is, until

he comes to the exercise of his own judgment, n. 3928, 4248,
4249, 8963. The like is signified by the age of twenty years

and upwards in other passages in Moses, " Jehovah said to

Moses and Eleazer, " Take ye the sum of the whole assembly
of the sons of Israel,from a son of twenty years and upwards,
every one that goeth forth to war in Israel," Numb. xxvi. 2, 3

;

by going forth to war in the spiritual sense is signified to go
forth into combat against the falses and evils which are from
hell. He who does not know that a son of twenty years and
upwards signifies a state of intelligence, or those who are in

that state, cannot know why it is said, when they murmured
against Jehovah, they should die in the wildernessfrom a son

of twenty years and upwards, all who came up out of Egypt,
Numb. xiv. 29

;
chap, xxxii. 10, 11 ; for those who are in that

state of intelligence, that they can discern, conclude, and judge
from themselves, are blameable for their evil, but not those who
are not yet in that state : hence also it is evident that by twenty
years, when they are predicated of age, is signified a state of

intelligence, or a state of judgment. But the number twenty
has another signification, when another subject is treated of,

see n. 10,222.

10.226. "Shall give an up-lifting to Jehovah"—that hereby
is signified an ascribing to the Lord alone, appears from the

signification of an up-lifting to Jehovah, as denoting what is of

the Lord alone, see n. 10,093. That this denotes all the truths

and goods of faith and love, with their ordination and arrange-

ment, is evident from what precedes.

10.227. " A rich [person] shall not give more, and a poor

[person] shall not give less, from the half of a shekel to give

an up-lifting to Jehovah "—that hereby is signified that all,

of whatsoever faculty they be, ought alike to ascribe to the

Lord all things of truth derived from good, appears from the

signification of a rich person, as denoting one who abounds in

truths and goods and the knowledges thereof, of which we
shall speak presently ; and from the signification of a poor

person, as denoting one who does not abound in those things,

of which also we shall speak presently ; and from the signifi-

cation of not giving more and not giving less, as denoting all

alike [or equally] ; and from the signification of half a shekel,

as denoting all things of truth derived from good, see n. 10,221

;

and from the signification of giving to Jehovah, as denoting to

ascribe to the Lord, for by Jehovah in the Word is meant the

Lord, see what is cited, n. 9373. From these considerations it

is evident, that by a rich person not giving more, and a poor

person not giving less, from half a shekel to give to Jehovah, is

signified that all, of whatsoever faculty they be, ought alike to
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ascribe to the Lord all things of truth derived from good. The
case herein is this; all have the faculty of understanding and

of growing wise, but the reason why one is wiser than another

is, because they do not in like manner ascribe to the Lord all

things of intelligence and wisdom, which are all things of

truth and good. Those who ascribe all things to the Lord

are wiser than others, since all things of truth and good which

constitute wisdom flow in from heaven, that is from the Lord

there ; the ascribing of all things to the Lord opens the in-

teriors of man towards heaven, for thereby it is acknowledged
that nothing of truth and good is from himself, and in pro-

portion as this is acknowledged, in the same proportion the

love of self departs, and with the love of self the thick darkness

derived from falses and evils; in the same proportion also man
comes into innocence, and into love and faith to the Lord;

hence conjunction with the Divine, influx thence, and illus-

tration ; from these considerations it is evident, whence it comes
that one is more wise and another less, and also why a rich

person should not give more and a poor person less, namely,

that all have alike the faculty of growing wise ; all have

not indeed an equal faculty of growing wise, but they have
the faculty alike, since both one and the other have the abi-

lity of growing wise. By the faculty of growing wise is not

meant the faculty of reasoning concerning truths and goods

from sciences, thus neither the faculty of confirming whatso-

ever a man pleases, but of discerning what is true and good,

of choosing what is suitable, and applying it to uses of life
;

those who ascribe all things to the Lord, both discern, choose,

and apply ; but those who do not ascribe to the Lord, but

to themselves, are skilled only in the art of reasoning con-

cerning truths and goods, nor do they see any thing but

what they have from others, not from reason, but from the

activity of memory ; inasmuch as they cannot look within

into truths themselves, they stand without, and confirming

whatsoever they receive, whether it be true or false ; those

who have the ability from the sciences to do this more learn-

edly, are believed by the world to be wiser than others ; but
the more they attribute all things to themselves, thus the

more they love what themselves think from themselves, so

much the more they are insane, for they confirm falses more
than truths, and evils more than goods ; for they derive light

from no other source than from the fallacies and appearances
which are in the world, and hence from their own lumen,
which is called natural lumen, separated from the light of

heaven, which lumen, when it is separated, as to the truths

and goods which are of heaven, is thick darkness. That riches

and wealth denote those things which are of intelligence and
wisdom, consequently also the knowledge of truth and good,
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which are likewise called spiritual wealth and riches, is manifest

from the passages in the Word where they are named ; as in

Isaiah, " I will visit on the fruit of the pride of the king of

Ashur, because he hath said, in the virtue of my hand I have
done [it], and by my wisdom because I am intelligent ; whence
1 will remove the borders of the people, and will depopulate

their treasures ; my hands shall find as a nest the wealth of the

people" x. 12, 13, 14; the subject here treated of in the in-

ternal sense is those who trust to their own proper intelli-

gence, and do not believe that true wisdom comes from
heaven, but from themselves. The king of Ashur denotes ra-

tiocination, in this case from self-intelligence, n. 1186; hence
to depopulate the treasures and wealth of the people denotes to

destroy those things which are of the truths of intelligence and
wisdom. Again, what is prophetic concerning the beasts of

the south :
'• They carry their wealth on the shoulder of asses,

and their treasures on the back of camels, to Egypt" xxx. 6, 7.

The beasts of the south denote those who are within the church,

thus in the light of truth from the Word, but still do not read

the Word except merely for the sake of science, and not for the

sake of uses of life ; for the south denotes where the light of

truth is, thus where the Word is, n. 3195, 3708, 5672, 9642

;

an ass denotes science, and likewise a camel, and also Egypt

;

that an ass has this signification, see n. 5492, 5741, 7024 ; that

a camel, n. 3048, 3071, 3143, 3145, 4516; and that Egypt, see

what is cited, n. 9391. That these prophetics are to be under-

stood in a spiritual sense, may be manifest from this considera-

tion, that without that sense no one knows what is meant by
the beasts of the south, or what by carrying their wealth on the

shoulder of asses, and their treasures on the back of camels,

and this to Egypt. Again in the same prophet, "I will give

thee the treasures of darkness, and the hidden wealth of hiding

places, that thou mayest know that I am Jehovah," xlv. 3; where
the treasures of darkness and the hidden wealth of hiding places

denote such things as relate to heavenly intelligence and wisdom,

which are hidden from the natural man. And in Jeremiah, ''The

sin of Judah is written with a pen of iron ; O my mountain in a

held, J will aim thy wealth and all thy treasures for a prey,"

xvii. 1, 3. Judah is called a mountain in afield, because with

Judah there was a representative of a Celestial Church, for a

mountain denotes the love of the Celestial Church, n. 6435, and
ti held denotes the church, n. 2971, 3766, 7502, 9139, 9295;
the wealth and the treasures which were to be given for a prey,

denote all the truths and goods of the church, which were to

be dissipated. Again, " By reason of thy confidence in thy

works and in thy treasures, thou also shalt be taken," xlviii. 7

;

treasures also in this passage denote the doctrinals and know-

ledges of the church. Again, " O sword against his horses.
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and against his chariots, and against the promiscuous crowd
which is in the midst of him; 0 sword against his treasures

that they may beplundered ; drought is upon the waters that they

are dried up," 1. 36, 37 ; these words are against the Chaldeans,

by whom are meant those who are in external worship without
internal, thus who with the mouth profess the truths of the

Word, hut in heart deny them ; the sword denotes the false

principle combating against truths, n. 2799, 4499, G353, 7102,

82!)4 ; horses denote the intellectual principle, n. 2760, 2761,

2762, 3217, 5321 ; chariots denote those things which are of

doctrine, n. 5321, S215 ; the treasures which were to he plun-

dered, the truths and goods of the church, which would be
perverted and perish by application to the evils of the loves

of self and the world
;
drought upon the waters the depri-

vation and consumption of the truths of faith : that water
denotes the truths of faith, see n. 2702, 3058, 3424, 4976, 8568,
9323. Who cannot see, that the literal sense is not the genuine
sense of those words ? For what principle of sanctity, or what
of the church, or what of heaven, or what sense is there in these

expressions—that a sword should be against the horses, against

the chariots, against a promiscuous crowd, against treasures,

and that drought should be upon the waters that they should

be dried np? Wherefore from these and all other passages of

the Word it may be manifestly seen that a spiritual sense,

which differs from the natural, is in every expression, and that

the Word without that sense cannot be called holy, and that in

very many passages it cannot even be comprehended. Again,
" O Babel, who dwellest upon many waters, great in treasures"

li. 13 ; Babel denotes those who possess the Word, and hence
all the goods and truths of the church, but who apply them
to the love of self, and thereby profane them, n. 1326 ; which
was also represented by the king of Babel, taking all thevessels

of the temple, which were of gold and silver, and drinking out of

them, and then praising the gods of gold and of silver, Dan. v.

2, 3, 4, and following verses ; hence Babel is said to dwell upon
many waters, and to be great in treasures. Waters denote

truths, and in the opposite sense falses, n. 2702, 3058, 4976,
856S, 9323. This is further described in the Apocalypse, where
the riches of Babylon, which are there called merchandise, are

enumerated, chap, xviii. And in Ezekiel, "I will bring Nebu-
chadnezzar against Tyre, by the hoofs of his horses he shall

tread down all thy streets
;
they shall plunder thy xoealth and

shall make a prey of thy merchandise" xxvi. 7, 12. By Tyre
is meant the church as to the knowledges of good and truth,

n. Vl0\
;

by Nebuchadnezzar kiug of Babel, the profane

principle which vastates, n. 1327, which is the case when
the truths and goods of the church serve for means to favor

the evils of the loves of self and the world, by wrong applica-
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tion ; for in such case the evils of those loves are inwardly in

the heart, and the holy things of the church are in the mouth

;

the hoofs of the horses denote the outermost natural princi-

ples which are scientitics merely sensual, u. 7729, and streets

the truths of faith, n. 2336 ; wealth and merchandise denote
the knowledges of good and truth. Inasmuch as by Tyre are

signified the knowledges of good and truth, n. 1201, therefore

where Tyre is treated of in the Word, various kinds of mer-
chandise and riches are also treated of, as in the same prophet,
" Tarshish is thy trader, by the multitude of all wealth in silver,

iron, tin, and lead. Damascus is thy trader, above the multitude

of thy wealth and thy merchandise, thou hast enriched all the

kings of the earth," xxvii. 1 to the end. Again, "In thy wis-

dom and in thine intelligence thou hast made to thyself wealth,

gold and silver in thy treasures : by the m ultitude of thy wisdom
thou hast multiplied to thyself wealth," chap, xxviii., speaking

also of Tyre
;
by which it is* very manifest, that by wealth and

riches, in the Word, are meant spiritual wealth and riches, which
are the knowledges of good and truth, thus which are the means
of wisdom. So likewise in Zechariah, " Tyre hath collectea

silver as dust, and gold as the mire of the streets; behold the

Lord will make her poor, and will shake off her wealth into the

sea," x. 3, 4. And in David, " The daughter of Tyre will offer

to thee a gift, O daughter of the king ; the rich of the people shall

deprecate thy faces," Psalm xlv. 13. In this passage is described

the church as to the affection of truth, and she is called the

daughter of a king, for daughter denotes the church as to af-

fection, n. 3262, 3963, 6729, 9059, and king denotes truth,

n. 1672, 2015, 2069, 3670, 4575, 4581, 4966, 6148 ; wherefore

it is said that the daughter of Tyre shall offer a gift, and that the

rich of the people shall deprecate faces, where the rich of the

people denote those who abound in truths and goods. And in

Hosea, " Ephraim said, truly I am enriched, 1 have found to

myself wealth," xii. 8 ; where by being enriched and finding

wealth is not meant that he was enriched with worldly riches

and wealth, but with heavenly; for by Ephraim is meant the

intellectual principle of the church, which is illustrated when the

Word is read, n. 5554, 6212, 6238, 6267. And in the Apoca-
lypse, "To the angel of the church of the Laodiceans, because

thou sayesl that lam rich, and am enriched, and want no wealth,

when thou knowest not that thou art wretched, and miserable,

and needy, and blind, and naked ; I counsel thee to buy of Me
gold purified in the fire, that thou mayest be rich, and white

raiment, that thou mayest be clothed," iii. 17, 18 ; the subject

there treated of is the church which makes every, thing of

the church to consist in bare knowledges, and hence lifts up
itself above others, when yet knowledges are nothing else than

means to amend and perfect the L'fe ; wherefore he who possesses
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i them without a life according to them is wretched, miserable,

needy, blind, and naked; to buy gold purified in the fire de-

notes to procure to themselves from the Lord genuine good
j

and white raiment denotes to procure to themselves from the

Lord genuine truths derived from that good; that gold denotes

the good of love, see what is cited, n. 9874 ; and that raiment

denotes the truths of faith, n. 4545, 5248, 5319. 5954. 9212,

9216, 9814, 9952. And in Jeremiah, "I Jehovah give to every

one according to his ways, according to the fruits of his works,

as a partridge he gathereth, but doth not bring forth, he makeih
riches hut not with judgment ; in the midst of his days he
shall forsake them ; in the latter end of days he shall become
foolish," xvii. 10, 11. The subject treated of in this passage is

those who procure to themselves knowledges without an end
of any other use than that they may grow rich, that is, that

they may know, when yet it is the life which they ought to

serve ; this is meant by gathering as a partridge, and yet not

bringing forth, and by making riches, but not with judgment.
And in Luke, "Whosoever he be of you who deniethnot all his

faculties, he cannot be My disciple," xiv. 33. He who does

not know that faculties, in the internal sense, denote spiritual

riches and wealth, which are knowledges from the Word, can-

not in any wise conceive otherwise, than that he must deprive

himself of all wealth in order that he may be saved ; when yet

this is not the sense of those words, for by faculties are there

meant all things which are from man's own intelligence ; for no
one can be wise from himself but from the Lord. Wherefore
to deny all faculties denotes to attribute nothing of intelligence

and wisdom to himself; and he who does not know this cannot
be instructed by the Lord, that is, be His disciple. Inasmuch
as by faculties, riches, wealth, silver, and gold, are signified

those things which are of intelligence and wisdom, therefore

also the kingdom of the heavens is compared by the Lord to

treasure hid in afield, Matt. xiii. 44 ; and it is said, that they
"should make to themselves treasures in the heavens which doth
notfail; since where the treasure is there is the heart" Matt. vi.

19, 20, 21 ; Luke xii. 33, 34. They who do not know that by the
rich are meant those who possess the knowledges of truth and
good, thus who have the Word, and that by the poor are
meant those who do not possess those knowledges, but who
still desire them, cannot know otherwise than that by the rich

man, who was clothed in purple and fine linen, and by the poor
man, who was cast at his gate-way, Luke xvi., are meant a rich

and poor man according to the common meaning of those expres-
sions, when yet by the rich man is there meant the Jewish nation,

which had the Word
;
by the purple, with which he was clothed,

genuine good, n. 9467; and by tiie fine linen, genuine truth,

a. 5319, 9469, 9596, 9744 ; and by the poor person cast at the
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gate-way, are meant those who are out of the church and have-

not the Word, and yet desire the truths and good of heaven'

and of the church. Hence also it is evident that by the rich

are meant those who have the Word, consequently Divine
Truths ; as also in the prophetic [enunciation] of Mary in Luke,
" God hath filled the hungry with good things, and the rich lie

hath sent away empty" i. 53. The hungry in this passage

denote those who are in other places called the poor, thus who
have not bread and water, and consequently who are in hunger
and thirst, that is, who do not know what is good and true,

and still desire those things; by bread and water, in the Word,
are signified good and truth, n. 9323; and by hungering and
thirsting, thus by hunger and thirst, is signified a desire to

those tilings. Such are also meant by the poor in other places,

as in Luke, " Blessed are thepoor, because theirs is the kingdom
of the heavens ; Messed are ye that are hungry, for ye shall be
filled," vi. 20, 21. Again, " The father of the family said to

the servant, that he should go out into the streets and lanes of

the city, and should bring in the poor, the maimed, the lame,

and the blind," xiv. 21. Again, " To the poor the gospel shall

be preached" vii. 22. And in Matthew, " The poor hear the

gospel," xi. 5. And in Isaiah, "Then shall thefirst-begotten of
thepoor feed, and the needy shall lie down confidently, xiv. 30.

Again, " The needy of men shall exult in the Holy One of

Israel," xxix. 19. And in Zephaniah, U I will leave in the

midst of thee apeople miserable andpoor, who shall hope in the

name of Jehovah, they shall feed and rest, neither shall any
terrify them," iii. 12, 13. And in Isaiah, " Thepoor and needy
seek water, but there is none ; their tongue fainteth with thirst

;

I, Jehovah, will hear them, I will open rivers on the hills, and
in the midst of the valleys I will set fountains," xli. 17, 18. The
poor and needy seeking water denote those who desire the

knowledges of good and truth ; water denotes truth ; the de-

sire is described by their tongue fainting with thirst; and the

abundance which they were about to have by rivers being

opened upon the hills and fountains in the midst of the valleys.

From these considerations it is further evident, that heavenly
things, which are the truths of faith and of the good of love,

are meant by earthly things, which are waters, rivers on hills,

fountains in valleys, and that the latter is the literal sense of the

Word, but the former the spiritual, and that the Word by this

6ense is Divine, and that without it, it is not Divine. The signifi-

cation of wealth and riches, as denoting such things as relate

to intelligence and wisdom, is also grounded in correspondence;

for in heaven amongst the angels all things appear glittering as

with gold, silver, and precious stones, and this because they

are in the intelligence of truth and in the wisdom of good ; for

the interiors of the angels are presented thus to view from cor-
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respondence. Also with the spirits who are lelow the heavens,

there are riches in appearance according to the state of recep-

tion of truth and good from the Lord.

10.228. " To expiate on your soul "—that hereby is signi-

fied that evils may be removed, appears from the signification

of expiating on their souls, as denoting to be purified or libe-

rated from evils by the truth of faith, see above, n. 10,218 ; and

whereas purification or liberation from evils is nothing else but

heir removal, therefore this is also signified by the same words.

That man is not liberated from evils and thereby purified, but

that he is withheld from them, when he i9 held in good by
the Lord, and thus that evils are removed, see what is cited,

n. 10,057.

10.229. " And thou shall take the silver of expiations from

[being] with the sons of Israel "—that hereby are signified

purifying truths derived from good, which are of the church,

appears from the signification of silver, as denoting truth deriv-

ed from good, see n. 1551, 2954, 5658, 6112, 6914, 6917, 8932
;

and from the signification of expiations, as denoting purifica-

tion from evils, see above, n. 10,218 ; thus the silver of expia-

tions denotes purifying truth ; and from the representation of

the sons of Israel as denoting the church, see what is cited,

n. 9340. It is called purifying truth, because all purification

from evils is effected by truths, see n. 2791, 5954, 7044, 7918,

90S9. The case herein is this ; man of himself thinks nothing

but evil, for of himself he does not think about God, nor about
what is good and just towards his neighbor, except for the

sake of himself; yea, neither about heaven, and about eternal

life, but about the world and about life in the world. So long

as man is in such a state, he thinks from those things which
are beneath him, and not from those which are above him,
thus from hell, and not from heaven ; to the intent therefore

that man may think what is good, he ought to think from
heaven, consequently, his mind ought to be elevated thither

;

this is effected solely by truths, such as are in the church de-

rived from the Word ; for those truths teach what God is, what
the neighbor, that there is a heaven, that there is eternal life,

and specifically what evil is, and what good ; when these truths

enter, then the interiors are elevated above self, and are thus

withdrawn from those things which are beneath self, thus from
evils. Hence it may be manifest that all purification or remo-
val from evils is effected by truths, which are hence called pu-
rifying truths.

10.230. " And thou shalt give it for the work of the tent of
the congregation "—that hereby is signified conjunction with
heaven by the acknowledgment that all truths and goods are
from the Lord, appears from the signification of the work of the
tent of the congregation, as denoting what operates and makes
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heaven, for work denotes what operates and makes, and the tent

of the congregation denotes heaven where the Lord is. That
tlie tent of the congregation denotes heaven where the Lord is,

see n. 9457, 9481, 9485, 9784, 9963 ; thus also what conjoins

man with heaven, for what operates and makes heaven with

man, this also conjoins him with heaven. The reason why
conjunction is signified by the acknowledgment that all goodB
and truths are from the Lord is, because what was given for the

work of the tent of the congregation, was half of a shekel,

which is called the silver of expiations on account of the num-
bering of the people, and by giving half of a shekel is signified

the ascribing of all things which are of faith and love to the

Lord, n. 10,220, 10,221 ; and by numbering is signified the

ordination and arrangement of all things from the Lord, n
10,218.

10,231. " And it shall be to the sons of Israel for remem-
brance before Jehovah "—that hereby is signified thus the

conservation of the church and of all things of the church by
the Lord, appears from the representation of the sons of

Israel, as denoting the church, see what is cited, n. 9340

;

and from the signification of remembrance, when by Jehovah,
as denoting conservation, see n. 9849 : and from the signi-

fication of before Jehovah, as denoting by the Lord, see n.

10,146.

10,232 " To expiate on your souls "—that hereby is signified

since thus evils are removed, appears from the signification of

expiating on their souls, as denoting to remove evils by truths,

6ee above, n. 10,228. The reason why by expiating on your
souls is here signified since evils are removed, and not to re-

move evils, is, because these things so follow from those which
precede ; for the internal sense does not respect the sense of the

words as it coheres in the letter, but as it coheres in its own
sense, which is, that the conservation of the church and of all

things of the church is from the Lord, since evils are removed
;

for the reason why the church is preserved with man is, because
evils do not hinder ; for the Lord flows in continually with His

mercy, and provides that the truths and goods which are of

the church, are not only preserved with man, but are also mul-
tiplied and grow ; but so long as evils reign, the truths and
goods of the church flowing in from the Lord are either reject-

ed by man, or are suffocated, or perverted ; whereas on the re-

moval of evils they are accepted and acknowledged.

10,233. Verses 17 to 21. And Jehovah spake to Moses,say-

ing. And thou shalt make a laver of brass, and its base ofbrass

to wash ; and thou shalt give it between the tent of the congrega-

tion and between the altar / and thou shalt give waters there.

And Aaron and his sons shall wash out of it their hands and their

feet. In their entering-in into the tent of the congregation, they
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shallwash with waters lest they die / or in th eir comingnear to the

altar to minister, to cause to burn an offering made by fire to Je-

hovah. And they shall wash their hands and theirfeet, lest they

die J
and it shall be to them the statute of an age, to him and to

his seed, to their generations. And Jehovah spake to Moses,

saying, signifies what is perceptive from illustration by the Word
from the Lord. And thou shalt make a laver of brass, signifie?.

the good of the natural principle of man, in which is purifica-

tion. And its base of brass, signifies the good of the ultimate of

the natural principle which is of the sensual principle. To wash,

signifies purification from evils and falses. And thou shalt give

it between the tent of the congregation and between the altar,

signifies that there may be conjunction of truth and of good.

And thou shalt give waters there, signifies the truths of faith,

by which there is purification in the natural principle. And
Aaron and his sons shall wash out of it, signifies a representative

of the purification and regeneration of man, by the Lord. Their

hands and their feet signifies the interior and exterior principles

of man. In their entering-in to the tent of the congregation,

signifies worship from the good of faith. They shall wash with

waters, signifies purification by the truths of faith. Lest they

die, signifies lest the representative perish. Or in co)ning near

to the altar to minister, to cause to burn an offering by fire to

Jehovah, signifies worship from the good of love. And they

shall wash their hands and their feet, signifies purification of the

exteriors and interiors of man. Lest they die, signifies lest the

representative perish. And it shall be to them the statute of an

age, signifies the eternal law of order. To him and to his seed,

to their generations, signifies all who receive those things which
proceed from the Lord, thus who are regenerated by Him.

10.234. " And Jehovah spake to Moses, saying "—that

hereby is signified what is perceptive from illustration by the

Word from the Lord, appears from the signification of Jehovah
speaking to Moses, as denoting illustration by the Word from
the Lord, see n. 10,215; and from the signification of saying,

as denoting perception, see n. 2862, 3509, 5743, 8660. It is

to be noted, that when any thing new, distinct from what goes
before, is to be expounded, it is said that Jehovah spake to Moses.
as in this chapter, verses 11, 17, 22, 34 ; and also in other

passages ; the new thing which is now expounded is concerning
purification from evils and falses.

10.235. " And thou shalt make a laver of brass "—that

hereby is signified the good of the natural principle of man, in

which is purification, appears from the signification of a laver,

wherein is water for washing, as denoting the natural principle

of man, of which we shall speak presently
; and from the sig-

nification of brass, as denoting its good, see n. 425, 1551. The
subject treated of in what now follows is concerning washing,

vol. x. 15
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and it is said that Aaron and his sons should wash their hands
and their feet when they entered-in to the tent of the congrega-

tion, or came near to the altar to minister ; and in other places

it is said that they who were made unclean should wash
themselves and their garments, and thus that they would
be clean ; from which considerations it may be manifest that

washing represented purification from evils ; thus the wash-

ing of the body and of the garments represented the puri-

fication of the heart and mind. Every one who thinks from any
illustration, may see that by washing, the evils of the heart

and mind were not wiped away, but only the filth of the

body and of the garments, and that after this was wiped away,
the evils still remained ; and that evils cannot in any wise be
washed away by waters, but by repentance. From these con-

siderations it is further evident that those things which
were instituted with the Israelitish nation, were things ex-

ternal which represented things internal, and that the internal

things were the holy things themselves of the church apper-

taining to them, and not the external things without them

;

but that that nation still made every thing holy to consist

in things external, and not at all in things internal, is

manifest from the Lord's words in Matthew, " Woe to you
scribes and pharisees, hypocrites, ye purge the outside of the

cup and platter, but the interiors are full of rapine and in-

temperance ; thou blind pharisee, purge first the inside of the

cup and platter, and the outside will also become clean. Ye
make yourselves like to whitened sepulchres, which outwardly
indeed appear beautiful, but inwardly are full of the bones ©i

the dead and of all uncleanness," xxiii. 25, 26, 27 ; also Mark
vii. 2 to 8 ; and Luke xi. 39. The reason why a laver signi-

fies the natural principle is, because by washing therein is sig-

nified purification from evils, and purification from evils is ef-

fected in the natural principle ; and moreover by vessels in

general are signified those things which are of the natural prin-

ciple of man, n. 3068, 3079, 9394, inasmuch as the natural

principle is the recipient of the spiritual things which are of the

internal man. J3y the natural principle is meant the external

principle of man, that is, what is called the external man. It

may seem as a 6trange thing that by the laver is signified the

natural principle of man ; but it is to be noted that the sub-

ject here treated of in the internal sense is concerning purifi-

cation from evils, and man is [the being] who is purified. Hence
it follows, that somewhat of man is signified by that in which
washing was effected, by which washing is signified purifica-

tion. The reason why this is the natural principle is, because
in that principle, as was 6aid, purification is effected. Moreover
all things, which were established for the sake of worship with

'he Israelitish and Jewish nation, signified those things which
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are of heaven and of the church, consequently such thing? as

appertain to man ; for unless they had signified something up-

pertaining to man, they would not have represented any tiling.

Inasmuch as by the laver is signified the natural principle ot1

man, by the waters in the laver the truths which are of faith,

and by washing purification from evils, it may hence be known,
what was signified by the brazen sea near the temple, and also

what by the twelve oxen which carried it; in like manner what
by the ten other lavers placed also near the temple, and by the

lions, the oxen and the cherubs engraven on them, also by the

wheels as of a chariot under them. The signification of all

these things is evident, when it is known what is signified by a

laver, by water, and by washing, and when it is known how
the case is with purification from the evils appertaining to man,
for all and singular things were representative of things celestial

and spiritual. The brazen sea made by Solomon, and set near

the temple, is thus described, "He made a molten sea, ten

cubits from laver to laver, round as to its circumference ; five

cubits the height ; and a line of thirty cubits encompassed it,

round about. Wild gourds beneath the laver encompassing it,

of ten cubits, surrounding the sea round about. It stood on
twelve oxen, three looking to the north, and three looking to

the west, and three looking to the south, and three looking to

the east ; but the sea was upon them above, and all their hinder
parts were inwards. Its thickness was a hand breadth, its

brim according to the work of the laver of a cup, the flower

of a lily. It contained two thousand baths ; and the sea was
6et from the right shoulder of the house towards the east over
against the south," 1 Kings vii. 23, 24, 25, 26, 39. This vessel

or this laver is called a sea, because by the sea is signified the

scientific principle in general ; and all the scientific principle

is of man's natural principle ; that the sea denotes the scientific

principle in general, see n. 28, 2S50, 8184 ; and that the scien-

tific principle is of man's natural principle, n. I486, 3019, 3020,

3309, 3310, 5373, 6004, 6023, 6071, 9918. The reason why this

laver was according to the work of the laver of a cup was,

because by a cup, a bowl, or drinking pot, is also signified the

scientific principle which is of the natural or sensual principle

of man, n. 9557, 9996. By the twelve oxen were signified all

the goods of the natural or sensual principle of man in the

complex, since they were instead of a basis, and by a basis is

signified what is ultimate, and what supports ; that twelve de-

notes all in the complex, see n. 3272, 3858, 3913 ; and that an
ox denotes the good of the natural principle of man, n. 27S1,

9135. The reason why they looked to all the quarters of the

world was, because the good of the natural principle of man
is the receptacle of all things which flow in from the world,

both those which have relation to goods and which have re-
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lation to truths. The diameter of ten cubits signified what
is fall, n. 3107 ; and the circumference thirty cubits signified a

plenary complex, n. 9082. The two thousand of baths signified

the conjunction of good and of truth, thus purification and re-

generation, for regeneration is nothing else but the conjunction

of good and of truth ; two thousand signifies the same as two,

for the multiplied numbers signify the like with the simple ones

from which they are multiplied," n. 5292, 5335, 5708, 7973
;

that two denotes conjunction, see n. 5194, 8423. The brazen

sea being set on the right shoulder of the house towards the east

over against the south, signified that it looked to the Lord, for

the Lord is the east, n. 101, 9668. The house or temple denotes

heaven and the church where the Lord is, n. 5720. From these

considerations it may now be manifest what was signified by the

brazen sea, consequently what by a laver, namely, the natural

principle of man, in which is purification.

10,236. "And the base of brass"—that hereby is signified

the good of the ultimate natural principle, which is the good
of the sensual principle, appears from the signification of the

base of the laver wherein was water for washing, as denoting

the ultimate of the natural principle, which is called the sen-

sual principle ; and from the signification of brass, as denoting

good, see above, n. 10,235. The reason why the base denotes

the ultimate of the natural principle, which is called the ex-

ternal sensual principle, is, because by the laver, which is above,

is signified the natural principle in which is purification ; hence

by that which is beneath is signified what is in the lowest

place, that is, in the ultimate, thus the external sensual princi-

ple of man. The natural principle of man is external, is middle,

and is internal ; the external of the natural principle com-
municates with the world, and is called the external sensual

principle ; the internal natural principle is what communicates
with the internal man, who is in heaven ; the middle natural

principle is the principle conjoining each, for where there is

an external and an internal principle, there must be a con-

joining middle principle. That man has an external, a mid-
dle, and au internal natural principle, see n. 4009, 4570, 5118,

5120, 5649, 9216. By the sensual principle, which is the

ultimate of the natural principle, is properly meant that which
is called the flesh, and perishes when man dies, thus what
served man for his functions in the world, as the sensual principle

of sight, of hearing, of the smell, of the taste, and of the touch.

That this sensual principle is the ultimate plane, in which the

life of man terminates, and on which as on a basis, it reposes

itself, may be manifest, for it is immediately extant in the

world, and by it as an outermost principle the world enters, and
heaven makes its exit; but this sensual principle is common to

man with the brute animals; whereas the external sensual
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principle which man has not so in common with other animals,

and which still is an external sensual principle, is what man
has in the memory from the world, and is constituted of mere
worldly, corporeal, and terrestrial things there. The man who
thinks and reasons from those things alone, and not from inte-

rior things, is called a sensual man. This sensual principle re-

mains with man after death, but is quiescent ; this external

sensual principle is what is properly signified by the basis.

What its quality is, was represented by the ten lavers, which

were set near the temple ; those bases are thus described : "So-

lomon made ten bases of brass, four cubits the length of every

basis, and four cubits the breadth ; three cubits the height.

On the inclosures which were between the ledges, were lions,

oxen and cherubs ; and on the ledges in like manner above.

Moreover each base had four wheels and plates of brass ; but

there were shoulders to its four corners; the shoulders were
molten under the laver ; the work of the wheels was as the work
of a chariot wheel ; their hands, and their backs, and their fel-

loes, and their spokes were all graven. Near this he made ten

bases
;
they had all one casting, one measure, one proportion.

Hence he made ten lavers of brass ; each laver contained forty

baths ; each laver was four cubits ;" 1 Kings vii. 27 to 39.

The quality ofthe external sensual principle appertaining to man
is here described by representatives, and especially the pro-

tection of the Lord, to prevent man from entering into those

things which are of heaven or the church from his sensual

principle, thus from the world ; for this is contrary to Divine
order ; for the world cannot enter into heaven, but heaven into

the world, as is the case when the Lord by [or through] heaven
flow s in with man, illustrates him, teaches him, and leads him,

by the Word. That to enter from the world into those things

which are of heaven is contrary to Divine order, may be ma-
nifest from those who enter from their sensual principle, thus

from the scientifics which are from the world, in that they be-

lieve nothing at all. The protection to prevent this is signified

by the lions, the oxen, and the cherubs ; for by the lion is signi-

fied protection to prevent truths entering, for lions denote truths

in their power, n. 6367, 6369
;
by oxen is signified protection to

prevent goods entering, for oxen denote goods in their power,
n. 2781 ; that by cherubs is signified the protection of the Lord
to prevent that being done, n. 308, 9509 ; that the shoulders, of

which also mention is made, denote power and resistance, see

n. 1085. 4931 to 49S7, 9836. By the wheels of a chariot is

signified the faculty of growing wise when all things enterfrom
heaven, for thus all things proceed according to order, for the

wheels of a chariot denote the faculty of proceeding, thus of

learning, n. 9212, 9216 ; and chariots denote those things which
are of the doctrine of heaven and of the church, n. 5321, 8215
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What the sensual man is, it may be expedient further briefly to

explain. lie is called a sensual man, who thinks only from such
things as are in the memory from the world, and who cannot be
elevated towards interior things ; such especially are they who
believe nothing of heaven and of what is Divine, because they

do not see those things, for they trust only to the senses, and
what does not appear before the senses, they believe to.be no-

thing. People of this description approach near to the genius

of brute animals, which also are led solely by the external

senses; nevertheless they are cunning and skilful in acting and
reasoning, but they do not see truth from the light of truth :

such were formerly called serpents of the tree of science ; the

infernal crew is mostly of this description. But what the sen-

sual man is, and what the sensual priuciple, see in the passages

cited, n. 9331, 9726, 9730, 9731, 9922, 9996 ; and what it is

to be elevated above sensual things, or to be withdrawn from
them, see the passages cited, n. 9922. The good of the sensual

principle, which is signified by the basis of brass, is what is

called the pleasurable and delightful principle affecting the

imaginative thought, which thought is derived merely from such

things as are terrestrial, corporeal, and worldly, and is dis-

tinguished from other delights by this, that it has respect to

no other uses than what relate to self or for the sake of self ; for

the sensual man is in the love of self, and of the world, and his

delights are the delights of those loves. And whereas the loves

of the sensual man are of this description, it is evident that he

is more skilful than others in reasoning and in acting for the

6ake of gain and honour ; for his body burns with the fire of

that love, and this fire kindles a lumen, which is called natural

lumen ; and when this is enkindled even to brightness, then the

light of heaven, which is of the interior man, is altogether ob-

scured ; hence the things which are of this latter light, inas-

much as they are in thick darkness, are said to be nothing. It

is otherwise with those who act from the tire of heaven, and

think from the light thence derived. From these considerations

it may be manifest what is meant by the good of the sensual

principle, which is signified by the base of the laver.

10,237. " To wash "—that hereby is signified purification

from evils and falses, appears from the signification of washing,

as denoting purification from evils and falses, see n. 3147, 5S54.

Since the subject treated of in what now follows in the internal

sense is concerning purification from evils and falses by the

truths of faith, it may be expedient briefly to say how the case

is; for by washing is signified purification, by waters are signi-

fied the truths of faith, and by the laver containing the water is

signified the natural principle, for all spiritual purification is

effected in the natural principle. Man has an external and an

internal, the external is called r.aiural and also the natrral
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man, and the internal is called spiritual, and also the spiritual

man, hy reason that the internal of man is in the spiritual world,

w he re spirits and angels are, and his external is in the natural

world, where men are ; both the internal and the external is

purified ; the internal in heaven, and the external whilst man
lives in the world, thus in the natural principle which is in the

world. The reason why purification is performed in the natural

principle at that time is, because the truths of faith in the Da-

tura! principle come to manifest perception ; for they are in that

principle amongst scientifics, or amongst things of the memory,
which, when they are thought of are manifestly perceived ; but
not so those things which are thought in the internal man, these

do not come to manifest perception whilst man is in the world,

because the ideas in that man are spiritual. Hence it is, that

purification is effected in the natural principle. That it is effect-

ed by the truths of faith, may be manifest from this consideration,

that those who are purified ought not only to know what is evil

and false, but also to acknowledge them, and next to hold them
in aversion, and to shun them ; when this is the case, then first

man is purified from them ; and evils and falses cannot beknown,
thus neither acknowledged, except in the natural principle by
the truths of faith ; for these truths teach what is evil and false,

thus make them manifest. He who believes that he is purified

from evils, before he sees and acknowledges them in himself, is

greatly deceived, see n. 8388, 8390. It was said that man knows
his own evils and falses by the truths of faith in the natural, that

is, in the external man, but not in the internal ; the reason is,

because the ideas of thought in the internal man are spiritual,

and spiritual ideas cannot be comprehended in the natural

principle, for they are intellectual ideas which are without
objects of a quality like those in the material world: never-

theless those ideas, namely, spiritual ideas, which are proper to

the internal man, flow-in into the natural ideas which are of the

external man, and produce and make them, which is effected by
correspondences. But concerning spiritual ideas, which are of

the internal man, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, an account
will be given, when we come to treat of heaven, and of spirits

and angels, for they think by spiritual ideas, and also discourse

one with another by them.

10,237i. " And thou shalt give it between the tent of the

congregation and between the altar
? '—that hereby is signified

that there may be conjunction of truth and of good, appears
from the signification of between the tent of the congregation
and the altar, as denoting conjunction of truth and of good, see

n. 10,001, 10,025. The reason why the laver was set between
the tent of the congregation and the altar, and why Aaron and
his sons there washed their hands and their feet, was. that pu-

rification of heart might be represented, and regeneration, which
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in its essence is the conjunction of truth and of good ; for the

conjunction of truth and of good is heaven itself with man;
wherefore also heaven is compared in the Word to a marriage

;

this conjunction is effected by the truths of faith, since these

teach how man ought to live ; wherefore when the life is formed
according to the truths of faith, the conjunction of truth and
of good is effected, for truth in such case is made good by lite

The life of truth is good. This also is meant b3r man's being
regenerated by water and spirit ; water denotes the truth of

faith, and spirit denotes its life. That regeneration is conjunc-
tion of truth and of good, see n. 2063, 3155, 3158, 3607, 4353,

5365, 5376, 8516, 8517, 8772, 10,067.

10,238. " And thou shalt give waters there "—that hereby
are signified the truths of faith by which purification is effect-

ed in the natural principle, appears from the signification of

waters, as denoting the truths of faith, see n. 28, 739, 27U2,

305S, 3424, 4976, 5668, 8568, 9323 ; and from the signification

of the laver, as denoting the natural principle, see above, n.

10,235. He who does not know that waters signify the truths

of faith, will be unable to apprehend very many passages in

the Word, as what is signified by this, that unless a man be

bom of water and of the spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom
of God, John iii. 5. They who by water in this passage under-

stand imthing else but water, believe that tlte water of baptism
is that by which man is regenerated, when yet water contributes

nothing to regeneration, but the truth of faith and the good of

love, for water only washes away the filth of the body, and in

no wise the evils of the heart. He who does not know that

waters signify the truth of faith, is incapable also of knowing
what baptism signifies ; for he believes that that external [rite]

saves man, when yet what is external is of no effect, but the

internal thing which is signified, which is regeneration by the

truths of faith ; for those who are of the church, are distinguish-

ed from all others in the world by baptism, since thev can be

regenerated by the truths of faith, but not those who are out of

the church, for within the church is the Word, in which are the

truths of faith. He who does know that waters signify the

truths of faith, cannot know also what is meant by (lie waters

above the expanse and by the waters below l/ie expanse, Gen. i. 6,

7, 8, 9, 10 ; when yet by the waters above the expanse are sig-

nified the truths of faith in the internal man, and by the waters

below the expanse the truths of faith in the external man ; for

the subject treated of in that chapter is concerning the new
creation of the man of the most ancient church, thus concerning
his regeneration. He who does not know that waters signify

the truths of faith also cannot know what is signified by waters

in John, " He who drinketh of the water which /shall give, shall

never thirst ; but the water which I shall give, shall be in him a
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fountain ofwater springing up into eternal life? i v. 13. And in

Isaiah, "The poor and needy seeking water, but there is none /

their tonguefainteth with th irst ; Iwill open rivers upon the hills,

and in the midst of the valleys Iwill setfountains / I will make
the wilderness into apool of waters, and the dry land into springs

of waters," xli. 17, 18. Again, "They shall not thirst, he shall

make waters toflowforthfor themfrom the, rock ; andshall cleave

the rock that the waters may flow forth,'''' xlviii. 20, 21 ; and in

several other passages elsewhere. But see what has been be-

fore said and shown on this subject, as that purification from

evils and falses is effected by the truths of faith, n. 2799, 5954,

7044, 7918, 9089, 10,229. That also regeneration, see what is

cited, n. 9859. That baptism signifies regeneration by the truths

of faith, n. 4255, 5120, 9089. That purification is effected in

the natural principle, n. 3147, 9572 ; and also regeneration, may
be seen in what is cited, n. 9325.

10,239. "And Aaron and his sons shall wash out of it
"

—

that hereby is signified a representative of the purification and
regeneration of man by the Lord, appears from the signification

of washing, as denoting purification, see above, n. 10,237 ; and
from the representation of Aaron, as denoting the Lord as to

Divine Good celestial, see n. 9806, 10,068 ; and from the repre-

sentation of the sons of Aaron, as denoting the Lord as to Divine

Good spiritual, see n. 9807, 10,068 ; from which considerations

it is evident, that by Aaron and his sons washing out of it, is

signified a representative of the purification ofman by the Lord.

The reason why it is also a representative of regeneration is, be-

cause regeneration was also represented by washing, but by the

washing of the whole body, which washing was called bap-
tizing ; that baptizing or baptism signifies regeneration, see n.

4255, 9089. But regeneration differs from purification in this,

that .regeneration precedes and purification follows ; for no one
can be purified from evils and falses but he who is regenerating,

and after that he is regenerated ; for he who is not regenerated,

is indeed withdrawn from evils so far as he suffers it, but he is

not purified from them, for he is always impure ; it is otherwise

with the regenerate man, he is every day purifying, which is

meant by the Lord's words to Peter, " He who is washed hath
no need but to be washed as to the feet, thus he is wholly clean,"

John xiii. 10. He who is washed signifies he who is regene-
rated. That total washing was called baptizing, is manifest
from Mark, chap. vii. 4 ; and that the washing of the whole was
so called, is manifest from Matthew, chap. iii. 13 to 16 ; Mark i.

9 : and also 2 Kings v. 10, 14. Jordan, in which washings were
effected, which were baptizings, Matt. iii. 6, 13 ; Mark i. 3

;

2 Kings v. 10, 14, signified the natural principle, n. 15S5, 4255.
That by the washing of baptism is also signified temptation,
Matt. xx. 21, 22, 23, is because all regeneration is effected by
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temptations, n. 5036, 5773, 8351, 8958, 9859. It may be ex-

pedient here briefly to say why the Lord, when He was in the
world, Himself also was willing to be baptized, when yet by
baptizing is signified the regeneration of man by the Lord ; the

reason was, because the baptizing of the Lord Himself signified

the glorification of His Human [principle] ; for what in the

Word signifies the regeneration of man, this also signifies the

glorification of the Human [principle] in the Lord, for the rege-

neration of man is an image of the glorification of«the Lord, see

n. 3138, 3212, 3296, 3490, 4402. 5688. Therefore when the

Lord permitted John to baptize Him, He said, thus it becotneth

us tofulfil all the justice of God, Matt. iii. 15. To fulfil all the

justice of God denotes to subdue the hells, and to reduce them
and the heavens into order, from his own proper power ; and at

the same time to glorify His Human [principle] ; which things

were effected by temptations admitted into Himself; thus by
continual combats with the hells, even to the last on the cross

That this is the justice which the Lord fulfilled, see n. 9486, 9715
;

9S09, 10,019, 10,152. Like things are also signified by all things

beino: fulfilled which were written concerning the Lord in the

law and the prophets, Luke xviii. 31
;
chap. xxii. 37

;
chap. xxiv.

44 ; and by the Lord coming to fulfil all things of the law,

Matthew v„ 17, 18. He who does not know the arcana of the

Word, believes that the Lord was made justice by fulfilling all

things of the law, and that by that fulfillment He delivered the

human race from the yoke of the law, thus from damnation
;

whereas this is not the sense of those words, but that He was
made justice by the subjugation of the hells, the reduction of

the heavens into order, and by the glorification of His Human
[principle] ; for by this latter He let Himself into the power,

thai from His Divine Human [principle] He might to eternity

subjugate the hells and keep the heavens in order, and thereby

regenerate mat), that is, deliver him from hell and save him.

10,240. Inasmuch as by washing is also signified regenera-

tion, it may be expedient to say something further on that sub-

ject. He who does not know that the Lord, both in the writiugs

of the prophets and the evangelists, spake by correspondences,

consequently that in the Word there is an internal 6ense, cannot,

in any wise know what is meant by the Lord's words in John,
'• Verily, verily, I say unto thee, unless a man be bom of water

and spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God. That which

is born, tf theflesh, isflesh S but that which is bom of the spirit,

is spirit. The spirit breatheth where it wills, and thou hearest the

voice thereof, but dost not know whence it conidh and whither it

goeth J so is every on*' who is bom of the spirit," iii. 5, 6, 8. It

these words be unfolded by correspondences, it is evident what

their Bense is. lor they are arcana of heaven. From corre-

spondence water denotes the truth of faith, which in the natura!
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man comes to manifest perception. Spirit denotes the Divine
Truth w hich flows in from the Lord tlirough the internal princi-

ple of man into his external or natural principle, whence the man
who is regenerating has the life of faith. The flesh is the pro-

prium of man, which is nothing but evil. By the spirit breathing

where it willeth, is signified that the Lord, by Divine Truth, out

of nierey gives new life. By hearing the voice thereof, is signi-

fied that those things come to perception in the external or na-

tural man ; voice denotes what is announced from the Word.
By not knowing whence it comes and whither it goes, is signified

that man does not know how regeneration is effected, for it is

effected by innumerable and ineffable arcana from the Lord.

That from correspondence waters denote the truths of faith, see

n. 28, 739, 2702, 3058, 3424, 4976, 5668, 8568, 9323, 10,238.

That spirit denotes the Divine Truth, from which comes the life

of faith, n. 9228, 9818. That flesh denotes the proprium of man,
which is nothing but evil, n. 8409. That breathing denotes a

state of the life of faith, n. 928.1. That voice denotes what is

announced from the Word, thus the truth thence derived, n. 9926.

That hearing denotes perception, n. 9311, 9926. That to come
and to go, or to enter in and go out, denotes the state of a thing

from beginning to end, n. 9927. That the arcana of regenera-

tion are innumerable and ineffable, n. 3917, 3573, 5398, 9334,

9336. And that it is not perceived what is transacting in the

interna] man, when man is in the world, but what in the external

or natural man, n. 10,236 above.

10,241. " His hands and his feet "—that hereby is signified

the interiors and exteriors of man, appears from the significa-

tion of hands, as denoting the interiors of man, of which we
shall speak presently ; and from the signification of feet, as

denoting the exteriors of man, thus his natural things, for

these are exterior. That the feet denote things natural, thus

those which are of the exterior principle of man, see n. 2162,

3761, 3986, 4280, 4938 to 4952
;
9406. But the reason why

the hands denote interior things is, because the superior things

of the body extend themselves into the hands, and there termi-

nate ; hence by the hands is signified whatsoever appertains to

the man, and also his power, see the passages cited, n. 10,019.

But when mention is made of both the hands and the feet, in

this case is signified whatsoever is in the internal and also in

the external man, or things spiritual and things natural ; hence
it is, that by lifting up the hand is signified power in what is

spiritual, and by lifting up the foot, power in what is natural,

n. 5327, 5328. Moreover by the extreme parts of man are sig-

nified all things appertaining to him, n. 10,044, and the extremes
are the hands and the feet. From these considerations it may
be manifest whence it is, that Aaron and his sons were to wasl)
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the hands and the feet, when they entered-in to the tent of the

congregation, or came near to the altar to minister.

10.212. " In their entering-in to the tent of the congre-
gation "—that hereby is signified worship from the good of

faith, appears from the signification of entering-in to the tent of

the congregation, when concerning Aaron and his sons, as

denoting to represent all things of worship from the good of

faith. The reason why these things were represented by enter-

ing-in to the tent of the congregation is, because by coming
near to the altar were represented all things of worship from
the good of love. There are two essentials of Divine Worship,
the good of faith and the good of love : worship is Divine,

whether it be from the former good or from the latter. The
good of faith is the good of charity towards the neighbor

;

and the good of love is the good of love to the Lord ; these

goods differ from each other like what is spiritual and what is

celestial, the quality of which difference may be seen in the

passages cited, n. 9277. Worship from the good of laith, or

from the good of charity towards the neighbor, was repre-

sented by the ministration of Aaron and of his sons in the tent

of the congregation, wherein ministration was performed every

da}-, since by that tent was represented the heaven where spi-

ritual good reigns ; but worship from celestial good, which is

the good of love to the Lord, was represented by the ministra-

tion of Aaron and of his sons at the altar, see n. 9963, 9961,

10,001, 10,025.

10.213. "They shall wash with waters"—that hereby is

signified purification by the truths of faith, appears from the

signification of washing, as denoting purification from evils and

falses, see above, n. 10,237 ; and from the signification of waters,

as denoting the truths of faith, see also above, n. 10,238. He
who does not know what is signified by washing, and what

by feet and hands, cannot in any wise know what these words

involve in John. "Jesus put water into a basin, and began to

wash thefeet of the disciples, and to wipe them with a linen

cloth with which He was girded. And lie came to Simon Peter,

who said to Him, dost Thou wash myfet? Jesus replied, what

[ do thou knowest not yet, but thou shalt know afterwards.

Peter said to Him, Thou shalt never wash myfeet ; Jesus an-

swered him, If 1 wash thee not, thou hast no part with Me.
Peter said to Him, Lord, not myfeet only, but also the hands

and the head. Jesus said to him, he who is washed hath no

need to be washed except as to the feet, but is wholly clean ;

now ye are dean." xiii. 5 to 1U. Who can know what is

involved in what the Lord 6aid, " What 1 do thou knowest

not yet, but thou shalt know afterwards." Also, " If I wash

thee not, thou hast no part with Me." Aud likewise, " He who
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is washed, hath no need to be washed except as to the feet, and
is wholly clean." That the subject here treated of is concerning

purification from evils and falses, cannot be known but from
the internal sense; from which it is evident, that by washing
is meant purification from evils and falses : by the water in the

basin, the truth of faith in the natural principle; by the linen

cloth, with which the Lord was girded, and with which He
wiped, the Divine Truth proceeding from Him

;
by the feet,

the natural principle of man
;
by washing the head, the hands,

and the feet, regeneration ; in like manner by him who is

washed. Thus by washing the feet is meant to purify the

natural principle of man, for unless this principle appertaining

to man, when he lives in the world, is purified and cleansed,

it cannot afterwards be purified to eternity ; for such as the

natural principle of man is when he dies, such it remains, for

it is not afterwards amended, inasmuch as it is that plane into

which interior things, which are spiritual, flow in, it being
their receptacle ; wherefore when it is perverted, interior things,

when they flow in, are perverted like it. The case herein is as

when the eye is injured, or any other organ of sense, or member
of the body, on which occasion interior things feel and act by
them no otherwise than according to reception there. That
therefore man cannot be purified to eternity, if lie be not

purified as to his natural principle in the world, is meant by
the Lord's words, vdiat I do, thou knowest not yet, butthou shalt

know afterwards. That he who is regenerated is not to be
purified except as to the natural principle, is meant by these

words, he who is washed hath no need to be loashed except as

to the feet, and is wholly clean. And that all purification is

effected by the Lord alone, by these words, if I wash thee not,

thou hast no part with Me. And that this is effected by the

Divine Truth which proceeds from the Lord, is signified by His
wiping with a linen cloth, with which He was girded. That a
linen cloth denotes truth from the Divine [being or principle],

see n. 7601 ; thus the linen cloth, with which the Lord was
girded, denotes the Divine Truth from Him. That water de-

notes the truth of faith, see n. 10,238. That a basin, or laver,

in which is water, denotes the natural principle, n. 10,235.

That the washing of the head, of the hands and feet, or of the

whole body, denotes regeneration, n. 10,239. And that the

feet denote the natural principle of man, n. 10,241. From
these considerations it may again be manifest that the Lord
spake by correspondences, thus from the internal sense, inas-

much as from heaven, in which that sense is ; wherefore unless

the Word of the Lord be understood as to that sense, it is little

understood.

10,244. "Lest they die"—that hereby is signified lest the

representative perish, appears from the signification of dying,
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when concerning the ministration of Aaron and of his sons,

as denoting the cessation of representatives, and hence of con-

junction with heaven, see n. 9928. The case herein is this
;

conjunction with heaven, and by [or through] heaven with the

Lord, in the church established with that nation, was solely

b\T representatives, that is, by tilings external which repre-

sented things internal ; wherefore so soon as they did not mi-

nister according to the prescribed rituals, the representative

perished, and with it conjunction with heaven ; and when
conjunction with hoaven perished, they had not any protection

against hell ; hence the death of the sons of Aaron, isadab and
Abihu, for they gave incense upon strange fire, Levit. x. 1, 2

;
by

which was represented worship grounded in other love than that

of the Lord, hence their separation from heaven and extinction.

The like would have happened if Aaron or his sons had come
near to minister without washing ; for thus they would have
represented worship not from heaven, but profane which is

from hell. From which considerations it is evident, thai, by
dying, when concerning the ministration of Aaron and of his

sons, is signified the extinction of representatives, and hence
conjunction with the heavens.

10.245. " Or in coming near to the altar to minister, to cause

to burn an offering by tire to Jehovah "—that hereby is signi-

fied worship from the good of love, appears from the signification

of coming near to the altar to minister, as denoting to represent

the Lord as to the good of love, see n. 9164 ; and from the

signification of causing to burn an offering by fire to Jehovah,

as denoting worship from the love of the Lord; for by causing

to burn, or sacrificing, is signified worship, n. 6905, 8936, and
by an offering by fire to Jehovah is signified what is from the

Divine Love of the Lord, n. 10,055. Moreover how the case

herein is, see just above, n. 10,241.

10.246. " And they shall wash their hands and their feet"

—

that hereby is signiiied the purification of the interiors and
exteriors of man, appears from what was shown above, n.

10,239, 10,240, where like words occur.

10.247. " Lest they die "—that hereby is signified lest the

representative perish, see above, n. 10,243.

10.248. " And it shall be to them the statute of an age "—

that hereby is signified an eternal law of order, appears from

the signification of a statute, as denoting a law of order, see

n. 7884, 7995, 8537 ; and from the signification of an age, as

denoting what is eternal. The reason why an age denotes what

is eternal is, because by an age is meant duration even to the

end ; and by that duration, in the internal sense, is signified what

is eternal ; the term also by which an age is here expressed, in

the original tongue, signifies eternity. The reason why an age

denotes what is eternal is, because an age in the Word, when it
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is spoken of the church, signifies its duration even to the end
;

hence when it is spoken of heaven, where there is no end, and
when concerning the Lord, it signifies what is eternal. It is

predicated in general of every church, but specifically of the

Celestial Church. Moreover also an age signifies the world, and

the life there, and likewise the life after it to eternity. As to

what concerns the first, namely, that an age, when it is spoken

of the church, signifies its duration even to the end, it is manifest

from the following passages, ''The disciples said to Jesus, tell

us what is the sign of Thy coming, and of the consummation of
the age," Matt. xxiv. 3

;
by the consummation of the age,

is signified the last time of the church, thus its end, when
there is no longer any faith because there is no charity. That
this is the consummation of the age, consequently that an age

is the duration of the church, even to its end, may be manifest

from all those things which were said by the Lord in that

chapter, which may be seen explained before the chapters of

Genesis, from chap. xxvi. to chap. xl. The like is signified else

where by an age and its consummation, in the same evangelist,
*' The harvest is the consummation of the age," xiii. 39, 40, 49

;

also, " Lo, I am with you all days, even to the consummation of
the age," xxviii. 20; by age also is there meant the duration

of the church from beginning to end. And in Ezekiel,

•'They shall dwell on the land, they and their sons, and their

sons sons, even to an age ; David shall be a prince to them
for an age. My sanctuary shall be in the midst of them for an
age" xxxvii. 25, 28 ; these things are said of Israel, by whom,
in the internal sense, is meant the Spiritual Church

;
by the land

[or earth] on which they shall dwell, is also signified the church;

by sanctuary, every thing of the church ; and by David, the

Lord. Hence it is evident, that by to an age is signified even
to the end. That Israel in the Word denotes the Spiritual

Church, see the passages cited, n. 9340. That land [or earth]

denotes the church, see the passages cited, n. 9325. That
sanctuary denotes the all of the church, and that it is predicated

of the good and truth of the Spiritual Church, n. 8330, 9479.

And that David denotes the Lord, n. 188S, 9954. And in

David, " Before the mountains were born, and the earth was
formed, and the orb, from age even to age, Thou art God,"
Psalm xc. 2. By the mountains born, and by the earth formed,
and by the orb, is not meant the creation of the world, but

the establishment of the church ; for mountains in the Word
signify celestial love, thus the church in which that love is

;

the earth also and the orb signify the church, hence from age
to age signifies from the establishment of churches to their ends

;

for churches succeed one after another, since when one is finished

or vastated, another is established ; that a mountain denotes

celestial love, consequently the church which is in that love,
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see n. 795, 796, 4210, 6435, 8758 ; and that earth denotes the

church specifically, but orb generally, see the passages cited,

n. 9325. Secondly, that an age, when it is spoken of heaven,

where there is no end, and of the Lord, signifies what is eternal,

is manifest from the following passages, " Jehovah is king for
an age andfor ever," Psalm x. 16. Also Exod. xv. 18. Again,
" Thy kingdom is the kingdom of all ages f and thy dominion ia

to every generation and generation," Psalm cxlv. 13. Ami in

Jeremiah, " The living God is the king of an age," x. 10. And
in Daniel, " His dominion is the dominion of an age which shall

not pass away ; afterwards the saints of the Must High shall

receive the kingdom, and shall confirm the kingdom^??, to an
age, and even into ages of ages," vii. 14, 18, 27. And in Mat-
thew, "Thine is the kingdom, the power and the glory into ages,'"

vi. 13. And in Luke, " God shall give to him the throne of

David, that he may reign over the house of Jacob for ages,"

i. 32, 33. And in the Apocalypse, '"To Jesus Christ be glory

and strength into ages of ages," i. 6. And again, " Behold I

live into ages of ages," i. 18. And again, "To the Lamb bo

blessing, and honor, and glory, and strength, into ages of
ages. The twenty-four elders adored Him that liveth into ages oj

ages," v. 13, 14; chap. x. 6
;
chap. xi. 15. And in Isaiah,

" My salvation shall be for an age, and My justice for genera-

tion of generation," li. 6, 8. " The angel of faces carried them
all the days of an age," lxiii. 9. And in Daniel, "Many of

those who sleep shall awake to the life of an age"'xii. 2. And
in John, " If any one shall eat of this bread, he shall live for
an age" vi. 51, 58. Again, "I give them eternal life, and
they shall not perishfor an age," x. 28. And in David, " Lead
me in the way of an age," Psalm cxxxix. 24. Again, " He
hath set them for ever, and for an age ; He hath given a statnto

which shall not pass away," Psalm cxlviii. 6. In these passages

an age signifies what is eternal, since it is said of the Lord,

and of His kingdom, and of heaven, and of the life there,

whereof there is no end. Ages of ages are not eternities of eter-

nities, but denote what is eternal ; howbeit it is so said, in re-

spect to churches in the earths, of which one succeeds another.

Irom the Word it is evident that the church on this earth lias

been four times established, of which the first was the most
ancient which was before the flood, the second the ancient

which was after the floo i. the third the Israelitish and Judaic,

and lastly the Christian ; the period of* each from beginning to

end is an age ; after this latter also a new one will commence ;

these successions of churches are meant by ages of ages ; that

an age is the duration of a church even to the end, was shown
above. Thirdly ; That an age is predicated in general of
every church, but specifically of the Celestial Church, is mani-

fest frmn rlie following passages, " I will set up the tent of
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David that is fallen, and will build according to the days of an
age" Amos ix. 11. By the days of an age is meant the time

when the most ancient church was, which was celestial. And
in Micah, " Bethlehem-Ephratah, out of thee shall come forth

to Me He who is ruler in Israel, and whose going forth is from
antiquity, from the days of an age" v. 2 ; where the sense is

the same. And in Moses, " Remember thou the days of an
age, understand ye the years of generation and generation,"

Deut. xxxii. 7. The days of an age denote the time of the most
ancient church, which was a celestial church ; and the years

of generation and generation denote the time of the ancient

church, which was a spiritual church. And in Isaiah, " Awake,
awake, put on strength, the arm of Jehovah ; awake according

to the days of antiquity, of the generation of ages" li. 8, 9
;

according to the days of a generation of ages, denotes according

to the states of love and of faith in the ancient churches derived

from the most ancient. And in David, " I have considered the

days of old, the years of ages" Psalm lxxvii. 5 ; where the

sense is the same. And in Isaiah, " Remember the former
thingsfrom an age" xlvi. 9. And in Malachi, " Then shall the

meat-offering of Judah and of Jerusalem be sweet to Jehovah,
according to the days of an age, and according to the ancient

years," iii. 4. And in Joel, uJ-udah shall sit for an age, and
Jerusalem to generation and generation," iii. 20

;
by Judah is

there signified the Celestial Church, concerning which it is

therefore said according to the days of an age, and for an age
;

and by Jerusalem is signified the Spiritual Church, of which il

is said according to the ancient days and to generation and ge
neration ; that Judah denotes the Celestial Church, seen n. 3654,

3881, 6363, 8770 ; and Jerusalem the Spiritual Church, n. 402,

3654. Fourthly, That an age signifies the world, and the lift

there, is manifest from Matthew, " That which is sown amongst
thorns is he, who hears the Word, hut the care of this age, and
the deceitfulness of riches, suffocates the Word," xiii. 22. And
in Luke, ''The sons of this age are more prudent than the sons

of light," xvi. 8. Again, u The sons of this age marry and are

given in marriage," xx. 34. And in David, " The wicked and
the secure ones of the age multiply wealth," Psalm lxxiii. 12.

Fifthly, That an age signifies the life after death to eternity,

is manifest from Luke, "He shall receive a hundred-fold now
in this time, and in the age to come eternal life" xviii. 30. And
in Ezekiel, "When I will cause thee to descend with those

that go down to the pit, to the people of an age," xxvi. 20.

And in other passages, as Luke, chap. xx. 35 ; Isaiah xxxiv. 10,

17
;
Apoc. xiv. 11 ;

chap. xx. 10
;
chap. xxii. 5.

10,249. "To him and to his seed, to their generations"

—

that hereby are signified all who receive those things which
proceed from the Lord, thus wl

vol. x. 16
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pears from the representation of Aaron, as denoting the Lord as

to Divine Good, see n. 9806, 9966 ; and from the signification

of seed, as denoting those who are born of the Lord, thus who
are regenerated, for they who are regenerated are said to be born
of God, and are also called sons ; but in the sense abstracted

from persons by the seed of Aaron are signified those things

which proceed from the Lord, thus by which man is regenerated,

which are the goods of love and the truths of faith ; and from
the signification of generations, as denoting the goods and
truths which proceed from the former as from their parents, and
their derivations; for by generations in the Word, in the internal

sense, are meant spiritual generations, which are of love and of

faith, see what is cited, n. 10,197. Inasmuch as the Lord is

meant by Aaron in the representative sense, therefore by the seed

of Aaron are specifically meant those who are in the Lord's ce-

lestial kingdom, and by generations those who are in His spi-

ritual kingdom ; for the goods and truths of love and of faith in

the heavens are horn and proceed thus from the Lord. That by
seed, those that are born, and generations, are meant those who
are in love and faith to the Lord, and in the abstract sense the

goods of love and the truths of faith, is manifest from several

passages in the Word, of which it is allowed to adduce only

the following: " From the east Twill bring thy seed, and from
the west I will gather thee," Isaiah xliii. 5 ; these things are

said of Jacob and Israel, by whom, in the internal sense, is

meant the church external and internal, the seed of which is the

truth of faith and the good of charity. Again, "I will pour
forth My spirit upon thy seed,sin& My blessing upon those that

are born of thee, xliv. 3
;
upon seed and upon those that are

born denotes upon those who are of the church, thus upon those

things which are of the church, which are goods and truths, or

charity and faith, for these constitute the church with man.
Again, " In Jehovah shall all the seed of Israel glory," xlv. 25

;

where the sense is the same. Again, "If He shall make His
soul guilt, lie s/iall see seed" llii. 10, speaking of the Lord,

Wlioseseed they are called who are born of Him, thus who are

regenerated. Again, "To the right hand and to the left thou

shalt break forth, and thy seed shall in/ierit the nations" liv. 3
;

where the 6ense is the same. And in Jeremiah, " Behold the

days are coming, in which I will sow the house of Israel and the

house of Judah with the seed ofman, and with the seed of beast,"

xxxi. 27; these words are not intelligible, unless it be known
what is signified by the house of Israel, and the house of Judah,

also what by the 6eed of man and the seed of beast
;
they who

do not think heyond the sense of the letter, will believe the

sense to be this, that man and beast were to be multiplied in

Israel and in Judah, hut this sense involves nothing of the holy

principle of the church. But by the house of Israel is there
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meant the Spiritual Church, and by the house of Judah the

Celestial Church, the seed of man is the internal good of those

churches, and the seed of the beast is their external good ; that

beast denotes the affection of good, see tlie passages cited, it.

92S0 ; and that when mention is made of man and beast it de-

notes what is internal and what is external, n. 7523. And in

Jeremiah, ;
' As the army of the heavens shall not be num-

bered, and the sand of the sea is not measured, so will Imulti

fly tlie seed of David" xxxiii. 22. And in David, "I have

made a covenant with My chosen, I have sworn to David, for
an age Iwill strengthen thy seed, and will build thy throne to

generation and generation," Psalm lxxxix. 3, 4. By the seed of

David is not meant the posterity from David as a father, for

this was not so much multiplied, nor of so much importance

that it should be multiplied as tlie army of the heavens, and as

the sand of the sea ; but by David in this passage, and also in

other places, is meant the Lord as to Divine Truth, thus by
his seed those who are regenerated or born of the Lord, and, in

the abstract sense, those things which appertain to them from

the Lord, which are the truths of faith and the goods of charity.

That David denotes the Lord, see n. 18S8, 9954. And in

David, " The seed which shall serve Jehovah, shall be numbered
to tlie Lord, for a generation," Psalm xxii. 30. And in Isaiah,

" Their seed shall be made known in the nations, and they that

are born of them in the midst of the people," lxi. 9 ; where
seed denotes those who are regenerated, thus those who are of

the church in whom the church is, thus in the sense abstracted

from persons, those things which make a regenerate person,

or which make the church with man, which are faith and
charity from the Lord. And in the Apocalypse, " The dragon
was angry against the woman, and went away to make war
with the remnant of her seed, who kept the commandments
of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ," xii. 17.

By the dragon are meant those who are about to attempt to

destroy the church of the Lord hereafter to be established
;

by the woman is meant that church ; and by those who are of

her seed are meant those who are in love and faith to the Lord
from the Lord. But seed in the opposite sense, signifies those

who are against the things of the church, thus who are in evils

and the falses thence derived, and, in the abstract sense, evils

and falses ; as in Isaiah, *' Woe to the sinful nation, a seed of
evils," i. 4. Again, " Sons of the sorceress, seed of the adul-

terer, are not ye born of prevarication, the seed of a lie ?
"

lvii. 3, 4. And again, "The seed of evil doers shall not be
named for ever," xiv. 20.

10.250. Verses 22 to 33. And Jehovah spake to Moses,
raying, And do thou take to th i/self chief spices, the best myrrh
jive Jiu)idred,and aromatic ciuniinon the half thereof, fifty and
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two hundred, and aromatic calamus fifty and two hundred
And cassia five hundred, in the shekel of holiness ; and oil of
olive, a hin. And thou shall make it oil of anointing of holiness,

an ointment of oin tment, the work of an oin tment dealer, it ahull

be the oil of anointing of holiness. And thou shalt anoint with

it the tent of the congregation, and the ark of the testimony.

And the table and all its vessels, and the candlestick and its

vessels, and the altar of incense. And the altar of burnt-offering
and all its vessels, and the laver and its base. And thou shalt

sanctify them, and they shall be the holy of holies / every one

that toucheth them shall be sanctified. And Aaron and his sons

thou shalt anoint, and shalt sanctify them toperform the office of
the priesthood to Me. And to the sons of Israel speak, say ing,

this shall be to Me the oil of anointing of holiness to your g< m
rations. Upon th e flesh of man it shall not be poured / and in

its quality ye shall not make like it, it is holy, it shall be holy to

yon. The man who shall make ointment like it, and who shall

give of it upon a stranger, shall be cut off from his people.

And Jehovah spake to Moses, saying, signifies another percep-
tiviry from illustration by the Word from the Lord. And do
thou take to thyself chief spices, signifies from the Word
truths with goods, which are gratefully perceived. The best

myrrh, signifies the perception of sensual truth. Five hundred,
signifies what is full. And aromatic cinnamon, signifies the

perception and affection of natural truth. The half thereof',

fifty and two hundred, signifies-as much as is correspondent.

And aromatic calamus, signifies the perception and affection

of interior truth. Fifty and two hundred, signifies correspond-

ing quantity and quality. And cassia, signifies truth still more
interior derived from good. Five hundred, signifies what is

full. In the shekel of holiness, signifies the estimation of

truth and of good. And oil of olive, signifies Divine Celestial

Good of the Lord. A hin, signifies the quantity of conjunction.

And thou shalt make it oil of anointing, signifies a representa-

tive of the Divine Good of the Divine Love of the Lord. An
ointment of ointment, signifies in all and singular things of

ills Human [principle]. The work of an ointment dealer, sig-

nilies from the influx and operation of the Divine [principle]

itself which was in the Lord from conception. It shall be the

oil of anointing of holiness, siguifies a representative of the

Lord as to the Divine Human [principle]. And thou shalt

anoint with it the tent of the congregation, signifies to represent

the Divine [principle] of the Lord in the heavens. And the ark

of the testimony, signifies in the celestial good which is of the

inmost heaven. And the table and all its vessels, signifies in the

spiritual j^ood derived from the celestial which is of the second

heaven, and in the ministering goods and truths. And the can-

dlestick and its vessels, signifies in spiritual truth, which is of
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the second heaven, and in ministering truths. And the altar of

incense, signifies in all things of worship from those goods and

truths. And the altar of burnt-offering, signifies to represent

the Divine Human [principle] of the Lord, and the worship of

Him, in general. And all its vessels, signifies Divine Goods and

Divine Truths. And the laver, and its base, signifies all things

which are of purification from evils and falses, and of regenera-

tion from the Lord. And thou shalt sanctify them, and they

shall be the holy of holies, signifies thereby the influx and
presence of the Lord in the worship of the representative

church. Every one that toucheth them shall be sanctified,

signifies communicative with all who receive in love and faith.

And Aaron and his sons thou shalt anoint, signifies inaugura-

tion to represent the Lord in each kingdom. And thou shalt

sanctify them to perform the office of the priesthood to Me,
signifies to represent the Lord as to all the work of salvation.

And to the sons of Israel thou shalt speak saying, signifies

instruction to those who are of the church. This shall be the

oil of anointing of holiness to Me, signifies a representative of

the Lord as to the Divine Human [principle]. To your gene-

rations, signifies in all things of the church. Upon the flesh

of man it shall not be poured, signifies non-communicative
with the proprium of man. And in its quality ye shall not

make like it, signifies non-imitation from the study [or appli-

cation] of man. This is holy, it shall be holy to you, signifies

because it is the Divine [principle] of the Lord. The man who
shall make ointment like it, signifies the imitation of things

Divine from art. And who shall give of it upon a stranger, sig-

nifies conjunction with those who do not acknowledge the Lord,
thus who are in evils and the falses of evils. Shall be cut off

from his people, signifies separation and spiritual death.

10.250. "And Jehovah spake to Moses, saying"—that here-

by is signified another perceptivity from illustration by theWord
from tiie Lord, appears from what was explained above, n.

10,215, where like words occur. The reason why it denotes ano-

ther perceptivity is, because when any thing anew is revealed
and commanded, it is so said, see n. 10,234.

10.251. " And do thou take to thyself chief spices "—that

hereby are signified from the Word truths with goods which are
gratefully perceived, appears from the signification of spices, as

denoting truths conjoined to goods, which are grateful, see n.

10,11)9. The reason why it denotes which are gratefully per-

ceived is, because odor signifies the perceptive principle, and
hence an aromatic odor what is gratefully perceptive ; that

odor signifies the perceptive principle, see n. 3577, 4624 to

4634, 4748, 10,054 ; that they denote truths conjoined to goods
derived from the Word is, because this is said to Moses, for

it is said, do thou take to thyself spices, and by Moses is re-
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presented the Lord as to the Word, n. 9372. Moreover it is the

Word from which all the truths of the church are derived, for

the Word is the Divine Truth itself sent down from heaven by
the Lord.

10,252. " The best myrrh "—that hereby is signified the

perception of sensual truth, appears from the signification of

odoriferous myrrh, as denoting the perception of sensual truth
;

for its odor denotes the perceptive principle, as just above, and
myrrh denotes sensual truth. The subject treated of in wliat

now follows is concerning the oil of anointing, by which is

signified celestial good, which is the Divine good of the Divine
Love of the Lord in the inmost heaven ; its quality is described

by the fragrant [or sweet-smelling] things, of which it was
composed, which were the best myrrh, aromatic ciunamon,
aromatic calamus, cassia, and oil of olive, by which are sig-

nified celestial truths and goods in their order, namely, from
last to first, or from outermost to inmost ; the last or outermost

are signified by myrrh. The reason why celestial good, or good
of the inmost heaven, is thus described is, because that good
exists by those truths which are signified, and also subsists by
them. But whereas this is a subject of deeper investigation

than common, it is allowed further to explain how the case

herein is; that celestial good, which is inmost good, may be

born with man, which is effected by regeneration from the Lord,

truths must be acquired from the Word, or from the doctrine

of the church which is from the Word ; these truths first have
their seat in the memory of the natural or external man ; hence
they are called forth into the internal man by the Lord, as is

the case when man lives according to them ; and so far as man
is affected by them, or loves them, so far they are elevated

still higher, or more interiorly, by the Lord, and become there

celestial good. Celestial good is the good of the love of doing
truths from the Word for the sake of good, thus for the sake of

the Lord, for the Lord is the source of good, thus is good ; this

is the generation of that good ; from which it is evident that

that good exists by truths from the Word, first in the most ex-

ternal or sensual man, next by their elevation into the internal,

and lastly into the very inmost, where they become celestial

good ; and whereas thus that good exists by truths in their order,

so afterwards it subsists in a like order by the same truths, for

subsistence is perpetual existence. And when it so subsists, as

it had existed, it is complete, for then superior things subsist,

rest, and repose themselves, in order, upon inferior tilings, as upon
their planes, and upon things outermost or ultimate, which are

scientific sensual truths, as upon their foundation. These truths

are described in the Apocalypse by the precious stones, forming

the foundation of the wall of the holy Jerusalem descending out

of heaven, chap. xxi. 19, 20
;
by the precious stones are sigui-
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fied Divine Truths received in good, see n. 9476, 9863, 9873,

9905. That odoriferous myrrh denotes sensual truth, is manifest

also from David, "Thou hast loved justice, therefore God hath

anointed thee, thy God, with the oil of gladness above thy com-

panions ; with myrrh, aloes, and cassia, all thy garments,"

Psalm xlv. 8, 9 ; these things are said of the Lord, who alone is

the anointed of Jehovah, since the Divine Good of the Divine

Love, which is signified by the oil of anointing, was in Him,
n. 9954 ; by His garments, which are said to be anointed with

myrrh, aloes, and cassia, are signified Divine Truths from His

Divine Good in the natural principle, n. 5954, 9212, 9216, 9814 ;

thus by myrrh, Divine Truth in the sensual principle, because it

is named in the first place. And in Matthew, " The wise men
from the east opening their treasures offered to the Lord, who
was born, gifts, gold, frankincense, and myrrh," ii. 11 ;

gold in

this passage denotes good, frankincense denotes internal truth,

and myrrh denotes external truth, each derived from good ; the

reason why gold is there named in the first place is, because gold

signifies good which is inmost ; in the second place frankincense,

because it signifies internal truth derived from good ; and the

reason why myrrh is named in the third or last place is, because

it signifies external truth derived from good ; that gold denotes

good, see the passages cited, n. 9874, 9881 ; and that frankin-

cense denotes internal truth derived from good, will be seen in

what follows at verse 34 of this chapter. The reason why the

wise men from the east offered those things to the Lord then

born was, that they might signify His Divine [principle] in the

Human ; for they knew what gold signified, what frankincense,

and what myrrh, inasmuch as the}r were in the science of corres-

pondences and representations ; this was the principal science

of those times amongst the Arabians, Ethiopians, and amongst
others in the east, wherefore also in the Word by Arabia, Ethio-

pia, and by the sons of the east, in the internal sense are meant
those who are in the knowledges of things celestial, n. 1171,

3240, 3242, 3762. But that science in time perished, since,

when the good of life ceased, it was turned into magic ; and it

was first obliterated with the Israel itish nation, and afterwards

with the rest : and at this day to such a degree, that it is not

even known to have any existence; in the Christian orb, so

much so, that if it be said that all and singular the things of the

Word in the sense of the letter from correspondence signify ce-

lestial things, and that hence is its internal sense, it is not known
what this means. Inasmuch as myrrh signified truth the most
external, which is sensual truth, and its perception, therefore

the bodies of the dead were formerly anointed with myrrh and
aloes, by which anointing was signified the preservation of all

truths and goods with man, and also their resurrection ; where-
fore also such [a thing or substance] was applied, as signified
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the ultimate principle of life appertaining to man, which ulti-

mate principle is called sensual life. That the body of the Lord
was anointed with such [things or substances], and encompassed
together with a linen cloth, and that this was the custom with

the Jews, see John, chap. xix. 39, 40 ; also L\ike, chap, xxiii.

53, 56. But it is to be noted, that the things which are said of

the Lord Himself in the Word, are to be understood in a super-

eminent sense, wherefore those things there signify His Divine
Life in the sensual [principle], which is the life proper to the

body, and also the resurrection of this latter. That the Lord
rose again with the whole body which he had in the world,

otherwise than other men, is a known thing, for he left nothing

in the sepulchre ; wherefore also He said to the disciples, who
supposed that they saw a spirit, when they saw the Lord, "Why
are ye troubled? Behold My hands and M}- feet, handle Me
and see, for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see Me have."

10,253. " Five hundred "—that hereby is signified what is

full, appears from the signification of the number five hundred,

as denoting what is full. The reason why five hundred denotes

what is full is, because this number is compounded of five and
ten twice multiplied together, or of five times a hundred; and
b}r five is signified much, in like manner by ten, and by a hun-
dred, hence by five hundred is signified what is full ; that five

denotes much, see n. 5708, 5956, 9102 ; in like manner ten,

n. 3107, 4638 ; also hundred, n. 4400, 6582, 6594 ; that all

numbers in the Word signify things, see the passages cited,

n. 94S8 ; and that the compound numbers signify the like with

the simple, from which they exist by multiplic ation, see n. 5291,

5335. 5708, 7973. That numbers signify things, is very

manifest from Ezekiel, where the house of God, with all

things within and without it, and also the new earth, are

measured, and described by the numbers of a measure, from
chap. xl. t<> xlviii. ; and by the new earth is there meant the

church, and by the house of God its holy [principle]. In like

manner in the Apocalypse, where also the New Jerusalem is

described by the numbers of measure, by which also is meant a
New Church. Unless numbers had signified things, all those

mensurations would have been of no account. That five hun-
dred signifies the .vhole from one end to the other, thus what is

full, is manifest from the above chapters in Ezekiel, " He
measured out of the house, or the temple, to the quarter of the

east Jive hundred reeds round about ; to the quarter of the north

jive hundred reeds round about ; to the quarter of the south jive

hundred reeds ; and the quarter of the sea Jive hundred reeds :

its walls round about, the length Jive hundred reeds, and the

breadth Jive hundred reeds, to distinguish between what is

holy and profane," xlii. 15 to 20. From which words it U
evident, that five hundred denotes the whole in the complex,
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or every tiling holy from one end to the other, thus what is

full, for it is said, that the wall, which was of that length and
breadth in a square, distinguished between what is holy and
what is profane. That fiveliundred signifies much, and its tenth

part, or fifty, somewhat respectively, is manifest from the

Lord's words to Simon in Luke, " Jesus said, a certain creditor

had two debtors, one owed Jive hundred pence, but the other

fifty ; when they had nothing to pay, he forgave them both
;

which of them loveth him most? Simon answered, he to whom
he forgave most. Jesus said, therefore many sins are remitted to

the woman, because she loved much / but to whom little is re-

mitted, the same loveth little,'''' vii. 41, to the end. The reason

why the Lord applied those numbers was, because they signified

much and somewhat ; for He spake from the Divine [being or

principle], thus by significatives according to correspondences
;

in like manner in other places throughout, as when He spake
of the virgins, whom He called ten, and of whom five were
prudent, and five foolish. He called them ten, because by
that number are signified all, namely, who are of the church

;

and five, because by that number is signified some part, see n.

4637, 4638.

10,254. " And aromatic cinnamon "—that hereby is sig-

nified the perception and affection of natural truth, appears

from the signification of aromatic cinnamon, as denoting the

perception and affection of natural truth, which truth is the

interior truth of the external principle of man, for with man
there is sensual life and natural life, each of the external man,
but the sensual life is exterior, deriving its truths from the

objects which are in the earths, and in the body, and the natural

life is interior, deriving its truths from the causes of those

objects. The life of the internal man in like manner is exterior

and interior, the exterior derives its truths from those things

which are in the ultimates of heaven, but the interior from
those which are in the interiors of heaven ; these latter truths

are signified by the fragrant things which follow. The reason

why by aromatic cinnamon is signified the perception and affec-

tion of truth is, because by what is aromatic is signified grate-

ful perception
;

grateful perception is from affection which
is of the love, for what is grateful in perception is from no other

source. That all odors signify perception, see n. 3577, 4626,
4748 ; and that grateful odors signify the perception of truth

derived from good, n. 1514, 1517, 1518, 1519, 4628, 10,054

;

thus from the affection which is of love ; and that the spheres
of perceptions are turned into odors with spirits and angels,

n. 4626. Moreover it is to be noted, that all those aromatics
from which the oil of anointing was prepared, belong to

the celestial class, that is, to those things which are of the

celestial kingdom ; whereas the aromatics of which the incense
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"was compounded, belonged to the spiritual class, that is, to

those things which are of the spiritual kingdom ; wherefore
also, in the original tongue, the aromatics from which the oil

of anointing was composed, are from another term and deriva-

tion than the aromatics from which the incense was composed
;

for there are in the Word peculiar terms, by which are expressed

those things which are of the celestial kingdom, and peculiar

terms by which are expressed those things which are of the

spiritual kingdom ; and others, which are common to both. But
in order that it may be known what those terms are, it must be

first known that heaven is divided into two kingdoms, in like

manner the church ; and that in the celestial kingdom the

essential principle is the good of love to the Lord, but in the

spiritual kingdom the good of charity towards the neighbor

:

what the difference between them is, see the numbers cited,

n. 9277. That the aromatic which is here named, signifies

the perception and aft'ectiou of celestial truth, is manifest from
Isaiah, M In the place of an aromatic shall be infection, and
in the place of a girdle, a rent, and in the place of entwisted

work, baldness," iii. 24. The subject here treated of is concern-

ing the daughters of Zion, by whom is signified the celestial

church, in this case perverted ; wherefore aromatic is ex-

pressed by the same term as hi this verse ; and by infection

in the place of an aromatic, is signified that in the place of the

perception and affection of truth from good, and life thence
derived, shall be the perception and affection of what is false

grounded in evil, in which is nothing of life. And in Ezekiel,
" The traders of Sheba and Raamah were thy traders by the

chief of every aromatic, and by precious stone, and gold,"

xx\ ii. 22. These thing were said of Tyre, by which are sig*

nified the knowledges of good and truth in the church ; and
by Sheba and Raamah are signified those who are in the know-
ledges of tilings celestial. In like maimer where the Queen of

Sheba is treated of in the first book of the Kings, "The Queen
of Sheba gave to Solomon a hundred and twenty talents of gold,

and aromatics exceedingly many, and precious stone: there came
not as this aromatic any more for multitude," x. 10 ; that Sheba
principally denotes those who are in the knowledges of things

celestial, see n. 1171, 3240. From which considerations it is

evident that these spices, from which the oil of anointing was
prepared, signify ilie perception and affection of truth, such
as they have who are in the Lord's celestial kingdom. The
reason why the aromatics, by which the oil of anointing was
prepared, which were noble myrrh, aromatic cinnamon, aro-

matic calamus, and cassia, belong to the celestial class, that is

to those things which are of the Lord's celestial kingdom, is,

because the oil of anointing signified the Divine Good of the

Divine Love in the Lord,which in heaven is His Divine Celestial
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[principle]. That the oil of anointing has this signification,

see n. 9954, 10,019.

10.255. " Halt' thereof fifty and two hundred "—that hereby
is signified as much as is correspondent, appears from the sig-

nification of a number, the half of a foregoing number, as de-

noting somewhat, and as much as is sufficient, or as much as is

for uses, thus also as much as is correspondent. Hence it is

that fifty and two hundred, inasmuch as they are half of the

former number, namely, the half of five hundred, denote as much
as is correspondent. How the case herein is, may be manifest

from examples. Let the number ten be for an example ; when
this number signifies all, then the half of it, or five, signifies

some ; when ten signifies what is full, then five signifies as much
as is sufficient ; but when ten signifies much, five signifies some-

what, and so forth ; the case is similar with other numbers when
they are halved. That five signifies some, also somewhat, and
likewise as much as is sufficient and as much as is for uses, see

n. 4638, 5708, 5956, 9102, 9689, thus with a variety in respect

to the number ten when this signifies all, what is full, or much.
Similar things are signified by fifty in respect to a hundred,

and similar things by fifty and two hundred in respect to five

hundred. It is of no concern whether a number be greater, or

lesser, since the greater numbers have a like signification with

the lesser from which they are composed, see n. 5335, 5708,

7973 ; and that numbers in the Word signify things, see the

passages cited, n. 9488, 10,127. From these considerations it

may be manifest that this number, which is the half of the

foregoing, does not signify the half of the perception of interior

truth in respect to the perception of exterior truth, but as much
as is correspondent. For things in the heavens are not measured
and numbered as things in the earths, since in the heavens
there are not spaces, nor times, but instead thereof states, which
are perceived as to quality and quantity, without respect to any
numeration ; for numeration and mensuration involve such things

as are of space and time, thus which are proper to nature in ul-

timates.

10.256. " And aromatic calamus "—that hereby is signified

the perception and affection of interior truth, appears from
the signification of aromatic calamus, as denoting the per-

ception and affection of interior truth, for calamus denotes that

truth, and aromatic denotes the perception and affection thereof

;

that calamus denotes truth, will be seen beneath, and that aro-

matic denotes perception and affection thereof, see just above,
n. 10,254. By interior truth is here meant the truth of the in-

ternal man which is exterior there, according to what was said

above, n, 10,254, namely, that in the external man there is

an interior and exterior principle, in like manner in the in-

ternal. Hence it is that four aromatics were applied to prepare
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the oil of anointing, namely, noble myrrh, aromatic cinnamon,
aromatic calamus, and cassia ; and by noble myrrh is signified

the perception of exterior truth in the external man, which is

sensual truth
;
by aromatic cinnamon interior truth there,

which is natural truth; by aromatic calamus exterior truth in

the internal man, and by cassia interior truth there, and by
oil of olive the good itself, from which are the affections and per-

ceptions ofthose truths. That calamus denotes interior truth, may
be manifest from the passages in the Word where it is men-
tioned

;
yet in those passages it is not called aromatic calamus,

but only calamus, and good calamus, as in Isaiah, "Thou
hast not called Me, O Jacob; and thou hast been weary ot

Me, O Israel ; thou hast not bought for Me calamusfor silver,

and with the fat of thy sacrifices thou hast not filled Me,"
xliii. 22, 24. And in Ezekiel, " Dan and Javan have given
thread in thy tradings; smooth iron, cassia, and calamus
was in thy trading," xxvii. 19. And in Jeremiah, " To what
purpose doth frankincense come to Me from Sheba, and
good calamus from a land afar off?" vi. 20. That in these

passages by calamus is meant something of the church, and
of worship there, is evident; for otherwise to what purpose
would it be that they should buy for Jehovah calamus with sil-

ver ; and that good calamus should come to Him from a land

afar off; and whereas something of the church and of its wor-

ship is signified, it follows that it is truth or good, since all

things of the church and of its worship have reference to those

principles. But what truth or good is signified, celestial or

spiritual, of the external or the internal man, is manifest from

the internal sense of the above passages examined in its series;

that it is interior truth, is evident.

10.257. '* Fifty and two hundred"—that hereby is signified

corresponding quantity and quality, is manifest from what was
shown just above, n. 10,255.

10.258. "And cassia"—that hereby is signified interioi

truth derived from good, appears from the signification of cassia,

as denoting interior truth of the internal man ; that cassia has

this signification, is evident from what has been said and shown
above ; for celestial things follow in that order from outermost

to inmost; wherefore it is inmost truth, which is signified by
cassia, for it is fourth in order. The reason why cassia denotes

truth derived from good is, because inmost truth proceeds im-

mediately from good, and conjointly acts with good in inferior

[things or principles] ; which is the case when the intellectual

principle acts altogether in unity with the will, so that it is not

known whether the agency be from the latter or from the former;

celestial things also, the more interior they are, so much the more
perfect they are, for all perfection increases towards the inte

riors, and all perfection is from good, that is, by good from the
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Lord. Cassia is mentioned amongst those things which signify

things celestial in Ezekiel, " Dan and Javan gave thread in their

tradings ; smooth iron, cassia and calamus was in thy trading,"

xxvii. 19 ; the subject here treated of is concerning Tyre, by
which are signified the knowledges of truth and of good in the

church, see n. 1201 ; and by Dan and Javan those who are in

the knowledges of things celestial : smooth iron denotes ulti-

mate celestial truth, and cassia denotes inmost truth. Cassia is

not mentioned in other passages of the Word, but kessia in

David, which is also a species of cassia, " God, thy God, hath

anointed thee with the oil of gladness, with myrrh, aloes, kessia,

all thy garments," Psalm xlv. 8, 9 ; the subject treated of in

that Psalm throughout is concerning the Lord, and indeed con-

cerning the glorification of His Human [principle]. He who is

unacquainted with the internal sense of the Word, cannot in

any wise know what is signified by anointing all garments with

myrrh, aloes, and kessia, where the Lord is treated of; that

garments are not meant, is evident, neither myrrh, aloes, and

kessia, with which they were anointed, but Divine Truths derived

from Divine Good, which the Lord put on as to His Human
[principle] ; for anointing was nothing else but a representative

of the Divine Good in the Divine Human [principle] of the

Lord, hence by myrrh, aloes and kessia, are signified Divine

Truths in their order proceeding from the Divine Good which
was in Himself; hence by garments is signified His Divine

Human [principle] ; for whether we speak of the Divine Human
[principle] of the Lord, or of the Divine Truth, it is" the same
tiling, inasmuch as the Lord, when He was in the world, was
the Divine Truth itself, and when He went forth out of the

world, He made Himself Divine Good, from which is the

Divine Truth, see the numbers cited, n. 9199, 9315. That
principle also in the Word is called garment, which invests an-

other, whatsoever it be. The like is signified by the Lord's gar-

ments in Isaiah, chap, lxiii. 2, 3, and also in other places ; that

garments signify truth investing good, see n. 2576, 4545, 47G3,

5248, 5319,' 5954, 9093, 9212, 9216, 9952. Hence now it is

evident that by kessia in the above passage, which is a species

of cassia, is signified the Divine Truth, which immediately pro-

ceeds from the Divine Good, which truth is inmost truth.

10,259. " Five hundred "—that hereby is signified what is

full, appears from what was shown above, n. 10,253. The
reason why five hundred in the shekel of holiness were taken
of myrrh, and five hundred of cassia, but only fifty and two
hundred of aromatic cinnamon and aromatic calamus, was,
because myrrh signifies sensual truth which is ultimate in order,
and cassia the truth which immediately proceeds from good,
which is inmost truth ; whereas aromatic cinnamon and aro-

matic calamus signified interior truths, which are middle ; and
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of the last and inmost there must be what is full, but of the

middle as much as is correspondent ; for middle principles ought

to be in correspondence to what is first and last.

10.260. " In the shekel of holiness "—that hereby is signified

the estimation of truth and of good, appears from the significa-

tion of the shekel of holiness, as denoting the price and estima-

tion of truth and of good, as to its quality and quantity, see n.

2959, 10,221.

10.261. " And oil of olive "—that hereby is signified the

Divine Celestial Good of the Lord, appears from the significa-

tion of oil, as denoting good both celestial and spiritual, see n.

886, 45S2, 9780 ; and from the signification of olive, as de-

noting celestial love, of which we shall speak presently ; hence

by oil of olive is signified the good of celestial love, or, what is the

6ame thing, celestial good. It is called the Divine Celestial

Good of the Lord, because all good, which is essentially good
in the heavens, is from jthe Divine [principle] of the Lord.

But it is to be noted, that the Divine Good of the Lord in itself

is simply one [unicurn], for it is infinite, and contains infinite

things in itself; what is infinite, this is simply one, since the

infinite things which it contains make one. But the reason

why it is distinguished into celestial and spiritual, is owing to

its reception by angels in the heavens and by men in the earths
;

being received by angels and men, who are of the Lord's celes-

tial kingdom, it is called Divine Good Celestial, but received

by angels and men, who are of the Lord's spiritual kingdom,
it is called Divine Good Spiritual ; for all angels and men va-

riously or dissimilarly receive the one only good of the Lord.
This is comparatively like the heat and light of the sun of the

world, which, although considered in themselves they are

simply one, still vary according to the times of the year, and
according to the times of the day, and also dissimilarly in

every region of the earth ; which variation of heat and of light

is not eftected by the sun, but by the various turning of the

earth, according to the varieties of its circuit and volution,

thus also by reception ; the same light also varies in singular

objects according to reception, whence come colors. From
these considerations it may be manifest from what ground it is

that the Divine Good of the Lord, which is simply one, because
infinite, is called celestial and spiritual. That oil denotes good,

both celestial and spiritual, is manifest from the passages above
cited ; but that olive denotes celestial love, and oil the percep-

tion and affection of that love, is manifest from the passages in

the AVord where oil and olive are named, as from the following
;

"The piophet saw a candlestick wholly of gold, its seven
lamps were upon it, two olives were near -it, one on the right

hand of the bowl, and one near its left hand. He said to the

angel, xohat are these two olive-trees, and what are these two
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olive-berries, which are in the hand of the two pipes of gold ?

He said, these are the two sons of olives standing near the Lord
of the whole earth," Zech. iv. 2, 3, 11, 12, 14. What these

prophetics involve, cannot be known to any one, unless he
knows from the internal sense what is signified by a candle-

stick, and what by an olive-tree. That a candlestick signifies

the spiritual heaven, and its lamps the holy truths there, see

n. 9548, 9551, 9555, 9558, 95G1, 9684. Hence it is manifest

that an olive-tree signifies the celestial kingdom from the jjer-

ception and affection of good, and the olive berries signify

holy goods there, the truths of which are signified by sons of

olives; two signifies the internal and external of that kingdom,
and conjunction. Like things are signified by oil and candle-

stick in the Apocalypse, "I will give to my two witnesses to

prophecy a thousand two hundred and sixty days, clothed in

sackcloth ; these are the two olives, and the two candlesticks

standing before the God of the earth" xi. 3, 4. And in Isaiah,
" I will give in the wilderness the cedar, the shittim-tree, and
the myrtle, and wood of oil," xli. 19. Mention is made of the

cedar and the wood of oil, because the cedar signifies spiritual

good, and the wood of oil celestial good. Spiritual good is

charity towards the neighbor, and celestial good is love to the

Lord ; to give them in the wilderness denotes in the lands out

of the church, thus amongst the nations. And in Hnsea, " His
branches shall go forth ; and his honor shall be as of the olive,

and his odor like Lebanon," xiv. 6 : by olive is here also sig-

nified celestial good, and by Lebanon spiritual good, thus by
Lebanon the like as by cedar, since Lebanon was a forest of

cedars. And in Isaiah, " So shall it be in the midst of the land,

in the midst of the people, as the beating off of the olive, as the

gleanings when the vintage is finished," xxiv. 13 ; also chap,
xvii. 6. It is called the beating of the olive and the gleanings

of the finished vintage, since the olive signifies the church which
is in celestial good, and the vine the church which is in spiritual

good; for in the Word where good is treated of, truth is also

treated of, by reason of their marriage ; in like manner where
the celestial principle is treated of, the spiritual principle is also

treated of; the celestial principle is also predicated of good and
the spiritual of truth, see in the passages cited, n. 9263, 9314,
therefore of the vine and of the olive. That a vine denotes the

spiritual church, and its good and truth, see n. 1069, 5113,

6376, 9277. On this account also the vine and the olive are

named together in other places, as in David, " Thy wife as the

fruitful vine in the sides of thy house
;
thy sons as olive plants

round about thy table," Psalm cxxviii. 3. And in Habakkuk,
"The tig-tree shall not flourish, neither shall there be produce
in the vines, t/te work of the olive shall lie," iii. 17 An 3 in

Amos, " The palmer-worm hath devoured most of your gar
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dens, and your vineyards, and your fig-trees, and your olives"

iv. 9. The fig-tree is also mentioned, because the fig-tree signi-

fies the good of the external church, n. 5113 ; but the vine,

the good of the internal spiritual church ; and the olive, the

good of the internal celestial church. In like manner in other

places. Inasmuch as the wood of olive signified the good of

celestial love, therefore the two cherubs, which were in the

secret place of the temple, were made of the wood of oil, in

like manner the doors, the threshold, and the posts, 1 Kings
vi. 23, 31, 32 ; for by the secret place of the temple was re-

presented the inmost heaven, where celestial good is, therefore

ail things which were therein signified celestial things ; that

the ark which was there, and for the sake of which the secret

place was constructed, signified the inmost heaven where the

Lord is, see n. 9485. The like also was signified by the Mount
of Olives, which was over against the temple, as by the olive,

in like manner as the like was signified by Lebanon, as by the

cedar; on which account, that all things in the heavens might
be represented, which the Lord performed when He was in the

world, and especially Divine Celestial things, the Lord was
very often in the Mount of Olives, when He was in Jerusalem,

as is manifest from Luke, "Jesus was in the days teaching in

the temple, but in the nights goingforth he passed the night in

the mountain which is called the Mount of Olives" xxi. 37.

And in another place, " Jesus going forth went according to

custom into the Mount of Olives" xvii. 39. That that mountain
was over against the temple, see Mark xiii. 3 ; Matt. xxiv. 3.

That the Mount of Olives signified Divine Celestial Good is

manifest from Zechariah, where it is said, " that the feet of
Jehovah shall stand upon the Mount of Olives, which is before

the faces of Jerusalem, and He shall there fight against the

nations ; and that that mountain shall be divided asunder, part

towards the east, and towards the sea, with a great valley ; and
part thereof shall recede toward- the north, and part towards
the south," xiv. 4. In this passage is described the state of

heaven and the church when the Lord was in the world, and
fought against the hells, and overcame them, and at the same
time reduced the heavens into order ; the nations there, against

which he fought, denote evils from the hells; the Mount of

Olives, on which His feet 6tood, denotes the Divine Good of the

Divine Love, for from this He fought and conquered. The
rending asunder of the mountain towards the east and towards
the sea, with a great valley, signifies the separation of heaven
and hell : in like manner its receding towards the north and
the south; for they are said to be in the south who are in the

light of truth, in the east who are in the love of good, but to

the sea who are in evils, and to the north who are in falses.,.

10.262. " A hit) "—that hereby is signified the quantity of
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conjunction, appears from the signification of a hin, which was
a measure of liquids, in this case, as denoting the quantity of

conjunction ; for by oil is signified the Divine Celestial Good
of the Lord, which is the conjunctive principle itself of all

things in the heavens, hence by its measure is signified the

quantity of conjunction, and the all of conjunction. The rea-

son why the Divine Celestial Good of the Lord is the conjunc-

tive principle itself of all things is, because it is the esse itself

of the life of all things ; for it vivifies all things by the Divine
Truth proceeding from that Divine Good, and it vivifies ac-

cording to the quality of reception
;
angels are receptions, and

also men ; the truths and goods appertaining to them give the

quality, for according to that quality is effected reception, thus

conjunction. Two measures, which were in holy use, are men-
tioned in the Word, one for liquids, which was called the hin,

the other for dry [substances], which was called the ephah

;

by the hin was measured oil and wine, and by the ephah meal
and fine flour ; the measure hin, which was for oil and wine,

was divided into four, but the measure ephah was dividyil into

ten. The reason why the measure hin was divided into four

was, that it might signify what is conjunctive, for four denotes

conjunction ; but the reason why the measure ephah was di-

vided into ten was, that it might signify what is receptive,

the quality whereof was marked by numbers, for ten signifies

much, all, and what is full ; that four denotes conjunction, see

n. 8877, 9601, 9674, 10,136, 10,137 ; and that ten denotes much,
all, and what is full, alike with a hundred, n. 1988, 3107, 4400,

4638, 8468, 8540, 9745, 10,253. That the measure hin was
for oil and wine in the sacrifices, and that it was divided into

four, but the measure ephah for meal and fine flour, which
were for the meat-offering in the sacrifices, and that it was
divided into ten, may be manifest from Exod. chap. xxix. 40

;

Levit. chap. v. 11; chap, xxiii. 13 ; Numb. xv. 3 to 10
;
chap,

xxviii. 5, 7, 14. From these considerations it is evident, that

by a hin is signified the quantity of conjunction, and by an
ephah the quantity of reception ; oil also conjoined the fine

flour, and this latter received, for in the meat-offering there

was oil and fine flour. There were besides other measures,
which were in common use both for dry [substances] and for

liquids ; the measures for dry [substances] were called homer
and omer, and the measures for liquids the cor and the batli

;

the homer contained ten ephahs, and the ephah ten omers
;

but the cor contained ten baths, and the bath ten lesser parts,

concerning which, see Exod. xvi. 36 ; Ezek. xlv. 11, 13, 24.

But in Ezekiel, where the new temple is treated of, there is

extant another division of the ephah and the bath, the ephah
and the bath being there not divided into ten, but into six

;

und the hin there corresponds to the ephah, as is evident

VOL. X. 17
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in that prophet, chap. xlv. 13, 14, 24; chap. xlvi. 5, 7, 11,

14. The reason is, because the subject there treated of is not

concerning celestial good and its conjunction, but spiritual

good and the conjunction of this latter, and in the spiritual

kingdom the correspondent numbers are twelve, six, and three,

since by those numbers are signified all things, and when they

are predicated of truths and goods, all things of truth and
good in the complex. That those things are signified by twelve,

see n. 3272, 3858, 3913, 7973. That also by six, n. 3960, 7973,

8148, 10,217; in like manner by three, by which is signified

from beginning to end. thus what is full, and as to things, all,

n. 2788, 4495, 5159, 7715, 9825, 10,127. The reason why these

numbers involve similar things is, because the greater numbers
have a like signification with the simple ones, from which by
multiplication they exist, n. 5291, 5335, 5708, 7973. Inasmuch
as by the hin is signified the quantity of conjunction also with
spiritual truth, therefore likewise for the meat-offering in the

sacrifices made from the ram a third part of a hin of oil was
taken, and for a libation a third part ofwine, Numb. xv. 6, 7 ; for

by the ram is signified spiritual good, n. 2830, 9991. From
these considerations it is now further evident that by numbers
in the Word are signified things ; otherwise to what purpose
would have been the designation of quantity and of measure by
numbers so often in Moses, in Ezekiel, and elsewhere?

10.263. " And thou shalt make it oil of anointing"—that

hereby is signified a representative of the Divine Good of the

Divine Love of the Lord, appears from what was shown above
concerning the oil of anointing, n. 9954, 10,011, 10,019.

10.264. " Ointment of ointment"—that hereby is signified

in all and singular things of His Human [principle], appears

from the signification of ointment, when concerning the oil of

anointing, by which is signified a representative of the Divine
Good of the Divine Human [principle] of the Lord, as denoting

what is Divine in all and singular things of His Human [princi-

ple]. The reason why this is signified by ointment of an oint-

ment i6, because all the aromatics mentioned above, which were
the best myrrh, aromatic cinnamon, aromatic calamus, and
cassia, are meant by the ointment of ointment; in the original

tongue also an aromatic in general is signified by that term ; but

interpreters call it ointmentfrom anointing. Thereasonwhy an
aromatic of an aromatic signifies in all and singular things of the

Lord's Human [principle] is because the truths of the whole
Human [principle] with their perceptions and affections are sig-

nified, namely, ultimate truth which is of the sensual principle,

with its perception, by myrrh, n. 10,252 ; interior truth of the

natural or external man, with its perception and affection, by
aromatic cinnamon, n. 10,254 ; truth still more interior, which
is of the internal man. with its perception and affection, by aro-
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mat ic calamus, n. 10,256 ; and inmost truth with its perception

and affection, by cassia, n. 10,258 ; thus by those things the

whole human [principle], for all and singular things appertain-

ing to man have reference to truths and their perceptions and

affections, for they constitute his life. For it may be known
that man, without the perception and affection of truth and good,

is not a man, for all and singular the things which he thinks,

have reference to truths and their perceptions, and to goods and
their affections ; the thoughts and affections of man are nothing

else; for man has an intellectual principle, and has a will

principle; the intellectual principle is constituted from the per-

ception of truth, and the will principle from the affection of good.

That the whole man from the head to the heel, both interiorly

and exteriorly, is nothing but his own truth or false, and his

own good or evil, and that the body is their external form, is an

arcanum which has not been yet known in the world. From
these considerations it may now be manifest, that by an aro-

matic of an aromatic, or ointment of ointment, by which are

meant all truths from what is ultimate to what is inmost, thus

truths in their whole complex, are signified all and singular the

things appertaining to man, or by virtue of which he is a man.

Consequently when that aromatic is predicated of the Lord, that
:

.t signities all and singular the things of His Human [principle],

[t is said, " Thou shalt make it oil of anointing, and aromatic

of an aromatic, the work of the dealer in aromatics," since the

oil of anointing signifies the Divine Good Itself of the Divine

Love, which was in the Lord from conception, n. 9954, 10,011,

10,019 ; an aromatic of an aromatic signifies that good in all

and singular the things of His Human [principle] ; and the work
of a dealer in aromatics, or of a dealer in ointment, signifies from
the influx and operation of His Divine [principle] ; for the Lord
alone as to His Human [principle] was the anointed of Jeho-
vah, see n. 9954.

10,265. " The work of the dealer in ointment "—that hereby
is signified from the influx and operation ofHis Divine[principle]

which was in the Lord from conception, appears from the signi-

fication of a dealer in ointment, or a dealer in aromatics, as de-

noting him who makes it, wherefore when it is said of the Lord,
i he Divine [principle] Itself is signified, and by work its opera-
tion. Whatsoever is said in the Word, is to be understood in

respect to that of which it is said, wherefore when it is said of

the Divine [being or principle], it is to be understood of the

Divine [being or principle], and of His operation, influx, and
attributes, howsoever it sounds in the sense of the letter. In
the inmost heaven all things of the Word are applied to the Di-

vine Human of the Lord, for the angels there think immediately
trom the Lord, and perceive the Word in its inmost sense, which
ir -he celestial sense. Wherefore there by ointment of oh'tmeut
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the work of a dealer in ointment, they perceive nothing else but

what is of the Divine Itself which was in the Lord from con-

ception, and its influx and operation into all and singular the

things of His Human ; for the Human of the Lord is the Divine

Itself appertaining to them
;
they know that the Divine Good of

the Divine Love, which is called the Father, is in the Divine
Human of the Lord, which is the Son, reciprocally, according to

the Lord's words, that the Father is in Him, and He in the Fa-
ther, John xiv. 10, 11, and that they are one, John x. 30. Won-
der not that by a dealer in ointment or in aromatics is signified

the Divine Itself, when Jehovah in the Word throughout calls

Himself the Former, and the Workman, yea even the Potter, as

iu Isaiah, " 0 Jehovah, Thou art our Father ; we are the clay,

and Thou art our Hotter, and we are all the work of Thy hands,"
lxiv. 8 ; and also in other passages in the same prophet, and in

Jeremiah chap, xviii. 2, 3, 4, 6.

10,266. In what has been said just above is described, by
the preparation of the oil of anointing, the Divine Good of the

Divine Love of the Lord in His Divine Human, and in the re-

spective sense the good of love appertaining to man from the

Lord ; for what is said in the Word in the supreme sense con-

cerning the Lord, in the respective sense is also said concerning

man, since the regeneration of man is an image of the glorifica-

tion of the Lord's Human, n. 3138, 3212, 3296, 3190, 4102, 56SS.

Hence it is evident that the preparation of the oil of anointing

involves also the generation and formation of the good of love

appertaining to man from the Lord
;
consequently that the good

of love is formed by the truths of the church which are from the

Word, first the external truths, next those which are more and
more interior, according to the description given just above, and

that thus the external man is first imbued with them, and next

the interior man successively. It is to be noted, that in the order

in which that good has been formed by truths from the Lord, or

in the order in which it has existed, in the same also it is pre-

served by the Lord, and subsists, for preservation is perpetual

formation, as subsistence is perpetual existence. Hence it fol-

lows, that according to the quality of the perception and af-

fection, and according to the order with which man has imbued
truths, such is the good of love appertaining to him ; if the af-

fection of truth has been for the sake of truth and for the sake of

good, without affection for the sake of self and the world, and if

the order has been from outermost truths to interior by degrees,

in this case the good of love is genuine ; if otherwise, it is spu-

rious, or not good. It is of no consequence if in the beginning

when the man begins to be formed, the affection of truth be also

for the sake of himself and the world ; but this must be put off

as good increases by truths ; and also the man afterwards is

purilied from those things continually, as the belly from things
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that are useless. He who believes that man can be gifted with
the good of love without the truths of faith, and without a life

according to them, is greatly deceived.

10,267. " It shall be the oil of anointing of holiness "—that

hereby is signified a representative of the Lord as to the Divine
Human, appears from the signification of the oil of anointing, as

being a representative of the Divine Good of the Divine Love of

the Lord, see n. 9954, 10,011, 10,019 ; this is here called the oil

of anointing of holiness, that the Lord may be understood as to

the Divine Human principle, for this is the Very Holy [principle]

Itself in the heavens ; for the angels in the heavens know and
acknowledge no other Divine than the Divine Human of the

Lord, for of this they can think, and this they can love ; but of

the Divine which is called the Father, they cannot think, thus

neither love it, since it is incomprehensible, according to the

Lord's words, " Y~e have neither heard His voice at any time, nor
seen His shape" John v. 37 ; what cannot be seen, and cannot,

be heard, cannot enter into any idea of thought, nor into any
affection of love ; what is presented as an object to be compre-
hended by faith and love, must be in a state of accommodation.
That the incomprehensible Divine, which is called the Father,

is together worshiped, when the Lord as to the Divine Human
is worshiped, is also manifest from the words of the Lord Him-
self, where He says, ''That He is the way, and that no one

cometh to the Father hut hy Him " John xiv. 6 : ''And that no
one lenoweth the Father but the Son, and he to whom the Son shall

be willing to reveal Him" Matt. xi. 27: ''And that no one hath
seen the Father at any time, except the only begotten Son, Who is

in the bosom ofthe Father, and he will bring Himforth to view,"

John i. 18 ; wherefore the Lord saith, "Come ye all to Me, and
I will refresh you" Matt. xi. 28. That the Divine Human of

the Lord is the All in All of heaven and that it is the Holy
[principle] Itself there, see n. 9933, 9972, 10,067, 10,159; that

the Lord alone is holy, and that every thing holy is from Him,
n. 9229, 9479, 9680, 9818, 9820, 9956.

10,26S. " And thou shalt anoint with it the tent of the con-

gregation "—that hereby is signified to represent the Divine
[principle] of the Lord in the heavens, appears from the signi-

fication of anointing with the oil of holiness, as denoting to

induce a representation of the Divine Good of the Divine Love
of the Lord as to the Divine Human ; for to anoint signifies to

induce a representation, for the things which were anointed
were called holy, not from the oil but from the representation
of the Divine which is signified by oil, for oil signifies the
Divine Good of the Divine Love, and holiness signifies the

Divine Human, since this alone is holy, as may be manifest
from what has been shown above, n. 9954, 10,011, 10,0l9j

10,264, 10,265, 10,266, 10,267. And from the signification of
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the tent of the congregation, as denoting heaven in the whole
complex, the inmost ox* third whei-e the ark of the testimony was,
t lie middle or second whei'e the table was on which wei'e the

breads of faces, whex'e also was the candlestick and the altar ot

incense, and the ultimate or first where the court was, n. 9457,

9481, 9485, 9784, 9963, 10,230, 10,242, 10,245. Hence it is

evident that by anointing the tent of the congregation is sig-

nified to induce a l'epreseutation of the Divine Good of the

Divine Love of the Lord as to His Divine Human ; and whereas
this is signified by anointing the tent of the congregation, it is

also signified to represent the Divine of the Lord in the heavens
;

for heaven is not heaven from the angels, viewed in their own
px'oprium, but fi-oxn the Divine of the Lord appertaining to

them, see n. 9408, 10,125, 10,151, 10,157, 10,159.

10.269. " And the ark of the testimony "—that hereby is

signified in celestial good which is of the inmo-t heaven, appeal's

from the signification of anointing the ai'k of the testimony, as

denoting to induce a representation of the Divine in celestial

good which is of the inmost heaven ; for by anointing is signi-

fied to induce a representation of the Divine of the Lord, as

just above, n. 10,268 ; and by the ark of the testimony is sig-

nified the good of the inmost heaven ; that the ark denotes the

inmost heaven, and that the testimony denotes the Loi'd there,

n. 94S5 ; and whereas the good, which reigns in that heaven, is

the good of love to the Lord, which good is called celestial go >d,

therefore by anointing the ark of the testimony, is signified to

induce a representation of the Divine of the Lord in celestial

good, which is of the inmost heaven. How the case herein is,

may be manifest from what has been every where shown above,

namely, that anointing repx^esented the Lord as to the Divine

Human ; for the Lord as to His Divine Hixman was alone the

anointed of Jehovah, for in Him was the Divine of the Father
from conception, and hence in His Human. That the human
body is what pi-oceeds from the esse of the Father which is

called His soul, may be known ; for the likeness of the Father

as to the various affections which are of the love, is extant with

the children even in their faces ; hence every family has some-
thing peculiar to itself by which it is distinguished from another;

what then must have been the case with the Lord, in whom the

Divine Itself was His esse, which is called the soul. Hence it

is that the Lord says, "He who hath seen Me, hath seen the

Father : believe Me, that I am in the Father, and the Father
in Me, John xiv. 9, 11.

10.270. " And the table and all its vessels "—that hereby is

signified in spiritual good derived from celestial, which is of

the second heaven, and in ministering goods and truths, ap-

peals from the signification of the tent of the congregation, out.

oi i he vail, where that table was, as denoting the second heaven,
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see n. 9457, 9481, 9485 ; and from the signification of the table,

on which were the breads of faces, as denoting spiritual good
derived from celestial ; for the breads signify celestial good, n.

9545, and the table on which they were spiritual good, n. 9684,

9685 ; and from the signification of its vessels, as denoting the

knowledges of celestial good and truth, see n. 9545, thus min-

istering goods and truths, for knowledges minister. The reason

why it is spiritual good from celestial, which is signified by the

table on which were the breads of faces, is because by the tent

of the congregation out of the vail was represented the second

heaven, in which the good of charity towards the neighbor

reigns, which good is called spiritual good, and this good is so

far good, as there is in it celestial good, which is the good of

love to the Lord. For there are three kinds of goods, which
make the three heavens. There is the good of love to the Lord
which is called celestial good, this makes the inmost heaven

;

there is the good of charity toward the neighbor, which is

called spiritual good, and makes the second heaven ; and there

is the good of faith, which is called natural spiritual good, this

makes the ultimate heaven ; into celestial good, which is of the

inmost heaven, the Lord flows in from the Divine Human im-

mediately ; into spiritual good which is of the second heaven
the Lord flows in from the Divine Human, also mediately by
[or through] celestial good ; and into natural spiritual good,

which is of the ultimate heaven, the Lord flows in from the

Divine Human, again also mediately ; it is said also mediately,

since the Lord not only flows-in into the goods of these heavens
mediately, but also immediately, as may be manifest from what
was shown concerning Divine Influx immediate and mediate,
in the numbers cited, n. 9682.

10,271. " And the candlestick and its vessels"—that hereby
is signified in spiritual truth, which is of the second heaven,
and in the ministering truths, appears from tne signification of

the candlestick, as being a representative of the Lord as to spi-

ritual truth, which is of the second heaven, see n. 9548, 9551,

9555, 9558, 9561, 9684 ; and from the signification of its vessels,

as denoting scientific truths, which are ministering, see n. 3068,

3079, 9572, 9724.

lu,272. " And the altar of incense "—that hereby is signified

in all things of worship from those goods and truths, appears
from the signification of the altar of incense, as being a repre-

sentative of all things of worship, which are grounded in love

and charity from the Lord, see.n. 10,177, 10,198. It is called

a representative of the Lord in goods and truths, and in the
things which minister, and in all things of worship, by reason
that the goods and truths, which are represented, are so far

goods and truths, as there is in them the Divine
; for all goods

in nl truths which appertain to man and angel, are from tho
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Lord ; without life from the Lord in them they are dead things,

yea even evils, for if they are not from the Lord, but from man,
they respect man and the world, and those things which have
man and the world for an end, are in themselves evil, for the

end regarded is the inmost principle of man, since it is the soul

of all things which are in him. From these considerations it

may be manifest, what is meant by a representative of the Lord
in goods and truths, and in their ministering [goods and truths].

By ministering goods and truths are meant goods and truths

which are in the natural or external man, which are called

knowledges and scientifics ; for these are the things into which
the internal man looks, and from which lie chooses such things

as confirm, which are in agreement with the life of his affections

or his love; and whereas those things are thus subordinate,

therefore they«ire called ministering things. There are also

goods and truths again ministering to these latter, which are

called scientific sensual [goods and truths]. For the goods and
truths appertaining to man are as families, or as houses, where
there is the father of the family, and where there are sons,

daughters, sons-in-law and daughters-in-law, and men servants

and maid servants ; in the lowest place of the house or family
are what are meant by sensual scientifics, although at this day
with the generality they are in the highest place.

10.273. " And the altar of burnt-offering''—that hereby is

signified to represent the Divine Human of the Lord, and His
worship in general, appears from the representation of the altar

of burnt-offering, as being a principal representative of the

Divine Human of the Lord, and of the worship of Him, see n.

2777, 2811, 8935, 8940, 9388, 9389, 9714, 9964, 10,123

10,151.

10.274. "And all its vessels"—that hereby is signified

Divine Goods and Divine Truths, appears from the significa-

tion of vessels, as denoting knowledges and scientifics, see u.

3U68, 3079, 9394, 9544, 9724 ; but when they are predicated

of the Divine Human of the Lord, they denote Divine Goods
and Divine Truths ministering.

10.275. " And the laver and its base "—that hereby are sig-

nified all things relating tu purification from evils and falses,

and to regeneration by the Lord, appears from the signification

of the laver, in which washing was performed, as denoting

what is purificatory from evils and falses,' and also what is re-

generatory, see n. 10,235 ; and from the signification of its base,

as denoting the sensual principle sustaining and ministering,

see n. 10,236.

10.276. " And shalt sanctify them, and they shall be the

holy of holies "—that hereby is signified thus the influx and
presence of the Lord in the worship of the representative

church, appears from the signification of being sanctified, u-:
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denoting to represent the Lord as to tlie Divine Human and the

reception of Divine Good and Divine Truth from Him ; for the

Lord alone is holy, and hence that only is holy which proceeds

from Him. Hence it is evident, that by being sanctified is also

signified the influx and presence of the Lord in the worship of

the representative church. That to be sanctified denotes to

represent the Lord as to the Divine Human, see n. 9956, 9988,

10,069 ; and likewise the reception of Divine Good. and Divine
Truth from Llim, n. 8806, 9820, 10,128. That tlie Lord alone

is holy, and that that only is holy which proceeds from Him, n.

9229, 9479, 9680, 9818. Thus that the holy things appertain-

ing to the Israel itish and Jewish nation were representatively

holy, n. 10,149 ; and from the signification of the holy of holies,

as denoting Divine Celestial Good, see n. 10,129. Hence it is

evident that all those things which were anointed, were called

the holy of holies from the influx and presence of the Divine
Human of the Lord ; and all influx and presence of the Lord
is effected immediately, and also in the inferior heavens medi-

ately by [or through] celestial good, which is the good of tlie

inmost heaven ; therefore so far as the goods of the inferior

heavens contain and store up in them celestial good, which is

the good of love to the Lord, so far they are goods. From this

ground it is, that those things which were anointed were called

the holy of holies
;
concerning the immediate and mediate influx

of the Lord, see the passages cited, n. 9682, and n. 9683. But
to the intent that it may be known how the case herein is, it is

to be noted what representation is, and what a representative

church ; what they are, has been abundantly shown in the pas-

sages cited, n. 9229, 9280, 10,033. But whereas few at this

day know what they are, it is allowed to illustrate the subject

further in some respects. In the inmost heavens the affections

of good and truth, from the Lord, appertaining to the angels,

are what constitute their life, and their happiness ; these in the

ultimate heaven are presented in external forms, which are in-

numerable, with infinite variety ; whatsoever they see there with

their eyes is from this source. These things are representatives

of interior things, which are the affections of good and of truth,

and are called celestial and spiritual things ; the good spirits,

who perceive in those things, as in subjects, the holy things of

heaven, are interiorly affected. As for example, they see para-

dises with trees and fruits of innumerable species, in like manner
beds of roses, grass-plats, fields with sown corn, houses and
palaces, and several other things besides, all which correspond
to the affections of good and of truth, which are from the Lord
in the superior heavens ; there are also in these heavens repre-

sentatives, but which immensely exceed in perfection, in delight,

and in happiness, those things which are in the ultimate heaveu
;

these representatives are tlie things of which it is said, that no
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eye has ever seen such tilings ; if any thing also was to be said

concerning them, it would exceed human belief. From these

considerations it may be manifest what representatives are; all

things, which were instituted with the Israelitish nation, were
similar to those which are in the ultimate heaven, but in less

perfection, because in the nature of the world ; as the tent with

the ark, with the table on which were the breads of faces, with

the candlestick and its lamps, with the altar of incense, the

garments of Aaron and his sons, and afterwards the temple,

with the secret place there containing the ark on which were
the propitiatory and the cherubs ; also the brazen 6ea, the lavers,

and the like ; nevertheless innumerable more things appear in

the ultimate heaven, but in greater excellency and perfection.

From that heaven the things which were to be instituted amongst
the Israelitish nation were shown to Moses by the Lord in Mount
Sinai, as is evident in Exod. chap. xxv. 40

;
chap. xxvi. 30

;

chap, xxvii. 8 ; howbeit they were not seen by Moses there with

the eyes of his body, but with the eyes of his spirit. The nature

and quality of representatives may be further manifest from the

things which were seen by the prophets, as by Daniel, by John
in the Apocalypse, and by the rest, all which things contain

stored up in them Divine Spiritual and Celestial things ; that

these things are not intelligible without interpretation from the

internal sense, may be manifest to every one. From these con-

siderations it is now further evident what the representative

church is. This church was established in the land of Canaan
principally for the sake of the "Word, that this might be written

by representatives and significatives, thus by such things as

appertained to that nation, being in their church, and in their

land ; for all places in the land of Canaan, all mountains and
rivers there, from the most ancient times represented such things

as are in the heavens, 6ee n. 3686, 4240, 4447, 4454, 5136,

6516 ; and afterwards the inheritances, the tribes, and other

things. The literal sense of the Word of the Old Testament

was from such things, that there might be some ultimate into

which interior things might close, and on which they might

stand, as a building on its foundation, see n. 9360, 9824,

10,044. lie who is intelligent may know from these considera-

tions, that the Word is most holy, and that its literal sense is

holy from its internal sense, but that separated from it, it is not

holy ; for the literal sense, separate from the internal, is as the

external of man separate from his internal, which is an image
of no life, and is as the rind of a tree, of a flower, of a fruit,

or of a seed, without their interior principles, and as a founda-

tion without a house ; wherefore they who lay stress on the sense

of the letter of the Word alone, neither have doctrine, or pro-

cure to themselves from the Word a doctrine suitable to its in-

ternal sense, may be drawn into any heresies whatsoever. Hence
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it is, that the Word is called by such a book of heresies ; doc-

trine itself, derived from the "Word, ought altogether to give

previous light, and to guide. This doctrine is taught by the

internal sense, and he who is acquainted with this doctrine has

the internal sense of the Word. The Jewish nation, inasmuch
as they did not acknowledge any holy principle in the Word,
except in the mere sense of its letter, which they separated alto-

gether from the internal sense, fell on this account into such
darkness, that they did not know the Lord when he came into

the world; such is also the quality of that nation at this day,

wherefore although they live amongst Christians, still they do
not yet acknowledge the Lord from the Word. That that nation

was in external things without internal from the earliest time,

see what has been shown in the passages cited, n. 9320, 9380.

Wherefore unless the Lord had come into the world, and had
opened the interiors of the Word, communication with the hea-

vens by the Word would have been broken ; and if this had
been broken, the human race would have perished, for man can
think nothing of truth, and do nothing of good, except from
heaven, that is, by [or through] heaven from the Lord ; the

Word is what opens heaven.

10.277. " Every one that toucheth them shall be sanctified
"

—that hereby is signified communicative with all who receive

in love and faith, appears from the signification of touching,

as denoting communication, see n. 10,130 ; and from the sig-

nification of being sanctified, as denoting the influx and pre-

sence of the Lord, see just above, n. 10,273 ; and whereas the

influx and presence of the Lord is in love and faith, thus with

those who receive Him with love and faith, hence they are such
as are here called sanctified ; but it is the Divine appertaining

to them which alone is holy, and not at all their prcprium.

10.278. " And Aaron and his sons thou shalt anoint "—that

hereby is signified inauguration to represent the Lord in both

kingdoms, appears from the signification of anointing, as de-

noting to induce representation, as above; and from the repre-

sentation of Aaron, as denoting the Lord as to Divine Celestial

Good, thus in the celestial kingdom ; and from the repre

sentation of the sons of Aaron, as denoting the Lord as to

spiritual good, thus in the spiritual kingdom, see n. 9807,

10,017, 10,068.

10.279. " And shalt sanctify them to perform the office of

the priesthood to Me "—that hereby is signified to represent the

Lord as to all the work of salvation, appears from the significa-

tion of sanctifying, as denoting to represent the Lord as to

the Divine Human, see above, n. 10,273 ; and from the re-

presentation of the priesthood of Aaron and of his sons, as

denoting the work of the salvation of the Lord in successive

or ler, see n. 9S09, 10,017.
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10.280. " And thou shalt speak to the sons of Israel, say-

ing "—that hereby is signified instruction for those who are of

the church, appears from the signification of the sons of Israel,

as denoting the church, see the passages cited, n. 9340 ; and
from the signification of speaking and saying when from Jeho-
vah, as denoting instruction, see n. 6879, 6881, 6889, 6891,

7186, 7226, 7241, 7267, 7304, 7380, 7517, 8127.

10.281. " This shall be to Me the oil of anointing of holi-

ness "—that hereby is signified a representative of the Lord as

to "the Divine Human, appears from what was shown above,
n. 10,266.

10.282. " To your generations "—that hereby is signified in

all things of the church, appears from the signification of ge-

nerations, when concerning the sons of Israel, by whom is

signified the church, as denoting those who are of the church,

see n. 10,212 ; thus abstractedly from persons, the things which
are of the church. It is said abstractedly from persons, be-

cause the Divine things which proceed from the Lord, make
the church, and nothing at all of man

;
they flow in indeed

with man, nevertheless the}7 are not man's, but are of the Lord
with man. This being the case, the angels, in discoursing one
amongst another, discourse abstractedly from persons. Tnere-

tbre neither does the name of any person, of whom mention is

made in the Word, enter heaven, but the thing which is there

signified by the person. That all names of persons and of

places in the Word signify things, see n. 1888, 4442, 5905,

5225 ; and that names do not enter heaven, n. 1876, 6516,

10,216.

10.283. " On the flesh of man it shall not be poured "

—

that hereby is signified non-communicative with the proprium
of man, appears from the signification of the flesh of man, as

denoting his proprium, of which we shall speak presently; and
from the signification of pouring, as denoting to communicate;
for the like is signified b}r pouring as by touching, but to

pour is predicated of liquids, as of oil, wine and water, and to

pour forth of things Divine, celestial, and spiritual ; whereas to

touch is predicated of things dry and corporeal ; that the touch
denotes to communicate, see n. 10,130. Hence it follows, that

by the oil of anointing not being to be poured on the flesh of

man, is signified that the Divine Good of the Divine Love of

the Lord is not communicative with the proprium of man ; the

reason is, because the proprium of man is nothing but evil, and
the Divine Good of the Lord cannot be communicated with

evil. That the proprium of man is nothing but evil, see n. 210,

215,731,874, 875, 876, 987, 1023, 1024, 1047, 5660, 5786,

8480. There is appertaining to man the voluntary pr tprium,

and the intellectual proprium ; his voluntary proprium is evil,

and his intellectual proprium is the false principle theuce de-
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rived ; the former, namely, the voluntary proprium, is signi-

fied by the flesh of man, and the intellectual proprium by
the blood of that flesh. That this is the case, is manifest from
the following passages, *' Jesus said, blessed art thou, Simon,
because flesh and blood hath not revealed it to thee, but My
Father Who is in the heavens," Matt. xvi. 17. That flesh here

denotes the proprium of man, and also blood, is very evident.

And in John, " As many as received, to them gave He power
that they should be the sons of God, who were born, not of
bloods, nor of the will of the flesh, but of God," i. 12, 13. By
bloods are there signified the falses which proceed from the

intellectual proprium of man, and by the will of the flesh, the

evils which are from the voluntary proprium. That blood

denotes what is false derived from evil, thus the intellectual

proprium derived from the voluntary proprium, see n. 4735,
9127. And in Isaiah, "I will feed thine oppressors with their

flesh, and they shall be drunken vnth their blood as with new
wine," xlix. 26; where to feed them with their flesh, and to

make them drunken with their blood, denotes to All them full

of evil and the falses of evil, thus of the proprium, for each,

as well what is evil as what is false, is from the proprium.
And in Jeremiah, " Cursed is the man who confideth in man,
and makethflesh his aim," xvii. 5. To confide in man, and to

make flesh his arm, denotes to trust to himself and to his

proprium. And in Isaiah, "The people is become as the food

of tire ; if he fall off to the right hand he shall hunger, and if

he eat to the left hand they shall not be satisfied ; a man shall

devour the flesh of his arm / Manasseh Ephraim, and Ephraim
Manasseh," ix. 19, 20; by the food of fire is signified the ap-

propriation of evils or of the lust of the love of self and of the

world ; by being hungry and not being satisfied is signified not

to receive the good and truth of faith
;
by the flesh of the arm

each proprium ofman; by Manasseh, evil ofthe will, by Ephraim,
the false of the understanding; and by devouring, appropriation.

That fires denote evils or the lusts of the love of self and of

the world, see n. 5071, 5215, 6314, 6832, 7324, 7575, 9041.
The reason why being hungry and not being satisfied denotes
not to receive the good and truth of faith is, because by hunger
and by thirst is signified the desolation of good and of truth, n.

5360,' 5376, 6110, 7102, 8568; that the right hand denotes
good from which truth is derived, and the left hand truth pro-

ductive of good, see n. 10,061 ; hence to hunger if he fall off

to the right hand, and not to be satisfied if he devour to the

left hand, signifies that howsoever they are instructed concern-
ing good and truth, still they would not receive. That Ma-
nasseh denotes the good of the will, see n. 5351, 5353, 6222,

6234, 623S, 6267, and Ephraim the truth of the understanding,
n. 3f)69, 5354, 6222, 6231, 623S, 6267 ; hence in the opposite
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sense Manasseh denotes evil of the will, and Epliraim the false

of the understanding, for almost all things in the Word have
also an opposite sense. That to devour [or eat] denotes to ap-

propriate, see n. 3168, 3513, 3596, 4745. Hence it is evident

what is meant by devouring the flesh of his arm, namely, that

it denotes to appropriate to themselves what is evil and false de-

rived from their own proprium. It. is said the flesh of the arm.
because by the arm, in like manner as by the hand, is signified

that which appertains to man, and on which he confides, see

the passages cited, n. 10,019. And in Zechariah, " I said, I

will not feed you, dying let him die, let the rest eat every one
the flesh of another xi. 9 ; not to feed denotes not to instruct

and reform ; to die denotes to perish as to spiritual life ; to eat

the flesh of another denotes to appropriate to themselves the

evils which are from the proprium of another. And in Ezekiel,

''Jerusalem hath committed whoredom with the sons of Egypt
her neighbors great in flesh" xvi. 26 ; Jerusalem denotes the

perverse church ; to commit whoredom with the sons of Egypt
great in flesh denotes to falsify the truths of the church by sci-

entifics which are from the natural man alone, thus by sensual

6cientifics ; that Jerusalem denotes the church, see n. 402,

2117, 3654, in this case the perverse church ; that to commit
whoredom denotes to falsify truths, n. 2466, 2729, 8904; that

sons denote truths and also falses, n. 1147, 3373, 4257, 9807;
that Egypt denotes the scientific principle in both senses, see

the passages cited, n. 9340 ; and that it denotes the natural

principle, see the passages cited, n.9391 ; hence they are called

great in flesh, who reason and conclude from sensual things

concerning the truths of the church
;
they who do this, 6eize

upon falses instead of truths, for to reason and conclude from
sensual things is to reason and conclude from the fallacies of

the bodily senses ; wherefore they are sensual men who are

meant by great in flesh, since they think from the corporeal

proprium. And in Isaiah, " Egypt is man, not God; and his

horses are flesh, not spirit" xxxi. 3
;
Egypt also in this passage

denotes the scientific principle, his horses the intellectual prin-

ciple thence derived ; this is called flesh not spirit, when they

form conclusions from the proprium and not from the Divine.

That horses denote the intellectual principle, seen. 2761, 2762,

3217, 5321, 6534 ; and that the horses of Egypt denote the sci-

entifics grounded in a perverse intellectual principle, D. 6125,

8146, 8148. That, by flesh is signified the proprium of man, or

what is the same thing, his voluntary evil, is manifest from
Moses, where the subject treated of is the desire of the Israel-

itisli people to eat flesh, of which it is thus written, "The rabble

which was in the midst of the people, lusted concupiscence, and
said, who will feed us withflesh : Jehovah said, - to-morrow ye

shall eat flesh ; ye shall not eat it one day, nor two days, not
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five days, nor ten days, nor twenty days, even to a month of

days. And a wind went forth from Jehovah and brought quails

from the sea, and let them down upon the camp, as it were of

two cubits on the faces of the earth. The people arose the

whole day and the whole night, and the whole morrow, and
gathered and spread them round about the camp. The flesh

was yet between their teeth before it was swallowed, and the

anger of Jehovah burned into the people, and smote in the

people an exceeding great plague ; whence he called the name
of the place the sepulchres of concupiscence" Num. xi. 4, 18,

19, 20, 31, 32, 33. That flesh signified the proprium of that

nation, may be manifest from all things in the above passage

;

for unless this had been the case, what evil could there have
been in desiring flesh, when also flesh was before promised
them, Exod. xvi. 12 ; but whereas it signified the proprium,

thus the voluntary evil, in which that nation was principled

more than other nations, therefore it is said, when they desired

flesh, that they lusted concupiscence ; and on this account they

were smitten with a great plague ; and therefore the name of

the place where they were buried, was called the sepulchres of

concupiscences ; whether we speak of voluntary evil, or of con-

cupiscence, it is the same thing, for voluntary evil is concupis-

cence, since the proprium of man desires nothing but its own,
and not any thing of the neighbor, or any thing of God, ex-

cept for the sake of itself. Inasmuch as that nation was of

such a character, therefore it is said that they should eat flesh,

not one day, nor two, nor five, nor ten, nor twenty, but a
month of days, by which is signified that that nation is of such
a character for ever, for a month of days denotes for ever, and
therefore it is said, that the flesh being yet between their teeth,

before it was swallowed, they were smitten with a great plague,

for by the teeth is signified the corporeal proprium, which is the

lowest principle of man, n. 442, 4424, 5565 to 5568, 9062.

That that nation was of such a character, see in the passages

cited, n. 9380 ; and in the song of Moses, Dent, xxxii. 20 to

28, 32 to 34. In the Word, the spirit is opposed to the flesh,

since by the spirit is signified life from the Lord, and by the

flesh life from man; as in John, "It is the spirit which vivifies,

the flesh profiteth nothing ; the words which I speak to you are

spirit and are life" vi. 63. Hence it is manifest, that spirit

denotes life from the Lord, which is the life of love and faith to

Him from Him, and that flesh denotes life from man, thus his

proprium. Hence it is said, the flesh profiteth nothing, in like

manner in another passage in John, "That which is born of the

flesh, isflesh, but that which is generatedfrom the spirit, is spirit,"

iii. 6. And in David, " God remembered that they were flesh;
the spirit which went away would not return" Psalm lxxviii. 39.

Since by flesh, when predicated of man, is signified the pro
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prium, which is the evil of the love of self and the world, it is

evident what is signified by flesh, when predicated of the Lord,

namely, His proprium, which is the Divine Good of the Divine
Love ; this is signified by the flesh of the Lord in John, " The
bread which I shall give, is my Jlesh. Unless ye shall eat the

flesh of the Son, of Man, and shall drink His blood, ye shall not

have life in yon. He who eateth My Jlesh, and drinketh My
blood, hath eternal life

; for My flesh is truly meat, and 3f>/

blood is truly drink," v. 51, 53, 54, 55. That by the flesh <>\

the Lord is signified the Divine Good of His Divine Love, and
by blood the Divine Truth proceeding from that Divine Good,
thus similar things as by the bread and wine in the holy supper,

and that those things are the propriums in His Divine Human,
see n. 1001, 3813, 4735, 4978, 7317, 7326, 7850, 9127, 9393,

10,026, 10,032, 10,152. And that the sacrifices represented

the good things which are from the Lord, and that on this ac-

count their flesh signified good things, see n. 10,040, 10,079.

Moreover, in the Word throughout mention is made of all flesh,

and by it is meant every man, as Gen. vi. 12, 13, 17, 19 ; Isaiah

xl. 5, 6 ;
chap. xlix. 26

;
chap. lxvi. 16, 23, 24 ; Jer. xxv. 31

;

chap, xxxii. 27
;
chap. xlv. 5 ; Ezek. xx. 48

;
chap. xxi. 4, 5 ;

and elsewhere.

10,284. "And in its quality ye shall not make like it"

—

that hereby is signified non-imitation from the study of man,
appears from the signification of making in quality like it, or ot

making like oil by like aromatics, as denoting to procure for

imitation from the study of man ; that these things are signified

by those words follows from the series of things in the internal

6ense ; for it is said first, that it should not be poured upon the

flesh of man, by which is signified that it is non-communicative
with the proprium of man ; and next that it shall be holy to you

;

whereas that which is made from man, and from his study, is

made from his proprium, and is not holy, because study from
the proprium of man is nothing but what is false derived from
what is evil, for it respects itself and the world for an end, and
not the neighbor and God ; therefore it is called imitation. The
case herein is this ; all that is good and true, which is from the

Lord ; but the good and truth made in imitation thereof by man,
is not good and true ; the reason is, because every thing good
and true has life in it from an end ; an end from man is only for

the sake of himself; but what is good and true from the Lord is

for the sake of good itself and truth as ends, thus for the sake

of the Lord, since from the Lord is all good and truth. The end
appertaining to man is the man himself, for it is his will, and his

love ; for what a man loves and what he wills, this he regards as

an end ; all love appertaining to man from man is the love ot

self, and the love of the world for the sake of self; but the love

appertaining to man from the Lord is love towards the neighbor
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and love to God. The difference between those loves is .as

great as between hell and heaven ; and likewise the love of self,

and the love of the world for the sake of self, reign in hell, and
are liell ; whereas love towards the neighbor, and love to the

Lord reign in heaven, and are heaven ; man also is such, and
remains such to eternity, as his love is ; for love is the all of

man's will, and hence of his understanding, since the love

which makes the will, continually fiows-in into the understand-

ing, enkindling it, and illustrating it ; hence it is that they
who love evil think what is false in conformity with that love,

and derived from it, when they think with themselves, al-

though they speak otherwise before men from hypocrisy, and
some from persuasive faith, the quality of which may be
seen n. 9360, 9369. It is to be noted that man can from
study imitate Divine things themselves, and present himself

before men as an angel of light ; but before the Lord, and
before the angels, the external form does not appear, but the in

ternal, which, when it is from the proprium, is filthy
;
inwardly

appertaining to such persons is a mere natural principle, and no-

thing spiritual : they see only from natural light, and not at all

from the light of heaven, yea, neither do they know what the

light of heaven is, and what a spiritual principle is, for all their

interiors are turned outwards and almost like the interiors of

animals, nor do they suffer themselves to be elevated upwards
by the Lord ; when yet man has this peculiar privilege above
the beasts, that he is capable of being elevated to heaven, and
to the Lord from the Lord, and of thus being led ; all those

are so elevated, who love what is good and true for the sake of

what is good and true, which is the same thing as loving the

neighbor and God ; for the neighbor in the general sense is

what is good and true, and in an inferior sense is what is just

and right ; and likewise God is what is good and true, and what
is just and right, since those principles are from God. From
these considerations it may be manifest what it is to imitate

Divine things from the study of man. What is the quality of

such persons, is described in the Word throughout by Egypt
and Pharaoh, for by Egypt and Pharaoh are signified the sci-

entifics which are of the natural man ; it is likewise described
by Ashur, by whom is signified reasoning from scientitics. Con-
cerning Egypt, see the passages cited, n. 9340, 9391 ; and con-

cerning Ashur, n. 1186. Amongst spirits there are great num-
bers who imitate Divine things by study and art; for they pretend
things sincere, upright, and pious, insomuch that the good
spirits would be seduced, unless the Lord enlightened them,
and made them see their interiors, at the appearance of which
the good are seized with horror, and fly away ; but spirits of
this description are stripped of their externals, and let into their

interiors, which are diabolical, and thus of themselves they
vol. x. 18
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sink down into hell. More may he seen concerning these spirits

in the following article, n. 10,286.

10.285. " It shall be holy to you "—that hereby is signified

because the Divine of the Lord, appears from the signification

of holy, when concerning the oil of anointing, as denoting the

Divine of the Lord ; for the oil of anointing was representative

of the Divine Good of the Divine Love in the Divine Human of

the Lord, thus is i*epresentative of His Divine Human principle
;

for whether we speak of the Divine G-ood of the Divine Love,
or of the Divine Human, it is the same thing. Inasmuch as this

was signified by the oil of anointing, and was represented by
anointing, and this alone is holy, and hence what proceeds from
Him is holy, because it is of Him, therefore it is so often said,

that it is holy, see also above, n. 10,266.

10.286. "The man who shall make ointment like it"—that

herehy is signified the imitation of Divine things from art, ap-

pears from the signification of making like it. as denoting imi-

tation ; and from the signification of ointment, as denoting Di-

vineTruths which are of the Lord alone, and from the Lord alone,

6ee above, n. 10,264. The reason why imitation from art is

signified, is, because all imitation of things Divine by man is

effected from art. How the case herein is, may be manifest

from what was said and shown above, n. 10,284. But these

things may be further illustrated by those which have place

amongst spirits ; such of them as attribute all things to fortune,

and to their own prudence, and nothing to the Divine, as they

have done in the world, have the skill to imitate Divine things

by various methods ; for they present to view palaces almost like

those in the heavens, also groves and rural objects nearly re-

sembling those presented by the Lord amongst good spirits;

they adorn themselves with shining garments, yea, the syrens

also induce a beauty almost angelical ; but all these things are

the effect of art by phantasies
;
nevertheless, howsoever like

they appear in the external form, still in the internal they are

filthy ; which also is instantly made manifest to good spirits by
the Lord, for unless it was manifested, they would be seduced ;

for what is external is taken awa}', and when this is the case, the

diabolical principle within is extant. It is taken away by light

let in upon it from heaven, by virtue whereot the delusive lumen,

which is of phantasies, by which they produce such effects, is

dispersed. Hence it may be manifest what is the nature of imi-

tation of Divine things from art. But those things which are

from the Lord are inwardly celestial, and the more interior, so

much the more celestial, for Divine things increase in perfectior

towards interiors, nntil at length they are of ineffable perfection

and beauty. The case is similar with the imitation of what is

good and true amongst those who live eyilly. Such of them as

have the skill to assume a semblance of good affections, and of
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somewhat of charity towards the neighbor, and of love to God,

and together with those affections speak and preach the truths

of faith as from the heart, are in a like delusive and fantastic

lumen ; wherefore when the external principle is taken away
from them, which make a pretence or what is internal, the infer-

nal principle appears, which lay inwardly concealed, which is

mere evil, and the false of evil ; and in this case it is in like

manner presented to view, that that evil is their love, and the

false of that evil their faith. From these considerations it is

further evident what the imitation of things Divine from the

study of man is, treated of above, n. 10,281.

10,287. " And he who shall give of it upon a stranger"

—

that hereby is signified conjunction with those who do not

acknowledge the Lord, thus who are in evils, and in the falses

of evil, appears from the signification of giving upon any one,

when concerning Divine Truths, which are signified by the

aromatic ointment, as denoting to conjoin ; and from the signi

fication of a stranger, as denoting one who is not of the church,

thus who does not acknowledge the Lord, and hence who is

in evils and falses ; for he who does not acknowledge the Lord,

is not of the church ; and he who denies the Lord, is in evils

and falses, for what is good and true comes from no other

source than from Him. That strangers signify such, will be

manifest from the passages in the Word which will follow

;

but it may be expedient first to say something concerning the

conjunction of Divine Truth with 'hose who do not acknowledge
the Lord. This conjunction is profanation, for profanation is

the conjunction of Divine Truth with falses derived from evil
;

and this conjunction, which is profanation, is not given with

any others but those who have first acknowledged those things

which are of the church, and especially the Lord, and after-

wards deny the same ; for by the acknowledgment of the truths

of the church and of the Lord, communication is effected with

the heavens, and hence the opening of the interiors of man
towards heaven ; and by denial afterwards is effected the con-

junction of the same with falses derived from evil ; for all things

which man acknowledges remain implanted, since nothing
perishes with man which has entered by acknowledgment.
The state of the man who is a subject of profanation, is, that

he has communication with the heavens, and at the same time
with the hells, by truths with the heavens, and by the falses of

evil with the hells ; hence in the other life is effected their

dilaceration, whereby every thing of interior life perishes. They -

appear after dilaceration scarce as men any longer, but as burnt
bones, in which is little of life, see what has been before said

and shown concerning profanation, namely, that they profane
who have first acknowledged Divine Truths, and afterwards
deny them, n. 1001, 1010, 1059, 2051, 3398, 4289, 4601, (3318,
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6960, 6963, 6971. S394. That they who have denied those tilings

from infancy, as the Jews and others, do not profane, n. 593,

1001, 1010, 1059, 3398, 3489, 6963. And that the greatest heed
is taken b}7 the Lord to prevent profanation being effected by
man, n. 301, 302,303, 1327, 1328, 2426, 3398, 3402, 3499, 6955.

But it is to be noted, that there are very many genera of profa-

nations, and very many species of those genera ; for there are

those who profane the goods of the church, and there are those

who profane its truth ; there are those who profane much, and
there are those who profane little ; there are those who profane

interiorly, and there are those who profane more exteriorly
;

there are those who profane by faith against the truths and
goods of the church, there are who profane by life, and there

are who profane by worship. Hence are given several hells of

profaners, which are distinct from each other according to the

diversities of profanations. The hells of the profanations of

good are to the back ; but the hells of the profanations of truth

are under the feet and to the sides; they are deeper than the

hells of all other evils, and are seldom opened. That strangers

denote those who do not acknowledge the Lord, and are un-

willing to acknowledge, whether they be out of the church, or

within it, thus who are in evils, and in the falses of evil, and in

the sense abstracted from persons, that they denote evils and the

falses of evil, is manifest from several passages in the Word. It

is said, who do not acknowledge the Lord, thus who are in evils

and the falses of evil, since they who do not acknowledge the

Lord, must needs be in evils and the falses of evil, for from the

Lord is every good and truth of good ; wherefore they, who deny
the Lord, are in evils and the falses of evil, according to tho

Lord's words in John, " Unless ye believe that I am, ye shall

die in your sins" viii. 24. That these are strangers, is manifest

from the following passages in Isaiah, " Your land is a desert,

your cities are burned with lire; you?' ground before you strangers

shall devour ; and the desert shall be as the overthroto of
strangers" i. 7 ;

by land in this passage is not meant land

nor by cities and by ground cities and ground ; but by land is

meant the church, in like manner by ground, and by cities the

truths of the church, which are called doctrinals, and which
arc said to be burned with lire, when they are consumed by the

evils of the loves of self and the world ; hence it is evident what
is signified by strangers devouring the ground, namely, evils

and the falses of evil the church ; and by the land being a de-

sert. That land [or earth] denotes the church, see the passages

cited, n. 9325 ; and that ground in like manner, n. 566, 1068;
that cities denote the doctrinals of the church, thus its truths,

n. 226S, 2450, 2712, 2943, 3126, 4492, 4493, and fire the evils

of the loves of self and the world, n. 1297, 1861, 2446, 5071,

5215, 6314, 6832, 7575, 9041. And in Jeremiah, " He co
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vered our faces with ignominy, when strangers came against

the sanctuaries of the house of Jehovah" li. 51. Strangers

against the sanctuaries of the house of Jehovah, denote evils and
the falses of evil against the truths and goods of the church

;

those of the nations were called strangers who served in the

Jewish Church, and by the nations of that land are also signified

evils and falses, n. 9320. Again, in the same prophet, "Thou
sayest there is no hope, none ; but Twill love strangers, and will

go after them" ii. 25 ; to love strangers and to go after them,
denotes to love evils and the falses of evil, and to worship them.

And in Ezekiel, " I will bring the sword upon you, and will give

you into the hand of strangers" xi. 8, 9 ; where to bring a sword
denotes falses from evil fighting against truths derived from
good

; to give into the hand of strangers denotes that they should

believe and serve those falses. That a sword denotes truth com-
bating against falses, and in the opposite sense the falses com-
bating against truths, see n. 2799, 6353, 7102, 8291. Again,
" By the deaths of the uncircumcised thou shalt die, in the hand
of strangers" xxviii. 10; the uncircumcised denote those who
are in filth}* loves and their lusts as to life, howsoever they may
be in doctrinals, n. 2049, 3412, 3413, 4462, 7045, 7225, whose
death is spiritual death ; in the hand of strangers denotes in

evils themselves and the falses of evils. Again, " Jerusalem
is an adulterous woman, under her man [vir], she receiveth

strangers" xvi. 32; Jerusalem an adulterous woman denotes

the church wherein good is adulterated ; to receive strangers

denotes to acknowledge evils and the falses of evil in life and
doctrine. And in Joel, " Jerusalem shall be holiness, neither

shall strangerspass through it any more,' 'iii. 17; Jerusalem also

in this passage denotes the church, but in which the Lord is

acknowledged : the life is formed by the good, and faith by the

truths which are from the Lord
;
strangers not passing through

it any more denote evils and the falses of evil which are from hell,

that the}' shall not enter. And in David, uStrangers have risen

against me, and the violent have sought my soul," Psalm liv. 3
;

strangers also here denote evils and the falses of evil ; the violent

denote the same offering violence to goods and truths
;
they who

look at the sense of the letter of the Word alone, understand
nothing else by strangers but those who are out of the church,
and that they rose up against David ; nevertheless there does
not any thing of person enter into the heavens, but the things
which are signified, n. 8343, 8985, 9007 ; thus not strangers,

but instead of them, strange things, which are those that are
alienated from the church, thus evils and the falses of evil, which
destroy the church

;
by David also, against whom they arose,

is perceived the Lord, n. 1888, 9954. And in Moses, "He
hath forsaken the God who made him, and made light of the
rock of his salvation

;
they provoked him to zeal hy strangers"
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Deut. xxxii. 15, 16 ; to forsake God, and to make light of the

rock of salvation, denotes to deny the Lord ; to provoke by
strangers, denotes by evils and the falses of evil. That a rock

denotes the Lord as to the truths of faith, see n. 8581. More-
over also in other places strangers denote evils and falses,

as Isaiah xxv. 2, 5 ; Jer. xxx. 8 ; Ezek. xxxi. 11, 12. Since

strangers signified those who are in evils and the falses of evil,

therefore it was forbidden that a stranger should eat the huly

things, Levit. xxii. 10 ; that a stranger shall approach to the

office of the priesthood, or to the guard of the sanctuary ; and it

he came near, that he should be slain, Numb. i. 51 ;
chap. iii.

10, 38
;
chap, xviii. 7. It was also forbidden to burn incense

from strange fire, on which account Xadab and Abihu, the

sons of Aaron, were consumed by fire from heaven, Levit. x.

1, 2; for by the holy fire which was from the altar, was signified

Divine Love, but by strange fire, infernal love, and hence also

evils and their lusts, see n. 1297, 1S61, 21-16, 5071, 5215,

6311, 6832, 7575, 9011. Mention is also made of strangers

[alienigenae], expressed in the original tongue by another term
than strangers [etf.ieni], and by them are signified falses them-
selves, as in the Lamentations, " 0 Jehovah, have respect to our

ignominj* ; our inheritance is turned away to strangers [alienos],

and our houses to strangers [alienigenae]," v. 1, 2. And in

Obadiah, ''Strangers [alieni] have led captive his strength,

and strangers [alienigenae] have entered his gates, and upon
Jerusalem they shall cast a lot," verse 11. To cast a lot upon
Jerusalem denotes to destroy the church, and to dissipate its

truths. And in Zephaniah, "I will visit upon the princes and
upor. the sons of the king, and upon all that are clothed in the

clothing of a stranger [alienigenae,]" i. 8. Clothed in the cloth-

ing of a stranger denote those who are in falses ; for princes

and the sons of a king, upon whom was visitation, denote pri-

mary truths, and, in the opposite sense, primary falses. That

princes have this signification, see n. 1182, 2089, 5011. That
kings denote truths themselves, and, in the opposite sense, falses

themselves, n. 2015, 2069, 3009, 15S1, 1966, 5011, 5068, 6U8.
Hence the sons of a king denote the things thence derived.

And in David, ''Deliver me, and snatch mefrom the hands of
the son of a stranger [alienigenae]; whose mouth speakeih

vanity, and their right hand is the right hand of a lie, Psalm
cxliv. 7, 8, 11. That the sons of a stranger [alienigenae] de-

note those who are in falses, thus falses, is very manifest, for it

is said, whose mouth speaketh vanity, and their right hand is

the right hand of a lie ; for vanity is falsity of doctrine, and a

lie is the false [principle] of life, n. 9218.

10,288. " Shall be cut off from his people "—that hereby is

signified separation and spiritual death, appears from the signi-

fication of being cut off and slain, as denoting to be separated
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from those who are in good and the truths thence derived, and
to perish as to spiritual life, see n. 6767, 8902 ; and from the

signification of people, as denoting those of the church who aro

in the truths and goods of faith, see n. 3581, 4619, 6451, 6464,

7207 ; thus to be cut off from the people, denotes to be separat-

ed from them and to perish. They who are of the church, are

called in the Word sometimes a people, sometimes a nation,

as the Israelitish people, and the Judaic nation
;
by people are

there signified those who are of the spiritual church, and by
nation those who are of the celestial church ; hence it is that

ueople signify the truths and goods of faith, but nations the

goods of love, see the passages just now cited.

1U,2S9. Yerses 34, 35, 36, 37, 38. And Jehovah said to

Moses, take to theefragrant spices, stacte, and onycha, and gal-

banum [which are] fragrant, and purefrankincense ; so much
shall he in so much. And thou shalt make it incense, an ointment

the work of an ointment-dealer, salted, pure, holy. And thou
shalt bruise of it into small pieces, and shall give of it before the

testimony in the tent of the congregation, where I will meet thee

there, the holy of holies it shall be to you. And the incense

wit ich thou makest in its quality, ye shall not make to yourselves /

it shall be holy to thee to Jehovah. The man [vir] who shall

make like it, to make an odor with it, shall be cut offfrom his

people. And Jehovah said to Moses, signifies illustration and
perception again by the Word from the Lord. Take to thee

fragrant spices, signifies the affections of truth derived from
good which shall be in Divine Worship. Stacte, signifies the

affection of sensual truth ; and onycha, the affection of interior

natural truth; and galbanum, the affection of truth still more
interior. Fragrant, signifies affections derived from spiritual

good ; and pure frankincense, inmost truth, which is spiritual

good. So much shall be in so much, signifies all manner of
correspondence. And thou shalt make it incense, signifies

worship from those principles. An ointment, the work of an
ointment-dealer, signifies from the influx and operation of the

Divine of the Lord into all and singular things. Salted,

signifies the desire of truth to good. Pure, signifies without
evil. Holy, signifies without the false of evil. And thou shalt

bruise of into small pieces, signifies the arrangement of

truths into their series. And thou shalt give of it before the

testimony in the tent of the congregation, signifies the worship
of the Lord in heaven and the church. Where I will meet
thee there, signifies from the influx of the Lord. The holy
of holies it shall be to you, signifies since from the Lord.
And the incense which thou makest, in its quality ye shall

not make to yourselves, signifies that worship derived from
the holy truths of the church ought not to be applied to the

loves of man. It shall be holy to thee to Jehovah, signifies
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that worship ought to be applied to Divine Love. The man who
shall make like it to make odor with it, signifies imitation of

Divine Worship by the affections of truth and good derived

from the propriam. Shall be cut off from his people, signifies

separation from heaven and the church, and spiritual death.

10.290. " And Jehovah said to Moses "—that hereby is sig-

nified illustration and perception again by the Word from the

Lord, appears from the signification of saying, when concerning
Jehovah, as denoting illustration and perception ; that it denotes

illustration, see n. 7019, 10,215, 10,231: and that it denotes

perception, n. 1791, 1815, 1819, 1822, 1898, 1919, 20S0, 2862,

3509, 5S77 ; and from the representation of Moses, as denoting

the Word, see n. 6752, 7014, 7089 ; and that Jehovah in the

Word denotes the Lord, see the passages cited, n. 9373. Hence
it is evident that by Jehovah said to Moses is signified illustra-

tion and perception by the Word from the Lord. Tiie reason

why these things are signified is, because the Lord speaks with

the man of the church no otherwise than by the Word, for on
such occasion He illustrates man, so as to enable him to see the

truth, and He also gives perception that man may perceive that

it is so ; but this is effected according to the quality of the

desire <>f truth with man, and the desire of truth with man is

according to the love of it
;
they who love truth for the sake of

truth are in illustration, and they who love truth for the sake of

good are in perception. What perception is, may be seen, n.

483, 495, 521, 536, 597, 607, 784, 1121, 1387, 1919, 2144,

2145, 2171, 2515, 2831, 5227, 5920, 76S0, 7977, 8780. But the

Lord spake with Moses and the prophets by a living voice, to

the intent that the Word might be promulgated, that it was of

such a quality as to contain an internal sense in all and singular

things ; hence also these words, Jehovah said to Moses. The
angels, who are in the internal sense, do not know what Moses
is, since the names of persons do not enter heaven, n. 10,282,

but instead of Moses they perceive the Word, and the expression

to say is turned with them into what is congruous, thus in the

present instance, into being illustrated and perceiving; saying

and speaking also, when from the Lord by the Word, in the

angelic idea, have no other meaning.
10.291. "Take to thee fragrant spices"—that hereby are

signified the affections of truth derived from good, which ought

to be in Divine Worship, appears from the signification of spices,

as denoting the perceptions and affections of truth and good,

see n. 10,254. The reason why it denotes which ought to be

in Divine Worship is, because by the incense, which was pre-

pared from them, is signified Divine Worship, of winch we
shall speak presently. The spices which are now mentioned,
are altogether of another kind than the spices from which the

oil of anointing was prepared, spoken of above, in verses 23,
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24; those are also called spices, but in the original tongue they

are expressed by another terra. Those spices, from which the

oil of anointing was prepared, signify in like manner the per-

ceptions and affections of truth and good like these spices, but

with this difference, that the former truths belong to the celes-

tial class, but the latter to the spiritual class ; that the former

truths belong to the celestial class, see n. 10,254 ; that the latter

truths belong to the spiritual class, will be seen in what follows.

It may be expedient to say briefly what is meant by belonging

to the celestial class, and to the spiritual class ; it has been

often said that heaven is distinguished into the celestial king-

dom and into the spiritual kingdom ; in each kingdom there is

a difference of truths as of goods ; the good of the celestial

kingdom is the good of love to the Lord ; and the good of the

spiritual kingdom is the good of charity towards the neigh-

bor; every good has its own. truths, celestial good its own,
and spiritual good its own, which are altogether different from
each other ; what the quality of the difference is, may be mani-

fest from what was shown concerning each kingdom in the pas-

sages cited, ii. 9277. The reason why every good has its own
truths is, because good is formed by truths, see n. 10,252,

10,266, and also manifests itself by truths. Those principles

are like the voluntary and intellectual principles appertaining to

man ; his voluntary principle is formed by the intellectual and
also manifests itself by it. What is of the will is called good,

and what is of the understanding is called truth.

10,292. " Stacte "— that hereby is signified the affection

of sensual truth, appears from the signification of stacte, as

denoting sensual truth ; that it denotes the affection of that

truth, is owing to its fragrance ; for odor signifies what is

perceptive, a fragrant odor what is gratefully perceptive, and
a disagreeble stinking odor what is ungratefully perceptive

;

and all that is gratetul and ungrateful of perception is from
the affection which is of love, and according to it, see n. 925,

1514, 1517, 1518, 1519, 3577, 4624 to 4634, 4748, 5621,

10,054. In general it is to be noted, that all things whatsoever
in the vegetable kingdom, whether they be the productions
of forests, or of gardens, fields, plains, as trees, sown corn,

flowers, grasses, and pulse, both generally and specifically,

signify things spiritual and celestial ; the reason of this is,

because universal nature is a theatre representative of the

Lord's kingdom, see the passages cited, n. 9280. The reason
why stacte denotes the affection of sensual truth is, because it is

named in the first place ; for there are four spices from which
the incense was prepared, as there were also four spices from
which the oil of anointing was prepaied ; and that w hich was
named in the first place, is the most external ; as what was
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named in the first place for the preparatioa ol the oil of anoint-

ing, which was the best myrrh. That this denotes the percep-
tion of sensual truth, see above, n. 10,252. The reason why
four spices were taken for the preparation both of the oil and of

the incense was, because they signified truths in their order
from what is external to what is internal ; and with man they
also have such a succession ; for man has an external principle

which is called the external man, and an internal principle

which is called the internal man, and in each there is what is

exterior and interior ; the most external principle is called sen-

sual : this therefore is what is signified bv stacte. What the

sensual principle is, and what is its quality, see n. 9996, 10,230.

That stacte denotes the affection of sensual truth, cannot be
confirmed from other passages in the Word, because it is no
where else mentioned ; but stacte of another kind, which is also

expressed by another term in the original tongue, is mentioned
amongst those spices which were brought down into Egypt,

Gen. chap, xxxvii. 25
;
chap, xliii. 11. And those things which

were brought down into Egypt involve such as are in the ex-

ternal or natural man, since by Egypt is signified the scientific

principle, which is of the natural man, see the passages cited,

n. 9391.

10,293. "Andonycha"—that hereby is signified the affec-

tion of interior natural truth, appears from the signification of

fragrant onycha, as denoting the affection of natural truth
;
by

onveha is signified that truth, and by fragrant the perceptivity

of what is grateful, which is from the affection of truth, thus

the affection itself. It is called fragrant onycha, because it is

said above and after the enumeration of these spices, in these

wornjs, take to thee fragrant spices, stacte and onycha, and
galbanum, that arefragrant. The reason why it. is the affec-

tion of truth in the natural principle, which is signified by
onycha, is, because it is named in the second place ; for the

spices are named in order according to the truths appertaining

to man from the most external to the inmost. Hence it is that

by stacte is signified the affection of sensual truth, which is

truth the most external, by onycha the affection of natural

truth, which is interior truth in the natural man, by galbanum

the affection of truth still more interior, which truth is interior

truth in the spiritual or internal man, and by frankincense in-

most truth in the internal man, which is spiritual good ; in like

manner as was signified by the spices from which the oil of

anointing was prepared, which was the best myrrh, aromatic

cinnamon, aromatic calamus and cassia ; that those spices sig-

nified truths in such an order, see n. 10,252, 10,254, 10,256,

10,258; but that the difference is, that those tiuths which are

signified by the spices of the oil of anointiug, belong to the
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celestial class, whereas these truths which are signified by the

spices of the incense, belong to the spiritual class, on which
subject see above, n. 10,251, 10,290.

10.294. " And galbanum "—that hereby is signified the

affection of truth still more interior, appears from what was
said just above, n. 10,293. That onycha and galbanum denote

truths successively interior, cannot otherwise be confirmed than

from order, since they do not occur in the Word elsewhere.

10.295. " That are fragrant "—that hereby are signified af-

fections from spiritual good, appears from the signification of

fragrant spices, as denoting the affections of truth derived from
good, see above, n. 10,291 : that it is from spiritual good, see

n. 10,254, 10.290, 10,293. The reason why the incense was
wrought from spices, which signified truths derived from spi-

ritual good, or what is the same thing, why the truths which
are signified by those spices belong to the spiritual class, is,

because by incense is signified Divine Worship which is effected

by truths derived from that good, for confessions, adorations,

prayers, and the like, are what are specifically signified by
incense, see n. 9475. Such things come forth from the heart

by the thoughts and by the speech ; that this worship is effected

by spiritual truths, may be manifest from the ideas which influ-

ence man when in that worship, for the ideas, in which man is

on such occasions, are from his memory and thence from the

intellectual principle, and the things which thence proceed are

called spiritual. But as to what concerns Divine Worship
from celestial good, such as prevails with those who are in the

Lord's celestial kingdom, it is not effected by confessions,

adorations, and prayers, of the same quality with those who are

in the spiritual kingdom, thus not by truths from the memory,
but by truths from the heart, which act in unity with the love

itself in which th'ey are principled ; for the truths appertaining
to them are inscribed on their love, wherefore when they do
from love what is prescribed, they do it at the same time from
truths, without any thought concerning them from what is doc-
trinal, thus without calling them forth from the memory. That
such is the state of those who are in the Lord's celestial king-

dom, may be manifest from what was shown concerning that

kingdom and concerning the spiritual kingdom in the passages
cited, n. 9277. That incense signifies confessions, adorations,

prayers, which through the mouth proceed from the thought,
see n. 9475, 10,177, 10,198.

10.296. " Pure frankincense "—that hereby is signified in

most truth, which is spiritual good, appears from the significa-

tion of frankincense, as denoting what is defecated from the
false of evil.- The reason why inmost truth, which is signified

by frankincense, is spiritual good, is, because the good apper-
..lining to those who are in the Lord's spiritual kingdom, is
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nothing but truth, which is called good, when man wills and
does it from conscience and from affection ; for with the spiritual

all the will principle is destroyed, but the intellectual principle

is preserved entire by the Lord, and in it is implanted a new
will principle by regeneration from the Lord, which will principle

is the conscience appertaining to them, which is the conscience

of truth ; for whatsoever is implanted in the intellectual prin-

ciple, and proceeds from the intellectual principle, is truth, for

the intellectual principle of man is dedicated to the reception of

the truths which are of faith, but the will principle is dedicated

to the reception of the goods which are of love. Hence it is

evident that spiritual good in its essence is truth. That a new
will principle with the spiritual is implanted in their intellectual

part, and that hence the good appertaining to them in its

essence is truth, may be seen in the passages cited, n. 9277,

9596, 9684. It is said of inmost truth that it is good, by reason

that the more interior things are, so much the more perfect,

and because the inmost principle of man is his will principle,

and what is of the will principle, this is called good. That
frankincense denotes inmost truth, thus spiritual good, may be
manifest from the passages above adduced from the Word, n.

10,177. Inasmuch as frankincense denotes spiritual good, and
good is what reigns in all truths, arranges them, conjoins them,
and gives affection for them, therefore frankincense is mentioned
in the last place, and on this account vessels of fuming were
from it called censers ; for the denomination is made from the

essential principle, which is good ; in like manner as the oil of

anointing is denominated from the oil of olive, and not from the

spices from which it was together prepared, for a similar reason,

namely, because oil signified good, and spices truths. It is

called pure frankincense because pure signifies what is defecated

from the falses of evil ; and in the original tongue, by that

expression is signified what is interiorly pure, but by another

expression what is exteriorly pure or clean. That what is in-

teriorly pure is signified by that expression, is manifest from
Isaiah, " Wash ye, render yourselves pure, remove the evil of

your works from before mine eyes," i. 16. And in David, "In
vain have I rendered my heart pure, and washed my hands in

innocence," Psalm lxxiii. 13 ; to render the heart pure is to be
purified interiorly, and to wash the hands in innocence is

exteriorly. And again, "Be purein thyjudging" Psalm li. 4.

That by another expression is signified what is exteriorly pure
or clean, see Levit. xi. 32 ; chap. xii. 7, 8 ;

chap. xiii. 6, 13, 17,

23, 28, 34, 37, 58 ;
chap. xiv. 6, 8, 9, 20, 48, 53 ;

chap xv. 13

;

28
;
chap. xvi. 30

;
chap. xxii. 7 ; Jer. xiii. 27; Ezek. xxiv. 13;

chap. xxix. 12 ; and elsewhere.

10,297. "So much shall be in so much"—that hereby is

signified all tnanner of correspondence, appeal's from the signi-
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fication of the expression so much in so much, by which is

meant as much alike from one and from the other, or as much
from the frankincense as from the spices, and by the quantity

both of measure and of weight is signified correspondence, in

this case ail manner of correspondence.

10,298. "And thou shalt make it incense "—that hereby is

signified worship grounded therein, appears from the signifi-

cation of incense, as denoting confessions, adorations, prayers,

and such things of worship which come forth from the heart

into the thought and speech, see n. 9475 ; for by the smoke of

incense is signified elevation, n. 10,177, 10,198 ; and by fragrant

odor, grateful perception and reception, see the passages
cited, n. 10,292. Inasmuch as Divine worship, which is sigui

tied by the incense of spices is here described, and by the spices

from which that incense was prepared, are signified truths in

their order, it may be expedient to say briefly how the case

is with that worship ; but this is an arcanum which cannot be
revealed, unless it be known what is the nature and quality

of man. Man is not a man from the face, nor even from
speech, but from understanding and will ; such as his under-

standing and his will is, such is the man. That he has nothing

of understanding at his birth, and also nothing of will, is a

known thing; also that his understanding and his will is

formed by degrees from infancy ; hence man is made a man,
and of a quality according to the quality of the formation

of both those principles with him. The understanding is

formed by truths, and the will by goods, insomuch rhat ins

understanding is nothing else but the composition of such
things as are referred to truths, and the will nothing else

than the affection of such things as are called goods ; hence it

follows, that man is nothing else but the truth and the good,
from which both his faculties are formed. All and singular the
things of his body correspond to those faculties, which may be
manifest from this consideration, that the body in an instant

acts what the understanding thinks, and the will wills ; for

the mouth speaks according to the things thought of, the face

changes itself according to the affections, and the body exer-

cises gesture according to the pleasure of both ; hence it is

evident that the quality of the whole man throughout is

according to the quality of his intellectual principle and his

will principle, thus according to his quality as to truths and as

to goods
;

for, as was said, truths constitute his intellectual

principle, and goods his will principle: or, what is the same
tiling, man is his own truth and his own good. That this is

the case, appears manifestly amongst spirits ; these are nothing
else but their own truths and their own good, which they have
pur on during their lives in the world as men ; and still thc^y are

human forms; hence from their face shines forth the quality ot
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the truths and goods in which they are principled, and also from
the sound and affection of their discourse, and from the ges-

tures, especially from the expressions of their speech ; for the

expressions of their speech are not such as prevail amongst
men in the world, but are altogether consonant to the truths

and goods which appertain to them, so that they proceed from
them naturally ; in this speech spirits and angels are principled

when thej* discourse together. Man is in like speech as to his

spirit, when he lives in the world, although at that time he is

ignorant of it ; for he thinks from similar ideas, as has also

been observed by some of the learned, who have called those

ideas immaterial and intellectual ; those ideas become expres-

sions after death, when man becomes a spirit. From these

considerations it is further evident, that man is nothing but his

own truth and his own good : hence it is that man after death re-

mains as he has been made truth and good. It is said as he has

been made truth and good, and thereby is also meant as he has

been made what is false and evil ; for evil men call what is false

truth, and what is evil good. This is the arcanum which ought
altogether to be known, to the intent that it may be known
how the case is with Divine worship. But besides this, there

is one arcanum more, namely, that in every idea of thought
proceeding from the will of man, there is the whole man ; this

latter also follows from the former, for man thinks from his own
truth, and wills from his own good, which are himself. That

this is the case, may be manifest from this experience, that

when the angels perceive one idea of a man, or one idea of a

spirit, they instantly know what is the quality of the man, or

what is the quality of the spirit. These observations are made
to the intent that it may be known how the case is with Divine

worship, which is signified by the incense of spices, namely,
that the whole man is in all and singular the things of his wor-

ship, inasmuch as truth and good are therein, which are himself:

this is the reason why four spices are mentioned, by which are

signified all truths in the complex. From these considerations

it also follows, that it is the same thing whether we say that

Divine worship consists of these truths and goods, or say that

man consists of them, since the whole man is in all the ideas of

thought which are of worship, aswassaid.

10,299. " Ointment, the work of a dealer in ointment"

—

that hereby is signified from the influx and operation of the

Divine of the Lord into all and singular things, appears from

the signification of ointment or what is aromatic, as denoting

troths in all and singular the things of worship, see n. 10,264;

and from the signification of the work of a dealer in ointment

or a dealer in spices, as denoting the influx and operation of

the Divine itself, see n. 10.265. How it is to be understood

mat influx and operation must be into all and singular tho
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things of worship, it may be expedient also briefly to say. It

is believed by those who are not acquainted with the arcana of

heaven, that worship is from man, because it proceeds from

thought and from affection, which are principles appertaining

to him ; but. the worship which is from man is not worship, con-

sequently the confessions, adorations, and prayers, which are

from man, are not confessions, adorations, and prayers, which
are heard and received by the Lord ; but they must be from the

Lord Himself with man. That this is the case, is known to the

church, for she teaches that from man there does not any good
proceed, but that all good is from heaven, that is from the Di-

vine there; hence also all good in worship, and worship without

good is not worship ; from this ground the church prays,

when she is in a holy principle, that God may be present,

and lead her thoughts and discourse. The case herein is

this ; when man is in genuine worship, on such occasion the

Lord flows-in into the goods and truths which appertain to

the man and elevates them to Himself, and with them the

man, so far and in such quality as he is in them. This ele-

vation does not appear to the man if he be not in the genuine
affection of truth and good, and in the knowledge, acknow
ledgment, and faith, that all good comes from above from
the Lord. That the case is so, may be apprehended even by
those who are worldly wise, for they know from their erudi-

tion, that natural influx, which is called by them physical

influx, is not given, but spiritual influx ; that is, that nothing
can flow in from the natural world into heaven, but vice versa.

From these considerations it may be manifest how it is to be
understood, that the influx and operation of the Divine of the

Lord is into all and singular the things of worship. That the

case is so, it has also been given frequently to experience, for

it has been given to perceive the influx itself, the calling forth

of the truths which appertained to me, the application to the

objects of prayer, the affection of good adjoined, and the elevation

itself. But although this is the case, still man ought not to let

down his hands and expect influx, for this would be to act the

part of an image without life ; he ought still to think, to will,

and to act, as from himself, and yet to ascribe to the Lord the

All of the thought of truth, and of the endeavor of good
;
by

so doing the faculty is implanted from the Lord of receiving

Himself and influx from Himself. For man was created to no
other intent, than to be a receptacle of the Divine, and the

faculty of receiving the Divine is no otherwise formed ; the fa-

culty being formed, he has then no other will than that it should
be so ; for he loves influx from the Lord, and holds in aversion
operation from himself, inasmuch as influx from the Lord is the

influx of good, but operation from himself is the operation of

evil. In such a state are all the angels of heaven ; wherefore
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by them in the Word are signified truths and goods which are

from the Lord, inasmuch as they are receptions of them, see n.

1925, 3039, 40S5, 1295.

10,300. " Salted "—that hereby is signified the desire ot

I ruth to good, appears from the signification of salt, as denot-
ing rhe desire which is of the love of truth to good, of which
we shall speak presently ; hence salted denotes [the thing or

principle] in which that desire is. The reason why there ought
to be a desire of truth to good is, because that desire is con-

junctive of both*; for so far as truth desires good, so far it id

conjoined to it. The conjunction of truth and good is what is

called the heavenly marriage, which is heaven itself with man ;

wherefore when in Divine worship and in all and singular the

things thereof, there is the desire of that conjunction, heaven is

in all and singular the things there, thus the Lord; this is sig-

nified by the requirement that the incense should be salted.

That salt has this signification, is from its conjunctive nature
;

for it conjoins all things, and hence gives them relish
;
yea, it

conjoins water and oil, which otherwise are not conjoinable.

When it is known that by salt is signified the desire of the con-

junction of truth and good, it may be known what is signified

by the Lord's words in Mark, "livery one shall be salted with

fire f
and every sacrifice shall be salted with salt ; salt is good,

but if the salt be without saltness, wherewith will ye season it.

Have salt in yourselves,*' ix. 49, 50. Every one shall be salted

with fire, denotes that every one from genuine love will desire;

every sacrifice shall be salted with salt, denotes that the desire

derived from genuine love must be in all worship ; salt without

saltness signifies desire from some other love than what is ge-

nuine; to have salt in themselves denotes the desire of truth to

good. That fire denotes love, see n. 4906, 5071, 5215, 6314,

6S32, 10,055 ; and that sacrifice denotes worship in general,

n. 922, 6905, 8680, S936. Who can know what is meant by
being salted with fire, and why the sacrifice should be salted,

and what by having salt in themselves, unless it be known
what tire means, what salt, and being salted ? In like manner
in Luke, " Every one of you, who doth not deny all his facul-

ties, cannot be My disciple. Salt is good, but if the salt b<>

-infatuated, by what shall it be seasoned ; it is neither fit for tiie

earth, nor for the dunghill, they shall cast it forth abroad,"

xiv. 34, 35. To deny all his faculties denotes to love the Lord

above all things, faculties denote the things which are proper

to man ; salt infatuated denotes desire grounded in the pro-

prium, thus in the love of self and the world ; such desire is

salt infatuated, not tit for any thing; as also in Matthew, "Ye
are the salt of the earth, but if the salt be infatuated, by what
shall it be salted; it is no longer tit for any thing but to bo

cast forth abroad, and to be trodden under foot of men," v
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13, 14. That in all worship there must be a desire of truth

to good, is also signified by the law, " That every offering of
a cake should be salted; and that upon every offering there

shouldbe the salt of the covenant of Jehovah, " Levit. ii . 13. By
a cake and an offering, which is sacrifice, is signified worship,

as above ; and salt is there called the salt of the covenant of

Jehovah, since by covenant is signified conjunction, see n.

665, 666, 1023, 1038, 1864, 1996, 2003, 2021, 6804, 8767,

S77S, 9396, 9416. Desire also is the very ardor of love,

thus what is continuous of it, and love is spiritual conjunction.

As the desire of truth to good conjoins, so the desire of what
is false to what is evil disjoins, and what disjoins, this also

destroys, hence by salt in the opposite sense is signified the

destruction and de-vastation of truth and good ; as in Jeremiah,
" Cursed be the man who maketh flesh his arm ; he shall not

see when good shall come, but shall dwell in parched places,

in a salt land, which is not inhabited," xvii. 5, 6. To make
flesh his arm denotes to trust in self, thus in his own proprium,

and not in the Divine, see n. 10,283 ; and whereas the pro-

prium consists in loving self above God and the neighbor,

it is the love of self which is thus described. Hence it is said

that he shall not see when good shall come, and that he shall

dwell in parched places and in a salt land, that is in filthy loves

and their desires, which have destroyed the good and truth of

the church. And in Zephaniah, " It shall be as Gomorrah, a
place left to the nettle, and a pit of salt, and a waste to eternity,"

ii. 9 ; a place left to the nettle denotes the ardor and burning
of the life of man from the love of self; a pit of salt denotes the

desire of what is false, which, inasmuch as it destroys truth and
good, is called a waste to eternity ; it is said that it shall be as

Gomorrah, since by Gomorrah and Sodom is signified the love

of self, n. 220. That the wife of Lot was turned into a statue of
salt, because she turned her faces to those cities, Gen. xix. 26,
signified the vastation of truth and good, for to turn the faces

lo any thing in the internal sense denotes to love, n. 10,189.
Hence it is that the Lord says, let him not return to the things
behind him, remember Zotfs wife, Luke xvii. 31, 32. And in

Moses, " The whole land thereof is sulphur and salt and burn-
ing, according to the overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah,"
Dent. xxix. 22

;
by [land or earth] in this passage, as also in

other passages in the Word, is meant the church, see the
passages cited, n. 9325. Hence now it was that the cities which
were no longer to be inhabited, were to be sown with salt, Judges
ix. 45. From these considerations it is evident that by salt, in
the genuine sense, is signified the desire of truth to good, thus
what is conjunctive, and in the opposite sense the desire of the
lalse to evil, thus what is destructive. He therefore who knows
u at salt denotes the desire of truth to good, and their conjunc-

vol. x. 19
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tive principle, may also know What is signified by the waters of
Jericho being healed byhlisha through the cexsting-in of salt into

their goingforth, 2 Kings ii. 19, 20, 21, 22 ; for by Elisha as by
Elias was represented the Lord as to the "Word, n. 2762, 8029

;

and by waters are signified the truths of the Word, by the waters

of Jericho the truths of the Word in the sense of the letter, in

like manner by the going forth of the waters ; and by salt is

signified the desire of truth to good, and the conjunction of

both, whence comes healing.

10.301. " Pure "—that hereby is signified without evil, ap-

pears from the signification of pure, as denoting without evil.

Inasmuch as all evil is impure, and all good is pure, therefore

mention is made of being purified from sins and from iniquities,

and it is predicated of the heart, that is of the will, for the

heart in the Word signifies the will; n. 2930, 7542, 8910, 9300,

9491, because the love, n. 3883 to 3896, 9050.

10.302. " Holy "—that hereby is signified without the false

of evil, appears from the signification of holy, as denoting the

Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord, see n. 6788, 7499, 8302,

8330, 9229, 9818, 9820 ; hence that is called holy, which is

without the false of evil. It is called the false of evil, since

there is given what is false without evil, as in the case of some
upright ones amongst the nations out of the church, and also

with some amongst Christians within the church ; but what is

false defiled from what is evil, is evil itself, for it is from that

source; whereas what is false with those who are principled in

good is not defiled by evil, but is purified from it; whence also

such a false principle is accepted of the Lord almost as truth,

and is also easily turned into truth, for they who are in good
are inclinable to receive truth. Concerning each false principle,

both that which is from evil, and that which is not from evil,

seethe passages cited, n. 9304, 10,109.

10.303. " And thou shalt bruise of it into small pieces "

—

that hereby is signified the arrangement of truths into their se-

ries, appears from the signification of bruising, when applied to

frankincense and to spices, by which are signified truths, as de-

noting the arrangement of truths into their series ; for bruising

lias a like signification with grinding, but grinding is predicated

of wheat, barley, fitches, whereas bruising is predicated "f nil,

frankincense, and spices. What is specifically signified by
bruising and grinding, cannot be known, unless it be known
how the case is with man in respect to the goods and truths

which are signified by wheat, barley, meal, fine flour, oil, frank-

incense and spices, when they are arranged for uses ; for grind-
ing and bruising denote arranging them for use. When grind-
ing is predicated of the goods, which are signified by wheat or

barley, then by grinding is signified the arrangement and
production of good into truths, and thereby application te
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uses. Good also, in no case, puts itself forth into uses except
by truths ; it is arranged into truths and is thereby qualified ;

for good, unless it can be arranged into truths, has not any
quality, and when it is arranged into truths, it is then arranged
into series in application to things according to uses, into which
things good enters as the affection of love, whence comes
w hat is grateful, pleasant, delightful. The like is here signified

by bruising into small pieces, for pure frankincense denotes
spiritual good, n. 10,296 ; and the truths, which are arranged

from that good, are the spices, s>tacte, onycha, and galbannm,
n. H»,292, 10,293, 10,294. What is meant by arrangement
into series, it may also be expedient briefly to explain ; truths

are said to be arranged into series, when they are arranged
according to the form of heaven, in which form the angelic

societies are ; what the quality of that form is, is manifest from
the correspondence of all the members, viscera, and organs of

man with the Grand Man, which is heaven, concerning which
correspondence, see the passages cited, n. 10,030 ; in those

members, viscera, and organs, all and singular things are ar-

ranged into series, and series of series ; fibres and vessels form
them, as is known to those who are acquainted with the textures

and contextures of the interiors of the body from anatomy ; into

similar series the truths derived from good are arranged with

man. Hence it is that a regenerate man is a heaven in the least

form, corresponding to the Grand Man ; and that man through-

out is altogether his own truth and good. That a regenerate
man is heaven in the least form, see the passages cited, n. 9279

;

and that man is his own truth and good, see above, n. 10,298
;

and that truths with man are arranged into series according to

angelic societies with the regenerate, n. 5339, 5343, 5530. The
series into which truths are arranged with the good, and the

series into which falses are arranged with the evil, are signified

in the Word, by sheaves and bundles, as Levit. xxiii. 9 to 15
;

Psalm cxxvi. 6 ; Psalm cxxix. 7 ; Amos ii. 13 ; Micah iv. 12
;

Jer. ix. 22 ; Zech. xii. 6; Matt. viii. 30. When therefore it is

evident what is signified by bruising and grinding, it may be
known what is signified in the internal sense by the sons of Is-

i ih I grindingthe manna in mills, orornising it in a mortar, and
baking it into cakes, Numb. xi. 8 ; for by the manna was sig-

nified celestial and spiritual good, n. 8464 ; and by grinding and
bruising, arrangements to serve for use ; for whatsoever is said

in the Word is significative of such things as are in heaven and
in the church, for all things have an internal sense. Also what
is signified by not takingfor a pledge a mill or a mill-stone, since

lie receives the soul for a pledge, Dent. xxiv. 6 ; for by a mill

and a mill-stone is signified that which prepares good that it

may be applied to uses
;
by barley also and by wheat is signified

good, and by meal and fine flour truths, and good by its truths
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is applied to use, as was said above. Hence it may be manifest

what is signified by a mill, by a mill-stone, and by sitjing at

mills in tbe following passages, "Then two shall he grinding at

the mill, the one shall be taken, the other shall be left," Matt.

xxiv. 41. Again, " He who shall scandalize one of these little

ones that believe in Me, it is expedient for him that an ass-

millstone be hanged about his neck, and he be sunk into the

depths of the sea," Matt, xviii. 6 ; Mark ix. 42. And in the

Apocalypse, " A strong angel lifted up a stone as a great mill-

stone, and cast it into the sea, saying, thus with violence shall

Babylon be cast down ; no voice of a mill shall any longer be

heard in her" xviii. 22. And in Jeremiah, "I will take from
them the voice ofjoy, the voice of mills and the light of a lamp,"
xxv. 10. And in Isaiah, " O daughter of Babel sit in the earth,

there is no throne 0 daughter of the Chaldeans ; take a mill and
grind meal" xlvii. 1, 2 ; as a mill and grinding in a good sense

signifies application to good uses, so in the opposite sense it

signifies application to evil uses ; hence when it relates to

Babel and Chaldea it signifies application in favor of their

loves, which are the loves of self and the world ; for by barley

and wheat with them is signified good adulterated, and by meal
thence derived truth falsified. The profanation of good and
truth by application to those loves is also signified by Moses
breaking into pieces the golden calf and sprinkling it upon the

waters that came down from Mount Sinai, and making the sons

of Israel to drink, Exod. xxxii. 20 ; Deut. ix. 21.

10.304. "And thou shalt give of it before the testimony in

the tent of the congregation"—that hereby is signified the

worship of the Lord in heaven and the church, appears from
the signification of the incense, which was to be given before

the testimony, as denoting worship, see above, n. 10,298 ; and
from the signification of the testimony, as denoting the Lord ai

to Divine Truth, see n. 9503 ; and from the representation of

the tent of the congregation, as denoting heaven, see n. 9457,

94S1, 9485 ; and since it denotes heaven it denotes also the

church, for the church is heaven in the earth.

10.305. " Where I will meet thee there"—that hereby is sig-

nified from the influx of the Lord, appears from the significa-

tion of meeting, when concerning t lie Lord, as denoting his

presence and influx, see n. 10,147, 10,148, 10,197 ; in this

case from the influx of the Lord, since the subject treated of is

worship, which is signified by incense ; for the all of worship,

which is truly worship, flows-in from the Lord, as may be ma-
nifest from what was shown above, n. 10,299.

10.306. " It shall be to you the holy of holies"—that hereby
is signified since from the Lord, appears from the signification

of holy, as denoting all that and onlv that which proceeds from
the Lord, see n. 6788, 7499, 8302*, 8330, 9229, 9S18, 9820
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10.307. " And the incense which thou makest in its quality,

ye shall not make to yourselves"—that hereby is signified that

worship grounded in the holy truths of the church ought not to

be applied to the loves of man, appears from the signification

of incense, as denoting worship, see above, n. 10,298 ; and
from the signification of making in its quality, as denoting from
the holy truths of the church, for to make in its quality is to

make from the same spices, and by the spices which were stacte,

onycha, and galbanum, are signified the holy truths of the

church in their order, n. 10,292, 10,293, 10,294 ; and from the

signification of not making to yourselves, as denoting to apply
to man's own proper uses, thus to his loves, for what a man does

for the sake of himself, he does for the sake of his loves. Ap-
plication is here understood, because it is said to make to them-
selves. It may be expedient also to say how the case herein

is ; all the truths of the church have respect to two loves,

namely, love to God, and love towards the neighbor ; that the

whole AVord, which is the Divine Truth itself, from which all

the truths of the AVord are derived, hangs on those two loves,

is manifest from Matthew, chap. xxii. 37 ; and from Mark, chap,

xii. 30, 31 ; and from Luke, chap. x. 27 ; it is there said that

all the law and the prophets hang on those loves, and by
the law and the prophets, is signified the whole Word. But
it is the contrary to apply the Divine Truth or the truths of the

church to the loves of man ; hence man turns himself from the

Lord to himself, which is from heaven to hell, and becomes as

one of them there ; for in hell they have the Lord to the

back, and their own loves in front
;
yea, when they are inspected

by the angels, they appear inverted with the head downwards
and the feet upwards. When Divine Truths are applied to the

loves of man, they are no longer truths, since by application evil

enters them which perverts them, and induces the face of what
is false. If in this case it is said to them, that they are not so

to be understood but otherwise, they are not willing to appre-
hend, and some do not apprehend ; for to say what is contrary
to principles confirmed by his loves, is to say what is contrary
to the man himself, because contrary to his intellectual principle

derived from his will-principle. Concerning those who by ap-

plication to their own loves falsify truths, and adulterate goods,
much is said in the AVord where Babel is treated of, especially

in the Apocalypse.
10.308. " It shall be holy to thee to Jehovah"—that hereby

is signified that worship ought to be applied to Divine Love,
appears from the signification of holy, as denoting all that pro-

ceeds from the Lord, as above, n. 10,306 ; and from the signifi-

cation of incense, of which it is said that it shall be holy to thee

to Jehovah, as denoting worship, see also above, n. 10,29S ; that

it denotes that it ought to be applied to Divine Love, follows
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from what immediately precedes, where it is said that they

should not make such incense to themselves, by which is signi-

fied that worship grounded in the holy truths of the church
ought not to be applied to the loves of man, n. 10,307. By
Divine Love is meant love to the Lord, and love towards the

neighbor ; the reason why the latter love is also Divine is, be-

cause it likewise proceeds from the Lord ; for no one can love

the neighbor from himself, for in such case he loves the neigh-

bor and confers benefits upon liim for the sake of himself, which
is to love himself. That the whole Word which is the Divine
Truth Itself, from which all the truths of the church are derived,

has respect to those two loves as ends, see just above, n. 10,307;
hence also Divine worship ought to respect the same, since all

worship, which is truly worship, is from truths, as may be mani-
fest from what was shown above concerning the spices of the in-

cense, by which are signified the truths of worship ; and the

truths of worship are then applied to Divine Love, when it is

made to appertain to man from the Lord, according to what
was said above, n. 10,299.

10,309. " The man who shall make like it to make an odor

with it
*'—that hereby is signified the imitation of Divine worship

by the affections of truth and good from the proprium, appears

from the signification of making like it, as denoting the imi-

tation of Divine worship, for by making is signified to imitate,

and by the incense of which it is said, is signified Divine
worship, as above ; and from the signification of making an
odor, as denoting to please, which, since it is effected by the

affections of truth ami good, these are what are signified by
pleasing, for odor denotes the perceptivity of what is grateful,

thus what pleases, n. 10,292. That it denotes from the pro-

prium, is evident, for it is said, whosoever shall make it shall

be cut off from his people ; for from the proprium denotes wbat
is not from the affection of truth and good for the sake of truth

and good, but for the sake of self, and to do any thing for the

sake of self, is for the sake of gain, honors, and reputation, as

ends, and not for the sake of the salvation of the neighbor and
the glory of the Lord ; hence it is from evil and not from good,

or what is the same thing, from hell and not from the Lord
;

this therefore is what is meant by the imitation of Divine wor-

ship by the affections of truth and good from the proprium,

which is signified by making incense like it to make an odor

with it. Those who do so, are those who love the world above
heaven, and themselves above God ; such persons also, when
they think inwardly, or witli themselves, believe nothing about

heaven, and about the Lord, but when they think out of them-

selves, as is the CAM when they speak before men, they then

Speak of heaven and of the Lord from a greater affection and
faith than others, and this in proportion as they are inflamed by
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gain, by honor and reputation. Their state on such occasions

is, that they are interiorly black, and exteriorly white, that is,

tjiej are devils in the form of angels of light; for the interiors

are closed, which should be exposed to heaven, and the exteriors

are open, which are exposed to the world ; and if on such oc-

casions from an affection as of love they elevate the eyes and
the hands to heaven, they are yet as images made so by art

;

they appear also as such before the angels. And if you are dis-

posed to believe it, there are several of this character in hell,

who are present with and inspire men of a like character, espe-

cially preachers, who imitate Divine worship by the affections

of truth and good from the proprium. Which also is permitted

of the Lord, since they thus also perform uses ; for good men
still receive the Word from them well, since the Word from
whatsoever mouth it comes forth is received by man according

to the quality of his good. But such external things, inasmuch
as they are pretences, are stripped off from them in the other

life ; and in this case their spirit appears black as it had been
in the body.

10,310. " He shall be cut off from his people "—that hereby
is signified separation from heaven and the church, and spiri-

tual death, appears from the signification of being cut off from
people, as denoting separation and spiritual death, see n. 10,289;
that it denotes separation from heaven, is manifest from what
was said just above, n. 10,309. The reason why it denotes also

from the church is, because they alone are of the church, in

whom the church is ; and the church is in those who are in

the affection of truth for the sake of truth, and in the affection

of good for the sake of good, thus who are in love towards the

neighbor, and in love to God ; for the neighbor is good and
truth, and also is God, since good and truth are of God, thus

are God with them. They who are not such, are not of tho

church, howsoever they may be in the church.

CONCERNING THE THIRD EARTH IN THE STARRY HEAVEN.

10.311. THERE appeared some spirits from afar, who
were not willing to approach ; the reason was, because they could

not be together ivith the spirits of our earth who were then about
me ; hence Iperceived that they were from another earth, and 1

was afterwards told that they were from a certain ecrth in the

it inverse ; but where that earth is, I was not informed.
10.312. They were unwilling to think at all about, their

body, or even about any thing corporeal and material, contrary
to the spirits from our earth ; hence it was that they were not

willing to upprouch, for spirits consociate and dissociate uc
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cording to affections and the thoughts thence derived ; neverthe-

less after the removal of several spirits from our earth, they

came nearer and discoursed with me. But on this occasion there

was felt an anxiety arising from the collision of spheres ; for
spiritual spheres encompass all spirits and societies of spirits,

flowing forth from the life of the affections and of the thoughts

thence derived; wherefore if the affections be contrary, collision

takes place, whence comes anxiety.

10.313. They told, the spirits of our earth, that they durst

not approach to them, since in approaching they were not only

seized with anxiety, but also appeared to themselves from a

phantasy as if they were bound as to the hands and feet with

serpents, from which they could not be loosed until (hey retired ;

such phantasy isfrom correspondence ; for the sensual corporeal

principle of man is represented, in the other life, by serpents ;

wherefore by serpents in the Word is also signified the sensual

principle, which is the ultimate of the life of man.
10.314. Inasmuch as the spirits of that earth are of such a

quality, therefore they do not appear as other spirits in a per-

spicuous human form, but as a cloud; the better of them as

a dusk// cloud with ivhitish tints, resembling what is human.
They said, that inwardly they are white, and that when they

become angels, that duskiness is changed into a beautiful blue,

which also was shown me.

10.315. / asked them whether they entertained such an idea

concerning their bodies during their abode in the world as men ,

they replied, that the men of their earth make no account oj

their bodies, but only of the spirit in the body, because they

know that the spirit is to live for ever, but that the body must

perish. The face however they do not call body, by reason

that the affections of their spirits appearfrom theface, ami the

thoughts grounded in affectionsfrom the eyes. They said also,

that several in their earth believe that, the spirits cf their bodies

have been from eternity, being infused into the body when they

were conceived ; but they added, that now they know that it

is not so, and that they repent, for having entertained so false

an opinion.

10,310 When I asked them whether they were willing to

see any objects in our earth, informing them that it was pos-

sible to do so through mi/ eyes, they replied first that they

could, not, and next that they would not, since they should see

nothing but terrestrial and material things, from which they

remove their thoughts as far as possible.

10.317. A continuation of the subject concerning this third

earth in the universe will be given at the close of the follow-

ing chapter.
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EXODUS.

CHAPTER THE THIRTY-FIRST.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY AND FAITH.

10.318. MAN, without a revelation from the Divine, cannot
know any tiling about eternal life, nor even any thing about
God, and still less about love and faith to Him; for man is

born into mere ignorance, and must after birth learn every thing

from worldly things, from which he must form his understand-
ing ; he is also born hereditarily into all evil, which is of self-

love and the love of the world ; the delights thence derived are

perpetually prevalent, and suggest such things as are diametri-

cally opposite to the Divine. Hence now it is that man of him-
self knows nothing about eternal life ; therefore there must
necessarily be a revelation to communicate such knowledge.

10.319. That the evils of the love of self and the world in-

duce such ignorance concerning those tilings which relate to

eternal life, is very manifest from those within the church, who,
although they know from revelation that there is a God, that

there is a heaven and a hell, that there is eternal life, and that

that life is to be acquired by the good of love and faith, still

fall into denial concerning those subjects, as well the learned

as the unlearned. Hence it is further evident what great ig-

norance would prevail, if there were no revelation.

10.320. Since therefore man lives after death, and moreover
to eternity, and a life awaits him according to his love and faith,

it follows that the Divine, out of love towards the human race,

revealed such things as may lead to that life, and conduce to

man's salvation. What the Divine has revealed, with us, is

the Word.
10.321. The Word, inasmuch as it is a revelation from the

Divine, is Divine in all and singular things ; for what is from
the Divine cannot be otherwise.

10.322. What is from the Divine descends through the hea-

vens even to man ; wherefore in the heavens it is accommo-
dated to the wisdom of the angels who are there, and in the

earths it is accommodated to the apprehension of the men who
are there. Wherefore in the Word there is an internal sense,

which is spiritual, for the angels, and an external sense, which
is natural, for men. Hence it is that conjunction of heaven
with man is effected by the Word.

10.323. The genuine sense of the Word is apprehended by
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none but those who are illustrated ; and they only are illustrated,

who are in love and faith to the Lord, for the interiors of such
are elevated by the Lord even into the light of heaven.

10.324. The Word in the letter cannot be apprehended ex-

cept by doctrine derived from the Word by one who is illus-

trated ; for the sense of'its letter is accommodated to the ap-

prehension of men, even the simple ; wherefore doctrine de-

rived from the Word must be to them for a lamp.
10.325. The books of the Word are all those which have an

internal sense; but those which have not, are not the Word.
The books of the Word in the Old Testament are, the five

books of Moses, the book of Joshua, the book of Judges, the

two books of Samuel, the two books of the Kings, the Psalms
of David ; the Prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah, the Lamentations,

Ezekiel, Daniel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah,
Xahuni, Habakkuk. Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malacki

;

and in the New Testament, the four Evangelists, Matthew,
Mark, Luke, John, and the Apocalypse.

CHAPTER XXXI.

1. AND Jehovah spake to Moses, saying,

2. See, I have called by name, Bezaleel the son of Uri, the

son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah.

3. And I have filled him with the spirit of God, in wisdom,
and in intelligence, and in science, and in every work.

4. To contrive contrivances, to make in gold, and in silver,

and in brass.

5. And in the engraving of a stone for filling, and in the

engraving of wood, to make in every work.

6. And I, behold, I have given with him Aholiab, the son

of Ahisamach, of the tribe of Dan ; and in the heart of every

wise one in heart I have given wisdom ; and they shall make
all things which I have commanded thee.

7. The tent of the congregation, and the ark for the testi-

mony, and the propitiatory which is above it, and all the ves-

sels of the tent.

8. And the table and its vessels; and the pure candlestick

and all its vessels, and the altar of incense.

9. And the altar of burnt-offering and all its vessels, and the

laver and its base.

10. And the garments of ministry, and the garments of holi-

ness for Aaron the priest, and the garments of his sons, to per-

form the office of the priesthood.

11. And the oil of anointing, and the incense of spices for
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what is holy
;
according to all things which I have commanded

thee, they shall do.

12. And Jehovah spake to Moses, saying,

13. Also speak thou to the sons of Israel, saying
;
altoge-

ther My sabbaths ye shall keep, because it is a sign between
Me and between you to your generations, to know that I

Jehovah sanctify you.

14. And ye shall keep the sabbath, because this is holy to

you ; he that profaneth it, dying shall die ; because every one
that doeth work in it, that soul shall be cut off from the midst

of his people.

15. Six days shall work be done, and on the seventh day is

the sabbath of a sabbath, holy to Jehovah ; every one that

doeth work on the day of the sabbath, dying shall die.

16. And the sons of Israel shall keep the sabbath, to make
the sabbath to their generations the covenant of an age.

17. Between Me and between the sons of Israel this sign is

for an age ; because in six days Jehovah made the heaven and
the earth, and on the seventh day rested and respired.

18. And he gave to Moses, in his finishing to speak with

him on Mount Sinai, the two tables of the testimony, tables of

stone, written with the finger of God.

THE CONTENTS.

10,326. THE subject here treated of in the internal sense is,

first, a representative church about to be established with those
who are in the good of love and in the good of faith to the

Lord ; this is signified by those things which are in a sum re-

counted to be done by Bezaleel of the tribe of Judah, and
Alioliab of the tribe of Dan. The subject next treated of is

the conjunction of the Lord with that church by representa-
tives, which is signified by the sabbath, which was to be kept
holy.

THE INTERNAL SENSE.

10,327. VERSES 1 to 11. And Jehovah spake to Moses,
mying, See, I have called by name, Bezaleel the son of TJri, the
son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah. And Ihave filled him with
the spirit of God, in wisdom, and in intelligence, and in science,

and in every work. To contrive contrivances, to make in gold,
and hi silver^ and in brass. And in the engraving of a stonefor
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filling, and in the engraving of wood, to make in every work.
And I, heboid, I have given with him Aholiab, the son of Ahisa-
mach, of the tribe of Dan. And in the heart of every vme one
in heart I have given wisdom ' and they shall make all things

which Ihave commanded thee. The tent of the congregation, and
the arkfor the testimony j and the propitiatory which is above it,

and all the vessels of the tent. And the table and its vessels / and
the pure candlestick and all its vessels / and the altar ofincense.
And the altar of burnt-offering and all its vessels : and the laver

and its base, and the garments of ministry, and the garments of
holiness for Aaron the priest, and the garments of his sons, to

perform the office of the priesthood. And the oil of anointing;

and the incense ofspices,for what is holy ; according to all th in gs

vihiehIhave commanded thee, they shall do. And Jehovah spake
to Moses, saying, signifies illustration and perception by the

Word from the Lord. See I have called by name, Bezaleel the

son of Uri, the son of Hur, of the tribe of Judaii, signifies those

who are in the good of love, with whom the church was to be
established. And I have filled him with the spirit of Clod, sig-

nifies iuflux and illustration from Divine Truth which is from
Divine Good. In wisdom, and in intelligence, and in science,

and in every work, signifies as to those things which are of the

will, and of the understanding, in the internal and in the exter-

nal man. To contrive contrivances, to make in gold, and in

silver, and in brass, signifies to represent goods and truths inte-

rior and exterior, which are of the understanding from the will,

thus which are of faith from love. And in the engraving of

a stone for filling, signifies to represent all things of faith

serviceable to the good of love. And in the engraving of

wood to make in all work, signifies to represent all good what-

soever. And I, behold, I have given with him Aholiab, the son

of Ahisamach of the tribe of Dan, signifies those who are in

the good and truth of faith with whom the church is to be
established. And in the heart of every wise one in heart I have
given wisdom, signifies all who will and do what is good and
true for the sake of what is good and true. And they shall

make all things which I have commanded thee, signifies Divine

Truths which are from the Word, which were to be repre-

sented in things external. The tent of the congregation and the

ark for the testimony, signifies a representative of heaven in

general where the Lord is. And the propitiatory which is above
them, signifies a representative of the hearing and reception of

all things which are from the good of love. And all the vessels

of the tent, signifies a representative of ministering goods and
truths. And the table and its vessels, signifies a representative

of spiritual good derived from celestial. And the pure candle-

stick and all its vessels, signifies a representative of truth from

that good. And the altar of incense, signifies a representative
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of worship derived from them. And the altar of burnt-offering

and all its vessels, signifies a representative of worship from the

good of love and its truths. And the laver and its base, signi-

fies a representative of purification and regeneration, and the

natural principle. And the garments of ministry, and the gar-

ments of holiness for Aaron the priest, signifies a representative

of the Lord's spiritual kingdom, adjoined to His celestial

kingdom. And the garments of his sons, signifies a repre-

sentative of inferior spiritual things. To perform the office of

the priesthood, signifies a representative of the Lord's salvation.

And the oil of anointing, signifies a representative of the Lord

as to the Divine Good of the Divine Love in His Divine
Human. And the incense of spices, signifies a representative

of worship from truths. For what is holy, signifies for the repre-

sentative church. According to all things which I have com-
manded thee they shall do [or make], signifies according to

Divine Truths which are from the Word, which were to be
represented in things external.

10.328. "And Jehovah spake to Moses, saying"—that

hereby is signified illustration and perception by the Word from
the Lord, appears from what was shown above, n. 10,290.

10.329. " See, I have called by name Bezaleel the son of

Uri, the son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah "—that hereby are

signified those who are in the good of love, with whom the

church is about to be established, appears from the significa-

tion of calling by name, as denoting to elect such, namely, who
are meet, of which we shall speak presently ; and from the
representation of Bezaleel, as denoting those who are in the

good of love. The reason why those are here represented by
Bezaleel is, because he was of the tribe of Judah, and by that

tribe are signified those who are in celestial good, which is the

good of love to the Lord, and, in the sense abstracted from
persons, the good of celestial love. That this is signified by
Judah and his tribe, see n. 3651, 3881, 6363, 6361, 8770.

But what is represented by Uri, the father of Bezaleel, and by
Hur, his grandfather, is manifest from the generation of celestial

good ; it is generated from the doctrine of celestial truth and
good, hence by them are signified those doctrines. That by
Hur is represented the doctrine of truth, see n. 9124. They
who keep the mind [animus] in the sense of the letter of the

Word, as is done in the historicals more intensely than the

propheticals, may be surprised at its being said that by the

names of those men such things are signified ; but they who
know what the quality of the Word is, will not be surprised

;

for there is a spiritual principle in all and singular things ; in

the names themselves which occur in the Word, there is nothing
spiritual, unless they signify the things of the church and
heaven, for these things are spiritual ; hence it follows, that by
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these names also are signified things. That names in the Word
signify things, see n. 1224, 1264, 1SS8, 4412, 5905, 5225, 6516

;

and that names do not enter heaven, but the things which are

signified, n. 1876, 10,216, 10,282. The reason why calling by
name, in the spiritual sense, denotes to elect such as are meet,

is, because by name without person is signified quality, as may
be manifest from the passages in the Word where mention is

made of name. That by name is signified quality, see n. 144,

.145, 1754, 1896, 54009, 2724, 3004 to 3011, 3421, 6674, 6887,

8274, 88S2, 9310 ; and also by calling without a name, n. 3421,

3659 ; and that to call by name denotes to elect, n. 8773.

There are two who are here named, who were called by Jehovah
to make the works which were commanded by Moses on Mount
Sinai, Bezaleel of the tribe of Judah, and Aholiab of the tribe

of Dan
;
by Bezaleel are signified those who are in the good of

celestial love, and by Aholiab those who are in the good and
truth of faith. They who are in the good of celestial love, are

in the inmost principle of heaven and of the church, bu* they

who are in the good and truth of faith, are in its ultimate prin-

ciple ; thus by these two are signified all in the complex with

whom the church can be established, for by first and last, or

by what is inmost and outermost, are signified all and all things,

see n. 10,044 ; and that by Aholiab of the tribe of Dan are

signified those who are in the good of faith, will be seen in

what follows. From these considerations it is now evident, that

by the words, " I have called by name Bezaleel the son of Uri,

the son of llur, of the tribe of Judah," are signified those who
are in the good of love, with whom the church was about to he

established.

10,330. " And I have filled him with the spirit of God"

—

that hereby is signified influx and illustration from Divine Truth

which is from the Divine Good of the Lord, appears from the

6ignilication of tilling with the spirit of God, as denoting influx

and illustration from the Divine Truth; for filling, when it

relates to Jehovah, denotes influx, and with man, illustration
;

and the spirit of God is the Divine Truth which is from the

Divine Good of the Lord. The reason why tilling, when con

cerning Jehovah or the Lord, denotes influx, and with man
illustration, is, because influx is predicated of all good and all

truth which comes out of heaven from the Lord ; and since

this influx illustrates man, illustration is predicated of man.

That that Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of

the Lord is the Spirit of God, see n. 9818. Inasmuch as few

know how the case is with the influx of Divine Truth, and

with illustration thence with man, it is here allowed to make a

few observations on those subjects. That all the good of love

and the truth of faith is not from man, but out of heaven from

the Divine there with man, is a thing known in the church
;
also
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that they are in illustration who receive that good and truth.

But the influx and illustration is effected in this manner;
mart is of such a quality, that as to his interiors, which are

of the thought and will, he can look downwards, and can

look upwards ; to look downwards is to look outwards into the

world and to himself, and to look upwards is to look inwards

to heaven and to God ; man looks outwards from himself, which

is called looking downwards, since when he looks from himself,

he looks to hell ; but man looks inwards not from himself, but

from the Lord, which is called upwards, because he is elevated

in such case as to his interiors, which are of the will and under-

standing, by the Lord to heaven, thus to the Lord. The
interiors also are actually elevated, and in this case are actually

withdrawn from the body and from the world ; when this is

effected, the interiors of man come actually into heaven, and
into its light and heat; hence he has influx and illustration;

the light of heaven illuminates the understanding, for that light

is the Divine Truth which proceeds from the Lord as a sun, and
the heat of heaven enkindles the will, for that heat is the good
of love which together proceeds from the Lord as a sun. Since

man in such case is amongst the angels, there is communicated
to him from them, that is, by [or through] them from the Lord,

the intelligence of truth and the affection of good. This com-
munication is what is called influx and illustration ; but it is to

be noted, that influx and illustration are effected according to

the faculty of reception with man, and the faculty of reception

is according to the love of truth and good ; wherefore they who
are in the love of truth and good, for the sake of truth and good
as ends, are elevated ; but they who are not in the love of truth

and good for the sake of truth and good, but for the sake ot

self and the world, inasmuch as they continually look and
gravitate downwards, cannot be elevated, thus cannot receive

Divine influx out of heaven, and be illustrated. The intelligence,

which with these latter appears as the intelligence of truth, is

from the infatuated lumen which shines before their eyes from
principles of confirmation and thence of persuasion ; but it

shines in like manner whether it be false or true ; nevertheless
this brightness is mere thick darkness, when light flows in out
of heaven. That this is the case, has been shown me to the
life. From these considerations it may be manifest whence it

comes to pass, that so many heresies exist in the world, namely,
because the rulers and guides have looked to themselves, and
have regarded their own glory as an end, and in such case have
considered the things of the Lord and of heaven as means con-
ducive to an eud.

10,331. " In wisdom, and in intelligence, and in science,
and in every work"—that hereby is signified as to those things
which are of the will and of the understanding in the internal
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and in the external man, appears from the signification of wis-

dom, as denoting those things which are of the will in the

internal man ; and from the signification of intelligence, as

denoting the things of the understanding also in the internal

man ; and from the signification of science, as denoting the

things of the understanding and of the speech thence derived

in the external man ; and from the signification of works, as

denoting the things of the will and of the effect thence derived

in the external man ; hence by those words are signified all

things of the man who is in the good of celestial love, both his

interior and exterior things, which receive the influx of Divine
Truth from the Lord, and are thence in illustration, as treated

of just above. But it may be expedient briefly to say, what is

meant by wisdom, intelligence, science, and work. They who
do not know what the internal man is, and what the external,

also what the understanding and will are, cannot comprehend
how wisdom, intelligence, science, and work, are distinct from
each other ; the reason is, because they cannot form a distinct

idea concerning the one and the other ; wherefore they who
have not that knowledge, call him wise, who is only intelligent,

yea, who is only scientific ; but he is wise, who from love does
truths

;
intelligent, who does them from faith

;
scientific, who

does them scientifically ; and work is what is effected from
those principles, thus work is their effect in which they conjoin

themselves: wherefore no one can be called wise, nor intelli-

gent, nor scientific, in a genuine sense, who does not do ; for

both wisdom, and intelligence, and science, are of the life, and
not of doctrine without life; for life is the end for the sake of

which [those principles exist] ; such therefore as the end is, such
is the wisdom, the intelligence, and the science ; if the end be
genuine good, which is the good of love to the Lord, and of

charity towards the neighbor, then there is wisdom, intelligence,

and science, in their proper sense ; for in snch case they apper-
tain to man from the Lord ; but if the end be for the sake of the

good of the love of self and the world, they are not wisdom, in-

telligence, and science, since in such case they appertain to man
from himself, for the good of the love of self and the world as

an end is evil, and of evil as an end it '« not possible to pre-

dicate in any wise any thing of wisdom and intelligence, nor
even of science, unless there be in it the intelligence of truth,

and the wisdom of good ; tor in any other case man is led to

think from it that evil is good, and that what is false is true.

With those who are in the good of love to the Lord, wisdom,
intelligence, science, and work, follow together in order, from
what is inmost to what is ultimate ; wisdom with them is inmost,

consisting in willing well from love
;
intelligence is another

principle, for it consists in understanding well from willing

well, these two are of the internal man ; science consists in
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knowing well, and work in doing well, each grounded in willing

well ; these two are of the external man ; hence it is evident

that wisdom must be in intelligence, intelligence in science, and

science in work ; thus work includes and concludes all interior

things, for it is the ultimate into which they close. From these

considerations it may be manifest what is meant by works and
deeds, which are so often mentioned, as in the following pas-

sages, "The Son of Man shall render to every one according to

his deeds" Matt. xvi. 27. And in Jeremiah, " I will recom-

pense them according to their work, and according to the deed of
their hands" xxv. 14. Again, ' ; Jehovah, whose eyes are open
upon all the ways of man, to give to every one according to his

ways, and according to thefruit of his work" xxii. 19. Again,
" Return ye every one from his evil way, and render good your

works" xxxv. 15. And in Hosea, " I will visit upon their

ways, and their works will I recompense to them" iv. 9. And in

Zechariah, " Jehovah doeth with us according to our ways, and
according to our works" i. 6. And in the Apocalypse, "I will

give to every one according to his works " ii. 23. Again, " They
were judged every one according to his works" Apoc. xx. 13,15.

Again, "Behold I come, and my reward is with Me, that Imay
give to every one according to his works" Apoc. xxii. 12. By works
in the above passages are meant all things appertaining to man,
6inceall things of man, which are in his will and understanding,

are in his works, for from those principles man does works ; hence
works have their life ; for works without those principles are as a

shell without a kernel, or as a body without a soul ; what proceeds
from man proceeds from his interiors, hence works are the mani-
festations of the interiors, and are the effects by which they ap-

pear. It is a common law, that such as the man is, such is all his

work ; hence it is that by the works, according to which there

will be reward and retribution, is meant the quality of man as to

love and as to faith ; for works are of the love and of the faith ap-

pertaining to man ; that man is nothing but his own love and his

own faith, or what is the same thing, his own good and his own
truth, see n. 10,076, 10,177, 10,265, 10,284, 10,298. Moreover
the very will-faculty is nothing but work, since what any one wills

this he does, if not prevented by some immoveable obstacle
;

hence by being judged according to the deeds, is meant to be jud-
ged according to the will. They who do good from the principle
of willing good, in the Word are called just, as is evident in Matt,
chap. xxv. 37, 46 ; of such it is said, " that they shall shine as
the sun in heaven," Matt. xiii. 43. And in Daniel, " The in-

telligent shall shine as the splendor of the expanse, and they
who justify many as the stars," xii. 3

;
they who justify denote

those who do good from a principle of willing well.

10,332. " To contrive contrivances to make in gold, and in

vol. x. 20
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silver and in brass"—that hereby is signified to represent gcods
and truths interior and exterior, which are of the understanding

derived from the will, thus which are of faith derived from love,

appears from the signification of contriving contrivances, or of

inventing inventions, as denoting what proceeds from the un-

derstanding, see n. 9598, 9688 ; and from the signification of

making [or doing], as denoting what proceeds from the will, see

n. 9282, for what a man makes [or does], this proceeds from his

will-faculty, in this case from the will-faculty by [or through]

the understanding, for it is said, to contrive contrivances to

make [or do] ; and from the signification of gold, as denoting

good, and of silver, as denoting truth, see n. 1551, 1552, 5658,

6914, 6917, 8932, 9490, 9881, 9974 ; and from the signification

of brass, as denoting the good of the natural or external man,
see n. 425, 1551 ; hence by gold, silver and brass, are signified

goods and truths interior and exterior; by gold interior good,

by silver interior and exterior truth, and by brass external good.

The reason why it is a representative of these goods and truths

which is signified is, because the subject treated of is concerning

a representative church, and all the things which Bezaleel was
about to make, were representative. From these considerations

it is evident, that by contriving contrivances, to make in gold,

in silver, and in brass, is signified to represent goods and truths

interior and exterior which are of the understanding derived from
the will. The reason why the things of faith derived from love

are also denoted is, because truths are of faith, and truths have
reference to the understanding, and goods are of love, and goods
have reference to the will. The understanding is said to be from
the will, and faith from love, because the understanding is not

any thing unless it be from the will, for what a man understands,

and does not will, is not of the man's understanding, but is of

the understanding of another in himself, wherefore this under-

standing perishes ; it is otherwise with the understanding de-

rived from the will, for this understanding is of the man himself,

since the will is the man himself. The case is similar with faith

and love, for as was said, the truths of faith have reference to

the understanding, and the goods of love to the will.

10,333. " And in the engraving of a stone for filling"—that

hereby is signified to represent all things of faith serviceable to

the good of love, appears from the signification of the engraving

of a stone, as being a representative of all things of faith derived

from love ; for by the engraving of a stone is meant the engraving

of the stones in the breast-plate, which were the Urim and
Thaiumirn ; that by those stones were represented all things of

faith and of love, see n. 3858, 6335, 6640, 9S23, 9863, 9S65,

9868, 9873, 9905 ; and from the signification of filling, as de-

noting to be serviceable to the good of love, from which they
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are derived ; for fillings were wrought, in gold therein, and by

pjold id signified the good of love, n. 1551, 1552, 5658, G9li,

t;:U7, 893*2, 9490, 9881, 9SS4.

10.334. " And in the engraving of wood to make in all

work "—that herehy is signified to represent every good what-

soever, appears from the signification of the engraving of wood,

as being representative of good ; that wood denotes good, see

!i. 643, 2784, 2S12, 3720, 8354, 9474; and from the significa-

tion of every work, as denoting whatsoever. It is said all good
whatsoever, because there are several genera and species of

goods ; there is celestial good and spiritual good ; there is good
interior and exterior, the exterior is natural and sensual ; there

is the good of innocence, the good of love, the good of faith
;

good must be in every truth to the intent that it may be truth
;

and also the good appertaining to man is formed b}r truths,

hence good varies, and becomes manifold, and so manifold that

no angel, no spirit, and no man, is in like good with that of an-

other ; the universal heaven consists in variety as to good, and
by that variety one is distinguished from another ; for if several

had the same good, there would be no distinction ; but those

various goods are so arranged by the Lord, as to constitute to-

gether one common good. It is to be noted that the Divine
Good is one, because infinite, n. 10,261 ; but it varies with an-

gels, spirits, and men, as to quality and quantity, from re-

ceptions in truths, for truths qualify good, that is, give to good
its quality, and truths are manifold.

10.335. " And I, behold, I have given with him Aholiab,
the son of Ahisamach, of the tribe of Dan "—that hereby are

signified those who are in the good and truth of faith, with
whom the church was to be established, appears from the re-

presentation of Aholiab, as denoting those who are in the good
and truth of faith ; the reason why those are represented by
Aholiab is, because he was of the tribe of Dan, and by that tribe

are signified those who are in the good and truth of faith, see
n. 3923, 6396. The reason why these two, namely, Bezaleel of
the tribe of Judah, and Aholiab of the tribe of Dan, were chosen
to make the works by which were to be represented Divine ce-

lestial and spiritual things, was, because by Bezaleel are meant
all who are in the good of love, and by Aholiab all who are in

the good and truth of faith, thus by Bezaleel those who are in

the inmost things of heaven and of the church, and by Aholiab
those who are in their ultimates ; and when the inmost and ulti-

mates are named, thereby are meant all who are in the universal
heaven and in the universal church; on which subject see above,
n. 10,329, and that when mention is made of first and last, all

things are meant, n. 10,044. Tiie tribe of Judah also was actu-
ally the first of the tribes, and the tribe of Dan was the last of
them

; that the tribe of Judah was actually the first of the
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tribes, appears from the blessing of the sons of Israel, their fa-

ther, Gen. xlix., where Reuben, Simeon, and Levi, who were the

first-born, are cursed, and Judah is blessed; see concerning

Reuben, verses 3, 4, of that chapter
;
concerning Simeon and

Levi, verses 5. 6, 7 ; and concerning Jndah, verses 8, 9, 10, 11,

12 ; and that Dan is the last of the tribes, see n. 1710, 3922,

6396. In the inmost heaven also are those who are in the good
of love to the Lord, and in the ultimate heaven those who are in

the truth of faith derived from good. It is said in the truth nt

faith derived from good, since the truth of faith is not the truth

of faitli with any one, unless it be from good, for truth is born
from good ; wherefore unless good be in truth, there is no soul

in it, thus no life. They who are in the truths of faith derived

from good, are in the ultimates of heaven, but not they who are

in the truths of faith without good ; these are not in heaven.

Since the truth of faitli ministers to the good of love, as the last

to the first, therefore it is said of Aholiab, that Jehovah gave
him with Bezaleel, which is to serve him ; and it is said of Be-

zaleel, that Jehovah filled him with the spirit of God in wisdom,
and in intelligence, and in science, and in every work, verse 3.

10,336. " And in the heart of every wise one in heart I have
given wisdom "—that hereby are signified all who will and do
what is good and true for the sake of what is good and true,

appears from the signification of heart, as denoting the inmost
principle of man, which is called his will; and since what is

of the will of man is also of his love, therefore by the heart is

likewise signified the love ; that the heart denotes the love, see

n. 3635, 3$83 to 3S96, 9050 ; and that it denotes the will, n.

2930, 3SSS, 7542, 8910, 9113, 9300, 9494 ; and from the signi-

fication of a wise one in heart, as denoting one who wills and
loves what is good and true for the sake of what is good and
true, for it is the part of a wise one and it is wisdom, to do
truths from love, n. 10,331 ; and it is the part of a wise one in

heart, and is wisdom of the heart, to do good from love. And
from the signification of giving wisdom in the heart, as denot-

ing to do those things from the Lord, thus from the good of

love, for the good of love is from the Lord ; for all such will

and do what is good and true for the sake of what is good and
true, since good and the truth of good are the Lord with them

;

for the things which are from Him, thus which are of Him,
are also Himself; from this ground it is said, that the Lord is

good itself, and truth itself; that the Lord is good itself, is

manifest from the Lord's words, " Why callest thou Me good?
none is good but one, God," Matt. xix. 16, 17 ; Luke xviii. 18,

19 ; and where the good of love and charity are recounted,
" So much as ye have done to one of the least of these My
brethren ye have done to Me" Matt. xxv. 40, 45 ; that they are

called brethren who are in good, thus that goods are so called,
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see n. 2360, 3803, 3815, 4121, 5419; they are the brethren ol

the Lord,* who are in good from Him, n. 4191, 5686, 5692,

6756. And that the Lord is truth itself, "Jesus saith, I am
the way, the truth, and the life" John xiv. 6. And in another

place, " When the Spirit of Truth shall come, lie shall lead you
into all truth • He shall not speakfrom Himself'/ He shall take

of Mine, and shall announce it to you," John xvi. 13, 14, 15
Hence it is evident what is meant by giving wisdom in the

heart. The like is also meant by writing a law on the heart in

Jeremiah, I will give My law in the midst of them, and upon
their heart I will write it; neither shall they teach anymore a
man his companion, or a man his brother, saying, know ye
Jehovah, for they shall all know Me," xxxi. 34. To write the

law on the heart denotes to impress Divine Truth on the will,

thus on the love ; when this is the case, Divine Truth is no longer

called forth from the memory, but is perceived from the good of

love itself ; wherefore it is said, they shall not teach any longer

a man his companion, or a man his brother, saying, know ye
Jehovah, for they shall all know Me. That such are the ce-

lestial angels, who are in the inmost heaven, see the passages
cited, n. 9277. What is meant by willing and doing what is

good and true, for the sake of what is good and true, which is

signified by giving wisdom in heart in the heart of every wise

one, it may be expedient briefly to say. All who love the Lord
above all things, and the neighbor as themselves, do what is

good and true for the sake of what is good and true ; for good
and truth are the Lord Himself, as was said above ; wherefore
when they love good and truth, that is, when they will and
do them from love, they love the Lord ; this is the case also

with those who love the neighbor as themselves, since the

neighbor in the universal sense is good and truth ; for the

neighbor is a fellow-citizen, a society, a man's country, the

church, and the Lord's kingdom ; and to love the neighbor is

to will well to those [connections] or to will their good ; where-
fore it is their good which is to be loved ; and when this is loved,

the Lord is loved, because this good is from Him. Hence it is

evident that love towards the neighbor, which is called charity,

has in it love to the Lord. If this love be not in it, then a
fellow-citizen, a society, a man's country, the church, and the
Lord's kingdom, are loved for the sake of self, and thus are not
loved from good but from evil; for whatsoever is from man,
for the sake of himself as an end, is from evil ; to love the
neighbor for the sake of self is to love him for the sake of

gain and honor as ends ; the end is what determines whether
it be from good or from evil, for the end is the love, since what
a man loves, this he regards as an end ; the end also is the
will, for what a man wills, this he loves, hence the end regarded,
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or the intention, is the man himself ; for man is such as his will

is, and as his love is.

10,337. " And they shall make [or do] all things which I

have commanded thee"—that hereby are signified Divine
Truths from the Word,^4iich were to be represented in things

external, appears from the signification of making [or doing]
all things which I have commanded, when relating to the Lord,

as denoting according to Divine Truths, for Divine Truths arc

called the precepts of the Lord, n. 9417 ; and from the repre-

sentation of Muses, as denoting the Word, 6ee n. 9372. The
reason why it denotes which were to be represented in external

things was, because the things they were about to make were
representative, and things representative are external, in which,

as in types, internal things are presented. The representatives

which they were to make are recounted in verses 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, which follow. What representatives are, see the passages

cited, n. 9280; also n. 9457, 9481, 9576, 9577, 10,149, 10,252,

10,270.

10,33S. " The tent of the congregation, and the ark for the

testimony"—that hereby is signified a representative of heaven
in general, where the Lord is, appears from the signification of

the tent of the congregation and of the ark, as being; a repre-

sentative of heaven, see n. 9457, 94S1, 9485, 9784. The reason

why it denotes a representative of heaven in general is, because

by the tent of the congregation within the vail, where the ark

was, was represented the inmost or third heaven, n. 94S5
;
by

the tent of the congregation out of the vail, the middle or second
heaven ; and by the court the ultimate heaven, n. 9741 ; and
from the signification of the testimony, as denoting the Lord as

to Divine Truth, see n. 8535, 9503.

10,339. " And the propitiatory which is above it "—that

hereby is signified a representative of the hearing and reception

of all things of worship grounded in the good ot love, appears
from the signification of the propitiatory which was above the

ark, as being a representative of all things of worship which
are grounded in the good of love, see n. 9506.

lu,340. " And all the vessels of the tent "—that hereby is

signified a representative of all ministering goods and truths,

appears from the signification of the vessels of the tent of the

congregation, as denoting the goods and truths which are service-

able to the heavens, thus which minister; ministering goods and
truths are knowledges and scientifics ; that these are signified

by vessels in general, see n. 3068, 3079, 9724.

10,341. " And the table and its vessels "—that hereby is

signified a representative of spiritual good derived from celestial,

appears from the signification of the table on which were the

breads of faces, as being a representative of celestial and spi-
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ritual good, see n. 9527, 9545, 9684, 9685 ; and from the signi-

fication of its vessels, as denoting things ministering ; that these

are the know ledges of good and truth, see n. 9544.

10.342. " And the pure candlestick, and all its vessels"—
that hereby is signified a representative of truth derived from

that good, and things ministering, appears from the signification

of the candlestick with the lamps and pipes, as being a repre-

sentative of the spiritual heaven, and of faith and intelligence

from the Lord there, thus of truth derived from good, see

n. 9548, 9551, 9555, 9558, 9561 ; and from the significa-

tion of the vessels of the candlestick, as denoting things for

purification and for snuffing, see n. 9572, thus things minis-

tering.

10.343. "And the altar of incense''—that hereby is signi-

fied a representative of worship from those things, appears
from the signification of the altar of incense, as being a repre-

sentative of all tilings of worship which are from the good of

love and faith, see n. 10,177.

10.344. " And the altar of burnt-offering, and all its vessels
"

—that hereby is signified a representative of worship from the

good of love and its truths, appears from the signification of

the altar of burnt-offering, as being a representative of the Lord,
and of the worship of Him from the good of love, see n. 9714,

9964, 10,123, 10,151, 10,242, 10,245 ; and from the significa-

tion of its vessels, as denoting truth serving good, see n. 9723,
1)724.

10.345. " And the laver and its base "—that hereby is sig-

nified a representative of purification and of regeneration, and
the natural principle, appears from the signification of washing,
which was effected by water in the laver, as being a represen-

tative of purification and regeneration, see n. 10,237, 10,239;
and from the signification of the laver, as denoting the natural

principle of man, see n. 10,235. And from the signification of
its base, as denoting the sensual principle, which is the ulti-

mate of the natural, see n. 10,236.

10.346. " And the garments of ministry, and the garments
of holiness for Aaron the priest "—that hereby is signified a
representative of the Lord's spiritual kingdom adjoined to His
celestial kingdom, appears from the signification of the garments
of Aaron, as being a representative of the Lord's spiritual king-

dom adjoined to His celestial kingdom, see n. 9814.

10.347. " And the garments of his sons "—that hereby is

signified a representative of inferior spiritual things, appears
from the representation of the sons of Aaron and of their gar-
ments, as being a representative of inferior spiritual things, see
u. 10,068.

10.348. "To perform the office of the priesthood"—that

hereby is signified a representative of the work of the Lord'a
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salvation, appears from the signification of the priesthood of

Aaron and of his sons, as being a representative of the work
of the Lord's salvation, see n. 9809. 10,017.

10.349. " And the oil of anointing "—that hereby is signi-

fied a representative of the Lord as to the Divine Good of the

Divine Love in His Divine Human, appears from what was
said concerning anointing and the oil of anointing, n. 9954,

10,011, 10,019, 10,261.

10.350. "And the incense of spices"—that hereby is signi-

fied a representative of the worship from truths, appears from
the signification of incense, as being a representative of worship,

see n. 9475, 10,198, 10,29S ; and from the signification of its

spices, as denoting truths and their affections, see n. 10,291,

10,295.

10.351. "For what is holy"—that hereby is signified for

the representative church, appears from the signification of

what is holy in that church, as being a representative of the

Lord and of the Divine tilings which are from Him, see n.

9229, 9956, 10,069, 10,149 ; thus which are in the worship
of the Lord, in the representative church, for it is said

of the incense, bv which is signified worship, as above, n.

10,350.

10.352. " According to all things which I have commanded
thee they shall do [or make] —that hereby is signified accord-

ing to Divine Truths which are from the Word, which were to

be represented in things external, see above, n. 10,337. All

these things, which were commanded to be made [or done] by
Bezaleel and Aholiab, are such as have already been explained

as to their signification, therefore they are not further explained

here, but solely recounted.

10.353. Verses 12 to IS. AndJehovah said to Moses, saying.

Also apeak thou to the sons of Israel, saying ; altogether My sab-

baths ye shall keep, because it is a sign between Me and between

you to your generations, to know that I Jehovah sanctify you.

And ye shall keep the sabbath, because this is holy to you, he that

profaneth it, dytng shall die, because every one thatdodh work in

it, that soul shall be cut offfrom the midst of his people, Six
days shall work be done, and on the seventh day is the sabbath of
a sabbath, holy to Jehovah. Every one doing work on the day of
the sabbath, dying shall die. And the sons of Israel shall keep the

sabbath, tomake the sabbath to their generations, the covenant of
an age. Between Me and between the sons ofIsrael th is sign shall

befor an age ; because insix days Jehovah made the heaven and
the earth, and on the seventh day rested and respired. And
he gave to Moses, in His finishing to speak with him on Mount
Sinai, the two tables of the testimony, tables ofstone, written with
the finger of God. And Jehovah said to Moses, saying, Mini-

fies illustration and perception by the Word from the Lord. And
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speak thon to the sons of Israel, saying, signifies information of

those who are of the church by the Word. Altogether My
sabbaths ye shall keep, signifies holy thought continually con-

cerning the union of the Divine with the Human of the Lord.

Because this is a sign between Me and between you, signifies

that this is the principal thing by which they who are of the

church are known in heaven. To your generations, signifies in

all and singular the things of the church. To know that I Je-

hovah sanctify you, signifies the Lord as to the Divine Human,
that all tilings of heaven and of the church respect Him as their

only source. And ye shall keep the sabbath, signifies that the

Divine Human of the Lord ought to be worshiped. Because
this is holy to you, signifies hence all the good and truth which
make the church. He who profaneth it, signifies to be led of

themselves and their loves, and not of the Lord. Dying shall

die, signifies separation from heaven and spiritual death. Every
one doing work on that day, signifies who turns himself from
heavenly loves to corporeal and worldly loves. That soul shall be

cut off from the midst of his people, signifies that heaven and
the church is not with him, but hell. Six days shall work be
done, signifies the state which precedes, and prepares for the

heavenly marriage. And on the seventh day is the sabbath of

a sabbath, signifies the state of good which is the end regarded,

thus when man becomes a church and enters heaven. Holy to

Jehovah, signifies Divine. Every one doing work on the day of

the sabbath dying shall die, signifies to be led of self and of its

love, and not of the Lord. And the sons of Israel shall keep
the sabbath to make [or do] the sabbath to their generations,

signifies that the very essential principle of the church is the

acknowledgment of the union of the Divine itself in the Human
of the Lord, and that this should be in all and singular the things

of worship. The covenant of an age, signifies conjunction with
the Lord to eternity. Between Me and between the sons of

Israel this is a sign for an age, signifies that by it they who are
of the church are distinguished from those who are not of the

church. Because in six days Jehovah made the heaven and
the earth, signifies a state of combat and of labor whilst the
church is establishing. And on the seventh day rested and
respired, signifies a state of good when the church is established,

or when man is regenerated. And He gave to Moses in His
finishing to speak with him on Mount Sinai two tables of the

testimony, signifies conjunction with the Lord by the Word with
man. Tables of stone written with the finger of God, signifies

Divine Truth therein from the Lord Himself.

10.354. " And Jehovah said to Moses, saying "—that hereby
is signified illustration and perception by the Word from the
Lord, appears from what was shown above, n. 10,234, 10,290.

10.355. " Also speak thou to the sons of Israel, saying "

—
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that hereby i3 signified the information of those who are of the

church by the Word, appears from the representation of Moses,
to whom it is said that he should speak to the sons of Israel, as

denoting the Word, see the passages cited, n. 9372 ; and from
the signification of speaking and saying, as denoting instruction

or information, see passages cited, n. 10,277 ; and from the re-

presentation of the sons of Israel, as denoting the church, see

the passages cited, n. 9340 ; hence it is evident that by "speak
thou to the sons of Israel, saying," is signified the information

of those who are of the church by the Word. Concerning in-

formation by the Word it may here be expedient to make some
observations : in the most ancient times men were informed con-

cerning heavenly things, or those which relate to eternal life,

by immediate commerce with the angels of heaven, for heaven
at that time acted in unity with the man of the church, inas-

much as it flowed in through the internal man into their exter-

nal, whence they had not only illustration and perception, but
also discourse with the angels. This time was called the golden
age, from the circumstance that men were then principled in

the good of love to the Lord, for gold signifies that good ; those

things are also described by paradise in the Word. Afterwards
information concerning heavenly things, and concerning those

which relate to eternal life, was effected by such things as are

called correspondences and representations, the science of which
was derived from the most ancient [men] who had immediate
commerce with the angels ofheaven ; into those [correspondences
and representations] at that time heaven flowed in with men,
and illustrated; for correspondences and representations are the

external forms of heavenly things ; and in proportion as men
at that time were in the good of love atid charity, in the same
proportion they were illustrated ; for all Divine influx out of

heaven is into the good appertaining to man, and by good into

truths ; and whereas the man of the church at that time was in

spiritual good, which good in its essence is truth, therefore those

times were called the silver age, for silver signifies such good.

But when the science of correspondences and of representations

was turned into magic, that church perished, and a third suc-

ceeded, in which indeed all worship was effected almost by si-

milar things, but still it was unknown what they signified. This

church was instituted with the Israelitish and Jewish nation.

But whereas information concerning heavenly things, or con-

cerning those things which relate to eternal life, could not be
effected with the man of that church by influx into their -inte-

riors, ami thus by illustration, therefore angels from heaven
spake by a living voice with some of them, and instructed them
concerning external things, and little concerning internal things,

because the latter they could not comprehend. They who were
ill natural good, received those things holily, whence those times
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were called brazen, for brass signifies such good. But when
not even natural good remained with the man of the church, the

Lord came into the world, and reduced all things in the heavens

and in the hells into order, to the end that man may receive in-

flux from Him out of heaven, and be illustrated, and that the

lu lls might not be any hindrance, and let in thick darkness, on
which occasion a fourth church commenced, which is called

Christian. In this church information concerning heavenly
things, or concerning the things which relate to eternal life, is

effected solely by the Word, whereby man has influx and illus-

tration, for the Word was written both by mere correspondences

and by mere representatives, which signify heavenly things

;

into which heavenly things the angels of heaven come, when
man reads the Word. Hence by the Word is effected the con-

junction of heaven with the church, or of the angels of heaven
with the men of the church, but only with those there who are

in the good of love and charity. But whereas the man of this

church has extinguished also this good, therefore neither can
he be informed l>y any influx and by illustration thence, only

concerning some truths, which yet do not cohere with good.

Hence these times are what are called iron, for iron denotes

truth in the ultimate of order ; but when truth is of such a qua-

lity, then it is such as is described in Daniel, " Thou sawest
iron mixed with the clay of mud, they shall mix themselves to-

gether by the seed of man, but they shall not cohere the one
with the other, as iron is not mixed together with clay," ii. 43.

From these considerations it may be manifest in what manner
revelations have succeeded from the most ancient ages to the

present ; and that at this day revelation is only given by the

Word, but genuine revelation with those who are in the love of

truth for the sake of truth, and not with those who are in the

love of truth for the sake of honors and gains, as ends. For if

you are willing to believe it, the Lord is the Word Itself, since

the Word is Divine Truth, and Divine Truth is the Lord in

heaven, because from the Lord ; wherefore they who love Divine
Truth for the sake of Divine Truth, love the Lord ; and with
those who love the Lord, heaven flows in and illustrates; whereas
they who love Divine Truth for the sake of honors and gains

as ends, avert themselves from the Lord to themselves and to

the world, wherefore with them influx and illustration cannot be
given

; these also, since in the sense of the letter they keep the
mind fixed in themselves, and in their own fame and glory,

apply that sense to such things as favor their own loves.

10,356. "Altogether My sabbaths ye shall keep"—that

hereby is signified holy thought continually concerning the
union of the Divine itself with the Human of the Lord, appears
from the signification of sabbaths, as denoting, in the supreme
sense, the union of the Divine itself with the Divine Human
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in the Lord, and, in the respective sense, the conjunction of

the Lord as to the Divine Human with heaven ; also the con-

junction of heaven with the church ; and in general the con-

junction of good and truth with those who are the church, or

with whom the church is. That the former union and the

latter conjunctions are signified by sabbaths, see n. 8495, 8510,

8890, 8893, 9274. And from the signification of nevertheless

or altogether keeping, as denoting to have in the thought holily

and continually ; for when keeping is said of those things which
were represented in that church, it signifies to have in thought
and mind the things which were represented, and to worship
them holily

; for representatives were external things in which
were internal, and which thus gave a handle of thinking about
internal things. Hence by keeping the sabbaths of Jehovah,
is signified to think holily and continually concerning the Lord,
the union of the Divine itself with His Divine Human, concern-
ing the conjunction of the Lord as to the Divine Human with
heaven, and concerning the conjunction of heaven with the

church, also concerning the conjunction of good and truth in

the man of the church. Inasmuch as these are the very essen-

tials of the church, for without their acknowledgment and
faith the church is not the church, therefore the sabbath, by
which those things are signified, is lastly spoken of, and also

again and again to the end of the chapter.

10.357. " Because it is a sign between Me and between
you "—that hereby is signified that it is the principal thing by
which they who are of the church are known in heaven, ap-

pears from the signification of a sign between Jehovah and
between the sons of Israel, as denoting that which indicates

and testifies that they are of the church, thus by which they

are known in heaven, and also by which they are conjoined to

the Lord ; for they who are of the church, in whom the

church is, must acknowledge the Lord and the Divine in Him,
and must acknowledge the conjunction of the Lord with

heaven, and also the conjunction of heaven with the man of

the church, and in general the conjunction of good and
truth appertaining to him, since this conjunction makes the

church with him. Whether we speak of the church with

man, or of heaven with him, or of the kingdom of God with
him, or of the Lord with him, it is the same thing ; for the

church is the heaven of the Lord in the earths, and the king-

dom of God is heaven and the church together, and the Lord
is their source, yea, is them.

10.358. " To your generations "—that hereby is signified in

all and singular the things of the church, appears from the

signification of generations, when relating to the sons of Israel,

as denoting all and singular the things of the church see n,

10,282.
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10.359. " To know that I Jehovah sanctity you "—that here-

by is signified the Lord as to the Divine Human, that all tilings

01 heaven and of the church should respect Him as their only

source, appears from the signification of what is holy [sanctum],

as denoting the Divine in heaven and in the church, for this

alone is holy ; and the Divine in heaven and the church pro-

ceeds from the Divine Human of the Lord, thus it is the Divine
Human of the Lord which alone is holy, consequently which
sanctifies [or makes holy]. Hence it is evident, that it is what
all things of heaven and of the church respect as their only

source. For heaven is heaven, not from the propriuni of the

angels, hut from the Divine of the Lord appertaining to them
;

in like manner the church with men. It is said, " I, Jehovah,
sanctity you," and b}r Jehovah is meant the Lord. But whereas
these subjects have been frequently treated of before, see what
has been above said and shown concerning them ; as that the

Lord alone is hol}r
, and that every thing holy proceeds from

Him, n. 9229, 9680, 9820. That sanctification is the reception

of the Divine of the Lord, n. 9S20, 10,128, 10,276. That the

angels acknowledge no other Divine but the Divine Human of

the Lord, n. 10,159, 9267. Thus that the Lord as to the Divine
Human is heaven and the church, because He dwells in His
own there, and not in the proprium of others, n. 10,125, 10,151,

10,157. And that Jehovah in the Word is the Lord, see the

passages cited, n. 9373.

10.360. And ye shall keep the sabbath"—that hereby is

signified that the Divine Human of the Lord is to be worshiped,
appears from the signification of keeping, when it is said of the

Divine, as denoting to worship ; and from the signification of
the sabbath, as denoting, in the supreme sense, the union of

the Divine which is called the Father, and of the Divine
Human which is the Son, thus the Divine Human which is the

subject of that union. The reason why that union is signified

by the sabbath is, because by the six days of labor, which
precede the seventh, is signified every state of combat, for

labor, in the spiritual sense, is not labor such as is in the

world, but such as they who are in the church endure, before
they enter into the church and become a church, which labor
is combat against evils and the falses of evil. In the spiritual

sense, the Lord endured •similar labor when He was in the
world, for He then fought against the hells, and reduced them
and likewise the heavens into order ; and on the same occasion
He glorified His Human, that is, united it to the Divine itself

which He had from conception, see n. 9715, 9809. The time
and state, when the Lord was in combats, is signified by the

6ix days of labor, but the state, when the union was effected, is

signified by the seventh day, which is called the sabbath from
rest, because the Lord then had rest. Hence by the sabbath is
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also signified the conjunction of the Lord with heaven, with

the church, with an angel of heaven, and with a man of the

church. The reason is, because all who are about to come into

heaven, must first be in combats against evils and the falses of

evil, and when these are separated they enter heaven, and are

conjoined to the Lord, and then they have rest ; in like manner
men in the world. That these latter must be in combats, or

that they must undergo temptations, before good and truth,

which constitute the church, are implanted in them, is a known
thing ; thus before they are conjoined to the Lord, consequently
before they have rest. Hence it is evident from what ground it

is, that a state of combat is signified by six days of labor,

whilst rest and also conjunction is signified by the seventh day
or the sabbath. The reason why the conjunction of good and
truth is signified by the sabbath is, because when man is in

combats, he is then in truths, but when truths are conjoined to

good, thus when man is in good, he then has rest. In like

manner as the Lord, when He was in the world and fought with

the hells, then, as to His Human, He was Divine Truth, and
when He united His Human to the Divine itself, then He was
made even as to His Human Divine Good, or Jehovah. That
the six days which precede the sabbath, denote the combats
which precede and prepare for the heavenly marriage, which is

the conjunction of good and truth, see n. 8510, 8888, 9431.

Concerning the former state, when man is in truths, and is then

in combats against evils and the falses of evil, which state is

signified by the six days of labor, and concerning the latter

6tate, when he is in good, and is led of the Lord, which is

signified by the sabbath, see n. 7923, 7992, 8505, 8506, 8510,

8512, 8516, 8539, 8643, 8648, 8658, 8685, 8690, 8701, 8772,

9139, 9S32, 9224, 9227, 9230, 9274. That the Lord when He
was in the world, made His Human first Divine Truth and next

Divine Good, see the passages cited, n. 9199, 9315. And that

He did this by the combats of temptations, see the passages

cited, n. 9528. He therefore who knows that by the sabbath,

in the supreme sense, i6 meant the union of the Divine itself in

the Divine Human of the Lord, may know what those things

signify which are so often said in the "Word concerning the

sabbath, as in Isaiah, " If thou turn away thy foot from the

sabbath, and doest not thine own wills in the day of My holiness,

hut shall call the sabbath delights, honorable to the Holy One

of Jehovah, and shall honor it, so as not to do th ine own ways,

norfind thine own desire, or speak a word, thenshalt thou delight

on Jehovah, and I will exalt thee into the heights of the earth,

and willfeed thee with the inheritance of Jacob thyfather," lviii.

13, 14. He who is acquainted with the internal sense of the

Word, may see manifestly, that in this passage by sabbath is

signified a state of the conjunction of man with the Lord, thus
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a state when man is led of the Lord, and not of himself, which

state is when he is in good. For to be led of the Lord, and

not of self, is to turn away the foot from the sabbath not to do

his own wills, not to do his own ways, not to find his own
desire, and not to speak a word. That in this case the church

is in him and heaven, is signified by being exalted into the

heights of the earth, and being fed with the inheritance ot

Jacob. And that the sabbath is the Divine Human in which is

union, is signified by the sabbath being called a day of holiness,

and delights to the Holy One of Jehovah. And in Jeremiah,

"If ye sanctify the day of the sabbath, there shall enter through

the gates of this city kings andprinces, sitting on the throne of

David, riding in a chariot and on horses" xvii. 24, 25. He who
is unacquainted with the internal sense of the Word, may be
led to suppose that these things are to be understood according

to the sense of the letter, namely, that if they would sanctify

the sabbath, kings and princes would enter through the gates

of the city Jerusalem, and would ride in a chariot and on horses

;

this however is not the sense of the above words, but that

they who worship holily the Divine Human of the Lord,

shall be in the Divine Truths of heaven and of the church,

for by Jerusalem is meant the church, by kings and princes

its Divine Truths, by the throne of David heaven, where the

Lord is, by chariot the doctrine of good and truth, and by
horses an enlightened intellectual principle. That Jerusalem
denotes the church, see n. 2117, 3654. That kings denote

Divine Truths, n. 1672, 2015, 2069, 3009, 4575, 4581, 4966,

5044, 5068, 6148. That princes denote primary truths, n. 1482,

20S9, 9954. That a throne denotes heaven, n. 5313. That a
chariot denotes the doctrine of good and truth, n. 5321, S215.

And that horses denote the intellectual principle which is en-

lightened, n. 2760, 2761, 2762, 3217, 5321, 6534. Inasmuch as

by the sabbath was signified the Lord as to the Divine Human
in which is union, therefore it was commanded that the breads

of faces should be arranged, on the table every sabbath, Levit.

xxiv. 8. That the Lord as to the Divine Human is meant by
bread, is a thing known in the church. On this account also

the Lord, when He was in the world, called Himself the Lord
of the sabbath, Matt. xii. 8 ; Mark ii. 27, 28 ; Luke vi. 1 to 5.

And therefore the Lord, when He was in the world, and united
His Human to the Divine itself, abrogated the sabbath as to

representative worship, or as to the worship which prevailed
amongst the Israelitish people, and made the sabbath day a
day of instruction in the doctrine of faith and love. This is

involved in what is written in Johu, "Jesus healing a certain
person on the sabbath day, said to him, take up thy bed and
walk ; and he took up his bed and walked." The Jews said,

that it was not allowed to carry a bed on the sabbath day, and
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they sought to kill the Lord, because He broke the sabbath,

v. 8, 9, 10, 11, 18
;
by healing a sick person is signified the

purification of man from evils and the falses of evil
;
by a bed

is signified doctrine ; and by walking is signified life. That all

the healings of diseases, which were performed by the Lord,

involve pnrifications from evils and falses, or restorations of

spiritual life, see n. 836 i, 9031, 9086. That walking denotes

life, n. 519, 1744, 8417, 8420. That a bed denotes doctrine,

is manifest from the passages in the Word where a bed is

named, and also from the representatives in the other life, where,
when a bed appears and a person lying in it, is signified tlie

doctrine in which the person is principled ; hence beds appear
there most exquisitely adorned for those who are in truths

derived from good ; but that such things are signified by the

above words of the Lord, it is impossible for any one to know
but by the internal sense ; for the Lord spake by correspon

deuces, thus by significatives, because from the Divine.

10.361. " Because this is holy to you "—that hereby is

signified hence every good and truth which make the church,

appears from the signification of what is holy, as denoting
all that and only that which proceeds from the Lord, see n.

9479, 96S0, 9820, thus the good of love and the truth of faith,

for these are what proceed from the Lord. That these con-

stitute the church with men, and heaven with angels, may be
manifest from this consideration, that love and faith are essen-

tials of the church, because they conjoin men and angels to

the Lord, the good of love their will principle, and the truth

of faith their intellectual principle, thus all things appertaining

to them.

10.362. "He that profaneth it"—that hereby is signified

to be led of themselves and their own loves, and not of the

Lord, appears from the signification of profaning the sabbath,

or of doing work on the day of the sabbath, as denoting to be
led of themselves and not of the Lord, thus of their own loves.

That this is signified by profaning the sabbath, is manifest from

Isaiah, "If thou turnest away thy foot from the sabbath, so as

not to do thine own wills on the day of My holiness, and not to

dothineown ways, neitherJindest thineown desire, and sj>eakest a
word,'' lviii. 13 ; where to turn away the foot from the sabbath

denotes such things as are of the natural man ; to do his own
wills is to do those things which favor the lusts and evils of

the loves of self and the world ; to do his own ways is to favor

the falses of evil ; to find his own desire is to live according to

the delights of those loves, and to speak a word denotes to think

such things ; hence it is evident that by profaning the sabbath

is signified to be led of themselves and of their own loves, and
not of the Lord, who in the supreme sense is the sabbath, as was
shown just above. Similar things are signified by works on the
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sabbath day, as by cutting wood, kindlingfa fire, preparing food

at that time, gathering-in the harvest, and several other tilings

which were forbidden to be done on the sabbath day
;
by which

also like things are signified. By cutting wood, the operating

good from themselves
;
by kindling a fire, the doing it from

their own loves ; and by preparing food, the teaching themselves

from their own proper intelligence. That such things are in-

volved in the above prohibitions, no one can know but from
the internal sense. It is further to be noted, that to be led

of self and to be led of the Lord are two opposites, for he who
is led of himself is led of his own loves, thus of hell, for the

proper loves of man are from that source ; and he who is led

of the Lord, is led of the loves of heaven, which are love to

the Lord and love towards the neighbor. He who is led by
these loves, is withdrawn from his own proper loves ; and he
who is led of his own proper loves, is withdrawn from the

loves of heaven, for they in no wise agree together ; for the

life of man is either in heaven or in hell, nor is it granted to

be at the same time in one and in the other. This is meant by
the Lord's words in Matthew, " No one can serve two lords,

for either he will hate the one, and love the other, or he will

adhere to the one, and neglect the other," vi. 21. From these

considerations it is evident what is signified by doing work on

the sabbath day.

10,363. u Dying shall die "—that hereby is signified sepa-

ration from heaven and spiritual death, appears from the sig-

nification of dying, when concerning the sabbath, by which is

signified the Lord and the acknowledgment of Him, as denoting

no conjunction with heaven, see n. 9928, 10,221, thus sepa-

ration from heaven ; and separation from heaven is spiritual

death.

10,361. " Every one doing work on that day "—that hereby
is signified who turns himself from heavenly loves to corporeal

and worldly loves, appears from what was shown just above,
n. 10,362.

10.365. " That soul shall be cut off from the midst of his

people "—that hereby is signified that heaven and the church is

not with him, but hell, appears from the signification of being
cut off from the midst of his people, as denoting separation from
the church, and spiritual death, see n. 10,288 ; thus that the

church is not with him, but hell; and since when the church
is not with man, neither is heaven with him, for the church and
heaven act in unity ; for with the man in whom the church is,

heaven flows in, that is, the Lord through heaven, and makes
the church there ; hence it. is that when the church is not with
man, hell is with him. This therefore is signified by being cut
off from the midst of his people.

10.366. " Six days shall work be clone "—that hereby is sig-

vol. x. 21
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nified the state which precedes and prepares for the heavenly
marriage, appears from the signification of the six days which
precede the sabbath, as denoting the state which precedes and
prepares for the heavenly marriage, see n. 8510, 8888, 9431.

The heavenly marriage is the conjunction of good and truth with
a man of the church and an angel of heaven, and in the supreme
sense is the union of the Divine Itself in the Human of the Lord,

see n. 10,356 ; and that the work of six days denotes the pre-

ceding state, see n. 10,360.

10,367. " And on the seventh day is the sabbath of a sab-

bath "—that hereby is signified a state of good, which is the end
intended, thus when man becomes a church and enters heaven,

appears from the signification of the seventh day, as denoting a

state of good, which is the end intended; for when the six days
which precede signify the state of man which precedes and pre-

pares for the heavenly marriage, hence the seventh day denotes

when man is in that marriage. That marriage is the conjunc-

tion of truth and good with man, thus when man becomes a

church and enters heaven. The ground and reason why man
enters heaven, and becomes a church, when he is in good, is,

because the Lord flows-in into the good appertaining to man,
and by good into its truth ; the influx is effected into the internal

man, where his heaven is, and through the internal into the

external, where his world is ; wherefore unless man be in good,

his internal man is not opened, but remains shut, howsoever he
be in truths as to doctrine; and since heaven is in the internal

man, therefore when this is opened, man is in heaven, for heaven
is not in place, but in the interiors of man. That man is created

to the image both of heaven and the world, his internal man to

che image of heaven, and the external to the image of the world,

see the passages cited, n. 9279, 9706. The man is throughout
such as lie is as to good, and not as to truth without good, every

one who reflects may know, for by his good, and according to

it, he deals with another, is affected towards another, conjoins

himself to another, suffers himself to be led by another, but not

b}' truth and according to it, unless this be in accord with his

good. When mention is made of good, its delight is meant, its

pleasure, or its love, for all things appertaining to those prin-

ciples are to the man goods, ana so far as he is left to himself,

so as to think from himself, truths are what favor those goods.

Hence it may be manifest that man by good is conjoined to the

Lord, and in no wise by truth without good. Conjunction by
good with the Lord has indeed bee . often treated of above, in

speaking of the regeneration of man ; but whereas the man of

the church at this day studies much the truths which are of

faith, and but little the good which is of love, and hence is

in ignorance about good, it is allowed to make some further

observations concerning the conjunction of good and truth,
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which is called the heavenly marriage. Man is born into evils

of every kind, and hence into falses of every kind, thus of him-

self he is damned to hell ; to the intent therefore that he may
be snatched out of hell, he must be altogether re-born by the

Lord ; this re-birth is what is called regeneration. With a view
to be thus re-born, he must first learn truths, if he be of the

church, from the Word, or from doctrine derived from the

Word. The Word, and doctrine from the Word, teach what is

true and good, and what is true and good teaches what is false

and evil ; unless man be acquainted with those principles, he
cannot in any wise be regenerated, for he remains in his evils

and the falses thence derived, calling the former goods, and the

latter truths. Hence it is that the knowledges of truth and
good must precede, and enlighten the understanding of man

;

for the understanding was given to man, that by the knowledges
of good and truth it may be enlightened, to the intent that

they may be received by his will, and become good ; for truths

then become good, when man wills them, and from willing does

them. Hence it is evident in what manner good is formed with

man, and that unless he be in good, he is not born anew or re-

generated. When therefore man is in good as to the will, he is

then in the truths of that good as to the understanding ; for the

understanding with man actually acts in unity with his will,

since what a man wills, this he thinks when he is left to himself;

this now is what is called the conjunction of truth and good,

or the heavenly marriage. Whether we speak of willing good,

or of loving good, it is the same thing, for what a man loves,

this he wills ; and in this case whether we speak of understand-

ing the truth which is of good, or of believing it, it is also the

same thing ; hence it follows that with the regenerate man love

and faith act in unity. This conjunction, or this marriage is

what is called the church, and heaven, and also the kingdom
of the Lord

;
yea, in the supreme sense, the Lord with man.

But they who love their own evils, which they have either re-

ceived hereditarily, and from infancy have confirmed with them-
selves, or which they have superadded of themselves, and have
imbued anew, are capable indeed of apprehending, and in some
measure understanding, truths derived from the Word or from
doctrine, but still they cannot be regenerated ; for every man is

kept by the Lord in that state as to the understanding, to the

intent that he may be regenerated ; but when he loves his own
evils, in this case the intellectual principle of his internal man
is not imbued with those truths, but only the intellectual prin-

ciple of his external man, which intellectual principle is merely
scientitic. Such men do not know what good is, nor do they

care to know that it is, but only what truth is, hence it is that

they make the church and heaven to consist in truths which
are called the truths of faith, and not in goods which are also
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of the life ; in favor of their principle they explain the "Word by
various methods ; hence it is that with persons of such a cha-

racter, who are not at the same time in truths as to life, there is

not a conjunction of truth and good, thus neither the church
and heaven ; the truths also, which they have called the truths

of faith, are separated from them in the other life, for evil of

the will ejects them, and in their place succeed falses confor-

mable to the evils in which they are principled. From these

considerations it may now be manifest what the conjunction of

good and truth is, which is signified by the sabbath. Tin's

conjunction is called the sabbath from rest, for sabbath de-

notes rest ; for when man is in the first state, that is, when by
truths he is leading to good, in this case he is in combats against

the evils and falses which appertain to him ; for by combats,

which are temptations, evils and their falses are shaken oft" and
separated, nor is there rest from them, until good and truth are

conjoined ; in this case man has rest, and the Lord has rest,

for man does not fight against evils and falses, but the Lord
with him. The reason why the sabbath, in the supreme sense,

signifies the Divine Human of the Lord is, because the Lord,
when He was in the world, fought from His Human against all

the hells, and subdued them, and at the same time reduced the

heavens into order, and after this labor united His Human tc

the Divine, and also made it Divine Good, hence on this oc-

casion He had rest, for the hells do not snarl against the Divine.

Hence now it is that by the sabbath, in the supreme sense, is

meant the Divine Human of the Lord ; but on these subjects

see what has been before shown, as that the Lord, when He was
in the world, first made His Human Divine Truth, to the end
that He might fight with the hells, and subdue them ; and that

afterwards lie glorified His Human, and made it the Divine
Good of the Divine Love, sec the passages cited, n. 9199, 9315

;

also n. 9715, 9809. That the Lord, when He was in the world,

underwent the most grievous temptations, see the passages cited,

u. 9528. That hence He has Divine power to save man, by re-

moving from him the hells, and thus regenerating him, n.

10,019, 10,152. Concerning the two-fold state of the man who
is regenerating by the Lord, see the passages cited, n. 9274.

And that man does not come into heaven, until conjunction is

efi'ected of truth and good with him, n. 851G, 8539, 8722, 8772,

9139, 9832. That the regeneration of man is an image of

the glorification of the Lord, n. 3138, 3212, 329G, 3490, 4402,

5688.

10,36S. " Holy to Jehovah "—that hereby is signified the

Divine, appears from the signification of holy to Jehovah, as

denoting the Divine Human of the Lord, a,nd all that andonlj
that which proceeds from Him, see n. 9479, 9080, 9820.

10,369. " Every one doing work on the sabbath day, dying
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shall die "—that hereby is signified to be led of themselves and
their own loves, and not of the Lord, and hence spiritual death,

appears from what was shown above, n. 10,362.

10,370. " And the sons of Israel shall keep the sabbath to

make [or do] the sabbath to their generations "—that hereby
is signified that the very essential principle of the church is

the acknowledgment of the union of the Divine itself in the

Human of the Lord, and that this must be in all and singular

the things of worship, appears from the signification of keeping
the sabbath, as denoting holy thought continually concerning

the union of the Divine itself with the Human of the Lord, see

above, n. 10,356, thus also acknowledgment, for thought with-

out acknowledgment and faith is not spiritual thought; and
from the representation of the sons of Israel, as denoting the

church, see the passages cited, n. 9310 ; and from the signifi-

cation of doing [or making] the sabbath, as denoting to worship

that union holily, thus to worship the Lord as to the Divine

Human, for in that principle is that union ; and from the

signification of the generations of the sons of Israel, as denoting

in all and singular the things of the church, see n. 10,282.

^'roLi these considerations it is evident, that by the sons of

Israel keeping the sabbath to do [or make] the sabbaths to

Their generations, is signified the acknowledgment of the Divine

itself in the Human of the Lord in all and singular the things

of worship. The reason why this is an essential of the church,

and hence an essential of its worship, is, because the salvation

of ihe human race depends solely on that union. For the sake

of effecting that union also the Lord came into the world
;

therefore also the whole Word, in the inmost sense, treats of it,

and the rituals of the church established amongst the sons of

Israel, represented and signified it. That the salvation of the

human race is from that source, consequently that that acknow-
ledgment is an essential of the church and of its worship, the

Lord teaches in several passages, as in John, " He that believeth

on the Son hath eternal life ; but he who doth not believe the

Son, shall not see life," iii. 36 ; also verses 15, 16, of the same
chapter; likewise chap. vi. 40

;
chap. xi. 25, 26; chap. xx. 31.

The Son is the Divine Human of the Lord. The reason why
they who do not from faith acknowledge the Lord, have not
eternal life is, because the whole heaven is in that acknowledg-
ment ; for the Lord is the Lord of heaven and of earth, as

Himself teaches in Matthew, "All power is given unto Me in

heaven and in earth," xxviii. 18; wherefore to those who do
not acknowledge Him, heaven is closed; and he who does not
acknowledge in the world, that is, who is within the church,
does not acknowledge in the other life

; such is the state of man
after death.

! 0,371. "The covenant of an age"—that hereby is signified
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conjunction with the Lord to eternity, appears from the signifi-

cation of a covenant, as denoting conjunction, see n. 665, 666,

1023, 1038, 1861, 1996, 2003, 2021," 6804, 8767, 8775, 9396,

9416 ; and from the signification of an age, as denoting what
is eternal, see n. 10,248.

10.372. " Between Me and between the sons of Israel this

shall be a sign for an age "—that hereby is signified that by it

are distinguished those who are of the church, from those who
are not of the church, appears from the signification of a sign,

as denoting that by which they are known, see above, n. 10,357
;

thus also by which they are distinguished ; and from the repre-

sentation of the sons of Israel, as denoting the church, see the

passages cited, n. 9340 ; hence by a sign between Jehovah and
between the sons of Israel, is signified that it is that by which
they who are of the church are distinguished from those who
are not of the church, namely, by the acknowledgment of the

union of the Divine in the Human of the Lord, see above, n.

10,370. That the church is not where the Lord is not acknow-
ledged, the church itself also teaches ; and also that in His
Human is the Divine itself, the Lord Himself teaches in John,
"The Father and Iare One ; believe ye that the Father is in Me
and I in the Father," x. 30, 3S. Again, "Believest thou not

that I am in the Father, and, the Father in Me t" xi v. 6 to 11.

Again, "Jesus said, the hour is come, Father ylorify thy Son,

i.id let Thy So?i glorify Thee. All Mine are Thine, and all Thine
are Mine," xvii. 1, 10. Again, "JVow is the Son of Man
glorified, and God is glorified in Him, and God shall glorify

Him in Himself" xiii. 31, 32. And again, "If ye have fowwn
Me, ye have also known My Father, and henceforth ye have
known Hi a- and have seen ; he who seeth Me, seeth the Father"
xiv. 6 to 11.

10.373. ''Because in six days Jehovah made the heaven
and the earth "—that hereby is signified a state of combat and
of labor when the church is establishing, appears from the

signification of six days, when the establishment of the church
and the regeneration of man are treated of, as denoting states

of combat tigainst evils and falses, thus the state which pre-

cedes and prepares for the conjunction of good and truth, see

above, n. 10,366, 10,367 ; and from the signification of heaven
and earth, as denoting the church. By making heaven and
earth in the Word is not meant the first creation itself of the

visible heaven and earth, but the establishment of the church,

and the regeneration of man therein
;
by heaven is meant ita

internal, and by earth its external ; that this creation is meant,

is manifest from the passages in the Word, where mention is

made of creating, as in David, "Thepeople who shall be created

thai/praise Jah" Psalm cii. 18. Again, "Thou sendest forth
the spirit, they are created, and Thou renewest the faces of tl*c
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earth" Psalm civ. 30. And in Isaiah, "Thus saith Jehovah,
thy Creator, Jacob thy Former, Israel; for I have redeemed thee,

I have called by thy name, tnou art Mine
;
every one calledby

My name, and to My glory I have created, Ihaveformed him,
and I have also made him," xliii. 1, 2, and in other places.

Mention is made of creating, of forming and making, and in

other places of a creator, a former, and a maker ; and by creating

is signified what is new which was not before, by forming is sig-

nified quality, and by making, effect. That to create and make
a new heaven and a new earth denotes to establish a new church,

its internal and external, as in Isaiah, chap. lxv. 17
;
chap. lxvi.

22
;
Apoc. xxi. 1, see n. 1733, 1850, 2117, 2118, 3355, 4535

;

and that earth in the Word denotes the church, n. 9325 ; also

that the creation of the heaven and the earth in the first chap-

ter of Genesis denotes the establishment of the most Ancient
Church, n. 8891, 9942.

10.374. " And on the seventh day rested and respired "

—

that hereby is signified a state of good when the church is es-

tablished, or when man is regenerated, appears from the signi-

fication of the seventh day, as denoting a holy state, which is

that of the church when it is in good, thus when it is esta-

blished ; or when the man of the church is in good, thus when
regenerated. In the supreme sense by the seventh day, and by
the rest and respiration of Jehovah on the occasion, is signified

the union of the Divine itself which is called Father, and of

the Divine Human which is called Son in the Lord, thus when
the Lord, even as to His Human, was made the Divine Good of

the Divine Love, or Jehovah ; hence it is that seven in the

Word denotes what is holy, see n. 395, 433, 716, 881, 5265,
5268. The reason why Jehovah is said on this occasion to have
rested and respired, is, because the Lord as to His Human was
then above all infestations from the hells, and at the same time
heaven and earth were under His government, Matt, xxviii. 18.

There was at that same time also a rest and respiration of hea-

ven, because all things in heaven were then reduced by the

Lord into order, and the hells were subdued. In like manner
in the earths, since when heaven is in order, and the hells

subdued, man may be saved. Hence it is evident that the

rest of Jehovah denotes peace and salvation to the angels in the

heavens, and to men in the earths ; to the latter when they are

in good, and by good in the Lord.

10.375. "And He gave to Moses, in His finishing to speak
with him from Mount Sinai the two tables of the testimony"

—

that hereby is signified the conjunction of the Lord by the Word
witli man, appears from the representation of Moses, as denot-

ing the Word, see the passages cited, n. 9372; and from the

signification of in finishing to speak with him, as denoting
when all things were instituted, for the things which Jehovah
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Bpake with Moses on Mount Sinai, were those which were to be
instituted amongst the sons of Israel, thus which were of the

church ; and from the signification of Mount Sinai, as denot-

ing heaven, whence comes Divine Truth, see n. 8805, 9120;
and from the signification of the two tables, as denoting the

law in every complex, thus the Word, see n. 9116 ; and from
the signification of the testimony, as denoting the Lord as to

Divine Truth, see n. 8535, 9503. Conjunction thereby with

man is signified by the tables being two, and joined together in

esemblance of a covenant, see n. 9116
;
by two also is signi-

fied conjunction, n. 5191, 8123. Hence it is evident that by
Jehovah giving to Moses in His finishing to speak with him
from Mount Sinai the two tables of the testimony, is signified

that when the church is established, there is conjunction of the

Lord with man by Hie Word, which is sent down from Him out

of heaven.- That it is the Word by which the Lord flows in

with man, speaks with him, and is conjoined, see n. 1775,

2310, 2899, 3176, 3735, 3982, 1217, 9212, 9216, 9357, 9380,

9396, 9100, 9101, 10,290.

10,376. M Tables of stone written with the finger of God"—
that hereby is signified Divine Truth therein from the Lord
Himself, appears from the signification of the tables, as denot-

ing the law in every complex, thus the Word, see n. 9116 ; and
from the signification of stone, as denoting Divine Truth in

ultimates, of which we shall speak presently; and from the

signification of being written with the finger of God, as denot-

ing from the Lord Himself, for what is written by the finger

of any one is from him. The reason why those tables were of

stone, and the words of the law were written oil stone, was,

because stone signifies truth in ultimates, and Divine Truth in

ultimates is the sense of the letter of the Word, in which is

the internal sense. That stone denotes truth, see n. 613, 1298,

3720, 6126, 9176. And that it denotes truth in ultimates,

u. 8609.

CONTINUATION OF THE SUBJECT CONCERNING THE THIRD EARTQ
IN THE STARRY HEAVEN.

10,377. T/IET acknowledge, as in every earth, God xindet

a human form, thus our Lord;for ichosoever acknowledge a God
nnder a h uman form, are accepted by our Lord and are led. No
others can be led, for they think without determination to a

form, thus they think of nature.

10)878. The sj>iritswho arefrom thatcarth are well-disposed;

the reason is, In cause they are withheld from evils by their not

'.oring to think of things terrestrial and corporeal ; for tlnst
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things toilhdruw the mindfrom heaven, since in proportion as

any one is immersed in them, in the same proportion he is re-

moved from heaven, thusfrom the Lord, consequently in tht

same proportion he is in evils, and ill-disposed.

10.379. The spirits of that earth appear above in the plane

if the head towards tlie right; for all spirits are distinguished

from their situation in respect to the liuman body, by reason that

the universal heaven corresponds to all things of man. These
.spirits keep themselves at a distance, because their correspon-

dence is not with the externals appertaining to man, but with

the interiors. Their action is into the left knee, a little above

and below, with a certain vibration of undulation very sensible,

ivhich is a. sign that they correspond to the conjunction of tilings

natural and of things celestial ; for the feet correspond to natu-

ral things,the thighs to celestial,thus the knee to their conjunction.

10.380. I have been informed that the inhabitants of their

earth are instructed concerning the things of heaven by some
immediate commerce with angels and spirits, which they can be

more easily led into than others, because they reject corporeal

things from their thought and affection. But concerning that

commerce, it is only alloived to relate what has been told me.

10.381. A certain spirit of their number came to me, loho

was perceived above the head near a bubbling fountain, which
is called Fontanella, whence he discoursed with me. He was able

to explore dexterously all the things ofmy thought, and to keep

them together in order, and, to manifest them to me. But. he

brought forth only such as he could reprehend ; the reason was,

because spiritsfrom our earth were around me, to whom he was
not willing to approachfreely, because they think of things cor-

poreal. When he reprehended me, it was given to say, that what
he reprehended was not mine, but belonged to the spirits whovjere

around me, since what I think, I do not think from myself, but

from them by influx. He wondered at this, but still perceived

that it ivas so. It was given to add, that it is not angelical to in-

quire into the evils appertaining toman, unless thegoods are in-

quired into at the same time. On hearing this he departed, per-

ceiving that he had done itfrom the indignation pointed at above.

10.382. J afterwards discoursed with those spirits at a dis-

tance, and asked what became ofthose amongst them who are evil.

They replied, that on their earth it is not allowed for any to be

ill-disposed ; but if he thinks evil and does evil, he is chicled

by a certain spirit who threatens him ivith death if he p>ersists in

so doing ; and also if he persists, that he dies by a swoon ; and
that by tliis means the men of that earth are preservedfrom the

contagions of evils. A certain spirit of this kind was sent to me,

speaking with me as with them ; and moreover he induced some
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ivhat ofpain in the region of the abdomen, saying, that this is
the method he uses with those who give into evil thoughts and
evil actions, and to whom he threatens death. But this spirit
was a chiding spirit. He stood at the occiput, and thence dis-
coursed with me in a way of undulation [undulatorie].

10,383. They said, that they who profane holy things are
grievously punished, and that before the punishing spirit
comes, there appears to them a lion'sjaw wide open, of a livid
color, which seems as if he would swallow the head, and tear
it asunderfrom the body, whence they are seized with horror.
The punishing spirit they call the devil.

_
10,381. Inasmuch as they were desirous to know how we are

circumstanced on our earth in regard to revelation, I told them
that it is effected by writing and preaching from the Ward,
and not by immediate commerce as in other earths ; and that
what is written may be printed and published, and be read
and comprehended by whole companies ofpeople, and thus the

life be amended. They were much surprised that such an art,

so utterly unknown in other places, could be given / but they
comprehended that on this earth, where corporeal and terres-

trial things are so much loved, divine thingsfrom heaven cannot
otherwise be received ; and that it would be dangerous in such
circumstances to discourse with angels.

10,385. The subject concerning this earth in the starry heaven
will be continued at the close of thefollowing chapter.

EXODUS.
CHAPTER THE THIRTY-SECOND.

THE DOCTRINE OF CIIARITY AND FAITH.

10.386. BAPTISM was instituted for a sign that man is of
the church, and for a memorial that he is to be regenerated.

For the washing of baptism is nothing else than spiritual wash-
ing, which is regeneration.

10.387. All regeneration is effected from the Lord by the

truths of faith, and by a life according to them ; therefore bap-
tism testifies that' man is of the church, and that he can be re-

generated, for in the church the Lord is acknowledged, Who
regenerates, and in the church is the AVord, containing the

truths of faith by which regeneration is effected.

10.388. This the Lord teaches in John, " Except a man be
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generated of water and the spirit, he cannot enter into the king-

doiit, of God" iii. 5 ; water in the spiritual sense is the truth of

faith derived from the Word
;
spirit is a life according to that

truth ; and to be generated of them is to be regenerated.

10.389. Inasmuch as every one who is regenerated also un-

dergoes temptations, which are spiritual combats against evils

and falses, therefore by the waters of baptism those temptations

are also signified.

10.390. Since baptism is for a sign and for a memorial of

those things, therefore man may be baptized when an infant,

and if not at that time, when an adult.

10.391. Let it be known therefore to those who are bap-

tized, that baptism itself does not give faith, nor salvation, but

that it testifies that men receive faith, and that they are saved

if they are regenerated.

10.392. Hence it may be manifest what is meant by the

Lord's words in Mark, "He who believeth and is baptized, shall

be saved ; but he who believeth not, shall be condemned " xvi. 16

;

he who believeth denotes who acknowledged the Lord, and

receives Divine Truths from Him by the Word; he who is bap-

tized denotes who is regenerated by those truths from the Lord.

CHAPTER XXXH.

1. AND the people saw that Moses delayed to come down
from the mountain ; and the people gathered together unto

Aaron, and they said unto him, Arise, make for us gods, who
may go before us, because this Moses, that man who made us

to come up out of the land of Egypt, we know not what is

become of him.

2. And Aaron said to them, pluck away the ear-rings of

gold, which are in the ears of your women, of your sons, and
of your daughters, and bring [them] to me.

3. And all the people plucked away the ear-rings of gold,

which were in their ears, and brought them to Aaron.
4. And he took them from their hand, and formed it with a

graving tool, and made it a calf of what is molten ; and they
said, These are thy gods, O Israel, who made thee to ascend
out of the land of Egypt.

5. And Aaron saw, and built an altar before it, and Aaron
proclaimed, and said, A festival to Jehovah to-morrow.

6. And they arose in the morning the day following, and
offered burnt-offerings, and brought peace-making offerings

;

and the people sat down to eat and drink, and rose up to play.

7. And Jehovah spake to Moses, Go, descend, because
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thy people have corrupted themselves, whom thou hast made
to come up out of the land of Egypt.

8. They have receded suddenly from the way which I com-
manded them, they have made to themselves a calf of what is

molten, and have adored it, and have sacriticed to it, and have
said, These are thy gods, O Israel, who made thee to come up
out of the laud of Egypt.

9. And Jehovah said to Moses, I have seen this people,

and behold the people, they are hard necked.

10. And thou, suffer Me, and let Mine anger burn into them,

and I will consume them, and make thee into a great nation.

11. And Moses deprecated the faces of Jehovah his God,
and said, "Wherefore, O Jehovah, should Thine anger burn into

this people, whom Thou hast brought forth out of the land of

Egypt, with great virtue and a strong hand?
12. Wherefore should the Egyptians say, saying, For evil

hath He brought them forth to slay them in the mountains, and
to consume them from upon the faces of the earth ? Return
from the wrath of Thine anger, and let it repent Thee on evil to

thy people. »

13. Remember Abraham, Isaac and Israel, Thy servants, to

whom thou hast sworn in Thyself, and hast spoken to them, I

will multiply your seed, as the stars of the heavens ; and all this

land, which I said, I will give to your seed, and they shall in-

herit it for an age.

11. And Jkiiovah repented on the evil, which He said He
would do to His people.

15. And Moses looked back, and descended from the moun-
tain, and the two tables of the testimony were in his hand, tables

written from two transits, from hence and from hence they were
written.

16. And the tables they were the work of God, and the

writing it was the writing of God, cut on the tables.

IT. And Joshua heard the voice of the people in their voci-

feration, and he said to Moses, The voice of war is in the camp.
18. And he said, it is not the voice of the shout victory,

and it is not the voice of the shout of a thing that is lost, the

voice of a miserable shout I hear.

19. And it came to pass as he approached to the camp, and
BttW the calf, and the dancing, the anger of Moses was kindled,

and he cast the tables out of his hand, and broke them beneath

the mountain. »

20. And he took the calf which they made, and burned it

with lire, and ground it even into powder, and sprinkled it on

the faces of the waters, and made the sons of Israel to drink.

21. And Moses said to Aaron, what hath this people done

to thee, that thou hast brought upon them so great sin?

22. And Aaron said, let not anger burn, my lord ; thou

knowest the people that they are in evil.
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23. And they said to me, Make for us gods, who may go
before us, because this Moses, that man, who made us come up
out of the land of Egypt, we know not what is become of him.

24. And I said to them, He that hath gold, pluck ye it

away ; and they gave it to me, and I cast it into the fire, and
this calf came forth.

25. And Moses saw the people, that they were dissolute,

because Aaron made them dissolute for annihilation to their

insurgents.

26. And Moses stood in the gate of the camp, and said, Who
is for Jehovah [let him come] to me ; and all the sons of Levi
were gathered together to him.

27. And he said to them, Thus saith Jehovah God of Israel,

put ye every one his sword upon his thigh, pass ye and return

from gate to gate in the camp, and slay ye a man Jiis brother,

and a man his companion, and a man his neighbor.

28. And the sons of Levi did according to the word of

Moses : and there fell of the people that day to three thousand
men.

29. And Moses said, Fill ye your hand to-day to Jehovah,
because a man is for his son, and for his brother, and to give

upon you to-day a blessing.

30. And it came to pass on the day following, and Moses
6aid to the people, ye have sinned a great sin ; and now I will

go up to Jehovah, peradventure I shall expiate for your sin.

31. And Moses returned to Jehovah, and said, I beseech,

this people hath sinned a great sin, and .they have made to

themselves gods of gold.

32. And now if Thou remittest their sin; and if not, blot

me, I pray, out of Thy book which Thou hast written.

33. And Jehovah said to Moses, Whosoever hath binned

against me, him will I blot out of My book.
34. And now go, lead the people to what I said to thee, be-

hold Mine angel shall go before thee, and in the day of My
visitation I will visit upon them their sin.

35. And Jehovah smote the people, because they made the

•alf, which Aaron made.

THE CONTENTS.

10,393. IN the internal sense in this chapter is described

that a church could not be established with the Israelitish

people, since they were altogether in externals without any
internal principle ; and to prevent their profaning the holy

things of heaven and the church, interior things with then;

were absolutely closed. That f.hat oeople was altogether i"
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externals without any internal principle, is signified by the

golden calf, which they worshiped instead of Jehovah ; and
that interior things with them were absolutely closed, lest thejT

should profane the holy things of heaven and of the church, is

signified, by the tables of the law being broken by Moses ; and
by Moses grinding the golden calf, and sprinkling the dust into

the waters, and giving them to drink ; also by their being slain

by the sons of Levi in the camp to three thousand men.
10,394. In the internal sense is further described, that al-

though a church could not be established amongst them, still

there were with them representatives, which are the ultimates

of a church, to the end that the Word might be written, which
might close in those ultimates ; these things are signified by
Jehovah being entreated of Moses.

THE INTERNAL SENSE.

10,395. VERSES 1 to 6. And the people saw that Moses
delayed to come downfrom the mountain ; and thepeople gath-

ered together unto Aaron, and they said unto him, Arise, makefor
us gods, who may go before us, because this Moses, that man, who
made us to come up out of the land of Egypt, we know not what
is become of him. And Aaron said to them,, Pluck ye away
the ear-rings of gold, which are in the ears of your women, of
your sons, and of your daughters, and bring them to me. And
all the people plucked away the ear-rings of gold, which wen in

their ears, and brought them to Aaron. And he tookfrom thru-

hand, and formed it with a graving tool, and made it a calfof
what is molten ; and they said, These are thy gods, 0 Israel, who
made thee to come up out of the land of Egypt. And Aaron
saw,and built an altar before it, andAaron proclaimed, and said,

A festival to Jehovah to-morrow. And they arose in the morn ing

the dayfollowing, and offered burnt-offerings, and brought peace-

making-offerings / and the people sat down to eat and to drink
f

and arose to play. And the people saw that Moses delayed to

come down from the mountain, signifies the Israeli-fish nation

when they did not perceive in the Word any tiling from
heaven. And the people gathered together to Aaron, signifies

that they betook themselves to the externals of tlie Word, of

the church, and of worship, separate from what is internal.

And they said to him, signifies exhortation. Arise, make us

gods, who may go before us, signifies fakes of doctrine and of

worship, thus tilings idolatrous. Because this Moses, that man,
who made us to come up out of the land of Egypt, we know
not what is become of him, signifies that it is altogether un
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known what other Divine Truth is in the "Word, which elevates

man from what is external to what is internal. And Aaron

said to them, signifies the external of the Word, of the church,

and of worship, without an internal principle. Pluck ye away
the ear-rings of gold from the ears of your women, of your sous,

and of your daughters, signifies the extraction of such things

from the sense of the letter of the Word as favor external loves

and the principles thence derived. And bring them to me,

signifies the bringing together into one. And all the people

plucked away the ear-rings of gold, which were in their ears,

and brought them to Aaron, signifies the effect. And he took

from their hand, signifies things favoring their proprium. And
formed it with a graving tool, signifies from their own proper

intelligence. And made it a calf of what is molten, signifies

according to the delight of the loves of that nation. And they

said, these are thy gods, O Israel, signifies that it was to be

worshiped above all things. Who made thee to come up out

of the land of Egypt, signifies which led. And Aaron saw,

signifies approbation. And built an altar before it, signifies

worship. And Aaron proclaimed, and said, a festival to Jehovah
to-morrow, signifies that this is the very principle of the church
which was to be celebrated, and the Divine itself which was to

be adored perpetually. And they arose in the morning the day
following, signifies excitation from their loves. And offered

burnt-offerings, and brought peace-making-offerings, signifies

the worship of their loves, thus their delights, and hence of

falses. And the people sat down to eat and to drink, signifies

their appropriation. And arose to play, signifies the festivity of

their interiors thence derived, and agreement.

10,396. " And the people saw that Moses delayed to come
down from the mountain "—that hereby is signified the Israel-

itish nation when they did not perceive in the Word any
thing from heaven, appears from the signification of seeing,

when concerning the understanding of the Word, as denoting
perception, see n. 2150, 3764, 3863, 4567, 4723, 5400; and
from the representation of Moses, as denoting the Word, see

the passages cited, n. 9372; and from the signification of de-

laying to come down, when concerning the perception of

Divine Truth from the Word, as denoting not to flow in, for

the Divine Truth which flows in with man, is said to descend
from heaven ; and from the signification of Mount Sinai, as

denoting heaven as to Divine Truth, see n. 9420. By the peo-

ple is here meant the Israelitish nation in a proper sense, since

in this chapter that nation is treated of, such as it was as to

the perception of Divine Truth from the Word, and as to

the perception of the interior things which were represented

in those which were commanded of Jehovah by Moses to the

sons of Israel from Mount Sinai, treated of in the preceding
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chapters, from xxv. to xxxi. inclusively. From these considera-

tions it is manifest, that by the people seeing that Moses delayed
to come down from the mountain, is signified the Israelitish

nation when they did not perceive in the Word any thing from
heaven ; thus neither any thing which was represented in those

things which were commanded from Mount Sinai, which are

interior things. The case herein is this : the subject treated of

in the preceding chapters is the statutes, the judgments, and
the laws, which were commanded of Jehovah to the sons of

Israel, amongst whom a church was to be instituted. All and
singular, those commands were external things which represent-

ed internal, as has been shown in the explications upon those

chapters : but the Israelitish nation was of such a quality, that

they were not willing to know any thing at all concerning the

internal things which were represented, but only concerning the

external which represented. The cause why they were of such

a quality was, because they were altogether in corporeal and
terrestrial loves ; and with those who are in those loves, the

interiors are closed, which would otherwise open into heaven
;

for with man there is an internal and an external, his internal is

for heaven, and his external for the world ; when the external

rales, then worldly, corporeal, and terrestrial things rule, but

when the internal, then heavenly things; but man was so created,

that the external may be subordinate to the internal, thus the

world to heaven, for, as was said, the external is for the world,

and the internal for heaven ; when therefore the external rules,

the internal is closed, by reason that man in such case turns him-

self from heaven and from the Lord to the world and to himself,

and his heart is there where he turns himself, consequently his

love, and with his love the all of his life, for the life of man is

his love. These observations are made to the intent that it may
be known how the case i6 with those who are in corporeal and

terrestrial loves, namely, that the interiors appertaining to them
are closed ; and they with whom the interiors are closed, do

not acknowledge any thing internal, saying, that those things

which they see with their eyes, and touch with their hands,

alone are, and that other things are not, which they do not see

with their eyes, and touch with their hands ; hence also they

have not any faith that there is a heaven, that there is a life

after death, and that the interior things, which the church

teaches, are any thing. Of such a quality was the Israelitish

nation. That they were of such a quality, is described in this

chapter. He who does not know that interior things consti-

tute the church with man, and not exterior things without

them, cannot know otherwise than that that nation was chosen,

and also loved by Jehovah, above all other nations ; but the

case is altogether otherwise
;
they were received because they

pressed to be received, but not "that any church might per
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tain to them, but only the representative of a church, to the end

that the Word might be written, which might ultimately close

in such things. The reason why that people is called in the

"Word., the people of Jehovah, the chosen and beloved nation

is, because by Judah is there meant the celestial church, by

Israel the spiritual church, and by all the sons of Jacob, some
what of the church ; also by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, the

Lord Himself, as likewise by Moses, Aaron, and David. Bui

whereas that nation is treated of in this chapter throughout

that a church could not be instituted amongst them, but. only

the representative of a church, therefore before it is allowed

to proceed further, see what has been before said and shown
concerning that nation, namely, that a church did not appertain

to them, but only the representative of a church, n. 4281, 4288,

4311, 4500, 4899, 4912, 6304, 7048, 9320. Thus that they

were not chosen, but received, because they were urgent to be

received, n. 4290, 4293, 7051, 7439. That they were altogether

in externals without any internal principle, n. 4293, 4311, 4459,

4834, 4844, 4847, 4865, 4868, 4874, 4903, 4913, 9373, 9380,

9381. That their worship was merely external, n. 3147, 3479,

8871. That neither were they willing to know the internal

things of worship and of the Word, n. 3479, 4429, 4433, 4680.

That on this account it was not given them to know those things,

n. 301, 302, 304, 2520, 3769. If they had known, that they

would have profaned, n. 3398, 3489, 4289. That nevertheless

by the externals of worship appertaining to them, which were
representative of things interior, there was communication with
heaven, and in what manner, n. 4311, 4444, 6304, 8588, 8788,

8S06. That when they were in worship, their interiors which
were filthy, were closed, n. 3480, 9962. That this could be
effected with that nation, and that on this account they were
preserved even to this day, n. 3479, 4281, 6588, 9377. That
they worshiped Jehovah only as to name, n. 3732, 4299, 6877.

That in heart they were idolaters, n. 4208, 4281, 4820, 5998,

6877, 7401, 8301, 8882. In general that they were the worst ot

nations, n. 4314, 4316, 4317, 4444, 4503, 4750, 4751, 4815,

4820, 4832, 5057, 7248, 8819, 9320.

10,397. " And the people gathered together to Aaron "—that

hereby is signified that they betook themselves to the externals

of the Word, of the church, and of worship, separate from an
internal principle, appears from the signification of gathering
together, as denoting to betake themselves; and from the repre-

sentation of Aaron, as here denoting the external of the Word,
of the church, and of worship, separate from what is internal.

The reason why this is here represented by Aaron is, because he
was the head of that nation during the absence of Moses, and
by Moses, who was absent, is represented the Word, from which
the church and worship are derived, both in the internal sense

vol. x. 22
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and external, see the passages cited, n. 9372. That such is

represented by Aaron, is evident also from all and singular the

things which are related of Aaron in what follows, namely, that

it was he who made the calf, and proclaimed a feast, and made
the people dissolute; all which things coincide with the external

of the Word, of the church, and of worship, separate from the

internal. He who separates the internal of the Word, of the

church, and of worship, separates from it the holy Divine ; for

the internal of those things is their spirit, but the external is

the body of that spirit; and the body without the spirit is dead;
to worship therefore what is dead is to worship an idol, in this

case to worship a golden calf, and to proclaim a feast to it,

and thereby to make the people dissolute. From these con-

siderations it may be manifest what is signified by Aaron in

this chapter. What the internal of the Word, of the church,

and of worship, is, and what their external, has been shown in

what goes before.

10.398. " And they said to him "—that herebj^ is signified

exhortation, appears from the signification of saying, when con-

cerning the religious principle to which the people inclined, as

denoting exhortation. That saying also denotes exhortation,

see n. 5012, 7098, 8178, 7215. The religious principle, to which
the people inclined, was to worship what is external without an
internal principle.

10.399. " Arise, make for us gods who may go before us "

—

that hereby are signified falses of doctrine and of worship, thus

things idolatrous, appears from the signification of gods, as de-

noting truths, see n. 4295, 4402, 7010, 7268, 7873, 8301; and
in the opposite sense falses, n. 4402, 4544, 7873 ; hence to

make gods denotes falses of doctrine, or doctrine derived from
falses; and from the signification of going before us, as denot-

ing what they may follow, thus according to which they may
institute worship. That to make gods who may go before us

denotes things idolatrous, is evident ; what is idolatrous also

consists in worshiping external things without internal, see

n. 4825, 9429. Concerning this kind of idolatry it may be
expedient here to make a few observations. The externals of

the church about to be established with the Israelitish nation,

were all those things which were commanded by the Lord to

Moses on Mount Sinai, which were the tent of the congregation

with the ark there, the propitiatory upon it, the table on which
were the breads of faces, the candlestick, the altar of incense,

likewise the altar of burnt-offering, the garments of Aaron and
of his sons, especially the ephod on which was the breast-plate;

moreover also the oil of anointing, the incense, the blood of the

burnt-ottering and sacrifice, the wine for a libation, the fire on

I lie altar, with several other things besides. The Israelitish and

Jewish nation worshiped all those things as holy, without the
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nolv principle which they represented, and thought nothing at

all of the Lord, of heaven, of love, of faith, of regeneration,

thus of those things which were signified; when their worship
was of such a quality, then there was the worship of wood, of

bread, of wine, of blood, of oil, of fire, of garments, but not

of the Lord in them ; that such worship, in respect to them, is

not Divine worship, but idolatrous, is evident.

10,400. " Because this Moses, that man, who made us to

come up out of the land of Egypt, we know not what is be-

come of him "—that hereby is signified that it is altogether

unknown what other Divine Truth is in the Word, which ele-

vates man from what is external into what is internal, and
makes the church, appears from the representation of Moses,
as denoting the Word, thus Divine Truth, see the passages cited,

n. 9372 ; hence a doubtful and negative principle that the

Divine Truth is any thing else than what is extant in the sense

of the letter, is signified by this Moses, that man, we know not

what is become of him. The reason why he is here called man
is, because by man [vir~\ in the Word is signified truth, see n.

3134, 3309, 3459, 7716, 9007 ; and from the signification of

making the sons of Israel to come up out of the land of Egypt,
as denoting elevation of the natural or external man to the

internal or spiritual, to be made a church ; for by the land of

Egypt is signified the natural or external principle of the

church, by making to e*ine up, elevation, and by the sons of

Israel, the church. That the land of Egypt denotes the natural

or external principle of the church, see the passages cited, n.

9391 ; that to make to come up denotes to elevate from what is

external to what is internal, n. 3084, 4539, 4969. 5406, 5917,

6007, thus from the natural man to the spiritual ; and that the

sons of Israel denote the church, see the passages cited, n.

9340. From these considerations it is evident, that by this

Moses, that man, who made us to come up out of the land of

Egypt, we know not what is become of him, is signified that

it is altogether unknown what other Divine Truth is in the

Word, which elevates man from what is external to what is

internal, and makes the church, than what is extant in the

sense of the letter. So likewise all those think and speak, who
are in external things without internal ; and all those who are in

external things without internal, who are in the loves of self

and the world ; for with them, the internal man is closed, and
only the external open ; and what the external man, when he
reads the Word, sees without the internal, he sees in thick

darkness, for natural lumen without light from heaven is mere
thick darkness in things spiritual ; and light from heaven
enters through the internal man into the external, and illu-

minates the latter. Hence it is that so many heresies have
existed, and that the Word is called by some a book of
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heresies, and that it is altogether unknown that tliere is any
internal principle in the W ord ; and that they who think that

there is such a principle, are still ignorant where it is. That
such are they, who are meant in the Apocalypse, chap. xii.

by the dragon which drew with his tail a third part of the

stars from heaven, and cast them to the ground, will be shown
elsewhere by the Divine Mercy of the Lord. Let such as

are so disposed observe, whether any one at this day knows
any other than that the sense of the letter is the Divine itself

of the Word ; but let them consider also whether any one can

know the Divine Truths of the Word in that sense, except by
doctrine thence derived ; and if he has not doctrine for a

lamp, that he is carried away into errors, whithersoever the

obscurity of his understanding and the delight of his will leads

and draws him. The doctrine, which should be for a lamp, is

what the internal sense teaches, thus it is the internal sense

itself, which in some measure is evident to every one, although

he is ignorant what the internal sense is, who is in the external

from the internal, that is, to whom the internal man is open
;

for heaven, which is in the internal sense of the Word, flows in

with that man when he reads the Word, enlightens him, and
gives him perception, and thereby teaches him: yea, if ye are

willing to believe, the internal man appertaining to man is of

itself in the internal sense of the Word, since it is heaven in the

least effigy, and hence is with angels in heaven when it is open,

wherefore also it is in like perception with them ; which also

may be manifest from this consideration, that the interior in-

tellectual ideas of man are not such as his natural ideas are,

to which nevertheless they correspond ; but of what quality

they are, man is ignorant so long as he lives in the body, yet

he comes into them spontaneously when he comes into the

other life, because they are ingrafted, and by them he is in-

stantly in consort with the angels. Hence it is evident that

man whose internal is open, is in the internal sense of the

Word, although he is ignorant of it ; hence he has illustration

when he reads the Word, but according to the light which he
is capable of having by means of the knowledges appertaining

to him : but who they are, see n. 9025, 9382, 9409, 9410, 9424,

9430, 10,105, 10,324.

10,401. " And Aaron said to them "—that hereby is signi-

fied the external of the Word, of the church, and of worship,
without the internal, appears from the representation of Aaron
in this passage, as denoting the external of the Word, of the

Church, and of worship, without the internal, see above, n.

10,397. That with the Israelitish and Judaic nation there was
not a church, but only the representative of a church, thus

what is external without an internal principle, appears manifest
irom Aaron, who. although of such a quality, was still made
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the high priest, to whom the most holy things of the church

were committed, and who was hence accounted holy above all

others ; tor it is said of him, that he made a golden calf, built

an altar for it, proclaimed a feast to Jehovah for it, that he

brought that sin upon the people, and that he made them dis-

solute, verses 2, 4, 5, 21. 25, 35. And in another place, " That

Jehovah was moved with anger against Aaron exceedingly, to

destroy him, and that Moses prayed for him," Deut. ix. 20

;

which things involve that Aaron was like the people, who in

heart were idolaters, n. 4208, 4281, 4820, 5998, 6877, 7401,

8301, 8SS2. But whereas the external of the church only was
with that nation, without the internal, and by it there was still

communication with heaven, therefore it was the same thing of

what quality the man of the church was, if so be, when he was
in externals, he only acted according to the statutes, and wor-

shiped them. That representatives did not respect the person,

but the thing which was represented, see n. 665, 1097, 3670,

4208, 4281, 4288, 4444, 8588.

10,402. " Pluck away the ear-rings of gold from the ears

nt your women, of your sons, and of your daughters"—that

hereby is signified the extraction of such things from the sense

of the letter of the "Word as favor external loves, and the prin-

ciples thence derived, appears from the signification of plucking

away, as denoting to extract, in this case from the sense of the

letter of the Word, since this is the subject treated of; and
from the signification of ear-rings of gold which were in the

ears, as denoting representative tokens of the obedience and
perception of the delights which are of the external loves, foi

by the ears is signified obedience and perception, by gold the

good of love, in this case the delight of external loves, hence
ear-rings of gold denote representative tokens of those loves.

That by the ears is signified obedience and perception, see n.
k2542, 4652 to 4660, 8990, 9397, 10,061; that by gold the

good of love, n. 1551, 1552, 5658, 6914, 6917, 9510, 9S74,

9881, hence when it is predicated of external loves, which are

the loves of self and the world, by gold is signified their

delight, thus evil, n. 8932 ; and that hence ear-rings are repre-

sentative tokens of obedience and perception, n. 4551 ; and
from the signification of women, as denoting the goods of the

church, see n. 3160, 4823, 6014, 7022, 7337, hence in the

opposite sense its evils, n. 409 ; and from the signification of

sons, as denoting truths, and in the opposite sense falses, see

n. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2623, 2803, 2813, 3373, 3704, 4257,
65S3, 6584, 9807 ; and from the signification of daughters, as

denoting the affections of truth and good, and hence in the

opposite sense the affections of what is false and evil, see n.

2362, 3963, 6729. Hence it is evident that by plucking away
the ear-rings of gold from the ears of your women, of your sons,
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and of your daughters, is signified the extraction from the sense

of the letter of the "Word of such things as are perceived to

obey or favor the delights of external loves, and the prin-

ciples thence derived. That ear-rings are tokens of obedience
and perception, is manifest from Hosea, " Contend ye with

your mother, since she is not my wife, that she may remove
her whoredoms from her faces, lest peradventure I strip her

naked, and set her as a wilderness, and be not merciful to

her sons ; because she hath said, I will go after my lovers, that

give my bread, and my waters, my wool, and my flax. And
she hath not known that I have given her corn, and new wine,

and oil, and have multiplied silver to her; and they have made
gold for Baal. And I will make waste her vine, and her fig-tree

;

and I will visit upon her the days of Baalim, to whom she hath
burned incense, and hathput on her ear-ring and her ornament

;

and she hath gone after her lovers, and hath forgotten Me,"
ii. 1 to 14. To burn incense, and to put on an ear-ring to

Baalim, denotes to worship Baalim gods, and to obey them.
The preceding verses in that chapter are also adduced, to the

end that it may hence be known what is the quality of the ex-

ternal sense of the Word without the internal, and what is its

quality together with the internal; thus what is the quality ac-

cording to which they perceive the Word, who are in externals

without an internal, and what is the quality with those who are

in externals from the internal; they who are in externals sepa-

rate from what is internal, cannot otherwise apprehend the above
words than according to the letter, which is, that they should

contend with the mother of the sons of Israel, that she was no
longer loved hj Jehovah as a wife ; and if she does not remove
whoredoms from her, that she would be stripped naked, and be

set as a wilderness ; and Jehovah would not have mercy on her

sons, because she said that she would go after her lovers, who
gave her bread, waters, wool, and flax ; and that she did not

know that Jehovah gave her corn, new wine, and oil, and
multipled silver ; that they made gold for Baal ; and that on

this account her vine was laid waste, and her tig-tree, and that

it will be visited upon her, because she burned incense to

Baalim, and put on them an ear-ring and ornament, and went
after her lovers, her adulterers, forgetting Jehovah. This is the

sense of the letter, and thus the Word is understood by those

who are in externals without an internal principle, for thu» it is

understood by the Jews at this day, and also by some Chris-

tians ; but that that is not the sense of the Word, may be seen

by all those who are in some degree of illustration ; since these

by the mother, of whom all those things are said, do not under-

stand mother, but the church, such as it was with that nation;

they instantly comprehend that something of the church is sig-

nified by all the things which are said of her, for they are such
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as follow in order from the first position, or from the first sub-

ject ; as by whoredoms, by lovers, by sons, and by bread,

waters, wool, flax, corn, new wine, oil, silver, gold, and by
vine and fig-tree, and likewise by incense and by ear-ring.

What each of these things signifies, cannot be known from any
other source than from the internal sense, in which by motliei

and wife is signified the church, by setting her naked and as a

wilderness, is signified without the goods of love and the truths

of faith. The truths of faith and the goods of love, of which
she shall be widowed, are signified by sons, by bread and waters,

by wool and flax, by corn, new wine, oil, silver, gold, and
finally by vine and fig-tree ; the worship itself grounded in obe-

dience to falses and evils, which will succeed in the place of
truths and goods, is signified by burning incense, and putting

on an ear-ring and an ornament to Baalim. That mother de-

notes the church, see n. 289, 2691, 2717, 4257, 5580. That
the same is true of a wife, n. 252, 409, 749, 770, 7022. That
to set naked denotes to be deprived of the goods of love and
the truths of faith, n. 9960. That a wilderness denotes a state

without the truths and goods of the church, n. 2708, 3900,
4736, 7055. That whoredoms denote falsifications of truth,

n. 2466, 2729, 4865, 8904; hence lovers denote those who
falsify. That sons denote truths, and in the opposite sense
falses, n. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2623, 2803, 2813, 3373, 3704,

4357, 6583, 65S4, 9807. That bread and water denote the

good of love and the truth of faith, n. 9323. The wool denotes
good in the external man, n. 9470. That flax denotes truth
there, n. 7601, 9959. That corn denote good from which
truth is derived, n. 5295, 5410, 5959. That new wine denotes
the truth thence derived, n. 3580. That oil denotes celestial

good, n. 9780, 10,261. That silver denotes truth, and gold
good in general, n. 1551, 1552, 5658, 6914, 6917, 9881. That
vine denotes the internal spiritual church, n. 1069, 3676, 9277,
and that fig-tree denotes the external good of that church, n.

217, 4231, 5113. That to burn incense denotes worship, n.

10,177, 10,298. And that an ear-ring is a representative token
of obedience, n. 4551, hence to put it on denotes to obey.
When these things are understood in the place of the above
words, or together with them, it then appears what the quality
of the Word is, when it is spiritually perceived, thus what it's

quality is as to its spirit. In this sense all are kept by the Lord
who read the Word, but it is not received. by any others except
those with whom the interiors are open, and since it is received
in hnowledges,therefore according to their intellectual principle,
[it is received] in the degree and according to the quality that
this principle can be enlightened by the knowledges appertaining
to them

; moreover in general they are affected with a hofy
principle thence derived.
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10.403. "And bring them to me"—that hereby is signified

a bringing together into one, appears from the «ignification of

bringing to Aaron, as denoting to bring into one such things

from the. sense of the letter of the Word, as favor external

loves, and the principles thence derived. That this is signified

by bringing to Aaron the ear-rings of gold which were in the

ears of the women, of the sons, and of the daughters, is mani-
fest from what was shown just above, n. 10,402.

10.404. " And all the people plucked away the ear-rings

of gold which were in their ears, and brought them to Aaron"
—that hereby is signified the effect, appears without explication.

10.405. " And he took them out of their hand"—that hereby
are signified things favoring their proprium, appears from the

signification of taking out of the hand of any one, as denoting
to take such things as are his, thus which are of the proprium,
or which favor the proprium ; for by the hand is signified the

power or ability of man, and hence whatsoever is of him, see

the passages cited, n. 10,019 ; and n. 10,082, 10,241.

10.406. " And formed it with a graving tool"—that hereby
is signified from their own proper intelligence, appears from
the signification of forming: with a graving tool, when concern-

ing an idol, as denoting to trim out a false doctrinal from their

own proper intelligence, which is etfected by the application

of the sense of the letter of the Word in favor of the loves of

self and of the world ; for when these loves reign, then man is

not in any illustration from heaven, but takes all things from
his own intelligence, and confirms them from the sense of the

letter of the AVord, which he falsifies by wrong application and
perverse interpretation, and afterwards favors those things be-

cause from himself. In the Word throughout mention is made
of things graven, and things molten

;
they who apprehend the

Word only according to the letter, suppose that idols alone are

meant by those things ; nevertheless idols are not meant, but

false doctrinale of the church, such as are formed by man him-

self, under the guidance of some love of his. The formation of

those fakes that they may cohere, and appear as if they were
truths, is signified by a graven thing; their conjunction in

favor of external loves, that evils may appear as goods, is sig-

nified by a molten thing. Since each is meant by the golden

calf, therefore it is here said, that Aaron formed it with a grav-

ing too], by which is meant the formation of falses that they may
appear as truths; and by his making gold the calf of what is

molten, and afterwards casting it into the fire, and the calf

coining forth, verse 24, is meant conjunction in favor of

external loves, that evils may appear as goods. Such also is

the case with every doctrinal which is made from man, and not

from the Lord ; and it is then made from man, when he regards

his own g'ory, or his own gain, for an end ; but from the Lord,
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when the good of the neighbor and the good of the Lord's

kingdom is regarded for an end. Such things are signified by
things graven and molten in the following passages, "Ye shah
judge unclean the covering of the graven things of thy silver, and
the clothing of thy molten gold," Isaiah xxx. 22. The covering

of the graven things of silver denotes the appearance of falses

as if they were truths ; the clothing of molten gold denotes the

appearance of evils as if they were goods ; for covering and
clothing are external appearances, which are induced, or with

which, they are invested ; silver denotes truth, therefore graven
things are said to be of silver; and gold, good, see n. 1551,

1552, 5658, 6914, 6917, 9874, 9881. Again, "The artificer

fuseth a graven thing, and the founder covereth it over with

gold, and melteth chains of silver, he seeketh to himself a wise

artificer, to prepare a graven thing, which is not moved," xl.

19, 20. In this passage is described the formation of falses that

they may cohere, and appear as if they were truths ; a graven
thing is that false principle ; an artificer is the man who forms
it from his own proper intelligence ; a founder covering it over
with gold denotes his making it to appear as good

;
melting

chains of silver denotes by coherence ; not being moved
denotes which on that account cannot be weakened and de-

stroyed. Again, '•'Theformers of a graven thing are vanity,

and their most desirable things do not profit. Who hathformed
a god, and 'molten a molten thing, that it doth not profit. All
his companions shall be ashamed, and the fabricators them-
selves ; he fabricates iron with a forceps, and worketh with
coal, and formeth it with sharp hammers, thus he worketh by
the arm of his strength, he fabricates wood, he stretcheth out

a thread and describeth it with a line, he maketh it into its

angles, and defineth it with a circle, and maketh it into the
form of a man [vir], according to the beauty of a man [homo],
to dwell in the house," xliv. 9 to 14. In this passage also is

described in what manner false doctrinals are formed, that they
may cohere, and appear as truths and goods

;
by all the expres-

sions is described how this is effected, when from man's own
proper intelligence, under the guidance of pleasure, of lust, and
of love. That this is the case, may be seen by those who know
that all things in the Word have an internal sense, by which
they are spiritually understood ; otherwise to what purpose
would be such a description of the formation of a graven thing.

That it may appear as truth and good, is signified by making
it in the form of a man [vir] according to the beauty of a man
[homo] / for man [vir] in the internal sense denotes truth, and
man [homo] the good of that truth. And in Jeremiah, "Every
man [homo] is made foolish by science, everyfounder is ashamed
of a graven thing, because his molten thing is a lie, neither is

spirit in them," x. 14
;
chap. li. 17. That a graven thing in
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this passage denotes w.^at is from man's own proper intelli-

gence, and a molten thing what is according to love, is very
manifest ; for it is said, every man is made foolish by science,

and every founder is ashamed of a graven thing, and that the

molten thing is a lie ; science in this passage denotes man's own
proper intelligence, and a lie denotes the false of evil ; inasmuch
as no Divine is in them, it is said, neither is there spirit in

them. Again, " O sword against his horses, and against his

chariots, against his treasures, that they may be spoiled
;
drought

is upon her waters, that they are dried up, because it is a land

of graven things" 1. 37, 38. That a land of graven things de-

notes the church where falses reign, is also very manifest from
all the expressions in the passage understood in the spiritual

sense, without which sense what would a sword be against

horses, against chariots, against treasures, and drought upon
the waters, but sounding words without any spirit in them

;

yet from all the things understood in the internal sense it is

evident that the destruction of the church as to truths is there

described, and thus that falses would reign therein, which are

the land of graven things ; for a sword denotes the false com-
bating and destroying truths ; horses denote the intellectual

principle which is enlightened; chariots denote doctrinals;

treasures, the knowledges of truth and good; waters on which
is drought denote truths that they are no longer truths ; and
land, the church. That a sword denotes truth combating
against the false, and in the opposite sense the false combating
against truths, and destroying them, see n. 2799, 6353, 7102,

8294 ; that horses denote the intellectual principle which is

enlightened, n. 2760, 2761, 2762, 3217, 6534; that chariots

denote doctrinals, n. 5321, 8146, 8148, 8215 ; that treasures

denote the knowledges of truth and good, n. 10,227 ; that waters

denote truths, n. 2702, 3058, 3424, 4976, 5668, 8137, 8138,

8568, 9323, 10,238; and that earth [or land] denotes the

church, see the passages cited, n. 9325. Hence it is evident

what is meant by drought upon the waters that they are dried

up, and wliat by a land of graven things. And in Habakkuk,
a What projiteth a graven thing, because the fabricator hath

engraven it, and a molten thing, and the teacher of a lie ; be-

cause the fabricator of his contrivance confideth upon it," ii. 18
;

from these words it is also evident, that by a graven thing and
a molten thing are not meant what is graven and molten, but

the false which is devised, and the evil which the false favors
;

for it is said the fabricator of his contrivance, and the teacher of

a lie. Like things are signified by what is graven and molten
in the following passages: "Babel is fallen, and all the graven

things of her gods he hath cast to the earth," Isaiah xxi. 9.

Again, " All that trust i?> a graven thing shaH be ashamed with

shame, saying to the molten thing, ye are our gods," xlii. 17.
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Again. I have told thee, and have made thee to hear, lest thou

shouldest say, mine idol hath done this
;
my graven thing and

my molten thing hath commanded them," xlviii. 5. And in Ho-
sea, " They have called themselves, and have gone from their

faces, they have sacrificed to Baalim, and have fumed incense

to graven things" xi. 2. And in Micah, '•'All the graven things

of Samaria shall be beaten in pieces, and all her meretricious

hires shall be burned with fire ; and all her idols I will make a

waste," i. 7. Inasmuch as the falses and evils of doctrines,

which are signified by graven and molten things, are fabricated

by man's own proper intelligence under the guidance of his love,

therefore also in the "Word they are called the work of the hands
of man, the work of the hands of the artifice] 1

, and the work of

the hands of the smith, as in the following passages; "They
add to sin, they make to themselves a molten thing of their silver,

idols in their intelligence, the whole work of artificers" Hosea
xiii. 2. And in Moses, " Cursed is the man who shall make a
graven thing or a molten thing, an abomination to Jehovah, the

work of the hands of the artificer" Dent, xxvii. 15. And in

David, " Their idols, silver and gold, the work of the hands of
man,'''' Psalm cxv. 4 ; Psalm cxxxv. 15. And in Jeremiah,
" They have fumed incense to other gods, and have bowed them-
selves to the works of their own hands" 1. 16. Again, "He
cutteth wood from the forest, the work of the hands of the

workman by an axe / they adorn it with silver and gold, with
nails and hammers they secure it," x. 3, 4. The work of the

hand denotes what is from the proprium of man, thus what is

from his own proper understanding, and from his own proper
will, and those things are from the proprium of each, which
are of self-love, hence the origin of all falses in the church.

Since all falses ore from the proprium of man, and by the work
of the hands is signified what is thence derived, therefore it

was forbidden to move iron, an axe, or a graving tool, upon
the stones of which the altar was formed, and also the temple,

as is evident from Moses, " If thou makest for Me an altar of

stones, thou shalt not build them hewn, because if thou movest

thy tool upon it, thou shalt profane it," xx. 25. Also in another

place, " If thou shalt build to Jehovah an altar of stones, thou

shalt not move iron upon them" Deut. xxvii. 5. And in the

1st book of the Kings, " The house was built of entire stone,

as it was brought,/"^' a hammer and an axe, any instruments of
iron, were not heard in the house, when it was building," vi. 7.

These things are adduced, to the intent that it may be known
what is meant by Aaron forming the gold with a graving tool,

and making it a calf of what is molten.

10,407. "And made it a calf of what is molten"—that

hereby is signified according to the delight of the loves of that

nation, appears from the signification of a calf, as denoting
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external or natural good, of which we shall speak presently
;

and from the signification of what is molten, as denoting wor-
ship made to favor external loves, see just above, n. 10,406.

And whereas the subject treated of in this chapter is concern-

ing the Israelitish nation, and it was in externals without an
internal principle, thus in external loves, therefore it is said,

according to the delight of the loves of that nation ; for by a

calf, as an idol, is signified that delight. The ancients, who
were in representative worship, knew what was signified by the

various kinds of animals, for every animal has its signification,

according to which also they appear in heaven, consequetly

according to which they are named in the Word, and also ac-

cording to which they were applied in the burnt-offerings and
sacrifices. By a calf is signified the good of innocence and
charity in the external or natural man, see n. 9391, 9990,

10,132 ; but when there is no good of innocence and charity,

as with those who are in externals without an internal principle,

then by a calf is signified natural and sensual delight, w hich

delight is the delight of pleasures, of lusts, and of the loves

of self and the world. This delight is what they are principled

in who are in externals without an internal principle, and which
they worship, for what a man loves above all things, this he
worships : they say indeed, that they worship the God of the

universe, but they say this with the mouth and not with the

heart. Persons of this description are meant by those who
worship a calf of what is graven. The Egyptians were of this

character above all others, and being principled in the science

of correspondences and representations above other nations,

on this account they made to themselves various idols, as is

evident from the Egyptian idols which are still extant ; but

their chief idol was a calf, by which they were willing to signify

their external good in worship ; but when the science of corres-

pondences and representations, in which they were versed above
others, was turned amongst them into magic, then a calf put on

a contrary signification, which is that of the delight of external

loves ; and when a calf was placed in the temples, and wor-

shiped for a god, it signified such a delight in worship. Inas-

much as the Israelitish nation brought alone; with them from

Egypt that idolatrous principle, therefore in application to that

nation, by a calf when it was worshiped by them for a god, is

signified the delight of the loves of that nation in worship. Of
what quality those loves were, may be manifest from what was
shown in the passages cited above, n. 10.396. For they were

at that time, as at this day, in the love of self and in the love

of the world above all others. That at this day they are in a

love most terrestrial, is a known thing, for they love silver and
gold not for the sake of any use, but for the sake of silver and

gold itself, which love is of all others the most terrestrial, for
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it is sordid avarice ; the love of self is not extant with them,

so as to appear, but it lies concealed inwardly in their heart, as

is usual with all who are sordidly avaricious. That no love of

the neighbor prevails amongst them, is also a known thing,

and in proportion as no love of the neighbor prevails with any

one, in the same proportion lie is in self-love. From these con-

siderations it may now be manifest, what is signified by a calf of

what is molten made by Aaron for that nation. The like is sig-

nified by a calf in the following passages, "A most beautiful calf

is Egypt, destruction comefh from the north, and her hirelings

arc in the midst of her as fatted calves" Jer. xlvi. 20, 21. And
in David, " They made a calf in Tloreb, and bowed themselves to

what is molten, and changed glory into the effigy of an ox that

eateth herbs," Psalm cvi. 19, 20. And in Hosea, "They add

to sin, and make to themselves a molten thing of their silver,

idols in their intelligence, the whole work of artificers, saying

to them, they sacrifice a man, they kiss calves" xiii. 2. And in

Isaiah, " The unicorns shall come down with them, and the

calves with the strong, and their land shall be made drunken
with blood, and their dust shall be made fat with fatness,"

xxxiv. 7. Again, " The fortified city shall be solitary, a habi-

tation let down and forsaken, there the calf shallfeed, and there

shall he lie down and shall consume the branches thereof, and
the harvest thereof shall wither," xxvii. 20. And in David,
" Rebuke the wild beast of the reed, the congregation of the

strong, amongst the calves of thepeople, treacling down the pay-

ments of silver, he hath dispersed the people," Psalm lxviii.

30. And in Jeremiah, " I will give the men that have trans-

gressed my covenant, who have not established the words of

the covenant which they made before Me, of the calf which
they have cut into two, that they might pass between the parts

i hereof, the princes of Judah, and the princes of Jerusalem,

i he royal ministers, and the priests, and all the people of the

hu\dpassi?ig between the parts of the calf; and I will give them
in the hand of their enemies, that their carcase maybe for food

to the fowl of the heavens and the beast of the earth," xxxiv.

18, 19, 20. And in Hosea, " They have made a king, and not

from Me, they have made princes, and I have not known ; their

silver and gold they have made idols, that it may be cut off;

thy calf hathforsaken, O Samaria, for it also was from Israel,

the smith hath made it, and he is not a god, because the calf

of Samaria shall be made into pieces," viii. 4, 5, 6. All these

passages may be seen explained, n. 9391.

10,408. "And they said, these are thy gods, O Israel"—
that hereby is signified what is to be worshiped above all things,

appears from the signification of gods, as denoting the things

which are worshiped
;
by strange gods in the genuine sense are

signified falses, in this case both t'alses and evils, since by the
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graven thing, which is meant by Aaron forming gold with a

graving tool, is signified the false, and by a molten thing the

evil of that false. That strange gods denote falses and the

evils thence derived in worship, see n. 4402, 4544, 7873, 8867,
8941.

10,409. " "Who made thee to come up out of the land of

Egypt"—that hereby are signified which led, appears from the

signification of making to come up out of the land of Egypt,
when it relates to those who are in externals without an inter-

nal principle, as denoting to lead themselves, for by the land

of Egypt, when it relates to such, is signified servitude, and
by making to come up, is signified hence to lead themselves;

or in this case the contrary is signified by the same words, than

when they are spoken of those who are in what is internal,

md at the same time in externals; for in relation to these

tatter, by those words is signified to be led of the Lord, thus

to be elevated from the natural man to the spiritual, or from
the world into heaven, consequently from servitude into liberty

;

but when the words relate to those who are in externals without

internals, they signify to be led of self, which is not to be ele-

vated to heaven, but to cast themselves down to hell, conse-

quently from liberty into servitude ; that servitude consists in

being led of self, and liberty in being led of the Lord, see n.

2892, 9096, 9586, 9589, 9590, 9591. But whereas these latter

oelieve that the Divine operates nothing with man, and that

ma.i leads himself, and also that this is freedom, it may be

expedieui, to make a few observations on the subject ; all those

are in tbia opinion, and also persuasion, who love themselves

and the wor'u *»bove all thin^c; for what they love above all

things, this they worship for a god ; of this character are very

many at this day in the Christian world ; but of what quality

they are, it has been given principally to know from such in the

other life, for man after life in the world, when he becomes a

spirit, is then altogether like to himself as to the affections

which are of the love, and as to thoughts and persuasions, as

he had been when he lived in the body
;
they said, that they

confirmed themselves in that faith, from the consideration that

man comes to dignities and to opulence not from any Divine

aid of Providence, but from his own proper intelligence and

prudence ; and sometimes from fortune, and still in such cases

from caiiM's which they see to proceed from men
;
saving that

common experience testifies this, since the wicked, the cunning,

and the impious, are often raised to dignities and made rich in

preference to the good, which would not be the case if the

Divine ruled. But it was given to say to them, that confirma-

tion from such things is reasoning from man's own proper intel-

ligence and from his own proper love, which reasoning is from

mere fallacies, and in thick darkness concerning causes; fot
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they believe that, to be exalted to dignities, and to gain wealth
in greater abundance than others, is the very essential good
which the Divine gives to man, and thus that the Divine
benediction, as they also call those things, consists in them
alone : yet still such things are rather a curse to those who love

themselves and the world above all things, for in proportion as

they are exalted to honors and gain wealth by their own study
and their own art, in the same proportion also they are lifted

up into the love of self and the world, till at length they place

their whole heart in those things, and regard them as the only
goods, thus as the only satisfactions and happinesses of man

;

when yet those things have an end with the life of man, in the

world : whereas the goods, the satisfactions and happinesses,

which are given and provided for man from the Divine, are

eternal, and have no end, thus they are true benedictions ; what
is temporary bears no proportion to what is eternal, as what is

finite of time bears no proportion to its infinite; what endures

to eternity, this is, but what has an end, respectively is not ; the

former, which is, the Divine provides, but not what is not,

except so far as this latter conduces to the former ; for Jehovah,
which is the Divine itself, is, and what is from Him, also is

;

hence it is evident what is the quality of that, which is given

and provided for man from the Divine, and what is the quality

of what man procures for himself. Moreover every man is led

of the Divine by his intellectual principle, otherwise no man
could be saved. Hence it is that the Divine leaves that intel-

lectual principle appertaining toman in its freedom, nor restrains

it ; from this cause it comes to pass, that the evil succeed in

the machinations and cunnings which are from their under-
standing, but the satisfactions which they obtain thereby have
an end with their life in the world, and become unsatisfactory

;

whereas the things which are provided for the good from the

Divine, have no end, and become satisfactions and happinesses

to eternity. Thus I have discoursed with those who have been
of such a character in the world, who replied, that they then

thought nothing of what is good, satisfactory, and happy to

eternity, and that when they were in their own loves, they alto-

gether denied the life of man after death ; and that in propor-

tion as they have attained to honors and riches, in the same
proportion they believed that no other goods were given, yea,

neither heaven, nor the Divine
;
consequently that they knew

not what it is to be led by the Divine. They who have con-

firmed themselves in these ideas by doctrine and life in the

world, remain also such in the other life ; interior things are

closed to them, and thus they have no communication with
heaven ; and exterior things alone are open, by which they
then have communication only with the hells. Such of them
as by machinations, arts, and cunning, have attained to honors
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or to riches, become magicians there
;
they appear beneath the

buttocks, sitting at a table with a hat depressed even to the

eye-brows ; and thus, as if about to meditate, they collect such

things as serve the magic art, supposing that they can lend

themselves by those things ; their speech falls between the teeth

with a kind of hissing; and afterwards when they are devas-

tated, they are cast into a pit of a broad bottom, where there-

is thick darkness ; the lumen of their understanding is there

obscured even to infatuation. I have seen some cast thither,

who have been esteemed in the world the most ingenious.

10.410. " And Aaron saw "—that hereby is signified appro-

bation, appears from the signification of seeing, as denoting

approbation ; that seeing here denotes approbation is evident

from what now follows, namely, that he built an altar, and
proclaimed a festival for it; for by Aaron is represented the ex-

ternal of the "Word, of the church, and of worship, separate

from what is internal, n. 10,397. And this principle approves

all that which is done from man's own proper intelligence and
from his own properlove, which is signified by the calf of what
is graven formed from gold with a graving tool by Aaron, as

described in what goes before.

10.411. "And built an altar before it"—that hereby is

signified worship, appears from the signification of an altar, as

being a principal representative of Divine Worship, see n. 4541,

8935, 8940, 9714, 10,242, 10,245 ; but of diabolical worship
in this case, since those who are in externals, without what is

internal, communicate with the hells, and not with the hea-

vens ; for the internal of man is his heaven, and his exter-

nal is his world ; also his internal is formed to the image of

heaven, thus to the reception of such things as are there, and
the external to the image of the world, thus to the reception of

such things as are there, see the passages cited, n. 9279, 10,156.

Hence when the internal is closed, heaven is also closed, and in

this case the external is no longer ruled from heaven, but from
hell ; wherefore their worship is not Divine but diabolical. They
make mention indeed of what is Divine, and also worship it,

but in the external form, and not in the internal, which is from
the month and not from the heart ; and they who do otherwise

do not worship what is Divine for the sake of what is Divine,

but for the sake of themselves and the world; where the heart

is, there is worship. Hence it is evident, that by building an
altar before the golden calf, is signified the worship of the devil.

10.412. " And Aaron proclaimed, and said, a festival tc

Jehovah to-morrow "—that hereby is signified that this is the

very essential thing of the church which is to be celebrated,

and the Divine Thing itself which is to be perpetually adored,

appears from the signification of a feast, as denoting the wor-

ship of the church as to celebration, for on feast days celebration
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was effected ; thus by proclaiming a feast is signified the very

essential thing of the church which was to be celebrated.

That it denotes the Divine Thing itself which was to be adored,

is signified by that feast being called a feast to Jehovah ; and
from the signification of to-morrow, as denoting what is eternal

and perpetual, see n. 3998, 7140, 9939 : they also who are in

externals without an internal principle, are willing to be wor-

shiped as a god, and their own to be adored as what is Divine,

so far as they dare on account of the vulgar. From this consi-

deration it may be concluded, that in their heart they deny
what is Divine, and that themselves are continually aspiring to

things higher, and so far as obstacles are not presented, to

things highest, thus at length to the throne of God, as appears

evident from those who in the Word are meant by Babel, who
derogate from the Lord all power in the heavens and in the

earths, and claim it to themselves ; for they open heaven, and
shut it at pleasure. That they are of such a character, is mani-
fest from Isaiah, " Thou shalt utter this parable concerning the

king of Babel ; the lower hell is moved for the sake of thee
;

how hast thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, thou art cut down
to the earth, thou art weakened beneath the nations : and thou

kast mid in thine heart, I will ascend the heavens, I will exalt

my throne above the stars, and Twill sit in th e mount ofassembly,
I will ascend above the heights of a cloud, I will become like to

the Most High : nevertheless thou art letdown to hell," xiv. 4,

9, 12, 13, 14, 15. That the king of Babel also commanded
that he should be worshiped for a god, is manifest in Daniel,

chap. vi. By Babel are meant those who are holy in externals,

but profane in internals ; thus those who use the holy things of

the church as means that themselves may be worshiped for

gods ; which likewise all they do, who, by the holy things of the

church as means, are eager to emerge to dignities above others

and to opulence above others, as ends. "With such the case is

similar in the other life : there also in heart they deny what is

Divine, and by wicked arts labor to make themselves gods;
they set themselves aloft upon mountains, and proclaim some
one in the midst of them for a god, and also adore him ; but
when they are in that profane worship, the mountain opens itself

into a gap, and they are swallowed down, and are thus cast

down into hell. That this is the case, it has been given occa-
sionally to see.

10,413. " And they rose in the morning the day following''

—that hereby is signified excitation from their loves, appears
from the signification of rising in a morning, as denoting exci-

tation from their loves ; for by the morning is signified a state

of love, and by rising, elevation to it. That morning denotes

a state of love, see n. 5962, 8426, 8S12, 10,114, 10,134; and
that rising denotes elevation, n. 2101, 2785, 2912, 2927, 3171,

vol. x. 23
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4103. But when rising in the morning is said of those who
are in externals without an internal principle, thus of the evil,

then by rising is not signified elevation, but excitation, and
by morning, not a state of heavenly love, but a state of infernal

love ; for when the evil are in that state, they are in their

morning ; since in such case they are in the delight of their

life, because in their own loves. The distinction between eleva-

tion to a state of loves with the good and with the evil, is this,

that the good ascend on the occasion, and that the evil descend
;

for the loves appertaining to the good are heavenly loves, which
elevate them and increase according to ascent to heaven ; but
the loves appertaining to the evil are infernal loves which depress

them and increase according to descent to hell ; hence it is

evident, that rising in the morning has a contrary signification,

when it is said of the evil from what it has when it is said of

the good. Also in the other life the states of spirits and of

angels vary as to love and faith, as the times of days and of

years vary in respect to heat and light ; when it is morning to

those who are in the heavens, they are then in a state of celestial

loves, and thence in their joy ; whereas in the hells on such

occasion they are in a state of infernal loves, and thence in

their torment ; for every one in such case is willing to be
greatest, and to possess all things belonging to another, whence
come intestine hatreds, savageness, and cruelties, which are

the things signified by infernal fires.

10.414. " And they offered burnt-offerings and brought

peace-making offerings"—that hereby is signified the worship

of their loves, thus of their delights and of the falses thence

derived, appears from the signification of burnt-offerings and
sacrifices, as denoting all worship in general, see n. 6905,

8936, 10,042 ; and that burnt-offerings denote worship from

the good of love, sacrifices from the truths of faith, seen. 8680,

10,053. Hence, in the opposite sense, by burnt-offerings is

signified worship from their own proper loves, which worship

is from their delights, which are evil ; and by sacrifices is sig-

nified worship from the falses thence derived. It is called the

worship of loves, because that is worshiped which is loved, and

love worships.

10.415. " And the people sat to eat and to drink"—that

hereby is signified their appropriation, appears from the signi-

fication of eating and drinking, as denoting appropriation,

eating the appropriation of evil, and drinking the appropria-

tion of the false ; that eating denotes the appropriation of good,

seen. 3168,3513, 3596, 3832, 9142; hence in the opposite

sense, it denotes the appropriation of evil, n. 4745; and that

drinking denotes the appropriation of truth, and hence in the

opposite sense the appropriation of the false, n. 3069, 3168,

3>32, 8562, 9412.
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10.410. " And rose to play"—that hereby is signified the

festivity of their interiors thence derived, and consent, appears
from the signification of playing, as denoting festivity of the

interiors, for play [or sport] is thence derived, since it is the

activity of body which comes forth as an effect from gladness

of mind, and all festivity and gladness is from the delights of

the loves in which man is principled. The reason why con-

sent is also signified, is, because all interior festivity has in it

consent [or agreement], for if any thing dissents and reproaches,

the festivity perishes ; interior festivity is in man's freedom,
and all freedom is from the love, to which nothing is contrary.

Inasmuch as in the Word internal things are described by ex-

ternal, so also the joys and gladnesses, which are in the in-

teriors of man, by plays [or sports] and dances, as in the fol-

lowing passages, " The city shall be built upon its own heap,

then shall confession go forth from them, and the voice of them
that play" Jer. xxx. 18, 19. And in the same prophet, "'Again,
I will build thee, that thou shalt be built, O virgin Israel

;

thou shalt again adorn thy tabrets and goforth into the chair of
those who play : their soul shall become as a watered garden,
neither shall they add to grieve any longer ; and the virgin shall

he glad in the dance, and the young men and the old together
;

I will turn their mourning into joy,'
1
'
1

xxxi. 4, 12, 13. And it;

Zechariah, "The streets of the city shall be filled with boys and
girls playing" viii. 5. And in David, " Praise ye the name of
Jehovah with the timbrel and dance" cxlix. 2, 3 ; Psalm cl. 5.

Again, " Thou hast turned my mourning into a dance for me,"
Psalm xxx. 11. And in Jeremiah, " The joy of our heart hath
ceased, our dance is turned into mourning," Lam. v. 15. Inas-

much as plays and dances signified the joys and gladness of
the interiors which are from love, therefore, when the Egyptians
were overwhelmed in the sea Suph, Miriam with the women
came forth with timbrels into the dances," Exod. xv. 30 ; and on
this account David, when the ark was brought down from the
house of Obed-Edom into the city of David, danced and leaped
before Jehovah" 2 Samuel vi. 12, 16. That interior things are
expounded and described in the Word by exterior, is manifest
from these words in David, "Thou hast made the sea great and
wide in spaces, there go the ships, Leviathan whom thou hast
funned to play therein" Psalm civ. 25, 26. He who does not
know that there is a spiritual sense in all the things of the
Word, knows no otherwise than that by the sea<and by ships

in this passage are meant the sea and ships, and by Leviathan
the whales which are therein, and by playing those courses and
consociations ; but the Word, which as to every iota is Divine,
does not consist in such things ; but when the spiritual things,

which are signified, are understood for them, then it becomes
Divine

;
sea, in the internal sense, denotes the congregation of
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scientific truths, thus what is external with man and in the

church
;

ships denote knowledges and doctrinals from the

"Word ; Leviathan denotes the scientific principle in general, and
playing denotes the delight thence derived ; that sea denotes

the congregation [or gathering together] of scientific truths,

see n. 2850, 8184, 9340; that ships denote knowledges and doc-

trinals from the Word, n. 1977, 6385 ; and the Leviathan de-

notes the scientific principle in general, n. 7293 ; thus playing

denotes the delight and festivity derived from those things,

which is effected when scientifics confirm spiritual things and
consent [or agree] with them.

10,417. Verses 7 to 14. And Jehovah spake to Moses, go

descend, because thy people have cor-nipted themselves, whom
thou hast made to come up out of the land of Egypt. They
have receded suddenlyfrom the way which I commanded them,

they have made to themselves a calf of what is molten, and have

adored it, and have sacrificed to it, and have said, these are

thy gods 0 Israel, who have made thee to come up out of the

land of Egypt. And Jehovah said to Moses, I have seen this

people, and behold thepeople they are hard of neck. And thou,

suffer me, and let mine anger burn into them, andIwill consume
them, and will make thee into a great nation. And Moses de-

precated the faces of Jehovah his God, and said, wherefore
Jehovah doth thine anger burn into this people, whom Thou
hast broughtfort'/<* out of the land of Egypt, with great virtue

and a strong hand. Wherefore shall the Egyptians say, saying^

for evil He hath brought them forth to slay them in the nimiii-

tains, and to consume them from upon the faces of the earth;

return from the wrath of Thine anger, and repent Thou upon
evil to this people. Remember Abraham, Isaac, and Israel,

thy servants, to whom thou hast sworn in Thyself, and hast

spoken to them, I will multiply your seed as the stars of the

heaven ; and all this land, which I have said, I will give to

your seed, and they shall inherit itfor an age. And Jehovah re-

pented on the evil, which He said He would do to His people.

And Jehovah spake to Moses,signifies perception and instruction

concerning the Israelitish nation, what its quality was within.

Go, descend, signifies intuition into their externals. Because
thy people have corrupted themselves, signifies that they have
altogether averted themselves from the Divine. Whom thou

madest to come up out of the land of Egypt, signifies whom
thou believedst that thou wast leading to the Divine. They
have receded suddenly from the way which I commanded them,
signifies that they have removed themselves from the Divine

Truth. And have made to themselves a calf of what is molten,

signifies worship according to the delight of the loves of that

nation. And have adored it, and have sacrificed to it, signifies

that they worship it as essential good and as essential truth.
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And have said, these are thy gods. O Israel, signifies that it is

to be worshiped above all things. Who made thee to come up
out of the land of Egypt, signifies which have led. And Jeho-

vah said to Moses, signifies further instruction. I have seen

the people, signifies what is foreseen. And behold the people

they are hard of neck, signifies that they do not receive influx

from the Lord. And thou, suffer Me, signifies that it ought
not so obstinately to be insisted. And let Mine anger burn
into them, and I will consume them, signifies that thus they
avert themselves from things internal, thus from things Divine,

so that they must needs perish. And I will make thee into a
great nation, signifies the Word elsewhere that it is good and
excellent. And Moses deprecated the faces of Jehovah, signifies

that the Lord out of mercy remembered. And said, wherefore,

Jehovah, doth Thine anger burn, signifies the aversion of that

nation. Into the people whom thou hast brought up out of the

land of Egypt, signifies elevation even from it. By great

virtue and a strong hand, signifies from the Divine Power.
Wherefore shall the Egyptians say, saying, signifies those who
are in mere externals. For evil hath He brought them forth to

Blay them in the mountains, signifies that they are about to

perish who are in good. To consume them from upon the faces

of the earth, signifies that they are about to perish who are of

the church. Return from the wrath of Thine anger, signifies

thereby the aversion of that nation that it would not be hurtful.

And repent Thou upon Thy people, signifies mercy for them.

Remember Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, thy servants, signifies

for the sake of heaven and of the church. To whom Thou
hast sworn in Thyself, signifies confirmation from the Divine.

And hast spoken to them, signifies foresight and providence.

I will multiply your seed as the stars of the heavens, signifies

goods and truths and their knowledges. And all this land,

which I have said, I will give to your seed, signifies from which
is heaven and the church. And they shall inherit it for an age,

signifies eternal life. And Jehovah repented upon the evil

which He said He would do to His people, signifies mercy for

them.

10.418. "And Jehovah spake to Moses"—that hereby is

signified perception and instruction concerning the Israeli tish

nation, what its quality was within, appears from the significa-

tion of speaking, when from Jehovah, as denoting perception and
instruction, see the passages cited, n. 10,277, 10,290. That it

denotes concerning the Israelitish nation what its quality was
within, is manifest from what follows, for that nation is there

treated of, and its quality as to worship.

10.419. " Go, descend "—that hereby is signified intuition

into their externals, appears from the signification of descend-
ing from Mount Sinai, as denoting to look in, to survey, and tu
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examine, for by Mount Sinai is signified heaven, from which
comes the Divine Truth, n. 9420; hence to descend, in the spi-

ritual sense, does not denote to descend with body, but with
mind, thus it denotes to look in and to survey.

10,420. " Because thy people have corrupted themselves"
—that hereby is signified that they have altogether averted

themselves from the Divine, appears from the signification of

corrupting themselves, when concerning worship, as denoting to

avert themselves from the Divine ; for all corruption and preva-

rication in worship is a recession and aversion from the Divine.

Since mention is made of aversion, it may be expedient briefly

to explain how the case herein is
;
they who are in externals se-

parate from an internal principle, all of them avert themselves
from the Divine, for they look outwards and downwards, and not

inwards and upwards ; for man looks inwards or upwards, when
the internal is open, thus when it is in heaven ; but he looks out-

wards or downwards, when his internal is closed and only the ex-

ternal open, for this latter is in the world ; wherefore when the

external is separated from the internal, man cannot be elevated

upwards ; for that principle into which heaven should operate, is

not present, because it is closed ; hence it is that all things of

heaven and of the church are to them thick darkness ; wherefore
also they are not believed by them, but are denied in heart, by
some also with the mouth. When heaven operates with man, as is

the case when the internal is open, it withdraws him from the

loves of self and the world, and from the falses therein originating,

for when the internal is elevated, the external is also elevated,

since the latter is then kept in a similar direction of its views
with the former, because it is in subordination ; but when the

internal cannot be elevated, because it is closed, then the ex-

ternal looks in no other direction than to itself and the world,
for the loves of self and the world reign ; this also is called

looking downwards, because to hell, for those loves reign there,

and the man who is in them is in consort with those who dwell
there, although he is ignorant of it ; as to his interiors also he
actually averts himself from the Lord, for he turns the back to

Him, and the face to hell; this cannot be seen in man, whilst

he lives in the body ; but whereas his thought and will produce
this effect, it is his spirit which thus turns itself, for the spirit is

what thinks and wills in man. That this is the case, is mani-
festly apparent in the other life, where spirits turn themselves
according to their loves

;
they wholove the Lord and the neigh-

bor, look continually to the Lord, yea, what is wonderful, they
have Him before the face in every turningof their body ; for in

t he spiritual world, there are not quarters, as in the natural

world, but the quarter is there determined by the love of every
one, which turns him : but they who love themselves and the

world above all things, turn away the face from the Lord, and
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turn themselves to hell, and every one to those there who are in

a similar love with himself, and this also in every turning of

their body. Hence it may be manifest what is meant by avert-

ing themselves from the Divine : also what is properly signified

by averting themselves in the Word, as in Isaiah, " They avert

themselves backwards,coni\d'mg in a graven thing," xlii. 17. And
in David, "The heart hath averted itselfbackwards" Psalm xliv.

IS. And in Jeremiah, ,l Their prevarications are multiplied, and
their aversions aremade strong" v. 6. Again, " They avert them-

selves, that they do not return ; this people have averted them-

selves j Jerusalem perpetuates things averted, they refuse to

return," viii. 4, 5. Again, " TJiey have averted themselves, they

have let themselves down into the deep to dwell," xlix. 8 ; and
in several other passages.

10.421. " Whom thou hast made to come up out of the

land of Egypt"—that hereby is signified whom thou didst

believe thou wast leading to the Divine, appears from the sig-

nification of making to come up out of the land of Egypt, as

denoting to elevate from what is external to what is internal,

thus to lead to the Divine, for by making to ascend is signified

to elevate from what is external to what is internal, and by
Egypt is signified the natural or external man, from which is

elevation. That to make to come up denotes to elevate from
what is external to what is internal, see n. 3084, 4539, 4969,

5406, 5817 ; and that Egypt denotes the natural or external

principle, see the passages cited, n. 9391.

10.422. " They have receded suddenly from the way which
I commanded them "—that hereby is signified that they have
removed themselves from the Divine Truth, appears from the

signification of receding from the way, as denoting to remove
themselves from truth ; for to recede is to remove themselves,
since they who are in externals, separate from what is internal,

remove themselves ; and way denotes truth, of which we shall

speak presently. The reason why it is the Divine Truth, from
which they remove themselves, is, because it is said, from the
way which Jehovah commanded them. That way denotes truth,

is grounded in appearance in the spiritual world, where also

ways and paths, and in the cities, streets and rows of houses
appear ; and spirits go in no other direction than to those with
whom they are consociated by love ; hence it is that the quality

of the spirits there, in regard to truth, is known from the way
which they go, for all truth leads to its love, inasmuch as that

is called truth which confirms what is loved. Hence it is that

way also in common human discourse denotes truth, for the

speech of man has derived this, like several other expressions,
from the spiritual world. From this ground now it is that in

the Word, by way, path, by-path, orbit, street, and rows of
houses, are signified truths, and in the opposite sense falses, as i?
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evident from the following passages : ''Stand ye near the ways
and see, inquire concerning the ways of an age, which way is the

best," Jer. vi. 16. Again, " Make good your ways, and j'our

works ; contide not in yourselves on the words of a lie" vii. 3,

4, 5. Again, " Learn not the way of the nations" x. 2. Again,
" I will give to every one according to his ways, according to the

fruit of i i is works," xvii. 10. " They have made them to stumble
in th^'ir ways, the by-paths of an age, that they might go away
into paths, a way not paved," xviii. 15. Again, " I will give

them one heart, and one way," xxxii. 39. And in David,
w Thy way? 0 Jehovah make known to Me, Thy paths teach

me ; lead me in Thy truth" Psalm xxv. 4, 5. And in the book
of Judges, " In the days of Jael the vjays ceased, and they that

went in paths, went winding-ways," v. 6. And in Isaiah, " Re-
cede from the way, make to decline from the path ; let thine

ears hear a word from behind thee, this is the way, go ye in it,"

x.w. 11, 21. Again, u The paths are devastated, he that

passeth the way ceaseth," xxxiii. 8. Again, "A path and a
way shall also be there, which shall be called the xoay of holi-

ness ; the unclean shall not pass it, but this isfor them ; he that

walketh in the way, and fools shall not err," xxxv. 8. Again,
" The voice of one crying in the wilderness, prepare ye the way
tor Jehovah; make smooth in the desert a path for our God;
with whom hath He deliberated, that He might teach him the

way of'judgnunt, and show him the way of intelligence" xl. 3,

11. Again, "To say to those who are in darkness, be ye re-

vealed, they shall feed on the ways ; I will set all My mountains

for a way ; My paths shall be exalted," xlix. 9, 10. Again,
'• The way ofpeace they have not known, neither is there judg-
ment in their orbits ; their paths they have perverted to them-
selves, he who treadeth it shall not know peace," lix. 9. Again,
" Prepare ye a way for the people, pave ye, pave ye a path, say

ye to the daughter of Zion, behold thy salvation cometh," Ixii.

10, 11. Again, M I have given a way in the sea, in the strong

waters a path; I will set a way in the wilderness," xliii. 16, 19.

And in Moses, M Cursed is he who maketh the blind to err in
tlie way," Deut. xxvii. 18. And in Matthew, " Go ye to the

croas-ways <>f the ways, and whomsoever ye shall find, call to

the marriage," xxii. 16. And in John, "Jesus said, I am the

way, the truth, and the life," xiv. 6. In these passages, and
in several others, by a way is signified truth, ana in the oppo-
site sense the false.

10.423. " And they have made to themselves a calf of what
is molten "—that hereby is signified worship, according to the

delight of the loves of that nation, appears from what was
shown above, n. 10,4U7, where similar words occur.

10.424. " And have adored it, and sacrificed to it "—that

hereby is signified that they worship it as essential good, and
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as essential truth, appears from the signification of adoring, as

denoting to worship as essential good ;
and from the significa-

tion of sacrificing, as denoting to worship as essential truth.

The reason why adoring is predicated of the good which is of

love, and sacrificing of the truth which is of faith, is, because

in the Word, where mention is made of good, it is also made
of truth, on account of the heavenly marriage in all its expres-

sions, see the passages cited, n. 9263, 9314. That sacrificing

is predicated of truth, see n. 8680, 10,053, and that adoring is

predicated of good, is evident from the passages in the Word
where the expression occurs.

10.425. M And have said, these are thy gods, O Israel "

—

that hereby is signified which is to be worshiped above all

things, appears from what was shown above, n. 10,148, where

like words occur.

10.426. " Who made thee to come up out of Egypt"—that

hereby is signified which have led, see above, n. 10,409.

40.427. " And Jehovah said to Moses"—that hereby is sig

nified further instruction, appears from the signification of say

ing, when from Jehovah, as denoting perception and instruction,

see the passages cited, n. 10,277, 10,20C.

10.428. " I have seen the people"—that hereby is signified

what is foreseen, appears from the signification of seeing, when
relating to Jehovah, as denoting foresight, see n. 2807, 2837,

2839, 3686, 3863, for what Jehovah sees, he sees from eternity,

and to see from eternity is foresight and providence.

10.429. "And behold the people they are hard of neck"

—

that hereby is signified that they do not receive influx from the

Lord, appears from the signification of hard of neck, as denot-

ing not to receive influx ; for by the neck [cervix] and by the

neck [collurn] is signified the conjunction and communication
of things superior and inferior, thus influx, see n. 3542, 3603,

3695, 3725, 5320, 5328, 5926
;

6033, 8079, 9913, 9914. And
by hard is signified what resists and refuses, thus what does

not receive. This people is so called, because they were in

externals without an internal principle ; and they who are of

such a quality, refuse all influx out of heaven or from the Lord
;

for influx is effected through the internal into the external,

therefore when the internal is closed, there is not any reception

of what is Divine in the external ; for nothing is received but
what flows in from the world, thus nothing but what is worldly,

corporeal, and terrestrial. Such also in the other life, when
they are seen in the light of heaven, appear like grates of teeth

or like somewhat hairy, or as a bony substance without life,

instead of a head and face ; for the face corresponds to those

things which are of the internal man, and the body to those

which are of the external, and the neck to their conjunction.
It may be expedient here briefly to explain what is meant
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by being in externals without an internal principle, as is said

oi' that nation. Every man has an internal and an external,

for the internal is his thought and his will, and the external

is his speech and his action ; but the internal appertaining

to the good, differs exceedingly from the internal appertaining

to the evil ; for each has an internal, which is called the

internal man, and an external, which is called the external

man ; the internal man is formed to the image of heaven, but

the external to the image of the world, n. 9279. With those

who are in the good of love and the truths of faith, the internal

man is open, and by it they are in heaven ; but with those

who are in evils and the falses thence derived, the internal man
is closed, and by the external they are only in the world ; these

are they of whom it is said that they are in externals without
an internal. These indeed have also interiors, but the interiors

appertaining to them are the interiors of their external man,
which is in the world, but not the interiors of the internal man
which is in heaven ; those interiors, namely, which are of the

external man, when the internal is closed, are evil, yea, filthy,

for they think only of the world and of themselves, and will

only those things whi*i. are of the world and which are of self,

and think nothing at all about heaven and about the Lord, yea,

neither do they will these latter things. Hence it may be mani-
fest what is meant by being in externals .without an internal.

Inasmuch as the Israelitish nation was of such a character,

therefore when they were in a holy external principle, their

interiors were closed, because they were filthy and defiled,

namely, full of the love of self and the world, thus of contempt
of others in comparison with themselves, of hatred against all

who offended them, of savageness towards them, and of cruelty,

avarice, rapine, and the like. That that nation was of such a

character, is very manifest from the Song of Moses, Deut. xxxii.

verses 15 to 43 ; where they are described by the command of

Jehovah ; and also from Jeremiah throughout ; and lastly from
the Lord Himself in the evangelists.

10,43U. " And thou, suffer Me"—that hereby is signified

that it ought not so obstinately to be insisted upon, appears
from the signification of suffering [or allowing], when from
Jehovah concerning that nation, as denoting that it ought not

so obstinately to be insisted upon ; for that nation was not

chosen by the Lord, but received, because they had obstinately

insisted, see n. 4290, 4293, 7051, 7439 ; for that nation, above
all other nations in the universal orh of the earths, could exer-

cise fasting, lie on the earth, roll themselves in ashes, and be
in mourning for whole days together, nor desist until they ob-

tained what they wanted ; but this obstinacy was only for the

Bake of themselves, namely, grounded in the most ardent love

of themselves and the world, and not for the sake of the Divine

;
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they who are of such a quality, are indeed heard, but still they

do not receive any thing of heaven and of the church in them-

selves, but only such tilings as are of the world, if they con-

tinue in statutes and laws in the external form. Hence it is

that in the other life they are amongst internals, except some
who have been principled in good, and except their infants.

Hence it is evident, that by " thou, suffer Me," is signified that

it ought not so obstinately to be insisted upon them.

10.431. "And let Mine anger burn into them, and I will

consume them"—that hereby is signified that in so doing they

avert themselves from internal things, thus from Divine things,

so that they must needs perish, appears from the signification

of anger burning, when concerning Jehovah, as denoting aver-

sion on the part of man, of which we shall speak presently
;

and from the signification of consuming, when also concerning

Jehovah, as denoting to perish in consequence of their own evil.

In the Word, in many passages, it is said of Jehovali, that He
burns with anger, and is wroth, and also that He consumes and
destroys; but it is so expressed because it so appears to man,
who turns himself away from the Lord, as is the case when he
does evil ; and whereas on such occasion he is not heard, and
is also punished, he believes that the Lord is in anger against

him; when yet the Lord is in no case angry, and in no case

consumes, for He is mercy itself, and good itself. Hence it is

evident what the quality of the Word is as to the letter, namely,
that it is according to appearance with man. In like manner
when it is said that Jehovali repents, as in what follows, when
yet Jehovah in no case repents, for He foresees all things from
eternity. Hence also it may be manifest, into how many errors

the}- fall who do not think beyond the sense of the letter when
they read the Word, thus who read it without doctrine from the

Word, which doctrine teaches how the case is. For they who
read the Word from doctrine, know that Jehovah is mercy itself

and good itself, and that it cannot in any wise be said of infinite

mercy and of infinite good, that it burns with anger and con-

sumes ; wherefore from that doctrine they know and see that

it is so said according to the appearance presented to man.
That anger and evil are from man, and not from the Lord,
and that still they are attributed to the Lord, see the passages
cited, n. 9306 ; and that anger, when it is predicated of the
Lord, denotes the aversion of man from the Lord, n. 5034, 5798,
S483, 8875.

10.432. " And I will make thee into a great nation "—that

hereby is signified the Word elsewhere, which is good and
excellent, appears from the representation of Moses, as denot-
ing the Word, see the passages cited, n. 9372 ; and from the

signification of nation, as denoting those who are in good, thus
abstractedly from person, good, see n. 1259, 1260, 1416, 1849,
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6005, S7T1. Mention is made in the Word throughout of nation

and people, and by nation there are signified those who are in

good, and by people those who are in truth, or abstractedly

from persons, by nation is signified good, and by people truth,

n. 10,2 SS. When therefore by Moses is signified the Word,
then by the nation derived from him, is signified good thence

derived. The case herein is this ; the sons of Israel were re-

ceived, because amongst them the Word could be written ; the

external or literal sense of which consists ofmere external things,

to which internal things correspond ; such were all the repre-

sentatives which appertained to the Israelitish nation ; and since

that nation was of such a quality in externals, therefore the

Word could be written amongst them. Hence it is evident,

when by Moses is meant the Word, and when it is said of the

Israelitish nation that they should be consumed or perish, that

in this case by Jehovah making Moses into a great nation, is

signified that the Word elsewhere should be written, which is

good and excellent. That this is the sense of these words, does

not appear in the letter, nevertheless it may be known from this

consideration, that the names of persons do not enter heaven,

but that they are turned there into the things which they sig-

nify ; as when the names of Abraham, of Isaac, of Jacob, of

Moses, of Aaron, of David, and of others, are mentioned, in

this case it is altogether unknown there that those persons are

meant by man
;

they vanish away instantly there, and put
on a spiritual sense, which is the sense of the things signified

by those persons. Hence it is evident what is the sense of these

words in heaven concerning Moses, that he should be made in-

to a great nation.

10.433. M And Moses deprecated the faces of Jehovah "

—

that hereby is signified that the Lord out of mercy remembered,
appears from the representation of Moses, as denoting the Word,
see just above, n. 10,432 ; and from the signification of faces,

when concerning Jehovah, as denoting mercy and all good, see

n. 222, 223, 55S5, 7599, 9306, 9546 ; and from the signification

of deprecating, as denoting to remember, for when by Moses is

meant the Word, then to deprecate does not signify to deprecate,

but what is in concord with that of which it is predicated, in this

case with the Word ; that Jehovah is the Lord in the Word,
see the passages cited, n. 9373.

10.434. M And said, wherefore O Jehovah doth thine angei
burn "—that hereby is signified the aversion [turning awayjot
that nation, appears from the signification of auger burning
when concerning Jehovah, as denoting the aversion [turning

away] of the man who is in evil, see above, n. 10,431.

10.435. " Into the people whom thou hast brought forth

from the land of Egypt —that hereby issignified elevation even
from it. appears from the signification of bringing forth from
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the land of Egypt, as denoting to be elevated from external

things to internal, see above, n. 10,421.

10.436. " "With great virtue and a strong hand"—that hereby
is signified by Divine Power, appears from the signification of

great virtue and of a strong hand when concerning Jehovah, as

denoting Divine Power, see n. 7188, 7189, 8050, 8069, 8153.

How the case herein is, may be manifest from the series of

things in the internal sense, which is, that although the Is-

raelitish nation were in things external without an internal prin-

ciple, so that they could not at all be elevated towards interior

things, still the representative of a church could be instituted

amongst them and the Word be there written, by reason that,

through the Divine Power, communication could still be given

with heaven by external things without an internal principle,

and thus a similar efFect be produced as if they were at the

same time in an internal principle ; on which subject see what
was shown concerning that nation in the passages cited above,

n. 10,396 ; as that by the externals appertaining to them, which
were representative of interior things, there was communication
with heaven from the Divine Power of the Lord, n. 4311, 4444,

6304, 8588, 8788, 8806. It is to be noted that the church is

not the church from external worship, but from internal wor-

ship ; for external worship is of the body, whereas internal is

of the soul, hence external worship without internal is only a

gesture, thus worship without life from the Divine. The man
of the church, by the interior things of worship, communicates
with the heavens, to which heavens what is external serves for

a plane, upon which interior things may subsist, as a house
upon its foundation ; and when it so subsists, it is complete
and firm, and the whole man is ruled from the Divine. Such
was the man of the Ancient Church, which was also a repre-

sentative church, wherefore that church was accepted of the

Lord, as is manifest from several passages in the Word ; it

is described in the Song of Moses, Dent, xxxii. verse 3 to 15.

But such a church could not be established with the Israelitish

and Judaic nation, by reason that, as was above said, their

interiors were filthy, thus altogether contrary to the good of ce-

lestial love and the good of faith, which are the interior things

of worship
;
therefore, when they so obstinately insisted that

they would come into the land of Canaan, which was the same
thing with representing a church, it was provided by the Lord
that still communication with heaven should be given by their

merely external worship ; for the end of all worship is commu-
nication with heaven, and thereby the conjunction of the Lord
with man. These are the things which are now treated of in

the internal sense.

10.437. " Wherefore shall the Egyptians say, saying "

—

that hereby are signified those who are in mere externals con-
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cerning tliose who are elevated into internals, appears from the

representation of the Egyptians, as denoting those who are in

mere externals ; and from the signification of saying, saying,

as denoting concerning those who are elevated into internals,

for these are treated of in the internal sense in what now follows.

The reason why by the Egyptians are represented those who
are in mere externals, is, because the Egyptians in ancient times

were amongst those with whom also there was a representative

church ; for this church was extended through several regions

of Asia, and at that time the Egyptians were principled, more
than others, in the science of correspondences and representa-

tions which were of that church, for they were acquainted with

the internal things which were represented and thence signified

by things external. But in process of time the like betel them
as others, amongst whom the church was instituted, that from
internal men they became external, and at length had no con-

cern about things internal, placing all worship in externals.

When this came to pass also with the Egyptians, then the sci-

ence of correspondences and representations, in which they ex-

celled all the rest of the nations in Asia, was turned into magic,

as is the case when the internal things of worship, relating to

love and faith, are obliterated, the external representative wor-

ship still remaining, together with the knowledge of the interior

things which are represented. It was in consequence of the

Egyptians becoming of such a quality, that by them in the

Word is signified the science of such, and also the external or

natural principle ; and whereas this principle without an internal

one is either magical or idolatrous, each of which is infernal,

therefore by Egypt is also signified hell. Hence it is evident,

from what ground it is that by "wherefore shall the Egyptians

say, saying," are signified those who are in mere externals.

That in Egypt also there was a representative church, see n.

7097, 7296, 9391. That Egypt i6 the science of such in both

senses, n. 1164, 1165, 1186, 1462, 2588, 4749, 4964, 4966,

5700, 5702, 6001, 6015, 6125, 6651, 6672, 6679, 6683, 6750,

7926. That Egypt denotes the natural or external principle, n.

4967, 5079, 5080, 5095, 5460, 5276, 5278, 5380, 52S8, 5301,

5799, 6004, 6015, 6147, 6252, 7353, 7355, 7648. And that

Egypt denotes hell, n. 7039, 7097, 7017, 7110, 7126, 7142,

7220, 7228, 7240, 7278, 7307, 7317, 8049, 8132, 8135, 813S,

S146, 8148, 8866, 9197.

10,438. " For evil he hath brought them forth to slay them
in the mountains "—that hereby is signified that they would
perish who are principled in good, appears from the signification

of bringing forth to slay, as denoting to destroy, but when
concerning Jehovah, who never destroys any one, it denotes

to perish by their own evil ; and from the signification of moun-
tain as denoting heaven, hence the good of love, which sign:-
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fication is from representatives in the other life, for in that life,

as on earth, there appear mountains, hills, rocks, valleys, and

several other things ; and on the mountains are those who are

in celestial love, on the hills those who are in spiritual love,

on the rocks those who are in faith, and in the valleys those

who have not yet been raised up to the good of love and of

faith. Hence it is that by mountains are signified those who
are in the good of celestial love, thus who are in the inmost

heaven, and in the abstract sense the goods of celestial love,

thus the heaven which is in that love ; and that by hills are

signified those who are in the good of spiritual love, thus who
are in the middle heaven, and in the abstract sense the good
of that love, and the heaven which is in it ; and that by rocks

are signified those who are in the good of faith, and hence who
are in the ultimate heaven, and in the abstract sense that good
and that heaven ; also that by valleys are signified those who
have not yet been raised up to those goods, thus to heaven.

Inasmuch as such things appear in the other life, and hence
such things are signified by them, therefore like things are

signified by them in the Word; and like things by the moun-
tains, the hills, the rocks, and the valleys, in the land of Canaan,
by which land on this account was represented heaven in its

complex. That mountains signify heaven, where the good of

celestial love prevails, is evident from several passages in the

Word, as from the following, " In the latter end of days the

mountain of Jehovah shall be for the head of the mountains,
and shall be exalted above the hills," Isaiah ii. 2 ; Micah iv. 1.

And in David, " The mountains shall bring peace, and the

hills in justice," Psalm lxii. 3. Again, " Praise Jehovah, ye

mountains, and all hills,'''' Psalm cxlviii. 9. Again, " The
mountain of God, the mountain of Bashan ; the mountain of

hills, the mountain of Bashan. Why leap ye, ye mountains, ye
hills of mountains ; God desireth to inhabit it, even Jehovah
shall inhabit it for ever," Psalm lxviii. 15, 16. And in Moses,
" Of the first-fruits of the mountains of the earth, and of the

precious things of the hills of an age, let them come to the head
of Joseph," Dent, xxxiii. 15, 16 ; besides in other passages, see

n. 795, 6435, 8327, 8658, 8758, 9422, 9434. Hence it is that

the Lord descended upon Mount Sinai ; and hence it is that the

city of David was built on a mountain, and that that mountain,
which was called Mount Zion, signifies the inmost heaven ; and
hence also it is, that the ancients performed holy worship on
mountains and hills, see n. 2722.

10,439. " To consume them from upon the faces of the

earth "—that, hereby is signified that they should perish who
were of the church, appears from the signification of consuming,
as denoting to destroy, but when it is said of Jehovah, who does
not destroy any one, it denotes to perish by their own evil, as
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above, and from the signification of the earth, as denoting the

church, see the passages cited, n. 9325, 10,373.

10.440. " Return from the wrath of thine anger "—that

hereby is signified that thus the aversion of that nation would
not be hurtful, appears from the signification of the wrath of

anger when relating to Jehovah, as denoting aversion on the

part of man, see above, n. 10,431 ; thus to return from the wrath
of anger denotes that aversion would not be hurtful. How the

case herein is, is evident from what was said and shown in

what goes before.

10.441. " And repent Thou upon Thy people "—that hereby
is signified mercy for them, appears from the signification of

repenting, when concerning Jehovah, as denoting to be merciful.

The reason why repenting denotes to be merciful, is, because
Jehovah never repents, for he foresees and provides all things

from eternity. Repentance belongs only to him who does not

know what is to come, and who then observes that he has erred,

when it comes to pass. Nevertheless it is so said in the Word
concerning Jehovah, because the sense of the letter is grounded
in such things as appear to man, for it is for the most simple,

and for infants, who at first do not go beyond it ; both the latter

and the former are also in things most external from which they

commence, and into which afterwards their interiors close

:

wherefore the Word in the letter is to be understood otherwise

by those who are become wiser. The Word in this respect

resembles man, whose interiors close into flesh and bones, the

latter containing the former, so that man could not subsist,

unless they were in the place of a basis or fulcrum, for he would
have no ultimate into which interior things might close, and on
which they might rest. The case is similar with the Word

;

it must have an ultimate, into which interior things may
close, which* ultimate is the sense of the letter, and the inte-

rior things are the celestial things which are of the internal

sense. Hence now it is evident why, from the appearance pre-

sented to man, it is said that Jehovah repents, when yet he
does not repent. That repenting is predicated of Jehovah, is

manifest from several passages in the Word, as from the fol-

lowing: "If he shall do evil in Mine eyes, so as not to obey
My voice, / will repent on the good, wherewith I had said that

1 would benefit him," Jer. xviii. 10. Again, " Peradventure
they will hear, and return a man [vir] from his wickedness, and
/ will repent of the evil, which I thought to do to them on
account of the wickedness of their works," xxvi. 3. And in

Ezekiel, " When Mine anger is consummated, and I make My
wrath to rest in them, 1 will repent" v. 13. And in Amos,
" Jehovah repented, and said, it shall not be done," vii. 3, 6.

And in Moses, " Jehovah shall judge His people, and He shall

repent upon Sis wrtWttia," Dent, xxxii. 36. And in Jonah,
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" The king of Nineveh said, who knoweth, let him return, and

let God be led by repentance, that He may return from the burn-

ing of His anger, lest we perish ; and they returned from their

evil way, therefore God repented on the evil which He had said

He would do to them, that He did it not," iii. 9, 10. And in

the book of Genesis, " Jehovah repented, that he had made
man in the earth, and He was grieved at His heart," vi. 6. And
in the 1st book of Samuel, " It repenteth Me, that I have made
Saul king, because he turneth himself back from following

Me," xv. 11, 35. In these passages, Jehovah is said to have
repented, when yet He cannot repent, since He knows all things

before He does [them] ; from which consideration it is evident,

that by repenting is signified mercy. That Jehovah never re-

pents, is manifest also from the Word, as in Moses, " Jehovah
is not a man [mr] that He should lie, or the so?i of man that

He should repent ; hath He said, and shall He not do ? or hath

He spoken, and shall He not establish it?" Numb, xxiii. 19.

And in the 1st book of Samuel, " The invincible One of Israel

doth not lie, neither doth He repent, because He is not a man
that He should repent," xv. 29. That repenting, when it relates

to Jehovah, denotes mercy, is plain from Joel, " Jehovah is

gracious and merciful, suffering long and great in compass ion,

who is wont to repent of evil," ii. 13. And in Jonah, " God is

gracious and merciful, and great in benignity, andwho repenteth

upon evil," iv. 2.

10.442. " Kemember Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, thy ser-

vants''—that hereby is signified for the sake of heaven and the

church, appears from the signification of Abraham, of Isaac,

and of Israel, as denoting the Lord as to the Divine Human,
thus as to His Divine in heaven and in the church ; and whereas
the Divine of the Lord makes heaven and the church, hence by
the same [namely, Abraham, Isaac, and Israel], is signified hea-

ven and the church. That such things are signified in the Wo ,-d

by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, see n. 1965, 3305, 4615, 6098,

6185, 6276, 6589, 6804, 6848 ; and also by Israel, n. 42S6,

4570; and in the passages cited, n. 8805, 9340. That such
things are signified by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, is manifest

from the Lord's words in Matthew, " I say unto you, that many
shall come from the east and the west, and shall lie down with

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of the heavens,"
viii. 11 ; where to lie down with them denotes to be in heaven
where the Lord is ; and also from this consideration, that names
do not enter heaven, but the Celestial and Divine things which
are signified by them, 10,216, 10,282.

10.443. "To whom Thou hast sworn in Thyself "—that
hereby is signified confirmation from the Divine, appears from
the signification of swearing, when concerning the Lord, as

denoting irrevocable confirmation from the Divine, see n. 2842.
vol. x. 24-
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10.444. " And spakest to them"—that hereby is signified

foresight and providence, appears from the signification of

saying and speaking, when concerning confirmation from the

Divine, as denoting foresight and providence, see n. 5361, 6946,

6951, 8095.

10.445. " I will multiply your seed as the stars of the hea-

vens"—that hereby are signified goods and truths, and their

knowledges, appears from the signification of seed, when relat-

ing to heaven and the church, as denoting good and truth

therein, see n. 1940, 3038, 3310, 3373, 3671, 6158, 10,249,

and from- the signification of stars, as denoting the knowledges
of good and truth, see n. 2495, 2849, 4697. In the sense of

the letter, by multiplying the seed of Abraham, of Isaac, and
of Israel, as the stars of the heavens, is meant to multiply in-

numerably the Israelitish and Judaic nation ; but whereas by
names in the "Word are signified things spiritual and celestial,

and by the above names, heaven and the church, therefore by
their seed are signified the goods and truths which are in

heaven and in the church. It is said, as the stars of the

heavens, by reason that comparisons in the Word are also de-

rived from significatives, see n. 3579, 8989, in this case compa-
rison with the stars of the heavens, because by them are signi-

fied goods and truths as to knowledges.

10.446. " And all this land, which I said, I will give to your
6eed "—that hereby is signified from which are heaven and
the church, appears from the signification of land [or earth],

as denoting the church, see the passages cited, n. 9325
;

and whereas the church is signified by land [or earth], hea-

ven is also signified, for the church is the Lord's heaven in

the earths ; and the church also acts in unity with heaven,
for one exists and subsists from the other ; and from the sig-

nification of seed, as denoting good and truth there, see just

above, n. 10,445.

10.447. " And they shall inherit it for an age " that hereby
is signified eternal life, appears from the signification of inher-

iting, when concerning heaven, as denoting to have the life of

the Lord, thus the life of heaven, see n. 2658, 2851, 3672,

7211, 9338; and from the signification of an age, as denoting

what is eternal, see n. 10,248.

10.448. " And Jehovah repented on the evil which He said

He would do to His people "—that hereby is signified mercy
for them, see above, n. 10,441.

10.449. Verses 15 to 20. And Moses looked back and went
downfrom the mountain

J
and the two tables of the testimony

were in his hand; tables xorittenfrom two transits,from hence and
from hence they were roritten. And the tables they were the work

if God, and the writing it was the writing of God, cut upon the

tables. And Joshua heard the voice of the people in their vocife-
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ration, and said to Moses, the voice of war is in the camp. And
he said, it is not the voice of the shout of victory, and not the

voice of a shout the thing is lost, the voice of a miserable shout 1

hear. And it came to pass as he approached to the camp, and
saw the calf, and the dances, Moses burned with anger, and he

cast the tables out of his hand, and brake them beneath the

mountain. And he took the calfwhich they made, and burned ii

with fire, and ground, it even to powder, and sprinkled it on tht

faces of the waters, and made the sons of Israel to drink. And
Moses looked back, and descended from the mountain, signifies

the Word let. down from heaven. And the two tables of the tes-

timony were in his hand, signifies the Word of the Lord spe-

cifically and generally. Tables written from the two transits,

from hence and from hence they were written, signifies by which
there is conjunction of the Lord with the human race, or of

heaven with the world. And the tables they were the work of

God, and the writing it was the writing of God, cut on the

tables, signifies the external and internal sense of the Word
from the Divine, and the Divine Truth. And Joshua heard the

voice of the people in their vociferation, signifies survey and
apprehension as to the quality of the interiors of that nation.

And he said to Moses, the voice of war is in the camp, signifies

the assault of truth and good, which are of heaven and the

church, by the falses and evils which are from hell. And he
said, it is not the voice of the shout of victory, and not the voice

of the shout the thing is lost, signifies that heaven acts on one
part, hell on the other, thus what is false against what is true,

and what is true against what is false. The voice of a miserable

shout I hear, signifies the lamentable state of their interiors.

And it came to pass as he approached to the camp, signifies

hell in which that nation was at that time. And saw the calf

and the dances, signifies infernal worship, which was according

to the delights of the external loves of that nation, and their in-

terior festivity thence derived. And Moses burned with anger,

signifies the aversion of that nation from the internal of theWord,
of the church and of worship. And he cast the tables out of

his hand and brake them beneath the mountain, signifies the

external sense of the Word changed, and another for the sake

of that nation. And he took the calf which ti.ey made, sig-

nifies the delight of the idolatrous worship of that nation. And
burned it with fire, signifies derived altogether from the loves

of self and the world, which are damned to hell. And ground
it even to powder, signifies the infernal false thence derived.

And made the sons of Israel to drink, signifies conjoined aud
appropriated to that nation.

10,450. " And Moses looked back and descended from the

mountain "—that hereby is signified the Word let down from
heaven, appears from the signification of looking back and
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descending, when concerning the Word, os denoting to be let

down ; and from the representation of Moses, as denoting the

Word, see the passages cited, n. 9372 ; and from the significa-

tion of Mount Sinai, as denoting heaven, from which is Divine
Truth, see n. 9120.

10.451. " And the two tables of the testimony were in his

hand "—that hereby is signified the Word of the Lord speci-

fically and generally, appears from the signification of the tables,

on which the ten precepts were inscribed, as denoting the Word
in every complex, see n. 9416 ; and from the signification of

the testimony, as denoting the Lord as to Divine Truth, see n.

9503. The reason why by those tables is signified the Word in

every complex, thus specifically and generally, is, because on
them was inscribed the law of life, and by the law in a confined

sense are meant the ten precepts ; in a less confined sense is

meant the Word written by Moses ; in a more extended sense

the historical Word ; and in the most extended sense the whole
Word, see n. 6752. Also because Mount Sinai, where the law
was written on those tables, signified heaven, from which is the

Divine Truth ; and Moses represented the Word which is Divine
Truth itself from the Lord, therefore in his hand were the tables,

as a badge of that representation.

10.452. "The tables were written from the two transits,

from hence and from hence they were written "—that hereby
is signified by which there is conjunction of the Lord with the

human race, or of heaven with the world, appears from the

signification of the tables on which the law was inscribed, as

denoting the Word in every complex, see just above, n. 10,451.

That the writing from the two transits, from hence and from

hence, signifies conjunction of the Lord with the human race,

see explained, n. 9416, 10,375 ; on this account also those

tables were called tables of the covenant, for covenant denotes

conjunction, n. 665, 666, 1023, 1S64, 1996, 2003, 2021,

6804, 8767, 877S, 9396. Since mention is here made of con-

junction of the Lord with the human race, or of heaven with

the world, by the Word, it may be expedient to say how the

case herein is. They who do not know what the quality of the

Word is, cannot at all believe that by it there is conjunction

of the Lord with the human race, and of heaven with the

world ; and still less they who despise the Word, or make
no account of it ; but let them know, that the heavens sub-

sist by the Divine Truth, and that without it the heavens

would not be, and that the human race subsists by heaven

;

for unless heaven flowed in with man, man would not be able

to think at all, thus neither to will any thing rationally. To
the intent therefore that heaven may subsist, and the human
race from conjunction with it, the Word was provided by

the Lord, in which is Divine Truth for angels and for men
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For such is the Word in its spiritual and celestial sense,

that therein is angelic .wisdom itself, in so super-eminent a

degree, that man can scarce form any conception a6 to the

quality of its eminence, although in the letter it appears very

simple and rude. Hence it is evident, that heaven is in its

wisdom from the Word, when it is read by man, and at the

same time man is in conjunction with heaven. For this end
such a Word was given to man. Hence it follows, that if this

medium of conjunction was not in the world, conjunction with

heaven would perish, and with that conjunction every good of

the will and every truth of the understanding appertaining to

man ; and with these that human princij^le itself, which con-

sociates man with man ; hence evil and the false would occupy
all things, whereby one society would perish after another ; for

it would be as when man goes in thick darkness, and stumbles
wheresoever he goes ; and it would be as when the head is in a

delirium, in consequence of which the body is carried madly
and insanely even to its own destruction; and it would be as

when the heart is faint, in consequence whereof the viscera and
members cease to perform their uses, until the whole [body]
dies. Such would be the state of man unless heaven was con-

joined to him, and heaven would not be conjoined to him unless

there was the Word, or unless Divine Truth was communicated
immediately by the angels, as in ancient times. When it is

said heaven, the Divine is also meant, for the Divine of the Lord
makes heaven ; thus to be conjoined with heaven is to be con-

joined with the Lord, and to be disjoined from heaven is to be
disjoined from the Lord, and to be disjoined from the Lord is to

perish ; for arrangement into good, which is called providence,

is from that source, and when that arrangement is removed,
all things rush into evil, and thereby into devastation. From
these considerations it may be manifest for what use the Word
is ; but that the Word is of such and so important use, few will

believe.

10,453. "And the tables they were the work of God, and
the writing it was the writing of God cut upon the tables

; '

—

that hereby is signified the external and internal sense of the

Word from the Divine and the Divine Truth, appears from the

signification of the tables, as denoting the Word in the whole
complex, see just above, n. 10,452 ; but in this case the external

of the Word, of which we shall speak presently ; and from the

signification of the work of God, as denoting from the Divine
;

and from the signification of writing, as denoting the internal

of the Word, of which also we shall speak presently ; hence the

writing of God denotes the internal of the Word from the

Divine ; and from the signification of being cut on the tables,

as denoting the internal upon the external, thus in it. The
reason why the tables here signify the external of the Word is,
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because they are here distinguished from the writing, which is

its internal; but when they are not ^distinguished from the

writing, then by them is signified the internal and external of

the Word together, thus the Word in the whole complex, as

above, n. 10,452. The reason why they are here distinguished

is, because the tables were broken, and still the same words
were afterwards inscribed by Jehovah on other tables, which
were hewn out by Moses. The external of the Word is the

sense of its letter; this sense, namely, the sense of the letter, is

signified by the tables, because this sense is as a table, or as a

plane, on which the internal of the sense is inscribed. That
the tables, which were the work of God, were broken by Moses,
when he saw the calf and the dances, and that at the command
of Jehovah other tables were hewn out by Moses, and on them
were afterwards inscribed the same words, and thus that the

tables were no longer the work of God, but the work of Moses,
whereas the writing was still the writing of God, involves an
arcanum which as yet is unknown. The arcanum is, that the

sense of the letter of the Word would have been another, if the

Word had been written amongst another people, or if this people
had not been of such a quality ; for the sense of the letter of

the Word treats of that people, because the Word was written

amongst them, as is evident both from the historicals and the

propheticals of the Word, and that people were in evil, because
in heart they were idolaters, and yet, that the internal and
external sense might agree together, this people was to be com-
mended, and to be called the people of God, a holy nation, a

peculiar property ; hence the simple, who were to be instructed

by the external sense of the Word, were about to believe, that

that nation was of such a character, as also that nation itself

believes, and likewise the generality of the Christian world at this

day ; and moreover several things were permitted them on

account of the hardness of their heart, which things are extant

in the external sense of the Word, and constitute it, as those

mentioned in Matt. xix. 8, and also other things which are

here passed by. Since, therefore, the sense of the letter of the

Word was made Mich for the sake of that people, therefore

those tables, which were the work of God, were broken, and

at the command of Jehovah, others were hewn out by Moses.

But whereas the same Holy Divine was still within, there-

fore the same words, which had been inscribed on the former

tables, were inscribed by Jehovah oil the latter, as is evident

from these words in Moses, " Jehovah said to Moses, hew
thee out two tables of stones, like the former, that I may
write upon the tables the words which were on the former

tables, which thou hast broken; and Jehovah wrote on those

tables the words of the covenant ten words," Exod. xxxiv. 1,

4, 28. And in another place, " At that time Jehovah said to
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me, Hew thee out two tables of stone, like unto the former,

and I will write upon the tables the words which were on the

former tables, which thou hast broken ; and Jehovah wrote on

the tables according to the former writing, ten words ; after

wards Jehovah gave them to me," Deut. x. 1 to 4. Tbat Je«

hovah did not acknowledge that people for His people, although

it was so said on account of the agreement of the internal sense

with the external, but for the people of Moses, is manifest in

this chapter, " Thy people have corrupted themselves, whom
thou modest to come up out of the land of Egypt

;
go thou,

lead the people, to what I said to thee," verses 7, 34. And
again, k> Jehovah spake to Moses, Go up, thou and the people

whom thoumadest to come up out of the land of Egypt, into the

land which I have sworn to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob,

and I will send an angel before thee, since Iwill not go up m the

midst of thee, because the people they are hard of neck,"

Exod. xxxiii. 1, 2, 3. The like is signified by Moses beingplaced
in the hole of a rock, and not being allowed to see the faces of

Jehovah, hut only the hinder parts, Exod. xxxiii. 22, 23. And
in like manner by Moses, when the skin of his face shone,

putting a veil over hisface when he spake to the sons of Israel,

Exod. xxxiv. 30 to 35. "What the quality of that people was
about to be, is predicated by Jehovah to Abraham, when he

was willing that his seed should inherit- the land of Canaan,
where it is said, " After that Abraham had divided the she-calf

of three years old. the she-goat of three years old, and the

ram of three years old in the midst, which were for entering

into a covenant, that on this occasion sleep fell upon Abraham,
and behold the terror of great darknessfalling upon him ; and
when the sun was set, it became thick darkness, and lo, a fur-
nace of smoke, and a torch offire passed between those segments"
Gen xv. 8, 9, 12, 17.

10,454. " And Joshua heard the voice of the people in theii

vociferation "—that hereby is signified survey and perception

as to the quality of the interiors of that nation, appears from
the signification of hearing, as denoting survey and percep-

tion ; for the subject now treated of is concerning that nation,

what its quality was interiorly, thus what was the quality of its

interiors ; and from the representation of Joshua, as denoting
the truth of the Word surveying and perceiving; for he was
the minister of Moses, and by Moses was represented the

Word, as was shown above, hence by minister is represented

truth, for all truth is of the Word, in this case truth surveying,

exploring and perceiving; and from the signification of the

voice of the people in their vociferation, as denoting what the

quality of that nation was interiorly, thus what was the quality

of its interiors ; for by voice in the Word is signified interior

voice, which is thought, hence interior quality as to what is trua
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or false, for thought is from the lavter or the former, see n. 219,

220, 3563, 7573, 8S13, 9926 ; but by vociferation is signified the

articulation of sound, whether it be speech, or singing, or shout-

ing, which proceeds from the thought, which is the interior

voice ; hence by hearing a voice in vociferation, is signified

perception as to the quality of the interiors, from its tone as

an iude.x. For the tone [or sound], whether it be of speech,

or of singing, or of shouting, proceeds from interior att'ection

and thought, the latter and the former being in the tone, and
also being perceived by those who attend and reflect ; as for

example, if it be angry, ifmenacing, if friendly, if mild, ifglad,

if mournful, and so forth ; in the other life so exquisitely, that

from the sound of one expression it is perceived by the angels

what the quality of any one is as to his interiors. These now
are the things which are signified by hearing the voice of the

people in their vociferation.

10,155. " And he said to Moses, the voice of war is in the

camp "—that hereby is signified the assault of truth and good,
which are of heaven and the church, by falses and evils which
are from hell, appears from the signification of a voice, as de-

noting thought and affection, which are the interiors of a voice,

thus the quality of interiors, as above, n. 10,454 ; and from the

signification of war, as denoting the combat of truth grounded
in good, with the false grounded in evil, and, in the opposite

sense, the combat of the false grounded in evil against truth

grounded in good, of which we shall speak presently ; and from
the signification of the camp, as denoting the church and hea-

ven ; for by the camp of the sons of Israel those things were
represented, see n. 10,038. Hence it is evident that by the

voice of war in the camp, is signified the assault of truth and
good, which are of the church and of heaven, by the falses and
evils which are from hell. It is said from hell, because all falses

and evils are from thence, and because here by the camp, when
the golden calf was worshiped there, is signified hell, see be-

neath, n. 10,458. The reason why these things are signified

by the voice of war in the camp, is, because the subject now
treated of, in the internal sense, is concerning the interiors of

the Israel itish nation, whose interiors were against the truths

and goods of the church and of heaven, so as altogether to

reject them ; for the interiors of that nation were occupied by
the loves of self and the world, and where those loves reign,

the truths and goods of the church are continually assaulted,

howsoever the externals in worship appear to be holy ; the holy

principle of worship with such is a medium, and eminence and

Opulence are the ends; thus those things which are of heaven

and of the church, are mediums, and those which are of the

world and of self, are ends ; and the end regarded has rule with

man. whilst the medium serves; hence it followp that with
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persons of such a character heaven serves, and the world rules,

consequently that the world is in the highest place, thus in the

place of the head, and heaven in a lower place, thus in the place

of the foot ; wherefore if heaven does not favor their loves,

it is then cast down beneath the feet and is trod and trampled

upon ; such inversion has place with those amongst whom the

loves of self and the world reign; hence also it is that when
such are inspected by the angels, they appear inverted with the

head downwards and the feet upwards. The reason why wai

denotes the combat of truth with the false, and in the opposite

sense of the false against truth, is because war in the spiritual

sense is nothing else. Such combats are also signified by wars

in the historicals of the Word in the internal sense, also by
wars in the propheticals, as may be manifest from the passages

adduced from the Word, n. 1664, 8273. He who does not

know that by wars in the Word are signified wars in a spiritual

sense, cannot know what is involved in the things related con-

cerning wars in Daniel, chap. vii. viii. xi.; and in the Apocalypse
throughout, and in the Evangelists, where the last times' of the

church are treated of, Matt. xxiv. 5, 6, 7 ; Mark xiii. 7, 8 ; and
in other places. Hence also it is that all the instruments of

war, as swords, spears, shields, bows, arrows, and several others,

signify such things as relate to spiritual combat, as may be seen

in the above explications throughout.

10.456. "And he said, it is not the voice of the shout

victory, and not the voice of the shout the thing is lost "—that

hereby is signified that on the one part heaven acts, on the other

hell, thus the false against truth, and truth against the false,

appears from the signification of the voice of a shout, or of the

voice in vociferation, as denoting the quality of the interiors of

that nation, see above, n. 10,454 ; and from the signification of

not victory and not the thing lost, as denoting the suspense of

combat between what is false and what is true, and non-deci-

sion ; and whereas every thing false is from hell, and every
thing true from heaven, by the same words is signified that

heaven acts on one part, and hell on the other. That a shout
denotes what is false, see n. 2240; that it denotes thought
with the full intention of doing, n. 7119 ; and that it denotes

interior lamentation, n. 7782. By these words is described the

state of the interiors of that nation, in which state they are

when hell acts with them against heaven, and heaven acts

against hell, thus when they are kept between both, which was
the case when they were in external worship, whilst the internal

was closed ; which was closed to the intent that still by external

things, which were representative of interior things, there might
be communication with heaven ; which subject has been treated

of above.

10.457. "The voice of a miserable shout I hear"—thai
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hereby is signified the lamentable state of their interiors, ap
pears from the signification of the voice of a miserable shout,

as denoting what is lamentable ; for this in the original tongne
is expressed by a term which signifies both shout, and affection,

and misery, thus which signifies a miserable shout ; and when
voice signifies the quality of the interiors, n. 10,454, hence the

voice of a miserable shout signifies the lamentable state of the

interiors.

10.458. " And it came to pass, as he approached to the

camp "—that hereby is signified to hell, in which that nation

was at the time, appears from the signification of the camp of

the sons of Israel, as denoting heaven and the church, see n.

4236, 10,338 ; hence when they were in idolatrous worship,

adoring a ca If for Jehovah, by their camp is signified hell, for

the representative of heaven and of the church is turned into

the representative of hell, when the people turn themselves
from Divine worship to diabolical worship, which was the wor-
ship of a calf. The like is signified by a camp in Amos, "I have
sent into you the pestilence in the way of Egypt, I have slain

your young men with the sword, wTith the captivity of your
horses, so that I have made the stench of your camp to come up
even into your nose," iv. 10. The subject treated of in this

passage is concerning the vastation of truth, which being vas-

tated, a camp signities hell. That the vastation of truth is

treated of, is evident from all the expressions in the passage

viewed in the internal sense ; for pestilence denotes vastation,

n. 7102, 7505
;
way denotes truth, and in the opposite sense

the fake, n. 10,422
;
Egypt denotes what is external, and

also hell : see the passages cited, n. 10,437 ; sword denotes the

false combating against truth, n. 2799,4499, 6353, 7102, 8294;
young men denotes the truths of the church, n. 766S ; to be

slain, denotes spiritually to perish, n. 6767, 8902
;
captivity

denotes the privation of truth, n. 7990 ; horses denote the in-

tellectual principle, which is enlightened, n. 2760, 2761, 2762,

3217, 5321, 6125, 6534; 6tench denotes what is ahominahle,
which exhales from hell, n. 7161 ; hence it is evident that

cam)) in that sense denotes hell. Hell also is signified by the

camp of the enemies who were against Jerusalem, and in ge-

neral who were against the sons of Israel, in the hi6toricals of

the Word.
10.459. " And he saw the calf and the dances"—that hereby

is signified infernal worship, which is according to the de-

light of the external loves of that nation, and hence its interior

festivity, appears from the signification of a calf, as denoting

the delight of the external loves of that nation, see above, n.

10,407. The reason why it here'denotes worship according to

that delight is, because when Moses approached to the camp,
that nation was in that worship, which worship, that it is from
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hell, is manifest from what was shown above ; and from the

signification of dances, as denoting interior festivity, see also

above, n. 10,416.

10.460. "And the anger of Moses burned"—that hereby is

signified the aversion of that nation from the internal of the

Word, of the church, and of worship, appears from the sig-

nification of burning with anger, when concerning the Lord,

as denoting the aversion of man from things internal, thus

from things Divine, see above, n. 10,431 ; the like is signified

by burning with anger, when it is predicated of Moses, because

by Moses is represented the Word or Divine Truth which is

from the Lord, or, what is the same thing, the Lord as to

Divine Truth, concerning which representation, see the pas-

sages cited, n. 0372. It is said from the internal of the Word,
of the church, and of worship, for he who averts himself from
the internal of the Word, averts himself also from the internal

of the church, and likewise from the internal of worship, since

the internal of the church and the internal of worship are

from the internal of the Word ; for the Word teaches what
ought to be the quality of the man of the church, or what
ought to be the quality of the church with man, and likewise

what ought to be the quality of worship with the man of the

church; for the goods and truths of love and faith are what
constitute the internal church, and also internal worship ; the

Word teaches those goods and truths, and they are the internal

things of the Word.
10.461. " And he cast the tables out of his hand, and brake

them beneath the mountain"—that hereby is signified the ex-

ternal sense of the Word changed, and another on account of

that nation, appears from the signification of the Tables, on
which the same was written, as denoting the external sense of

the Word, or the sense of its letter, see above, n. 10,453 ; and
from the signification of casting them out of the hand and
breaking them, as denoting to destroy the genuine and exter-

nal sense, thus also to change and make it another. That the

external sense of the Word was changed and made another on
account of the Israelitish nation, see above, n. 10,453 ; and
from the signification of Mount Sinai, as denoting heaven, from
which is Divine Truth, see n. 9420 ; it is said beneath the moun-
tain, since the external 6ense of the Word is beneath heaven,
but the internal in heaven.

10.462. " And he took the calf which they made "—that

hereby is signified the delight of the idolatrous worship of that

nation, appears from the signification of the calf, as denoting
the delight of the external loves of the Israelitish nation, from
which and according to which was their worship, which was
idolatrous, see above, n. 10,407, 10,459.

10.463. " And burned it with fire "—that hereby is signified
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grounded altogether in the loves of self and the world which
are damned to hell, appears from the signification of fire, as

denoting heavenly love, which is love to the Lord, and love to-

wards the neighbor, and, in the opposite sense, infernal love,

which is the love of self and the love of the world, see n.

4906, 5071, 5215, 6314, 6832, 6834, 6849, 7324, 7575, 10,055.

Hence to be burned with fire denotes to be filled altogether

with the loves of self and the world, thus to be damned to hell

;

for those loves, when they reign, are hell with man ; from which
consideration it is evident what is signified by the infernal fire,

spoken of in the Word throughout.

10.464. " And ground it even to powder "—that hereby is

signified the infernal false thence derived, appears from the sig-

nification of grinding to powder, or, what is most minute, as

denoting to form what is false from infernal delight, thus the

infernal false. That this is signified by grinding, when con-

cerning evil, may be manifest from what was shown, n. 4335,

9995, 10,303.

10.465. " And sprinkled it on the faces of the waters "

—

that hereby is signified commixture with truths, appears from
the signification of waters, as denoting truths, see the passages
cited, u. 10,238 ; and whereas it is said that the powder into

which the calf was ground was sprinkled on the waters, there-

fore it is signified that the false derived from infernal delights

was mixed with the truths which are from heaven. The rea-

son why by these waters are signified truths which are from
heaven, is, because those waters descended from Mount Sinai,

and by Mount Sinai is signified heaven, from which is Divine
Truth, n. 9420. That those waters were from thence, is mani-

fest from another passage in Moses, "I took your sin, the calf

which ye made, and burned it with fire, and bruised it by
grinding it well, until it was made small into dust, and I cast

the dust thereof into the stream descendingfrom the mountain"
Deut. ix. 21.

10.466. " And he made the sons of Israel to drink "—that

hereby is signified conjoined and appropriated to that nation,

appears from the signification of drinking, as denoting to con-

join and appropriate to themselves truths, and in the opposite

sense, the false, see n. 3089, 3168, 8562 ; in this case the false

of evil. By the sons of Israel is meant that nation without any
other sense, since the subject here treated of is concerning its

propriuni. From these considerations it may now be manifest

what was the quality of that nation as to their interiors, for

those interiors are described in this chapter.

10.467. Verses 21, 22, 23, 24, 25. And Moses said to

Aaron, what hath thispeovle done to thee, that thou had brought

upon them so great a sin f And Aaron said, let not anger burn,

m/y lord, thou knowest the people that they an in evil. And
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they said to me, make us gods, who may go before us, because

this Moses, that man, who made us to come up out of the land of
Egypt, we know not what is become of him. AndIsaid to them,

he that hath gold, pluck ye it away ; and they gave to me, ana
I cast it into the fire, and this calf came forth. And Moses saw
the people that they were dissolute, because Aaron made them dis-

solute,for annihilation to their insurgents. And Moses said to

Aaron, signifies perception from the internal concerning such
an external. "What hath this people done to thee, that thou

hast brought upon them so great a sin, signifies whence is this

that that nation have averted themselves from the Divine. And
Aaron said, signifies what was perceived. Let not anger burn,
my lord, signifies let not the internal avert itself on that ac-

count. Thou knowest the people that they are in evil, signifies

that that nation is in an external separate from a holy internal.

And they said to me, signifies exhortation. Make us gods,

who may go before us, signifies the falses of doctrine and of

worship, thus things idolatrous. Because this Moses, that

man, who made us to come up out of the land of Egypt, we
know not what is become of him, signifies that it is altogether

unknown what other Divine Truth is in the Word, which ele-

vates man from what is external to what is internal, and con-

stitutes the church. And I said to them, he who hath gold,

pluck ye it away, signifies the extraction of such things from
the sense of the letter as favor the delight of external loves,

and the principles thence derived. And they gave to me, sig-

nifies the bringing together into one, and the effect. And I

cast it into the fire, and this calfcame forth, signifies the loves

of self and the world, from which and according to which is

that worship. And Moses saw the people, that they were dis-

solute, signifies that it was perceived by the internal principle,

that that nation was averse from what is internal, thus from
what is Divine. Because Aaron made them dissolute, signifies

that this was from the external things which they loved. For
annihilation to their insurgents, signifies without all power of

resisting the evils and falses which are from hell.

10,468. " And Moses said to Aaron "—that hereby is signi-

fied perception from the internal concerning such an external,

appears from the signification of saying, as denoting perception,

see the passages cited, n. 10,290 ; and from the representation

of Moses, as denoting the Word, see the passages cited, n.

9372, in this case its internal ; and from the representation of

Aaron, as denoting the external of the Word, of the church,
and of worship, see above, n. 10,397. The reason why Moses
here denotes what is internal, is, because he speaks to Aaron.
by whom is represented what is external. Whether we speak
of the internal and external of the Word, or simply of what is

internal and external, it is in this case the same thing, for the
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Word is the Divine Truth, from which man has perception, in

this case perception concerning such an external with the Israel-

itish nation, as well in worship as in every thing of the church,

and in every thing of the Word. It is to be noted, that all

perception concerning what is external is from what is internal

for from what is internal may be seen the things which are in

what is external, but not from what is external the things which
are in itself, and still less the things which are in what is internal.

Hence it is that they who are in externals without an internal,

do not acknowledge internal things, because they do not feel

and see them, also that some deny those things, and with them
things Celestial and Divine.

10,469. " What hath this people done to thee that thou hast

brought upon them so great a sin "—that hereby is signified

whence is this that that nation has averted itself from the

Divine, appears from the signification of what hath this people
done to thee, as signifying whence is it that that nation is of

such a qualit}', for by doing is not here signified doing, since

by Aaron is not signified Aaron, but the external principle

which, as to its quality, is surveyed by the internal ; wherefore
when the meaning is abstracted from persons, by what have
they done to thee, is signified whence is this ; and from the sig-

nification of sin, as denoting aversion from the Divine, see n.

5841, 9316.

10.170. " And Aaron said "—that hereby is signified what
was perceived, appears from the signification of saying, when
concerning the internal surveying and exploring what is in the

external, as denoting to perceive, hence on the other hand
when concerning the external, it denotes what is perceived.

10.171. " Let not anger burn, my lord"—that hereby i6 sig-

nified let not on that account the internal avert itself, appears
ficiii the signification of burning with anger, when concerning

Moses, by whom is signified what is internal, as denoting to

avert itself, in this case let it not avert itself ; and from the re-

presentation of Moses, who in this case is my lord, as denoting

what is internal, see above, n. 10,468 ; Moses is here called

my lord by Aaron, because what is internal is a lord, and what
is external is respectively a servant, for what is internal with

man is in heaven, and hence when it is open is his heaven, and
what is external with him is in the world, thus is his world,

and the world was made to serve heaven as a servant his lord.

The case is similar with the external of worship, and likewise

with the external of the church, and also of the Word, in w%-

epeet to their internal.

10,472. "Thou knowest the people that the}' are in evil"

—

that hereby is signified that that nation is in an external sepa-

rate froiii a holy internal, appears from the signification of evil

and of sin, as denoting seclusion, separation, and aversion from
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the Divine, see n. 4997, 5746, 5841, 9346. It is said separate

from a holy internal, since what is external separate from what
is internal is also separate from what is holy, for the holy prin-

ciple of man is in his internal. That is called holy, which
flows in with man out of heaven, that is, through heaven from

the Lord ; heaven flows-in into the internal of man, and through

it into his external, since the internal of man is formed to the

image of heaven, thus to the reception of the spiritual things

which are there, and the external to the image of the world, thus

to the reception of the natural things which are there, n. 9277,

10,156. Hence it in evident what is the quality of the man
with whom the external is separate from the internal, namely,
that he is in worldly, terrestrial, and corporeal things alone.

They who are such do not comprehend what is meant hy an
internal principle, thus neither what it is to be in things celestial

and Divine
;
they suppose that when they are in those things

which relate to the external worship of the church, they are

also in things Divine ; nevertheless it is not so ; for on such
occasions they are either in corporeal delight in consequence of

what they have been accustomed to from infancy, or for the

sake of the world that they may appear, or from obligation of

duty for the sake of gain or honor ; thus also they are in

(vorldly, terrestrial, and corporeal things, and not in celestial

and Divine. It is otherwise with those who are in externals

from internal principles.

10.473. " And they said to me"—that hereby is signified

exhortation, appears from the signification of saying, when
concerning those who are in things external separate from what
is internal, as denoting exhortation, as above, n. 10,398.

10.474. " Make for us gods who may go before us"—that

hereby are signified falses of doctrine aud of worship, thus

things idolatrous, see above, n. 10,399.

10.475. " Because this Moses, that man, who made us to

come up out of the land of Egypt, we know not what is be-

come of him"—that hereby is signified that it is altogether un-

known what other Divine Truth is in the Word, which elevates
man from what is external to what is internal, and constitutes

the church, see also above, n. 10,400.

10.476. " And I said to them, he that hath gold, pluck ye it

away "—that hereby is signified the extraction of such things
from the sense of the letter of the Word as favor the delight
of external loves, and the principles thence derived, appears
from what was explained and shown above, n. 10,402.

10.477. "And they gave to me"—that hereby is signified

the bringing together into one, and the effect, see above, n.

10,403, 10,404.

10.478. " And I cast it into the fire and this calf came
forth"—that hereby are signified the loves of self and the world
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from which and according to which that worship is, appears
from the signification of fire, as denoting love in each sense,

see n. 4906, 5071, 5215, 6314, 6832, 6S34, 6849, 7324, 7575,

10,055 ; in this case the love of self and the love of the world,

because that nation was in those loves, since it was in thing:

external, separate from what is internal. Hence to cast into

the fire denotes into those loves, and to extract such things froir.

the sense of the letter of the Word as favor them, and thence
to make what is doctrinal ; and from the signification of a calf,

as denoting worship from those loves, and according to them,
which is infernal, see n. 10,459.

10.479. " And Moses saw the people that they were disso-

lute''—that hereby is signified that it was perceived by the

internal principle, that that nation was averted from what is

internal, thus from the Divine, appears from the signification

of seeing, as denoting to perceive ; and from the representation

of Moses, as denoting what is internal, see above, n. 10,468 ;

and from the signification of being dissolute, as denoting to

be averted, in this case from what is internal, thus from the

Divine, according to what was explained above, n. 10,472 ;
by

that expression in the original tongue is also signified to be
averted, and to go back, also to be made naked, and by being

made naked is signified to be deprived of the good of love and
the truths of faith, which are the internal things of the church
and of its worship, n. 9960.

10.480. " Because Aaron made them dissolute"—that here-

by is signified that this was from the external things which
they loved, appears from the signification of making dissolute,

as denoting to be averted from what is internal, thus from the

Divine, as just above, n. 10,479; and from the representation

of Aaron, as denoting what is external, see also above, n. 10,4<;s.

The reason why it denotes which they loved, is, because they

who are in external things separate from what is internal, love

external things alone. The reason why in this case by making
dissolute is signified to be averted and not to make averse, is,

because by Aaron in the internal sense is not meant Aaron, but

what is external, thus abstractedly from person, according to

what was said above, n. 10.469.

10.481. "For annihilation to their insurgents''—that hereby

is signified without all power of resisting the evils which are

from hell, appears from the signification of annihilation, as

denoting without all power of resisting evils and falses, for this

•n the spiritual world is to have no power; and from the sig-

nification of insurgents or enemies, as denoting evils and the

falsea thence derived, for these are the enemies who are insur-

gent in the spiritual sense ; wherefore also those things are

signified by enemies and insurgents in the Word, as in David,
** U Jehovah, how much are mine enemies multiplied, many art
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the insurgents against me, saying of my soul, he hath no salva-

tion in God," Psalm iii. 1, 2. Again, " Make wonderful Thy
mercy,the Saviour ofthem who are confident/>w/i the insurgents

against me, by Thy right hand
;
guard me against the wicked,

who encompass me in opposition to my soul," Psalm xvii. 7,

8, 9. Again, " Deliver me not to the desire of mine enemies,

because the witnesses of a lie have risen against me, and such as

breathe out violence ; lest I should believe that I should see

good in the land of life," Psalm xxvii. 12, 13. Again, O God,

command the salvations of Jacob, by Thee we will strike our

enemies, in Thy name we will tread under foot the insurgents

against us," Psalm xliv. 4, 5. Again, " Strangers have risen

against me, and the violent have sought my soul
;
they i.ave

not set God before them ; the Lord is amongst them that sustain

my soul," Psalm liv. 3, 4. Again, "Deliver me from mine
enemies, O my God, lift me up from them that are insurgent

against me; deliver me from the workers of iniquity, lo ! they

wait jfor my soul," Psalm lix. 1, 2, 3 ; in ihese and several

other passages, by enemies and insurgents are signified the evils

and falses which are from hell. They are called insurgents,

because evils and falses are insurgent against goods and truths,

but not vice versa. The reason why they who are in things ex-

ternal separate from what is internal, have nothing of power to

resist the evils and falses which are from hell, is, because all

power of resisting those things is from the Divine, wherefore

they, who are separated from what is internal, who are also se-

parated from what is Divine, have no power; hence they are

tossed to and fro by evils and falses, whithersoever hell carries

them, like a flake of snow and chaff by the wind, as is very

manifest from the evil ones who come from the world into

another life. This also is represented by that nation, that they

conquered their enemies, so long as they remained in the wor-

ship which was commanded them, and that they were conquered
as often as they receded from that worship, thus as often as they

were in evil, according to these words in Moses, "If ye re-

probate My statutes, the sound ofa driven leaf shallpursue you,

and ye shall fly the flight of the sword, and ye shallfall without
a persecutor y they shall stumble a man on his brother, as before

the sword, when none pursueth" Levit. xxvi. 15, 36, 37. And
in another place, " One shall pursue a thousand, and two a
myriad, because their rock hath sold them, and Jehovah hath
shut them up" Deut. xxxii. 30. From these considerations it

is evident what is signified by being for annihilation to their

insurgents.

10,482. Verses 26, 27, 28, 29. And Moses stood in the gate

of the camp, and said, who is for Jehovah [let him come] to

me i and all the sons of Levi were gathered together to him.
And he said to them, thus saith Jihovah God if Israel,put ye

vol. x. 25
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every one his sword upon his ihigh,pass ye and returnfrom gate

to gate in the camp, and slay ye a man his brother, and a man
his companion, and a man his neighbor. And the sons ofLevi
did according to the word of Moses ; and therefell of thepeople
in that day to three thousand men. And Moses said, fill ye your
hand to-day to Jehovah, because a man isfor his son, andfor his

brother, and to give upon you to-day a blessing. And Moses
stood in the gate of the camp, signifies where the opening into

hell is. And. said, who is for Jehovah to me, signifies those

who are in externals from what is internal. And all the sons of

Levi were gathered together to him, signifies those who are in

truths derived from good. And he said to them, signifies ex-

hortation. Thus saith Jehovah God of Israel, signifies from the

Lord. Pass ye and return from gate to gate in the camp, signi-

fies wheresoever any thing is open from what is internal into

what is external. And slay ye a man his brother, and a man
his companion, and a man his neighbor, signifies a closing-up

as to the influx of good and truth, and of what is in affinity

therewith, lest there be any reception and communication. And
the sons of Levi did according to the word of Moses, signifies

effect from those who are in truths derived from good. And
there fell of the people in that day to three thousand men, sig-

nifies the plenary closing-up of what is internal. And Moses
said, fill ye your hand to-day to Jehovah, signifies what is

communicative and receptive of Divine Truth in the heavens.

Because a man is for his son, and for his brother, signifies when
what is internal is closed up, lest truth and good from heaven
enter into what is external. To give upon you to-day a blessing,

signifies the reception of Divine Truth from the Word, and by
it conjunction with the Lord.

10,483. " And Moses stood in the gate of the camp "

—

that hereby is signified where the opening into hell is, appears
from the representation of Moses, as denoting what is internal,

6ee above, n. 10,4b"S ; and from the signification of in the gate,

as denoting where there is an opening, of which we shall speak
presently ; and from the signification of the camp, as denoting
hell, see also above, n. 10,458. The reason why Moses stood

in the gate of the camp, and did not enter into the camp itself,

was, that it might be represented that what is internal cannot

enter into hell ; for by Moses was represented what is internal,

and by the camp hell ; for all who are in hell are in things

external separate from what is internal, since they are in the.

loves of self and the world ; wherefore what is internal cannot

enter thither, for it is not received, but with some is rejected

immediately, with some is suffocated and extinguished, and
with some is perverted ; whether we speak of what is internal,

or of heaven, it is the same thing, for heaven is in what i.- in-

ternal, both in the internal of the Word, and the internal ul l he
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church, and of worship, consequently in the internal of man,
who is in celestial and spiritual love, that, is in love to the Lord
and in charity towards the neighbor. It may be expedient

briefly to say what the opening of hell is, which is signified by
the gate of this camp. Every hell is closed round about, hut is

opened above, according to necessity and need; this opening is

into the world of spirits, which world is the middle one between
heaven and hell, for there the hells terminate from above, and
the heavens from beneath, n. 5852. It is said that they are

opened according to necessity and need, since every man has

attendant upon him spirits from hell, and angels from heaven;
the spirits from hell are in his corporeal and worldly loves,

and the angels from heaven in celestial and spiritual loves ; for

man without spirits cannot in any wise live ; if they were taken

away from him, he would fall down dead as a stone. Hence
that man may have life according to his loves, the hells are

opened from necessity and according to need, when such spirits

come forth to him as are in similar loves. This opening is what
is meant by the gate of hell ; such opening it has been granted
me occasionally to see. Those gates are guarded of the Lord
by angels, to prevent more spirits coming forth thence than are

needful. Hence it is evident what is signified in the Word by
the gates of hell, and by the gates of enemies ; as in Matthew,
Jesus said to Peter, "On this rock I will build My church, and
the gates of hell shall not prevail over it" xvi. 18 ; the gates of

hell not prevailing, denotes that the hells durst not go forth and
destroy the truths of faith ; the rock on which the church is

built, denotes faith from the Lord to the Lord, which faith is the

faith of charity, because in this and with this it is so one ; that

a rock denotes that faith, see preface to chap. xxii. Gen. and n.

8581, 10,438. And that faith itself is charitv, see n. 654, 1162,

1176, 1608, 2228, 2340, 2349, 2410, 2839, 3324, 4368, 6348,
7039, 7623 to 7627, 7752 to 7762, 8530, 9154, 9224, 9783. The
like also is signified by the words, "Thy seed shall inherit the

gates of thine enemies" Gen. xxii. 17
;
chap. xxiv. 60 ; to in-

herit the gates of enemies, denotes to destroy the evils and
falses which are from hell ; which also was represented by the

expulsion and destruction of the nations in the land of Canaan
;

for the nations there represented the evils and falses which are

from hell, see n. 1573, 1574, 1868, 4818, 6306, 8054, 8317, 9320,

9327. Also in David, "The inhabitants of the gate contrive

against me, they that drink strong drink make songs," Psalm
lxix. 12. Again, "Blessed is the man who hath filled his quiver,

they shall not be ashamed, because they shall speak with the

enemies in the gate" Psalm exxvii. 5. But gates in the good
sense denote an opening into heaven, in David, "Tift up your
heads, O ye gates, and be ye lift up, ye eternal doors, and the

King of Glory shall enter," Psalm xxiv. 7, 8, 9, 10. Moreover
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by gates in the "Word is signified an entrance into heaven and
into the church by truth and good, and also the influx of truth

and good with man.
10.484. " And he said, who is for Jehovah, to me "—that

hereby are signified those who are in things external from what
is internal, appears from the representation of Moses, as denoting
what is internal, see n. 10,468 ; and whereas the internal of man
is in heaven, and his external in the world, and heaven enters

through the internal into the external with man, it is evident

that by those who are for Jehovah, are meant those who are in

things external from what is internal ; when it is said that heaven
enters, it is meant that the Lord enters, since the Divine of the

Lord makes heaven. That those are signified, is evident also

from this consideration, that they are opposed to those who are

in things external separate from what is internal ; and also that

by the sons of Levi, who were gathered together to Moses, are

represented those who are in truths derived from good ; and those

who are in truths derived from good are in things external from
what is internal.

10.485. " And all the 6ons of Levi were gathered together

to him "—that hereby are signified those who are in truths de-

rived from good, appears from the signification of the sons of

Levi, as denoting those who are in spiritual love, or in charity

towards the neighbor, see n. 3875, 4497, 4502, 4503. Whether
we speak of charity towards the neighbor, or of truth derived

from good, it is the same thing, since they who are in charity

are in the life of truth, that is, a life according to Divine Truths

is charity.

10.486.' " And he said to them "—that hereby is signified

exhortation, appears from the signification of saying, when the

subject treated of is concerning combat to which they are ex-

cited, which is the case in this instance, as denoting exhorta-

tion.

10.487. " Thus saith Jehovah God of Israel "—that hereby
is signified from the Lord, appears from this consideration, that

Jehovah and the God of Israel in the Word is the Lord ; that

Jehovah is the Lord, see the passages cited, n. 9373, and that

God and the Holy One of Israel is the Lord, see n. 7091.

10.488. " Put ye every one his 6word upon his thigh "

—

that hereby is signified truth derived from good combating
against the false derived from evil, appears from the significa-

tion of sword, as denoting truth combating against the false,

see n. 2799, 8294; and from the signification of the thigh, as

denoting the good of love, see n. 3021, 4277, 4280, 5050 to

5062, 9961. It is said the sword upon the thigh, because truth

combating against the false and evil, and conquering, must be

derived from good ; all the power of truth is from that source

;

truth without good is not indeed truth, for it is only a scientific
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principle without life, hence truth without good has no power;
by truth derived from good is meant a life according to truth,

for good is of the life. Hence it is evident why mention is made
of putting the sword upon the thigh, as also in David, where the

Lord is treated of, " Gird thy sword upon the thigh, O hero, in

Thy gracefulness and Thine honor," Psalm xlv. 3.

10.489. " Pass ye and return from gate to gate in the camp"

—

that hereby is signified wheresoever any thing is open from what
is internal into what is external, appears from the signification

of passing and returning, as denoting to survey and look around
from one end to the other ; and from the signification of gate, as

denoting an opening, see above, n. 10,483, thus from gate to

gate denotes wheresoever any thing is open ; and from the sig-

nification of the camp, as denoting hell, see also above, n.10,483,

thus also what is external, for what is external separate from
what is internal is hell with man. Hence it is evident that by
pass ye and return from gate to gate in the camp, is signified,

that they ought to survey and look around wheresoever there is

any thing open from what is internal into what is external.

How the case herein is, will be shown in the following article.

The reason why wrhat is external separate from what is internal

is hell with man, is, because w:hat is internal with man is heaven,

as was shown above, n. 10,472; hence what is external, when it

is separate from heaven, is hell ; which may be further manifest

from this consideration, that with those who are in things ex-

ternal separate from things internal, infernal loves reign, which
are the loves of self and the world ; the man also, who has an
external separate from what is internal, is actually injiell, al

though he is ignorant of this whilst he lives in the world.

10.490. " And slay ye a man his brother, and a man his

companion, and a man his neighbor "—that hereby is signified

the closing up as to the influx of good and truth, and of things

in affinity with them, lest there be any reception and communi-
cation, appears from the signification of slaying, as denoting to

take away spiritual life, thus the good of love and the truth of

faith ; in this case therefore to close up, lest there be any re-

ception and communication of those principles, which being
taken away, spiritual life is also taken away, whilst natural life

only remains ; that to slay denotes to take away spiritual life,

see n. 3387, 3395, 3607, 6767, 7043, 8902 ; and from the signi-

fication of brother, as denoting the good of love and of charity
;

see n. 3815, 4121, 4191, 5409, 5686, 5692, 6756 ; and from the

signification of a companion, as denoting the truths of that good,

and from the signification of a neighbor, as denoting what is

conjoined to them, see n. 5911, 9378, thus what is in affinity,

for they who are in affinity are neighbors. Hence it is evident

that by slay ye a man his brother, and a man his companion,
and a man his neighbor, is signified the closing of what is in
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ternal with that narion, as to the influx of good, of truth, and of

things in affinity with them, lest there be any reception of them
and communication with them. The case here.n is this : inas-

much as that nation was in heart idolatrous, and absolutely in

the loves in which hell is, and still a worship representative of

things celestial was to be instituted amongst them, therefore in-

ternal things appertaining to them were altogether closed up.

There were two causes of this closure, one that there might be
conjunction with heaven by their externals without an internal

principle; the other, lest the holy things of the church and ot

heaven should be profaned ; for if that nation had acknowledged
the internal things of worship, which are the holy things of the

church and of heaven that were represented, they would have
defiled and profaned them ; hence it is that so little was revealed

to that nation in the light concerning heaven and concerning
the life after death ; and hence it is that they were altogether

ignorant that the kingdom of the Messiah was in heaven ; that

that nation is also of such a character at this day, is a known
tiling ; but see what has been shown concerning that nation in

the passages cited above, n. 10,396 ; as that they were altoge-

ther in external things without any internal principle, n. 4293,

4311, 4459, 4834, 4844, 4847, 4865, 4868, 4874, 4903, 4913,

9320, 9373, 9380, 9381. That hence their worship was merely
external, n. 3147, 3479, 8871. That neither were they willing

to know the internal things of worship and of the Word, n. 3479,

4429, 4433, 4680. That if they had known holy internal things

they would have profaned them, n. 3398, 3489, 4289. That on

this account it was not given to know them, n. 301, 302, 304.

2520, 3769. That still by the externals of worship, which wer*.

representative of heavenly things amongst them, there was com-

munication with heaven, n. 4311, 4444, 6304, 8588, 8788, 8806.

These now are the things which are meant and signified by the

above words, that they should slay a man his brother, a man his

companion, and a man his neighbor. He who does not know
that by brethren, companions, neighbors, and by several other

names of relationship, are signified the goods and truths of the

church and of heaven, and their opposites, which are evils and
falses, cannot know what is involved in several passages in the

Word, where those names occur, as in the following, "Think
not that I am come to send peace upon earth, I came not to

send peace, but a sword ; for I am come to set a man at variance

against hisfather, and the daughter against her mother, and the

daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law : and a man's enemies

shall be those of his own house. Whoso loveth father or mother

above Me, is not worthy ofMe: and whoso loveth sen ordaughter

above Me, is not worthy of Me; and whoso doth not take up
his cross and follow after Me, is not worthy of Me," Matt,

x. 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 ; the subject treated of in this parage is
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spiritual combats, which are temptations to be undergone by
those who are to be regenerated, thus concerning the disagree-

ments attendant on man, in such case between the evils and

f'alses which influence him from hell, and between the goods and

troths which influence him from the Lord ; inasmuch as those

combats are here described, therefore it is said, whoso doth not

take up his cross, and follow after Me, is not worthy of Me
;
by

the cross is meant the state of man in temptation. He who does

not know that such things are signified by man and father, by
daughter and mother, by daughter-in-law and mother-in-law,

will believe that the Lord came into the world that He might
take away peace in houses and families, and that He might in-

duce disagreement, when yet He came to give peace, and to

take away disagreements, according to His own words in John,

chap. xiv. 27, and elsewhere. That the disagreement of the

internal and external man is described in the above passage,

is manifest from the signification of man [homo], and father,

of daughter and mother, of daughter-in-law and mother-in-

law, in the internal sense, in which sense man denotes the

good which is from- the Lord, father denotes the evil which is

from the proprium of man, daughter denotes the affection of

good and truth, mother denotes the affection of what is evil

and false, daughter-in-law denotes the truth of the church
adjoined to its good, and mother-in-law denotes the false ad-

joined to its evil. And inasmuch as the combat between goods
and evils, and between falses and truths appertaining to man is

thus described, therefore also it is said, that a man's enemies
shall be those of his own house, for by those of his own house
are signified those which appertain to the man, thus which are

proper to him, and enemies, in the spiritual sense, are the evils

and falses which assault goods and truths. That such things

are signified by man [homo], father, daughter, mother, daughter-

in-law, and mother-in-law, has been shown in the explications

throughout. In like manner by these words in Matthew, " The
brother shall deliver the brother to death, and the father the son,

and children shall rise up against parents, and shall put them to

death," x. 21. Also by these words in Luke, " If any one
cometh to Me, and hate not hisfather and mother, and wife and
children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own soul also,

he cannot be My disciple ; and whosoever doth not carry his

cross, and come after Me, cannot be My disciple. So then

every one of you who doth not deny all his faculties, cannot be
My disciple," xiv. 26, 27, 33. Who does not see that these

words are to be understood otherwise than according to the

letter? especially from this consideration, that it is said without

restriction, that a father, a mother, a wife, children, brethren,

sisters, are to be hated, before any one can be a disciple of the

Lord ; when yet it is a precept of the Lord's, that no one is to
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be hated, not even an enemy, Matt. v. 43, 44. That things

proper to man, which are evils and falses in their order, are

meant by the above names, is evident, for it is said also that he
shall hate his own soul, and that he shall deny all his faculties,

which things are things proper to him [or his proprium]. A
state of temptation or of spiritual combat is also here described,

for it is said, whosoever doth not carry his cross, and come after

Me, cannot be My disciple. To be a disciple of the Lord, is to

be led by Him, and not by self, thus by goods and truths which
are from the Lord, and not by evils and falses which are from
man. In like manner the Word is to be understood elsewhere,

where the above names are mentioned, as in Jeremiah, "To
My words the)' do not attend, and My law, they rejected it;

wherefore thus saith Jehovah, behold I give before this people
things of offence, that the fathers and the sons together, a
neighbor and his companion, shall offend in them, and perish,"

vi. 19, 21. And again, " I will disperse them, a man with his

brother, and the sons together ; I will not spare, neither will I

remit, neither will I pity, that I should not destroy them," xiii.

14. A>;ain, " Jehovah hath multiplied them that stumbled, a
man also hath fallen upon his companion" xlvi. 16. And in

Isaiah, "I will mix Egypt with Egypt, that a man shall fight
against a brother, and a man against his companion" xix. 2. In
these passages also similar things are meant by fathers, sons,

brethren, and companions.
10.491. "And the sons of Levi did according to the word

of Moses "—that hereby is signified the effect from those who
were in truths derived from good, appears from the represen-

tation of the sons of Levi, as denoting those who are in truths

derived from good, and, in the abstract sense, truths derived
from good, see above, n. 10,485 ; and from the signification of

doing according to the word of Moses, as denoting effect.

10.492. " And there fell of the people in that day to three

thousand men"—that hereby is signified the plenary closing up
of what is internal, appears from the signification of falling or
of being slain, as denoting to be closed up, see above n.

10,490 ; and from the signification of three thousand, as denot-
ing what is plenary ; for by three is signified what is full and
complete, see n. 2788, 4495, 7715, 8347, 9198,9488,9489;
in like manner by three thousand, since the greater numbers
signify the like with the lesser, from which they exist by multi-

plication, n. 5291, 5335, 6708, 7973. That all numbers in the
Word signify things, see the passages cited, n. 94S8, and n.

10,127, 10,217, 10,253. Inasmuch as the subject here now
treated of is concerning the closing up of what is internal with
the Israelitish and Judaic nation, it is allowed to make some
further observations concerning the closing up of what is inter-

nal. Evils and falses are what close up the internal man, or,
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what is the same tiling, worldly, terrestrial and corporeal loves,

when they prevail, for thence are all evils and falses. The
reason why the internal is closed up by those loves is, because
they are opposite to heavenly loves, or, what is the same thing,

evils and falses are opposite to goods and truths ; when therefore

opposites act against eacli other, that which is hurt contracts

itself, in like manner as a fibre when it is pricked, and in other

cases the all of man from pain. That his face knits its brows
from the hurt and mournful state of the mind, and that the

abdomen of man with the lungs and their respiration contract

themselves, is a known thing; so also it is with the internal

man, when evils and falses enter into the thought and into the

will. That aversion is excited on such occasion, and from it

contraction is perceived, and is also apparent ; this is the gene-
ral cause why the internal is closed ; but the special cause is,

lest goods and truths should enter from heaven through the

internal man into the external man, and should there be defiled

and profaned ; to prevent this therefore being the case with the

Israelitish nation, with whom was the Word and the holy things

of the church, the internal with them was plenarily closed up.

That it was plenarily closed up, is very manifest from this con-

sideration, that although they live amongst Christians, and
although the Lord is manifestly treated of in the propheticals of

the Word, still they do not at all acknowledge him
;
yea, they

are of such a quality, that through interior repugnance and
aversion they cannot even think any thing which confirms faith

in the Lord. Moreover it is to be noted, that in the Christian

world also the internal is closed with those who know the truths

of faith from the Word, and do not live according to them, for

the life itself according to them opens the internal man, other-

wise the truths reside only in the memory of the external man
;

but with those who deny them, the internal is altogether closed
;

and what may seem wonderful, the internal is closed in more
instances with the intelligent than with the simple. The reason

is, because the intelligent are in the lusts of eminence and gain,

and thence in the loves of self and the world, more than the

simple
; and also in the faculty of confirming evils and falses

which are from those loves, by scientifics, in which the intelli-

gent excel the simple. Add to this, that most of them think of

the soul from some hypothesis established in the learned world,

from which they conceive no other idea of the soul than as of

breath or of wind, in which possibly there is a living principle;

when on the other hand the simple good do not think from
such an idea, but only from the idea that the soul is a man who
lives after death ; hence it is, that to the latter the internal is

opened, but to the former is closed. Whether we speak of the

internal being opened or closed, or speak of heaven, it is the

same thing.
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10.493. " And Moses said, fill ye your hand to-day to

Jehovah "—that hereby is signified what is communicative and
receptive of Divine Truth in the heavens, appears from the

signification of filling the hand to Jehovah, as being represen-

tative of the Divine Power of the Lard in the heavens by the

Divine Truth proceeding from His Divine Good, and what is

communicative and receptive thereof there, see n. 10,076 ; in

this case what is communicative of Divine Truth with the

heavens by representatives, which were the external things of

worship with that nation, after the internal was closed to them.

That by the external things of worship, which were represen-

tative of things celestial with that nation, when the internal

was closed, there was communication with heaven by virtue of

the Divine Power of the Lord, see n. 4311, 4444, 6304, 8588,

8788, 8806.

10.494. " Because a man is for his son, and for his

brother "—that hereby is signified when the internal is closed,

lest truth and good from heaven should enter into the external,

appears from the signification of a man being for a son and for

a brother, or after they have slain them, as denoting the clos-

ing-up of the internal as to the influx of truth and good, see

above, n. 10,490, 10,492. That a son denotes truth, seen. 489,

491, 533, 1147, 2623, 2628, 2803, 2813, 3373, 3704, 4257,

9807 ; and that a brother denotes good, n. 3815, 4121, 4191,

5409, 5686, 5692.

10.495. " To give upon you to-day a blessing "—that

hereby is signified the reception of Divine Truth from the

Word, and by it conjunction with the Lord, appears from the

signification of a blessing, as denoting in general what man is

gifted with from the Lord ; and whereas every thing of that

description has relation to the good of love and the truth of

faith, this, and every thing which is thence derived, is what is

signified by blessing; in the present case therefore is signified

the reception of Divine Truth from the Word, and by it con-

junction with the Lord, see n. 1096, 2846, 3017, 3408, 4216,

4981, 6298, 8674, 8939 ; and that blessing denotes conjunction

with the Lord, n. 3504, 3514, 3530, 3565, 3584, 6091, 6099.

How the case herein is, has been shown in what goes before
;

and that by the Word there is conjunction of the Lord with

man, and of heaven with the world, see n. 10,452.

10.496. Verses 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35. And it came to

pass on the dayfollowing, and Moses said to the people, ye

Lave sinned a great sin, and now will I go up to Jehovah ;

peradvenlure 1 shall expiatefor your sin. And Moses returned

to Jthvoah, and said, Ibeseech, this people hath siyined a great

sin, and they have made to themselves^ gods of gold. And
now if Thou remitted their sin, and if not, blot me, I pray,

out of Thy book which Thou hast written. And Jehovah said
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to Moses, whosoever hath sinned against Me, him vjill 1 blot

out of My look. And now go, lead the people to what I said

to thee ; behold Mine angel shall go before you, and in the

day of My visitation I will visit upon them their sin. And
Jehovah smote thepeople because they made the calfwhichAaron
made. And it came to pass the day following, signifies the

duration of such worship even to the end of the church. And
Moses said to the people, ye have sinned a great sin, signifies

aversion and total alienation. And now I will go up to Je-

hovah, signifies the elevation of the interiors to the Lord. Per-

adventure I shall expiate for your sin, signifies possibility from
the Divine Power of the Lord with those who have altogether

so averted themselves. And Moses returned to Jehovah, sig-

nifies conjunction. And said, I beseech, this people hath sinned

a great sin, signifies that although that nation has altogether

averted and removed itself from the Divine. And they have
made to themselves gods of gold, signifies and worship infernal

delight. And now if thou remittest their sin, signifies that

still that aversion from the Divine would not oppose. And if

not, blot me I pray out of Thy book, which Thou hast written,

signifies the internal of the Word, of the church, and of worship,

that it would not perish. And Jehovah said, whosoever hath

sinned against Me, him will I blot out of My book, signifies

a reply that they will perish who avert themselves from the

Divine. And now go, lead the people to what I said to thee,

signifies that nation to represent a church, and not that a

church should be established among them. Behold Mine
angel shall go before you, signifies that still Divine Truth will

lead. And in the day of my visitation I will visit upon them
their sin, signifies their last state in particular and in general

when there is judgment. And Jehovah smote the people, sig-

nifies the devastation of truth and good with the Israelitish

nation. Because they made the calf, signifies on account of

worship from infernal love. Which Aaron made, signifies this

from the external things which alone they loved.

10,497. "And it came to pass the day following"—that

hereby is signified the duration of such worship, even to the

end of the church, appears from the signification of the day
following, as denoting what is perpetual and eternal, but when
concerning the Jewish nation, as denoting even to the end of

the church. The reason why the day following denotes what
is perpetual and eternal, is, because by the morrow, when it is

said of such things as signify Divine celestial and spiritual

things, is signified what is perpetual and eternal, see n. 3998,

9939; but the reason why it denotes duration even to the end
of the church, is, because it is said of the Jewish nation and
its worship, which had an end when the Lord came into the

world, according to the prediction in Daniel, ''Seventy weeks
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are decided upon thy people, and upon thy city of holiness, to

consume prevarication, and to seal up sins, and to expiate

iniquity, and to bring the justice of ages, and to seal up the

vision and the prophet, and to anoint the holy of holies : in the

middle of the week, he shall cause to cease the sacrifice and
oblation, at length upon the bird of abominations shall be deso-

lation, and even to the consummation and decision, it shall drop
upon the devastation," ix. 24, 27 ; and that the residue of the

worship of that nation is to have an end with the end of the

church at this day in Europe, the Lord predicts in Matthew,
" Yerily I say unto you, this generation shall not pass away,
until all these things are done," xxiv. 34. The subject treated

of in that chapter is concerning the consummation of the age,

which is the end of this church, as may be seen shown in the

introductions to the chapters xxvi. to xl. of Genesis.

10.498. " And Moses said to the people, ye have sinned a

great sin "—that hereby is signified total alienation and aver-

sion, appears from the signification of sin, as denoting aversion

and alienation from the Diviue, see n. 5229, 5474, 5841, 7589.

9346, in this case total aversion and alienation, because it is

called a great sin. Aversion and alienation from the Divine
is total, when there is no longer any thing of truth and good
from heaven received, for truth and good from heaven is the

Divine with man. That there was no reception of truth and
good from heaven, consequently that there was a total aversion

from the Divine with that nation, is described in these words
in Isaiah, " Say to this people, hearing hear ye, but do not

understand, and seeing see ye, but do not know : make fat

the heart of this people, and make their ears heavy, and bedaub
their eyes, lest possibly they should see with their eyes, and
hear with their ears, and their heart should understand, and
they should be converted, so as to be healed," vi. 9, 10 ; John xii.

37, 3S, 39, 40 ; it is said lest they should be converted so as to

be healed, by which is signified, that if they were to understand
the internal things of the Word, of the church, and of worship,

they would profane them, according to what was said above,

ii. 10,490.

10.499. " And now I will go up to Jehovah"— that hereby
is signilied elevation of the interiors to the Lord, appears from
the representation of Moses, as denoting what is internal, see

above, n. 10,468 ; and from the signification of going up, as

denoting elevation towards interior things, see n. 3084, 4539,

4969, 5406, 5817, 6007 ; in this case elevation to the Lord,

because it is said, I will go up to Jehovah, and by Jehovah, in

the Word, i6 meant the Lord, see the passages cited, n. 9373.

How the case herein is, may be manifest from what was shown
concerning the elevation of the internal things of the Word, of

the church, and of worship, into heaven, or to the Lord, from
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the external things appertaining to the Israelitish nation, n.

4311, 4444, 6304, 8588, 8788, 8806.

10,500. " Peradventure I shall expiate for your sin "—that

hereby is signified possibility derived from the Divine Power of

the Lord with those who have so altogether averted themselves,

appears from the signification of expiating, as denoting to effect

that it, be no longer reflected upon, thus that their worship is

nevertheless accepted and heard ; that expiation also denotes

the hearing and reception of all things which are of worship,

see n. 9506; in this case therefore the possibility that it can be
effected with those who have thus averted themselves ; and
from the signification of sin, as denoting total aversion from the

Divine, as above, n. 10,498. The reason why these things are

signified by those words, is, because the subject treated of in

this chapter throughout is concerning the aversion of the Israel-

itish nation from the Divine, and concerning the possibility still,

that by the external things in which alone they were principled,

communication might be effected with heaven. In order to

show how the case herein is, it may be expedient to say a few
words more on the subject ; the church on earth is instituted

solely for the end, that there may be communication of the

world, that is, of the human race with heaven, that is, by [or

through] heaven with the Lord ; for without a church there

would be no communication, and without communication the

human race would perish, n. 10,452 ; but the communication of

man with heaven is effected by the spiritual and celestial things

appertaining to man, but not by worldly and corporeal things

without them ; or what is the same thing, it is effected by in-

ternal things, but not by external things without them. When
therefore the Israelitish nation were in external things without
internal, and yet somewhat of a church was to be instituted

amongst them, it was on this account provided by the Lord,

that still communication with heaven might be effected by
representatives, which were the external things of worship with
that nation ; but this communication was miraculously effected,

on which subject see the passages adduced above, n. 10,499.

But two things were requisite that this might be effected
;
first,

that the internal principle appertaining to them should be
altogether closed up ; and secondly, that they might be in a

holy external principle when in worship; for when the internal

principle is altogether closed up, in tiiis case the internal of the

church and of worship is neither denied nor acknowledged,
being as it were none ; and in this case a holy external prin-

ciple may be given, and also be elevated, because nothing
opposes' and hinders. On this account also that nation was in

plenary ignorance concerning things internal, which are the

things of love and faith in the Lord, and of life eternal by them :

but as soon as the Lord came iuto the worH, and revealed Him-
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6elf, and taught love and faith in Himself, then that nation,

inasmuch as they heard those things, began to deny them,
and thus could no longer be kept in such ignorance as before

;

therefore they were then driven out of the land of Canaan, lest

they should defile and profane internal things by denial in that

land, where all places, from the most ancient times, were made
representative of such things as relate to heaven and the church,

see n. 15S5, 3686, 4447, 5136, 6516. On this account, so far

as at this day they are acquainted with things internal, and con-

firm themselves intellectually against them, and deny them, so

far they can no longer be in a holy external principle, since what
is negative not only closes up what is internal, but also takes

away what is holy from what is external, thus every thing com-
municative with heaven. The case is similar with Christians,

who from the Word, or from the doctrine of the church, are

acquainted with things internal, and still deny them in heart, as

is the case when they live evilly, and think evilly with them-
oelves, howsoever they may seem to be in external devotion

and piety when in worship.

10.501. " And Moses returned to Jehovah"—that hereby is

signified conjunction, appears from the signification of return-

ing to Jehovah. The reason why conjunction is here signified

by returning to Jehovah, is, because by going up to Jehovah,

n. 10,499, is signified elevation of the internal to the Lord.

10.502. " And said, I beseech, this people have sinned a
great sin "—that hereby is signified that although that nation

have altogether averted and removed themselves from the Di-

vine, appears from the signification of sinning a great sin, as

denoting altogether to avert and alienate themselves from the

Divine, see above, n. 10,498. It is said although they have

averted themselves, on account of the series of the thing, in the

internal sense ; for they who are in that sense, do not attend to

the letter, but to the sense of the things in their order.

10.503. "And have made to themselves gods of gold"—that

hereby is signified and worship infernal delight, appears from the

signification of making to themselves gods, as denoting worship;

and from the signification of gold, as denoting the delight of ex-

ternal loves, thus infernal delights, see above, n. 10,402. Men
tion is made in the Word of four kinds of idols, namely, of stone,

of wood, of silver, and of gold. The idols which were of stone,

signify worship from falses of doctrine; those which were of wood,

worship from evils of doctrine; those which were of silver, the

worship of what is false both in doctrine and life; and those which
were of gold, the worship of evil both in doctrine and life

;

hence the idols of gold signified worship the worst of all. They
who were in this worship, not only falsified truths, but also

adulterated goods ; for evils they called goods, and the falses

thence derived they called truths. All they are in that worship,
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who arc in the love of self, and still believe the "Word ; for they

apply the sense of the letter of the Word in favor of all things

which they think and which they do, thus to the worship of self.

10.504. " And now if Thon remittest their sin "—that hereby
is signified that still that aversion from the Divine would not

oppose, appears from the signification of sin, as denoting aver-

sion from the Divine, as above, n. 10,498, 10,502 ; and fror_, the

signification of remitting it, as denoting not to oppose, but that

still the internal things of the Word, of the church, and of

worship, can be elevated from their external things, and thus

communication be effected with the heavens ; for when this

communication is nevertheless effected, then the aversion is not

attended to, and what is not attended to, this is said to be
remitted.

10.505. "And if not, blot me I pray out of Thy book which
Thou hast written"—that hereby is signified the internal of the

Word, of the church, and of worship, that it was not about to

perish, appears from the representation of Moses, who says

these things, as denoting the internal of the Word, of the church,

and of worship, see n. 10,468 ; and from the signification of

which Thou hast written, as denoting what is therein from the

Lord ; for by the book is signified what is in the internal princi-

ple, and by writing, when concerning Jehovah, that is, the Lord,

is signified what is therein from the Lord; and from the signifi-

cation of blotting out of it, as denoting to perish, but in this case

not to perish, because it is answered, " Him who hath sinned

against Me I will blot out of My book," by which is signified

that the internal of the Word, of the church, and of worship,

would not perish, but that they would perish who avert them-
selves from the Divine, thus who are in things external without

an internal principle. The reason why the book which Jehovah
wrote, which in the following verse is called My book, or the

book of Jehovah, and in other places the book of life, denotes

the internal principle, is, because the internal principle of man is

in heaven, thus where the Lord is, and hence those things which
are in his internal principle are from heaven from the Lord, all

which things are Divine Celestial and spiritual things ; these

can be received by the internal of man, but not by his external

separate from the internal, since the external is in the world,

and formed to receive the natural things which are in the world,

which without influx through internal things have not heavenly
life, and hence are said to be dead. From these considerations

it may be manifest what is meant in the Word by the book ol

life, and who they are who are said to be written in that book,

namely, they who are in the life of truth and good, thus who
do Divine precepts from love and faith ; for a life according to

those precepts opens the internal man, and forms him, and
what is there inscribed, is inscribed by the Lord, and remains
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fo eternity. These are they who are meant by the written in

the book of life in the following passages, " In this time Thy
people shall be snatched away, every one who is found written

in the book" Dan. xii. 1. And in the Apocalypse, " He that

overcometh, shall be clothed in white raiment, and I will not

blot his name out of the book of life" iii. 5. Again, "None
enter into the New Jerusalem, except they who are written in

the LamVs book of life" Apoc. xxi. 26. Again, " I saw that

the books were opened ; and another book was opened which is

of life ,' and the dead were judged according to those things

which xoere written in the book according to their works ; and it

any one was not found written in the book of life, he was cast

out into the lake of lire," Apoc. xx. 12, 13, 15. Again, " All

shall adore the beast, xohose names are not written in the Lamb's
book of life" Apoc. xiii. 8 ; and chap. xvii. 8 ; besides also in

other places. It is to be noted, that all things which are in-

scribed in the internal man, are inscribed by the Lord ; and
that the things there inscribed constitute the spiritual and
celestial life itself of man ; also that all and singular the things

which are there inscribed, are inscribed on the love. See like-

wise, n. 2471, 8620, 9386.

10.506. " And Jehovah said, him who hath sinned against

Me, I will blot out of My book "—that hereby is signified the

reply, that they would perish who avert themselves from the

Divine, appears from the signification of Jehovah saying to

Moses, as denoting a reply ; and from the signification of sin-

ning against Jehovah, as demiting to avert nimself from the

Divine, see above, n. 10,498 ; and from the signification of

being blotted out of the book of Jehovah, as denoting not to

appear in heaven ; thus to perish as to spiritual life. The reason

why this is signified by being blotted out of the book of Jeho-
vah, is, because those who are in things external, separate from
what is internal, cannot receive any thing from heaven ; for

it is the internal principle which thence receives ; and the ex-

ternal without it does not receive any thing from any other

source than from hell. That heaven is with man in his internal,

and that the internal is the book of life, and that the things

which are in the internal are from heaven from the Lord, see

just above, n. 10,505.

10.507. " And now go, lead the people to what I said to

thee"—that hereby is signified that nation to represent a

church, and not that a church should be with that nation,

appears from the signification of leading the people to the land

of Canaan, as denoting to cause them to become a church,

for by the land of Canaan is signified the church, and by
leading the people to it, in the spiritual sense, is signified to

establish the church amongst them ; for that nation was led

into that land for this purpose, that it might become a church

;
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but in this case only to represent a church, since it is said,

lead the people to what, and not to the land. That with the

Israelitish and Judaic nation there was not a church, but only

the representative of a church, see n. 4281, 4288, 4311, 4500,

4899, 4912, 6304, 7048, 9320 ; and that the land of Canaan
denotes the church, n. 3705, 4447, 5736, 6516; and that

hence land [or earth] in the Word denotes the church, see the

passages cited, n. 9325.

10.508. " Behold Mine angel shall go before thee "—that
hereby is signified that still the Divine Truth will lead, appears
from the signification of the angel of Jehovah, as denoting,

in the supreme sense, the Lord as to the Divine Human,
and, in the respective sense, the Divine which is of the Lord
with the angels in the heavens, see n. 1925, 2821, 4085, 6S31,

9303, and that hence it signifies the Divine Truth, n. 8192 ;

and from the signification of going before thee, as denoting

to lead.

10.509. ' ; And in the day of My visitation I will visit upon
them their sin "—that hereby is signified their last state in

particular and in general, when there is judgment, appears

from the signification of the day of visitation, as denoting the

last state oi the church in particular and in general, see n.

2242, 6588 ; and from the signification of visiting sin, as

denoting to be judged, and to be damned. It is said in par-

ticular and in general, because the day of visitation to every

one, thus in particular, is when he comes into the other life,

as is the case when he dies ; and also it is of the church in

general, when the church ceases to be. On this occasion all

are explored as to their quality, and are separated, those who are

in evils are east down into hell, and those who are in goods are

elevated into heaven ; this however is not effected on earth, but
in the other life. But in what manner exploration is accom-
plished there, and in what manner separation ; also in what
manner damnation and casting down into hell, and elevation

into heaven, by the Divine Mercy of the Lord will be shown
elsewhere.

10.510. " And Jehovah smote the people "—that hereby is

signified the devastation of truth and good with the Israelitish

nation, appears from the signification of smiting, as denoting

lo destroy, as n. 6761 ; and to destroy, in the spiritual sense, is

to deprive any one of the truths and goods of faith and love,

which in the Word is called desolation and vastation. The
reason why devastation is here signified by smiting, is, because
the subject treated of in this chapter is concerning the closing

of the internal principle with the Israelitish nation, and the clos-

ing of the internal principle is devastation as to truth and good.

10.511. " Because they made the calf"—that hereby is sig-

nified on account of worship grounded in infernal love, appears

vol. x. 26
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from the signification of the calf, as denoting the delight of the

love of self, see above, n. 10,407, hence to make a calf denotes

worship grounded in the delight of that love, or what is the same
thing, worship derived from that love ; which love, that it is

infernal love, has been frequently shown. The reason why by
making the calf is signified worship, is, because the making it

involves all those things which are said concerning the adoration

and worship of it in verses 4, 5, 6, of this chapter.

10,512. " Which Aaron made "—that hereby is signified this

from the external things which alone they loved, appears from
the representation of Aaron, as denoting the external of the

Word, of the church, and of worship, see n. 10,397, 10,468,

10,480. And when the external alone is loved, then the external

is said to do it but the nation is meant, which loves external

things alone.

CONTINUATION OF THE SUBJECT CONCERNING THE THIRD EARTH
IN THE STARRY HEAVEN.

10.513. BEFORE the spirits of that earth were represented

magnificentpalaces, resembling those in which kings andprinces

dwell on our earth ; for such things may be represented before

spirits, and when they are represented, they appear exactly as

if they existed ; but the spirits from that earth held those things

in no estimation, calling them marble images ; and then related,

that they have more magnificent objects with them, which are

their sacred temples, not built of stone, but of wood. When it.

was objected, that these were still terrestrial objects, they replied,

that they were not terrestrial, but celestial, because in beholding

them, they conceive not a terrestrial idea but a celestial one ; be-

lieving that they shall see like objects in heaven after death.

10.514. They represented also their sacred temples before the

spirits of our earth, who said that they never saw any thing more

magnificent ; they were also represented tome, whence the man-

ner of their construction was seen. They are constructed of trees

not cutduwn,bul growing in their native soil; it was declared that

on that earth there are trees ofan extraordinary size and height;

these they set in rows when young, that they may serve for por-

ticos andfor galleries ; in the meanwhile, by cutting and prun-

ing the tender shoots, they fit and prepare them to entwine one

with another, andjoin together, so as toform together the ground-

work andfloor of the temple to be constructed, whilst some brun-

ches by a tide-elevation serve as wails, and others being bended

into an arch above, constitute the roof ; in this manner they con-

struct the temple with admirable art, elevated high abovt
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the ground ; they prepare also an ascent into it by continuous

brunches of the trees, extended from the trunk and firmly con-

nected together. Moreover they adorn the temple without and
within in various Ways, by disposing the leaves into particular

firms ; thus they build an entire grove. But it was not given

to see the nature of the construction of these temples within, otdi/

that the light of their sun is let in through apertures between

the branches, and is every where transmitted through crystals,

whereby the light falling on the walls is refracted into dAvers

colors like those of the rainbow, especially the colors of blue

and orange, which they are most fond of. Such is the nature

of their architecture, which they prefer to the most magnificent

palaces of our earth. The spirits of our earth held it in like

esteem and preference.

10,515. They saidfurther, that the inhabitants do not dwelt

in high places, but
t
on the earth in low cottages, since high

vlaces are for the Lord who is in heaven, and low places for
men who are on earth. Their cottages were also shown me

,

they were oblong, having within along the walls a continued

couch, in which they lie one behind another. On the side op-

posite to the entrance, where there is a kind of alcove, there is

a table, and behind it afire-placefrom which the whole cham-
ber is illuminated. In the fire-place there is not burning fire

but luminous wood, which emits from itself as much light as

that of a commonfire. They said that in an evening this wood
appears as if it contained in it lighted charcoal.

10.516. They informed me further, that they do not live in

societies, but in houses apart by themselves, and that they are

joined in societies when they meet for worship ; and that on

these occasions, they who are teachers walk beneath the

temple in porticos, and the rest at the sides ; and that in then

meetings they experience interior joys, arising from the sight

of the temple, and from the worship therein celebrated.

10.517. Moreover they are well disposed, so that they may
be called good dispositions ; they suffer patiently the injuries

which are done them without any inclination to revenge. Thei/

become anxious when they first approach to those who think

about corporeal and terrestrial things, but glad and cheerful

in approaching those who think about heavenly things. Their

anxiety was also perceived arisingfrom the spirits of our earth

who were about me, because they were of a contrary disposition;

for the spirits of our earth think little about heavenly things

and much about corporeal and terrestrial things ; and when
they think about heavenly things, they think about truths, and
not about good, but. the spirits f

rom that earth think about good,

and little about truths. Hence it is that the inhabitants of
dial earth lane plantations nf trees and *hri<- sacred "difirt
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made of trees, and hold in aversion works of stone and houses

of stone; for trees and woodfrom correspondence signify goods,

whereas stones and houses built ofthem signify truths, n. 3720 ;

man also is such, that he loves those things which corn °.spond

to his interior affections, although during his life in the world
he is ignorant of it.

10,51b. A fourth earth in the starry heaven, together with

its spirits and inhabitants, will be described at the close of
the following chapter.

EXODUS.
CHAPTER THE THIRTY-THIRD.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY AND FAITH.

10.519. THE Holy Slipper was instituted by the Lord, that,

by it there may be conjunction of the church with heaven, thus

with the Lord. On this account it is the most holy thing of

the church.

10.520. But in what manner conjunction is effected by it, is

not apprehended by those who do not know any tiling con-

cerning the internal or spiritual sense of the Word, for they do

not think beyond its external sense, which is the sense of the

letter. From the internal or spiritual sense of the Word it is

known what is signified by body and blood, and what by bread

and wine, also what by chewing [or eating].

10.521. In that sense the body or flesh of the Lord is the

good of love, in like manner the bread ; and the blood of the

Lord i6 the good of faith, in like manner the wine ; and chew-
ing [or eating] is appropriation and conjunction. The angels

who are attendant on man during the ceremony of the sacra-

ment of the Supper, have no other perception of those terms,

for they apprehend all things spiritually ; hence it is that the

holy principle of love, and the holy principle of faith, flows-in

on the occasion from the angels to men, thus by or through

heaven from the Lord. Hence comes conjunction.

10.522. From these considerations it is evident that man,
when he takes the bread, which is the body, is conjoined to the

Lord by the good of love to Him from Him ; and When he takes

the wine, which is the blood, he is conjoined to the Lord by the

good of faith to Him from Him. But it is to be noted, that

conjunction with the Lord by the sacrament of the Supper is

effected solely with those who are in the good of love and faith

to the Lord from the Lord. The Holy Supper is the seal of that

conjunction.
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CHAPTER XXXHL

1. AND Jehovah spake to Moses, go, ascend from hence,

thon and the people, whom thou hast made to ascend out of

the land of Egypt, to the land which I have sworn to Abraham,
to Isaac, and to Jacob, saying, to thy seed I will give it.

2. And I will send before thee an angel, and will drive out

the Canaanite, the Amorite, and the Hittite, and the Perizite,

the Hivite, and the Jebusite.

3. To a land flowing with milk and honey, because I will

not go up in the midst of thee, because thou art a people hard of

neck, peradventnre I shall consume thee in the way.
4. And the people heard this evil word, and they mourned,

and they set not any one his ornament upon him.

5. And Jehovah said to Moses, say to the sons of Israel,

ye are a people hard of neck, in one moment I should ascend

in the midst of thee, and should consume thee ; and now cause

thine ornament to descend from upon thee, and I shall know
what I shall do to thee.

6. And the sons of Israel snatched away their ornament,
from Mount Horeb.

7. And Moses took the tent, and stretched [it] for himself

out of the camp, by removing it. at a distance from the camp,
and he called it the tent of the congregation : and it came to

pass, every one that asked Jehovah went forth to the tent of

the congregation, which was out of the camp.
8. And it came to pass, when Moses went forth to the tent,

all the people arose, and they stood every one at the door of

his tent, and they looked after Moses even to his entering into

the tent.

9. And it came to pass, when Moses entered the tent, the

pillar of the cloud descended, and stood at the door of the tent,

and spake with Moses.
10. And all the people saw the pillar of the cloud standing

at the door of the tent, and all the people arose, and they bowed
themselves every one at the door of his tent.

11. And Jehovah spake to Moses faces to faces, as a man
speaketh to his neighbor ; and he returned to the camp ; and
his minister Joshua the son of Nun, a boy, did not move himself
from the midst of the tent.

12. And Moses said to Jehovah, see ; Thou sayest to me,
cause this people to ascend, and Thou hast not made known to

me whom Thou wilt send with me, and Thou hast said, I

know thee by name, and also thou hast found favor in mine
eyes.

13. And now if I pray I have found favor [or grace] in

Thine eyes, make known to me I pray Thy way, and I shall
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know thee, since I have found favor [or grace] in Thine eyes,

and see that this nation is Thy people.

14. And He said, My faces shall go, and I will cause thee

to rest.

15. And he said to Him, if Thy faces go not, cause us not

to go up from hence.

16. And wherein shall it he made known at any time, that

I have found favor [or grace] in Thine eyes, I and Thy
people, is it not in Thy going with us ; and we shall he ren-

dered excellent, I and Thy people above every people which is

on the faces of the ground.

17. And Jehovah said to Moses, also this word which thou

hast spoken, I will do, because thou hast found favor [or

grace] in Mine eyes, and I know thee by name.
18. And he said, cause me I pray to see Thy glory.

19. And He said, I will cause all My good to pass above thy

faces, and I will call upon the name of Jehovah before thee,

and I will do favor [or grace] to whom I do favor [or grace],

and I will do mercy to whom I do mercy.
20. And He said, thou canst not see My faces ; because no

man seeth Me and liveth.

21. And Jehovah said, behold a place with Me, and thou

shalt stand upon a rock.

22. And it shall come to pass, in My glory passing by, I

will set thee in a cleft of the rock, and will cover the palm of

My hand over thee, until I shall pass by.

23. And I will remove the palm of My hand, and thou shalt

see My posteriors ; and My faces shall not be seen.

THE CONTENTS.

10,523. IN this chapter in the internal sense the subject is

further continued concerning the Israelitish nation, but here con-

cerning its quality as to worship, thus concerning its quality as

to those things which are of the church. The contents from
verse 1 to 6 are, that although they could be in representatives,

which are the external things of worship and of the church, still

there did not appertain to them any thing Divine, because not

:\uy thing internal. The contents from verse 7 to 17 are, that

in worship itself viewed in itself, thus separated from them, the

Divine might be therein. The contents from verse IS to 23 are,

that nevertheless this was not seen nor perceived by them.
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THE INTERNAL SENSE.

10.524. YEESES 1, 2, 3. And Jehovah spake to Moses,

go, ascendfrom hence, thou and thepeople whom thou hast made
to ascendfrom the land of Egypt, to the land which 1 sware to

Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, saying, to thy seed I will give

it. And I will send before thee an angel, and I will drive out

the Canaanite, the Amorite, and the Hittite, and the Perizite,

the Hivite, and the Jebusite. To a land flowing with milk and
honey, because I will not ascend in the midst of thee, because thou
art a people hard of neck ; peradventure Ishall consume thee in

the way. And Jehovah spake to Moses, signifies instruction

concerning the quality of worship and of the church with the

Israelitish nation. Go, ascend from hence, thou and the people
whom thou hast made to ascend out of the land of Egypt, to

the land, signifies that that nation was to represent the church,

but the church was not to be with it, because it cannot be
elevated from things external. Which I sware to Abraham, to

Isaac, and to Jacob, to thy seed will I give it, signifies promised
to those who from the Lord are in the good of love and the

truths of faith. And I will send before thee an angel, signifies

the Divine of the Lord, from which is the external of the church
and its worship. And I will drive out the Canaanite, the

Amorite, and the Hittite, and the Perizite, the Hivite, and
the Jebusite, signifies the ejection thence of all evils andfalses.

To a land flowing with milk and honey, signifies what is

pleasant and delightful from the good of faith and love. Be-
cause I will not ascend in the midst of thee, signifies that never-

theless the Divine was not with the nation itself. Because
thou art a people hard of neck, signifies that it does not receive

any influx from the Divine. Peradventure I shall consume thee

in the way, signifies that that nation, if the Divine flowed-in

with them, would perish.

10.525. " And Jehovah spake to Moses "—that hereby is sig-

nified instruction concerning the quality of worship and of the

church with the Israelitish nation, appears from the signification

of speaking, when by Jehovah, as denoting instruction, see the

passages cited, n. 10,277. The reason why it denotes instruction

concerning the quality of worship and of the church with the

Israelitish nation, is, because that is the subject treated of in

this chapter, as may be manifest from its contents, see above,

n. 10,523.

10.526. "Go, ascend from hence, thou and the people whom
thou hast made to ascend out of the land of Egypt, to the land"
—that hereby is signified that that nation was to represent a

church, but that a church was not to be with it, because it can-

not be elevated from things external, appears from the signitica-
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tion of ascending into the land, as denoting to institute a church,

for by land [or earth] in the Word is signified the church, see

the passages cited, n. 9375 ; and by ascending to it, is signified

to institute the church, since on that account they were led

thither, or ascended ; but in this case it is not signitied to in-

stitute it, but only to represent it, since that nation was in tiling*

external without an internal principle, and the church with man
is in his internal principle. Inasmuch as here it is not signified

to institute a church, but only to represent those things which
are of the church, therefore it is said "go, ascend from hence,

and also thou and the people whom thou hast made to ascend
our of the land of Egypt," thus whom Moses made to ascend,

and not Jehovah ; and in the subsequent verse, "I will not

ascend in the midst of thee, because thou art a people hard of

neck ;
" by which is signitied that the Divine is not with them,

and where the Divine is not received in the internal, there the

church is not, but only an external representative of the church;
and from the signification of making to ascend out of the land
ot Egypt, as denoting to be elevated from things external to

what is internal ; but in this case not to be elevated, because it

is said, that Moses made them to ascend, and not that Jehovah
;

that this is signified by making to ascend out of the land of

Egypt, see n. 10,421. That there was no church with the Is-

raelitish nation, but only the representative of a church, see

n. 428-1, 4-JSS, 4311, 4500, 4899, 4912, 6304, 6704, 9320; and
throughout in the preceding chapter.

10.527. " Which I have sworn to Abraham, to Isaac, and
to Jacob, to thy seed will I give it"—that hereby is signified

promised to those who from the Lord are in the good of love

and the truths of faith, appears from the signification of swear-

ing, when by Jehovah, as denoting confirmation from the Divine

in the internal man, see n. 2842,3375, 9166, thus also promised
from the Divine, for what is promised from the Divine, this is

also confirmed ; and from the representation of Abraham, of

haac. and ©4t Jacob, as denoting in the supreme sense the Lord

as to the Divine itself and the Divine Human, and in the re-

spective sense heaven and the church, see n. 3245, 3251, 3305,

4615, 6098, '.1*5, 6276, 6804. 10,445; and from the significa-

tion of their seed, as denoting those who are in the good of love

and the truths of faith from the Lord, thus in the abstract sense

the good of love and the truth of faith, see n. 3373, 10,445,

10.528. " And I will send before thee an angel "—that hereby

is signified the Divine of the Lord, from which is the church

and its worship, appears from the signification of an angel, as

denoting in the supreme sense the Lord as to the Divine Human,
and in t lie respective sense the Divine of the Lord in heaven

with angeis, also in the church with men, of which we shall

speak presently; and from the signification of sending before
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thee, as denoting to prepare. That an angel in the supreme
sense denotes the Lord as to the Divine Human, see n. 1925.

3039, <;-_'so, 6S31, 9303, and that in the respective sense it de-

notes the Divine of the Lord in heaven with angels, see n. 1925,

2821, 40S5, 6831, 8192; hence it follows that an angel also de-

notes the Divine of the Lord with men who receive it ; for men,
who are in the good of love and in the truths of faith to the Lord
from the Lord, become angels after death, and they who become
angels also are angels as to their interiors whilst they live in the

world ; hence it is that John the Baptist is called an angel in

the Word, as in Luke, "He it is of whom it is written, behold 1
send Mine angel before Thyface, who shall prepare Thy way be-

fore Thee," vii. 27. And that angel in this passage denotes the

Divine of the Lord appertaining to Him, is plain from Malachi,
" Behold I send Mine angel, who shall prepare the way before

Me ; and suddenly shall come to His temple the Lord whom ye
seek, and the angel of the covenant whom ye desire," iii. 1 ; the

reason why the Divine of the Lord is there meant by angel, is,

because John the Baptist represented the Lord as to the Word,
like Elias, and the Word is the Divine Truth which is from the

Lord ; that Elias represented theWord, see preface to chap, xviii.

Gen. and n. 2762, 5247 ; and that John the Baptist, n. 9372.
And whereas in the supreme sense the Lord as to the Divine
Human is an angel, therefore it is said, "There shall come to

His temple the Lord and the angel of the covenant," where
temple denotes His Divine Human, as is evident in Jolm,chap.ii.
v. 18 to 23. The reason why mention is made both of the Lord
and of an angel, is, because He is called Lord from the Divine
Good, and angel from Divine Truth. Inasmuch as Jehovah in the

Word is the Lord Himself, therefore it is said, "I send Mine angel
who shall prepare the way before Me" this is said by Jehovah.

10.529. " And I will drive out the Canaanite, the Amorite,
and the Hittite, and the Perizite, the Hivite, and the Jebusite"
—that hereby is signified the ejection thence of all evils and
falses, appears from the representation of the nations in the land
of Canaan, as denoting the evils and falses of the church and of
worship, seen. 9320, and the passages cited, n. 9327 ; but what
particular evil and false principle is signified by each nation, see
the explications where they are treated of, as concerning the
Canaanite, n. 1573, 1574, 4818

;
concerning the Amorite, n.

1857,6306,6854; concerning the Hittite, n. 2913,6858; concern-
ing the Perizite, n. 1573, 1574, 6859

;
concerning the Hivite and

concerning the Jebusite, n. 6860.

10.530. u To a land flowing with milk and honey"—that
hereby is signified what is pleasant and delightful from the good
of faith and of love, appears from the signification of land [or

earth] as denoting the church, see the passages cited, n. 9375
;

and from the signification of milk, as denoting spiritual good,
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which is the good of faith, see n. 2184 ; and from the significa-

tion of honey, as denoting celestial good, which is the good of

love ; and from the signification of flowing, as denoting to be
full ; and since these things are signified by a land flowing with

milk and honey, what is pleasant and delightful from the good
of faith and of love is also signified, see n. 5620. It is said what
is pleasant and delightful from those principles, since in the good
of faith and of love is pleasantness itself and celestial delight

;

for all good has its delight, inasmuch as that is called good
which is loved, and all delight is of the love : the delight which
is meant by heavenly joy and eternal happiness is from no other

source than from the love of truth and good ; that this delight

is above every delight of every love in the world, is altogether

unknown to those who place all delight in things worldly, cor-

poreal and terrestrial.

10.531. " Because I will not ascend in the midst of thee"

—

that hereby is signified that nevertheless the Divine is not with

the nation itself, appears from the signification of not ascending
in the midst of the people, when this is said by Jehovah, as

denoting that the Divine is not in the nation itself, thus not

the church ; for with whomsoever the church is, there is the

Divine ; for to ascend to the land, denotes to constitute a
church, as above, n. 10,526 ; and in the midst of thee, denotes

in its internal.

10.532. " Because thou art a people hard of neck"—that

hereby is signified that they do not receive any influx from the

Divine, appears from what was shown, n. 10,429, where like

words occur.

10.533. " Peradventure I shall consume thee in the way "—
that hereby is signified that that nation, if the Divine flowed-in

with them, would perish, appears from the signification of

consuming, as denoting to perish. That that nation would
perish if the Divine flowed-in with them, is evident, for it is

said, I will not ascend in the midst of thee, peradventure I

shall consume thee in the way. The case herein is this
;
they

who are in things external without an internal principle, thus in

the loves of self and the world, are absolutely incapable of

receiving any Divine ; wherefore the internal with them is kept

closed. If the internal was opened with them, and the Divine
flowed-in, they would altogether perish ; for their life is derived

from the loves of self and the world, and there is a perpetual

opposition and contrariety between those loves and neavenly
loves, and heavenly loves are the Divine ; wherefore from the

influx of the Divine their life would be extinguished. That the

Israelitish nation were in things external without an internal

principle, thus in those loves, has been often shown above.

10.534. Verses 4, 5, 6. And the people heard this evil

word, and they mourned, and they placed not any one his orna-
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ment upon him. And Jehovah said to Moses, say to the som
of Israel, ye are a people hard of neck, in one moment 1
will ascend in the midst of thee, and will consume thee f and
now cause thine ornament to descend from upon thee, and 1
shall know what I will do to thee. And. the sons of Israel

snatched away their ornament from Mount Horeb. And the

people heard this evil word, and they mourned, signifies their

grief on account of non-eminence over others. And they placed

not any one his ornament upon him, signifies the qualit}r of

their external principle, that it was without the Divine. And
Jehovah said to Moses, signifies instruction. Say to the sons

of Israel, ye are a people hard of neck, signifies that that

nation would not receive influx from the Divine. In one
moment I will ascend in the midst of thee, and will consume
thee, signifies that they would perish, if the Divine flowed in

with them. And now cause thine ornament to descend from
upon thee, signifies the quality of their external principle that

it was without the Divine. And I shall know what I shall do
to thee, signifies that thus something may exist with them.
And the sons of Israel snatched away their ornament, signifies

the deprivation of Divine Truth in the external things apper-

taining to them. From Mount Horeb, signifies in the external

things of worship, of the church, and of the Word.
10.535. " And the people heard this evil word, and they

mourned "—that hereby is signified their grief on account of

non-eminence over others, appears from the signification of
hearing this evil word and mourning. That it denotes grief
on account of non-eminence over others, is evident from what
has been above shown concerning that nation, namely, that they
were urgent that a church might be instituted amongst them,
but this for no other end than to be distinguished above all

nations in the universal world of the earths, for they were princi-

pled in self-love more than them, and they could not be lifted

to eminence over them by any thing else, than by Jehovah
being amongst them, thus also by the church being amongst
them, for where Jehovah is, that is, the Lord, there the church,
is. That this was the end, is manifest from several passages
in the Word, as also from these words in this chapter, " Moses
said, wherein shall it be made known at any time, that I have
found favor [or grace] in thine eyes, I and thy people, is it not
in Thy going with us, and our being rendered excellent, I and
Thy people, above every people which is on the faces of the

ground, 1

verse 16. That there was no election, but permission
that a church should be instituted amongst them, but that still

in the nation itself there was not a church, but onl}T the re-

presentative of a church, see the passages cited, n. 10,396, at

the end.

10.536. " And they placed not any one his ornament upon
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him "—that hereby is signified the quality of their external

principle, that it was without the Divine, appears from the

signification of ornament, as denoting what is Divine in things

external, thus not placing ornament upon him denotes to be
without the Divine in things external. The reason why this is

signified by ornament, is, because ornament has reference to

garments, and by garments in general are signified Divine
Truths ; this signification of garments in general has its ground
in representatives in the other life, where all, both angels and
spirits, appear clothed in garments, and every one according
to his truths

;
they who are in genuine Divine Truths appear

clothed in white shining garments, and others in others. Some
spirits do not know whence garments come to them, but they
are put on whilst they are ignorant of it ; and also their gar-

ments vary according to the changes of their state as to truths.

In a word, their intellectual principle is what is exhibited and
represented by garments ; for the intellectual principle of every
one is formed by truths, and becomes of a quality such as the

truths from which it is formed. The intellectual principle apper-

taining to the angels of heaven is in their internal, hence they
have white shining garments ; the shining is from the Divine
Good, and the whiteness is from the light of heaven, which is

the Divine Truth. But the garments of those who are in things

external without an internal principle, are dirty and tattered,

like those of beggars in the streets and of robbers in forests.

Hence it may be manifest what is signified by ornament,
namely, the holy truths of the church; and hence by not
putting on ornament, is denoted to be without the holy truths

of the church ; and in application to the Israelitish nation,

which was in things external without an internal principle, it

denotes the quality of what is external without truths from the

Divine. That garments denote truths, see n. 2132, 2576, 4545,

4763, 5248, 5319, 5954, 637S, 6914, 6917, 6918, 9093, 9158,

0212, 9216, 9814, 9827, 9952. What is signified by the gar-

ments of Aaron and of his sons, 6ee n. 9811, 10,068. That
ornament in the Word signifies the holy truths of the church,
will be seen in the following articles, see n. 10,540.

10.537, " And Jehovah said to Moses "—that hereby is

signified instruction, appears from the signification of saying,

when from Jehovah, as denoting instruction, see the passages
cited, n. 10,277 ; in this case instruction that Divine Truth was
not with the nation itself, which is signified by causing his

ornament to descend from upon him, which is presently

treated of.

10.538. " Say to the sons of Israel, ye are a people hard of

neck"—that hereby is signified that that nation would not re-

ceive influx from the Divine, appears from what was shown, n.

10,429, where like words occur.
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10^539. " In one moment I will ascend in the midst of

thee, and will consume thee "—that hereby is signified that

they would perish it' the Divine flowed in with them, appears

from what wa6 shown above, n. 10,531, 10,532 ; where also like

words occur.

10,540. " And now cause thine ornament to descend from
upon thee"—that hereby is signified the quality of their external

principle, that it was without the Divine, appears from the sig

nitication of ornament, when the church is treated of, as denot
ing holy truth, or what is Divine in externals, see above, n.

10,536 ; and from the signification of causing it to descend
from upon them, as denoting to put it off, thus to be without it.

That the Divine in things external, or that holy truth is signi-

fied by ornament, is manifest from the following passages, " 1
clothed tli«e with needle-work, and shod thee with yew-tree,

and girded thee with fine linen, and covered thee with silk, and
adorned thee with omamen t,and gave bracelets upon thine hands,

and a necklace upon thy throat, and I gave a jewel upon thy
nose, and ear-rings upon thine ears, and a crown of gracefulness
upon thine head. Thus wast thou adorned with gold and silver /

and thy garments were fine linen and silk, and needle-work.
Whence thou becamest very exceedingly beautiful, and didst

prosper even to a kingdom ; wherefore thy name went forth into

the nations concerning thy beauty, for this was perfect in my
ornament, which I had set upon thee" Ezek. xvi. 10 to 14.

The subject here treated of is concerning Jerusalem, by which
is signified the church which was established by the Lord
after the flood, to which the Israelitish and Judaic Church
succeeded ; what the quality of this latter church was, is also

described in the same chapter; but what the quality of that

Ancient Church was, is described in the above passage, and its

holy truths by the above ornaments. Every one may see
that such things as relate to the church are signified by
all the things in the above passage, and that somewhat
peculiar is signified by each ; otherwise to what purpose
would be such a description of Jerusalem? But what prin-

ciple of the church each thing signifies, cannot be made
manifest from any other source than from the internal sense;
for this sense teaches what thing in the spiritual world corres-

ponds to every expression ; from which it may be manifest that

needle-work denotes scientific truth, n. 9688 ; fine linen intel-

lectual truth which is from the Divine, n. 5319, 6469, 9596,
9744; bracelets, truths as to power, n. 3103, 3105. A necklace,
truth derived from good as to influx, and thence the conjunc-
tion of things interior and exterior, n. 5320. A jewel, truth

as to perception, and ear-rings truths as to obedience, n. 4551,
10,402. A crown of gracefulness, spiritual good, which i» the
good of trut.i, a crown good, n. 9930, gracefulness, what is
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spiritual, n. 9S15
;
gold and 6ilver, good and truth in general,

n. 113, 1551, 1552, 5658, 6914, 6917, 9874 ; fine flour, honey,
and oil, denote truth external and internal ; fine flour, truth

derived from good, n. 9995, honey, external good, n. 10,530;
oil, internal good, n. 886, 4582, 4638, 9474, 9780, 10,254,

10,261
;
beauty is the form of truth derived from good, n.

3080, 3821, 4985, 5199. That Jerusalem, of which those things

are said, denotes the church, see n. 402, 2117, 3654. Hence
it is evident what is meant by ornament, namely, Holy Truth in

every complex. Like things are signified by the ornaments of

the daughters of Zion, which are recounted in Isaiah, '• In that

day the Lord will remove the ornaments of thefeet-knots, and of

the net-work, and of the little moons ; and of the repositories

of ointments, and of the little chains, and of the bracelets, and
the turbans, and the garters, and the knots and houses of the

6onl, and incantations ; the rings, and ornaments of the nose,

the changeable garments, and the upper garments, and the

loose garments, and the crisping-pins, the looking-glasses, and
the fine linen and hoods, and the vails : and it shall come to

pass, instead of an aromatic there shall be consumption, and
instead of a girdle a rent, and instead of entwined work bald-

ness, and instead of a robe a girding of sackcloth, burning
instead of beauty

;
thy men shall fall by the sword, and thy

strength in war," iii. 18 to 23. They who do not think beyond
the sense of the letter, know no other than that all those things,

with which the daughters of Zion are said to be adorned, are to

be understood according to the letter ; and that on account of

their ornament, and the loftiness and pride thence derived, the

men of that kingdom would perish, for it is said, that the men
shallfall by the sword, and strength in war : but that such things

are not meant, may be known to those who elevate the mind
in some degree above the letter ; these know from various

passages in the Word, that by the daughters of Zion, are not

meant the daughters of Zion, but such thing6 as are of the

church, as also by the daughters of Jerusalem, the daughters

of Israel, the daughters of Judah, and several others ; that

by them are signified the church, and those things which are

of the church, see n. 6729, 9055 ; when therefore the church,
and those things which are of the church, are signified by the

daughters of Zion, it follows that by their ornainent6 recounted

in the above passage are signified the truths and goods of

the church, and that each ornament denotes some specific

truth and go^d ; for in the Word nothing is said without a

meaning, not even one expression ; and whereas that church
was to be deprived of its truths and goods, which are signified

by those ornaments, therefore it is 6aid, that instead of an
aromatic shall be consumption, instead ofa girdle a rent, instead

of entwined icork baldness, instead of a robe a girding of sack-
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cloth, burning instead of beauty, and also that the men shotdd

fall by the sword, and strength in war, for by an aromatic,

is signified Divine Truth as to its preceptive principle, n.

10,199, 10,291; by a consumption, its privation
;
by a girdle,

is signified the bond containing truths and goods in their

connection, n. 9341, 9828, 9837; a rent instead of it, denotes

their dissolution and dissipation
;
by entwined work, scientific

truth, n. 2831
;
by baldness, the deprivation of the intel-

ligence of truth and of the wisdom of good, n. 9960
;
by

binning, their consumption by the evils of self-love, n. 1297.

2446, 7852, 9055, 9041
;
by beauty, the form of truth derived

from good in the church, thus its perfection, n. 3080, 3821,

4985, 5199 ; and by a sword, whereby men shall fall, the false

principle destroying truth and good, n. 2799, 4499, 6353, 7102,

8294
;
by no strength in war, is signified not any resistance

against evil and the false ; for war denotes spiritual combat and
temptation, n. 1659, 1664, 2686, 8273, 8295, 10,455. From
these considerations it is now evident, that by ornament in

general is signified the Divine Truth of the church. The like

is signified by ornament in the second book of Samuel, "Ye
daughters of Israel weep over Saul, who clothed you with

double-dyed [scarlet], with things pleasant, who set an ornament

of gold upon your garment" i. 24. These words occur in the

lamentation of David over Saul, which he wrote to teach the

sons of Judah the bow, verse 18 of the same chapter, where by
bow is signified the doctrine of truth combating against the

falses of evil, 2686, 2709, 6402 ; hence by the daughters ot

Israel are signified the affections of truth which are of the

church, n. 2362, 3963, 6729, 6775, 6788, 8994 ; to be clothed

with double-dyed [scarlet], denotes with the interior truths of

the church, which are from good, n. 4922, 9468 ; to set an

ornament of gold upon the garment, denotes to make truths

beautiful from good. That gold denotes good, see the passages

cited, n. 9874 ; and that garment denotes truth in general, see

the passages cited above, n. 10,536 at the end. The reason

why the lamentation of David over Saul treats of the doctrine

of truth combating against the false of evil, which doctrine is

signified by bow, was, because by a king, or by the royalty

which Saul had, is signified Divine Truth as to protection and
as to judgment, n. 1672, 2009, 2015, 3009, 4575, 45S1, 4966,

5044, 5068, 6148. The like is signified by ornament elsewhere

in David, " Give to Jehovah the glory of His name, bow your
selves to Jehovah in the ornament of holiness," Psalm xxix. 2 ;

in the ornament of holiness, denotes in the genuine truths ot

the church. In like manner in Isaiah, "Thy sons shall make
haste : lift up thine eyes round about, and see they are all

gathered together : I live, saith Jehovah, thou shalt put them
all on as an ornament, and bind thim about as a bride" xlix.
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17, 18; speaking also of Zion, by which is signified the celes-

tial church
;
by the sons who shall hasten, are signified the

truths of that church. That sons denote truths, see n. 489,

491, 2623, 2803, 2813, 3373, 3704, 4257, 9807; hence it is

that it is said, that she shall put them all on as an ornament,
and bind them about as a bride, which may be said of the

truths of the church, but not of the sons of Zion. Since almost
all things in the Word have also an opposite sense, so likewise

have those which relate to ornament, by which things are sig-

nified truths falsified, as in Jeremiah, "When thou art vastated,

what wilt thou do, if thou clothest thyself with what is double-

dyed, if thou adornest thyself with ornament of gold, if thou
rendest thine eyes with vermillion, in vain wilt thou render thy-

self beautiful,''
1

iv. 30. And in Hosea, "I will visit upon her

the da}Ts of Baalim, to whom she hath burnt incense, and hath

put on her ear-ring, and her ornament, and hath gone after her

lovers, and hath forgotten Me," ii. 13 ; and in other places.

10.541. " And I shall know what I shall do to thee"—that

hereby is signified that thus something may exist amongst them,

appears from the series of things in the internal sense, for that

nation could be in a holy external principle, and not at the

same time in a holy internal principle ; and 6ince thus the ex-

ternal of the church could appertain to that nation, although

not the internal, therefore by I shall know what I shall do, is

signified that thus something may exist amongst them.

10.542. " And the sons of Israel snatched away their orna«

ment"—thathereby is signified the deprivation of Divine Truth,

in the external tilings appertaining to them, appears from the

signification of snatching away, as denoting to be bereft and
deprived ; and from the signification of ornament, as denoting
holy truth, or what is Divine, see n. 10,536, 10,540.

10.543. "From Mount Horeb "—that hereby is signified in

the external things of worship, of the church, and of the Word,
appears from the signification of Mount Horeb, as denoting
Divine Truth in externals ; for Horeb was a mountainous
[country] around Mount Sinai, and by Mount Sinai is signified

Divine Truth ; hence by Mount Horeb, which was mountainous
roundabout, is signified Divine Truth in externals; for what
is in the midst, and what is high above things circumjacent,

signifies what is internal, and hence by what is around and
beneath, is signified what is external. That Mount Sinai sig-

nifies Divine Truth, see n. 8805, 9420. That the midst denotes

what is internal, see u. 1074, 2940, 2973, 5897, 6084, 6103,

aMstj in like manner height, n. 2148, 4210, 4599, 9489, 9773,

10,181. That round about denotes what is external, n. 2973;
in like manner beneath. Inasmuch as the people were in ex-

ternals and not in what was internal, therefore when the law
was promulgated from MountSinai, they stood in Horeb beneath
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the mountain, and I lie mountain was fenced about, lest it should

be touched by the people, Exod. xix. 12, 13, 21, 23, 24; chap,

xx. 18 ; Dent. iv. 10, 11, 12. It is said the external of worship,

of the church, and of the Word, because the external of one is

the internal of the other, for worship is of the church, and the

Truths and goods of the church and its worship are from the

Word ; wherefore they who are in the externals of worship and
the church, are in the externals of the Word.

10,544. Verses 7 to 12. And Moses took the tent, and stretched

itfor himself out of the camp, by removingfarfrom the camp,
and he called it the tent of the congregation ; and it came to

pass, every one that asked Jehovah wentforth to the tent of the

congregation which was out of the camp. And it came to pass,

xohen Moses wentforth to the tent, all the people arose, and they

stood every one at the door of his tent, and they looked after

Moses even to his entering into the tent. And it came to pass,

when Moses entered the tent, the pillar of the cloud descended,

and stood at the door of the tent, and spake with Moses. And all

the people saw the pillar of the cloud standing at the door of the

tent, and all the people arose, and they bowed themselves every

one at the door of his tent. And Jehovah spake to Moses, faces
tofaces, as a man speaketh to his neighbor / and he returned to

the camp, and his minister Joshua, theson ofNun, a boy, removed
not himselffrom the midst of the tent. And Moses took the

tent, signifies the holy principle of worship, of the church, and
of the Word. And stretched it for himself out of the camp, by
removing far from the camp, signifies remote from the external

things, in which the nation itself was. And he called it the

tent of the congregation, signifies the external of worship, of the

church, and of the Word. And it came to pass every one that

asked Jehovah went forth to the tent of the congregation which
was out of the camp, signifies that all instructions concerning

the truths and goods of the church and worship, were given to

every one by [or through] the external of the Word, remotely

from the external things in which that nation was. And it came
to pass, when Moses went forth to the tent, all the people arose,

and they stood every one at the door of his tent, signifies that

that nation was not in the external of the Word, of the church,

and of worship, but out of it. And they looked after Moses, even
to his entering into the tent, signifies that they see the external

of the Word, of the church, and of worship, but that it vanishes

from their apprehension. And it came to pass, when Moses
entered into the tent, the pillar of the cloud descended, and
stood at the door of the tent, and spake with Moses, signifies

after that the Word vanished from their apprehension, an
obscure density seized them without, and yet was clearly per-

ceived from within. And all the people saw the pillar of the

cloud standing at the door of the tent, signifies an obscure
von. x. 27
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density seizing them without. And all the people arose, and
bowed themselves, every one at the door of his tent, signifies

that that nation holily adored their external. And Jehovah
spake to Moses faces to faces, signifies Divine things in the

Word conjoined. As a man speaketh to his neighbor, signifies

the conjunction of truth and good. And he returned to the

camp, signifies to the external in which that nation was. And
his minister Joshua, the son of Nun, a boy, removed not himself

from the midst of the tent, signifies Divine Truth ministering in

the holy things of the church and of worship in the place of

Moses in the mean time.

10,545. " And Moses took the tent"—that hereby is signified

the holy principle of worship, of the church, and of the Word,
appears from the signification of the tent, as denoting in the su-

preme sense the Lord, and also heaven and the church, and in

the respective sense, every holy thing of heaven and of the

church, hence also the holy principle of worship and the holy
principle of the Word, for these are of the church, and are of

the Lord, because from Him. The reason why a tent has these

significations, is, because the most ancient dwelt in tents, and
also performed therein their holy worship

;
amongst the most

ancient was the Celestial Church, which was the most holy of

all following churches, for they adored the Lord, He being to

them Jehovah ; and because He led them, they had commerce
with the angels of heaven, and hence were from the Lord in ce-

lestial wisdom. The establishment of that church is what is

described by the creation of heaven and of earth in the first

chapter of Genesis, and their wisdom by paradise ; for by heaven
and earth in the Word is signified the church, by paradise in-

telligence and wisdom, and by man [homo] the church itself, in

like manner by ground, from which he was named Adam ;
that

heaven and earth in the Word denote the church, heaven the

internal church, and earth the external church, see n. 1733,

1850, 2117, 2118, 3355, 4535,10,373; that intelligence and
wisdom is described by paradises and gardens, n. 100, 108, 2702,

3220. That man [homo] denotes the church, n. 478, 768, 4287,

9176; and also the ground, n. 566, 1068. And that to create

man denotes to establish the church, n. 16, 88, 10,373 ; see be-

sides, n. 8891, 9942. In consequence of that church being

Loved above the rest, and the Lord dwelling with them in tents

(for the Lord is said to dwell with man who is principled in love

to Him, John xiv. 24,) therefore in memory thereof the taber-

nacle or tent of the congregation was constructed with the Jewish
nation, wherein was exercised the holy principle of worship

;

and that on the same account the feast of tabernacles or of tents

was instituted. That by tent are signified those holy things,

and specifically the holy principle of worship, is manifest from

the following passages, " Sing thou barren that hath not borne
;
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enlarge theplace of thy tent, let them stretch out the curtains of

thy habitations," Isaiah liv. 1, 2 ; to enlarge the place of a tent

denotes those things which are of the church, and thence which

are of worship ; to stretch out the curtains of habitations denotes

to multiply truths ; that curtains denote the truths of the church,

see n. 9595, 9596, 9606, 9756 ; barren denotes one who was not

before in the truths and goods of the church, n. 3908, 8325.

And in Jeremiah, " The whole land is devastated, suddenly my
tentsare devastated, my curtains in a moment," iv. 20 ; that land

[or earth] denotes the church, see the passages cited, n. 9325 ;

and whereas the church is the church from the goods of love

and the truths of faith, therefore it is said the tents and curtains

are devastated, tents denoting the goods of the church, and

curtains denoting its truths. Again, " My tent is devastated

and my cords are plucked away, my sons have departed from
me, and they are not, there is none that stretcheth out any longer

my tent, or that setteth up my curtains, because the shepherds

are become foolish," x. 20, 21 ; like things are here signified by
tent and by curtains ; the cords plucked away denote that there

is no longer conjunction of good and of truth, and of truths one
with another ; therefore also it is said, my sons have departed,

because by sons are signified truths ; that cords denote con-

junction, see n. 9777, 9880 : and that sons denote truths, n. 489,

491, 533, 2623, 2803, 2813, 3373, 3704, 4257, 9807. And in

David, "Jehovah, who shall tarry in Thy tent / who shall dwell

in the mountain of Thy holiness ? He who walketh entire, and
who doeth justice, and speaketh the truth in his heart," Psalm
xv. 1, 2; where to tarry in the tent of Jehovah denotes in heaven,
and in the good of love there. Again, "Iwill abide in Thy tent

to eternities" Psalm lxi. 4 ; where the sense is the same. And
in Amos, " In that day I xoill set up the tent ofDavid that was
fallen down, and hedge up the breaches, and restore her ruins,"

ix. 11 ; the tent of David denotes the church of the Lord and
the holy principle of the worship of Him ; to hedge up the

breaches aud to restore the ruins denotes to restore those things,

by removing falses. That David in the Word denotes the Lord

,

see n. 188S, 9954 ; hence it is that the tent of David denotes the
church of the Lord, and the holy principle of worship. And
in Jeremiah, "Behold, I bring back the captivity of the tents of
Jacob, and will have mercy on his habitations," xxx. 18 ; where
the tents of Jacob and his habitations denote the goods and
truths of the church. Since by tents are signified the goods
of the church and of worship, therefore by tents in the opposite

sense are. signified the evils of worship and of the church, as

may be manifest from the following passages :
" I will liken the

daughter of Zion to a beautiful [woman], to her shall come
shepherds and their flocks, and they shall pitch against her tents

round about," vi. 2, 3. Again, " Go up against Arabia, and
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lay waste the sons of the east, let them take their tents and
their flock, their curtains and all their vessels," xlix. 28, 29.

And in Hosea, " What will ye do in the day of solemnity, and
in the day of the feast of Jehovah, for lo, they are gone away
because of devastation, the desirable things of their silver, the

thistles shall possess them, the thorn in their tents" ix. 5, 6.

And in David, " He smote all the first-born of Egypt, the be-

ginning of mights m the tents ofHam" Psalm lxxviii. 51.

10,546. " And stretched it for himself out of the camp, by
removing far from the camp"—that hereby is signified remote
from the external things in which the nation itself was, appears
from the signification of stretching a tent, as denoting to pro-

vide, to dispose, and to arrange those things which are of the

church and of worship ; for by a tent is signified the holy
principle of the church, of worship, and of the Word, see just

above, u. 10,545, hence by stretching it is signified to provide,

to dispose, and to arrange those things ; and from the signifi-

cation of camp, as denoting the heavenly order, from which
and according to which is heaven and the church ; and whereas
all the truths and goods of heaven and the church are of that

order, hence also is signified the continent of those truths and
goods. The reason why these things are signified by the camp
is, because by the sons of Israel, who formed the camp, are

signified all goods and truths in the complex; but when the

sons of Israel worshiped a calf instead of Jehovah, then by
their camp was signified the contrary, thus infernal order, and
also the continent of what is false and evil, which make hell.

Whether we speak of the external of worship and the church
without the internal, or of hell, it is the same thing ; for they

who are in the external of worship without the internal, are in

the loves of self and the world, and the loves of self and the

world are from hell ; hence it is evident why Moses took his

tent, and stretched it out of the camp, by removing far from
the camp, for by the tent, as was said above, was signified the

holy principle of worship, of the church, and of the Word

;

and why by those words is signified what is remote from things

external, in which the Israelitish nation was. That by the

camp is signified heavenly order, and by the encampment the

arrangement of good and truth according to heavenly order,

see n. 4236, 8103, 8130, 8131, 8155, 8193, 8196; and that

hence by the camp is signified heaven and the church so far as

they are continent, n. 10,038 ; and in the opposite sense hell,

n. 10,458. That the external of worship and the church
separate from what is internal is also hell, see n. 10,483, 10,489 ;

by reason that they who are in things external separate from
what is internal, in no case receive any Divine Influx, n.

10,429; and hence can have nothing of faith and love to the

Lord, n. 10,396, 10.400, 10,401. That they look only to
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their own loves, thus to hell, n. 10,422 ; and hence that they

worship themselves for a god, n. 10,407, 10,412. That the

Israelitish nation was in things external, separate from what is

internal, see the passages cited, n. 9380 ; and n. 9373, 9381,

10,396, 10,401, 10,407, 10,492, 10,498, 10,500, 10,533.

10.547. " And he called it the tent of the congregation "

—

that hereby is signified the external of worship, of the church,

and of the Word, in which are internal things, appears from the

signification of the tent of the congregation, as denoting the

external of worship, of the church, and of the Word, in which
are things internal ; for by the tent is signified the holy principle

of worship, of the church, and of the Word, n. 10,545, and by
congregation is signified where internal things are, for all in-

ternal things are together in things external, see n. 6451, 9216,

9828, 9S36. By congregation, in the sense of the letter, is

meant the congregation of the sons of Israel, but in the internal

is signified the congregation of the goods and truths of the

church, since by the sons of Israel, in the good sense, are sig-

nified the truths and goods of the church in the complex, see n.

5414, 5879, 5951, 7956 ; in like manner by the congregation and
company of the sons of Israel, n. 7830, 7843. And the truths

and goods of the Word, of the church, and of worship, are in

this internal, for in the internal of the Word, of the church,

and of worship, are celestial and spiritual things, but in the ex-

ternal are natural and worldly things, and all celestial and spi-

ritual things flow-in into natural and worldly things, and close

in them, and form and constitute them ; hence it is that what is

external is signified by congregation. This is the case with the

external sense of the Word, which is called the sense of its

letter ; and likewise with the externals of the church and of

worship, for those things are from the Word.
10.548. "And it came to pass every one that asked Je-

hovah went forth to the tent of the congregation which yvas out

of the camp "—that hereby is signified that all instructions con-

cerning the truths and goods of the church and of worship
were given to every one by [or through] the external of the

Word, remotely from the external things in which that nation

was, appears from the signification of asking Jehovah, as de-

noting to be instructed concerning the truths and goods of
the church and of worship, for all asking of Jehovah is for

the sake of instruction on those subjects ; and from the sig-

nification of the tent of the congregation, as denoting the
external of the church and of worship, see just above, n.

10,547 ; and from the signification of out of the camp, as de-

noting what is remote from the external things in which that

nation was, see also above, n. 10,546. Hence it is evident that

by every one that asked Jehovah going forth to the tent of the

congregation which was out of the camp, is signified that all
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instruction concerning the truths and goods of the church
and of worship was given by the external of the Word, re-

motely from the external things in which that nation was.

Jt is said by the external of the Word, because all instruction

concerning the truths and goods of faith and love, which make
the church, and enter worship, is from that source ; and be-

cause to ask the Lord is to consult the Word, for in the Word
the Lord is present, the Word being the Divine Truth which is

from Him, and He is with the angels in His own Divine Truth,

and also with the men of the church who receive Him. It is

said by the external of the Word, because in the external of the

Word all internal things are together, thus all the truths and
goods of heaven and the church, according to what was shown,
n. 10,547; hence it is that answers and revelations were made
in ultimates, n. 9905. All the doctrinals also of the church
serviceable for worship are given by the external of the Word

;

but they are given only to those who are in illustration from
the Lord when they read the Word ; for in such case light flows
in from heaven into them by [or through] the internal sense, see

n. 9382, 9409, 9424, 9430, 10,105, 10,324, 10,401, 10,431. The
reason why it denotes remotely from the external tilings in which
the Israelitish nation was, is, because the external of the Word
with that nation appears altogether otherwise, and hence is

otherwise explained, as may be manifest from this consideration,
that they see nothing therein concerning faitli and love to the
Lord, nor indeed concerning the Lord, and concerning heaven
from II im ; but the things which they see, relate only to worldly
and terrestrial things, and especially to their own eminence over
others ; the reason is, because they are in externals without an
internal ; and they who are such, are incapable of seeing any
thing from the internal ; to see from the internal is to see out of
heaven from the Lord. From these considerations it is evident
that the external of the Word, .and hence of the church and of
worship, with that nation, is remote from the external of the
Word, of the church, and of worship, viewed in itself. The ex-

ternal worship of that nation is now described in the internal

souse even to verse 11.

10,549. '* And it came to pass when Moses went forth to

the tent all the people arose, and they stood every one at the
door of his tent"—that hereby is signified that that nation was
not in the external of the Word, of the church, and of worship,

but out of it, appears from the representation of Moses, as de-

noting the Word, see the passages cited, n. 9372; and from the

signification of the tent, as denoting the holy principle of wor-
ship, of the church, and of the Word, see above, n. 10,545 ; and .

from the signification of rising and standing before the door of

the tent, as denoting out of it ; for the door is the entrance, the

introduction and communication, n. 2145, 2162, S9S9, hence to
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stand before it denotes not to enter, be introduced and be com-
municated.

10.550. " And they looked after Moses until he entered

into the tent "—that hereby is signified that they see the

external of the "Word, of the church, and of worship, but that

it vanishes from their apprehension, appears from the significa-

tion of looking after Moses, as denoting to see the external of

the Word, for by Moses is signified the Word, as above, n.

10,549 ; and by looking after him is signified to see its exter-

nal ; for what is before signifies what is within, and what is after

[or behind] signifies what is without ; hence to see the posteriors

of Jehovah, and not the faces, is to see what is external and
not what is internal, which subject is treated of at the last verse

of this chapter ; and from the signification of until he entered

into the tent, as denoting that it vanishes from their apprehen-
sion, for when he entered, he was no longer seen.

10.551. "And it came to pass, when Moses entered into

the tent the pillar of the cloud descended, and stood at the

door of the tent, and spake with Moses "—that hereby is sig-

nified after that the Word vanished from their apprehension,

an obscure density occupied them without, and yet was clearly

perceived from within, appears from the signification of when
Moses entered into the tent, as denoting after that the Word
vanished from their apprehension, see just above, n. 10,550;
and from the signification of the pillar of the cloud, as denoting
obscure density in respect to that nation ; for by cloud is sig-

nified the external of the Word, see preface to chap, xviii. Gen
and n. 4060, 4391, 5922, 6343, 6752, S443, 8781 ; and also the

obscurity of the Word to those who are not in illustration, and
obscure density [or dense obscurity] to those who are in the

external of the Word separate from the internal, n. 8106, 8632,

8814, 8819, 9430 ; and from the signification of standing at

the door, as denoting without, see above, n. 10,549 ; and from
the signification of speaking with Moses, as denoting to per-

ceive clearly from within ; for by Moses is signified the Word
viewed in itself, see n. 9372 ; and by speaking is signified to

perceive, see the passages cited, n. 10,290. The reason why it

denotes from within, is, because Moses, with whom the pillar

of the cloud spake, was within in the tent. It may be ex-

pedient to say what it is to see from without, and what to per-

ceive from within
;
they who are in illustration, when they

read the Word, see it from within, for their internal is open,
and the internal, when open, is in the light of heaven ; this

light flows in and enlightens, although man is ignorant of it.

The reason why he is ignorant of it, is, because that light flows-

in into the knowledges which are in man's memory, and those

knowledges are in natural light ; and whereas man thinks from
those knowledges as from himself, he cannot perceive the
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influx, nevertheless lie may know from various proofs, that he
was in illustration. Howbeit, every one is deceived, who be-

lieves himself to be in illustration, if he does not love to know
truth for the sake of truth, and for the sake of the good of life,

thus who does not love Divine Truth for the sake of life, since

to live according to Divine Truths from the Word is to love

the Lord ; and from the Lord, when he is loved, comes all

illustration. But they who have not for an end a life according

to Divine Truths from the Word, but regard honor, gain, and
reputation, as ends, and thus the Divine Truths of the Word
as means, cannot in any wise be in an}' illustration, for this

latter end is worldly and corporeal, and not spiritual and celes-

tial ; and on this account it closes the internal man, in which
case no light can flow in from heaven and illustrate. If these

believe that they are in illustration when the}r read the Word,
they are altogether deceived ; for they do not think from hea-

ven, but from the world, thus not from the Lord, but from
themselves, and so far as they think from themselves and from
the world, so far they think from natural light, separate from
heavenly light, and natural light separate from heavenly light

is mere thick darkness in things spiritual. In case these per-

suade themselves that they have seen any thing from illustra-

tion, it is a fallacy, for they perceive whether a thing be true

from no other source than from others by confirmations, which

is to see truth from without, and not from within, or to see it

from persuasive faith, the quality of which may be seen, n.

9363 to 9369. Persons of such a character may see what is

false as what is true, and what is true as what is false, also

what is evil as what is good, and what is good as what is evil.

From these considerations it is manifest what it is to see the

Word from without, and to perceive it from within. To see it

from without is what is signified by the people standing at the

door of the tent, and looking after Moses ; also by their seeing

the pillar of the cloud standing at the door of the tent, and by

their bowing themselves at the door of the tent. But to per-

ceive the Word from within is what is signified by Moses enter-

ing into the tent, and by the pillar of the cloud which was at

the door of the tent speaking with Moses. It may be expedient

also briefly to say in what manner influx is effected, by which

is illustration ; the angels, alike with men, perceive the Word
when it is read, but the angels spiritually, and men naturally.

The man whose internal is open, also perceives the Word spi-

ritually, but this he is ignorant of whilst he lives in the world;

because his spiritual thought flows-in into the natural in the

external man, and there presents itself to be seen ; nevertheless

that interior thought is what illustrates, and by which is effected

influx fn»m the Lord. Some of the learned, by looking intc

their own thoughts, and by reflection on the occasion, have als<
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observed, that there is given with man interior thought, which
does not appear, wherefore the ideas of that thought they have
called immaterial and intellectual,which they have distinguished

from the ideas of exterior thought which appear, calling these

latter natural and material ; hut they knew not that the ideas

of interior thought are spiritual, and that when they flow-down,

they are turned into natural, and appear under another species

and under another habit. From these considerations it may in

some measure be manifest in what manner influx is effected, by
which is illustration.

10.552. "And all the people saw the pillar of the cloud

standing at the door of the tent "—that hereby is signified the

obscure density [or dense obscurity] occupying them without,

appears from what was explained just above, n. 10,551.

10.553. " And all the people arose, and bowed themselves

every one at the door of the tent"—that hereby is signified that

that nation holily adored its external principle, appears from the

signification of rising and bowing themselves, as denoting to

adore holily ; and from the signification of at the door of the

tent, as denoting the external of the Word, of the church, and
of worship, see above, n. 10,549. In these words is described

the genius of that nation, that although they are out of the

genuine sense of the Word, and in obscure density [or dense

obscurity] concerning it, they still holily adore it ; but that holy

principle is an idolatrous holy principle arising from the love of

self, altogether separate from the holy Divine. That that nation

was in such a holy idolatrous principle, when in worship, see n.

3479, 42S1, 6588, 9377, 10,430, 10,500.

10.554. " And Jehovah spake to Moses faces to faces "

—

that hereby are signified Divine Things in the Word conjoined,

appears from the signification of speaking faces to faces, as

denoting to be conjoined, for by faces are signified the interiors,

and when the interiors mutually look at each other, and see

what is like, they then conjoin themselves ; this is signified by
speaking faces to faces, when concerning Jehovah to Moses,

by whom is meant the Word, for by speaking is signified per-

ception, and by faces to faces is signified mutually, hence the

mutual perception of one in that of the other, which is con-

junction. This is meant concerning the Word, that it is of

such a quality, since Moses here denotes the Word. For the

Word is of such a quality in its internal, and in its external.

In the internal all and singular things are conjoined, and like-

wise in the external ; and also the things which are in the

internal are conjoined with those which are in the external by
correspondences. Those conjunctions cannot be described, and
if they Were described, they could not be apprehended by any
idea of thought

;
things celestial and spiritual are what ara

there thus conjoined together with each other, and these by
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correspondences with things natural and worldly, which make
the sense of the letter. What the quality of those conjunctions

is, may be presented to the idea in some measure by the con-

junctions of the angelic societies in the heavens, which taken

together are one, just as the members, the viscera, and the

organs appertaining to man, which, although they are various,

and each of them inwardly consists of innumerable various

things, still make one ; such also is the Word as to its truths

and goods. That the Word is of such a quality, is altogether

unknown to man ; but the angels know it, for they perceive

the connection of the interior things of the Word. From these

considerations it maybe manifest, that by Jehovah speaking to

Moses faces to faces are signified Divine Things in the Word
conjoined. That one thing is signified by speaking laces to

face-, and another by seeing Jehovah face to face, is evident

from what follows in this chapter, where Jehovah says to

Moses, " Thou canst not see My faces, because no man, seeth

Me and liveth ; but I will set thee in a cleft of the rock, and
will cover the palm of My hand over thee, until I shall pass

by, and I will remove the palm of My hand, and thou shalt

see My posteriors, and My faces shall not be seen," verses 20,

22, 23 ; that Moses denotes the Word, see the passages cited,

n. 10,54!) : and that faces denote the interiors, see the passages

cited n. 9540 ; and that speaking denotes perception, see the

passages cited, n. 10,290.

10,555. " As a man speaketh to his neighbor "—that hereby

is signified the conjunction of truth and good, appears from
the Hgnitication of speaking, as denoting mutual perception,

and thence conjunction, as just above, n. 10,554; and from
the signification of a man [vir], as denoting truth, see n.

3134, 3459, 4S23, 7716, 9007 ; and from the signification of a

neighbor, as denoting the good with which truth is conjoined,

in the Word throughout mention is made of a man and a neigh-

bor, of a man and a companion, and thereby is signified mu-
tually, as also by a man and a brother ; and when mutually is

signified, then is meant mutual conjunction, such as has place

between truth and good ; for truth mutually conjoins itself with

good, by reason that truth has its esse from good, and good
has iis quality in truth ; in heaven, there is not given any truth

which is not conjoined with good, by reason that truth is not

any thing without good, neither is good any thing without truth;

for truth without good is an existence without an esse, and good
without truth is an esse without an existere ; or truth without

good is as a body without life, and good without truth is as life

without a body, wherefore unless they be conjoined together

they are not any thing, from which any thing is effected', or they
arc not any thing of which any thing of heaven ami of the church
can be predicated. The case herein is like that of the under
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standing of man without the will principle, and of the will

principle without the understanding ; one indeed is given sepa-

rate from the other, as to understand truth and good, and not to

will it ; hut in this case., to understand has its will from an-

other source than from good, namely, from self-will, or for the

sake of self, to which the understanding of truth and good serves

for a medium. He who reflects well, may know that the un-

derstanding appertaining to man has its life from the will

principle, and that without the will principle it is not any thing

;

also that the understanding and the will principle mutually re-

spect each other, and are conjoined. The case is the same with

truth and good, consequently with faith and love ; unless truth

be conjoined to good, or faith to love, it is not truth or good, nei-

ther faith or love. These observations are made to the intent that

it may be known what is meant by mutual conjunction, which
is signified in the spiritual sense by a man and a companion, or

by a man and a neighbor, and also by a man and a brother.

10.556. " And he returned to the camp "—that hereby is

signified to the external in which that nation was, appears from

the signification of the camp, as denoting the external of the

Word, of the church, and of worship, in which the Israelitish

nation was, see n. 10,506. On this occasion, when Moses re-

turned to the camp, he no longer represents the Word, but the

head of the Israelitish nation, for to be in the camp with those

who were in things external separate from what is internal, de-

notes to be in a similar state ; it was otherwise when he was out

of that camp, and stretched a tent there by removing afar off

from the camp. In what manner therefore Moses represents the

head of that nation may be manifest from what follows of this

chapter even to the end in the internal sense. Since Moses puts

on this representation, it is on that account said, that his min-
ister Joshua the son of Nun, a boy, removed not himself from
the midst of the tent, by which is signified that the representa-

tive still continues in the tent which was out of the camp.
10.557. "And his minister Joshua the son of Nun, a boy,

removed not himself from the midst of the tent "—that hereby
is signified Divine Truth ministering in the holy things of the

church and of worship in the place of Moses in the mean time,

appears from the representation of Joshua the ministerof Moses,
as denoting the Divine Truth ministering instead of Moses, who
is called the son of Nun from truth, and boy from good ; and
from the signification of not removing himself out of the midst
of the tent, as denoting in the mean time not ceasing in the holy
things of the church and of worship ; by not removing himself
is signified not to cease in the mean time, and by the tent is sig-

nified the holy principle of the Word, of the church, and of

worship, see above, n. 10,545. In thearticle justabove,n. 10,556,
it was said that Moses now begins to represent the head of the
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Israelitish nation, wherefore lest the series of things in the in-

ternal sense should be broken, it came to pass that Joshua re-

mained in the tent when Moses was absent ; for by Joshua is

represented Divine Truth as to any function, as Divine Truth
combating, n. 8595 ; Divine Truth surveying and perceiving,

n. 10,454 ; but in this case Divine Truth ministering in the ab-

sence of Moses ; therefore it is said the minister of Moses.
10,558. Verses 12 to 17. And Moses said to Jehovah, see,

Thou sayest to me, cause th is people to ascend, and Thou hast not

made known to me whom Thou wilt send with me; and Thou hast

said 1 know thee by name, and also thou hast found favor in

Mine eyes. And now I pray if I havefoundfavor in Thine
eyes, make, known to me Ipray Thy way, and Ishall know Thee,

since I havefoundfavor in Thine eyes, and see that this nation
is Thypeople. And He said, Myfaces shall go, andI will cause

thee to red. And he said to Him, if Thyfaces go not, cause us
not to go upfrom hence. And wherein shall it be made known at

anytime that I havefound favor in Thine eyes, I and Thy
people ? Is it not in Thy going with us ; and we shall be ren-

dered excellent, I and Thy people, above every people which
is on thefaces of the ground? And Jehovah said to Moses,

also this word which thou hast spoken I will do, because

thou hast found favor in Mine eyes and I know thee by
name. Muses said to Jehovah, signifies indignation that the

Divine, thus the church itself, was not with them. See Thou
sayest to me, cause this people to ascend, signifies the betrothing

of the church with that nation. And Uiou hast not made
known to me whom Thou wilt send with me, signifies that it

cannot be effected without Divine auspices. And Thou hast

said I know thee by name, signifies his quality. And also thou
hast found favor in Mine eyes, signifies that he was accepted
because he could preside over that nation. And now I pray ii

I have found favor in Thine eyes, signifies if lie was accepted
Oil that account. Make known to nie I pray Thy way, and I

shall know Thee, signifies instruction concerning the Divine as

to its quality with them. Since I have found favor in Thine
eyes, signifies because he was received to preside over the

people. And see that this nation is Thy people, signifies that

they alone in the world have the Divine which is over all things.

And He said, My faces shall go, and I will cause thee to rest,

signifies that the Divine of the church, of worship, and of the

w ord, shall be there, but with the nation itself an external prin-

ciple without it. And he said to Him, if Thy faces go not,

cause us not to go up from hence, signifies if the Divine be not

there, there will not be any thing of the church. And wherein
shall it be known at any time that I have found favor in Thine
eyes I and Thy people, is it not in Thy going with us, signifies

reception in preference to others, if the Divine be manifested
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among them. And we shall be rendered more excellent I and
Thy people above all people who are on the faces of the ground,

signifies pre-eminence overall in the universal world. And Je-

hovah said to Moses, also this word which thou hast spoken I

will do, signifies that the Divine will be in the external of the

church, of worship, and of the Word, which is amongst them.

Because thou hast found favor in Mine eyes, and I know
thee by name, signifies that he is accepted on account of his

quality.

10,559. " And Moses said to Jehovah "—that hereby is sig-

nified indignation that the Divine was not with them, thus not

the church itself, appears from the signification of saying, as

here denoting indignation, for saying involves the things which
follow, these being the things which he said, and the things

which follow are things of indignation on this account, that the

Divine was not willing to be with them, thus that the church
was not with them, whereby they might be rendered more ex-

cellent than all who are on the faces of the earth, as is evident

from verse 16 which follows. The reason why the words of

Moses to Jehovah were words of indignation on that account,

was because Moses here has reference to the head of the Is-

raelitish nation, see above, n. 10,566 ; wherefore he speaks for

himself, and that nation, for he says, I and the people, verse

16 ; and whereas he here has reference to that nation as the head,

therefore by Moses said to Jehovah is signified indignation ; for

man, who is of such a quality as that nation, is indignant against

God if he does not enjoy his desires; this is the case with all

those who are in things external without an internal principle,

for if they venerate and adore God, and as it were love Him, it

is not for the sake of Him, but for the sake of themselves, for

they will nothing else but pre-eminence above others, and
superior opulence, this being the fire which excites their ve-

neration and adoration, and as it were their love; but if they

do not obtain what they desire, they leave God. That that

nation was of such a quality, is very manifest from the histori-

cals of the Word. The like is signified by these words of

Jacob, u Jacob vowed a vow, saying, if God shall be with me,
and shall keep me in this way in which I walk, and shall give

me bread to eat and raiment to put on, and I shall return in

peace to the house of my father, and Jehovah shall be to me
for a God" Gen. xxviii. iJO, 21 ; which words involve, that if

he received those things, he would acknowledge Jehovah for

his God ; but if he did not receive, he would not acknowledge.
Such also was the nation which was from him. Hence it is

that that nation so often fell away and worshiped other gods,

until at length they were ejected on that account from the land

of Canaan, first the Israelitish nation, and afterwards the Judaic.

That the cause of indignation above spoken of was, that they
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were not to be made more excellent than all in the universal

orb of earths, if Jehovah went not with them, is evident ; that

it was also a cause of indignation that the church itself was
not with them, follows from this consideration, that to be in-

troduced by Jehovah into the land of Canaan denotes to be
made a church ; the reason of this is, because the church
had been in the land of Canaan from the most ancient time,

and because the Word could not be written in any other land

but that, thus amongst the nation which possessed that land,

and where the "Word is, there is the church. The reason why
the Word could not be written elsewhere, was, because all the

places which were in the whole of that land, and which were
round about it, as the mountains, the valleys, the rivers, the

forests, and the rest, had been made representative of things

celestial and spiritual, and the sense of the letter of the Word,
both in the historicals and in the propheticals, must necessarily

consist of such things, since the interiors of the Word, which
are celestial and spiritual things, close in such representatives,

and as it were stand upon them as a house upon its foundation

;

for unless the Word as to the sense of the letter, which is its

ultimate, stood upon such things, it would be as a house with-

out a foundation. That this is the case is evident from the

Word, where mention is so often made of the places of that

land, all which, inasmuch as they were made representative,

signify the things of heaven and the church. Hence it is that

to be introduced into the land of Canaan signifies the establish-

ment of the church, and that the indignation of Moses involves

this also, although he did not think of it. That the church was
in the land of Canaan from the most ancient times, and that

hence all the places there were made representative, see n. 3086,

4447, 4454, 4516, 4517, 5136, 5364, 6306, 6516, 8317, 9320,

9325. And that hence the land of Canaan in the Word signifies

the church, see the passages cited, n. 9325.

10,560. " See Thou sayest to ine, cause this people to as-

cend "—that hereby is signified the betrothing of the church
with that nation, appears from the signification of Thou sayest

to Me, when from Jehovah, as denoting betrothing; and from
the signification of causing this people to ascend, as denoting

that the church may be established with that nation; these are

the things which are signified by those words in the internal sense;

but in the proximate sense, that they should be introduced into

the land of Canaan, and should possess it; that to be introduced

into the land of Canaan, and to possess it. denotes to establish

the church, see above, n. 10,559. How the case herein is, has

been shown in what goes before, namely, that with that nation

no church could be instituted, but only the representative of a
church, since they were in things external separate from what
is internal ; and they who are such cannot receive any influx
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from the Divine ; and still the church appertaining to man is

in his internal, hut not in the external separate from the internal.

Persons of such a character may indeed represent the church,

but not be the church. To represent the church, and not to

be the church, is to worship things external, and to call them
holy and Divine, but not to acknowledge and perceive them by
faith and love from heaven. See what was said above concern-

ing the signification of causing the people to ascend into the

land, n. 10,526.

10.561. "And Thou hast not made known to me whom
Thou wilt send with me"—that hereby is signified that it cannot

be effected without Divine auspices, appears from the significa-

tion of sending with Moses and that nation, when from Je-

hovah, as denoting the Divine, which will lead, of which we
shall speak presently ; and because Moses knew that he could

indeed introduce the people into the land of Canaan, but if that

was effected without Divine leading and auspices, that they

would not come into possession of it ; which involves and sig-

nifies, that the church was not instituted with that nation, ac-

cording to what was adduced above, n. 10,559, 10,560 ; hence

it is evident that, by cause this people to ascend, but Thou
hast not made known to me whom Thou wilt send with me, is

signified that the church with that nation could not be insti-

tuted without Divine auspices; so the angels perceive these

words, whatsoever may be the perceptions of men, for the angels

perceive all things of the Word according to its internal sense,

but men according to the external sense, in which nevertheless

is the internal. The reason why sending with them, when from
Jehovah, denotes the Divine which shall lead, is, because by
being sent of Jehovah is signified the Divine leading, and also

the Divine proceeding; therefore angels in the original tongue
are so called from being sent ; and therefore the Lord so fre-

quently called Himself The Sent of the Father, by which is sig-

nified the Divine proceeding, see n. 4710, 6834. From these

considerations it is evident what is meant by whom Thou wilt

send with me, in the internal sense.

10.562. "And Thou hast said, I know thee by name"

—

that hereby is signified his quality, appears from the significa-

tion of knowing, when concerning Jehovah, as denoting to know
and foresee from eternity, see n. 5303 ; and from the significa-

tion of a name, as denoting the quality of a state, of a thing, or

of a man, see n. 144, 145, 1754, 1896, 2009, 2724, 3004 to 3011,
3421, 6674, 68S7, 8274, 888-2, 9310; the quality of Moses is in-

volved in the things which follow. Hence it is evident that by
I know thee by name, when from Jehovah, is signified to know
and foresee from eternity what is his quality.

10.563. " And also thou hast found favor in Mine eyes "

—

that hereby is signified that he was received because he could
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preside over that nation, appears from the signification of find

kig favor [or grace] in the eyes of Jehovah, as denoting to be
received, in this case for the sake of quality, which is signi-

fied by I know thee by name ; the quality was that he could

preside over that nation ; for Moses was foreseen of the Lord
that he might preside over the Israelitish people; that this was
foreseen, is evident from this consideration, that lie was educated
in the palace of king Pharaoh where dominion was exercised,

whence his mind was tinctured with pre-eminence over others
;

on this account also he was received, that he might preside over
his own people. His quality likewise was, that he could receive

discourse from the Divine better than others of that nation, for

he was not so principled in what is external separate from what is

internal, as that nation was. These therefore are the things

which are signified by I know thee by name, and also thou hast

found favor in Mine eyes.

10.564. " And now if I pray I have found favor in Thino
eyes"—that hereby is signified if he was accepted, appears from
what was said just above, n. 10,562, 10,563.

10.565. " Make known to me I pray Thy way, and I shall

know Thee "—that hereby is signified instruction concerning
the Divine as to its quality with them, appears from the signifi-

cation of making known the way of Jehovah, as denoting in-

struction concerning the Divine, for by making known is sig-

nified instruction, and by the way of Jehovah is signified the

Divine Truth leading ; and from the signification of knowing
Jehovah, as denoting to know what is the quality of the Divine
with them. That way denotes truth, see D. 627, 2333, 10,422,

in this case Divine Truth leading. ''Since I have found favor

in Thine eyes
' ,—that hereby is signified because he was re-

ceived to preside over the people, and to lead them, see above,

n. 10,563, 10,564.

10.566. " And see that this nation is Thy people "—that

hereby is signified that they oidy in the world are those with

whom is the Divine which is above all things, appears from the

signification of the nation of Jehovah, as denoting where the

Divine itself dwells, and in the spiritual sense where the church
of the Lord is, for all they who acknowledge the Lord by faith

and love, taken together, are the nation of Jehovah ; but the

sons of Israel at that time thought nothing of the church, but

only of the possession of the land of Canaan, and of eminence
over others ; and whereas it was told Moses, that the name of

their God was Jehovah, which yet before they knew not, Exod.

iii. 13, 14, and whereas they saw so great miracles wrought by
him in Egypt, and at the seaSuph, and in the wilderness, there-

fore they acknowledged Jehovah for their God; nevertheless in

their heart they did not believe in Him, for they believed that

there were mure gods; as may sufficiently appear from the
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golden calf, which, whilst Moses tarried in the mountain, they

adored for their god, yea for Jehovah ; and afterwards from the

gods, to whom they so often turned aside, as is evident from the

nistoricals of the Word. From which considerations it may be

manifest, that they worshiped Jehovah merely for the sake of

miracles, and not because He was the only God ; and he who
worships God for the sake of miracles alone, only worships the

name of God, and not God, and falls away from it as often as

he does not enjoy what he desires. That the Israelitish nation

worshiped Jehovah only as to name, see n. 3732, 4299, 6877,

and that in heart they were idolaters, n. 4208, 4281, 4820, 5998,

6877, 7401, 8301, 8882 ; and that they were the worst of all

nations, n. 4314, 4316, 4317, 4444, 4503, 4750, 4751, 4815,

4820, 4832, 5057, 7248, 8819, 9320; and besides, 10,396.

From these considerations now it may be manifest what is sig-

nified by the words, this nation is Thy people, namely, that

they were the only people amongst whom was Jehovah, and
that thus they were to become more eminent than all other

nations. But although these things are signified by those words
in the proximate sense, still by the same words in the internal

sense is signified that the Divine was with them, consequently

the church.

10,567. " And he said, My faces shall go, and I will cause

thee to rest "—that hereby is signified that the Divine of the

church, of worship, and of the Word, will be there, but with

the nation itself what is external without it, appears from the

signification of faces, as denoting the interiors, see the pas-

sages cited, n. 9546 ; and when concerning Jehovah, as denoting

things Divine, in this case the Divine things of the church, of

worship, and of the Word ; and from the signification of going,

as denoting to live, see n. 3335, 4882, 5493, 5606. 8417, 8420,

9440 ; but when concerning Jehovah, it denotes to give life, to

be present, and to lead ; for hence man has the faculty of life
;

and from the signification of causing Moses to rest, as denoting
the external of the church, of worship, and of the Word, into

which interior Divine things close ; for by Moses is represented

that external, as above n. 10,563, and by resting is signified to

be still and to close, thus wherein interior Divine things are still,

or into which they close
;
by that expression also in the original

tongue is signified to be still and to close. That the interiors ot

the church, of worship, and of the Word, close into their ex-

ternal, and that they rest upon it as on their plane, or as a house
upon its foundation, see n. 9216. That these things are signified

by causing Moses to rest, appears from what follows of this

chapter in the internal sense, in which the interiors of the Word,
of the church, and of worship, are treated of; and in which
the external is treated of into which they close ; this external is

what is represented by Moses.
vol. x. 28
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10,568. " And he said to Him, if Thy faces go not, cause

us not to ascend from hence "—that hereby is signified if the

Divine be not there, there will not be any thing of the church
there, appears from the signification of the faces of Jehovah, as

denoting- the interior Divine things of the church, of worship,

and of the Word, see just above, n. 10,567 ; and from the sig-

nification of cause us not to ascend from hence, as denoting

that there will not be any thing of the church ; the reason why
this is signified by those words is, because by being introduced

into the land of Canaan, is signified the establishment of the

church, hence by not causing us to ascend from hence is signi-

fied that thus there will not be any thing of the church ; that by
being introduced into the land of Canaan is signified the esta-

blishment of the church, see above, n. 10,560, 10,561. The
reason why by being introduced into the land of Canaan is sig-

nified the establishment of the church, is, because by the land

of Canaan in the Word nothing else is meant in heaven but the

church ; for in heaven all things of the Word are spiritually

perceived, wherefore when mention is made of any land [or earth],

then they think of such things there, as relate to the church in

that land [or earth], or as appertain to the nation which inhabits

it ; the angels of heaven cannot keep the mind in the idea of

land [or earth], since the idea of land [or earth], is material, nor

in the idea of any nation, for this idea also is material, wherefore

a spiritual idea instantly occurs to them, which idea is concerning

the church ; a spiritual idea in general is concerning the Lord,

concerning his kingdom, concerning heaven, concerning the

church, concerning love and faith in the Lord, and concerning

innumerable things which relate to faith and love, thus which
relate to the church ; and if you are willing to believe it, it is

impossible that any material idea should enter heaven, it being

put oft' at the very threshold. This is the case with all and sin-

gular the things of the Word. Hence now it is that by being

introduced into the land of Canaan is signified the establishment

of the church, and by not being introduced, as in the present

case, no establishment.

10,569. "And wherein shall it be made known at any time

that I have found favor in Thine eyes ; I and Thy people ; is it

not in Thy going with us ?"—that hereby is signified reception

above others if the Divine be manifested amongst them, appears

from the signification of being made known, when concerning

the Divine amongst them, as denoting to be revealed ; and from
the signification of finding favor in the eyes of Jehovah, as de-

noting to be received, see above, n. 10,563, in this case above
others, since it follows, so shall we be rendered more excellent, I

and Thy people, above every people on the faces of the ground
;

and from the signification ot going with us, when concerning

Jehovah, as denoting the Divine leading, in this case info the
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land of Canaan, see above, n. 10,567. Hence it is evident that

by the words, ''Wherein shall it be made known at any time

that I have found favor in Thine eyes, I tnd Thy people, is it

not in Thy going with us ?" is signified reception above others

if the Divine be manifested amongst them. It is said in the

eyes of Jehovah, and thereby is signified the Divine presence of

the Lord in the truths and goods of faith and of love, with men
in the earths, and with angels in the heavens ; the reason why
the presence of the Lord is in the truths and goods of faith and
of love, is because these things are from the Lord Himself; and
when the Lord is present with men and with angels in those things

He is then present in His own [principles] with them, and not
in their proprinm, for this is evil. Hence also it is that by eyes in

the Word,where men are treated ofwho receive the Divine things

of the Lord, is signified faith, and also the receiving intellect, for

the intellect is the internal eye, and faith is the truth which is

seen and perceived ; that the eyes, when men are treated of, in

the Word signify faith, and also understanding, see n. 2701,
4403 to 4421, 4523 to 4534, 9051. It may be expedient also

to say whence that sight [or vision] comes ; it is real light

which illuminates the uiiderstandiug,altogether distinct from the

light which illuminates the sight of the body ; the light which
illuminates the understanding is from heaven, but that which
illuminates the sight of the body is in the world ; the light of

heaven is from the Lord as a sun there, and is in its essence the

Divine Truth proceeding from the Divine Good of the Lord.

Hence it is evident whence it is that by eyes, when relating to

Jehovah, is signified the Divine presence of the Lord, and that

by eyes, when relating to men who receive the Divine Truth of

the Lord, or His light, is signified faith and an enlightened un-

derstanding. That it is real light, which illuminates minds, and
constitutes understanding with men, is not known in the world,

although sight and light are attributed by men to the under-
standing, and although the Lord in the Word is very frequently

called light, and thereby is meant that He is seen by faith and
its light That it is real light which illuminates minds, and that

the Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord as a sun is that

light, and that it gives the understanding of truth where it is

received, see the passages cited, n. 9548, 9684 ; also n. 9570,

9571, 9574. From these considerations it may be manifest what
is signified in the Word by the eyes of Jehovah, as in Isaiah,
" Incline, O Jehovah, Thine ear, and hear, and open, O Jehovah,
Thine eyes, and see" xxxvii. 17. And in Jeremiah, " I will set

Mine eye upon them for good, and will bring them back upon
their own land, and will build them," xxxiv. 6. And in David,
" Behold the eye ofJehovah is upon them thatfearHim," Psalm
xxxiii. 18. And again, " Jehovah is in the temple of His Holi
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nees, the throne of Jehovah is in heaven ; His eyes see, and His
eye-lids prove the sons of men" Psalm xi. 4, and elsewhere.

10,570. " And we shall be rendered more excellent, I and

Thy people, above all people who are on the faces of the ground"

—that hereby is signified hence eminence over all in the uni-

versal world where the church is, appears from the signification

of being rendered more excellent than all people who are on the

faces of the ground, as denoting eminence over all in the uni-

versal world. The reason why it denotes also where the church is,

is, because by ground is signified the church, of which we shall

speak presently. That this end, that they might be rendered

more excellent than all in the universal world was the end for

which thelsraelitish nation worshiped Jehovah, and for the sake

of which they could be in a holy external principle, is manifest

from what has been above shown concerning that nation. That
such can be in a holy external principle, and appear to others as

worshipers of God, is manifest from the idolaters spoken of in the

historicals of the Word, who in like manner could be in things

external, but that they had no holy internal principle, every one
may know and conclude from this consideration, that the Divine
Truths, which are revealed in the Word, cause worship to be
internal, if men know them, and live according to them; for if

man without them could worship God holily, there would be no
need of any doctrine of the church, nor of any preaching. In-

asmuch as that nation was of such a quality, that for the sake of

eminence over others as an end, they could be in a holy external

principle, and inasmuch as with persons of such a character, the

representatives of celestial and spiritual things, which were the

externals of worship, can be communicated with the angels, and
thereby conjunction be effected with heaven, therefore that na-

tion was received. But he who believes that they were thereby
worshipers of God, is very greatly deceived, for they were wor-

shipers of selfand of the world, and in heart idolaters; and where-
as they were of such a quality,the interior things ofworship,which
are the things of faith and love to the Lord, were not revealed to

them, as is evident from the books of the Old Testament; and
also from this consideration, that they did not acknowledge the

Lord when He came into the world, yea, neither do they yet
acknowledge ; and if they are taught from the prophetical books
concerning the Lord, still they do not receive it

;
they wish for

a Messiali who may exalt them above all in the universal world
of the earths,and not a Messiah whose kingdom is in the heavens,

and who thence provides for the salvation of all even in the

earths. From these considerations it may be manifest what was
the quality of that nation from the earliest ages, and from what
ground it is here said, that by Jehovah going with them they
should be rendered more excellent than all people who are on
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the faces of the ground. It is said on the faces of the ground,

and thereby is meant wheresoever the church is, for by ground,

in like manner as by land [or earth], is signified the church
;

that this is signified by land or earth, see the passages cited,

n. 9325 ; but ground signifies the church from a similar cause

that field does, thus from the reception of various seeds, with

their growth and produce, by which are signified the truths and
goods of faith and love, for man is a receptacle of the latter, as

the ground is of the former ; but the church is called land [or

earth] from the people who inhabit it, with whom the church

is ; but whereas ground involves extension as to space, alike

with land [or earth], therefore interpreters call it land [or earth]

instead of ground, as in the present case they say on the faces of

the earth, instead of on the faces of the ground, and also in

other passages, and still in the original tongue the expression,

which signifies ground, is altogether from another origin than the

expression which signifies earth. That ground signifies the

church alike with land [or earth], is manifest from various

passages in the Word, of which it is allowed to adduce only

some ; as in Jeremiah, " The great ones sent the lesser ones fox-

water, they came to the pits, nor did they find waters, their ves-

sels returned empty, because the ground was broke?i, inasmuch
as there was no rain on the earth" xiv. 3, 4. In this passage

ground denotes the church, and also earth ; for the subject

there treated of in the internal sense is concerning a defect of

truth, and thence the vastation of the church ; waters denote
truths; pits denote where they are, thus doctrine ; vessels de-

note recipients ; rain denotes influx from heaven ; earth denotes

where the church is, and ground denotes the church itself,

which is said to be broken from drought, thus from the defect

of truth from heaven. And in Isaiah, "It shall come to pass

at the end of seventy years, Jehovah will visit Tyre, and she shall

return to meretricious hire, and shall commit whoredom with all

the kingdoms of the earth on thefaces of the ground ; at length

her merchandise and meretricious hire shall be holy to Jeho-
vah," xxiii. 17, 18 ;

by Tyre is signified the church as to the

knowledges of truth and good, thus in the abstract sense those

knowledges which are called meretricious hire, when they are

taught for the sake of gain, of honor, and of reputation, and
are thus, as it were sold, and are not taught for the sake of truth

itself ; this is called meretriciousness and whoredom in the

Word ; to commit whoredom with all the kingdoms of the

earth, is to do so with all the truths of the church ; on the faces

of the ground denotes wheresoever the church is; inasmuch as

the knowledges of truth and good still remain knowledges of truth

and good in themselves, thus Divine, although they are for gain,

and hence meretricious hire, to the man who teaches and sells,

thuret'ore it is said that her merchandise and her meretricious
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hire shall be holy to Jehovah ; that meretricious hire is not there
meant, neither whoredoms with all the kingdoms of the earth,

nor that such a thing shall be holy to Jehovah, may be seen by
every one, who thinks beyond the sense of the letter. And in

David, Thou sendest forth Thy Spirit,- they are created, and
Thou renewest thefaces of the ground" Psalm civ. 30. The
Spirit of Jehovah is the Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord,
n. 9228 ; to be created denotes to be created anew, that is, to

be regenerated, n. 10,373 ; to renew the faces of the ground is

to reform and establish the church ; the faces of the ground de-

note wheresoever any thing of the church can be received ; in

like manner as in other places where the faces of the ground
are mentioned, as Gen. vii. 4

;
chap. viii. 8, 13 ; Exod. xxxii. 12

;

Numb. xii. 3 ; Deut. vi. 15 ;
chap. vii. 6 ; 1st Samuel xx. 15

;

2nd Samuel xiv. 7.

10.571. " And Jehovah said to Moses, also this word which
thou hast spoken I will do "—that hereby is signified that the

Divine will be in the external of the church, of worship, and
of the Word, which is with them, appears from the representa-

tion of Moses, as denoting, in character, as the head of that

nation, the external of the church, of worship, and of the

Word, not so separate from the internal, as their external with

the nation itself, see above, n. 10,557, 10,563 ; and from the

signification of doing the word which Moses spake when from
Jehovah, as denoting that the Divine will be in what is external;

for by doing the word is meant to go with them, and introduce

them into the land of Canaan ; and by going with them and in-

troducing into the land of Canaan, is signified that the Divine
will be manifested amongst them, see above, n. 10,569. The
arcanum which lies concealed in these and in the following

verses, can hardly be described, unless an idea be had of the

external of the church, of worship, and of the Word, which
Moses represents, and of the external of the church, of worship,

and of the Word, in which the nation itself was. The one is

distinguished from the other in this, that the external which
Moses represents is an external not so separate from what is in-

ternal, as the external in which the nation itself was. Hence it

is that one time mention is made of Moses and the people, at

another time of Moses without the people, and at another of the

people without Moses ; and that when Moses speaks to Jehovah,
he Bays I and Thy people, and when Jehovah speaks to Moses,

He speaks of Moses alone, as in verses 12, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21,

22, 23, or of the people separately from him, as in verse 2 of

the following chapter, and elsewhere.

10.572. " Because thou hast found grace in Mine eyes and 1

know thee by name "—that hereby is signified that he was re-

ceived on account of his quality, appeals from what was said

and shown above, n. 1U,5U2, 1U,563, where like words occur.
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10.573. Yerses IS, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23. And he said, cause

me Ipray to see Thy glory. And He said, I will cause all My
good to pass by upon thyfaces, andIwill call upon the name of
Jehovah before thee ; and I will dofavoi' to whom I do favor,
and I will do mercy to whom I do mercy. And He said, Thou
canst not see Myfaces, because no man seethMe and liveth. And
Jehovah said, Behold aplace with Me and thou shalt stand upon
a rock. And it shall come topass, inMy glorypassing by I will

set thee in a cleft of the rock, and will cover thepalm ofMy hand
over th ee, until I shall pass by. AndI will rem ove thepalm of
My hand, and thou shalt seeMyposteriors ; andMy faces shall

not be seen. And he said, Cause me I pray to see Thy glory,

signifies the perception of internal Divine Truth in what is

external. And He said I will cause all My good to pass by
upon thy faces, signifies every thing Divine of heaven and of

the church upon what is external. And I will call upon the

name of Jehovah before thee, signifies the holy principle of

Divine worship there. And I will do favor to whom I do
favor^and I will do mercy to whom I do mercy, signifies that

Divine Truth and Good will be revealed to those who receive.

And He said thou canst not see My faces, signifies that the in-

terior Divine things of the church, of worship, and of the

Word, cannot appear to the Israelitish nation. Because no man
seeth Me and liveth, signifies that the Divine Itself cannot be
seen such as it is in Itself, but such as it is by [or through] the

Lord in heaven. And Jehovah said, Behold a place with Me,
and thou shalt stand upon a rock, signifies a state of faith in

God. And it shall come to pass in My glory passing by, sig-

nifies the interiors of the Word, of the church, and of worship.

And I will set thee in a cleft of the rock, signifies the obscure
and false principles of faith, such as appertain to those who are

in externals without an internal principle. And I will cover the

palm of My hand over thee, until I pass by, signifies the clos-

ing of what is internal. And I will remove the palm of My
hand, and thou shalt see My posteriors, and My faces shall not

be seen, signifies that they should see the externals of the Word,
of the church, and of worship, but not the internals.

10.574. " And he said, cause me I pray to see Thy glory "

—

that hereby is signified the perception of internal Divine
Truth in what is external, appears from the representation of

Moses on this occasion, as denoting the external of the church,

of worship, and of the Word, not so separate from the internal

as with the nation itself, see n. 10,563, 10,571 ; and from the

signification of causing to see, as denoting to perceive, see

n. 2150, 3764, 4567, 4723, 5400 ; and from the signification of
the glory of Jehovah, as denoting the internal of"the Word, see

the preface to chap, xviii. Gen. and n. 5922, 9429. Hence it is

evident that by Moses saying, Cause me, I pray, to see Thy
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glory, is signified the perception of the internal in the ex
ternal of the Word, of the church, and of worship. That these

things are signified by the above words, may also be manifest

from the preceding parts of this chapter, for in the internal

sense the Israelitish nation is there treated of, and that the

church could not be established amongst them by reason that

they could not receive any thing internal ; to receive the internal

of the church is to receive Divine Truth from heaven and
thereby heavenly love. Inasmuch as this is the subject treated

of in the internal sense, and Moses was still urgent that Je-

hovah would introduce them into the land of Canaan, by which
is signified the establishment of the church, therefore now
Moses saith, Cause me to see Thy glory, by which is there-

fore signified the perception of internal Divine Truth in

what is external. That by the glory of Jehovah is meant such

a Divine which could not be perceived by Moses, appears
manifest from what follows of this chapter, where it is said,

that he could not see the faces of Jehovah, (for so glory is there

called,) but after that he had passed by, he should s«e the

posteriors, and this from a cleft of the rock, by which things

is signified, that he would perceive only the externals of the

church, of worship, and of the Word, but not the internals.

That such is the signification of the glory of Jehovah, is evident

from this consideration, that it is sometimes said that they saw
the glory of Jehorah, but it was a cloud which was so called,

as on Mount Sinai, and on the tents, and in it, see Exod. xvi.

10
;
chap. xxiv. 16, 17

;
chap. xl. 34, 35 ; Numb. xiv. 22, and

elsewhere
;
by the cloud in those passages, which was called the

glory of Jehovah, is signified the external of the church, of

worship, and of the Word, or the sense of the letter of the

Word, see preface to chap, xviii. Gen. and n. 4060, 4061,

5922, 6343, 6752, 8106, 8781, 9430, 10,551. The reason

why the glory of Jehovah signifies the internal of the Word,
of the churefa, and of worship, is, because the Divine Truth

proceeding from the Lord, such as is in heaven, is the glory of

Jehovah ; for the Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord
appears there as light, and the appearance of the Lord in that

light is what is meant in the genuine sense by the glory of

Jehovah
;
by the appearance of the Lord are meant all things

therein which are from the Lord, which are innumerable, and

are called by a general term celestial and spiritual. The reason

why the internal of the Word, of the church, and of worship,

is signified by the glory of Jeliovah, is, because such internal is

in that light, but the external in the light of the world, where-

fore this latter in the Word is signified by cloud ; hence it is

evident that the internal sense of the Word is glory. From
these considerations it may now be manifest what is signified by

the glory of Jeliovah, and by His light, in the following pas-
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Bages, as in Isaiah, " Arise, illuminate, because thy light is come,

and the glory of Jehovah is risen upon Thee ; behold darkness

covers the earth, and thick darkness the people, but upon thee

shall Jehovah arise, and His glory shall be seen upon thee ; na-

tions shall walk to thelight,andkings to the brightness ofthy rising;

thy sun shall no more set, and thy moon shall not be gathered,

because Jehovah will be to thee for the light of eternity" lx.

1, 2, 3, 20. The subject treated of in this passage is concern-

ing the coining of the Lord; the light there spoken of is the

Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord ; and His glory and the

brightness of His rising denote all that which appears in that

light respecting the Lord, and respecting faith and love to Him
;

darkness and thick darkness which cover the earth and the

people, denote the obscure things of faith and love ; for the

passage relates to the establishment of the church amongst the

gentiles ; hence it follows, that by the light and glory which
were to arise, and which were to be seen, and to which they

were to walk, are denoted Divine Truths concerning the Lord,

and concerning faith and love to Him from Him. Again, " I

Jehovah have called thee injustice, and have given thee for a

covenant to the people, for a light of the nations: I am Jehovah,
this is My name, My glory I will not give to another," xlii. 6,

8 ; in this passage also the Lord is treated of, who is called a

light of the nations, because from Him is all Divine Truth ; and
who is called the glory of Jehovah, because to Him is directed

every thing of faith and love. Again, " Thy light shall break

forth as the day dawn, My justice shall walk before thee, the

glory of Jehovah shall gather thee," lviii. 8, where the sense is

the same. Again, " Rejoice with Jerusalem, be delighted at

the brightness ofHis glory," lxvi. 10. Jerusalem in this passage,

as in others, denotes the church ; and the brightness of glory

is the love of truth from the Lord. And in Zechariah, "I will

be to them a wall of tire round about, and I will be for glory

in the midst thereof" ii. 5, speaking also of Jerusalem which is

the church
;
glory in the midst thereof is the Lord Himself as

to all things of truth and good, which are of faith and love.

That by glory in the above passages are meant those things

which are of Divine light, is evident. In like manner as in the

Apocalypse, " The Holy Jerusalem having the glory of God,
and her luminary like to most precious stone ; the glory of God
shall enlighten her, and theLamb is the lamp thereof; the nations
which are saved shall walk in her light; and the kings of the

earth shall bring their glory and honor into her. Her gates
shall not be shut in the day-time ; for night shall not be there,"

xxi. 11, 23, 24, 25. The Holy Jerusalem in the above passage
denotes the church which is to succeed to the present ; those
lings which are of the chnrch, relating to faith and love to the

Lord from the Lord, are described by a luminary, by light, and
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by glory. Inasmuch as by glory are meant those things which
are of light, therefore it is said, the glory of God shall enlighten

it. Every considerate person, who takes a view of things them-
selves, and does not abide in the words alone, may see that by
all the above things are signilied such things as relate to the

church, but the internal sense teaches what is signified by each,

for in the Word nothing is said in vain, not even the slightest

expression. And in Luke, "Mine eyes have seen Thy salvation,

which Thou hast prepared before the face of all people, a light

for the revelation of the nations, and the glory of Thy people
Israel" ii. 30, 31, 32, which words are prophetically spoken by
Simeon concerning the Lord who was born ; a light for the

revelation of the nations is the Divine Truth proceeding from
the Lord ; and the glory of the people Israel is all that which
was revealed by the Lord concerning Himself, and concerning
faith and love to Him with those who receive ; all this is called

glory, because it appears in heaven in the light there, which
light is the Divine Truth

;
by the sons of Israel are meant those

who are in faith and love to the Lord. That light denotes the

Lord as to Divine Truth, and also glory the things which are of

light, is evident from the words of the Lord Himself in John,
"They loved the glory of man more than the glory of God

;

lam come a light into the world, that whosoever believeth may
not abide in darkness," xii. 43, 46. And again, " In the

beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and
God was the Word : this was the true light, which illuminates
every man that comcth into the world : and the Word was
made flesh, and dwelt amongst us, and we saw His glory, the

glory as of the Only-hegotten of the Father," i. 9, 14. The
Word is the Divine Truth, and also light; and glory denotes all

that appears concerning the Lord in that light. These passages
are quoted from the Word, because in them glory and light are

named together, and they are quoted to the intent that it may be
known, that light is Divine Truth from the Lord, thus the

Lord Himself, as to Divine Truth, and that glory is every thing
which is of the light, consequently every thing which is from
the Divine Truth, which makes intelligence and wisdom with
the anguls, and with the men who receive the Lord in faith and
love. The like is signified by glory in other passages, as in

John, " I will that where I am, they also may be with Me, that

they null) see My glory" xvii. 20. And in Luke, " Ought not
Christ tu suffer these things, and to enter into His glory, xxiv.

26. And in Matthew, " Then shall appear the sign of the Son of

Mun, and then shall all the tribes of the earth lament, and they
shall see the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven with
virtue and glory" xxiv. 30. By clouds in this passage is

meant Divine Truth such as is in the light of the world, thus
such as is with men ; and by glory is meant Divine Truth such
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as is in the light of heaven, thus such as is with angels ; and

whereas Divine Truth is meant by a cloud and by glory, there-

fore the Word is meant as to the external sense and as to the

internal sense, as to the external sense by a cloud, and as to

the internal sense by glory ; also what appears in the light of

the world is a cloud in respect to what appears in the light of

heaven ; that a cloud has this signification, see preface to

chap, xviii. Gen. and n. 4060, 4301, 5922, 6343, 6752, 8106,

8443, 8781, 9430, 10,551. Hence it is that a cloud also in the

Word is called glory, as in Exodus, "The glory of Jehovah ap-

peared in the cloud" xvi. 10. Again, " The glory of Jehovah

dwelt on Mount Sinai ; and a cloud covered it six days ; but

the appearance of the glory of Jehovah was as devouring lire in

the head of the mountain before the eyes of the sons of Israel,"

xxiv. 16, 17. And again in Exodus, " A cloud coveredthe tent

of assembly i
and the glory ofJehovah covered the habitation', nor

could Moses enter, because the cloud dwelt upon, it, and the glory

of Jehovah filled the habitation" xl. 34, 35. And in Numbers,
" When the assembly gathered together against Moses and
against Aaron, and looked to the tent of the congregation, behold

a cloud covered it, and the glory ofJehovah appeared" xvi. 42.

And in the first book of the Kings, " A cloud tilled the house

of Jehovah, so that the priests could not stand to minister by

reason of the cloud, inasmuch as the glory of Jehovahfilled the

house of Jehovah," viii. 10, 11. And in the Apocalypse, "The
temple was filled with smoke and the glory of God," xv. 8 ; inas-

much as the Divine appeared as a cloud, therefore by a cloud is

signified the Divine presence, and where the Divine presence is.

there the Divine Truth is, for the Divine without it does not ap-

pear, since it is in it and is it ; hence it is that cloud in these

passages is called glory ; nor could it otherwise appear to the

Israelitish nation, since they were in externals without an in-

ternal principle, see n. 6832, 8814, 8819, 10,551 ; nevertheless

cloud and glory are distinguished like the light of the world
and the light of heaven, or like the sense of the letter of the

Word and its internal sense ; and like human wisdom and
angelic wisdom. From these considerations it may now be
manifest that by Moses said, cause me I pray to see Thy glory,

is signified that the internal Divine may be shown to him ; and
whereas Moses represented the external of the church, of wor-
ship, and of the Word, therefore the perception of internal

Divine Truth in external is signified.

10,575. " And he said, I will cause all my good to pass by
upon thy faces"—that hereby is signified every thing Divine of
heaven and of the church, upon the external separate from the
internal, in which Moses was and the nation over which he pre-

sided, appears from the signification of causing to pass by over
his faces, as denoting over the external separate from the in-
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ternal in which Moses was, and the nation over which he pre-

sided, for by thy faces is signified the external of worship, of the
church, and of theWord, in which is an internal, and by causing
to pass is signified upon it ; and from the signification of all the
good of Jehovah, as denoting every thing Divine of heaven and
of the church. How the case herein is, may be manifest from
what was said and shown above concerning Moses and concern-
ing the nation over which he presided, namely, that they were
in external things separate from what is internal, by which is

meant, that they were in holy externals without an internal

principle when in worship; and whereas a holy internal principle

was still present, but did not enter into their holy external, it is

hence evident what is signified by Jehovah causing all good to

pass by upon his faces. That nation indeed had an internal

principle, but this was filthy, full of uncleanness arising from
the love of self and the world, nevertheless this was closed when
they were in worship, lest the internal Divine of heaven, of the

church, and of the Word, should be defiled ; for if that principle

had been defiled by their internal, there would have been no
communication at all of their external with heaven, when they

were employed in worship and in reading the Word, on which
subject see what was said and shown above, n. 10,454 to 10,457,

10,462 to 10,466, 10,492, 10,498, 10,500, 10,533, 10,549, 10,550,

10,551, 10,570, where these things have been more fully ex-

plained.

10.576. " And I will call upon the name of Jehovah before

thee"—that hereby is signified the holy principle of Divine

worship there, appears from the signification of calling upon the

name of Jehovah, as denoting the holy principle of worship, see

n. 440, 2724 ; and from the signification of before thee, as de-

noting before the external, which Moses now represents, see

above, n. 10,563, 10,571. How the case herein is, may be ma-
nifest from what was said above, n. 10,566, and in the passages

there adduced.

10.577. " And I will do favor to whom I do favor, and I

will do mercy to whom I do mercy "—that hereby is signified

that Divine Truth and good will be revealed to those who re-

ceive, appears from the signification of doing favor [or grace],

as denoting to gift with spiritual truth and good, in this case to

reveal it, because the subject treated of is the internal and ex-

ternal of the church, of worship, and of the Word ; and from

the signification of doing mercy, as denoting to gift with ce-

lestial truth and good, in this case to reveal it. The reason why
it denotes with those who receive, is, because the internal things

of the Word, of the church, and of worship, are revealed to no

others but those who receive. The reason why doing favor [or

grace] denotes to gift with spiritual truth and good, and doing

mercy denotes to gift with celestial truth and good, is, becauso
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favor [or grace] is predicated of faith, and mercy of love ; and
the good of faith is spiritual good, and the good of love is ce-

lestial good ; what spiritual good is, and celestial good, and
what is the difference, see the passages cited, n. 9277 ; and that

they who are in the Lord's spiritual kingdom speak of favor

[or grace], and they who are in the Lord's celestial kingdom
speak of mercy, n. 598, 981, 5929. Unless such were the dif-

ference between favor and mercy, no mention would have been
made of doing favor and doing mercy. Hence also it is that

Jehovah is called Favorable [or gracious] and merciful, Exod.
xxiv. 6 ; Joel ii. 13 ; Psalm ciii. 8 ; cxlv. 8. And in Isaiah,
" Therefore will Jehovah remain to show favor [or grace] to

you, and therefore will He lift Himselfup to be merciful to you,"

xxx. 18. Inasmuch as there are two principles to which all

things of the church have reference, namely, love and faith,

and whereas mercy is of love and favor [or grace], and also

truth is of faith, therefore in the Word it is called mercy and
favor [or grace] when the Lord is implored, and it is called

mercy and truth when the Lord is described, as in the following

passages :
" Thy mercy is before mine eyes, and I walkm Thy

truth " Psalm xxvi. 3. Again, " O Jehovah, Thy mercy is in

the heavens, and Thy truth is even to the ethers," Ps. xxxvi. 5.

Again, " God shall send from the heavens His mercy and His
truth : Thy m,ercy is great even to the heavens, and Thy truth

even to the ethers,'' Psalm lvii. 3, 10. Again, " Mercy and
truth shall meet ; and justice and peace shall kiss," Psalm
lxxxv. 10. And again, " I will sing the mercy of Jehovah to

eternity, to generation and generation Thy truth with my
mouth : since I have said, mercy shall be built for ever, in the

heavens themselves Thou shalt confirm Thy truth : justice and
judgment are the support of Thy throne, mercy and truth shall

stand together before Thy faces," Psalm lxxxix. 1, 2, 14. Mercy
in the above passages is love, and truth is faith.

10,578. " And he said, thou canst not see my faces "—that

hereby is signified that the interior Divine things of the church,
of worship, and of the "Word, cannot appear to the Israelitish

nation, is manifest from the signification of the faces of Jehovah,
;is denoting the interior Divine things of the church, of wor-
ship, and of the "Word, see above, n. 10,567, 10,568 ; and from
the signification of seeing them, as denoting to appear. That
ihose things cannot appear to the Israelitish nation, is manifest
from the consideration that this is said to Moses, and Moses
I ere represents the head of the Israelitish nation, n. 10,556.
1 hat the faces of Jehovah are the interior Divine things of the

Word, of the church, and of worship, is evident also from this

consideration, that the like is signified by the faces of Jehovah,
its by the glory of Jehovah ; for Moses said, cause me I pray to

M e Th> glory ; and Jehovah said, thou canst not see My faces ;
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and by the glory of Jehovah are signified the interior Divine
things of the Word, of the church, and of worship, see above,

n. 10,574. How the case herein is, may be manifest from what
has been frequently said before, namely, that the Israelitish

nation could in no wise see the interior things of worship, of

the church, and of the Word, because they were in externals

separate from what is internal, thus neither could they see the

faces of Jehovah: but they who are in externals not separate

from what is internal, can all of them see the interior things of

the Word, of the church, and of worship, thus the faces of

Jehovah ; hence it follows, that they who are in love to the

Lord, and also they who are in charity towards the neighbor,

all of them see ; for love to the Lord and charity towards the

neighbor open the internal man, and when this is open, man
as to his interiors is in heaven amongst angels where the Lord
is. But it may be expedient here briefly to say what love to

the Lord is, or what it is to love the Lord ; he who believes that

he loves the Lord, and does not live according to His precepts,

is very much deceived : for to live according to his precepts, is

to love the Lord ; those precepts are the truths which are from

the Lord, thus in which the Lord is, wherefore so far as they

are loved, that is, so far as the life is formed according to them
from love, so far the Lord is loved ; the reason is, because the

Lord loves man, and from love wills that he may be happy to

eternity, and man cannot be made happy but by a life according

to His precepts ; for by them man is regenerated, and is made
spiritual, and thus can be elevated into heaven ; but to love the

Lord without a life according to His precepts is not to love Him,
for in such case there is not any thing appertaining to man,

into which the Lord may flow-in, and elevate him to Himself;

for he is an empty vessel ; since there is not any thing of life

in his faith, nor any tiling of life in his love. The life of heaven,

which is called eternal life, is not infused into any one imme-
diately, but mediately. From these considerations it may be

manifest what it is to love the Lord, and also what it is to see

the Lord, or His faces, namely, that He is seen from such faith

and love. To live according to the precepts of the Lord is to

live according to the doctrine of charity and faith, which you
may see in wliat is prefixed to each chapter at the book of

Exodus. That this is the case, the Lord also teaches in John,
" He that hath My precepts, and doeth them, he it is wholoveth

Me,' but he who loveth Me, shall be loved by My Father, and 1
will love him, andwill manifest Myself to him: Ifany one loveth

Me, he will keep My Word, and My Father will love him, and
We will come to him, and make abode with him : he wholoveth

Me not, keepeth not My words," xiv. 21, 23, 24. What is

further signified by the faces of Jehovah, will be shown in the

article which now follows.
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10,579. "Because no man seeth Me and livetli"—that

hereby is signified that the Divine itself cannot be seen, such

as it is in itself, but such as it is [by or through] the Lord in

heaven, may be manifest from this consideration, that no one
has seen at any time Jehovah the Father, but when He is seen

it is the Lord who is seen ; for the Lord is the very face of

Jehovah. That no one has seen at any time Jehovah the Father,

is manifest from the words of the Lord Himself in Job", " Nc
one hath seen God at an}7 time, the Only-Begotten Son, who
is in the bosom of the Father, He hath brought Him forth,"

i. 18. Again, " Ye have never heard at any time the voice of

the Father, nor seen His shape," v. 37. And in Matthew,
" ~No one knoweth the Father but the Son, and he to whom the

Son hath willed to reveal Him," xi. 27. That when Jehovah
the Father is seen, it is the Lord who is seen, the Lord also

teaches in John, "Jesus said, if ye have known Me, ye have
also known My Father, and henceforth ye have known Him,
and have seen Him. Philip said, Lord, show us the Father.

Jesns saith to him, have I been so long time with you, and
hast thou not known Me, Philip ? he who hath seen Me, hath
seen the Father ; how then sayest thou, show us the Father ?"

jciv. 7, 8, 9. Again, " Your father Abraham exulted, that he
might see My day, and he saw, and rejoiced

;
verily, verily, I

6ay unto you, before Abraham was, I Am," viii. 56, 58. Hence
it may be manifest that the Lord as to the Divine Human, is

Jehovah who is seen, and thus that He is the face of Jehovah.
That the Lord is theface of Jehovah, is also manifest from the

Word, as in Isaiah, " He was made into a Saviour for them,
the Angel of thefaces of Jehovah liberated them, on account of

His love and His indulgence ; He redeemed them, and took
them, and carried them all the days of eternity," lxiii. 8, 9.

In like manner in Exodus, " Behold I send an Angel before

thee, to keep thee in the way, and to bring thee to the place

which I have prepared ; beware of Hisface, lest thou embitter

him, because he will not bear your prevarication, because My
name is in the midst of Him," xxiii. 20. For Jehovah, before

the coming of the Lord into the world, when He appeared,

appeared in the form of an angel, for when he passed through
heaven, He clothed Himself with that form, which was the

human form ; for the universal heaven, by virtue of the Divine
there, is as one man, as has been abundantly shown in treating

of the Grand Man, which is heaven ; hence then is the

Divine Human ; and whereas Jehovah appeared in a human
form as an angel, it is evident that still it was Jehovah Himself,

and that very form also was His, because it was His Divine in

heaven ; this was the Lord from eternity. But inasmuch as that

human form was assumed by transition through heaven, and yet

to save the human race, it was necessary to be really and essen-
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tially a man, therefore He was pleased to he born, and thereby

actually to assume the human form, in which was Jehovah
Himself. That this is the case, the Lord teaches in John,
" Believe Me, that I am in the Father, and the Father in Me,"
xiv. 11. And in another place, " I and the Father are One,"
x. 30. That the Lord was from eternity, He also teaches in

John, " In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and God was the Word. All things were made by
Him, and without Him was not any thing made which was made.
And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt amongst us," i. 1, 2,

3, 14. Again, " I came forth from the Father, and am come
into the world

;
again I leave the world, and go to the Father,"

xvi. 28. Again, " Jesus said, O Father, glorify Me with Thine
own self, with the glory which I had with Thee before the

world was," xvii. 5. Again, " Verily, verily, I say unto you,

beforeAbraham was, I Am," viii. 58. From these passages it may
be manifestly known, that the Lord even as to His Human is

Jehovah, thus that His Human is Divine ; on this account it is

said in John, " God was the Word, and the Word was madeflesh •

and also before Abraham was, IAm, and not I was, for I Am
is Jehovah, Exod. iii. 14. From these considerations it may
now be manifest, that by no man 6eeth Me and liveth, is signi-

fied that the Divine cannot be seen such as it is in Itself, but

such as it is by [or through] the Lord in heaven. It is said by
[or through] the Lord in heaven, because the Lord is above the

heavens, for He is the Sun of heaven, but still He is present in

the heavens, being the Divine Truth there, and the Divine Truth
proceeding from the Lord as a Sun is the Lord in heaven, on
which account the Divine Truth therein is His face. It was
said above, that by the faces of Jehovah are signified the in-

terior Divine things of the Word, of the church, and of wor-
ship, n. 10,567, 10,568; the reason is, because the interior

Divine tilings of the Word, of the church, and of worship,

are the Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord, thus the Lord
in heaven. This is signified by the face of Jehovah, where it

is named in the Word, as in Matthew, "See that ye despise not

any of these little ones ; for I say unto you that their angels in

the heavens always see the face of the Father who is in the

heavens," xviii. 10. And in the Apocalypse, "The throne of

God and of the Lamb shall be in the holy Jerusalem, and His
servants shall minister to Yl\m,and they shall see Hisfaces" xxii.

3, 4. And in Moses, "Jehovah shall cause His faces to shine

upon you, and shall be merciful to thee ; Jehovah shall lift up
1litfaces upon <A<?e,and shall appoint peace for thee,"Numb. vi.

L'5, 26. And in David, " Many say, who will show us good
;

0 Jehovah, lift up the light of Ihyfaces upon us" Psalm iv. 6.

Again, M How long, 0 Jehovah, hidest Thou thy facesfrom me"
1 Nairn xiii. i. Again, " My heart hath 6aid to l

N
hee, seek ye Mif
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faces, Thyfaces, 0 Jehovah, I seek," Psalm xxvii. 8. Again,
" God will be merciful to us, and bless us, He will cause hisfaces
to shine upon us," Psalm lxvii. 1. Again, " O God bring us

back, and cause Thyfaces to shine, that we may be saved,"

Psalm lxxx. 3, 7, 19. Again, " Blessed are Iby people, who
walk in the light of Thyfaces," Psalm lxxxix. 15. Again, " O
Jehovah, hide not Thyfacesfrom me," Psalm cii. 1, 2. Again,
" Thou hidest Thy faces, they are disturbed," Psalm civ. 29.

What is here meant by the faces of Jehovah, everyone may
comprehend, namely, the Divine, and whatsoever is of the

Divine, thus mercy, peace, and all good, but in the universal

sense, the Divine Truth, since in the Divine Truth is all good
;

and with man and with angel there is Divine Good in Divine
Truth, and without the latter there is not the former; for truth

is the recipient of good, thus also of mercy and peace. Hence
now it follows, that where Divine Good is not in Divine Truth,

there the faces of Jehovah are not ; and it also follows, that

where evil is in what is false, the Divine does not appear. This

is meant by Jehovah hiding and turning away His faces in the

following passages, " Your sins have hid thefaces of Jehovah
from you," Isaiah lix. 2. And in Jeremiah, "By reason oftheir
wickedness I have hid My facesfrom this city," xxxiii. 5. And
in Ezekiel, " I turn away Myfacesfrom them, and they profane

My secret," vii. 22. And in Micah, " Jehovah will hide His
facesfrom them, as they have rendered their works evil," iii. 4.

But it is to be noted, that Jehovah, that is, the Lord, never
turns away His faces from man, but that man, who is in evil,

turns aw7ay his face from the Lord ; and wThereas in such case

the Divine is to his back, therefore it appears as if it hid or

turned itself away. The case also is actually so, infernal spirits

all turn the back to the Lord as the sun, but the angels always
the face to Him ; in like manner man as to his spirit whilst he
lives in the world.

10,580. " And Jehovah said, behold, a place with Me, and
thou shalt stand upon a rock "—that hereby is signified a state

of faith in God, appears from the signification of a place, as

denoting state, see n. 2625, 2837, 3356, 3387, 4321, 4882,

5604, 7381, 9440, 9967, 10,146; and from the signification

of a rock, as denoting faith, see n. 8581, 10,438. The reason

why it denotes a state of faith in God, is, because it is called a

place with Me. That this is signified by these words, no one
can know but from the internal sense, thus unless he knows
what is meant in that sense by a place, and what by a rock

;

for without that sense, of what consequence would it be, that

there was a place with Jehovah upon a rock? in such case it

could only mean that Jehovah dwelt there, and gave Moses a
place with Him, when yet Jehovah dwells in heaven with the

angels, and in the church with men. The signification of a
vol. x. 29
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rock, as denoting faith, is grounded in appearances in the other

life
;
they who are principled in faith dwell there upon rocks

;

but they who are principled in love dwell upon mountains

;

the rocks there appear stony, but the mountains not stony,

because they are elevations of the earth. Hence it is that a

rock signifies faith.

10.581. " And it shall come to pass in My glory passing

by "—that hereby are signified the interiors of the Word, of

the church, and of worship, appears from the signification of

the glory of Jehovah, as denoting the interior Divine things

of the Word, of the church, and of worship, see above, n.

10,574.

10.582. " And I will set thee in a cleft of the rock "—that
hereby is signified an obscure and false principle of faith, such
as appertains to those who are in things external without what
is internal, appears from the signification of a cleft of the rock,

as denoting an obscure and false principle of faith ; for by a

rock is signified faith, as just above, n. 10,578, and by a cleft,

its obscurity and also false principle, of which we shall speak
presently. It is said, such a6 appertains to those who are in

things external without what is internal, because with them all

truth which is of faith is in obscurity, and also mixed with what
is false ; for 6uch of them who believe the Word, believe it ac-

cording to the letter throughout, and not according to its inte-

rior sense ; and they who so believe, cannot be in any light,

for light from heaven fiow6-in through what is internal into

what is external ; and also what they believe without light

from heaven, appears as true, but still with them it is false, for

concerning truth they have a material and terrestrial idea, and
not at the same time a spiritual and celestial one, and every

material and terrestrial idea, if light from heaven be not in it,

abounds in fallacies. As for example, James and John, inas-

much as they had a terrestrial idea concerning the Lord's

kingdom, "asked that they might sit one on His right hand,

and the other on the left in His kingdqm ; but Jesus 6aid, ye
know not what ye ask, ye know that the princes of the nations

domineer over them ; it shall not be so amongst you, but who-
soever will become great amongst you, ought to be your minis-

ter, and whosoever will be first, ought to be your servant,"

Matt. xx. 21, 22, 25, 26, 27. They who are of such a character,

like those at that time, do not know what the heavenly king-

dom is, nor what the glory there, nor what love is, yea, nor

what faith, in general not what good is, for they judge from
things corporeal and earthy, and every delight of the body and
its senses they call good, and pre-eminence over others they call

glory, the love of the world and the love of self they call

heavenly love, and the scientific principle rendered persuasive

they call faith ; when they think about God, they think mate-
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rially, and therefore either deny God, and hold nature instead

of God, or worship idols, or dead men. Hence it is evident

how obscure the principle of faith is with those who are in mere
external things, and also that it is false. In such an obscure and
false principle of faith are they who believe the Word as to the

sense of its letter only, without doctrine thence derived by one

who is enlightened : they who read the Word without doctrine

are like those who walk in the dark without a lantern ; such

are all mere sensual men. That the Jewish nation is of such a

character, is evident, for they explain all things of the Word
'according to the sense of the letter, by reason that they are in

things external separate from what is internal. Persons of this

description, in the other life, do not even dwell upon rocks,

but either in caves there or in clefts. That a cleft of the rock

denotes an obscure and false principle of faith, is manifest also

from other passages in the Word : as in Isaiah, M In that day
Jehovah will hiss at the fly which is in the extremity of the

rivers of Egypt, and at the bee Avhich is in the land of Aslmr,

which shall come and rest all of them in the rivers of desola-

tions, and in the clefts of the rocks" vii. 18, 19. The subject

treated of in this passage is the coming of the Lord, and the

state of the church at that time, that there would be a desola-

tion of all things which are of spiritual truth and good ; for by

those words is signified that the man of the church receded at

that time from things internal, and was made altogether exter-

nal, thus merely sensual ; to be made sensual is not to apprehend

or believe any thing but what the external senses dictate ; the

fly in the extremity of the rivers of Egypt, denotes the false

principle altogether of the external or merely sensual man ; the

bee in the land of Ashur denotes the false principle of reasoning

thence derived ; the rivers of desolations are the truths of

doctrine altogether desolated ; and the clefts of the rocks are the

falses of faitli thence derived. Who could conceive that those

words signify such things? and what things they signify would
be altogether concealed unless they were discovered by the in-

ternal sense. Again, "In that day a man shall cast away the

idols, which they have made for themselves to bow themselves

to moles and bats, to enter into the rents of the rocks, and into

the clefts of the ragged rocks" ii. 20, 21. To bow himself to

moles and bats is to worship such things as are in thick dark-

ness and in the shade of night, which is to worship external

things without an internal principle ; to enter into the rents of

the rocks, and into the clefts of the ragged rocks, denotes
into the obscure and dark things of faith, thus into falses.

And in Jeremiah, "I will bring back the sons of Israel upon
their laud, and send to many fishers, who shall fish them,
and to hunters who shall hunt them from upon every moun-
tain, upon every hill, and from the holes of the rocks," xvi
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15, 16. The subject treated of in this passage is the restora-

tion of the church, which is signified, by bringing back the

sons of Israel upon their land ; to fish them denotes to instruct

in the externals of the church; to hunt them denotes to in-

struct in the internals
;
they who are on the mountain and on

the hill denote those who are in love and charity
;
they in the

holes of the rocks denote those who are in faith, not being yet

enlightened, thus who are in an obscure principle of faith.

Again, " I have given thee the least among the nations ; the

pride of thy heart dwelling in the holes of a rock holdeth the

height of a hill," xlix. 15, 16. And in Obadiah, "The pride

of thine heart hath deceived thee, who dwelled in the rents of
a rock the height of thine habitation ; who saith in his heart,

who shall draw me down to the earth ; if thou shalt exalt thy-

self as an eagle, and if thou shalt set thy nest amongst the stars,

thence will I draw thee down," verses 3, 4: to dwell in the

holes of a rock denotes in the falses of faith. The subject

treated of is those who exalt themselves above others, be-

lieving that they are more learned than the rest of mankind,
when yet they are in falses, and cannot even see truths ; these

in the other life dwell in the holes of rocks ; and sometimes they

project themselves upon the rocks, nevertheless they are thence

cast down into their holes, and into caves, which are beneath
the rocks; this is meant by holding the height of a hill, and
exalting himself as an eagle, and setting his nest among the

stars, and still being drawn down. From these considerations

it may now be manifest, that by setting Moses in a cleft of the

rock is signified the obscure and false principle of faith, such as

appertains to those who are in things external without an in-

ternal principle ; for by Moses is here meant the people, because

he here represents their head, see n. 10,556.

10.583. " And I will cover the palm of My hand upon
thee, until I pass by"—that hereby is signified the closing of

what is internal, appears from the signification of covering the

palm of the hand over Moses, as denoting to close the internal

of the church, of worship, and of the Word, which is upon
their external. The reason why it is their internal principle

which is signified, is, because covering the palm of the hand
involves in it the preventing them seeing the glory and faces of

Jehovah, and by the glory of Jehovah is signified the internal

of the Word, of the church, and of worship, see n. 10..') 74
;

in like manner by the faces of Jehovah, n. 10,567, 10,568,

10,576.

10.584. " And I will remove the palm of My hand, and
thou shalt see My posteriors, and My faces shall not be seen "

—

that hereby is .signified that they should see the externals of the

Word, of the church, and of worship, but not the internals,

appears from the signification of the posteriors of Jehovah, as
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denoting the external things of the Word, of the church, and
of worship, of which we shall speak presently ; and from the

signification of the faces of Jehovah, as denoting their internals,

see above n. 10,576; hence by seeing the posteriors and not

the faces of Jehovah, is signified to see the externals of the

Word, of the church, and of worship, and not the internals.

That the Israelitish and Judaic nation was of such a quality

and also is at this day, has been shown in all that goes before

of tli is and the former chapter. The reason why the posteriors

of Jehovah signify the externals of the Word, of the church,

and of worship,' is, because the faces signify the internals, n.

10,576 ; and they are said to see the posteriors of Jehovah and
not the faces, who believe and adore the Word, but only its

external, which is the sense of the letter, and do not go more
interiorly, like those who are enlightened, and make to them-
selves doctrine from the Word, by which they may see its

genuine sense, thus its interior sense ; that the Word without

doctrine cannot be comprehended, and that doctrine derived

from the Word by one who is enlightened ought to be as a

lantern to the understanding, see n. 9382, 9409, 9412, 9424,

9430, 10,105, 10,324, 10,401, 10,431; and that the internal

sense of the Word teaches that doctrine, n. 9430. From these

considerations it may be manifest what it is to see the posteriors

of Jehovah, and not His faces. But they who do not believe

the Word, do not even see the posteriors of Jehovah, but turn

themselves back from Jehovah, and see only themselves and the

world. These are they who are meant by those in the Word,
who are said to turn their posteriors to the temple, and to adore
the sun, of whom it is written in Ezekiel, " I was introduced
into the court of the house of Jehovah, and to twenty and five

men, whose posteriors were towards the temple of Jehovah, and
theirfaces towards the east / and the same bowed themselves
towards the rising of the sun," viii. 16. By the sun and its

rising is meant the sun of the world and its rising, and thereby
is signified the love of self, which love is altogether opposite to

love to the Lord ; hence it is that the sun of the world is pre-

sented in the idea of the angels as somewhat on the back alto-

gether obscure, but the Lord, who is the sun of heaven, on the

face, see n. 707S ; of those men it is said, that they turn the

posteriors to the temple ; and also that they go backwards, as

in Jeremiah. " Thou hast forsaken Jehovah, thou hast gone back-

wards," xv. 6 ; and in another place in the same prophet, " They
have gone away in the stubbornness of their evil heart, and art

become backward, but notforward" vii. 24.
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CONCERNING THE FOURTH EARTH IN THE STARRY HEAVEN.

1 0.585. TO this earth, which is treated of in what now foU
lows, I was not conveyed as to the others ; but the spirits them,

selves, who were from that earth, were brought to me ; and when
they were at a distance, they were seen as a volume extended in

length, not continuous, but discrete ; for there were several of
them and in companies. They were carriedfirst towards inferior

things ; and it was perceived that they attempted to ascend thence

and thus come to me, but that they could not ; wherefore theypro-

ceeded a little to the left in front even to the earth Mars, and
there they attempted to immerge, which also was effected, but with

difficulty. The reason of this was, because they were altogether

of another genius than the spirits of our earth ; and they who are

oj another genius are conveyed by various ways,that spirits may
be associated to them by whom conjunction may be effected ; for

affections and thoughts are wliat conjoin and disjoin spirits and
angels ; in proportion as they differ with respect to affections and
thoughts, in the same proportion they appear separated from
each other, but still they are conjoined by intermediates, when yet

it so pleases the Lord. This was the reason why they were

b. ought even to the earth Mars.
10.586. After that they were conjoined to them, they imme-

diately appeared above the head, thus near me ;for by conjunction

with them consociation was effected, as to the affections and
thoughts thence derived, with the spirits of our earth, who were

about me, and according to consociation us to affections and

thoughts, presence appears, us may be manifestfrom what has

been said above. 'They spuke with me on this occasion, and said

that they had therefound consociate spirits.

10.587. The discourse wasfirst concerning the speech of those

in their earth; they said that they hold discourse with each other

by an internal way, and not as others by an external, and this by

means of the atmosphere and. by means ofsight. ; which is effected

in this manner ; they think within themselves, and the ideas oj

thought are communicated to another by a kind of sliding into

the interiors of the eais, by a way unknownin this eurth.but still

known to learned anatomists;for thereis acertain channel with-

in the mouth, which is called the eustachian tube,which is open in

the mouth, and terminates in the chamber of the ear, and is en-

compassed with u thin membrane ; through that channel respira-

ry air slides in under a gentle sound and thus speaking thought

i ^ communicated ; this is effected by means ofthe atmosphere, as

was said. Moreover when they so discourseone amongst another,

Ihey also move the lips both in general and particular ; andthost

tittle motions advance toward the eyes, especially toward the lejl
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sue, and their interior thought and its vitalprinciple there mani-

fests itself ; this is effected by means of sight, as was said.

Hence it was evident that their faces act in unity with theii

thoughts. For theface is altogetherformed to effigy and represent

those things which man thinks and loves ; hence also theface is

called the index of the mind ; th is is the case with the sincere, hut

it is otherwise with the insincere, withpretenders, and with hypo-

crites. To confirm me in the truth of this, it was given them in

like manner to move my lips, and myface, and on this occasion by

agreement to perceive the objects of their thought. They were

asked, whether any speak there by sonorous expressions, or arti-

culate sounds f They said, that they know not what is meant by

the articulation of sound, but that they know what sound is. On
hearing these things, I perceived the mason why they were led

away to the spirits of the earth Mars, and consociated with them
before they came to me ; for a similar speech prevails amongst
them, on which subject see what was said concerning the inhabi-

tants and spirits of that earth, n. 7359, 7360, 7361, 7362.

10.588. From hearing their discourse, a doubt occurred con-

ceming their respiration, whether it was similar to the respiration

of the men of our earth , and it was said that it was indeedsimilar,
but that it does not articulate in the way when it goesforth into

sound, as is the case with us in the trachea and the larynx J also

that their lips are moved not only by the influx of ideas into their

fibres, but also by a breathing of the lungsfrom within.

10.589. Some of the spirits of our earth suggested a doubt,

whether they werefrom the starry heaven,' wherefore it was given

to the angels to explore whence they were, and it wasfound that

they werefrom a star, which is their sun, considerably distant

from the sun ofour world, and that its situationwas beneathnear

the milky way • and that that star is amongst the lesser stars.

1 0.590. The continuation of the subject concerning thisfourth
earth in the starry heaven will be given at the close of thefollow
ing chapter.

EXODUS.
CHAPTER THE THIRTY-FOURTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY AND FAITH.

10,591. MAN is so created, that as to his internal he cannot
die ; for he can believe in God, and also love God, and thus

be conjoined with God by faith and love ; and to be conjoin-

ed with God is to live for ever.
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10.592. This internal appertains to every man who is born
;

his external is that by which he brings into effect, the things

which are of faith and love, thus which are of the internal. The
internal is what is called soul, and the external what is called

body.

10.593. The external which man carries about with him in

the world, is accommodated to uses in the world ; this external

is what is rejected when man dies ; but the external which is

accommodated to uses in the other life, does not die ; tliis latter

external together with the internal is called a spirit ; a good
spirit and an angel, if man in the world had been good, and an
evil spirit, if man in the world had been evil.

10.594. The spirit of man appears in the other life in a

human form altogether as in the world; he enjoys also the fa-

culty of seeing, of hearing, of speaking, and of feeling, as in the

world ; and he is endowed with every faculty of thinking, of

willing, and of doing, as in the world ; in a word, he is a man
as to all and singular things, except that he is not encompassed
with that gross body which he had in the world ; this he leaves

when he dies, nor does he ever resume it.

10.595. This continuation of life is what is meant by the

resurrection. The reason why men believe that they are not to

rise again until the last judgment, when also every visible ob-

ject of the world is to perish, is, because they have not under-

stood the Word ; and because sensual men make most essential

life to consist in the body, and believe that unless the body was
to live again, every thing of man would perish.

10.596. The life of man after death is the life of his love and
of his faith; hence such as his love had been, and such as his

faith, when he lived in the world, such a life remains with him
to eternity. The life of hell appertains to those who have loved
themselves and the world above all things; and the life of heaven
to those who have loved God above all things, and the neighbor
as themselves ; these latter are they who have faith, but the

former are they who have not faith. The life of heaven is

what is called life eternal; and the life of hell is what is called

spiritual death.

10.597. That man lives after death, the Word teaches; as

where it is said, that God is not the God of the dead but of the
living, Matt. xxii. 31. That Lazarus after death was taken up
into heaven ; but the rich man cast into hell, Luke xvi. 22, 23.

That Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, are in heaven, Matt. viii. 11

;

chap. xxii. 31 ; Luke xvi. 23, 24, 25, 29. That Jesus 6aid to

the thief, to-day shalt thou be with Me in paradise, Luke xxiii

43 ; and in other places.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

1. AND Jehovah said to Moses, hew for thyself two tables

of stones, according to the former, and I will write on the tables

thewords which were on the former tables,which thou hast broken.

2. And be prepared for the morning, and thou shalt come
up in the morning to Mount Sinai, and shalt stand forMe there

upon the head of the mountain.

3. And there shall not any one ascend with thee, and also

there shall not any one be seen in the whole mountain, also the

flock and the herd shall not feed over against this mountain.

4. And he hewed two tables of stones according to the

former, and Moses arose in the morning early, and ascended to

Mount Sinai, as Jehovah commanded him, and took in his

hand the two tables of stones.

5. And Jehovah descended in a cloud, and stood with him
there, and called on the name of Jehovah.

6. And Jehovah passed on His faces, and invoked, Jeho-

vah, Jehovah, God merciful and gracious, long-suffering to

angers, and great in goodness and truth

;

7. Keeping goodness to thousands, bearing iniquity, and
prevarication, and sin, and in absolving absolveth not; visiting

the iniquity of the fathers upon the sons, and upon the sons of

sons, upon the thirds and upon the fourths.

8. And Moses hastened, and bended himself to the earth,

and adored

;

9. And said, If I pray I have found grace in Thine eyes, O
Lord, let the Lord go I pray in the midst of us, because the

people they are hard of neck ; and be propitious to our iniquity,

and to our sin, and make us Thine inheritance.

10. And He said, behold I establish a covenant, before all

thy people I will do wonderful things, which have not been
created in all the earth, and in all nations, and all the people
shall see, in the midst of whom thou art, the work of Jehovah,
that this is the wonderful thing which I do with thee.

11. Keep to thyself that which I command thee to-day, be-

hold I drive out from thy faces the Amorite, and the Canaanite,
and the Hittite, and the Perizite, and the Hivite, and the Je-

busite.

12. Take heed to thyself, lest peradventure thou establish

a covenant with the inhabitant of the land, upon which thou
comest, lest peradventure it become a snare in the midst of thee.

13. AYherefore their altars ye shall overturn, and their statues

ye shall break, and his groves ye shall cut off.

14. Wherefore thou shalt not bow thyself to another god,
for Jehovah His name is zealous, a zealous God is He.

15. Lest peradventure thou establish a covenant with tha
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inhabitant of the land, and they commit whoredom after their

gods, and sacrifice to their gods, and he call thee, and thou

eatest of his sacrifice.

16. And thou takest of his daughters for thy sons, and his

daughters commit whoredom after their gods, and make thy

sons to commit whoredom after their gods.

17. Gods of what is molten thou shalt not make to thyself.

18. The feast of unleavened things thou shalt keep; seven

days thou shalt eat unleavened things, which I commanded
thee, at the stated time of the month Abib, because in the month
Abib thou wentest forth out of Egj'pt.

19. Every opening of the womb is for Me, out of all thy

cattle thou shalt give a male, the opening of an ox and of cattle.

20. And the opening of an ass thou shalt redeem in cattle,

and if thou shalt not redeem, thou shalt neck it. Every first-

begotten of thy sons thou shalt redeem : and My faces shall not

be seen empty.
21. Six days thou shalt work, and in the seventh day thou

shalt rest, in plowing and id reaping thou shalt rest.

22. And the feast of weeks thou shalt make to thyself of the

first-fruits of the harvest of wheat, and the feast of gathering oi

the revolution of the year.

23. Three times in the year shall every male of thine be seen
at the faces of the Lokd Jehovah God of Israel.

24. Because I drive out nations from thy faces, and I will

make thy border to be dilated, and there shall not any one covet
thy land in thy going up to see the faces of Jehovah thy God
three times in the year.

25. Thou shalt not slay upon what is leavened the blood of

My sacrifice, and the sacrifice of the feast of the passover shall

not remain all night to the morning.
26. The first-fruit of the first things of thy ground thou shalt

bring into the house of Jkhovah thy God. Thou shalt not

seethe a kid in the milk of its mother.
27. And Jehovah said to Moses, write for thyself those

words, because on the mouth of those words I establish with

thee a covenant, and with Israel.

2&. And he was there with Jehovah forty days and forty

nights, he did rmt eat bread, and he did not drink water ; and
he wrote on the tables the words of the covenant, ten word*.

And it came to pass as Moses descended from Mount
Sinai, and the two tables of the testimony were in the hand of

Moses in his descending from the mountain, and Moses knew
not that the skin of his faces shone in his speaking with Him.

30. And Aaron and all the sons of Israel saw Moses, and
behold the skin of his faces shone, and they were afraid of ap-

proaching to him.

31. And Moses called to them, and there returned to niuj
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Aaron and all the princes in the assembly, and Moses spake to

them.
32. And afterwards came near all the sons of Israel, and he

commanded them all things which Jehovah spake with him in

Mount Sinai.

33. And Moses left off speaking with them, and gave a vail

over his faces.

34. And in Moses entering-iu before Jehovah to speak with

Him, he removed the vail even to his going out ; and he went
out and spake to the sons of Israel that which was commanded.

35. And the sons of Israel saw the faces of Muses, that the

skin of the faces of Moses shone, and Moses drew back the vail

over his faces even to his entering-in to speak with Him.

THE CONTENTS.

10.598. THE subject treated of in this chapter in the in-

ternal sense is the church about to be established with the Is-

raelitish nation ; but whereas that nation was of such a quality

that they could not receive the Divine from within, they were
received that the representative of a church, and not a church,
might be amongst them ; which subject is treated of from ver-

ses 1 to 9.

10.599. The subject afterwards treated of in the internal

sense is the principal things of the church, which were altoge-

ther to be observed that they might represent a church, from
verses 10 to 28.

10.600. The subject lastly treated of is the transparency of the

Divine Internal of the Word, of the church, and of worship by
[or through] their external, but not before that nation. This is

signified by the shining of the skin of the face of Moses, and
the interposition of a vail when he spake with the people,
treated of from verse 29 to the end.

THE INTERNAL SENSE.

10,601. VERSES 1 to 9. And Jehovah said to Moses, hew
for thyself two tables of stones according to the former, and 1
will write upon the tables the words which were on the former
tables, which thou hast broken. And be preparedfor the morning,

and thou shalt ascend in the morning to Mount Sinai, and shall

standfor Me there on the head of the mountain. And there shall

not any one ascend with thee, and also there shall not any one be

seen in the whole mountain ; also theflock and the herd shall not

feed over against this mountain. And he hewed, two tables of
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stones according to the former, and Moses rose in the morning
early, and ascended to Mount Sinai,as Jehovah commanded him

,

and took in his hand the two tables of stones. And Jehovah de-

scended in a cloud, and stood with him there, and called on the

name of Jehovah. And Jehovah passed upon his faces, and
invoked, Jehovah, Jehovah, God merciful and gracious, long-

suffering to angers, and great in good?iess and truth / keeping

goodness to thousands, bearing iniquity, andprevarication, and
sin, and absolving absolveth not ; visiting the iniquity of the

fathers upon the sons and sons of sons, upon the thirds and upon
the fourths. And Moses hastened, and bended himself to the

earth, and adored. And said, if, Ipray, 1 havefoundfavor
[or grace] in Thine eyes, 0 Lord, let the Lord go Lpray in
the midst of us, because the people they are hard of neck, and
be propitious to our iniquity and to our sin ; and make us thine

inheritance. And Jehovah said to Moses, signifies what was
concluded concerning the Israelitish nation. Hew tor thy-

self two tables of stones according to the former, signifies the

external of the Word, of the church, and of worship, such as

it was for the sake of that nation. And I will write on the tables

the words which were on the former tables, which thou hast

broken, signifies their interior Divine celestial and spiritual

things also in those externals. And be prepared for the morn-
ing, and thou shalt ascend to Mount Sinai, signifies a new
rising of the revelation of Divine Truth. And thou shalt stand

for Me there on the head of the mountain, signifies from the

inmost heaven where the Divine Love is. And there shall not

any one ascend with thee, signifies that the Israelitish nation

cannot be in Divine Truth. And also there shall not any one be
seen in the whole mountain, signifies that they are altogether

removed from it, thus out of it. Also the flock and the herd

shall not feed over against this mountain, signifies that neither

could they be instructed concerning the interior and exterior

good of the church, of worship, and of the Word. And he
hewed two tables of stones according to the former, signifies

the external of the Word, of the church, and of worship. Buch

as was for the sake of the Israelitish nation. And Moses rose

in the morning early, and ascended to Mount Sinai, signifies a

new rising of the revelation of the Divine Truth. As Jehovah
commanded him, signifies that it was done because they were
urgent. And he took in his hand the two tables, signifies the

external of the Word, of the church, and of worship, such as

was for the sake of the Israelitish nation. And Jehovah de-

scended in a cloud, and stood with him there, signifies the

external of the Word in which is the Divine. And called on

the name of Jehovah, signifies the worship of the Lord from
the truths and goods of faith and love. And Jehovah passed

upon His faces, signifies internal Divine things in external.
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And invoked, Jehovah, Jehovah, God merciful and gracious,

signifies the Divine itself, the Divine Human and the Divine

Proceeding, from whom is all good. Long suffering to angers,

signifies the Divine clemency. And great in goodness and

truth, signifies that He is good itself and truth itself. Keeping
goodness to thousands, signifies to eternity. Bearing iniquity,

prevarication, and sin, signifies the removal of evil and its false

that it does not appear. And absolving absolveth not, signifies

endurance even to consummation. Visiting the iniquity of the

fathers upon the sons and upon the sons of sons, signifies the

rejection and damnation of evils and the falses thence derived

in a long series. On the thirds and on the fourths, signifies of

falses and the evils thence derived. And Moses hastened, and
bended himself to the earth, and adored, signifies reception on

the occasion from influx into the external, and worship grounded
in humiliation. And said, if, I pray, I have found favor in

Thine eyes, O Lord, signifies because such an external was
received. Let the Lord, I pray, go in the midst of us, signifies

that the Divine may be within in it. Because the people they

are hard of neck, signifies although the Israelitish nation does

not receive the Divine from within. And be propitious to our
iniquity, and to our sin, signifies that their interiors may
be removed which abound with falses and evils. And make
us Thine inheritance, signifies that still the church may be
there.

10,602. " And Jehovah said to Moses "—-that hereby is

signified what was concluded concerning the Israelitish nation,

appears from the signification of saying, when from Jehovah to

Moses, as denoting a reply, but in this case what is con-

cluded, since said involves the things which follow, because
those are the things which He said, or which are said; here
therefore by said is signified what was concluded concerning
the Israelitish nation, which was treated of in the two preceding
chapters ; it was concluded, that a church indeed might be in-

stituted amongst them, and the Word might be written amongst
them, but that they were only in things external, and not at

all in what is internal. To be in things external and not in

what is internal, is to worship external things as holy, without
acknowledgment of the Lord, and without love to God for the
sake of God, but for the sake of self, which is to love self and
not God

;
yea it is to avert themselves from God, and not to

convert themselves to God; but whereas they could be in a
holy external for the sake of themselves, and this could be mira-
culously converted into a holy external for the sake of God by
the spirits attendant upon them, and be received from these by
the angels, and thus be elevated into a holy internal, therefore
that nation was still received, on which subject see n. 10,500,
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10,570. This conclusion is what is contained in this chapter,

thus what is signified by Jehovah said to Moses.
10,603. " Hew for thyself two tables of stones according

to the former "—that hereby is signified the external of the

Word, of the church, and of worship, such as it was for the

6ake of that nation, appears from the signification of tables

of stones, as denoting the external of the Word, see n. 10,453,

10,461. The external of the Word is the sense of its letter

;

the reason why it is also the external of the church and of

worship, is, because the church is from the Word, and also

worship, for all the truth which is of faith, and the good
which is of love, which constitute the church, and also wor-
ship, must be from the Word

;
hence, inasmuch as in the

Word there is an external and an internal, there is also an
external and an internal in the church and in worship ; and
from the signification of hewing them, when by Moses, as

denoting to make such an external for the sake of that nation,

of which we shall speak presently ; and from the signification

of according to the former, as denoting in imitation, for the

former were made by Jehovah ; that the former, which were
made by Jehovah, were broken by Moses, when he saw the

worship of the golden calf instead of Jehovah by that nation,

was of providence ; inasmuch as the external of the Word,
which is signified by the two tables of stones, could not be
written such with that nation, which in heart was merely
idolatrous ; hence it is, that the former tables were broken,

and it was now said to Moses, that he should hew others in

imitation of the former. It is said in imitation, because the

internal 6ense remained and the external sense was changed ;

the internal sense is signified by Jehovah writing on these

tables the same words which were on the former. That this

subject may be rendered more evident, it is allowed here to

explain in what manner the external sense or 6ense of the letter

was changed for the sake of that nation. For the sake of that

nation altars, burnt-offerings, sacrifices, meat-offerings, and
libations, were commanded, and on this account, both in the

historical and prophetical Word, those things are mentioned
as the most holy things of worship, when yet they were allowed

of, because they were first instituted by Eber, and were al-

together unknown in the ancient representative church, on

which subject, see n. 111*8, 2180, 2818. For the sake of that

nation also it came to pass, that Divine worship was performed
in Jerusalem alone, and that on this account that city was
esteemed holy, and was also called holy, both in the historical

and prophetical Word ; the reason was, because that nation

was in heart idolatrous, and therefore unless they had all met
together at that city on each festival, every one in his owi/
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place would have worshiped some god of the gentiles, or a

graven and molten thing. For the sake of that nation also

it was forbidden to celebrate holy worship on mountains and
in groves, as the ancients, the reason of which prohibition was,

lest they should set idols there, and should worship the very

trees. For the sake of that nation also it was permitted to

marry several wives, which was a thing altogether unknown in

ancient times, and likewise to put away their wives for various

causes ; hence laws were enacted concerning such marriages
and divorces, which otherwise would not have entered the ex-

ternal of the Word, on which account this external is called by
the Lord [the external] of Moses, and said to be granted for

the hardness of their heart, Matt. xix. 8. For the sake of

that nation mention is so often made of Jacob, and likewise of

the twelve sons of Israel, as being the only elect and heirs, as

in the Apocalypse vii. 4 to 8, and in other places, although they

were such as they are described in the song of Mose3, Dent,
xxxii. 15 to 43, and also in the prophets throughout, and by
the Lord Himself. Besides other things, which form the exter-

nal of the "Word for the sake of that nation. This external is

what is signified by the two tables hewed by Moses. That still

in that external there is a Divine internal not changed, is signi-

fied by Jehovah writing on these tables the same words which
were on the former tables.

10,604. " And I will write on the tables the words which
were on the former tables, which thou hast broken "—that

hereby are signified their interior Divine celestial and spiritual

things also in those externals, appears from the signification of

these tables, as denoting the externals of the Word, of the
church, and of worship, see above, n. 10,603 ; and from the
signification of the words which Jehovah wrote upon them, aa
denoting interior Divine things, thus the things which are of the
internal sense, see n. 10,413, 10,461 ; which things, since they
appear in heaven before the angels, and in the light there, are
called celestial and spiritual things; the celestial things are
those which are of love, and the spiritual things those which are
of faith derived from love. From which considerations it is evi-
dent, that by I will write on the tables the words which were on
the former tables which thou hast broken, is signified that the
interior Divine celestial and spiritual things of the Word, of

the church, and of worship, are also in these externals. How
the case herein is, may be seen in the article immediately pre-
ceding. Inasmuch as at this day it is altogether unknown that
in the Word there is an internal sense, yea, what the internal
sense of tlie Word is, it may be expedient to say a few words
further concerning it. The ideas of the thought of angels are
not natural, such as are the ideas of the thought of men, but
they are spiritual ; nevertheless the quality of their spiritual ideas
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can hardly be comprehended by man, except by interior thought
and reflection on the first rudiments of their thoughts, which,
that they are without expressions of speech, is known from this

circumstance, that they are such that man can in a moment com-
prehend more things than he is able to express by speech in any
given time; these ideas of thought appertain to his spirit; but
the ideas of thought which man comprehends, and which fall into

expressions, are natural : and by the learned are called materia!

;

whereas the former or interior ideas are called spiritual, and by
the learned immaterial ; into these ideas man comes after death,

when he becomes a spirit, and by these ideas he consociates in

discourse with other spirits. There is a correspondence between
these ideas and the former, and by correspondence the former are

turned into these, orspiritual ideas into natural, when man speaks.

This is not known to man, because he does not reflect upon it,

and no others are capable of reflecting upon it, but those who
think interiorly, that is, who think in their spirit abstractedly

from the body ; sensual men are utterly unable to do this. Now
since there is correspondence between spiritual thought and
natural, and since the angels are in spiritual thought, hence
the angels perceive spiritually what man perceives naturally,

and this in an instant without any reflection on the difference;

this is effected principally when man reads the Word, or when
he thinks from the Word, for the Word is so written, that there

is correspondence in all and singular things. As for example,
when man reads these words of the Lord in Matthew, " After
the affliction of those days the sun shall be obscured, and the moon
shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven,

and the virtues of the heavens shall be moved; then shall appear
the sign of the Son of Man, and then shall all the tribes of the

earth mourn ; and they shall see the Son ofMan coming in the

clouds of heaven with virtue and glory" xxiv. 29, 30. These
words the angels perceive altogether otherwise than man

;
by

the sun which shall be obscured they do not perceive the sun,

but love to the Lord
;
by the moon they do not perceive the

moon, but faith in the Lord ; nor by stars, stars, but the know-
ledges of good and truth

;
by the Son of Man, they perce ive

the Lord as to Divine Truth
;
by the tribes of the earth, all the

truths of the church; by the clouds of heaven, they perceive

the Word in the sense of the letter; and by virtue and glory,

the Word in the internal sense. Into this understanding of those

words the angels come in an instant from correspondence, when
man reads them ; nor do they know that man thinks of the sun,

of the moon, of the stars, of the clouds of heaven, &c. the reason

is, because the angels are in a spiritual idea, and a spiritual idea

is such, that the things which are of nature are turned into things

of heavenly light, which is the Divine Truth from the Lord.

Another reason why the angels so perceive the Word, when man
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reads it, is, because angels are attendant on men, and dwell in

tlieir affections ; and because man as to bis spirit is in society

with spirits, and as to interior thought, which is spiritual, with

the angels of heaven. Hence also man has the faculty of think-

ing. These observations are intended to show what the internal

Bense of the Word is, or what the interior things of the Word,
of the church, and of worship are, which are called celestial and
spiritual things.

10.605. " And be prepared for the morni.ig, and thou shalt

come up to Mount Sinai "—that hereby is signified a new rising

<A' the revelation of Divine Truth, appears from the significa-

tion of morning, as denoting a rising state, or a rising, in tin's

case a new rising, of which we shall speak presently ; and from
the signification of Mount Sinai, as denoting heaven whence
comes the Divine Truth, thus whence comes revelation, see n.

8S05, 8931, 9420. The reason why morning denotes a rising

state or rising, is, because all times signify states, inasmuch as

in heaven time is not thought of, but only changes of state as

to affections, and the thoughts thence derived ; and because
changes of state there are as the times of the day. which are

morning, mid-day, evening and night, and morning is that

from which they commence. It may seem strange that in hea-

ven there are not times, when yet the inhabitants live there one
amongst another like men in the world, yet with a difference as

to intelligence, wisdom and happiness ; but the reason is, be-

cause the light there which is from the sun, which is the Lord,

does not undergo diurnal vicissitudes like light from the sun in

the world, but varies according to states of love and faith with
the angels, which states undergo vicissitudes like states of heat,

of light, and of shade, every day in the earth. The reason of

this is, because the light from the sun there, which [sun] is the

Lord, is Divine Truth, and the heat from that sun is love, with
which the angels are affected as men are with the state of light

and heat in the world. That light in heaven is from the Lord,

as a sun there, see the passages cited, n. 9548, 96S4. That
that light is Divine Truth, from which angels and men derive

intelligence and wisdom, see the passages cited, n. 9548, 96S4,

9571, 10,569. That times signify states, see the passages cited,

n. 10,133. That in heaven states vary like the times of the day
and the year in the world, n. 5962, 8426. That morning is the

beginning of those states, thus a new rising, n. 8427, 10,114.

That in heaven there is a state of evening and twilight, but not

a state of night, n. 6110.

10.606. " And thou shalt stand for Me there on the head
of the mountain "—that hereby is signified from the inmost
heaven where the Divine Love is, appears from the significa-

tion of Mount Sinai, as denoting heaven, whence comes revela-
tion, see n. 8805, 8931, 9420 ; and from the signification of

vol. x. 30
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its head or top, as denoting the inmost heaven, see n. 9422,
9434. The reason why it denotes where the Divine Love is, is

because in the inmost heaven celestial love reigns, which is

love to the Lord from the Lord ; but in the inferior heavens,

spiritual love reigns, which is charity towards the neighbor,

see n. 10,438. Hence it is evident that by be prepared for the

morning, and thou shalt come up to Mount Sinai, and shalt.

stand for Me there on the head of the mountain, is signified a

new rising of the revelation of Divine Truth from the inmost
heaven where the Divine Love is, thus from the Divine Love;
hence also the Word descends, which is Divine Revelation.

10,607. " And there shall not any one ascend with thee "

—

that hereby is signified that the Israelitish nation could not be
in Divine Truth, appears from the signification of not ascend-

ing, in this case into Mount Sinai with Moses, as denoting not

into heaven whence the revelation of Divine Truth is, thus not

to be able to be in Divine Truth, for by Mount Sinai is sig-

nified heaven, whence comes the revelation of Divine Truth,

see n. 8805, 8931, 9420, 10,605 ; and by Moses is represented

the external of the church, of worship, and of the Word,
which receives Divine Truth. That the Israelitish nation is

meant, is evident, for it is said concerning it, that there shall

not any one ascend with thee, and that neither shall any one
be seen in the whole mountain. That Moses here represents

the external of the Word, of the church, and of worship, which
receives Divine Truth, is manifest from all the things contained

in this chapter ; as that Moses ascended into Mount Sinai, and
stood there in its head ; and that the people was to be removed
thence ; in what follows also Jehovah speaks to Moses, as to

him, and not to the people, as in verse 10, u And the people shall

6ee, in the midst of whom thou art, that this is a wonderful
thing which I do with theef and in verse 11, "Keep to thyself

that which I command thee to-day ; behold I drive outfrom thy

faces :" verse 12, Take heed to thyself lest peradventure thou

establish a covenant with the inhabitant of the earth, upon which
thou comest;" verse 14, " Thou shalt not bote thyself to another

god ;" veree 15, " Lest peradventure thou establish a covenant,

and he call thee, and thou eat of his sacrifice ;" verse 16, " Thou
shalt not lake of his daughters for thy sons," and so forth. And
afterwards that the skin of the face of Moses shone, and that

the people were afraid to come to him ; and that on this account
he put a vail on his face when he spake with the people. From
which considerations it is evident, that Moses in this chapter

represents the external of the Word, of the church, and of

worship, which receives Divine Truth, thus by [or through]

which internal Divine Truth is translucent. That Moses re pre-

sents that external, and not the internal, is also evident from all

the tilings in this chapter ; tie that Jehovah descended in a
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cloud, and stood with him ; tor by a cloud is signified the exter-

nal of the Word ; and then that Jehovah commanded the exter-

nals of the church and of worship, which were to be observed by

him, and not the internals. The like external was represented

by Moses in the preceding chapter, as is evident from verses

7 to 11, and from verses 17 to 23, see n. 10,563, 10,571 ; but

the external, which did not receive the internal, appertained to

the Israelitish nation.

10,608. " And also there shall not any one be seen in the

whole mountain "—that hereby is signified that they are alto-

gether removed from it, thus out of it, appears from the signifi-

cation of mountain, in this case the mountain of Horeb, as

denoting heaven in the whole complex, thus also Divine Truth
;

for whether we speak of heaven or Divine Truth, it is the same
thing, since the angels, of whom heaven consists, are receptions

of Divine Truth ; the whole extent of that mountain was called

Horeb, and the more elevated part, in the midst of it was
Mount Sinai, hence by Horeb is signified heaven, or what is

the same thing, Divine Truth in the whole complex ; its in-

ternal by Mount Sinai, and its external by the mountainous
country round about ; hence it is that by Horeb, when the

:nountainous country round about is also meant, is signified

jvhat is external, see n. 10,543. The Israelitish nation, inas-

much as they were in an external which did not receive the

internal, thus in an external separate from the internal, or

what is the same thing, out of that principle in which the in-

ternal was, were on that account commanded not to be seen any
of them in the whole mountain. The like is signified by that,

nation standing at the door of the tent in which Moses was, and
bowing themselves to it, chap, the foregoing, verses 8, 9, 10

;

see n. 10,545 to 10,555. It may be expedient here briefly to

say from what ground it is that Mount Horeb and Sinai signify

heaven and the Divine Truth. It is believed in the world that

angels are in a region above that of the atmosphere, and sub-

sist there as aerial beings, and that they have no plane to stand

upon. The reason why such an opinion prevails in the minds
of the generality of mankind, is, because they do not compre-
hend that angels and spirits are in a like form with men on
earth ; thus that they have faces, that they have arms and
hands, that they have feet, in a word that they have body ; and
still less that they have habitations or abodes ; when yet angels

and spirits dwell amongst one another altogether like men he-re

below, the celestial angels on mountains, and the spiritual

angels on rocks, and they who are not yet made angels, on

plains between the mountains and rocks ; but the infernal spi-

rits beneath the mountains and rocks. These observations are

made, to the intent that it may be known from what ground it

is, that mountains in the Word signify heaven, and specifically
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Mount Horeb and Mount Sinai. The interior angels also dwell
higher upon the mountains, and the higher they dwell, so much
the more interior and perfect they are. Hence it is evident
why Jehovah descended on the top of Mount Sinai, when the

law was promulgated, and why Moses was ordered to stand

with Him on the head of the mountain. Mountains in the

earths are not heaven, but represent the mountains on which
the angels in heaven dwell.

10,609. " Also the flock and the herd shall not feed over
against this mountain "—that hereby is signified that neither

could they be instructed concerning the interior and exterior

good of the church, of worship, and of the Word, appears
from the signification of the flock, as denoting interior good,
and from the signification of the herd, as denoting exterior

good, see n. 5913, 6048, 8937 ; and from the signification ot

feeding, as denoting to be instructed, see n. 5201, 6277 ; and
from the signification of mountain, in this case Mount Horeb,
as denoting the external of the church, of worship, and of the

Word, see n. 10,543. Hence it is evident, that by those words
is signified, that neither could that nation be instructed con-

cerning the interior and (: :terior good of the church, of worship,

and of the Word, since they were out of that external, and not

in any manner within. The reason why they could not be
instructed concerning that good, was, because they were in the

loves of self and of the world, and they who are in those loves,

cannot in any wise know what celestial and spiritual good is,

tl i n> what the good of the church is, for this good is spiritual

and celestial, because Divine ; if that good was described to

them, they would not at all comprehend it, inasmuch as the

internal, where the preception of that good is, is closed with

them. That such things are signified by the flock and herd

not feeding over against the mountain, may seem strange to

those, who keep the mind fixed in the historical sense of the

Word only, and do not think further, that any thing is sig-

nified respecting the nation itself; nor do they know [that

any thing is signified], who are not acquainted with the in-

ternal sense of the Word, in which sense flock and herd do not

signify flock and herd, but interior and exterior good apper-

taining to man ; for what has the Word, which is Divine, in

common with flock and herd, or with beast, which only relates

to men, their worship, love, and faith, thus to such things as

constitute the church ; in this respect the Word is Divine.

That flock and herd signify such things, and not flock and
herd, is manifest from the passages in the Word where they

are named, as in David, "Thou hast made Him to have
dominion over the works of Thy hands, and hast put all things

under his feet, all flocks and herds, and also the beasts of the

tiel<ls" Psalm viii. 6, 7. The subject here treated of is the
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Lord and His pow er over all things in heaven and in earth
;

and by flocks and herds are signified the interior and exte-

rior goods appertaining to men. and by beasts, the affections

Appertaining to them. According to any other sense of the

words, of what consequence would it be to describe the

power of the Lord, which is Divine, over flocks, herds, and
beasts ? That beasts denote the affections appertaining to

man, see the passages cited, n. 9280. And in Joel, " The
day of Jehovah is nigh, as a devastation from Schaddai it shall

come ; the beast sighs, the companies of the herd arc perplexed,

because they have no pasture, also the companies of theflock are

desolate," i. 18. In this passage also beasts denote the aTections

appertaining to man, companies of the herd and of the flock

denote interior and exterior goods ; for the subject there treated

of is the coining of the Lord, which is signified by the day of

Jehovah ; and concerning the church at that time that it was vas-

tated, that is, that there was no longer at that time any good of

love, or good of faith, these goods being the things which are

signified by beasts, herds, and flocks
;
according to any other

meaning of the words, what sense could there be in the beasts

sighing, the companies of the herd being perplexed, and the

companies of the flock being desolate, for what has this to do
with the church? by the pasture which at that time they had
not, is signified that there is no truth by which they may be
instructed. And in Jeremiah, " Shame hath devoured the

labor of our fathers from our childhood, their flocks and their

herds, and their sons and their daughters," iii. 21. In this

passage also by flocks and herds are signified the goods of the

church, which are the goods of love and faith, interior and
exterior. And in Isaiah, " I will bring forth a seed out of

Jacob, and out of Judah an inheritor of My mountains, then
Sharon shall befor the habitation of a flock, and the valley of

Achor for the herd to lie down in, for My people who have
sought Me," lxv. 10. By Jacob and Judah in this passage is

not meant the people of Jacob and of Judah, but the ceiestial

church external and internal, by Jacob the external, by Judah
the internal ; the internal good of that church by the habita-

tion of a flock, and the external by a place for the herd to lie

dou n in ; Sharon is the internal principle where that good is,

and the valley of Achor is the external ; that Sharon denotes
the internal principle of the celestial church, is manifest from
the passages where Sharon is mentioned, as in Isaiah, chap,
xxxiii. 9, and chap. xxxv. 2 ; and that the valley of Achor
denotes the external of that church, see Hosea, chap. ii. 15.

And in Hosea, " Israel, Ephnaim, and Judah, with their flocks

and with their herds, shall go to seek Jehovah and shall not

find," v. 6. In this passage also flocks and herds signify the

interiors and exteriors appertaining to those who are meant
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by Israel, Ephraim, and Judah ; otherwise to what purpose

would it be that they should go with flocks and herds to seek

Jehovah.
10.611. " And Moses arose in the morning early, and went

up to Mount Sinai"—that hereby is signified a new rising of

the revelation of Divine Truth, appears from what was shown
above, n. 10,605, where like words occur.

10.612. " As Jehovah commanded him "—that hereby is

signitied that it was so done because they were urgent, appears

from the signification of Jehovah commanding, when concern-

ing such an external of the Word, for the sake of the Israelitish

nation, which is signified by the two tables of stones hewed by
Moses, as denoting that it was so done because they were
urgent ; in the Word throughout, where the Israelitish nation

is treated of, and the representative worship instituted amongst
them, it is said that Jehovah commanded, and thereby is not

signified what was well-pleasing, but permission that it might
so be done because they were urgent ; for they were urgent to

be introduced into the land of Canaan, and that Jehovah might
be with them, consequently that a church might be instituted

amongsf them ; that they were urgent, see n. 10,430, 10,335.

To illustrate this by an example
;
they were to offer on the

altars burnt-offerings, sacrifices, meat-offerings, and libations,

concerning which several laws were enacted, and concern-

ing which it is also said that Jehovah commanded, when yet

those tilings were not commanded but permitted, as may be ma-
nifest from the passages adduced from the Word, n. 2180. In

like manner they were allowed to marry several wives and to

give a bill of divorce for any cause whatsoever, when yet Je-

hovah did not command this, although it is so said, but only

permitted it on account of the hardness of their hearts, Matt,

xix. 7, 8 ; and so in several other cases.

10.613. " And he took in his hand the two tables"—that

hereby is signitied the external of the Word, of the church,

and of worship, such as it was for the sake of the Israelitish

nation, appears from what was shown above, n. 10,603, con-

cernin«r the signification of the two tables which were hewed
by Moses.

10.614. " And Jehovah descended in a cloud, and stood

with him there"—that hereby is signified the external of the

Word wherein is the Divine, appears from the signification

of a cloud, as denoting the sense of the letter of the Word,
thus its external, see preface to chap, xviii. Gen. and n. 4060,

4391,5922, 6343, 6752, 8106, 8781, 9430, 10,574 ; and i'rom

the signification of standing with Moses there, when con-

cerning Jehovah, as denoting the Divine therein. The rea

son whv Jehovah appeared to Moses in a cloud, is, because

v Mo-is in tliia chapter is represented the external of the
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Word, which receives the internal, see above, n. 10,607 ; for the

Lord appears to every one according to his quality, n. 6832,

8814, 8819, 9464, 10,551. It may be expedient here briefly to

say what the external is, which receives the internal, and what the

external which does not receive. In the Word there is an ex-

ternal sense, there is an internal sense, and there is an inmost
sense. The Word in the external sense is such as it appears in the

letter; this sense is natural, because it is accommodated to the

apprehension of men, for men think naturally ; but the Word
in the internal sense is spiritual, which sense is accommodated
to the understanding of the angels in the spiritual kingdom of

the Lord ; for those angels think spiritually ; but the Word in

the inmost sense is celestial, this sense being accommodated to

the perception of the angels in the celestial kingdom of the Lord,

for the angels in that kingdom think super-spiritually. Inas-

much as the Word is such, it follows that one is in another in a
like order, the inmost in the internal, and the internal in the

external ; hence the connection of all, and influx according to

connection, and hence the subsistence of one from another

;

from whicli considerations it is evident, that interior things in

order are in what is external, in like manner as what is prior is

in what is posterior successively, or as the end is in the cause,

and the cause in the effect ; or as with man, the will is in the

thought, and the thought in the speech. When therefore

man is such, that in the externals of the Word, of the church,

and of worship, he perceives a holy principle inwardly in him-
self, there appertains to him an external in which is the internal,

for that holy principle is from the internal, because from heaven;
this external is what Moses represents. But when man is such,

that in the external of the Word, of the church, and of worship,

lie does not perceive an internal holy principle, then there ap-

pertains to him an external separate from the internal ; in this

external was the Israelitish nation, see n. 10,396.

10,615. ,k And called on the name of Jehovah "—that hereby
is signified the worship of the Lord, from the truths and goods
of faith and love, and thus preparation for reception, appears
from the signification of calling on the name of Jehovah, as de-

noting the worship of the Lord from the truths and goods of

faith and love, for by calling on is signified worship, see n. 440,

2724 ; and by the name of Jehovah, every thing in one complex
by which the Lord is worshiped, thus every thing of faith and
love, u. ^724, 6774, 9310; and that the name of Jehovah is the

Lord as io the Divine Human, see n. 2628, 6887 ; and that Je-

hovah in the Word is the Lord, see the passages cited, n. 9373.

Hence it is evident that by calling on the name of Jehovah, is

signified the worship of the Lord from the truths and goods of

faith and love ; the reason why it also denotes preparation for

reception, is, because the subject treated of in what now follows
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is the Israelitish nation about to be received, for which Moses
intercedes.

10.616. " And Jehovah passed upon his faces"—that hereby
are signified internal Divine things upon external, appears from
the representation of Moses, as denoting the external which re-

ceives the internal, 6ee above, n. 10,607, 10,611 ; hence by Je-

hovah passing upon his faces is signified the internal Divine
upon the external.

10.617. " And invoked Jehovah, Jehovah, God merciful

and gracious "—that hereby is signified the Divine Itself, the

Divine Human, and the Divine proceeding, from which is all

good, appears from the signification of invoking Jehovah, as de-

noting the worship of the Lord, see n. 440, 2724 ; and whereas
the Divine of the Lord is three-fold, namely, the Divine Itself

which is called the Father, the Divine Human which is called

the Son, and the Divine Proceeding which is called the Holy
Spirit ; on this account it is here said Jehovah, Jehovah, God.
The reason why the Divine Itself which is the Father, and the

Divine Human which is the Son is called Jehovah, Jehovah, and
the Divine Proceeding is called God, is, because the Lord, as to

the Divine Itself and as to the Divine Human, is Divine Good,
and as to the Divine Proceeding is Divine Truth ; wherefore in

the Word, where the Divine Good is treated of, the Lord is

called Jehovah, and where the Divine Truth is treated of, He is

called God, see n. 2769, 2807, 2822, 3921, 4402, 9167, 10,158 ;

and from the signification of Merciful and Gracious, asdenoting
that from Ilim is all good; for by doing mercy is signified to

gift with celestial good, and by doing grace [or favor] is signi-

fied to gift with spiritual good, see n. 10,577. What celestial

good is, and what spiritual good, see also in the same article.

10.618. " Long-suffering to angers "—that hereby is signi-

fied the Divine clemenc}', appears from the signification of long-

suffering to angers, when concerning Jehovah, as denoting that

he long sustains the evils of man, for long-suffering denotes to

sustain and bear for a long time, and angers denote the evils

appertaining to man. The reason why angers, when they are

predicated of Jehovah, denote the evils appertaining to man, is,

because evil is angry, and in no case good, and evil appertains

to man, and in no case to the Lord, for the Lord is good itself:

nevertheless it is attributed to the Lord, because it so appears to

man, when he does not obtain what he desires, and when he is

punished on account of evil. Since then long-suffering to an-

gers, when concerning Jehovah, denotes to sustain for a long
time the evils appertaining toman, it hence follows that by it is

signified the Divine clemency. As to what concerns anger, it

is further to be noted, that evil is angry, and in no case good, for

to be angry is to will evil to another, which good cannot do, for

good consists in willing good to another; all evil has in it en-
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niity, hatred, revenge, and cruelty; in these things and from
these evil has its delight ; and moreover evil hates good, because

good is opposite to its delights, hence when evil cannot hurt

good, which it is ever attempting to do, in this case it is hist

indignant, afterwards it is angry: whether we speak of evil, or

of an evil man, it is the same thing, for evil is in man, as in

its subjects : and since such evil is against good, therefore such

is against the Divine, for all good is the Divine appertaining to

man, because it is from the Divine ; hence it is that an evil man
is always angry against the Divine, although he externally

speaks otherwise before men ; this speaking otherwise is either

from hypocrisy, or from this consideration, that he is willing that

the Divine should favor him in all things, by giving whatsoever

he desires, that he may also on his own account take vengeance

on all against whom he bears hatred ; but as soon as he sees

that this is not done, and especially if he himself is punished on

account of his evil, lie is then angry against God, even to deny
Him, and also in heart to blaspheme Him : that this is the case,

is manifested clearly in the other life, for in that life man acts

according to his interiors, and not according to exteriors as in

the world ; and punishment in that life adheres to its evil, and
as it were inheres. See what has been shown above, as that

anger is evil, n. 6358, 6359 : that anger and evil are attributed

to God, when yet they appertain to man, and nothing of evil is

from God, see the passages cited, n. 9306, 10,431 ; and that

evil has punishment along with it, n. 1857, 8214, 8223, 8226,

9049.

10.619. " And great in goodness and truth"—that hereby is

signified that He is good itself and truth itself, appears from
this consideration, that the Divine is infinite, and concerning

infinite nothing can be said but that it is It Itself, or It Is, thus

good itself, and because it is good itself, it is also truth itself,

since all truth is of good ; but this Itself is expressed in the

sense of the letter by great in goodness and truth, thus finitely

on account of the state of finite perception appertaining to man.
That the Divine is good itself, is manifest in Matthew, "Jesus
said to the young man, Why callest thou Me yoodf there is none
good but one God" xix. 17, by which is meant that it is the

Lord who alone is good, thus good itself: and that He is truth

itself is manifest in John, " Jesus said, I am the way, and the

truth, and the life," xiv. 6.

10.620. " Keeping goodness to thousands"—that hereby is

signified to eternity, appears from the signification of goodness,
when concerning Jehovah, as denoting good itself, as just above,
n. 10,619 ; and from the signification of to thousands, as deno-
ting for ever and to eternity, see n. 2575, 8715.

10.621. " Bearing iniquity, prevarication, and sin "—that

hereby is siguified the removal of evil and its false that it may
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not appear, is manifest from the signification of bearing or taking
away, as denoting to remove that it may not appear, of which
we shall speak presently ; and from the signification of iniquity,

of prevarication, and of sin, as denoting evils, and because they

are evils, they are also their falses, for every evil is conjoined to

its false ; but what evil is signified by iniquity, what by preva
rication, and what by sin, see n. 9156. The reason why bearing
and taking away evil denotes to remove it that it may not ap-

pear, is, because the evils appertaining to man cannot be taken
away, but only be removed so as not to appear, and when they
do not appear, it is believed that they are taken away ; there-

fore in the sense of the letter of the Word it is said that they are

taken away and altogether rejected ; that the evils appertaining
to man are not taken away, but only removed so as not to ap-

pear, see the passages cited, n. 10,057.

10,622. "And absolving He will not absolve"—that hereby
is signified eudurance even to consummation, appears from the

signification of absolving, as denoting to remit sin, but when it

is added [He will not absolve], it denotes to endure [or tolerate]

;

the reason why it denotes even to consummation, is, because
evil is tolerated by the Lord until it is consummated or fulfilled.

In the Word throughout mention is made of the consummation
of the age, and it is said of evil that it is consummated, or not

consummated; and when it is consummated, that then is visita-

tion. Inasmuch as this is signified by the above words, ab-

solving Ue will not absolve, it may be expedient briefly to say
what is meant thereby. In general by consummation is meant
the end of the church, and the end of the church then is, when
there is no louger any charity and any faith, because then the

church averts itself altogether from the Lord, and is no longer

in any good, but in evil ; then is said to be its consummation,
and then is elfected visitation ; when visitation is effected all

they are rejected who are in evil, and all are received who are in

good. Visitation is eflected in the other life, where all are toge-

ther who have been of the church from its beginning even to

its end. The rejection of the evil into hell, and the salvation ot

the good on the occasion, is what is called the last judgment.

Consummation in particular is effected with every man nearly

in like manner; every one, when he comes into the other life,

which is the case immediately after death, is tolerated amongst

the good, although he be evil. But in process of time his

interiors are opened, and if these be evil, he is then brought

by degrees into his own evil, until he becomes his own evil

as to will, and the false of his evil as to understanding ;
when

this is effected, evi' is said to be consummated with him,

and he is then cas; into hell ; these are the things which are

meant by absolving He will not absolve. The like is meant by

what Jehovah said to Moses, " Nowyo lead the people to what
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I said to thee ;
behold, My angel shall go before thee ; a::d in

the day ofMy visitation Iwill visit upon them their sin" Exod.

xxxii. 34. That consummation is the end of the church is ma
nifest from the following passages, " With Israel and with Judah
I will not make consummation, neither rendering will I render

thee innocent, because thy breach is desperate, thy wound is in-

curable, thou hast no medicines of restoration," Jer. xxx. 11, 12,

13
;
chap. xlvi. 28. Again, " Thine iniouity is consummated, O

daughter of Zion ; He will visit thine iniquity, O daughter of

Edoin, he will manifest thy sins," Lam. iv. 22. And in Daniel,
" Seventy weeks are decided upon thy people, to consummate
prevarication, and to seal up sins, and to expiate iniquity. At
length on the bird of abominations shall be desolation, an&even
to the consummation," ix. 24, 27. And in Matthew, " The har-

vest is the consummation of the age, as the tares are gathered to-

gether and burned with fire, so shall it be in the consummation of
the aye," xiii. 39, 40. Again, " The disciples said to Jesus, tell

us, what is the sign ofThy coming, and of the consummation of
the age" xxiv. 3. Again, "Jesus said, "Lo! J am with you
all days, even to the consummation of the age," xxviii. 20.

10,623. " Visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the sons

and on the sons of sons"—that hereby is signified the rejection

and damnation of evils and of the falses thence derived in along
series, appears from the signification of visiting, as denoting the

ejection and damnation of evils, of which we shall speak pre-

sently ; and from the signification of fathers, as denoting goods,

and in the opposite sense evils, see n. 3703, 5902, 6050, 10,490
;

and from the signification of sons, as denoting truths, and in

the opposite sense falses, see n. 1147, 10,490 ; hence the sons of

sons denote falses derived from evils in a long series. By the ejec-

tion and damnation ofevils and the falses thence derived is meant
the ejection and damnation of those who are in evils, and conse-

quent falses, for evils and falses are not given except in subjects,

wrhich are men. It is to be noted, that the falses of evil are

meant by sons, because the fathers from whom they spring de-

note evils. What the falses of evil are, and the falses not of

evil, see the passages cited, n. 10,109. He who is not ac-

quainted with the internal sense of the Word, may easily be led

to believe that Jehovah visits the iniquity of the fathers upon
the sons and upon the sons of sons, consequently that the sons

are to suffer punishment for the evils of their fathers, but that

this is not meant, is very manifest from the Divine law, that fa-

thers are not to die for the sons, nor the sons for the fathers,

bu?*every one for his own evil, Deut. xxiv. 16 ; hence it is evi-

dent that those words are to be understood otherwise than ac-

cording to the letter. That they who are in evils, and thence in

falses in a long series, are those who are signified by fathers

and their sons and sons of sons, is manifest from the internal
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sense, in which fathers and sons signify evils and fulses. ~No
thing else is here understood by fathers and by sous in the ap'

prehension of the angels, by whom the Word read by man is

also perceived, for in heaven, where the angels are, it is not
known what a father is, and what a son, as with men, for no one
there acknowledges any one for his father, nor any one for his

><>\i, since there are no births there as in the world ; therefore

when mention is made of father and son in the Word, the angels

perceive the terms according to spiritual nativities, which are of

g< m id and truth, or of evil and the false, and therefore by fathers

they perceive goods or evils, and by sons truths or falses, since

good is the father of truth, and evil is the father of the false.

The reason why visitation signifies ejection and damnation, is,

because it follows the consummation of evils, and precedes
damnation itself, which in the Word is meant by the last judg-
ment ; for visitation is the exploration of man as to his quality

;

but this is effected in the other life, in particular with every one
who comes thither from the world, and in general with all at

the end of the church, as was said just above, n. 10,622.

Concerning visitation, see what was said and shown, n. 65S8,

6895, 10,509.

10,624. " On the thirds and on the fourths [sons] "—that

hereby is signified the damnation of falses, and of the evils

thence derived, appears from the signification of sons, as denot-

ing the falses of evil, see above, n. 10,623. The reason why it

is said on the thirds and on the fourths, is. because three are

predicated of truths or falses, and four of goods or evils ; for

in the Word all numbers signify things, and some numbers be-

long to the spiritual class, and some to the celestial class ; the

numbers three, six and twelve to the spiritual class, and the

numbers two, four and eight to the celestial class ; the numbers
which are of the spirit ual class are predicated of truths or falses,

and those which are of the celestial class, of goods or evils

;

by three also is signified all truth in the complex, and by four

all good in the complex, hence it is that by sons, thirds and
fourths, are signified falses and the evils thence derived; but

this sense of those words is the celestial sense, because it arises

from this eonsideration,that they arc predicated of those things.

What evils and the falses thence derived are, and what falses

and the evils thence derived are, see the passages cited, n. 10,109.

It may be expedient here also to say something concerning evils

and the falses thence derived, and concerning falses and the

evils thence derived. Evils are the sources of all falses, inas-

much as falses are what confirm evils, and they act in unity

with man like will and understanding, for what man wills to do,

this also he wills to understand ; for by the understanding he

forms his own evil before himself in thought and before others

in speech ; hence it is evident what evil is and the false thettCQ
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derived, or what is the false of evil. But the evil of the false is

when man has confirmed evil with himself, and has concluded

that it is not evil, and hence does it, in this case he does evil

from what is false ; as he who has confirmed with himself that

adulteries are not evils, and hence does them, he is in the evil

of what is false, because he does them from a false principle.

The evils of what is false are especially given in corrupt reli-

gious principles, for from falses of doctrine a man persuades

himself that a thing is good, which yet is evil, and sometimes
that a thing is evil which yet is good.

10.625. " And Moses hastened, and bended himself to the

earth, and adored "—that hereby is signified in this case recep-

tion from influx into the external, and worship from humiliation,

appears from the signification of hastening, as denoting affec-

tion, see n. 7695, 7866, in this case, reception by influx, be-

cause all influx from the Divine is into the affection of man,
and also reception by man therein ; and from the representation

of Moses, as denoting the external of the church, of worship,

and of the Word, which receives the internal, see n. 10,607,

10,614 ; and from the signification of bending himself, as denot-

ing exterior humiliation, see n. 5680, 7068 ; and from the sig-

nification of adoring, as denoting worship.

10.626. " And said, if I pray I have found favor in Thine
eyes, O Lord"—that hereby is signified because such an ex-

ternal was received, appears from the representation of Moses,

as denoting an external which receives the internal, see n.

10,607, 10,614 ; and from the signification of finding favor

in the eyes of Jehovah, when concerning Moses, as denoting
that he was received because of such a quality, thus that that

external was received, see n. 10,563.

10.627. " Let the Lord go I pray in the midst of us "—that

hereby is signified that the Divine may be within in it, appears
from the signification of going, as denoting to live, see n. 3335,

4882, 5493, 5606, 8417, 8420; and when concerning the Lord,

as denoting to give life, and to be present; and from the sig-

nification of in the midst, as denoting inwardly therein, see n.

1074, 5897, 6068, 6084, 6103, 9164. The reason why by Je-

hovah going in the midst of us is signified that the Divine may
be within in the external, is, because by Moses is represented

the external of the Word, of the church, and of worship,

which receives the internal, and in their external there must be
an internal, which is Divine; and a Divine internal is then in

the external, when all and singular things have an internal

sense, which is for the angels of all the heavens ; to effect this,

the external sense, which is the sense of the letter, must con-

sist of mere correspondences ; and it then consists in mere
correspondences, when all the expressions, and all the series

of the expressions, in the hrernal sense, signify thing9 spi
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ritual and celestial ; these are internal Divine things in what
is external.

10.628. " Because this people is hard of neck "—that hereby
is signified although the Israelitish nation does not receive the

Divine from within, appears from the signification of a people
hard of neck, as denoting which does not receive influx from
the Divine, see n. 10,421), thus not the Divine from within, for

the Divine flows in from within with man. How the case herein

is, is manifest from what was above shown concerning the Is-

raelitish nation, namely, that they were in the external ot

worship, of the church, and of the Word, and not at all in the

internal, consequently out of the external, and not within.

That it denotes to be out of the external and not within, see

n. 10,551, 10,608.

10.629. " And be propitious to our iniquity, and to our sin"
—that hereby is signified that their interiors may be removed
which abound in falses and evils, appears from the signification

of being propitious to iniquity and to sin, when concerning the

external of worship, of the church, and of the Word, in which
the people was, as denoting that their interiors may be removed
because they abound in falses and evils. That these things

are signified by those words, follows from the series of things in

the internal sense, in which sense the church is treated of about
to be instituted with that people; and the church cannot be
instituted with any people, unless their interiors be open, by
which there may be communication with heaven ; and the inte-

riors are not open, except with those who are in truths of faith

grounded in good of life from the Lord ; but with this people
the interiors could not be opened, because by the worship of Je-

hovah they thought of nothing else than obtaining eminence
and opulence over others, thus they had in mind nothing else

but self and the world ; and these are the things which close

the Interiors towards heaven, and open them towards hell. That
the.^e were the interior principles of that nation, which were
closed when they were in worship, 6ee n. 10,575. These there*

fore are the things which are signified.

10.630. " And make us Thine inheritance "—that hereby
is signified that still the church may be there, appears from
the signification of the inheritance of Jehovah, as denoting the

reception of the life of heaven by good from the Lord, see n.

9338 ; thus also denoting to be made a church, for to be made
a church is to receive the life of heaven by the good of love

and faith from the Lord.

10.631. Verses 10, 11. And He said, Behold I establish a

covenant, before all thy people Iwill do wonderful things, which
have not been created in all the earth, and in all nations, and all

the people shall see in the midst of whom thou art, the UfOfk of
Jehovah, that this is the wonderful thing which I do with thee.
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Ju< j> to thyself that which I command thee to-day / hehcld 1
drive oatfrom thyfaces the Amorite, and the Canaanite, and the

Jlittite, and the J'erizite, and the Ilivite, and the Jehus ite. And
lie said, Behold I establish a covenant, signifies the primary
things whereby there is conjunction of the Lord with the human
race by the Word. Before all thy people I will do wonderful

tilings, signifies the Word that it is Divine in all and singular

things for the church. Which have not been created in all tin.

earth, and in all nations, signifies that such a Divine never was
in the world where the church is and where the church is

not. And all the people shall see, in the midst of' whom thou

art, the work of Jehovah, signifies that all, by whom the Word
is received, will acknowledge the Divine therein. That this

is the wonderful thing which I do with thee, signifies the qua-

lity of the Word in all and singular things. Keep to thyself

that which I command thee to-day, signifies if they do these

primary things which are of the eternal truth. Behold I expel

from thy faces the Amorite, and the Canaanite, and the Hittite,

and the Perizite, and the Ilivite, and the Jebusite, signifies

the removal in such case of evils and of the falses thence de-

rived.

10,632. " And He said, Behold I establish a covenant "

—

that hereby are signified the primary things whereby there is

conjunction of the Lord with the human race by the Word,
appears from the signification of a covenant, as denoting con-

junction, see n. 665, 666, 1023, 1038, 1864, 1996, 2003,

2021, 6804, 8767, 8778 ; in this case the conjunction of Je-

hovah, that is, of the Lord, with the human race by the

Word, for this conjunction is treated of in what now follows.

That this is the case is also mauifest from the series of things in

the internal sense. The subject treated of, in what goes before,

was concerning the law which was enacted and promulgated
from Mount Sinai, by which law in an extended sense is signi-

fied the Word, n. 6752, 7462 ; that law was also the begin-

ning of the Word, *'jr the Word was afterwards promulgated,
first by Moses, then by the rest. The subject next treated of

was the Israelitish nation, as not being of such a quality that

the Word could be written amongst them, such as it other-

wise might have been written, since a church could not be in-

stituted amongst them, and where the church is there is the

Word, on which subjects see what has been said and shown in

chapters xxxii. x_xxiii. and hitherto in this chapter; but where-
as Moses was urgent for the people, that Jehovah might be in

the midst of them, and that they might be accepted as an in-

heritance, and thus introduced into the land of Canaan, by all

which things in the internal sense is signified that the church
was to be instituted amongst that people, and thus that the

Word was to be written there, and whereas it was now received
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by reason that Moses was urgent, therefore the subject now
treated of is the primary precepts, which were altogether to

be observed for the effecting of that purpose ; which primary
precepts were, that the Lord alone is to be worshiped, and no
other, and that it is to be acknowledged that all good and truth

:>s from Him, besides several other things treated of in what
presently follows. It is said, that they are treated of in what
presently follows, but it is to be noted, that those precepts are

contained in the internal sense ; but in the external sense, which
is the sense of the letter, are contained such things as represent

those precepts, thus which signify them, as will be manifest from
the explication of what follows. It is said that by this covenant,

which Jehovah established with Moses, is signified the con-

junction of the Lord with thp human race by the Word, where-
fore it may be expedient here to say how the case is with that

conjunction. In the most ancient times the Word was not, but

immediate revelation before the man of the church, and by it

conjunction ; for when there is immediate revelation, then there

is conjunction of heaven with man; the conjunction of heaven
with man is the conjunction of the Lord with him, since the

Divine of the Lord with the angels constitutes heaven ; when
this immediate revelation ceased, as was the case when man
turned away from the good in which he had been principled,

then another revelation succeeded, which was by representatives,

whereby the man of the church at that time knew what was
true and good, hence that church was called a representative

church ; in that church also was the Word, but which only

served that church : but when this church also was vastated,

as was the case in consequence of their beginning to worship

idolairuiisly those representatives, by which the church at that

time had conjunction with heaven, and in several lands to turn

them into magic, it was then provided by the Lord that theWord
should be written, which was Divine in all and singular things,

even as to every smallest expression, and which consisted ot

mere correspondences,, and was thereby accommodated to the

perception of the angels in all the heavens, and at the same time

to men ; to the intent that by it there might be conjunction ot

the Lord with the human race; for without conjunction by such

a Word, heaven would have altogether receded from man, and
man would thereby have perished. The subject therefore treated

of in what follows is concerning that conjunction by the Word,
and the primary precepts are opened which ought to be observed

by man, that he may be in that conjunction by the Word. That
the most ancient people had immediate revelation, see n. 2S95,

3132. Concerning the representative church which afterwards

succeeded, and concerning its Word, see n. 26S6, 2S97, 3432,

10,355 : ami that conjunction of the Lord with the human race

is by the Word, see the passages cited, n. 10,375, and n. 10,452
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10,633. " Before all thy people I will do wonderful things"

—that hereby is signified the Word which is Divine in all and
singular things for the church, appears from the signification of

the people of Moses, as denoting where the church is, inasmuch
as the church was instituted amongst them ; and from the sig-

nification of the wonderful things which Jehovah was about to

do, as denoting Divine things in all and singular the things of

the Word ; for the Word is wonderful in this respect, that it is

Divine as to every iota, for every expression corresponds to some
spiritual thing which may be said to be stored up in it, inasmuch
as its spiritual principle is laid open with the angels, when the

Word is read by man. The case herein is this : all and singular

the things which are in the natural world, have correspondence

with those which are in the spiritual world, and this even to

every single expression, and the Word is so written, that the

expressions therein, in their series, involve a series of spiritual

things, which do not appear to man unless he be acquainted

with correspondences ; herein lies concealed the Divine in the

Word ; hence the Word is spiritual, as also it is called. This

therefore is what is here meant by a wonderful thing, since the

subject treated of is the Word, which was about to be written

amongst that people.

.10,634. " Which have not been created in all the earth, and
in all nations "—that hereby is signified that such a Divine was
never in the world where the church is and where the church is

not, appears from the signification of wonderful things, as de-

noting the Divine things of the Word, see just above, n. 10,633;

which are said to be created, when they are Divine from inmost
principles to outermost, or from first principles to last ; and from
the signification of in all the earth, as denoting wheresoever the

church is ; for by earth in the Word is signified the church, see

the passages cited, n. 9325 ; and from the signification of in all

nations, as denoting where the church is not ; for by nations in

the Word are signified those who are out of the church, because
not in the light of truth from the Word. It is said that Jehovah
is about to do [or make] wonderful things, which have not been
created in all the earth, because by creation is signified that

which is Divine from inmost principles to outermost, or from
first principles to last ; for every thing, which is from the Divine,

commences from Himself, and advances according to order even
to the ultimate end, thus through the heavens even into the

world, and there rests as in its ultimate, for the ultimate of Di-

vine Order is in the nature of the world ; what is of such a qua-

lity, this is said to be created. In such an order exists, and in

6uch subsists every thing which is created in the world ; and in

such an order also is the man of the church, who by truths from
the Word is regenerated of the Lord ; hence the Lord in. the

vol. 31
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Word is called Creator, and man who is regenerate is said to be
created anew, see n. 10,373, 10,545. In such an order also is

the Word, and because it is of such a quality, it is on that ac-

count said of its wonderful things that they are created. Bjt

those same words, namely, before all thy people I will do won-
derful things which have not been created in all the earth and in

all nations, in the historical sense is signified that Jehovah was
about to do miracles amongst the Israelitish people, which have
not been heard in all the earth; but in the internal sense are not

meant miracles, but wonderful things, which the Lord was about
to do or make by being about to give such a Word, whereby
there might be conjunction of heaven with the church, and
universally whereby there might be conjunction of the Lord
with the human race. That the Word is so wonderful, is not

apprehended by those who do not know something concerning

the correspondence of natural things with spiritual ; and who
do not know something concerning the spiritual thought in

which the angels are principled ; such persons do not know-

that there is given somewhat within in all the things of the

Word, in which is heaven, thus in which is Divine life, when
nevertheless all the expressions of the Word by correspondence

are perceived spiritually by the angels, when naturally by
men. Hence and from no other source the Word is Divine,

and so wonderful that nothing is more so.

10.635. " And all the people shall see, in the midst of whom
thou art, the work of Jehovah "—that hereby is signified that

all, by whom the Word is received, acknowledge the Divine in

it, appears from the representation of Moses, as denoting the

Word, see the passages cited, n. 9372 ; hence by the people in

the midst of whom he is, is signified the church where the

Word is, thus all by whom the Word is received, for others do

not acknowledge the Divine in it; and from the signification

of seeing the wrork of Jehovah, as denoting to acknowledge the

Divine therein. That this is the case is evident, for all within

the church, who are in the good of life, acknowledge the Divine
in the Word. The reason is, because a holy principle from

heaven flows-in with them whilst they read the Word, although

they do not know that it is effected by means of corresponden-

ces; what also flows-in according to correspondences, is no

otherwise perceived than as a general holy principle, in which
the mind is held. It is otherwise with those who are not in the

good of life, the internal principle appertaining to them, by
[or through] which heaven flows-in, being closed.

10.636. "That this is the wonderful thing which 1 do with

thee "—that hereby is signified the quality of the Word in all

and singular things, appears from the representation of Moses,

as denoting the Word, see the passages cited, n. 9372 ;
heneu
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by the wonderful things which Jehovah was about to do with

him, is signified that the Divine is in all and singular things,

as above, n. 10,633.

10.637. "Keep to thyself that which I command thee to-

day "—that hereby is signified if they do these primary things

which are of the eternal truth, appears from the signification of

keeping to thyself, as denoting if they do so who acknowledge
the Word, for by Moses is represented the Word, as above

;

and from the signification of what Jehovah commands to-day,

as denoting the primary things which are of the eternal truth
;

for the things which Jehovah commands are Divine Truths

;

and by to-day is signified what is eternal, n. 2838, 3998, 4304,

6165, 6984, 9939. Those eternal truths are what are contained

in the internal sense in what follows from verse 12 to 27 ; but

the things contained in the external sense are not eternal truths,

but are things to be observed by the Israelitish nation for the

sake of things internal, for they signify these latter things, and
thereby involve them

;
they were also to be kept by that natiou

before the internal things of the Word were opened by the Lord,

and when they were opened, then those external things were
abrogated. For when man worships the Lord from faith and
from love to Him, which are internal things, he has no need of

the external things which signify them ; for he is then in them,
and not in their types. As that the feast of unleavened bread
was to be kept in the month Abib ; and that on this occasion

unleavened bread was to be eaten seven days ; that every open-
ing of the womb was to be given to God ; that the opening of

an ass was to be redeemed, or to be necked ; that the first-born

of sons was to be redeemed ; that the feast of weeks was to be
celebrated, also the -feast of gathering together ; that three

times in the year every male was to be seen before Jehovah
;

that they were not to sacrifice upon what is leavened ; that a
kid was not to be seethed in the milk of its mother. But
although these things are abrogated, still they are the holy
Divine things of the Word, inasmuch as an internal holy prin-

ciple is in them.
10.638. " Behold I drive out from before thy faces the Amo-

rite, and the Canaanite, and the Hittite, and the Perizite, and
the Hivite, and the Jebusite "—that hereby is signified the

removal on this occasion of evils and the falses thence derived,

appears from the signification of driving out from the faces,

as denoting to remove from the interiors, which are of the

thought and affection ; for to drive out is to remove, and faces

denote the interiors, see the passages cited, n. 9546, and the
interiors of man are those things which are of the understanding
and will, or which are of the thought and affection. Hence to

drive out from the faces denotes to remove from those things

;

and from the representation of the nations in the land of Ca-
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naan, as denoting evils and falses, see the passages cited, n.

9327 ; but what evil and false is represented by each nation, see

the explications where they are treated of, as what by the Amo-
rite, n. 6306, 6859 ; what by the Canaanite, n. 1573, 1574,

4818; by the Hittite, n. 2913, 6858
;
by the Perizite, n. 1573,

1574, 6859
;
by the Hivite and Jebusite, n. 6860. But these

things are said of the Word, since by Moses, from whose faces

those nations were to be driven out, is represented the Word, as

may be manifest from what goes before. How the case herein

is, it may be expedient briefly to explain. It is said, if he keep
to himself what Jehovah commands, that He would drive out

those nations from his faces, by which is signified, if they did

the primary precepts which are of eternal truth, that evils and
falses would be removed. Those precepts are the things which
follow in the internal sense, the chief of which are, that they
should not acknowledge any other god but the Lord, and that

from Him is all good and all truth, also that salvation and eter-

nal life are from Him. With those who believe these things,

and love that it be so, all evil and the false are removed, whilst

they read the Word, inasmuch as the Lord then enlightens

them, and leads them ; and in this case they do not think from
themselves ; neither are they affected with the Word from
themselves, but from the Lord, hence no evil and false of evil

enters, for the Lord removes them ; these are they who under-
stand the Word, and are affected with the truths thence derived,

and also love to live according to them. But they who do not

acknowledge those chief precepts, which are of eternal truth,

are not enlightened when they read the Word, thus they do not

see from the Lord truths therein, but what they see they Bee

from self, and to see from self is to see falses for truths, and if

they see truths, they still falsify them by principles taken from
themselves, or by their own proper loves, to which they turn
I ruths, and to which they thereby inwardly apply them, hence
come the falses of evil ; these are the things which in the in-

ternal sense are signified by those words. The reason why
these things are signified, is, because the angels, who perceive

the Word in its internal sense when it is read by man, do not
know what Moses is, nor what the Amorite, the Canaanite,
the Hittite, the Perizite, the Hivite and the Jebusite. for

names do not enter heaven, but the things which are signified

by them, thus by Moses the Word, and by those nations evils

and falses.

10,639. Verses 12 to 17. Take heed to thyself, lest perad-
venture thou establish a covenant with the inhabitant of the land,

upon which thou contest, lest peradventure it become a snare in
the midst of thee. Wherefore their altars ye shall overturn, and
their statues ye shall break, and his groves ye shall cut off.

Wherefore thoushaltnot bow thyself'to another god ; forJehovah
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His name is zealous, a zealous God is He. Lest peradventure
thou establish a covenant with the inhabitant of the land, and
they commit whoredom after their gods, and sacrifice to their gods,

and he call thee, and thou eatest of his sacrifice. And thou

takest of his daughtersfor thy sons and his daughters commit
whoredom after their gods, and make thy sons to commit whore-
dom after their gods. Gods of what is graven thou shalt not
make to thyself. Take heed to thyself lest peradventure thou
establish a covenant with the inhabitant of the land upon which
thou comest, signifies that no religious principle whatsoever is

to be adhered to in which is evil. Lest peradventure it become
a snare in the midst of thee, signifies seduction thence in the

Word itself. Wherefore their altars ye shall overturn, signifies

that the evil of that religious principle and ofthe worship thence
derived is to be rejected. And their statues ye shall break,
signifies that the falses of evil are to be dissipated. And his

groves ye shall cut off, signifies that their doctrinals are alto-

gether to be rejected. Wherefore thou shalt not bow thyself

to another god, signifies that the Lord alone is to be worshiped
from faith and love. For Jehovah His name is zealous, a zeal-

ous God is He, signifies if another is worshiped that Divine
Good and Divine Truth recede. Lest peradventure thou esta-

blish a covenant with the inhabitant of the land, signifies con-

junction thereby with the evil of every religious principle. And
they commit whoredom after their gods, signifies hence the

falses of evil. And sacrifice to their gods, signifies this wor-
ship grounded in falses. And he call thee, and thou eat of his

sacrilice, signifies enticement, reception, and appropriation of

what false derived from evil. And thou take of his daughters
for thy sons, signifies conjunction of the affections of evil with
truths. And his daughters commit whoredom after their gods,

and make thy sons to commit whoredom after their gods, sig-

nifies thereby the profanation of good and truth. Gods of what
is graven thou shalt not make to thyself, signifies the worship
of self and not of the Lord.

10,640. "Take heed to thyself, lest peradventure thou esta-

blish a covenant with the inhabitant of the land upon which
thou comest "—that hereby is signified that no religious prin-

ciple whatsoever is to be adhered to in which is evil, appears
from the signification of establishing a covenant, as denoting to

be conjoined, see the passages cited, n. 10,632, thus also to

adhere ; and from the signification of an inhabitant of the land,

as denoting a religious principle in which is evil, for by inha-

bitant is signified good, n. 2268, 2451, 2712, and hence in the

opposite sense evil, and by land [or earth] is signified the

church and whatsoever is of the church, see the passages cited,

n. 9325, thus also a religious principle ; and from the significa-

tion of upon which thou comest, as denoting wheresoever there
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is a religious principle in which is evil, for by the nations which
were in the land of Canaan, into which they were about to

come, are signified evils and the falses thence derived, see jnst

above, n. 10,638. From these considerations it is evident that

by the words, " lest thou establish a covenant with the inha-

bitants of the land upon which thou comest," is signified that

no religious principle whatsoever is to be adhered to in which is

evil. Inasmuch as this is amongst the primary things, by which
the man of the church is enlightened when he reads the Word,
and since this is the subject treated of in what now follows, it

may be expedient to say how the case herein is ; the man who
is willing to be enlightened by the Lord, must take especial heed
lest he appropriate to himself any doctrinal which patronizes

evil ; for man in such case appropriates it to himself, when he

confirms it with himself, for thereby he makes it a principle of

his faith, and still more so if he lives according to it. When this

is the case, then evil remains inscribed on his soul and his

heart ; and when this effect has place, he cannot afterwards in

any wise be enlightened by the Word from the Lord; for his

whole mind is in the faith and in the love of his principle, and
whatsoever is contrary to it, this he either does not see, or re-

jects, or falsities : as for example ; he who believes that he may
be saved by faith alone, whatsoever be the quality of his life,

and has confirmed this with himself, and has conjoined it with

1 lis other doctrinal tenets, insomuch that he next thinks nothing

about life, but only about faith ; such a person afterwards,

howsoever he reads the Word, sees nothing therein relating

to good of life, and at length does not know what good is,

what charity, what loVe, and if they are named, he says that

faith alone is every thing of the kind ; when yet faith alone, or

faith without those things, is as an empty vessel, and as a thing

without soul ; such spiritual life of man may be compared to

the respiration of the lungs, without influx of blood from the

heart, which is not life, except like that of an image or an

automaton. These observations are made, in order to show
how the case is with man who reads the Word, that he cannot

in any wise be thence enlightened if he has adhered to any re-

ligious principle which patronizes evil.

10.641. " Lest peradventure it become a snare in the midst

of thee"—that hereby is signified seduction thence derived in

the AVord itself, appears from the signification of being a snare,

as denoting to be caught and seduced by his own evil and
false principle, see n. 7653, 9348 ; and from the representation

of Moses, as denoting the Word, see the passages cited, n.

0372 ; hence in the midst of thee denotes in the Word itself.

Mow the case herein is, is manifest from what was said just

above, n. 10,640.

10.642. " Wherefore their altars ye shall overturn "—that
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hereby is signified that the evil of that religious principle and
of the worship thence derived is to be rejected, appears from

the signification of an altar, as being the principal representa-

tive of the Lord and of the worship of Him from good, see n.

921, 2777, 2811, 4541, 8935, 8940, 9388, 9389, 9714, 9964,

10,242, 10,245, and hence in the opposite sense it is a repre-

sentative of idolatrous worship, thus from evil, of which we
shall speak presently ; and from the signification of overturn-

ing, as denoting to reject ; for it is said of the altars, that they

are to be overturned, but of the evils of worship, which are

signified by the altars of the nations, it is said that they are to

be rejected. Mention is made in this verse of altars, of

statues, and of groves, and by those things in general are sig-

nified all things of idolatrous worship
;
by altars worship from

evil, by statues worship from the false of evil, and by groves

their doctrinals. The reason why those things were to be
extirpated, was, because by those representatives the Lord was
not worshiped, but gods were worshiped who had been men,
as Baals, and several others, which worship was diabolical and
infernal, for to worship man instead of God Himself, who is

the Lord, is diabolical, for man is conjoined to him who is

worshiped. But the case is this ; if man is worshiped for a god,

then some one from hell is conjoined to him, for faith and love

conjoin ; the faith of truth and the love of good conjoin man to

the Lord, but the faith of what is false and the love of what is

evil conjoin man to hell. For there are attendant upon every
man spirits from hell, and also angels from heaven, without
them man cannot live ; if any one is worshiped who had been a
man, in this case the spirits from hell suppose that they them-
selves are worshiped, for every one in hell desires to be a

god, and these spirits communicate that worship with the in-

fernal societies from which they are ; in proportion therefore as

they are worshiped, in the same proportion the angels who are

from heaven recede ; hence man is carried away into infernal

lusts, and at length becomes like unto those spirits as to all his

life, amongst whom also he comes after death. But when the

Lord is worshiped, who is the God of heaven and earth, then
the angels who are attendant on man from heaven, do not claim

to themselves any thing of worship, because they attribute all

the truth of faith and good of love to the Lord, and nothing to

themselves ; hence by them is opened a way even to the Lord
Himself, who conjoins them to Himself by faith and love.

From these considerations it may be manifest of what great

concern it is to worship the Lord Himself, who has all power in

the heavens and in the earths, as He Himself teaches in Mat-
thew, chap, xxviii. 18.

10,643. " And their statues ye shall break "—that hereby
is signified that the falses of evil are to be dissipated, appears
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from the signification of statues, as being representatives of

the worship of the Lord from truths, see n. 4580, 4582, 9388,
9389

;
and, in the opposite sense, representatives of idolatrous

worship from falses. The reason why statues were represen-

tative of worship, was, because with the ancients it was usual

to set up statues, and anoint them with oil, and thereby
sanctify them. The ancients celebrated their worship chiefly

on mountains, on hills, and in groves, and there they set up
statues ; the reason why they celebrated worship on mountains,
was, because mountains signified the heaven where celestial

love reigns, which is love to the Lord ; the reason why on
hills, was, because hills signified the heaven where spiritual

love reigns, which is love towards the neighbor ; and the
reason why in groves, was, because groves signified heavenly
wisdom and intelligence ; all these things are from correspon-

dences. The statues which were set up there, signified Divine
Truth, for the statues were stones, and stone signifies truth, on
which account the Lord as to Divine Truth in theWord is called

the stone of Israel : hence now it is that statues signified the

worship of the Lord from truths. But when the representatives

of the church, which existed amongst the ancients, began to

be turned partly into things idolatrous, and partly into things

magical, then such things were abrogated, especially with the

Israelitish nation, who in heart were idolaters ; hence it is that

by statues is signified idolatrous worship from falses. So the

case is with all worship, when man becomes external, as is the

case when he respects himself and the world as ends, and the

Divine things of the church as means ; for in such case all

those things which are of worship, with those who remain in

worship, become idols, since external things are worshiped with-

out internal ; hence the truths of worship and doctrine become
falses, for the}r are falsified by ideas of self and the world in

them, to which are adjoined several other ideas, which withdraw
the Divine from those truths, and transfer them to self and the

world. This also may be manifest from the altars of the na-

tions, on which, although they sacrificed in like manner [as

the Israelitish nation], still their sacrifices were abominations.

That statues were in use amongst the ancients, and signified the

holy principle of worship, is manifest from the statue erected

by Jacob, concerning which it is thus written in Genesis,
4i And Jacob took the stone, which he had placed for his

pillow, and set it upfor a statue, and said, if I shall return in

peace to the house of my father, this stone, which Ihave set >tj>

for a statue, shall be the house of God" xxviii. 18, 19, 22.

And from the twelve statues set up by Moses beneath Mount
Sinai, concerning which it is thus written in Exodus, " Moses
wrote all the words of Jehovah, and arose in the morning early,

and builded an altar under the mountain, and twelve statues
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for the twelve tribes of Israel," xxiv. 4, and n. 9389. Also in

Isaiah, In that day there shall be an altar to Jehovah in the

midst of the land of Egypt, and its statue in the border thereof

to Jehovah" xix. 19. And in Hosea, " Many days shall the

6ons of Israel sit, without a king, and without a prince, and
without a sacrifice, and without a statue" iii. 4. In those

passages by statues is signified worship from truths, by reason,

as was said above, because a stone signified Divine Truth,

and a statue anointed with oil, Divine Truth from Divine Good.
But when those representatives began to be idolatrously wor-

shiped, then it v/as commanded that such things should be
overturned and broken, as in this verse, and also Exod. xxviii.

24; Deut. vii. 5; chap. xii. 3 : and whereas the Israelitish

nation were in heart idolaters, therefore to prevent their setting

up statues on mountains and hills, and in groves, and worship-

ing them idolatrously, it was forbidden to set up statues, and to

plant groves, although such things were to the ancients the

holy things of worship. That this prohibition was given to that

nation, is manifest in Moses, " Thou shalt not plant to thyself

a grove of any tree whatsoever near to the altar of thy God
which thou shalt make to thyself; neither shalt thou erect to

thyself a statue, since Jehovah thy God hateth it," Deut. xvi.

21, 22 ; and that the prohibition was given on this account,

because they worshiped those things idolatrously, is plain from
the 1st book of the Kings, " Judah did evil in the eyes of

Jehovah, they builded to themselves heights and statues upon
every high hill, and under every green tree" xiv. 23. In like

manner the sons of Israel, 2nd Kings, xvii. 10. And in Micah,
" I will cut off thy graven things, and thy statuesfrom the midst

of thee, that thou mayest not adore any more the work of thv
hands ; and I will extirpate thy grovesfrom the midst ofthee^
v. 12, 13. And in Isaiah, " Ye have enflamed yourselves with
gods under every green tree" lvii. 5. And in Ezekiel, " Nebu-
chadnezzar by the hoofs of his horses will trample upon all thy
streets, he will slay all the people with the sword, and the statues

of thy strength he will cause to descend to the earth," xxvi. 11

;

besides in other places ; from which passages it is also evident
what is signified by statues in the internal sense.

10,644. "And his groves ye shall cut off"—that hereby
is signified that their doctrinals are altogether to be rejected,

appears from the signification of groves, as denoting the doc-

trinals of the church, in this case the doctrinals of what is

religious amongst idolaters, which are the doctrinals of what
is false derived from evil. The reason why groves signify doc-

trinals, is, because trees signify the perceptions and know-
ledges of good and truth, perceptions with those who are in

the Lord's celestial kingdom, and knowledges with those who
are in his spiritual kingdom ; and every species of tree, a species
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of perception and knowledge ; hence it is that paradises and
gardens signify celestial intelligence and wisdom, and forests

the science of the natural man ; from these considerations it

may be manifest whence it is that groves signify doctrine, and
whence it is that the ancients celebrated holy worship in groves

;

for the church amongst the ancients was representative, all

the external things of which represented internal things, such
as are in heaven, concerning the Lord, concerning love and faith

in Him, and concerning such things as relate to love and faith.

This signification of groves, also of forests, of gardens and para-

dises, and likewise of trees according to their species, originates

in representatives in the other life, for such things appear there

according to the wisdom and intelligence of the angels, for

appearances there are from a celestial and spiritual origin.

That groves signify doctrine, and that the ancients performed
holy worship in groves, see n. 2722, 4522. That paradises

signify celestial intelligence and wisdom, n. 3220, 4528, 4529.

That gardens in like manner, n. 100, 108, 1588, 2722. That
forests signify science which is of the natural man, n. 9011.

That trees signify the perceptions and knowledges of good and
truth, n. 103, 2163, 2682, 2972, 7692, 8326. That the ancient

church performed worship in groves and in gardens under trees

according to their significations, n. 2722, 4522.

10,645. "Wherefore thou shalt not bend thyself to another

god"—that hereby is signified that the Lord alone is to be
worshiped from faith and love, appears from the signification

of bending himself, as denoting to adore and worship. The
reason why it is the Lord alone who is to be worshiped, and
not another, is, because by Jehovah and by God in the Word
is meant the Lord, see the passages, n. 9315, 9373 ; also be-

cause the Lord is God of heaven and earth, and likewise the

Only God, see the passages cited, n. 9194. It is said that the

Lord is to be worshiped from faith and love, because the wor-

ship of the Lord is either from faith or from love
;
worship from

faith is called worship according to truths, for truths are ef

faith ; and worship from love is called worship from good, for

good is of love
;
they who are in the Lord's spiritual kingdom

worship Him from faith, but they who are in His celestial

kingdom worship Him from love. But it may be expedient

here to say something on the subject concerning the worship

of the Lord from faith and love. Many suppose that they

worship the Lord by faith, when they believe the things apper-

taining to the doctrine of the church, and that they worship

the Lord by love when they love Him ; but by merely believing

and by merely loving, the Lord is not worshiped, but by living

according to His precepts, inasmuch as persons of this character

alone believe in the Lord, and love Him ; others say that they

believe in Him, and still they do not believe, and say that they
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love Him, and still they do not love Him. The reason why
they alone believe in the Lord and love Him, who live accord-

ing to His precepts, is, because the Lord is not in the under-

standing of truth without willing it, but is in the understand-

ing of truth and willing it ; for truth does not enter into man,
and become his, until man wills it, and from willing does it, foi

the will is the man himself, but the understanding is only so far

the man, as it partakes of the will. The Lord also is presenl

with man in his truths which are from good, and the truths

which are from good are those which man wills and thence does
s

but not those which he understands and does without willing

them, for to do a thing without willing it is hypocrisy, inasmuch
as it is done before men, and not before the Lord. The Lord
also does not dwell with an empty man, that is, with a man who
does not know His truths and do them ; in those truths

which are from good, that is, which man wills and does, the

Lord is present with man, for the truths which are from good
make the church with man, and make heaven with him, in a

word they make the Lord Himself to be with him. That this is

the case, man may perceive from reason alone, if he weighs the

subject well ; for he may know that all the intellectual principle

of man is funned by truths, and all his will principle by goods
;

for all things in the universe have relation to truth and good

;

and the intellectual principle ofman is formed to receive truths,

and the will principle to receive goods ; the truths which are

believed are said to be of love ; hence it may be manifest that

such as the truths of faith are by which the intellectual prin-

ciple is formed, and such as the goods of love are by which the

will principle is formed, such is the man ; for man is man by
virtue of understanding and will ; if therefore his intellectual

principle be formed by Divine Truths, and those truths become
truths of his faith, and the will principle be formed by goods
which become goods of his love, it follows that in such case

heaven is in the man, and that the Lord can dwell with him as

in His own heaven ; for the Divine Truths wdiich make the

intellectual principle, and the Divine Goods which make the

will principle, are from the Lord, or are the Lord's, and those

things which are the Lord's are Himself. Hence it is evident

that for a man to believe in the Lord is to imbue his intellectual

principle with the truths of faith, and that to love the Lord is

to imbue the will principle with the goods of love ; and that

this cannot be effected but by learning truths from the Lord, by
willing them, and by doing them. Whether we speak of willing

and doing, or of loving, it is the same thing, for what a man
loves, this he wills, and what he actually wills, this he loves.

From these considerations it may now be manifest what it is to

worship the Lord from faith and love. That this is the case also

appears evident from this consideration, that the Lord wills the
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salvation of all. To will the salvation of man is to will to bring
him to Himself into heaven ; this cannot be effected unless the

Lord be in him, and the Lord cannot in any wise be in him
except in such things appertaining to him as are from Himself,

which things are truths derived from good, thus His precepts

which man does from faith and from love ; for no other reci-

pients of the Lord and of heaven are given with man, neither

can be given ; nor does heaven itself consist of any other. That
to believe in the Lord and to love, is to do His precepts, the

Lord also teaches in John, " If ye love Me, keep My command-
ments. He that hath My precepts, and doeth them, he it is

who loveth Me. If any one love Me, he will keep My words, and
My Father will love him, and We will come to him, and make
our abode with him. He that loveth Me not, keepeth not My
words," xiv. 15, 21, 23, 24. And again, " Abide in My love ;

if ye keep My commandments ye will abide in My love. Ye are

Myfriends, if ye do whatsoever I command you" xv. 9, 10, 14.

The commandments and the precepts which are to be kept, and
according to which man ought to live, are taught in the doc-

trine of charity and faith.

10,646. " For Jehovah His name is zealous, and a zealous

God is He "—that hereby is signified if any other be worshiped
that Divine Good and Divine Truth recedes, appears from the

signification of zealous [or jealous] as denoting one who does

not suffer any other but himself to be loved and worshiped
;

and from the signification of the name of Jehovah, as denoting

every thing by which the Lord is worshiped, se n. 2724, 3006,

6674, 9310 ; and since that is the Divine Truth proceeding from
His Divine Human, it is the Divine Human of the Lord, which,

in the supreme sense, is meant by the name of Jehovah, n.

2628, 6887, 8274 ; for the Divine Truth is the Lord Himself in

heaven, inasmuch as what proceeds from Him is Himself; from
the Divine nothing else can possibly proceed but what is Divine,

and what is Divine is one. Hence it is evident, that by His
name being zealous [or jealous] is signified that the Lord does

not suffer any other to be worshiped but Himself, since from.

Himself alone i6 all truth and all good productive of salvation

The Lord is called zealous [or jealous], because as soon as any
other is worshiped, all truth and good recedes ; for man, by
the good and truth which are from the Lord, is conjoined to

Him, wherefore as soon as any other is worshiped, disjunction

is effected, and in this case the false succeeds in the place of

truth, and evil in the place of good. The reason why He is

twice called zealous [or jealous], is, because by Jehovah is

meant the Divine Good, and by God the Divine Truth. That

in the Word the Lord is called Jehovah where the Divine Good
is treated of, but is called God where the Divine Truth is treated

of, see n. 2586, 2769, 2921, 6303, 6905, 10,158, 10,617 ; and
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"because each recedes from man when any other is worshiped
but the Lord, therefore He is twice called zealous [or jealous].

It is said that the Lord alone is to be worshiped : lie who does

not know how the case is with the worship of the Lord, may
believe that the Lord loves to be worshiped and wills glory

from man, as a man who gives to another what he asks for the

sake of honor given to himself ; he who so believes, is in total

ignorance what love is, and still more what Divine Love is.

Divine Love consists in willing worship and willing glory not

for the sake of itself, but for the sake of man and his salvation,

for he who worships the Lord, and gives glory to the Lord, is

in humiliation, and from him who is in humiliation the pro-

prium recedes, and in proportion as the proprium recedes, in the

same proportion the Divine is received, for the proprium of man
is what alone opposes the Divine, since the proprium of man is

evil and false. This is the glory of the Lord, and the worship of

Him is for the sake of that end. Glory for the sake of self is

grounded in self-love, and heavenly love differs as much from selt

love, as heaven from hell, and infinitely more the Divine Love.

10.647. " Lest perad venture thou establish a covenant with
the inhabitant of the land"—that hereby is signified thus con-

junction with the evil of every religious principle, appears from
the signification of a covenant, as denoting conjunction, see n.

665, 666, 1023, 1038, 1864, 1996, 2003, 2021, 6804, 8767,

8778, thus to establish a covenant denotes to be conjoined

;

and from the signification of the inhabitant of the land, as

denoting a religious principle in which is evil, see above, n.

10,640 : whether we speak of a religious principle in which is

evil, or of the evil of a religious principle, it is the same thing.

Its being now again said that a covenant must not be established

with the inhabitant of the land, is on account of the series in

the internal sense.

10.648. " And they commit whoredom after their gods"

—

that hereby is signified the falses of evil thence derived, appears
from the signification of committing whoredom after the gods
of the nations, as denoting to be conjoined to the falses of

evil, for by committing whoredom is signified to be illegiti-

mately conjoined, and by the gods of the nations are signified

the falses of evil. That gods denote falses, see n. 4402, 4544,

7873, SS67 ; and that nations denote evils, see above, n.

10,683. It is said that hence are the falses of evil, because
from evil exist all falses ; but the falses which are not from
evil, in the external form indeed are falses, but not in the

internal; for there are falses given with those who are in the

good of life, but interiorly in those falses there is good, which
causes the evil of the false to be removed, hence that false before

the angels does not appear as the false, but as a species of truth :

ror the angels look at the interior things of faith, and not at its
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exterior ; hence it is that every one, of whatsoever religion lie

be, may be saved, even the Gentiles who have no truths from
the Word, if uo be they have respected the good of life as an

end, see n. 2589 to 2604. In the Word frequent mention is

made of committing whoredom, and by it is signified illegiti-

mate conjunction with truth, and by committing adultery, ille-

gitimate conjunction with good; hence by committing whoredom
is signified the falsification of truth, and by committing adultery

the adulteration of good. The falsification of truth is effected

in a three-fold manner. First, if man be in evil of life, and
acknowledges truths of doctrine ; for in this case evil is within

in the truths, and evil falsifies truth ; for evil dissipates what
is celestial and Divine out of truths, and implants what is

infernal, hence comes falsification. Secondly, if man be first

in truths as to doctrine, and afterwards accedes to the false of

other doctrine, which is effected only with those who are in

evil of life, since evil appetites what is false, and eagerly seizes

upon it for truth. Thirdly, if man, who is in evil as to life

and in falses as to doctrine, seizes upon the truths of other

doctrine, he also falsifies truth, inasmuch as he does not acknow-
ledge truths for the sake of truths, but for the sake of some-
thing of gain, of honor, or reputation. All these falsifications

in the Word are called whoredoms and harlotries, by reason

that by marriage is meant legitimate conjunction, which is of

good and truth, see n. 2727 to 2759, hence illegitimate con
junctions are meant by whoredoms. That this is the case, may
be manifest from several passages in the Word, from which it

is allowed to adduce only the two following :
" Jerusalem,

thou hast committed whoredom for the sake of thy name ; and
thou hast poured forth thy xohoredoms upon every passenger.

Thou hast taken of thy garments, and hast made to thyself

variegated lights, and hast committed whoredom upon them.

Thou hast taken the vessels of thine ornaments of my gold and
of my silver, which I had given thee, and hast made to thyself

images of a male, and hast committed whoredom with them.

Thou hast taken thy sons and thy daughters, which thou hast

brought forth to me, and hast sacrificed them thereto ; is this

a little thing concerning thy whoredoms t Thou hast committed

whoredom with the sons of Egypt thy neighbors, great in flesh,

and hast multiplied thy whoredom to provoke Me. Thou hast

committed whoredom with the sons ofAshur,and hast committed
whoredom with them and wast not satisfied. And thou hast

multiplied thy whoredom even toChaldea, the land of trading,"

Ezek. xvi. 15, 16, 17, 20, 26, 2S, 29, and following verses.

And again, u Two women, the daughters of one mother, com-

mitted whoredom in Egypt, in their youth they committed whore-

dom, Oholah Samaria, and Oholibah Jerusalem. Oholah
committed whoredom under Me, and loved her lovers the neigh
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boring Assyrians, she gave her whoredoms upon them. Her

'

whoredomsfrom Egypt, she forsook not, for they lay with her in

her youth. Oholibah corrupted her love more than her, and
multiplied her whoredoms above the whoredoms of her sister, she

loved the sons of Ashur ; she added to her whoredoms, and saw
images of the Chaldeans, she loved them to the sight of her

eyes ; the sons of Babel came to her to the copulation of loves"

Ezek. xxiii. 2, 3, 4, T, 8, 11, 12, 14, 16, and following verses;

besides in many other passages, which may be seen also ex-

plained with these, n. 2466, 8904.

10.649. " And sacrifice to their gods "—that hereby is sig-

nified thus worship from falses, appears from the signification

of sacrificing, as denoting worship in general, see n. 6905, 8680,

8936 ; and from the signification of the gods of the nations, as

denoting the falses of evil, as above, n. 10,648.

10.650. " And he call thee, and thou eat of his sacrifice "

—

that hereby is signified the enticement, reception, and appro-

priation of what is false derived from evil, appeal's from the

signification of calling, as denoting enticement and reception,

for he who follows and obeys when he is called, is enticed and
receives ; and from the signification of eating, as denoting
appropriation, see n. 3168, 3596, 4745 ; and from the sig-

nification of sacrifice, as denoting worship from falses, see

just above, n. 10,649, thus also the falses which are of wor-

ship. The reason why they denote falses of evil, is, because
every thing false, which is false, is from evil, see above, n.

10,648.

10.651. " And thou take of his daughters for thy sons "

—

that hereby is signified the conjunction of the affections of evil

with truths, appears from the signification of taking, when con-

cerning marriage, as denoting to be conjoined ; and from the

signification of daughters, as denoting the affections of good,

and in the opposite sense the affections of evil, see n. 2362,

3963 ; and from the signification of sons, as denoting truths,

see n. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 3373, 4257, 9807, 10,490.

10.652. " And his daughters commit whoredom after their

gods, and make thy sons to commit whoredom after their gods "

—that hereby is signified thus the profanation of good and
truth, appears from the signification of committing whoredom,
as denoting illegitimate conjunction, see above, n. 10,648 ; and
from the signification of his daughters or the daughters of the

inhabitant of the land, as denoting the affections of evil ; and
from the signification of their gods, as denoting the falses of

the affections of evil conjoined to truths, for by their gods are

meant the gods of the daughters of the inhabitants of the land
conjoined with the sons of the Israelitish nation, see just above,
n. 10,651, which conjunction is the profanation of good ; and
from the signification of making thy sons to commit whoredom
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after their gods, as denoting the conjunction of truth with

falses, which is the profanation of truth ; that gods denote falses,

see n. 4402, 4544, 7873, 8867 ; and that sons denote truths, n.

489, 491, 533, 1147, 3373,_ 4257, 7807, 10,490. These things

are so said, because the first conjunction of the affections of

evil, which is signified by taking of the daughters of the in-

habitant of the land for thy sons, is not as yet profanation ; but

the other conjunction is profanation, fol* this is effected when
evil is applied to truth and truth to evil, which is done by misin-

terpretation of truth and application to evil, and thus by the

insertion of one into the other ; hence truth no longer remains
truth, but mortifies and is profaned. This profanation also is

signified by the whoredom of the people with the daughters ot

Moab, concerning which it is thus written in Moses, " Israel

sat together in Shittim, where the people began to commit
whoredom with the daughters of Moab ; and they called the

people to the sacrifices of their gods, and the people did eat,

and bended themselves to their gods. Therefore Jehovah said

to Moses, take all the heads of the people and hang them to

Jehovah, before the sun ; and the people were smitten, and
there died of that plague four and twenty thousand," Numb,
xxv. 1, 2, 3, 6, 9. By Moab are signified those who adultenate

goods, n. 2468, 8315 ; and by his daughters the affections of

that evil ; and by whoredom with them profanation ; hence the

punishment was the hanging of the heads of the people before

the sun, and the death of twenty-four thousand ; for the sun of

the world denotes self-love, n. 10,584
;
hanging before it, the

total extinction of heavenly good. And twenty-four thousand
denote all truths and goods of truth in the complex, in like

manner as twelve thousand, n. 2089, 3913, 7973 ; their death
denotes the extinction of all truths ; this is the case with those

who profane.

10.653. "Gods of what is molten thou shalt not make to

thyself"—that hereby is signified the worship of self and not

of the Lord, appears from the signification of making gods of

what is molten, as denoting to institute worship according to

the love of self, see n. 10,406, 10,503 ; and worship according
to the love of self is the worship of self and not of the Lord

;

for the worship of self is the end, but the worship of the Lord
is the medium to that end ; what is the end has dominion, and
what is the medium serves, nor is the medium otherwise regard-

ed by the end than as a servant by his lord. Such worship
prevails with those who regard the holy things of the church
as mediums [or means] and dominions as an end.

10.654. Verses 18 to 23. The feast of things unleavened
thou shalt keep ; seven days thou shalt eat things unleavened
which I commanded* thee, to the stated time of the month Abib,
I" cause in the month Abib thou wentest forth out of Egypt.
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Every opening of the womb is for Me ; and of all thy cattle

thou shall give a male, the opening ofa cow and of cattle. And
the opening of an ass thou shalt redeem in cattle, and if thou
dost not redeem, thou shalt neck it. Every first-born of thy

sons thou shalt redeem,. And Myfaces shall not be seen empty.

Six days thou shalt toork, and in the seventh day thou shalt red,

in plowing and in reaping thou shalt rest. And the feast of
weeks thou shalt make to thyselfof thefirst-fruits of the harvest

of wheat. And thefeast of gathering together of the revolution

of the year. Three times in the year shall every male of thine

be seen at the faces of the Lord Jehovah the God of Israel. The
feast of things unleavened thou shalt keep, signifies the worship
of the Lord and thanksgiving on account of liberation from
evil and from the falses of evil. Seven days thou shalt eat

things unleavened, signifies a holy state on the occasion, and
the appropriation of Divine Truth purified from evil and from
the falses of evil. Which I commanded thee, signifies ac-

cording to Divine Order. At the stated time of the month
Abib, signifies a new state. Because in the month Abib thou

wentest forth out of Egypt, signifies because then was liberation

from hell. Every opening of the womb is for Me, signifies

that all the good of innocence, of charity, and of faith, is to

be ascribed to the Lord. Of all thy cattle thou shalt give a

male, signifies which is given by truth. The opening of a cow
and of cattle, signifies of the external and internal man. And
the opening of an ass thou shalt redeem in cattle, signifies that

faith merely natural shall not be ascribed to the Lord. And if

thou dost not redeem, thou shalt neck it, signifies if the truth

of innocence be not in it, that it is to be separated and rejected.

Every first-born of thy sons thou shalt redeem, signifies that

the truths of faith wdiich are without good are not to be ascribed

to the Lord. And My faces shall not be seen empty, signifies

reception from mercy and thanksgiving. Six days thou shalt

work, signifies the first state of regeneration, when man is in

truths, and in such case in combats. And in the seventh day
thou shalt rest, signifies a second state of regeneration when
man is in good, and in such case in peace. In plowing and
reaping thou shalt rest, signifies as to the implantation of truth

in good, and its reception. And the feast of weeks thou shalt

make to thyself of the first-fruits of the harvest of wheat, sig-

nifies the worship of the Lord and thanksgiving on account of

the implantation of truth in good. And the feast of gathering

together of the revolution of the year, signifies regeneration,

and plenary liberation from damnation. Three times in the year
bhall every male of thine be seen at the faces of the Lord Jeho-

vah God of Israel, signifies the continual appearance and pre-

sence of the Lord also in the truths of faith.

10,655. " The feast of things unleavened thou shalt keep "

—

vol. x. 32
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that hereby is signified the worship of the Lord and thanks-

giving on account of liberation from evil and from the falses of

evil, appears from the signification of a feast, as denoting
worship and thanksgiving, see n. 7093, 9286, 9287 ; and from
the signification of things unleavened, as denoting which are

purified from evil and from the falses of evil, see n. 9992
;

hence by the feast of things unleavened is signified worship
and thanksgiving on account of liberation from evil and from
the falses of evil ; that this was signified by this feast, see n.

9286 to 9292. As to what concerns this feast it is to be noted,

that it properly signifies the glorification of the Lord's Human,
thus the remembrance of it, and thanksgiving on account of it,

for by it, and by the subjugation of the hells by the Lord, man
has liberation from evils and salvation. For the Lord glorified

His Human by combats against the hells, and on such occasion

by continual victories over them ; the last combat and victory

was on the cross, wherefore He theti fully glorified Himself, as

He also teaches in John, " After that Judas was gone out,

Jesus said, Now is the Son of Man glorified and God is glori-

fied in Him ; If God be glorified in Him, God will also glorify

Him in Himselfand will immediately glorifyHim" xiii. 31, 32.

Again, "Jesus lifted up His eyes into heaven, and said, Father,

the hour is come, glorify Thy Son, that Thy Son also may glorify

Thee ; Now 0 Thou Father, glorify Me with Thyself, with the

glory which I had with Thee before the world was," xvii. 1, 5.

And in Luke, "Ought not Christ to suffer these things, and to

enter into His glory," xxiv. 26. To glorify the Son of Man is

to make the Human Divine ; that those things were said con-

cerning the passion of His cross, is evident. That by that last

combat, which was the passion of the cross, He fully subdued
the hells, the Lord also teaches in John, " Jesus said, the hour
is come that the Son of Man shall be glorified ; Now is My soul

troubled ; and He said, Father, glorify Thy name ; and there

cameforth a voicefrom Iieaven, I have both glorified, and will

again glorify. And Jesus said, Now is thejudgment of this

toorld, now shall theprince of this world be cant out abroad. If
I be lifted upfrom the earth, I will draw all to Myself ; this lie

said, signifying by what death He was about to die," xii. 23, 27,

28, 31, 32, 33 ; hell in every complex is what is called the

prince of the world and the devil. From which consideration

it is evident, that the Lord by the passion of the cross not only

conquered and subdued the hells, but also fully glorified His

Human ; hence the human race have salvation. On this account

also the Lord came into the world, as He also teaches in John,

chap. xii. 27. For the remembrance of this thing the feast of

unleavened things or ot the passover was primarily instituted,

wherefore on this feast He rose again. The reason why it was

also for the sake of liberation from evil and from the falses of
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evil, is, because by tbe subjugation of the hells by the Lord,

and by the glorification of His Human, all liberation from evil

is effected, and none without them ; for man is ruled by spirits

from hell, and by angels out ofheaven from the Lord, wherefore

unless the hells had been altogether subjugated, and unless the

Human of the Lord had been altogether united to the Divine
Itself, and thus also made Divine, it would have been impossible

for any man to have been liberated and saved from hell, for the

hells would always have prevailed, since man is become such,

that of himself he thinks nothing but what is of hell. Hence
it is evident from what ground it is that by the same feast is

signified worship and thanksgiving on account of liberation from
evil and from the falses of evil.

10.656. " Seven da}rs thou shalt eat unleavened things"

—

that hereby is signified a holy state on the occasion, and ap-

propriation of Divine Truth purified from evil and from the

falses of evil, appears from the signification of seven days, as

denoting a holy state from beginning to end ; that days denote

states, see n. 23, 487, 488, 493, 893, 2788, 3462, 3785, 4850
;

and that seven denotes what is holy, n. 395, 433, 716, 881,

5265, 526S ; and that seven days denotes a holy state from be-

ginning to end, n. 728, 6508, 9228, 10,127 ; and from the sig-

nification of eating, as denoting appropriation, see n. 3168, 3513,

3596, 4745 ; and from the signification of what is unleavened,
as denoting the Divine Truth purified from evil and from the

falses of evil, see n. 9992.

10.657. " Which I commanded thee "—that hereby is sig-

nified according to Divine Order, appears from the significa-

tion of commanding, when from Jehovah, as denoting according
to Divine Order, see n. 10,119.

10.658. " At the stated time of the month Abib "—that
hereby is signified a new state, appears from the signification

of the month Abib^ which was the first month of the year, as

denoting the beginning of a new state, see n. 8053, 9291.

10.659. " Because in the month Abib thou wentest forth

out of Egypt"—that hereby is signified because then was libe-

ration from hell, appears from the signification of the month
Abib, as denoting the beginning of a new state, see just above,

10,958; and from the signification of going forth out of Egypt,
as denoting liberation from infestation by falses, thus also from
hell, see n. 9292, and the passages adduced, 8866, 9197.
From these considerations it may be manifest that the feast of

the passover, which was also called the feast of things un
leavened, was instituted for a remembrance of the liberation ol

man from hell by the Lord. That that liberation was effected

by the Lord subduing the hells, and glorifying His Human,
see j list above n. 10,655. It is believed by the generality

within the church, that the Lord came into the world that
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He might reconcile the Father by the passion of the cross, and
that afterwards they were accepted for whom He interceded

;

also that He exempted man from damnation by this, that He
alone fulfilled the law, which otherwise would have damned
every one ; and thus that all were saved who had that faith with

confidence and trust. But they, who are in any illustration

from heaven, may see that the case is not so ; as that the

Divine, which is love itself and mercy itself, could reject from
itself and damn to hell the human race ; and that it was ne-

cessarily reconciled by the passion of the cross of its Son
;

and that in this manner, and in no other, it was moved with

mercy ; and afterwards that the life did not damn anyone, if so

be he had a confident faith concerning that reconciliation ; and
that all salvation is effected by faith from a principle of mercy.

They who so think and believe, can see nothing at all
;
they

speak and understand nothing; they call therefore those things

mysteries, which are to be believed and not to be comprehended
by any understanding. Hence it follows, that all illustration

from the Word that the case is otherwise, is rejected ; for light

from heaven cannot enter, where such a shade of contradictions

reigns ; it is called a shade, because it is not at all understood.

But to those who are in illustration, the Lord gives to under-

stand what they believe ; and they are illustrated when they

read the Word, and understand it, who acknowledge the Lord
and love to live according to His precepts, but not they who say

that they believe, and do not live accordingly ; for the Lord
flows-in into the life of man, and thence into a faith, but not intc

faith separate from life. They therefore who are illustrated from

the Lord by the Word, understand that the Lord came into the

world, that He might subdue the hells, and reduce all things

there and in the heavens into order; and that this could not in

any wise be effected, except by the Human, for from this he
could fight against the hells, but not from the Divine without

the Human ;
also that he might glorify His Human, to the

intent that by it He might to eternity keep all things in the

order into which He reduced them ; hence the salvation of man
;

for around every man there are hells, inasmuch as every one is

born into evils of every kind, and where evils are, there are the

hells, which, unless they were rejected by the Divine Power of

the Lord, would render it impossible for any one to be saved.

That this is the case the Word teaches, and all those compre-
hend it, who admit the Lord into their life; and these, as was
said above, are they who acknowledge Him, and love to live

according to his precepts ; see what has been adduced and
shown from the Word, n. 9937, 10,019, 10,152, 10,579, and in

other places abundantly. To be led away from evils, to be
regenerated, and thus to be saved, is mercy, which is not imme-
diate, as is believed, but mediate, that is, to those who recede
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from evils, and thereby admit the truth of faith and the good of

love into their life from the Lord ; immediate mercy, namely,
that which would extend to every one from the good pleasure

alone of God, is contrary to Divine Order, and what is contrary

to Divine Order is contrary to God, for order is from God, and
His Divine in heaven is order ; for any one to receive order in

himself is to he saved, which is effected solely by living accord-

ing to the precepts of the Lord. Man is regenerated to the

end that he may receive in himself the order of heaven, and he
is regenerated by faith and by the life of faith, which is charity

He who has order in himself, is in heaven, and also is heaven
in a certain effigy, but he who has not, is in hell, and is hell

in a certain effigy ; the one cannot in any wise be changed and
transcribed into the other from immediate mercy, for they are

opposites, inasmuch as evil is opposite to good, and in good is

life and is heaven, and in evil is death and is hell. That the one
cannot be transcribed into the other, the Lord teaches in Luke,
" Abraham said to the rich man in hell, Between us and you
there is a great gulf fixed, so that they who would cross over

from hence to you cannot, neither can they who are there pass to

us," xvi. 26. If also immediate mercy was given, all would be
saved, as many as are in the world, neither would there be a

hell, for the Lord is mercy itself, because He is love itself, which
wills the salvation of all, and the death of none.

10,660. Every opening of the womb is for Me "—that

hereby is signified that every good of innocence, of charity, and
of faith, is to be ascribed to the Lord, appears from the signi-

fication of the opening of the womb, as denoting what is born
of the Lord ; for man from his parents is conceived and born
naturally, but from the Lord spiritually ; this latter nativity is

what is meant in the internal sense by the opening of the womb

;

according to any other views, of what consequence would it be
that the first-born of cattle should be for Jehovah, that is, for

the Lord. Man also, who is regenerated, is conceived, is born,

and is educated anew, and thus is withdrawn from the evils of

the natural state which he had from his parents. The subject

here treated of is the first-born of cattle, but by cattle are meant
the goods and truths appertaining to man, for cattle of every
kind correspond to the affections such as belong to man, as

may be manifest from the passages cited, n. 9280 ; from which
considerations it may be evident, that by the opening of the

womb which is for Jehovah, is signified the good of innocence,
of charity, and of faith, which are from the Lord communicated
to those who are born anew, that is, who are regenerated. It is

6aid, that those things are to be ascribed to the Lord, that is, it

is to be acknowledged that they are from Him ; for unless they
be acknowledged and believed to be from the Lord, they are
not goods, for every good is from Him, and that which is not
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from Him is from man, and whatsoever is from man, howsoever
in the external form it may appear good, is still evil, for the pro-

prium of man is nothing but evil, and from evil it is impossible

for good to be produced.

10,001. " Of all thy cattle thou shalt give a male "—that
hereby is signified which is given by truth, appears from the

signification of a male, as denoting truth, see n. 2046, 4005.

7838. The case herein is this : every good which man has
from the Lord, is given him by truth ; for man is born into mere
ignorance, and when he advances in age, he has of himself

mere thick darkness in things spiritual, for he knows nothing

concerning God, concerning the Lord, concerning heaven and
hell, concerning life after death ; what he knows from himself

relates to the world and to himself, and he calls that good
which in the world is in favor of himself, and he calls that

true which confirms it. To the intent therefore that he may
have heavenly good which he may love above himself and the

world, it is necessary that he learn truths from the Word, or

from the doctrine of the church which is from the Word ; before

he knows those truths, he cannot love them, for no affection is

given of what is unknown, hence it is that truth is [the medium]
by which man has good. The truth appertaining to man then

becomes good, when he loves it, for every thing which is loved

is good ; to love is to will and to do, for what a man loves, this

he wills and does, thus truth becomes good. This now is what
is signified by giving a male of all cattle.

1U,662. ''The opening of a cow and of cattle "—that hereby
is signified in the external and internal man, appears from the

signification of a cow [or an ox] and of cattle, or of herd and of

flock, as denoting the external and internal good appertaining to

man, see n. 2500, 5913, 0048, 8937, 9135, 10,009.

10.003. " And the opening of an ass thou shalt redeem in

cattle"—that hereby is signified that faith merely natural shall

not be ascribed to the Lord, but the truth of innocence which is

therein, appears from what was said and shown, n. 8078, where
like words occur.

10.004. " And if thou shalt not redeem thou shalt neck it
"—

that hereby is signified if the truth of innocence be not therein,

that it is to be separated and rejected, appears from what was
said, n. 8079, where like words occur.

10.005. " Every first-burn of thy sons thou shalt redeem "

—

that hereby is signified that the truths of faith, which are with-

out good, are not to be ascribed to the Lord, appears from what
was said and shown, n. 8080, where also like words occur.

10,000. " And My faces shall not be seen empty "—that

hereby is signified reception from mercy and the giving of

thanks, appears from what was shown, n. 9293. where like words
occur.
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10.667. " Six days thou shalt work "—that hereby is sig-

nified the first state of regeneration, when man is in truths, aild

in such case in combats, appears from the signification of six

days, which are called days of labor or of work, as denoting

the first state of regeneration, when man is in truths, and in

such case in combats against evils and falses, see n. 8510,

8888, 9431, 10,360.

10.668. " And in the seventh day thou shalt rest "—that

hereby is signified the other state of regeneration, when man is

in good, and in such case in peace, appears from the significa-

tion of the seventh day, which is called a day of rest, or of the

sabbath, as denoting the other state of regeneration, when man
is in good, and in such case in peace, and in heaven with the

Lord, see n. 8494, 8495, 8510, 8890, 8893, 9274, 9431, 10,356,

10,360, 10,367, 10,374.

10.669. "In plowing and in reaping thou shalt rest"—that

hereby is signified as to the implantation of truth in good, and
its reception, appears from the signification of plowing, as

denoting the implantation of truth in good, of which we shall

speak presently ; and from the signification of reaping, as de-

noting the reception of truth in good. The reason why reaping

has this signification, is, because by standing corn is signified

truth in conception, n. 9146, and by the ear truth containing,

by wheat and barley in the ear good receiving and also re-

ceived ; but in this case is meant, that the labor of man
should cease about it, for it is said in plowing and reaping thou
shalt rest; for by rest on the sabbath-day is signified the other

state of regeneration, when man is in peace, and in heaven,

and is led by the Lord, for in this case, those things are effected

without the labor and study of man. That harvest denotes

the reception of truth by good, see n. 9295 ; and that the

sabbath denotes a state of peace, when man is led of the Lord,

see the passages cited, n. 10,668. The reason why plowing
signifies the implantation of truth in good, is, because by a

held is signified the church as to good, thus also the good of

the church ; and by the seed which is inseminated, is signified

the truth of faith. That a field denotes the church as to good,

see n. 2971, 3196, 3310, 3317, 7502, 9139, 9141, 9295 ; and
that seed is the truth of faith, n. 1940, 3310, 3373, 3671, 615S.

In the Word, frequent mention is made of earth, ground, field,

seed-time, harvest, standing corn, barn-floor,corn, wheat, barley,

all wdiich signify such things as relate to the establishment

of the church, and to the regeneration of man who is in the

church, thus which have reference to the truth of faith and to

the good of love, from which the church derives its existence.

That such things are signified, is from correspondence, for all

things which are in the earth, also which are in its vegetable
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kingdom, correspond to the spiritual things which are in heaven,

as is very manifest from the appearances there ; for in heaven
there appear fields, fallow-lands, plains, flower-gardens, ripe

corn, shrubberies, and like things, such as are in the earths
;

and it is there known that the things which are of heaven, thus

which are of the church, appear in such manner before their

eves. He who reads the Word, believes that such things, when
mentioned therein, are merely comparisons, but let him know
that they are real correspondences, as these words in Isaiah,
" Hearken and hear My voice, will the plower plow the whole
day to soiv, will he open and dung his ground ? When he hath
made plain the faces thereof, doth he not scatter abroad the

fitches ; and disseminate the cummin ? thus he stores up the

measured wheat, and the appointed barley and its determinate
spelt. Thus he instructeth him to judgment, his God teacheth
him," xxviii. 23 to 26. These words appear as comparisons,
but they are real correspondences, by which is described the

reformation and regeneration of the man of the church, where-
fore also it is said, "Thus he instructeth him to judgment, his

God teacheth him." To instruct to judgment, is to give him
intelligence, for by judgment is signified the intelligence of
truth, n. 2235, and to teach him, when from God, is to give

him wisdom ; hence it may be manifest what is meant by plow-

ing, dunging, scattering abroad fitches, sowing cummin, stor-

ing up wheat, barley, and spelt, namely, that plowing denotes
implanting truth in good, fitches and cummin denote scientifics,

since these are the first things which are learnt that man may
receive intelligence. That wheat denotes the good of love of

the internal man, see n. 7605. That barley denotes the good
of love of the external, n. 7602. That spelt denotes its truth,

n. 7605. That plowing, not from comparison but from corres-

pondence, signifies the first [thing or principle] of the church
in general, and also in particular with every one who is regene-

rated, or who becomes a church, is evident from these words in

Moses, Thou shalt not sow thy vineyard intermixedly : thou

shalt not plow with an ox and an ass together. Thou shalt not

wear a garment mixed with wool and linen together," Dent,
xxii. 9, 1<», 11. These words involve that the states of good and
truth ought not to be confounded ; for a vineyard denotes the

church as to truth, but a field the church as to good ; to plow
with an ox, denotes to prepare by good ; to plow with an ass,

denotes by truth ; wool also denotes good, but linen denotes

truth. For the case is this ; in a state of good are all they who
are in the Lord's celestial kingdom, but in a state of truth are

they who are in His spiritual kingdom ; he who is in one cannot

be in the other. Who cannot 8ee that the above vrords have a

deeper signification than they appear to have ? for otherwise
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what of evil could there have been in sowing a vineyard inter-

mixedly, in plowing with an ox and an ass together, and in

wearing a garment mixed with wool and linen together.

10.670. " And the feast of weeks thou shalt make to thy-

self of the first-fruits of the harvest of wheat "—that hereby

is signified the worship of the Lord and thanksgiving on ac-

count of the implantation of truth in good, appears from what
was explained and shown, n. 9294, 9295, where like words
occur.

10.671. " And the feast of gathering together of the re-

volution of the year "—that hereby is signified worship from a

grateful mind on account of the implantation of good thence

derived, thus on account of regeneration, and plenary libera-

tion from damnation, appears from what was shown concerning

that feast, n. 9296.

10.672. " Three times in the year shall every male of thine

be seen at the faces of the Lord Jehovah God of Israel"—that

hereby is signified the continual appearance and presence of

the Lord also in truths of faith, is manifest from the explica-

tion of these words, n. 9297.

10.673. "Verses 24, 25, 26, 27. Because Iexpel nationsfrom
thyfaces, and I will cause thy border to be dilated / and there

shall not any one covet thy land, in thy going up to see thefaces

of Jehovah thy God three times in the year. Thou shalt not

slay upon what is leavened the blood ofMy sacrifice ; and the

sacrifice of the feast of the passover shall not pass the night to

the morning. The first-fruits of the primitive things of thy

ground thou shalt bring into the house of Jehovah thy God.
Thou shalt not seethe a kid in the milk of its mother. And
Jehovah said to Moses, write for thyself those words, be-

cause on the mouth of those words I establish with thee

a covenant, and with Israel. Because I expel nations from
thy faces, signifies the removal of evil and of the falses of

evil. And I will cause thy border to be dilated, signifies the

multiplication and extension of truth derived from good. And
there shall not any one covet thy land, signifies the holding
in aversion such things as are of the church with those who
are in evils and in the falses of evil. In thy going up to see the

faces of Jehovah thy God three times in the year, signifies when
the presence of the Lord is also in the truths of faith. Thou
shalt not slay upon what is leavened the blood of My sacrifice,

signifies that the worship of the Lord from the truths of the
church ought not to be commixed with falses derived from
evil. And the sacrifice of the passover shall not pass the night

to the morning, signifies the good of worship not from the pro-

prium but from the Lord always new. The first-fruit of the
primitive things of thy ground thou shalt bring into the house
of Jehovah thy God, signifies that all the truths of good and
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goods of truth are holy, because from the Lord Alone. Thou
shalt not seethe a kid in the milk of its mother, signifies that

the good of innocence of a latter state ought not to be com-
mixed with the truth of innocence of a former state. And Je-

hovah said to Moses write for thyself those words, signifies in-

formation concerning primary truths which ought to be remem-
bered and done. Because on the mouth of those words I esta-

blish with thee a covenant, and with Israel, signifies that by
them there is conjunction with those who are in external and
internal worship.

10.674. "Because I expel nations from thy faces"—that

hereby is signified the removal of evil and of the falses of evil,

appears from the signification of expelling, when concerning

evils and falses appertaining to man, as denoting to remove, for

evils and falses are not expelled from man but are removed, see

the passages cited, n. 10,057; and from the signification of

the nations which were in the land of Canaan, as denoting evils

and the falses of evil, see the passages cited, n. 9327.

10.675. " And I will cause thy border to be dilated"—that

hereby is signified the multiplication and extension of truth

from good, appears from the signification of dilating a border,

as denoting the multiplication and extension of truth derived

from good, see n. 8063. The reason why this is signified

by dilating a border, is, because so far as evils and the falses of

evil are removed, so far the truths which are from good are

multiplied, since nothing else but evils and the falses thence de-

rived oppose truths flowing in from the Lord and multiplying

themselves with man, wherefore so far as evils and falses are re-

moved, so far truths succeed in their place. This is the case

with the intellectual principle of man, whether it consists of

truths which are from good, or of falses which are from evil ; it

cannot consist of both together, for they are opposites ; and the

intellectual principle of man is what receives truths, and is

formed by truths, for whatsoever is in his intellect has relation

to truth. Hence it is evident, that so tar as falses derived from

evil are removed, so far truths derived from good are multiplied.

This was represented by the expulsions of the nations from the

land of Canaan, for by the nations there were represented evils

and falses, 6ee the passages cited, n. 10,057 ; and by the sons

of Israel goods and truths. It is said that the intellectual prin-

ciple of man is what receives truths, and is formed by truths,

since nothing else in the proper sense is to be called intellectual,

but what is from truths derived from good ; what is from falses

derived from evil is not intellectual ; for intelligence and wisdom
cannot in any wise be predicated of falses derived from evil, for

sucli falses altogether destroy intelligence and wisdom, and in-

troduce in their place insanity and foolishness. Wherefore tho

intellectual principle is in no case opened, except when man
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perceives and loves truths, and the perception and love of truth

is from good ; hence it is that truths from good are what con-

stitute the intellectual principle. He who believes that he has

an intellectual principle, who can reason dexterously against

the truths of the church, is very greatly deceived ; for he sees

nothing within himself but without himself; to see within him-

self is from heaven, to see without himself is from the world;

and he who sees only from the world, sees from an infatuated

lumen, which lumen becomes mere thick darkness, when light

from heaven flows-in into it.

10.676. " And there shall not any one lust after thy land"

—

that hereby is signified the holding in aversion such things as

are of the church, with those who are in evils and the falses ol

evil, appears from the signification of not lusting after, when
concerning those who are in evils and the falses of evil, when
they see and perceive goods and the truths of good, as denoting

to hold in aversion, for between evils and goods there is per-

petual enmity, evils holding goods in aversion, and hating them,

and goods holding evils in aversion, and putting them to flight

or shunning them ; and from the signification of land [or earth],

as denoting the church, and whatsoever is of the church, see

the passages cited, n. 9325.

10.677. " In thy ascending to see the faces of thy God three

times in the year "—that hereby is signified when the presence

of the Lord is also in the truths of faith, appears from what was
explained, n. 9297.

10.678. " Thou shalt not slay upon what is leavened the

blood of My sacrifice "—that hereby is signified that the wor-

ship of the Lord from the truths of the church ought not to be
commixed with falses derived from evil, appears from the ex-

plication of the words, n. 9298.

10.679. " And the sacrifice of the feast of the passover shall

not pass the night to the morning "—that hereby is signified the

good of worship not from the proprium, but from the Lord
always new, appears from what was explained, u. 9299.

10,6S0. " The first-fruits of the primitive things of thy
ground thou shalt bring into the house of Jehovah thy God"

—

that hereby is signified that all the truths of good and the goods
of truth are holy, because from the Lord alone, see n. 9300.

10.681. "Thou shalt not seethe a kid in the milk of its

mother "—that hereby is signified that the good of innocence
of a latter state ought not to be commixed with the truth of

innocence of a former state, appears from what was said and
shown, n. 9301, where like words occur.

10.682. " And Jehovah said to Moses, write for thyself those
words "—that hereby is signified information concerning the
primary truths which are to be remembered and done, appears
from the signification of saying, when from Jehovah to Moses,
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as denoting information, as also in the passages cited, n.

10,277 ; and from the signification of writing, as denoting for

remembrance of what is to be done, see n. 8620 ; and from
the signification of those words, as denoting primary truths,

for by words in general are signified things, specifically truths,

in this case the primary truths which were to be remembered
and done, that with the Israelitish nation representative wor-
ship of the church might be instituted and the Word br> written,

which were the subjects treated of in the preceding verses of

this chapter.

10,683. " Because on the mouth of those words I establish

with thee a covenant and with Israel "—that hereby is signified

that by those [words] is conjunction with those who are in

worship external and internal, appears from the signification of

upon the mouth of those words, as denoting by those primary
truths which are to be observed, see above, n. 10,682 ; and
from the signification of establishing a covenant, as denoting
conjunction, see n. 665, 666, 1023, 1038, 1864, 1996, 2003,

2021, 6804, 8767, 8778 ; and from the representation of Moses,
with whom and with Israel it is said that the covenant is

established, as denoting the external of the Word, of the
church, and of worship, in which is an internal principle, see

n. 10,563, 10,571, 10,607, 10,614 ; and from the signification

of Israel, as denoting the internal of the church and of wor-
ship, see n. 4286, 4292, 4570, 6426 ; hence it is that it is said,

that a covenant is established with Moses and with Israel and
not with the 6ons of Israel, for by the sons of Israel in this and
in the preceding chapter are meant those who are in the

external of the church, of worship, and of the Word, without

an internal principle, see n. 10,454 to 10,457, 10,461, 10,498,

10,459, 10,550, 10,551, 10,570, 10,575, 10,629. It may be
expedient here briefly to say what the internal of the Word, of

the church, and of worship, is ; what their external in which
is an internal ; and what the external without the internal.

In the internal of the Word, of the church, and of worship,

are they who love to do truth for the sake of truth from in-

ternal affection, thus from spiritual affection : in their external

in which is an internal, are they who love truth for the sake ot

truth, but from external affection, thus from natural affection
;

these latter are men of the external church, but the former of

the internal, for in every church there are internal men and
there are external ; but they who are in external worship with-

out internal, love truth not for the sake of truth, but for the

sake of gains in the world, thus they do not love to do truths

except for the sake of themselves, or that they may be seen
;

these are not within the church, but out of it. They who love

to do truth for the sake of'truth from internal or spiritual

affection, when thev hear truths, rejoice, and think about a life
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according to them : but they who love truth for the sake of

truth from external or natural affections, when they hear truth,

also rejoice, but they do not think about a life according to it,

nevertheless it flows-in from an internal principle whilst they

are ignorant of it. But they who love truth for the sake of

gains in the world, think nothing about life, neither does any
thing flow in from an internal principle

;
they only make

truths to be things of the memory, to the end that they may
speak about them. They who love to do truth for the sake of

truth, love the Lord, inasmuch as truth is from the Lord, and
the Lord makes it to become good by willing and doing it, so

that it becomes [a principle] of the life appertaining to man,
for truth does not become [a principle] of the life until it

enters the will ; that it is in the will, may be known and per-

ceived from this, that the man does it, and still more that he
loves to do, for so far as man wills truth, so far he loves it.

To love truth for the sake of truth and for the sake of living

according to it, is thus described by the Lord in Matthew,
" Whosoever receiveth you, receiveth Me, but he who receiveth

Me, receiveth Him who sent Me. Whosoever receiveth a pro-
phet in the name of a prophet, shall receive the reward of a
prophet. And whosoever receiveth a just one in the name of a

just one, shall receive the reward ofa just one. And whosoever

shall give to drink to one of these little ones a cup of cold water
in the name of a disciple, verily 1 say unto you, he shall not

lose a reward" x. 40, 41, 42. He who is unacquainted with
the internal sense of the Word, cannot know what is signified

by receiving a prophet in the name of a prophet, a just one in

the name of a just one, and a disciple of the Lord in the name
of a disciple ; and that they would have a reward according to

such reception ; for without that sense, who knows what is sig-

nified by receiving any one in His name ? But they who are

principled in the internal sense, do not attend to the person,

but to the thing which the person signifies, thus not to a dis-

ciple, nor to a prophet, but to the things which a disciple and
a prophet signify. Disciple in the internal sense signifies truth

of life, but prophet truth of doctrine ; in the name of any one,

signifies on account of his quality ; hence it is evident what is

signified by those words of the Lord, namely, that they who
love truth for the sake of truth, and who love to do truth for the
sake of truth, love the Lord, and that they receive heaven in

themselves, for the reward which is from the Lord is the affec-

tion of truth for the sake of truth, and in the affection of truth

for the sake of truth is heaven. That disciples denote all things
of love and faith in the complex, thus specifically those who
are led of the Lord, see n. 3488, 3858, 5395 ; that prophet de-

notes the truth of doctrine, n. 2534, 7269 ; that name denotes
quality, n. 144, 145, 1896, 2009, 2724, 6674, 9310 ; that reward
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denotes the affection of truth and good, n. 3956, 6388 ; that

person is turned into the idea of things in the internal sense, n.

5225, 52S7, 5434, 8343, 8985, 9007, 10,282 ; and that to do
truth for the sake of truth is to love the Lord, n. 10,336.

10,684. Verse 28 to the end. And he was there with Jehovah
forty days andforty nights ; lie did not eat bread, and he did not

drink water, and he wrote on tables the words of the covenant

ten words. And it came topass as Moses descendedfrom Mount
Sinai, and the two tables of the testimony were in the hand of
Moses in his descendingfrom the mountain; and Moses knew not

that the skin of hisfaces shone in his speaking with Ilim. And
Aaron and all the sons of Israel saw Moses, and behold the skin

of hisfaces shone, and they were afraid of approaching to him.
And Moses called to them, and there returned to him Aaron, ana
all the princes in the assembly, and Moses spake to them. And
afterwards came near all the sons of Israel, and he commanded
them all things which Jehovah spake with him in Mount Sinai.

And Moses left of speaking with them, and gave upon hisfaces

a vail. And in Moses's entering in before Jehovah, to speak
with Him, he removed the vail until he went out y and he went
out and spake to the sons of Israel that which was commanded ;

and the sons of Israel saw thefaces of Moses, that the skin of
thefaces of Moses shone, and Moses brought back the vail over

hisfaces even to his entering in to speak with Him. And he was
there with Jehovah forty days and forty nights, signifies temp-
tations before the internal of the church, of worship, and of the

Word, is given. He did not eat bread, and he did not drink

water, signifies in the mean time non-appropriation of the good
of love and of the truth of faith. And he wrote on the tables

the words of the covenant, signifies the Word by which there is

conjunction of heaven with man. Ten words, signify all Divine
Truths therein. And it came to pass as Moses descended from
Mount Sinai, signifies the influx of the internal into the external

of the Word, of the church, and of worship. And the two
tables of the testimony were in the hand of Moses, signifies a

representative of the Word. And Moses knew not that the

skin of his faces shone in his speaking with Him, signifies the

internal of the Word giving forth light in its external without
the external perceiving it. And Aaron and all the 6ons of

Israel saw Moses, signifies the perception of those who are in

the external things of the church, of worship, and of the Word,
without the internal. And behold the skin of his faces shone,

signifies that the internal shines forth by [or through] the ex-

ternal. And they were afraid of approaching to him, signifies

that they did not endure the external of the church, of worship,

and of the Word, when it was such. And Moses called to them,
signifies the accession of that nation to what is external. And
there returned to him Aaron and all the princes in the assembly,
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signifies the chief of those who are in things external without

internal, and still represented things internal. And Moses spake
to them, signifies instruction. And afterwards came near all

the sons of Israel, signifies all who were in things external with-

out internal, and still represented things internal. And he com-
manded them all things which Jehovah spake with him in

Mount Sinai, signifies command concerning the primary truths

which were to be represented, revealed from neaven. And
Muses left off speaking with them, signifies after information

concerning the primary truths which were to be represented in

things external. And gave upon his faces a vail, signifies that

the internal of the church, of worship, and of the Word, did

not appear to the Israelitish nation, but only the external with-

out the internal. And in Moses's entering in before Jehovah,
to speak with him, signifies the state of the external when the

internal from the Lord flowed-in, and it received information.

He removed the vail until he went out, signifies a state of illus-

tration on the occasion. And he went forth and spake to the

sons of Israel that which was commanded, signifies communi-
cation with those who are in things external without an internal

principle, concerning those things of which he was informed by
[or through] the internal. And the sons of Israel saw the faces

of Moses, that the skin of the faces of Moses shone, signifies

that the Israelitish nation acknowledged indeed that there is

given an internal in the Word, but they are not willing to know
what is its quality. And Moses brought back the vail over his

faces, signifies that on this account internal things were closed

with them. Even to his entering-in to speak with Him, signifies

howsoever the}' are informed.

10,685. " And he was with Jehovah forty days and forty

nights"—that hereby are signified temptations before the in-

ternal of the church, of worship, and of the Word, is given,

appears from the signification of forty days and nights, when
concerning the church appertaining to man. as denoting states

of temptation, see n. 730, 862, 2272, 2273,' 8098. The reason
why it denotes before the internal of the church, of worship,
and of the Word, is given, is, because the internal, which is

called the internal man, is opened and given to man by temp-
tations

; hence it is that all who are regenerating, undergo
temptations. The reason why the internal is opened and given
by temptations, is, because when man is in temptations, which
are combats against evils and falses, the Lord flows-in from
an interior principle, and fights for him ; which also man may
know from this consideration, that when he is in temptations,
be interiorly resists, for unless he interiorly resisted, he would
not conquer, but would yield. This interior resistance at the
time does not come to the perception of man, because when
lie is in temptations, he is in obscurity from the evil and falaes
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of evil which assault ; but after temptations [it comes to per-

ception] with those who are in the perception of truth ; for

the things which are brought in by the Lord into the internal

of man, are not known to man whilst he lives in the world,

since he then thinks in the external or natural man, and not per-

ceptively in the internal, until he comes into the other life
;

nevertheless he ought to know and acknowledge, when he con-

quers in temptations, that he did not himself light, but the Lord
for him.

10.686. " He did not eat bread, and he did not drink water"
—that hereby is signified in the mean time non-appropriation of

the good of love and the truth of faith, appears from the signifi-

cation of bread, as denoting the good of love, see n. 2165, 2177,

3464, 3478, 3735, 3813, 4211, 4217, 4735, 4976, 8410, 9545
;

and from the signification of water, as denoting the truth of

faith, see the passages cited, n. 10,238 ; that by bread and
water in the Word, are meant in general all goods and truths,

see n. 9323 ; and from the signification of eating, as denoting
the conjunction and appropriation of good, see n. 2187, 2343,

3168, 3513, 3596, 4745, 5643, 8001 ; and from the signification

of drinking, as denoting the reception and appropriation of

truth, see n. 3069, 3089, 3168, 8562. The case herein is this

:

when man is in temptations, the goods of love and the truths

of faith are not then appropriated to him, but afterwards ; for

during the continuance of temptations, on one part are excited

evils and the falses of evil, on the other goods and the truths of

good which appertain to man, hence he is in a turbulent state
;

in this state the internal is opened ; but after temptation he has

serenity, and in that state goods and the truths of good are

brought in by the Lord into the internal now open. Hence it is

evident what is meant by the non-appropriation of the good of

love and of the truth of faith during the continuance of tempta-

tions, which is signified by Moses not eating bread, and not

drinking water, for forty days and forty nights.

10.687. " And he wrote on the tables the words of the

covenant"—that hereby is signified the "Word, by which there

is conjunction of heaven with man, appears from the significa-

tion of the tables on which the law was written, as denoting

the Word, see n. 9416, 10,375, 10,376, 10,453, 10,461 ; and
from the signification of a covenant, as denoting conjunction,

see above in the passages cited, n. 10,632. The reason why
it denotes the conjunction of heaven with man, is because the

Word is written by mere correspondences, and hence it is of

such a quality as to conjoin heaven with man; for heaven is in

the internal sense of the Word, and the internal sense corres-

ponds to the external sense, wherefore when the Word is read

by man, the angels, who are attendant upon him, perceive

it in the spiritual sense, which is the internal 6ense ; hence a
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holy principle from the angels flo\vs-in, by which there is

conjunction ; for this end such a Word was given. That there

is conjunction of the Lord, thus of heaven, with man by the

"Word, see the passages cited, n. 10,375. What correspon-

dences are by which the Word is written, has been shown in

the explications throughout.

10.688. "Ten words"—that hereby are signified all Divine
Truths therein, appears from the signification often, as denoting

all, see n. 4638 ; and from the signification of words, as denot-

ing Divine Truths, see n. 9886. Hence it is that the precepts

in those tables were ten in number.
10.689. " And it came to pass as Moses descended from

Mount Sinai "—that hereby is signified the influx of the in-

ternal into the external of the Word, of the church, and of

worship, appears from the signification of descending, when
concerning Moses, by whom is represented the external of the

Word in which is the internal, as denoting the influx of the

Lord through the internal of the Word into its external ; that

this is signified b}' descending, see n. 5406 ; and from the

representation of Moses, as denoting the external of the Word,
of the church, and of worship, in which is the internal, see n.

42S6, 4292, 4570 ; and from the signification of Mount Sinai,

as denoting heaven where the Lord is, and whence the law or

Word is, see n. 9420.

10.690. " And the two tables of the testimony were in the

hand of Moses"—that hereby is signified a representative of the

testimony, as denoting the law in every complex, thus the

Word, see the passages cited above, n. 10,687 ; and from the

signification of in the hand of Moses, as denoting a represen-

tative of it, namely, of the Word. That Moses represented the

Word, see the passages cited, n. 9372 ; on this account the

tables, by which was signified the Word, were in his hand, as

a badge of representation.

10.691. " And Moses knew not that the skin of his faces

did shine in his speaking with Him "—that hereby is signified

the internal of the Word giving forth light in its external

without the external perceiving it, appears from the representa-

tion of Moses, as denoting the external of the Word in which
is the internal, see n. 10,563, 10,571, 10,607, 10,614; and from
the signification of not knowing, as denoting not to perceive

;

and from the signification of shining, as denoting to give forth

light, for the shining of the skin of the faces of Moses is from
the giving forth of light from the internal ; and from the sig-

nification of skin, as denoting the external of truth and good,
see n. 3540, 5554, 89S0 ; and from the signification of faces,

as denoting the interiors, see the passages cited, n. 9546.
Hence by the shining of the skin of the faces is signified the

vor.. x. .33
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giving forth of light of the interiors in the external, in thia

case in the external of the Word, which is the sense of its

letter, because by Moses is represented the external of the

Word, in which is the internal ; and from the signification of

speaking, as denoting influx. That to speak, when concerning

Jehovah, denotes influx, see n. 2951, 5743, 5797, 8660, 7270,

8128. Hence it is evident that bv Moses not knowing that the

skin of his faces shone in his speaking with Hitn, is signified

the internal of the Word giving forth light in its external with-

out the external perceiving it. It is to be noted, that by the

giving forth light [elucentia] of the interiors of the Word in the

external, is meant the internal sense in the external ; the former

sense continually gives forth light and shines in the latter, but

it is not perceived by any except those who are in things in-

ternal ; but by those who are in an external in which is an
internal, as they who are called the men of the external church,

it is not perceived, nevertheless it is present, whilst they are

ignorant of it, and it affects them ; who they are who are in

the internal of the Word, of the church, and of worship, and who
are in the external in which is the internal, see above, n. 10,683.

But they who are in the external without the internal, as were
the Israelitish nation, do not at all endure the internal, or the

light thence derived in the external; wherefore it is said of them
below, that they were afraid of coming near to Moses, and that

Moses, when he spake with them, gave a vail upon his faces.

The reason why the internal sense gives light, is, because in

that sense is the Divine Truth such as is in the heavens, and

the Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord appears to the an-

gels as light, and also is the light of heaven, see the passages

cited, n. 95S4, 9684.

10.692. " And Aaron and all the sons of Israel saw Moses "

—that hereby is signified the perception of those who are in

the externals of worship and ofthe Word without the internals,

appears from the signification of seeing, as denoting per-

ception, see n. 2150, 3764, 4567, 4723, 5400 ; and from the

representation of Aaron, and of the 6ons of Israel, in this and

in the two preceding chapters, as denoting those who are in

the externals of the church, of worship, and of the Word, with-

out, the internals. That Aaron denotes those, 6ee u. 10,397

;

and that the sons of Israel do the same, 6ee the passages cited,

n. 93S0, 10,396 ; and further, n. 10,397 to 10,457, 10,461 to

10,466, 10,492, 10,498, 10,500, 10,526, 10,531, 10,533, 10,535,

10,549, 10,550, 10,551, 10,566, 10,570, 10,575, 10,603, 10,629,

10,632.

10.693. " And behold the 6kin of his faces shone "—that

hereby is signified that the internal gives forth light by [or

through
J
the external, appears from what was explained just

above, n. 10,691.
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10.694. "And they were afraid of approaching to him "

—

that hereby is signified that they did not endure the external oi

the church, of worship, and of the Word, when it is of such a

quality, appears from the signification of being afraid to come
near, as denoting not to endure, for they who do not endure

interior things, are afraid of coming near ; and from the re-

presentation of Moses, as denoting the external of the Word,
of the church, and of worship, in which is the internal, see n.

10,563, 10,571, 10,607, 10,614. The case herein is this
;
they

who are only in the externals of worship, and of the Word,
without the internal, cannot endure interior things ; the reason

is, because they who are in external things without what .is

internal, are in the love of self and of the world, and hence in

a lumen, which is called natural lumen ; but they who are in

the externals, and at the same time in the internals of the

church, of worship, and of the Word, are in love towards the

neighbor and in love to the Lord, and hence in the light of

heaven ; inasmuch as those loves are opposites, and hence also

the lights, therefore the one does not endure the other, for hea-

venly love, which is love to the Lord, and love towards the

neighbor, when it flows-in into earthly loves, which are the

loves of *elf and of the world, induce agonies as of death, and
when heavenly light flows-in into the light of the world, it in-

duces thick darkness and thence stupor ; hence it is that what
is exlLM-nal without what is internal cannot endure an external

whilst the internal is in it. Inasmuch as the Judaic nation was
of such a quality, therefore they could not endure to hear oi

the Lord, of love and faith to Him, which are the interior things

of the Word, of the church, and of worship. These now are

the things which are signified by the sons of Israel being afraid

of approaching to Moses, because the skin of his faces shone

;

what the skin of the faces of Moses is, see above, n. 10,691.

10.695. " And Moses called to them "—that hereby is sig-

nified the accession of that nation to what is external, appears
from the signification of calling to them, as denoting the ac-

cession of that nation, for he who is called accedes ; and from
ihe representation of Moses, as denoting the external of the

Word in which is the internal, see just above, n. 10,694.

10.696. " And there returned to him Aaron and all the
princes in the assembly "—that hereby are signified the chief

of those who are in things external and still represented things

internal, appears from the representation of Aaron and of the

princes in the assembly, as denoting the chief who were in ex-

ternals without the internal ; for Aaron was their head, and the

princes were leaders ; that Aaron denotes what is external with-

out an internal principle, see n. 10,397 ; and that princes de-

note the chief, n. 14S2, 20S9, 5044 : that it denotes who repre-

sented, see below, n. 10,698.
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10.697. " And Moses spake to them "—that hereby is sig-

nified instruction, appears from the signification of speaking,

as denoting instruction, see the passages cited, n. 10,277.

10.698. " And afterwards came near all the sons of Israel
"

—that hereby are signified all who are in externals, without an

internal, and still represented things internal, appears from the

representation of the sons of Israel, as denoting those who are

in externals without an internal, see just above, n. 10,692. The
reason why it also denotes who represented internal things, is,

because Moses obtained that the church might be represented

with that nation, although they were of such a quality that no
church could be instituted amongst them ; for a church cannot

be given with those who are in things external without what
is internal, inasmuch as the church is in the internal of man,
and not in the external without it ; for the communication
of man with heaven and with the Lord is by [or through] the

internal, and when there is no internal, that is, when it is

closed, then there is communication with hell ; but although

the sons of Israel were of such a quality, that by [or through]

the internal appertaining to them no communication with hea-

ven could be given, still they could represent such things as

are of the church and of heaven, which is effected solely by
external things to which internal correspond ; on this account

they were received. That with that nation there was not a

church, but only the representative of a church, see the passages

cited, n. 9320, 10,396; and that by external things, which re-

presented internal, there was effected communication with hea-

ven, see the passages cited, also n. 9320. 10,396, also n. 10,492,

10,500, 10,549, 10,550, 10,551, 10,570, 10,575, 10,602, 10,629.

10.699. M And he commanded them all things which Je-

hovah spake with them in Mount Sinai "—that hereby is sig-

nified a command concerning the primary truths which were

to be represented, revealed from heaven, appears from the sig-

nification of commanding, when from Jehovah to Moses, as

denoting a command ; that it is a command concerning the

primary truths which were to be represented, is manifest from

this consideration, that the things wnich were commanded, and

which are contained from verses 12 to 2S, were primary truths,

which were to be represented that they might be received, 6ee

above, n. 10,637; and from the signification of which Jehovah

6pake with him from Mount Sinai, as denoting which were re-

vealed from heaven, for by Jehovah speaking is signified what

was revealed, and by Mount Sinai heaven, from which is Divine

Truth, n. 9420.

10.700. "And Moses left off speaking with them"—that

hereby is signified after information concerning primary truths,

which were to be represented in things external, appears from

what was said just alove, n. 10,699.
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10.701. "And gave the vail upon his faces "—that hereby
is signified that the internal of the church, of worship, and of

the Word, did not appear to the Israelitish nation, but only the

external without the internal, appears from the signification oi

giving a vail upon his faces, as denoting to close the internal,

that only the external without the internal may appear, for by
the shining of the skin of the faces of Moses, is signified the

giving forth light of the internal of the Word, of the church,

and of worship, in things external, see above, n. 10,691. That

that nation was in things external without an internal, and
likewise at this day is so, see the passages cited above, n.

10,G92. From these considerations it is also evident how the

external of the Word, of the church, and of worship, with that

nation, appears in the heavens, namely, that it is not indeed as

the face of a man, but as a vail before the face ; for they are in

such obscurity concerning the interiors of the Word.
10.702. " And when Moses entered in before Jehovah to

speak with Him "—that hereby is signified the state of the ex-

ternal when the internal from the Lord flowed in, and it re-

ceived information, appears from the representation of Moses,

as denoting an external in which is an internal, see n. I0,<>9i

;

and from the signification of entering in before Jehovah, as

denoting its state when the Lord flows in, of which we shall

speak presently ; and from the signification of speaking, as

denoting information, see the passages cited, n. 10,277. With
the external, when the internal flows-in into it, which is sig-

nitied by Moses entering in before Jehovah, the case is this
;

with men there are two states as to those things which relate

to the church, to worship, and the Word ; some turn them-
selves to the Lord, thus to heaven, but some to themselves and
to the world

;
they who turn themselves to the Lord, or to

heaven, receive influx thence and are in illustration, and
thereby in the perception of truth inwardly in themselves;
this influx is effected from the Lord by [or through] the internal

into the external ; this is here signified by entering in before
Jehovah. But they who turn themselves to themselves and to

the world, cansot receive any influx from the Lord or from
heaven, thus cannot be in any illustration and perception of

truth ; for the world flows in from the views of self, and alto-

gether extinguishes, or repels, or perverts, whatsoever comes
from heaven ; hence they are in thick darkness concerning ail

things of the church, of worship, and of the Word ; this is

signified by the vail before the faces of Moses. The interiors

of man also actually turn themselves according to the loves ; with
those who love the Lord, the interiors turn themselves to the
Lord or heaven, thus inwards, but they who love themselves
turn themselves to the world, thus outwards. To turn oneself
to the Lord is to be turned by the Lord Himself, for man of
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himself cannot elevate his interiors; but to turn oneself to one*

self is to be turned of hell, and when this is the case, then

those things which are of the internal man are closed, lest

man should serve two lords.

10.703. " He removed the vail even to his going forth "

—

that hereby is signified a state of illustration on the occasion,

appears from the signification of removing the vail, as denoting

the appearance of the internal, for when the vail was removed,
the faces were laid open, and the shining of their skin ; and by
foces are signified the interiors, and by shining, light thence

derived in the external. That faces denote the interiors, see the

passages cited, n. 9546 ; and that the shining of the skin of the

faces of Moses denotes the giving forth lights, or light derived

from the internal in the external of the Word, n. 10,691. It

is called light, because the light which illuminates the internal

of man is the Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord. That
this is the light of heaven, thus the light by which angels and
spirits see, and also by which man, who is illustrated, has

perception and intelligence, see the passages cited, n. 9548,

9684. It is said, light in the external of the Word from its in-

ternal, but thereby is meant light in the external of man from

his internal when he reads it, for the Word is not lucent ol

itself but before man, who is in light from the internal, without

which the Word is merely the letter. Hence now it is evident

whence was the shining of the skin of the faces of Moses, and
what it signities in the internal sense.

10.704. " And he went forth and spake to the sons ol

Israel that which was commanded"—that hereby is signified

communication with those who are in things external without

an internal, concerning those things of which he was informed

by [or through] the internal, appears from the signification of

going forth and speaking, as denoting communication, for

what Moses heard from Jehovah, when he went forth, he

communicated with the sons of Israel ; and from the repre-

sentation of the sons of Israel, as denoting those who are in

things external without things internal, see the passages cited,

n. 10,692; and from the signification of what was commando!
by Jehovah, as denoting the things of which Moses was inform-

ed by the Lord. That to be commanded denotes to be in-

formed, is evident, and that Jehovah in the Word is the Lord,

see the passages cited, n. 9373.

10.705. "And the sons of Israel saw the faces of Moses,

that the skin of the faces of Moses shone "—that hereby is sig-

nified that the Israelitish nation indeed acknowledged that there

is given in the Word an internal, but that they are not willing

to know what is its quality, appears from the signification ol

seeing, as denoting perception, understanding, faith, see n. 2150,

2325, 2807, 3764,^3863, 3869, 4403 to 4421, 4567, 4723, 5118,
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5400, 6805, 7650, 9128 ; hence also acknowledgment, 897
3796 ; and from the signification of the faces of Moses, as de-

noting the internal things of the Word, see above, n. 10,703 ,

and from the signification of the shining of the skin of his faces,

as denoting the giving forth light of the internal in the external,

see also above, n. 10,703. That that nation acknowledges that

an internal is given in the Word, is a known thing, for they say

that Divine arcana are stored up therein even in every syllable
;

but when they are told that those arcana are concerning the

Lord, concerning His kingdom in the heavens and in the earths,

and concerning love and faith in Him, they are not willing to

know. This is meant by that nation acknowledging indeed that

an internal is given in the Word, but not being willing to know
what is its quality ; wherefore also it follows, that Moses drew
back the vail over his faces, by which is signified that on that

account the internal was closed to them.

10.706. " And Moses drew back the vail over his faces "

—

that hereby is signified that on that account internal things were
closed to them, appears from the signification of drawing back
the vail over the faces, when concerning Moses, by whom is

represented the Word, as denoting to close the internal things

of the Word, see above, n. 10,701. How the case herein is,

appears from what was said just above, n. 10,705.

10.707. "Even to his entering-in to speak with Him "—that

hereby is signified howsoever they are informed, appears from
the signification of even to Moses entering-in to speak with
Jehovah, as signifying a state of the external when the internal

from the Lord flowed-in, and it received information, see above,

n. 10,702. The reason why it also here denotes howsoever they

are informed, is, because by Moses is represented the external

of the Word in which is the internal, n. 10,694, and he entered

in before Jehovah and went out, and informed them ; for by
entering-in and going out is signified communication, n. 5249,

6901, and by speaking information, see the passages cited, n.

10,277. That they are not willing to know any thing concern-

ing the internal things of the Word, of the church, and ot

worship, which relate to the Lord, to His kingdom, and to love

and faith in Him, is very manifest from this consideration, that

they were not willing to acknowledge the Lord, howsoever, He,
when He was in the world, informed them from the Word, and
that neither at this day are they willing to acknowledge.although
they live amongst Christians, and know that it is predicted in

the Word, that the Messiah, that is, Christ, was to come. The
reason why they have not acknowledged, neither do acknow-
ledge, is, because they apply all things of the Word to them-
selves, and to self-pre-eminence over others, thus in favor of

their own lcves, which are the loves of self and the world. All

who do so, see nothing from heaven their internal being closed,
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which ought to be opened into heaven, wherefore they have
nothing of light from that source ; on this account they are in

thick darkness and blindness concerning spiritual things, thus

concerning the internal of the Word, of the church, and of

worship. The internal of the Word is spiritual, its external is

natural. When it is said the internal of the Word, it is also

meant the internal of the church and of worship, since the

church is where the Word is, and from the Word, and worship

is from those things which are in the Word ; hence such as is

man's understanding of the Word, such is the church in him,
and such his worship.

CONTINUATION OF THE SUBJECT CONCERNING THE FOURTH EARTH
IN THE STARRY HEAVEN.

10.708. WHEN I inquired further concerning their dis-

course, they said, that the inhabitants have not articulate speech

as with me, but. that still it closes into somewhat sonorous with a
certain elocution as if it urns articulate. The nature of this

elocution resembling what is articulate was explained, namely,
that it teas not by expressions, but by ideas, such as are in the

proximate thought in which man is when he speaks ; which ideas

manifestly differfrom the ideas of interior thought, in which
man is when he does not speak, and when he judges things.

From that sonorous [expression] thus modified by ideas, dis-

course is perceived more fully than discourse by expression,

for the general affection, which is in the sound ofman's speech,

being thus modified by ideas, gives an interior, and thereby a

fuller perception.

1 0.709. They saidfurther, that when they discourse with each

other they advance generally to the ninth use, and that there are
some given in the universe, who in speaking advance to thefifth
use, to the seventh use, to the tenth, to thefifteenth, to the twen-
tieth, even to the fiftieth. When I wondered what this meant, it

ivas explained, namely, that it consisted in speaking so remotely
from the thing, which was the subject ofdiscourse. The case was
illustrated by examples; as when any one is in the temple, and it

is asked where he is, they do not say that, he is there, but either

that he is not with himself, or farfrom his own house, and sc

forth ;
by which they mean that he is with God, thus in the

temple, for he who is in the temple is with God ; and so far as
he is with God, sofar he is not with himself or in his own house,
by being in his own house they also mean being with himself
To take also another example ; when any one binds another bu
such things as are of his love, they say to him, thou knowest hots

to do it, or now thou art in it, or now it is in thee, or otherwise
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if it only be remote ; this is called speaking to thefifth, the ninth
the fifteenth, the twentieth, even to the fiftieth use. To speak to

use, is aform of expression received in heaven, and signifies to

what degreefrom the thing which is the subject ; and what is

wonderful, when any one speaks so remotely, they know instantly

to what degree without counting it. They who are in cogitative

speech, in which the inhabitants of that earth are and several

others, who in like mannerjoin in discourse by theface and the

lips, and by sonorous [expression] varied according to theide is of
thought, perceive instantly the thing of which it is so said for
thought itself morefully unfolds and publishes itself by such
speech, than by the speech of expressions, which is respectively

material.

10.710. On account of such a mode of thinking and speaking,

the spirits of that earth cannot be together with the spirits ofour
eart/i, since the spirits of our earth think and speak from the

thing itself, and not remotelyfrom it. Neither can they be

together with the spirits of the earth Mercury, since these also

stop in the proximate xise : wherefore they remove themselves

from the latter andfrom theformer, asfar as they are able.

10. 711. They wish to be bearded, and to appear old, by

reason that they always choose and set over themselves a certain

bearded old man, who is as it were their king and high priest y
the common people also worship him, and love to live according
to his manner of living, insomuch that they believe that his life

is communicated with them. But the more intelligent of them
worship God. Such a bearded old man, who had been their

high priest, was with the rest attendant upon, me; he, inasmuch
as he received Divine worship from the plebeian spirits, and
induced them to believe that his life was communicated with

them, was grievouslypunished, which was done by wrapping %ip

in a sack, and by contortion; and he was afterwards cast into the

hell near his own earth.

10.712. When it was given them to see the objects of this

earth through my eyes, they attended but little to them, by
reason that it was familiar to them to think remotely from
proximate objects, thus neither to see them except in a shade,for
such as the thought of man is, such is his sight, since it is the

interior sight, which is of the thought, which sees in the ex-

terior, and by it. They said on this occasion, that their earth

is very full of rocks, and that there are only some valleys be-

tween the rocks which are cultivated. But it wasperceived that

it was only of such a quality where they dwelt, and that in other

places it was otherwise. They were with me almost during a

whole day.

10.713. The fifth earth seen in the starry heaven, will It

described at the close of thefollowing chapter.
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EXODUS.

CHAPTEE THE THIRTY-FIFTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY AND FAITH.

10.714. THERE are two [things or principles] which make
the life of man, love, and faith ; love [makes] the life of his

will, and faith the life of his understanding : hence such as the

love is, and such as the faith is, such is the life.

10.715. The love of good and the faith of trnth thence
derived make the life of heaven ; and the love of evil and the

faith of what is false thence derived make the life of hell.

10.716. The Divine of the Lord makes the heavens, and
heaven is with every one according to the reception of love and
faith from the Lord.

10.717. With all who receive love and faith from the Lord
there is heaven, both with angels and with men ; wherefore
they who have heaven in themselves, whilst they live in the

world, come into heaven after death.

10.718. They who have heaven in themselves, will good to

all, and perceive a delight in doing good to others, not for the

sake of themselves and the world, but for the sake of good and
for the sake of the truth which teaches that so it ought to be
done. But they who have hell in themselves, will evil to all,

and perceive a delight in doing evil to others
;

these, if they
perceive a delight in doing good, it is not for the sake of good
and truth, but tor the sake of themselves and the world.

10.719. Heaven is with man in his internal, thus in think-

ing and willing, and hence in the external, that is, in speaking
and doing ; but not in the external without the internal ; for ail

hypocrites can speak well and do well, but not think well and
will well. By thinking well and willing well is meant what is

from the love of good and from the faith of truth.

10.720. When man comes into the other life, as is the case

immediately after death, it is evident whether heaven be in him
or hell, but not when he lives in the world ; for in the world
the external only appears, and not the internal, but in the other

life the internal is made manifest, since man then lives as to

the spirit.

10.721. From these considerations it may be manifest what
makes heaven, namely, that it is love to the Lord and love

towards the neighbor, and likewise faith, but this latter only

so far as it has life from those loves. Hence it is again evident

that the Divine of the Lord makes heaven, for both that love
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and the faith thence derived are from the Lord ; and whatso-

ever is from the Lord is Divine.

10.722. Eternal happiness, which is also called heavenly

joy, is imparted to those who are in love and faith to the Lord
from the Lord ; that love and that faith have in them that joy;

man comes into it after death, who has heaven in himself; ii

the mean time it lies stored up and concealed in his internal.

10.723. In the heavens there is a communion of all goods
;

the peace, intelligence, wisdom, and happiness of all, are com-
municated to every one there, and those of everyone are com-
municated to all, nevertheless to each according to the recep-

tion of love and of faith from the Lord. Hence it is evident

how great peace, intelligence, wisdom, and happiness, is in

heaven.

10.724. They with whom the love of self and the love of

the world reign, do not know what heaven is, and what the

happiness of heaven, and it appears incredihle to them, that

happiness is given in any other loves than in those ; when yet

the happiness of heaven only so far enters, as those loves

are removed as ends ; the happiness which succeeds, on their

removal, is so great, that it exceeds every apprehension of man.

CHAPTER XXXY.

1. AND Moses gathered together all the company of the

sons of Israel, and said to them, These are the words which
Jehovah hath commanded to do [or make] them.

2. Six days shall work be done, and in the seventh day shall

be holiness to you, the sabbath of a sabbath to Jehovah, every

one that doeth work in it shall die.

3. Ye shall not kindle a fire in all your habitations on the

day of the sabbath.

4. And Moses said to all the company of the sons of Israel,

saying, This word hath Jehovah commanded, saying,

5. Take from being with you an offering to Jehovah, every
one spontaneous in his heart shall bring an offering to Jehovah,
gold, and silver, and brass.

6. And blue and purple, and scarlet double-dyed, and fine

linen and she-goats.

7. And the skins of red rams, and the skins of badgers, and
the wood of Shittim.

8. And oil for the luminary, and aromatics for the oil of
anointing, and for the incense of aromatics.

9. And onyx-stones, and stones of fillings for the ephod and
tor the breast-plate.
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10. And every wise one in heart in you, let them come and
do [or make] all things which Jehovah hath commanded.

11. The habitation, its tent, and its covering, its little han-

dles, and its planks, its staves, its pillars, and its bases.

12. The ark and its staves, the propitiatory, and the vail of

covering.

13. The table and its staves, and all its vessels, and the

bread of faces.

14. And the candlestick of the luminary and its vessels, and
its lamps, and the oil of the luminary.

15. And the altar of incense, and its staves, and the oil of

anointing, and the incense of spices, and the covering of the

door for the door of the habitation.

16. The altar of burnt-offering and the grate of brass which
is for it, its staves, and all its vessels, the laver and its base.

17. The hangings of the court, its pillars, and its bases, and
the covering of the gate of the court.

18. The pegs of the habitation, and the pegs of the court,

and their cords.

19. The garments of ministry, to minister in the holy [place],

the garments of holiness for Aaron the priest, and the garments
of his sons, to perform the office of the priesthood.

20. And they went forth all the company of the sons of Israel

from before Moses.
21. And they came every man [vir], whom his heart im-

pelled, and every one whom his spirit moved him spontaneously,

brought an offering to Jehovah for the work of the tent of the

congregation, and for all its ministry, and for the garments of

holiness.

22. And they came the men with the women, every one

spontaneous of heart brought a clasp, and an ear-ring, and a

ring, and a girdle, every vessel of gold, and every man who
shook a shaking of gold to Jehovah.

23. And every man with whom was found blue and purple,

and scarlet double-dyed, and tine linen, and she-goats, and skins

of red rams, and skins of badgers, brought [them].

24. Every one lifting an offering of silver and of brass,

brought an offering to Jehovah ; and every one with whom was

found shittim-wood for all the work of the ministry, brought it.

25. And every woman wise in heart 6pun with their own
hands, and they brought spinning, blue and purple, scarlet

double-dyed, and tine linen.

26. And all the women, whose hearts impelled them in wis-

dom, spun 6he-goats [hair].

27. And the princes brought onyx-stones, and 6tone« of

fillings for the ephod and for the breast-plate.

28. And spice, and oil for the luminary, and for the oil ot

anointing ant 1 for the incense of 6pices.
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29. And every man and woman, whose heart moved them
spontaneously to bring for every work, which Jehovah had
commanded to be done by the hand of Moses, the sons of

Israel brought what was spontaneous to Jehovah.
30. And Muses said to the sons of Israel, See ye, Jehovah

hath called by name Bezaleel, the son of Uri, the son of Hur
of the tribe of Judah.

31. And hath filled him with the spirit of God in wisdom,
in intelligence, and in science, and in every work.

32. And to contrive contrivances to do [or make] in gold,

and in silver, and in brass.

33. And in the engraving of a stone for filling, and in the

engraving of wood to do [or make] in every work of contrivance.

34. And to teach hath given into his heart, him and Aholiab
the son of Ahisamach of the tribe of Dan.

35. He hath filled them with wisdom of heart to do [or

make] every work of the artificer, and of the contriver, and of

the worker with the needle, in blue, and in purple, in scarlet

double-dyed, and in fine linen, and of the weaver, doing [or

making] every work, and contriving contrivances.

THE CONTENTS.

10,725. THE subject treated of in this chapter, in the
internal sense, is in general all kinds of good and truth, which
are in the church and in heaven, from which the worship of

the Lord is performed. These are the things which are signi-

fied by those things which the sons of Israel spontaneously con-

tributed to make the tabernacle with all things therein, also

the altar of burnt-offering, and likewise the garments of Aaron
and of his sons.

THE LNTEKNAL SENSE.

10,726. YEESES 1, 2, 3. And Moses gathered together

all the company of the sons ofIsrael, and said to them, these are

the words which Jehovah hath commanded to do them. Six days

shall workbe done, and in the seventh day, shall be holiness to

you, the sabbath of a sabbath to Jehovah ; every one that doeth

work in that day shall die. Ye shall not kindle afire in all your
habitations on the day of the sabbath. And Moses gathered

together all the company of the sons of Israel, signifies all goods

and truths of the church in the complex. And said to them
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these are the words which Jehovah hath commanded to do them,
signifies instruction concerning the primary things ofthe church,

to which all things have reference. Six days shall work be done,

signifies the first state of the regeneration of man from the Lord,

and, in the supreme sense, of the glorification of the Human.
And in the seventh day shall be holiness to you, the sabbath of

a sabbath to Jehovah, signifies the second slate of the regene-

ration of man when he has conjunction with the Lord, and in

the supreme sense, the union of the Human of the Lord with
the Divine Itself. Every one that doeth work in that day shall

die, signifies spiritual death to those who are led of themselves
and their own loves, and not of the Lord. Ye shall not kindle

a fire in all your habitations on the day of the sabbath, signifies

that nothing of the love of the proprium, which is the love of

self and the world, ought to appear in all and singular the

things of man which are from the Lord.

10.727. And Moses gathered together all the company of

the sons of Israel"—that hereby are signified all truths and
goods of the church in the complex, appears from the significa-

tion of the company of the sons of Israel, as denoting all truths

and goods of the church in the complex, see n. 7830, 7843
;

thus by gathering together that company is signified the

enumeration of all. For in what follows, all the things are

enumerated which the sons of Israel contributed to make the

tabernacle, with all things therein, also the altar of burnt-

offering, and likewise the garments of Aaron and of his sons,

and by those things are signified all the kinds of good and truth

which constitute the church.

10.728. " And said to them, these are the words which
Jehovah commanded to do them"—that hereby is signified in-

struction concerning the primary [thing or principle] of the

church, to which all things have reference, appears from the

signification of saying, as denoting instruction, see the passages
cited, n. 10,277 : ana from the signification of the words which
Jehovah commanded to do, as denoting the primary truth which
was altogether to be observed. The reason why this is signified,

is, because those things are said of the sabbath, which was the

primary representative of all, thus the primary truth to which
all have reference ; for the representatives of the church with
the Israelitish nation were truths in the ultimate of order. For
with representatives the case is this ; those things which ap-

pear in nature, in her threefold kingdom, are the ultimates of

Divine Order, for all things of heaven,which are called spiritual

and celestial, terminate in them ; hence it is that the represen-

tative church was instituted, and such things were commanded
as in ultimates altogether represented heaven with all the truths

and goods thu in, and the things which represented were forms
of such thing. . s are in nature, as the tabernacle encompassed
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with curtains, the table therein on which were the breads ol

faces, the candlestick with lamps, the altar on which incense

was offered, the garments of Aaron with the breast-plate ot

precious stones, besides other things ; what such things repre-

sented, has been shown in what goes before.

10.729. " Six days shall work be done "—that hereby is

signified the first state of the regeneration of man from the

Lord, and in the supreme sense of the glorification of the

Human of the Lord, appears from the signification of the six

days which precede the seventh or the sabbath, and in which
work was to be done, as denoting the first state of the regene-

ration of man from the Lord, which state is when man is in

truths and by truths is leading to good, and then is in combats,

see n. 8510, 8888, 9431, 10,360. That it also denotes the

state of the glorification of the Human of the Lord, when He
was in the world, and from Divine Truth fought against the

hells, and reduced all things therein and in the heavens into

order, see n. 10,360. For there are two states appertaining to

man when he is regenerating from the Lord, the former wher
he is in truths, and by truths is leading to good, the latter

when he is in good, and from good sees and lores truths ; man
in the former state is led indeed of the Lord, but by his own
proprium, for to act from truths is to act from those things

which appertain to man, but to act from good is to act from
the Lord. Hence it is evident, that so far as man suffers him-
self by good to be led to truths, so far he is led of the Lord
and to the Lord ; for there is action and re-action in all things

which are conjoined, the active principle is good, and the re-

active is truth ; but truth in no case re-acts from itself, but
from good, hence so far as truth receives good, so far it re-acts,

and so far as it re-acts, so far it is conjoined to it. Hence also

it follows that the Lord, before man is conjoined to Him, draws
him by truths to Himself; and so far as man suffers himself to

be drawn, so far he is conjoined ; for Divine Truths are such,

that they may be adapted to good, since truths exist from good

;

hence now man has perception which in itself is re-active ; to

suffer oneself to be acted upon or to be led by truths to good, is

to live according to them. These observations are made, that

it may in some measure be known how the case is with the first

state of the man who is regenerating, which is signified by the
six days of labor.

10.730. " And in the seventh day 6hall be holiness to you,
the sabbath of a sabbath to Jehovah "—that hereby is signified

a second state of the regeneration of man when he has con-

junction with the Lord, and that in the supreme sense it signi-

fies the union of the Human of the Lord with the Divine itself,

appears from the representation of the sabbath, as denoting
another state of the regeneration of man, when man is in good.
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and is thereby led of the Lord, see n. 8510, 8890, 8893, 9274

;

and that in the supreme sense it denotes the union of the

Human with the Divine itself in the Lord, see n. 8495, 10,356,

10,367, 10,374 ; for when the Lord was in the world, He first

made His Human Divine Truth, but when He went out of the

world, He made His Human Divine Good by union with the

Divine itself, which was in Himself ; this is represented by the

sabbath in the supreme sense, wherefore it is called the sabbath
of a sabbath to Jehovah. The Lord does the like with man,
whom He regenerates, first imbuing him with truths, and after-

wards by truths conjoining him to good, thus to Himself; this

is represented by the sabbath in the respective sense, for the

regeneration of man is an image of the glorification of the Lord,

that is, as the Lord glorified His Human, so Fie regenerates

man. By sabbath in the proper sense is signified rest and
peace, because when the Lord united His Human to the Divine

itself, He had peace, for on that occasion comhats ceased, and
all things in the heavens and in the hells were reduced into

order; and thus not only Himself had peace, but also the angels

in the heavens and men in the earths had peace and salvation.

Inasmuch as those two things are the universale themselves, on

which all other things of the church depend, therefore the sanc-

titication of the sabbath is alone proposed, by which those two
things are signified ; for the universal of all is, that the Lord
united His Human to the Divine itself; and that hence man
has peace and salvation ; and it is likewise a universal, that

man ought to be conjoined to the Lord, which is effected by
regeneration, that he may have peace and salvation ; on this

account also the sabbath with the Israelitish nation was a prin-

cipal representative, and a principal sign of the covenant with

Jehovah, that is, of conjunction with the Lord, see n. 10,357,

10,372 ; covenant denotes conjunction.

10,731. " Every one that doeth work in it shall die "—that

hereby is signified spiritual death to those who are led of them-

selves and their own loves, and not of the Lord, appears from

the signification of works on the day of the sabbath, as denoting

to be led of themselves and their own loves, and not of the Lord,

see n. 8495, 10,360, 10,362, 10,365 ; and from the signification

of dying, as denoting damnation or spiritual death, see n. 6119,

9008. They who are led of themselves and of their own loves,

do not believe in the Lord, for to believe in the Lord is from

Him and not from themselves ; hence it is that they also make
light of the union of His Human with the Divine itself; and

likewise make light of regeneration from the Lord, and thus

also make light of the truths of the church ; for they say in

themselves, what are such things, or of what concern is it

whether we know them, yea, whether we think them, and desire

them ? Do not we still live as others, and what is the difference?
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The reason why they so think, is, because they think from the

life of the world, and not from the life of heaven ; the life of

heaven is a thing unknown to them, and no one can think from

what is unknown ; wherefore they who are of such a character

cannot be saved, for they have not heaven in themsel ves, on

which account neither can they be in heaven ; their interiors are

not in accord, for unless these be arranged by the Lord in the

image of heaven, there is no conjunction with heaven. Such
are they who deny the above universals. This state of man is

what is signified by works on the day of the sabbath, and their

spiritual death is signified by their natural death.

10.732. " Ye shall not kindle a fire in all your habitations

on the day of the sabbath "—that hereby is signified that

nothing of the love of the proprium, which is the love of self

and of the world, ought then to appear in all and singular the

things of man which are from the Lord, appears from the signi-

fication of fire, as denoting love in each sense, see n. 6832,

7324, 7575, 9041, in this case man's own proper love, which is

the love of self and of the world, from which comes all con-

cupiscence and every thing evil and false ; and from the signifi-

cation of the habitations of the sons of Israel, as denoting the

goods and truths of the church which appertain to man from
the Lord ; for habitations denote the interior things appertaining

to man, thus the things which are of his mind, see n. 7719,

7910, 8269, 8309, 10,513 ; in this case therefore the goods and
truths which are from the Lord ; and the sons of Israel denote
the church, n. 9340. Inasmuch as such things were signified

by fire, therefore it was forbidden to kindle a fire on the day of

the sabbath. How the case is in regard to being led of them-
selves and their own loves, and not of the Lord, see just above,

I n. 10,724.

10.733. What is said from verse 4 to the end of the chapter

is passed by without explication, since all and singular the

things therein have been before explained in chapters xxv. xxvi.

xxvii. xxviii. xxix. xxx. xxxi. speaking of the tabernacle, and
of all things therein, also of the altar of burnt-offering, and
of the garments of Aaron and of his sons ; for here only such
things are enumerated as have been before explained.

CONCERNING A FIFTH EARTH IN THE STARRY HEAVEN.

10,734. I WAS conducted on another occasion to another
earth, which is in the universe out of our solar system, and this

was effected, by changes of the state of my mind, th us as to the

*j>iritfo?', as has been occasion ally said above, a spirit is conducted
voi,. x. 34
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fromplace toplace in no other manner thanby changes of the state

of his interiors,which changes still appear to him as advan cements
fromplace toplace, or asjourneyings. Those changes were con-

tinuedfor about ten hours, before I camefrom the state of my
life to the state of their life, thus before I was brought thither as

to my spirit. To change thus the state of the mind successively

so as to accede to the state of another, which is sofar distant, can
be effected by the Lord alone. I was carried towards the east

to tlie left, and I seemed gradually to be elevatedfrom the plane

of the horizon. It was also given clearly to observeprogression

andpromotionfrom aformer place, until at length they, from
whom Iwas departed, no longer appeared ; and in the mean tims

1 discoursed on various subjects in the way with the spirits who
were together with me.

10.735. A certain spirit also was with me, who during his

life in the world, had been an exceedingly pathetic preacher
and writerJfrom the idea respecting him in myselfthe attendant

spirits supposed that he was in heart a Christian superior to

others/for in the world an idea isconceived andjudgment isform-
edfrom preachings andfrom writings, and notfrom the life, if
this is not extant, and if any thing of the life appears to be dis-

cordant, it is still excused;for the idea, or thought andperception
concerning any one, draws every thing over to its own side.

10.736. Afterwards I observed that I was in the starry hea-

ven as to the spirit,far beyond the woi'ld of our sun,for this can

be observedfrom the changes of state, and hence the apparent pro-

gression continued almost ten hours I at length I heard spirits

speaking near some earth, which was afterwards seen by me / to

whom when Iapproached,after some discourse together, they said

that occasionally guests visit them from a distance, who speak

with them concerning God, and confound the ideas of their

thought; they alsopointed out the way by which they come, where-

by it was perceived that they were spiritsfrom our earth
f
and

when they were questioned concerning the subject of such confu-

sion of idea, they said that it arosefrom this, that theyprofess to

believe in the Divine distinguished into three pei'sons,which still

they call one God ; and when the idea of their thought is ex-

plored, it is presented as a Trinity [trinum] not continuous but

discrete, ana with some as three persons discoursing together, one

to the other ; and although they call each person God, and have

a separate idea of each, still they say they are one God / they

complainedexceedingly of this confusion ofideas, in consequence

of thinking of three and saying one, when yet they ought to

think as they say, and to say as they think. The preacher, who
was with me, was then also explored as to the quality of the idea

wh ich he had of one God and threepersons : he represented three

gods, yet one by continuity, but exhibited this threefold-one as in-

visible because Divine, and when he exhibited l/iis, it was per
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ceive'l that he then thought only of the Fatherand not of the Lord,
and that his idea concerning the invisible God was no other than

as of nature in her first principles, the result of which was, that

the inmost principle of nature was to him his Divine. It is

to be noted that the idea of every one's thought on any subject

whatsoever in the other life is livingly presented, and that by it

every one is explored as to the quality of hisfaith f and that the

idea of thought concerning God is the principal of all, for by

that idea, if it be genuine, conjunction is effected with heaven •

for the Divine is what makes heaven.

10.737. They were next asked what idea they had concerning

God ; they replied, that they do not conceive God to be invisible,

but to be visible under a humanform f and that they know this

not only from interior perception, but also from this, that die

has appeared to them as a man, adding, that if according to

the idea of some strangers and of the preacher, they conceived

God as invisible, they could not in any wise think of God,
since what is invisible does notfall into the idea of thought /

Iperceived that on this account what is invisible was to them
without form, thus without quality, and the idea which is

withoutform and quality, is either dissipated, or falls into

nature which is visible. On hearing these things it was given

to say to them, that they do well in thinking of God under a
human form, and that many from our earth think in like

manner, especially when concerning the Lord I and that the

ancients thought in no other manner : I then told them of Abra-
ham, of Lot, of Gideon, and of Manoah and his wife, and
what is related concerning them in our Word, namely, that they

saw God under a human form, and acknowledged Him when
seen to be the Creator of the universe, and called Him Jehovah,
and this alsofrom interiorperception ; but that at this day that

interior perception has perished in the Christian world, and
only remains with the simple who are infaith.

10.738. Before these things were said they believed that our
company also was of that sort, which was willing to confound
tJiem by an idea of three concerning God ; wherefore on hearing
these things they said thatfrom God, ichom they then called the

Lord, there were also sent some to teach them concerning Himself,
and that they are not willing to admit strangers who disturb
them, especially by three persons in the Divinity ; inasmuch as

they know that God is one, consequently that the Divine is

one, and not what is unanimous from three, unless they are
willing to think of God as ofan angel, in whom the inmostprin-
ciple of life is what is invisible, from which He thinks and is

wise, and the external principle of life is what is visible tinder

a humanform,from which he sees and acts ; and the proceeding
principle of life is what is the sphere of love and of faith
around him,for every spirit and angel,from the sphere of Ufa
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proceeding from him, is perceived at a distance as to his qua-

lity respecting love and faith ; and in regard to the Lord, that

the proceeding principle of life from Him is the Divine itself

which fills the heavens and makes them, because it is from the

very esse itself of the life of love and of faith. On hearing

these tilings it was given to say, that such an idea concerning

what is trine and at the same time one, accords with the an-

gelic idea concerning the Lord, and that it is from the very

doctrine of the Lord concerning Himself, for He teaches thai

the Father and Himself are one ; that the Father is in Him
and He in the Father; that whoso seeth Him seeth the Father

;

and whoso believeth in Him believeth in the Father and know-
eth Him; also that the Paraclete, whom He calls the Spirit of
Truth, and also the Holy Spirit, proceeds from Him, and does

not speak from Himself, but from Him, by whom is meant the

Divine proceeding ; and further, that the idea concerning what
is trine and at the same time one, agrees with the esse and ex-

istere of the life of the Lord when He was in the world. The
esse of His life was the Divine itself, for He was conceived of

Jehovah, and the esse of the life of every one is thatfrom which
he is conceived ; the existere of life from that esse is the Hu-
man in form. The esse of the life of every man, which he has

from his father, is called soul, and the existere of life thence

derived is called body ; soul and body constitute one man; the

likeness between each is as between that which is an effort

[conatus] and that which is in act thus derived, for act is

effort acting, and thus two are one. Effort in man is called

will, and effort acting is called action ; the body is the instru-

mental, by which the will, which is the principal, acts, and the

instrumental and the principal in acting together are one;
thus soul and body. Such an idea concerning soul and body
the angels in heaven have ; hence they know that the Lord
made His Human Divine from the Divine in Himself, which
was to Him a soulfrom the Father. The faith also received
throughout theChristion world does not dissent [from this idea],

for it teaches. " As body and soul are one man, so also God
ind Man in the Lord is one Christ" Inasmuch as such was
he union, or such the one in the Lord, therefore He not only
*ose again as to the soul, but also as to the body, which He
glorified in the world, otherwise than any man; on which
subject He also instructed the disciples, saying, ''Handle Me
and see, for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see Me
have." Hence it is that the church acknowledges the omni-
presence of His Human in the sacrament of the supper, which
could not be acknowledged unless His Human also was Divine
These things were well understood by 'hose spirits, for such
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things fall into the understanding of angelic spirits, and theu

said, that the Lord alone has power in the heavens, and tnal

the heavens are His ; to which it was given to reply, that the

church also knows this from the mouth of the Lord Himself be-

fore He ascended into heaven, for He then said, "All power is

given unto Me in heaven and in earth."

10,739. A continuation of the subject concerning this fifth

earth in the starry heaven, will be given at the close of thefol
lowing chapter.

EXODUS.

CHAPTER THE THIRTY-SIXTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY AND FAITH.

10.740. "WHAT any one does from love, remains inscribed

on his heart, for love is the fire of life, thus is the life of every

one ; hence snch as the love is, such is the life, and such as the

life is, such is the whole man as to soul and as to body.

10.741. As love to the Lord and love towards the neighbor

make the life of heaven with man, so the love of self and the

love of the world, when they reign, make the life of hell with
him ; for these latter loves are opposite to the former ; where-

fore they with whom the loves of the world and of self reign,

can receive nothing from heaven, but the things which they
receive are from hell. For whatsoever a man thinks, and
whatsoever he wills, or whatsoever a man believes, and what-
soever he loves, is either from heaven or from hell.

10.742. Hence it is that they with whom the love of self and
the love of the world make the life, will good to themselves
alone, and not to others, except for the sake of themselves

;

and whereas their life is from hell, they despise others in com-
parison with themselves, they are angry at them if they do not
favor themselves, they hate them, burn with revenge against
them, yea, are desirous to commit all outrage towards them ;

these things at length become the delights of their life, thus
the roves.

10.743. These are they who have hell in themselves, and
who after death come into hell, since their life agrees with the
life of those who are in hell ; for all in hell are of such a qua-
lity ; and every one comes to his own.
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10.744. They, inasmuch as they receive nothing from hea-

ven, in their heart deny God, and a life after death, and hence
also make light of all things of the church. It is of no conse-

quence that they do good to a fellow-citizen, to society, to their

country, and to the church, and that they speak well concern-

ing them, for these things they do for the sake of themselves
and for the sake of the world, that they may save appearances
and may secure reputation, honor, and gain. Those things

to them are external bonds, by which they are brought to

do good, and are withheld from doing evil. But they have
no internal bonds which are those of conscience, that evil

ought not to be done because it is sin and contrary to Divine
laws.

10.745. Wherefore they, when they come into the other

life, as is the case immediately after death, and external tilings

are taken away from them, rush headlong into every wicked-

ness according to their interior principles, which are contempt
of others in comparison with themselves, enmity, hatred, re-

venge, savageness, and cruelty, and moreover hypocrisy, fraud,

deceit, and several other things which are of malice. These
things are to them in 6uch case the delights of life ; wherefore

they are separated from the good and are cast into hell.

10.746. That such things are to them the delight of life, is

unknown to the generality of the world, since those things hide

themselves in the loves of self and of the world, and then all

things which favor them are called goods, and which confirm

them are called truths ; nor do they know and acknowledge any
other goods and truths, because they receive nothing from hea-

ven, which they have closed to themselves.

10.747. Inasmuch as love is the fire of life, and every one

has life according to his love, it may hence be known what
heavenly fire is, and what infernal fire. Heavenly fire is love

to the Lord and love towards the neighbor, and infernal fire is

the love of s,elf and the love of the world, and hence the

concupiscence of all evils, which flow from those loves as from

their fountains.

10.748. "What is the quality of life appertaining to those

who are in hell, may be concluded from the life of 6uch one
amongst another in the world, if external bonds were taken

away, and there were no internal ones to restrain.

10.749. The life of man cannot be changed after death, it

remains then such as it had been ; nor can the life of hell be

transcribed into the life of heaven, since they are opposite.

Hence it is evident that they who come into hell, remain there

to eternity ; and that they who come into heaven, remain there

to eternity.
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CHAPTEK XXXVI.

1. AND Bezaleel and Aholiab did [or made], and every

man wise in heart, in whom Jehovah gave wisdom and intelli-

gence to know to do all the work of the ministry, of what is

holy, as to every thing which Jehovah commanded.
2. And Moses called to Bezaleel and to Aholiab, and to

every man wise in heart, to whom Jehovah gave wisdom in his

heart, every one whom his heart impelled to come near to the

work to do it.

3. And they received from before Moses every np-lifting,

which the sons of Israel brought for the work of the ministry

of what is holy to do [or make] it ; and they brought to him
further what was spontaneous in the morning, in the morning.

4. And all the wise ones brought, who did all the work of

what is holy, a man-man of his work, which they did.

5. And they said to Moses, saying, the people multiply to

bring more than sufficient of ministry for the work which
Jehovah commanded to do [or make] it.

6. And Moses commanded, that they promulgated a voice in

the camp, saying, let not a man and a woman do [or make]
any longer work for the up-lifting of what is holy, and he

restrained the people from bringing.

7. And the work was sufficient for every work to do [or

make] it, and there was what was superfluous.

8. And every wise one in heart with those who did [or

made] work, made the habitation with ten curtains, with fine

linen interwoven, and blue, and purple, and scarlet double-

dyed ; and cherubs, the work of the contriver he made them.

9. The length of one curtain eight and twenty in a cubit,

and the breadth four in a cubit, of one curtain ; one measure
for all the curtains.

10. And he joined together the five curtains, one to one

;

and the five curtains he joined together one to one.

11. And he made loops of blue upon the borders of one
curtain from the end in the joining together, so he made in the

border of the extreme curtain in the other joining together.

12. Fifty loops he made in one curtain, and fifty loops he
made in the end of the curtain which was in the other joining,

the loops took up each other one to one.

13. And he made fifty little handles of gold, and joined the

curtains together one to one in the little handles, and it was
one habitation.

14. And he made curtains of she-goats [hair] for the tent

over the habitation, eleven curtains he made them.
15. The length of one curtain thirty in a cubit, ami luiij
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cubits the breadth of one curtain, one measure for the eleven

curtains.

16. And he joined together five curtains only, and six cur-

tains only.

17. And he made fifty loops on the border of the last

curtain in the joining together, and fifty loops he made on the

border of the curtain of the otlier joining.

18. And he made fifty little handles of brass to join together

the tent to be one.

19. And he made a covering for the tent of the skins of red

rams, and a covering of the skins of badgers from above.

20. And he made staves for the habitation of shittim-wood

standing.

21. Ten cubits the length of a stave, and a cubit and a half

of a cubit the breadth of one stave.

22. Two hands to one stave connected together one to one,

thus he made for all the staves of the habitation.

23. And he made staves for the habitation, twenty staves for

the corner of the south, southward.
24. And forty bases of silver he made under the twenty

staves, two bases under one stave for its two hands, and two
bases under one stave for its two hands.

25. And tor the other side of the habitation at the corner of
the north he made twenty staves.

26. And their forty bases of silver, two bases under one
stave, and two bases under one stave.

27. And for the legs of the habitation towards the sea he
made six staves.

28. And two staves he made for the corners of the habita-

tion in the legs.

29. And they were twined from beneath and together were
entire at the head thereof to one ring, so he made for the two
in those two corners.

30. And there were eight staves and their bases of silver,

sixteen bases, two bases under one stave.

31. And he made bars of shittim-wood five for the staves of

the first side of the habitation.

32. And five bars for the staves of the other side of the

habitation, and five bars for the staves of the habitation for the

legs towards the 6ea.

33. And he made the middle bar to pas6 into the middle of

the staves from end to end.

34. And the staves he covered over with gold, and their

rings he made of gold, receptacles for the bars, and he cover-

ed the bare over with gold.

35. And he made a vail of blue, and purple, and scarlet

double-dyed, and fine linen interwoven, the work of the con-

triver he made it of cherubs.
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36. And he made for it four pillars of shittim, and covered

them over with gold, their hooks of gold, and he fused four

bases of silver.

37. And he made a covering for the door of the tent, of blue,

and purple, and scarlet double-dyed, and hue linen interwoven,

the work of a worker with a needle.

38. And its live pillars, and their hooks, and he covered

their heads and their fillets with geld; and their five bases were

of braes.

THE CONTENTS.

10,750. WHAT these things signify in the internal sense,

is manifest from what has been explained before at chap. xxvi.

for they are the same ; wherefore the things which are in this

chapter are passed by without further explication.

CONTINUATION OF THE SUBJECT CONCERNING THE FIFTH EARTH
IN THE STARRY HEAVEN.

10,751. IT was afterwards given to discourse with those

spirits concerning thetr oion earth;for all spirits have thisscience

when their natural or external memory is opened by the Lord,
since they bring this memory along with themfrom the world,

but it is not opened except from the good pleasure of the Lord.
On this occasion the spirits said concerning theirown earthfrom
which they were, that, when leave is given them, they appear to

the inhabitants of their earth, and discourse with them as men :

and that this is effected by their being let into their natural or
external memory, and thence into the thought in which they were
when they lived in the world, and that on this occasion the inte-

rior sight, or the sight of their spirit, is opened to the inhabitants,

and that thus they appear to them. They added, that the inha-
bitants know no other than that they are men of their earth, and
that they then first perceive that they are not, when they a/re

taken away suddenlyfrom their eyes. I told them, that in an-
cient times the case was similar in our earth, as with Abraham,
Sarah, Lot, the inhabitants of Sodom, Manoah and his wife,
Joshua, Ma?y

t
Elisabeth, and in general with the prophets,

jnd that the Lord in like manner appeared, and they who saw
him did not know, until he revealed Himself, but that He
was a man of the earth ; but that at this day this rarely comes
to pass, lest men by such things should be compelled to believe^
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for compelledfaith, such as is that which enters by miracles,

does not in here, and also might beprejudicial to those with whom
faith might be implanted by [or through] the Word in a state

not compelled.

10,752. T/ie preacher who was with me did not believe at all

that any other earths were given but our own, by reason of his

having thought in the world, that the Lord was born only on
this earth, and without the Lord there is no salvation; where-

fore he was reduced into a similar state with that of the spirits

spoken ofjust above, when they appear in their own earth as

men, and thus he was let into that earth, so that he not only
saw it, but also discoursed with the inhabitants there, which
being done, communication was also thence given with me, that

I saw the inhabitants in like manner, and also some things on
that earth. Spirits and angels can discourse with men of every
tongue, for their thought falls into the ideas of men, and thus

into the expressions of their speech.

1U,753. There then appeared four kinds of men, but one

kind after another successively f first were seen men clothed ;

next naked, of a human flesh color ; afterwards naked, but with
a body enflamed; and lastly, black.

10,751. When the preacher was with those who are clothed,

there appeared afemale of a very beautiful countenance, clothed

in simple raiment, vrith a robe hanging decently behind, and
also with gloves on the arms, and a beautiful covering for the

head, in the furin of a garland of flowers ; the preacher, on
seeing the virgin, was exceedingly delighted, and discoursed

with her, and also took hold of her hand / but whereas sice per-

ceived that he was a spirit, and not from that earth, she hur-

ried awayfrom him. Afterwards there appeared to him on
the right several otherfemales, whofed sheep and lambs, which
they were then leading to a drinking trough, into which water

was brought through a little channel from a certain lake j they

were clothed in like manner, holding in their hands shepherds'

crooks, by which they led the sheep and lambs to drink. They
said that the sheep go in the direction in which they point with

their crooks. The sheep which were seen were large, with

woolly, broad, and stretched out tails. The faces of the women
were seen nearer, and were full and beautiful. The men were

also seen, their faces were of a human flesh color, as in our

earth} but with this difference, that the lower part of their

face, instead of being bearded, was black f
and the nose was

•more of the color of snow than offlesh.
10,755. Afterwards the preacher was brought on further,

but unwillingly, because he had still in his thought the female
with whom he was delighted, which was evidentfrom this con-

sideration, that there still appeared something ofshadefrom him
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in the former place. He then came to those who were naked.

These were seen, two und two walking together, they were hus-

band and wife, girded with a covering about the loins, and

also with a covering about the head. The preacher , when he was

with them, was brought into a statein which he was in the world

when he was willing to preach, and he then said, thut lie was de-

sirous to preach before them the Lord crucified ; but they said,

that they were not willing to hear ofany such thing, because they

know not what it means, and that they know thut the Lord is

alive ; he then said that he desired to preach the Lord alive, but

this also they refused, saying, that they perceived, in his speech

what was not celestial, but terrestrial, because muchfor the sake

of Jtimself, his own reputation and honor; and that they hearfrom
the very tone of the speech whether it be from the heart, or only

from the mouth ; and because he was of such a character, that he

could not teach them ; wherefore he ivas silent; when he lived in

the world he had been very pathetic, so that he could move the

hearers to what is holy ; but this pathetic principle had been

acquired by art, thus it was from, himself and the world, and
not from hea ven.

10.756. They saidfurther that they have a perception whether

there be a conjugial principle with those of their own nation who
are naked ; and it was shown that they perceive this from a

spiritual idea concerning marriage, which being communicated
with me was such, that a similitude of the interiors wasformed
by the conjunction of truth and ofgood, thus offaith and of love,

and that from that conjunction descending into the body exists

onjugiul love ; for all things which are of the mind [animus],

arc presented in some species in the body, thus in the species of
conjugial love, when the interiors of two mutually love each

other andfrom that love desire to will and to think the one as

the other, thus as to the interiors which are of the mind [mens]
to be together and to be conjoined. Hence the spiritual affec-

tion, which is of minds, becomes natural in the body, and
clothes itself with the sense of conjugial love. They said also

that the conjugial principle is not at all given between one

man and a plurality of vjives.

10.757. Afterwards the preacher came to those who were also

naked but of an e/ifamed body ; and lastly to those wlio were
black, of whom some were naked, some clothed ; but the lattei

and the former dwelt in other places in the same earth.

10.758. Lastly I discoursed with the spirits of that earth

concerning the faith of the inhabitants of our earth respecting

the resurrection, that they cannot conceive that men, immediately
ajter death, come into another life, and then appear as men ax
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to face, body, arms, feet, and as to all the senses external and
internal ,' and still less, that they are clothed with garments :

and that they have mansions and habitations, and this merely

by reason that most of them think from the sensual things

which are of the body, and on this account believe that to be

nothing which t/iey do not see and touch ; also because few of
them can be withdrawnfrom external sensual things to interior

things, and thereby be elevated into the light of heaven. Hence
it is, that they cannot have any idea of a man respecting his

soul or spirit, but the idea as of wind, air, or breath of no

form, wherein yet there is some vital principle. This is the

reason why they do not believe that they are to rise again till

the end of the world, which they call the last judgment, and
then that the body, although crumbled, into dust and dissipated

in every direction, is to be brought back and conjoined to its

soul or spirit. I added, that they are permitted to believe this,

since they cannot otherwise conceive, in consequence of thinking

only from things sensual, as was said, than that its soul or

spirit cannot live a man and in a human foi'm unless it re-

ceives that body which it carried about with it in the world /

wherefore unless that body was said to rise again, they would
reject in heart the doctrine concerning the resurrection and
concerning eternal life, as incomprehensible. Nevertheless this

idea concerning the resurrection lias this advantage with it,

that they believe in a life after death : from which faith it

follows, that when they lie sick in bed, and do not think as

beforefrom tilings worldly and corporeal, thus notfrom things

sensual, they then believe that they shall live immediately after

decease ; they speak also, on th is occasion, concerning heaven,

and concerning the hope of life there immediately after death,

remotely from what they had learned by doctrine concerning

the last judgment : I further related that I had been occa-

sionally surprised, that when they who are in faith, speak of
a life after death, and of their own [relatives or iriends] who
are dying or have deceased, and on this occasion do not think

of the last judgment, they believe that they are about to live

or do live as men immediately after their decease; but this

idea, as soon as thoughtflows in concerning the last judgment,
is changed into a material idea concerning their terrestrial

body, that it is again to be conjoined to its soul: for they know
not that t very man is a spirit as to his interiors, and that this

is what lives in the body, and not the body from itself : and
that the spirit of every one is that from which the body has

its humanform, consequently which principally is a man and
in likeform, but invisible before the eyes of the body, yet visi-

ble before the eyes of spirits / hence also, when the sight of t/te

spirit of man is opened, which is effected by the removal of the
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sight of the body, angels appear ; thus angels appeared as men
to the ancients, as it is written in the Word. I have also dis-

coursed occasionally with spirits, whom I was acquainted with

whilst they lived as men in the world, asking them whether

they are willing to be clothed again with their terrestrial body,

as they before thought, on hearing which they fled far away
at the mere idea of its conjunction, being struck with amaze-

meat that in the world they had so thought from blind faith

without any understanding.

10,759. The subject will be continued concerning the fifth

earth in the starry heaven at the close of the following chapter.

EXODUS.

CHAPTEE THE THIKTY-SEYENTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY AND FAITH.

10.760. THAT which makes heaven with man, also makes
the church, for the church is the Lord's heaven in the earths

;

hence from what has been before said concerning heaven, it is

evident what the church is.

10.761. That is called the church where the Lord is ac-

knowledged, and where the Word is ; for the essentials of the

church are love and faith to the Lord from the Lord, and the

Word teaches how man ought to live that he may receive love

and faith from the Lord.

10.762. The church of the Lord is internal and external,

internal with those who from love do the precepts of the Lord,

for these are they who love the Lord ; external with those who
from faith do the precepts of the Lord, for these are they who
believe in the Lord.

10.763. To the intent that there may be a church, there

must be doctrine from the Word, since without doctrine the

Word is not understood ; but doctrine alone in man does not
make the church in him, but a life according to it; hence it

follows that faith alone does not make the church, but the life

of faith which is charity.

10.764. The genuine doctrine of the church is the doctrine

of charity and of faith together, and not the doctrine of faith

without the former ; for the doctrine of charity and of faith to-

gether is the doctrine of life, but not the doctrine of faith with-

out the doctrine of charity.
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10.765. They who are out of the church, and still acknow-
ledge one God, and live according to their religious principles
in a certain charity towards the neighbor, are in communion
with those who are of the church, since no one who believes
in God and lives well, is damned. Hence it is evident that the
church of the Lord is every where in the world, although
it is specifically where the Lord is acknowledged, and where the

Word is.

10.766. Every one with whom the church is, is saved ; but
every one with whom the church is not, is condemned.

CHAPTER XXXVH.

1. AND Bezaleel made an ark of shittim-wood, two cubits

and a half the length thereof, aud a cubit and a half the breadth
thereof, and a cubit and a half the height thereof.

2. And he covered it over with pure gold from within and
from without, and made for it a border of gold round about.

3. And he fused for it four rings of gold upon its four

corners ; and two rings were upon one rib thereof, and two
rings upon the other rib thereof.

4. And he made staves of shittim-wood, and covered them
over with gold.

5. And he brought the staves into the rings on the ribs of

the ark to carry the ark.

6. And he made the propitiatory of pure gold, two cubits

and a half the length thereof, and a cubit and a half the breadth
thereof.

7. And he made two cherubs of gold, solid he made them
from the two extremities of the propitiatory.

8. One cherub from the extremity on this side, and one
cherub from the extremity on that side ; of the propitiatory he
made cherubs from its two extremities.

9. And the cherubs spread their wings upwards, covering
with their wings over the propitiatory, and their faces a man to

his brother, to the propitiatory were the faces of the cherubs.

10. And he made a table of shittim-wood, two cubits the

length thereof, and a cubit the breadth thereof, and a cubit and
a half the height thereof.

11. And he covered it over with pure gold, and made for it a

border of gold round about.

12. And he made for it a closure of a span round about, and
he made a border of gold for its closure round about.

13. And he fused for it four rings of gold, aud he gave the

rings upon the four corners, which were for its four feet.
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14. Over against the closure were the rings receptacles for

the staves to carry the table.

15. And he made staves of shittim-wood, and covered them
over with gold to carry the table.

16. And he made the vessels which were on the table, its

dishes, and its plates, and its little dishes, and its bowls, with
which it was to be covered, of pure gold.

17. And he made the candlestick of pure gold, solid he made
the candlestick, its leg, and its pipe, its bowls, its pomegranates,
and its flowers, were from it.

18. And six pipes going forth from its sides ; three pipes of

the candlestick from one side of it, and three pipes of the can-

dlestick from the other side of it.

19. Three bowls like unto almonds in one pipe, a pomegra-
nate and a flower ; and three bowls like unto almonds going
forth from one pipe, a pomegranate and a flower ; so for the

six pipes going forth from the candlestick.

20. And in the candlestick four bowls like unto almonds, its

pomegranates and its flowers.

21. And a pomegranate under the two pipes from it, and a
pomegranate under the two pipes from it, and a pomegranate
under the two pipes from it, for the six pipes going forth

from it.

22. Their pomegranates and their pipes were from it, the

whole of it one solid of pure gold.

23. And he made its seven lamps, and its tongs, and its

snuff-dishes of pure gold.

24. With a talent of gold he made it, and all its vessels.

25. And he made the altar of incense of shittim-wood, a
cubit the length thereof, and a cubit the breadth thereof, square,

and two cubits the height thereof; out of it were its horns.

26. And he covered it over with pure gold, its roof and its

walls round about, and its horns, and he made for it a border of
gold round about.

27. And two rings of gold he made for it from beneath its

border on its two ribs, on its two sides, for receptacles to the

staves, to carry it in them.
28. And he made staves of shittim-wood, and covered then;

over with gold.

29. And he made holy oil of anointing, and pure incense of

6pices with the work of a dealer in spices.

THE CONTENTS.

10,767. SINCE the subject treated of in this chapter is

the ark, the candlestick, and the altar of incense, and the de-
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scription of those things is here similar to what was hefore given

in chapter xxv. where all and singular things have heer« ex-

plained as to the internal sense, therefore these are passed l>y

without further explication.

CONTINUATION OF THE SUBJECT CONCERNING THE FIFTH EARTH
IN THE STARRY HEAVEN.

10.768. BESIDES those things which have been told, there

were some things also seen in that earth itself, which was effect-

ed by communication with the angels who were there and appeal -

ed as men of the earth,for they, when they arepresented as nu n
in the manner above spoken of, see with their eyes the object*

there, just as the inhabitants See f but when they are not in that

state, they then see nothing of the sort, but only the things which
are in heaven.

10.769. Their habitations were seen, which were low houses in

theform of tents, such as the ancients had, stretched out in length,

with windows on the sides according to the number of mansions
or chambers into which they were divided y the roof was round,

and the door on each side in the extremity / they said that they

were constructedout of the ground, and covered with turfs, and
that the windows were of threads of grass so woven together that

the light was transparent. Infants were also seen there, they said

that neighbors come to them, especiallyfor the sake of infants,

that they may be in consort with other infants, under the vieto

and management of their parenU.
10.770. There appeared also fields at the time whitish from

the harvest nearly ripe ; the seeds or grains of that harvest were

shown, which were like to the grains of Chinese wheat • loaves

ofbread also were shown madefrom those seeds, which were small
in, square pieces. Moreover there also appearedplains of grass

with flowers there, and also trees with fruits, which were like

pomegranates f likewise shrubs, which were not vines, but still

bore berries, from which they prepare wine.

10.771. the sun there, which is to us a star, appears there

<f aflaming color, of the magnitude almost of thefourth part

of our sun / their year is aboxd two hundred days ; and the

day fifteen hours in respect to the time of days in our earth.

The earth itself is amongst the least in the starry heaven,

scarce five hundred German miles in circumference. These

things the angels saidfrom comparison made with such things

in our earth, which they saw in me, or in my memory. They
concluded those things by angelic ideas, whereby the measures

of spaces and of times are instan tly known in a just ratio in
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respect to spaces and limes elsewhere; angelic ideas, which are.

spiritual, in such things immensely exceed human ideas, which
are natural.

10,772. A sixth earth in the starry heaven will be treated

of at the close of the following chapter.

EXODUS.

CHAPTEK THE THIETY-EIGHTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY AND FAITH.

10.773. THE government of the Lord in the heavens and
in the earths is called providence ; and whereas all the good
which is of love and all the truth which is of faith is from Him,
and nothing at all from man, it is hence evident that the Divine
Providence of the Lord is in all and singular the things which
conduce to the salvation of the human race. This the Lord
thus teaches in John, " I am the way, the truth, and the life"
xiv. 6. And in another place, "As the branch cannot bearfruit
from itself, unless it abide in the vine, so neither can ye, unless

ye abide in Me. Without Me ye cannot do any thing,'''' xv. 4, 5.

10.774. Moreover the Divine Providence of the Lord extends

to the most singular things of the life of man, for there is only

one fountain of life, which is the Lord, from whom we are, we
live, and we act.

10.775. They who think from worldly things concerning
the Divine Providence, conclude from them that it is only uni-

versal, and that singular things appertain to man ; but they
do not know the arcana of heaven ; for they form their con-

clusions only from the loves of self and of the world, and their

pleasures ; wherefore when they see the evil exalted to honors
and to gain above the good, and also that they succeed accord-

ing to their artifices, they say in their heart, that it would not

so come to pass if the Divine Providence was in all and singular

things ; but they do not consider that the Divine Providence
does not respect that which is fleeting and transitory, and
which has an end with the life of man in the world, but that

it respects that which remains to eternity, thus which has not

an end. What has not an end, that is; but what has an end,

that respectively is not.

1),776. Every considerate person may know, that eminence
and opulence in the world are iiot real Divine blessings,

vol. x. 35
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although man, from his pleasurable principle, calls them so,

for they pass away, and likewise seduce many and avert them
from heaven ; but that life in heaven and happiness there are

real blessings, which are from the Divine ; these things also the

Lord teaches in Luke, "Make to yourselves treasure in the hea-

vens thatfaileth not, where the thief cometh not, nor the moth
corrupteth; for where your treasure is, there also will your heart

he," xii. 33, 34.

10,777. The reason why the evil succeed according to their

arts, is, because it is from order that every one should act what
he acts from reason, and also from freedom ; wherefore unless it

was left to man to act according to his reason from freedom,

and thus also unless the arts succeeded which are thence de-

rived, man could not in any wise be disposed to receive eternal

life, for this is insinuated when man is in freedom and his

reason is illustrated. For no one can be compelled to good,

because nothing which is of compulsion inheres, for it is not

his ; that becomes his [the man's] which is done from freedom,

for what is from the will is done from freedom, and the will is

the man himself. Wherefore unless man be kept in the freedom
also to do evil, good from the Lord cannot be provided for him.

10,773. To leave man from his freedom also to do evil, is

called to permit.

10.779. To be led to things happy in the world, by arts,

appears to man as if it was from his own proper prudence,

nevertheless the Divine Providence continually accompanies by
permitting and continually withdrawing from evil. But to be

led to things happy in heaven, is known and perceived not to

be of man's own proper prudence, because it is from the Lord,

and is effected of His Divine Providence by disposing and con-

tinually leading to good.

10.780. That this is the case, man cannot comprehend from

the lumen of nature, for from that lumen he does not know the

laws of Divine Order.

10.781. It is to be noted, that there is providence and

previdence [or foresight]
;
good is what is provided of the

Lord, but evil is what is previded [or foreseen] ; the one must

be with the other, for what comes from man is nothing but evil,

but what comes from the Lord is nothing but good.

CHAPTER, XXXVIII.

1. AND he made the altar of burnt-offering of shittini-wood,

five cubits the length thereof, and live cubits the breadth thereof,

square, and three cubits the heigh f thereof.
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2. And lie made its horns upon its four corners ; from it were
i

f
s horns ; and lie covered it over with brass.

3. And he made all the vessels of the altar, the pans, and
shovels, and basins, and little flesh-hooks, and tongs, all its

vessels he made of brass.

4. And he made for the altar a grate, the work of a net of

brass, under its compass downwards even to its half.

5. And he fused four rings in the four extremities for the

« rate of brass, receptacles for the staves.

6. And he made staves of shittim-wood, and covered them
over with brass.

7. And he brought in the staves into the rings on the ribs of

the altar to carry it in them ; a hollow table he made it.

8. And he made the laver of brass, and its base of brass for

the views [or aspects] of those [women] who ministered, who
ministered at the door of the tent of the congregation.

9. And he made the court at the corner of the south, south-

wards ; the hangings of the court of fine linen woven together,

a hundred in a cubit.

10. Their twenty pillars, and their twenty bases of brass, the

books of the pillars and their fillets of silver.

11. And to the corner of the north a hundred in a cubit,

their twenty pillars, and their twenty bases of brass, the hooks
of the pillars and their fillets of silver.

12. And to the corner of the sea fifty hangings in a cubit,

their ten pillars, and their ten bases, the hooks of the pillars and
their fillets of silver.

13. And to the corner of the east, eastward, fifty in a

cubit.

14. Fifteen hangings in a cubit at the shoulder, their three

pillars, and their three bases.

15. And for the other shoulder on this side and on that side,

at the gate of the court fifteen hangings in a cubit, their three

pillars, and their three bases.

16. All the hangings of the court round about of fine linen

woven together.

17. And their bases for the pillars of brass, the hooks of the

pillars, and their fillets of silver, and their heads covered over

with silver, and they were furnished with fillets of silver, all the

pillars of the court.

18. And the covering of the gate of the court with the work
of a worker with a needle, with blue, and purple, and scarlet

double-dyed, and fine linen woven together, and twenty cubits

the length, and the height in the breadth five cubits, over

against the hangings of the court.

19. And their four pillars and their four bases of brass ;
then

hooks of silver, and their heads and their fillets covered over

with silver.
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20. And all the pegs for the habitation and the court round
about of brass.

21. These are the things numbered of the habitation, of the

habitation of the testimony, which was numbered on the mouth
of Moses, for the ministry of the Levites, by the hand of Ithamar
the son of Aaron the priest.

22. And Bezaleel the son of Uri, the son of Hur, of the

tribe of Judah, made all things which Jehovah commanded
Moses.

23. And with him Aholiab the son of Ahisamach, of the

tribe of Dan, an artificer aud contriver, and worker with a

needle in blue, and in purple, and in scarlet double-dyed, and
in fine linen.

21. All the gold made for the work in all the work of the

holy [place], and it was gold of shaking nine and twenty talents,

and seven hundred and thirty shekels in the shekel of the

holy [place].

25. And the silver of them that were numbered of the

congregation was a hundred talents, and a thousand and
seven hundred, and five and seventy shekels in the shekel of the

holy [place].

26. A didrachma for a head the half of a shekel in the shekel

of the holy place, for every one passing over the numbered from

a son of twenty years and upwards, for six hundred thousand,

and three thousand and five hundred and fifty.

27. And it came to pass, a hundred talents of silver were to

fuse the bases of the holy [place], and the bases of the vail, a

hundred bases for a hundred talents, a talent to a base.

28. And of the thousand and seven hundred and five and
seventy he made hooks for the pillars and covered over their

heads, and adorned them with fillets.

29. And the brass of shaking was seventy talents, and two
thousand and four hundred shekels.

30. And he made with it bases of the door of the tent of

the congregation, and the altar of brass, and the grate of brass

which was for it, and all the vessels of the altar.

31. And the bases of the court round about, and the bases

of the gate of the court, and all the pegs of the habitation, and
all the pegs of the court round about.

THE CONTENTS.

10,782. INASMUCH as the subject treated of in this

chapter is the altar of burnt-offering, and the court of the

tent of the congregation, and the same things were in like
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manner described above in chap, xxvii. and there explained,

therefore also these things are passed by without further expli-

cation as to the internal sense.

CONCERNING A SIXTH EARTH IN THE STARRY HEAVEN.

10,783. / WAS again led to another earth, which was in

the universe out of our solar world, and this also by changes

of state continued nearly twelve hours ; in company with me were

several spiritsand angelsfrom our earth, with whom Idiscoursed

in that way or in thatprogress ; Iwas sometimes carried* oblique-

ly upwards, and sometimes obliquely downwards ; continually

towards the south y only in two places I saw spirits, and in one

I discoursed with them.

10,781. In that way or progress it was given to observe how
immense was the heaven of the Lord which isfor the angels ;for
from what was not inhabited it was given to conclude that it was
so immense, that if several myriads of earths were given, and in

each as great a multitude of men as in our own, that still there

would be roomfor them to eternity, and it would never be filled.

This I could concludefrom a comparison made with the exten-

sion of the heaven which is round our earth, andfor it.

10,785. When the angelic spirits, who were from that earth,

came into sight, they accosted us, asking who we were, and what
we willed ; we said that we were travellers, and that we had been

conveyed thither, and that they need not be afraidof us ;for they

feared that we were of those who disturb them concerning God,
concerningfaith, and concerning things of alike nature, on ac-

count of whom they betook themselves into that quarter of their

earth, shunning them by every possible method ; they were asked
by what things the disturbance was effected ; they answered by an
idea of three, and by an idea of the Divine without the iluman
in God, when yet they know and perceive that God is one, and
that He is a man / it was then perceived that they who disturbed

them, and whom they shunned, werefrom our earth ; alsofrom
this circumstance, that from our earth there are those who so

wander about in the other life, in consequence of the study and
(Wight of travelling which they have contracted in the world,

for in other earths it is not so customary to travel / it was next

found that they were monks, who travelled in our world with a
view of converting the Gentiles / wherefore we told them, that

they do well to shun them, because their intention is not to teach,

but to secure gain and dominion ; and that by various things they

first study to captivate minds, but afterwards to subject them to

themselves as servants ; moreover that they do well in not suffer-

ing their idea concerning the Lord to be disturbed by such.
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10.786. They further said that they also confound them by

this, that they say they ought to have faith, and to believe what
is told them ; and that the reply they make is, that they do not

know what faith is, or what it is to believe, when they perceive

in themselves that it is so ; for they were of the Lord's celestial

kingdom, where all from interior perception know the truths,

which with us are called the [truths] of faith, for they are in

illustration from the Lord, otherwise than those who are in tin-

Lord's spiritual kingdom. That they were ofsuch a quality, wus
also given to see from the flaming principle from which their

ideas were. They who are of the Lord's celestial kingdom, when
the discourse is concerning truths, say no more than so so, or no

no, and in no case reason concerning them whether it be so, or be

not so ; these are they, concerning whom the Lord says, " ^ our

discuurse shall be so so, no no, what is beyond is from evil
;"

hence it is that those spirits said that they do not know what it is

to havefaith or to believe ; they consider this as if any one should

say to a companion, who with his own eyes sees houses or trees,

that he ought to have faith or believe that they are houses and
trees, when he sees clearly that it is so; such are they who are

of the Lord's celestial kingdom, and such were these angelic

spirits. We told them that there arefew in our earth who have

Ulteriorperception, by reason that in their youth they learn truths

and do not do them ; for man has twofaculties, which are called

understanding and will, and they who do not admit truthsfurther

than into the memory, and hence in some slight degree into the

understanding, but not into the life, that is into the will, inasmuch
as they cannot be in any illustration or in interior sightfrom the

Lord, say that things are to be believed, or that man ought to

havefaith, and they also reason concerning things whether they

be true or not, yea neither are they willing that they should be

perceived, by any interior sight or understanding ; they sai/ thus

because truths with them are without light from heaven, and to

those who see without light from heaven, falses may appear
as truths, and truths as falses ; hence so great a blindness has

seized several there, that although ?nan does not truths, or lives

not according to them, still they say that he may be saved by

faith alone.

10.787. We afterwards discoursed with them concerning the

Lord, concerning love toHim, concerning love towards the neigh-

bor, and concerning regeneration ; that to love the Lord is to

love the precepts which arefrom Him, which is,from love to live

according to them ; that love towards the neighbor is to will

good and hence to do good to a fellow-citizen, to a man's country,

to the church, to the Lord's kingdom, not for the sake of self tc

be seen or to merit, but.from the affection of good. Concerning
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regeneration, that they who are regenerated of the Lord, and
let-in truths instantly into the life, come into interior perception

concerning them / hut that they who receive truths first in the

memory, and next in the understanding, and lastly in the will,

are they who are infaith
,
for they actfromfaith, which in such

case is called conscience. These things they said they perceived
to he so, consequently also whatfaith is.

10,788. The continuation of the subject concerning this sixth

earth in the starry heaven will he given at the close of the fol-
lowing chapter.

EXODUS.
CHAPTER THE THIRTY-NINTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY AND FAITH.

10.789. THERE are two things appertaining to men which
ought to be in order, namely, the things which are of heaven
ana the things which are of the world. Those things which are

of heaven are called ecclesiastical, those which are of the world,

are called civil.

10.790. Order cannot be maintained in the world without

governors, who are to observe all things which are done ac

cording to order, and which are done contrary to order ; and
who are to reward those who live according to order, and to

punish those who live contrary to order.

10.791. If this be not effected, the human race must perish
;

for from an hereditary principle every one by birth wills to com-
mand others, and to possess the goods of others, whence come
enmities, envyings, hatreds, revenges, deceits, cruelties, and
several other evils ; wherefore unless they be kept in bonds by
the laws, and by rewards suited to their loves, which are

honors and gains for those who do goods ; and by punishments,

contrary to their loves, which are the losses of honors, of pos-

sessions, and of life, for those who do evils, the human race

would perish.

10.792. It is expedient therefore that there be governors, to

keep associations of men in order ; and that these governors be
skilled in the knowledge of the law, full of wisdom and of the

fear of God. It is expedient also that there should be order

amongst the governors, lest any one, through lust or inadver-

tence, should allow evils against order, and thereby destroy it

:

and this n ay be best effected by an appointment of governors
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of different degrees, higher and lower, amongst whom there

shall be subordination.

10.793. Governors in things ecclesiastic, or in the things of

heaven appertaining to man, are called priests, and their office

the priesthood. But governors in civil concerns, or such as

relate to this world, are called magistrates, and their chief,

where such a form of government prevails, is called king.

10.794. As to what concerns priests, they ought to teach

men the way to heaven, and likewise to lead them
;
they must

teach them according to the doctrine of their church, and they
must lead them to live according to it. Priests, who teach

truths, and thereby lead to good of life, and thus to the Lord,

are the good shepherds of the sheep, but they who teach, and
do not lead to good of life, and thus to the Lord, are evil shep-

herds : these latter are by the Lord called thieves and robbers,

John < liap. x. verse 7 to 16.

10.795. Priests ought not to claim to themselves any power
over the souls of men, inasmuch as they do not know the state

of the interiors of man ; still less ought they to claim to them-
selves the power of opening and shutting heaven, since that

power belongs to the Lord alone.

10.796. Priests ought to have dignity and honor on account

of the sanctity of their office; but a wise priest gives honor
unto the Lord, from whom all sanctity is derived, and not to

himself; whereas an unwise priest attributes honor to himselt

and takes it from the Lord. They who attribute honor to

themselves on account of the sanctity of their office, prefer

honor and gain to the salvation of 6ouls, which they ought
to provide tor ; but they who give honor to the Lord, and
not to themselves, prefer the salvation of souls to honor and
gain.

10.797. No honor of any employment is in the person, but

is adjoined to him according to the dignity of the thing which
he administers, and what is adjoined is separate from the person,

and also is separated with the employment All personal

honor is the honor of wisdom and of the fear of the Lord.

10.798. Priests ought to teach the people, and to lead by
truths to good of life, but still they must not force any one,

since no one can be forced to believe contrary to what he thinks

in his heart to be true. He who believes otherwise than the

priest, and makes no disturbance, ought to be left in peace,

but he who makes disturbance must be separated, for this also

is agreeable to the order, for the sake of which the priesthood

is established.

10.799. As priests are appointed for the administration of

those things which relate to the Divine law or worship, so

kings and magistrates are appointed for the administration of

those things which relate to civil law and judgment.
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10.800. Forasmuch as the king alone cannot administer all

things, therefore there are governors under him, to each of

whom is given the province of administration, where that oi

the king cannot be extended ; these governors taken collective-

ly constitute the royalty, but the king himself is chief.

10.801. The royalty itself is not in the person, but is ad-

joined to the person ; the king who believes that royalty is ir

his own person, and the governor who believes that the dignity

of government is in his own person, is not wise.

10.802. Royalty consists in administering according to the

laws of the kingdom, and in judging according to those laws
from a principle of justice. The king who respects the laws as

above him, consequently himself as below the law, is wise; but
he who respects himself as above the laws, consequently the

laws as beneath himself, is not wise.

10.803. The king who respects the laws as above himself,

and thereby himself as beneath the laws, places royalty in the

law, and the law has dominion over him, for he knows that

the law is justice, and all justice as such is Divine. But he who
respects the laws as beneath himself, and thus himself above
them, places royalty in himself, and believes himself either to

be the law, or the law which is justice to be from himself,

hence he claims to himself what is Divine, to which neverthe-

less he ought to be in subjection.

10.804. The law, which is justice, ought to be enacted by
persons in the realm skilled in law, who are at the same time
full of wisdom and the fear of God ; and the king and his sub-

jects ought then to live according to it. The king, who lives ac-

cording to the law which is justice, and therein sets an example
to his subjects, is truly a king.

10.805. The king who has absolute power, and believes

that his subjects are such slaves that he has a right to their

lives and properties, if he exercises such a right, is not a king,

but a tyrant.

10.806. The king ought to be obeyed according to the laws
of the realm, nor in any wise to be injured by word or deed,

for on this the public security depends.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

1. AND of the blue and purple, and scarlet double-dyed,
they made garments of ministry to minister in the holy [place]

;

and they made garments of holiness which were for Aaron ; as

Jehovah commanded Moses.
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2. And lie made an ephod of gold, of blue, and purple, and
6carlet double-dyed, and fine linen interwoven.

3. And they spread out plates of gold, and cut threads to

make in the midst of the blue, and in the midst of the purple,

and in the midst of the scarlet double-dyed, and in the midst

of the fine linen, the work of the contriver.

4. Things for the shoulder they made for it connected to-

gether, on its two extremities it was connected.

5. And the girdle of its ephod which was upon it, it was
from it according to its work, of gold, blue and purple, and
sca.let double-dyed, and fine linen interwoven, as Jehovah
commanded Moses.

6. And they made onyx stones encompassed with sockets of

gold engraven with the engravings of a seal on the names of

the sons of Israel.

7. And he set them on the shoulders of the ephod, stones

of remembrance for the sons of Israel, as Jehovah commanded
Moses.

8. And he made the breast-plate with the work of a con-

triver according to the work of the ephod, of gold, of blue,

and of purple, and of scarlet double-dyed, and of fine linen

interwoven.

9. It was square, they made the breast-plate two-fold, a
span its length, and a span its breadth, two-fold.

10. And they filled in it four orders of stones ; the order, a

ruby, a topaz, and a carbuncle, the first order.

11. And the second order, a chrysoprase, a sapphire, and a
diamond.

12. And the third order, a lasure, an agate, and an amethyst.

13. And the fourth order, a beryl, an onyx, and a jasper,

encompassed with sockets of gold in their fillings.

14. And the stones were on the names of the twelve sons of

Israel, on their names with the engravings of a seal, each on
its name for the twelve tribes.

15. And they made on the breast-plate little border chains

of cord-work of pure gold.

16. And they made two sockets of gold, and two rings of

gold, and gave the two rings on the two extremities of the

breast-plate.

17. And they gave the two cords of gold on the two rings

on the extremities of the breast-plate.

IS. And the two extremities of the two cords they gave on

the two sockets, and gave them on the shoulders of the ephod
over against its faces.

19. And they made two rings of gold, and set them on the

two extremities of the breast-plate, on its edge which is on this

side the ephod inwards.

20. And they made two rings of gold, and gave them on
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the two shoulders of the ephod beneath, over against the faces

thereof, opposite to the coupling aoove the girdle of the

ephod.
21. And they tied the breast-plate from its rings to the rings

of the ephod with a thread of blue, to be on the girdle of the

ephod, lest the breast-plate should recede from being upon the

ephod, as Jehovah commanded Moses.

22. And he made the robe of the ephod with the work of a

weaver, the whole of blue.

23. And the mouth [or aperture] of the robe in the midst oi

it, as the mouth of a coat of mail, a brim to its mouth round
about, lest it should be torn.

24. And they made on the borders of the robe pomegranates
of blue, and purple, and scarlet double-dyed interwoven.

25. And they made bells of pure gold, and they gave the

bells in the midst of the pomegranates on the borders of the

robe round about in the midst of the pomegranates.

26. A bell and a pomegranate, a bell and a pomegranate on
the borders of the robe round about to minister, as Jehovah
commanded Moses.

27. And they made waistcoats of tine linen with the work of

a weaver for Aaron and his sons.

28. And a mitre of fine linen, and an ornament of turbans

of fine linen, and breeches of linen with fine linen interwoven.

29. And a belt with fine linen interwoven, and blue, and
purple, and scarlet double-dyed, the work of one who works
with a needle, as Jehovah commanded Moses.

30. And they made the plate of the crown of holiness of

pure gold, and wrote upon it writing with the engraving of a
seal, holiness to Jehovah.

31. And they gave upon it a thread of blue, to give upon the

mitre above, as Jehovah commanded Moses.
32. And all the work of the habitation of the tent of the

congregation was finished, and the sons of Israel did accord-

ing to all things which Jehovah commanded Moses, so they
did.

33. And they brought the habitation to Moses, the tent, and
all its vessels, its little handles, its staves, its bars, and its pillars,

and its bases.

31. And the covering of the skins of red rams, and the
covering of the skins of badgers, and the vail of the covering.

35. The ark of the testimony, and its bars, and the pro-

pitiatory.

36. The table, all its vessels, and the bread of faces.

37. The pure candlestick, its lamps, the lamps of arrange-
ment, and all its vessels, and the oil of the luminary.

38. And the altar of gold, and the oil of anointing, and the
incense of spices, and the covering of the door of the tent.
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39. The altar of brass, and the gate of brass, which was for

it, its bars, and all its vessels, the laver and its base.

40. The hangings of the court, its pillars, and its bases, and
the covering of the gate of the court, its cords, and its pegs,

and all the vessels of service of the habitation for the tent ot

the congregation.

41. The garments of ministry to minister in the holy [place],

the garments of holiness for Aaron the priest, and the garments
of his sons to perform the office of the priesthood.

42. According to all things which Jehovah commanded
Moses, so did the sons of Israel all service.

43. And Moses saw all the work, and behold they had made
[or done] it as Jehovah commanded, so they did ; and Moses
blessed them.

THE CONTENTS.

10,807. INASMUCH as the things which are contained
in this chapter, as to the internal sense, have been before ex-

plained, and what is said concerning the garments of Aaron
and of his sons, in chapter xxviii. therefore also their further

explication is needless.

CONTINUATION OF THE SUBJECT CONCERNING THE SIXTH EARTH
IN THE STARRY HEAVEN.

10,808. THESE spirits, with whom I now discoursed, were

from the northern part of their earth. I was next conducted to

others, who werefrom the westernparts f
these also were willing

to explore who I was, and of what quality, saying immediately,

that then- appertained to me nothing but evil, thinking that 1
should thus be deterredfrom approaching nearer ; it was per
ceived, that they so address all new comers ; but it wax gvtx » to

answer, that I know well that it is so, and that in like manner
there <t)>i>< rtains to them, nothing hut evil, by reason that every

one is bom into evil, and therefore xohatsoever comesfrom man,
spirit, and angel, asfrom his own or theproprium,is nothing but

evil, since all good which appertains to every one, isfrom the

Lord : hence they perceived that I was in the truth, and Twos
admitted to speak with them ; andthen they showed me their idea

concerning evil appertaining to man, and concerning goodfrom
the Lord, ih> what manner they are separatedfrom each other.

They set one near the other, almost as contiguous, but still
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separated, yet as it loere bound in a manner ineffable, so that

good led evil and bridled it, that it was not. allowed it to act

at pleasure, and- that good thus bended evil to what it would,

whilst evil knew nothing at all about it, thus they ea*/tibited

the dominion of good over evil, and at the same time the free

state in which evil is ledfrom good to good, thus to the Lord
for respecting the idea of good, they have an idea of the Lord,

inasmuch as it is from Him.
10.809. They then asked, how the Lord appears amongst

angels from our earth. I said, that He appears in the sun as a

man encompassed there with a solarfiery principle, from which

the angels have all light in the heavens, and that the heat which

proceeds thence, is Divine Good, and that the light which is

thence is Divine Truth, each from the Divine Love, which is

the fiery principle appearing about the Lord in that sun. But
that that sun appears only to the angels in heaven, and not to the

spirits who are beneath, since these latter are more remotefrom
the reception of the good of love and of the truth offaith than

the angels V)ho are in the heavens. But as to what concerns the

sun of the world, it appears to no one in the other life, yet it is

presented in their idea as a black thing not visible,from its being

opposite to the sun of heaven, which is the Lord. It was given

them to inqu ire concerning the Lord, and concerning his appear-

ancebefore the angelsfrom our earth, inasmuch as it then pleased

the Lord to exhibit Himself present with them, and to reduce

into order those things which were in disturbance from the evil

ones there, of whom they complained. That I might see these

tilings, was also the cause of my being brought thither.

10.81 0. On this occasion there was seen an obscure cloud to-

wards the east descending from a certain altitude, which in de-

scending appeared by degrees lucid, and in a human form, ana
at length this form was in a flaming radiance, around which
were little stars of the same color ; thus the Lord exhibited Him-
self present with the spirits with whom I was discoursing. To
the presence on this occasion were gathered together from all

parts all the spirits who were there, and when they came, the

good were separated from the evil, the good to the right and the

evil to the left, and this instantly as of their own accord; and they

who ivere to the right were arranged in order according to the

quality of good, and they who were to the left according to the

quality of evil, appertaining to them ; they who were good were
left to form a heavenly society amongst themselves, but the evil

were cast into hells. I saw afterwards that that flaming radi-

ance descended into the inferior parts of the earth there to a con-

siderable lepth, and on this occasion appeared at. one time in a

flaming principle verging <o lucidity, at another time in lucidity
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verging to obscurity, and at another time in obscurity ; and it

was told me by the angels, that the appearance is according to

the reception oftruthfrom good, and of the falsefrom evil, with
those who inhabit the inferior parts of that earth, and not at

all owing to that flaming radiance undergoing such varieties.

They said also, that the inferior parts of that earth were inha-

bited both by the good and by the evil, but that they were well

separated, to the intent that the evil might be governed by the

good from the Lord ; they added, that the good are by turns

thence elevated into heaven by the Lord, and others succeed in

their place, and so continually. In that descent the good were
separated in like mannerfrom the evil, and all things icere re-

duced into order / for the evil by various arts and cunnings in-

troduced themselves there into the abodes of the good, and infes-

ted them • and this was the cause of that visitation.

10.811. That doud, which in descending appeared by degrees

lucid, and in a human form, and afterwards as a flaming
radiance, was an angelic society, in the midst of which was the

Lord. Hence it was given to know what is meant by the Lord's
words, where he speaks of the last judgment in the evangelists,

That He would come with the angels in the clouds of heaven

with glory and virtue."

10.812. Afterwards there were seen monkish spirits, namely,
such as had been travelling monks or missionaries in the world,

spoken of above : and there was also seen a crowd, consisting

of
' spirits of that earth, mostly evil, whom they had drawn over

to their party and seduced. These were seen to the eastern

quarter of that earth* from which they drove away the good,

who appeared at the north side of the earth, spoken of above

:

that one crowd' with their seducers were gathered together into

one, to tlic amount of several thousands, and they were separated,

and, the evil ainongst them were cast into hells. It was also given

to discourse with one spirit,a monk, and to ask what he was doing
there. He said, that he came to teach them concerning the

Lord. What else? Concerning heaven and hell. What else?

Concerning a belief in all things which he was about to say.

What else? Concerning the power of remitting sins, and of
opening and shutting heaven. He was then explored what he

knew concerningthe Lord,concerning the truths offaith,concern-

ing the remission of sins, concerning the salvation of man, and
concerning heaven and hell; and it wasfound that he knew scarce

anything, and that he was in an obscure and in afalseprinciple

concerning all and singular things
f
and that he was possessed

solely with the lust ofgain and ofdominion, which he contracted

in the world, and. thence brought along with him ; wherefore he

was told, that sincefrom that lust he fiad travelled sofar thither,

and since he teas of such a quality as to doctrine, he must needs

lake away heavenly light from thd spirits of that earth, and
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introduce the darkness of hell, and thereby bring it topass that

hell, and not the Lord, would have dominion over them. More-
over he was cunning in the art of seducing, although stupid as to

the things which were of heaven. In consequence of oeing of
such a quality, he was next cast into hell. Thus the spirits of
that earth were liberatedfrom them..

10.813. Amongst other things, the spirits of that earth alsc

said, that those strangers, roho, as was said, were monkish spirits,

were greatly desirous that they should live in society together,

and not separate and solitary. For spirits and angels dwell and
cohabit in like manner as in the world, inasmuch as every one's

life in the worldfollows him after death • they who have dwelt

in assembly together in the world, dwell also in assembly together

in the other life / and they who have dwelt separated into houses

andfamilies, dwell also in like manner separated. These spirits

in their earth, when they lived there, dwelt separated, houses and
houses, families and families, and thus nations and nations,

and hence they knew not what it was to dwell in society together.

Wherefore when they were told that those strangers had such a
desire, to the end that they might rule or have dominion over

them, and that otherwise they could not subject them to them-
selves, and make them slaves, they replied, that they are alto-

gether ignorant what it is to rule and to have dominion. That
they fly at the very idea of rule or dominion, 1 observed from
this circumstance, that one of them who accompanied us back,

when I shoioed him the city in which I dwelt, at the first view

of it fled away and was no more seen. It is to be noted, that

spirits and angels, when it is well-pleasing to the Lord, can see

those things which are in the world by [or through] the eyes of
man, but this is not granted by the Lord to any other but him, to

whom He gives to discourse with spirits and angels, and to be

with them. By [or through] my eyes it was given them to see

the things which are in the world, and as plainly as I myself ;
also to hear men discoursing with me.

10.814. It was then given to discourse with the angels, who
were attendant on me, concerning dominions, that they are of two
sorts, one of love towards the neighbor, and the other of self-

love • and that the dominion of love towards the neighbor pre-

vails amongst t/wse who live separated into houses,families, and
nations j but the dominion of the love of self amongst those who
dwell together in society / amongst those who live separated into

houses,families and nations, he has dominion who is thefather

of the nation, and under him thefathers offamilies, and under
these thefathers of each house : he is called the father of the

nationfrom whom thefamilies are derived andfrom, thefamilies
the houses / but all those have dominionfrom love like that ofa
father towards his children, who teaches them how they ought to
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live, is beneficent towards them, and as far as he is able, com-

municates to themfrom his own store ; nor does it ever enter into

his mind to subject them to himself as subjects, or as servants, bu)

he loves that they should obey him as sons obey their fathers •

and whereas this love increases in descending, as is a known
thing, therefore the father of the nation acts from a more in-

terior love than the father himselffrom whom the sons proxi-

mately spring. Such also is the dominion in the heavens, si/ice

such is the dominion of the Lord, for His dominion is grounded
in Divine Love towards the universal human race. But the

dominion of self-love, which is opposite to the dominion of love

towards the neighbor, commenced when man alienated himself

from the Lord, for so far as man does not love and worship the

Lord, so far he loves and worships himself, and so far also he

loves the world more than heaven. On this occasion, from a

necessary regard to security, nations with families and houses

consociated together in one , and entered into governments under

various forms ; for so far as that love increased, so far in-

creased evils of every kind, as enmities, envyings, hatreds, re-

venges, deceits, cruelties exercised against all who opposed

themselves ; and also that love is of such a quality, tliutso far
as the reins are granted, it rushes headlong until at length the

person under its influence is willing to have dominion over

all others in the universul world of the earths, and to possess

all the goods of others ; yea, neither is this sufficient, but he

wills also to have dominion over the universal heaven, as may
be manifest from modern Babylon. This now is the dominion

of self-love, from which the do?ninion of love towards the neigh

bor differs as much as heaven from hell. But although the

dominion of self-love is such in societies, there is nevertheless

given a dominion of love towards the neighbor, in kingdoms
also, with those who are wise by virtue of faith and love to

God, for these love the neighbor. That these also dwell in the

heavens distinguished into nations, families, and houses,

although in societies together, but according to spiritual af-

finities, which are of thegood of love and truth offaith, by the

Divine Mercy of the Lord will be shown elsewhere.

A continuation of the subject concerning this sixth earth in tht

starry heaven will be given at the close of thefollowing chapter
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EXODUS.

CHAPTER THE FORTIETH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY AND FAITH.

10.815. GOD is one, who is the Creator of the universe
and the conservator of the universe ; thus who is the God of
heaven and the God of earth.

10.816. There are two [things or principles] which make
the life of heaven with man, the truth of faith and the good
of love; man has this life from God and nothing at all from
man. Wherefore the primary [thing or principle] of the church
is, to acknowledge God, to believe in God, and to love Him.

10.817. They who are born within the church, ought to

acknowledge the Lord, His Divine and His Human, and to

believe in Him, and to love Him ; for from the Lord is all sal

vation. This the Lord teaches in John, " He who believeth in
the Son hath eternal life', but he who believeth not the Sun shall

not see life, but the wrath of God abideth with him" iii. 36.

Again, >l This is the will of Him who sent Me, that every one
who seeth the Son, and believeth in Him, may have eternal life;

and I will raise him up in the last day" vi. 40. Again, "Jesus
said, Iam the resurrection and the life, he who believes in Me,
although he dies, shall live / but every one who lives and believes

in Me, shall not die to eternity," xi. 25, 26.

10.818. "Wherefore they within the church, who do not
acknowledge the Lord and His Divine, cannot be conjoined
with God, and thus cannot have any lot with the angels in hea-

ven. For no one can be conjoined with God but from the Lord,

and in the Lord.

That no one can be conjoined with God but from the Lord,
the Lord teaches in John, " JVo one hath seen God at any time,

the Only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, He
hath brought Himforth to view," i. 20. Again, " Ye have never
heard the voice of the Father, nor seen His shape" v. 37. Again,
"JVo one Jcnoweth the Father but the Son, and he to whom the

Son shall be willing to reveal Him," xi. 27. And again, "7
am the way, the truth, and the life, no one cometh to the Father
but by Me," xiv. 6.

That no one can be conjoined with God but in the Lord,
the Lord teaches in John, "As the branch cannot bearfruit of
itself, except it abide in the vine, so neither can ye, except ye abide

in Me y because without Me ye cannot do any thing, xv. 4, 5.

VOL. x. 36
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The reason why no one can be conjoined with God, except
in the Lord, is, because the Father is in Him, and they are one,

as also he teaches in John, " He who hath seen Me hath seen

Him who sent Me, if ye had known Me ye would have known
My Father also, and henceforth ye have known Him j he who
hath seen Me hath seen the Father. Philip, believest thou not

that I am in the Father and the Father in Me ? Believe Me that

I am in the Father, and the Father in Me," xii. 45 ;
chap,

xiv. 8 to 12. And again, "The Father and Tare One / that ye

may know and believe that I am in the Father and the Father
in Me," x. 30, 38.

10.819. Inasmuch as the Father is in the Lord, and the

Father and the Lord are one, and inasmuch as He ought to be
believed in, and whoso believeth in Him hath eternal life, it is

evident that the Lord is God. That the Lord is God, the Word
teaches throughout, as in John, " In the beginning was the

Word, and the Word was with God, and God was the Word ;

all things were made by Him, and without Him was not any
thing made which was made / and the Word was made flesh

and dwelt amongst us, and we saw His glory, the glory as of
the Only-begotten of the Father" i. 1, 3, 14. And in Isaiah,

"A boy is bom to us, a son is given to us, on whose shoulder is

the government, and His name shall be called God, Hero, the

Father of Eternity, the Prince ofPeace," ix. 5. And again,
" A virgin shall conceive and bringforth, and His name shattbe

called God with tis," vii. 14 ; Matt. i. 23. And in Jeremiah,
" Behold the days shall come, when I will raise up to David a
just branch, who shall reign a king andshallprosper, and this is

His name, which they shall call Him, Jehovah our Justice,"

xxiii. 5, 6 ;
chap. xxx. 15, 16.

10.820. All they who are of the church, and in light from
heaven, see the Divine in the Lord, and this in His Human

;

but they who are not in light from heaven, see nothing but the

Human in the Lord ; when yet the Human and Divine in Him
are so united, that they are one, as the Lord taught also else-

where in John, " Father, all Mine are Thine, and all Thine
Mine," xvii. 10.

10.821. They who have an idea of three persons respecting

the Divinity, cannot have an idea of one God ; if with the

mouth they say one, still they think three ; but they who, in

regard to the Divinity, have an idea of three in one person, can

have an idea of one God, and profess one God, and also think

one God.
10.822. An idea of three in one person is attained, when it

is thought that the Father is in the Lord, and that the Holy
Spirit proceeds from the Lord. The Trinity [trinum] in this

case in the Lord is the Divine itself which is called Father, the

Divine Unman which is called Son, and the Divine Proceeding

which is called the Holy Spirit.
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10,823. Every man from his father has his esse of life, which

is called his soul ; the existere of life thence derived is what is

called bod}7
; hence the body is the similitude of its soul, for

the soul by it exercises the activities of its life at pleasure

;

hence it is that men are born into the similitude of their fathers,

and that families are known asunder. From this consideration

it is evident what was the quality of the body or of the Human
of the Lord, namely, that it was as the Divine itself, which was

the esse of His life, or the soul from the Father ; wherefore He
said, " Whoso seeth Me seeth the Father," John xiv. 9.

10,821. That the Divine and the Human of the Lord is one

Person, is also agreeable to the faith received throughout the

whole Christian world, which is to this effect, " Although God
and Christ is one Man, still He is not two hut one Christ • yea,

He is altogether one and a single person ; because as body and
soul are one man, so also God and man is one Christ y" see the

Athanasian creed.

10.825. That the Lord was conceived of Jehovah the Father,

and was thus God from conception, is a known thing in the

church ; and also that He rose again with His whole body, for

He left nothing in the sepulchre ; of which He also afterwards

confirmed His disciples, saying, " See My hands and My feet,

that it is I Myself ; handleMe and see;for a spirit hathnotflesh
and bones, as ye see Me have," Luke xxiv. 39. And although

He was a man as to flesh and bones, still He entered in through
the doors that were shut, and after that He manifested Himself,

He became invisible, John xx. 19, 26 ; Luke xxiv. 31. The
case is otherwise with every man, for man rises again only as

to the spirit and not as to the body ; wherefore when He said,

that He is not as a spirit, He said that He is not as another

man. Hence now it is evident, that the Human in the Lord is

also Divine.

10.826. They who make the Human of the Lord like the

human principle of another man, do not think of His conception

from the Divine itself; nor of His resurrection with the whole
body ; nor of being seen when He was transformed, with His
face shining as the sun ; neither do they know and comprehend
that the body of every one is a similitude or effigy of its soul

;

nor that the Lord is omnipresent even as to the Human ; for

hence comes the belief in His omnipresence in the sacred supper

;

omnipresence is Divine, Matt, xxviii. 20.

10.827. Inasmuch as in the Lord every thing is Divine,

therefore He has all power in the heavens and in the earths
;

which also He Himself says in John, " The Father hath given

to the Son power over all flesh" xvii. 2. And in Matthew,
" All things are delivered to Me by the Father," xi. 27. And
again, " All power is given to Me in heaven and in earth"
xxviii. 18.
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10,828. The Lord came into the world that He might save

the human race, who would otherwise have perished in eternal

death. And He saved them by this, that He subdued the hells,

which infested every man coming into the world, and going out

of the world ; and at the same time by this, that He glorified

His Human, for thereby He can keep the hells subdued to

eternity. The subjugation of the hells, and the glorification of

His Human at the same time, was effected by temptations

admitted into His Human, and by continual victories on the

occasion. His passion on the cross was the last temptation and
full victory. That the Lord subdued the hells, He Himself
teaches in John, "Jesus said, Now is My soul troubled, Father,

snatcli me from this hour ; but for this sake came I to this

hour. Father, glorify Thy name. There came forth a voice from
heaven, I have both glorified and will again glorify it. Then
said Jesus, Now is thejudgment of this world / now shall the

prince of this world be cast out" xii. 27, 28, 31. Again, " Have
confidence, I have overcome the world" xvi. 33. And in Isaiah,

' Wlw is this that comethfrom Edom, walking in the multitude

?f his strength, great to save. My own arm brought salvation to

Me : therefore He became to them a Saviour" lxiii. 1 to 20

;

chap. lix. 16 to 21. That. He glorified His Human, and that

Jie passion of the cross was the last temptation and full victory

by which He glorified it, He teaches also in John, " After that

Judas was gone out, Jesus said, Now is the Son ofMan glorified,

and God wiU glorify Him in Himself and will immediately

glorify Him," xiii. 31, 32. Again, '* Father, the hour is come,

glorify Thy Son, that Thy Son also may glorify Thee ; now
glorify Me, 0 Thou Father, with the glory which I had with

Thee before the world was," xvii. 1, 5. Again, " Now is My
soul troubled. Father, glorify Thy name : and there cameforth
a voicefrom heaven, I have both glorified and will glorify it

again" xii. 27, 28. And in Luke, " Ought not Christ to suffer

these things and to enter into His glory," xxiv. 30. To glorify

is to make Divine. Hence now it is manifest, that unless the

Lord had come into the world, and been made a man, and
in this manner liberated from hell all those who believe in

Ilim and love Him, no mortal could have been saved ; this

i6 meant by what is said, that without the Lord there is no
salvation.

10,S29. To love the Lord is to live according to His pre-

cepts ; that this is to love the Lord, He Himself teaches in

John, " If ye love Me keep My commandments ; he who hath

My precepts and doelh them, he it is who loveth Me. If any
one loveth Me, he will keep My word i but he v)ho loveth Me not,

keepeth not My words," xiv. 15, 21, 23, 24. And that they are

saved who receive the Lord and believe in Him, but not they

who are in evils and ia the falses thence derived, 6ince these
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atter do not receive Him and believe in Him, is taught in John,

« As mamj as received Him, to them gave He power that they

might be the sons of God, believing in His name ; Who were bom
not of bloods, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man,

but of God," i. 12, 13. To be born of bloods, of the will of the

flesh, and of the will of man, denotes to be in the evils of the

loves of self and of the world, and in the falses thence derived
;

to be born of God is to be regenerated.

10,830. When the Lord fully glorified His Human, then He
put off the Human from the mother, and put on the Human
from the Father ; wherefore then He was no longer the son of

Mary, but of God, from whom He came forth.

10".831. That there is a threefold principle \_trimt?n] in the

Lord, namely, the Divine itself, the Divine Human, and the

Divine proceeding, is an arcanum from heaven, and for those

who shall be in the holy Jerusalem.

CHAPTER XL.

1. AND Jehovah spake to Moses, saying,

2. In the day of the first month, in the first of the month,

thou shalt set up the habitation of the tent of the congregation.

3. And thou shalt set there the ark of the testimony, and
shalt cover the vail over the ark.

4. And thou shalt bring in the table, and shalt arrange its

arrangement ; and thou shalt bring in the candlestick, and shalt

make its lamps to ascend.

5. And thou shalt give the altar of gold for incense before

the ark of the testimony, and thou shalt set the covering of the

door for the habitation.

6. And thou shalt give the altar of burnt-offering before the

door of the habitation of the tent of the congregation.

7. And thou shalt give the laver between the tent of the

congregation, and between the altar, and thou shalt give waters

there.

8. And thou shalt set the court round about, and shalt give

a covering for the gate of the court.

9. And thou shalt take the oil of anointing, and shalt anoint

the habitation, and all things which are in it, and shalt sanctify

it, and all its vessels ; and it shall be holy.

10. And thou shalt anoint the altar of burnt-offering, and
all its vessels, and shalt sanctify the altar, and the altar shall

be the holy of holies.

11. And thou shalt anoint the laver and its base, and shalt

sanctify it.
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12. And thou slialt make Aaron and his sons to approach

to the door of the tent of the congregation, and thou shalt wash
them with waters.

13. And thou shalt make Aaron to put on the garments of

holiness, and thou shalt anoint him, and sanctify him, and he
shall perforin the office of the priesthood to Me.

14. And his sons thou shalt make to approach, and shalt

make them to put on waistcoats.

15. And thou shalt anoint them as thou didst anoint their

father, and they shall perform the office of the priesthood to

Me, and their anointing shall he to he with them for the priest-

hood of an age to their generations.

16. And Moses did according to all things which Jehovah
commanded him, so he did.

17. And it came to pass in the first month in the second
year in the first of the month, that the habitation was set up.

18. And Moses set up the habitation, and gave its bases,

and set its staves, and gave its bars, and set up its pillars.

19. And spread the tent over the habitation, and set the

covering of the tent upon it above, as Jehovah commanded
Moses.

20. And he took and gave the testimony into the ark, and
6et bars upon the ark, and gave the propitiatory upon the ark

above.

21. And he introduced the ark into the habitation, and set

the vail of the covering, and covered upon the ark of the testi-

mony, as Jehovah commanded Moses.
22. And he gave the table into the tent of the congregation

at the leg of the habitation towards the north from without

the vail.

23. And he arranged upon it an arrangement of bread before

Jehovah, as Jehovah commanded Moses.
24. And he set the candlestick in the tent of the congrega-

tion near the table of the leg of the habitation towards the

south.

25. And he made the lamps to ascend before Jehovah, as

Jehovah commanded Moses.
26. And he 6et the altar of gold in the tent of the congrega-

tion before the vail.

27. And he fumed upon it incense of spices, as Jehovah
commanded Moses.

28. And he set the covering of the door for the habitation.

29. And he set the altar of burnt-offering at the door of the

habitation of the tent of the congregation, and he made to

ascend upon it the burnt-offering andthe meat-offering, as Je-

hovah commanded Moses.
30. And he set the laver between the tent of the congrega

tion and between the altar, and gave with it wpters to wash.
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31. And Moses and Aaron washed out of it, and his sons

their bands and their feet.

32. In their entering-in to the tent of the congregation, and

in their approaching to the altar, they washed, as Jehovah com-

manded Moses.

33. And he set up the court about the habitation and the

altar, and gave the covering of the gate of the court: and

Moses finished the work.

31. And a cloud covered the tent of the congregation, and
the glory of Jehovah filled the habitation.

35. And Moses could not enter into the tent of the congre-

gation, because the cloud tarried upon it, and the glory of Je-

hovah filled the habitation.

36. And when the cloud ascended from above the habitation

the sons of Israel journeyed in all their journeyings.

37. And if the cloud did not ascend, they did not journey,

even to the day that it ascended.

38. Because the cloud of Jehovah was upon the habitation

in the day-time, and fire was by night in it, in the eyes of all

the house of Israel, in all their journeyings.

THE COOTffiNTS.

10,832. THESE things are also passed by without further

explication, because they are again the same with what have
been before described and once explained, except those things

which are mentioned at the end of this chapter, where it is said

that after Moses had finished the work, a cloud covered the
tent, and the glory of Jehovah filled the habitation ; also that
the cloud tarried on the tent in the day-time and fire in it by
night ; and that the sons of Israel journeyed as often as the
cloud ascended. "What these things signify, is also evident
from what has been frequently before said and shown concern-
ing the cloud, concerning the glory of Jehovah, concerning fire,

and concerning josrneyings.

CONTINUATION OF THE SUBJECT CONCERNING THE SIXTH EARTH
IN THE STARRY HEAVEN.

10,833. / AFTER WARDS asked those spirits concerning
various things relating to the earthfrom which they were. First,
concerning their Divine Worship f to which they replied, thai
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nations with their families assemhle every thirtieth day at one
place, and hearpreachings, and that the preacher on the occasion,

from apulpit elevateda littlefrom the earth, teaches them Divine
Truths which lead to good of life. It was inquired whence they

know Divine Truths y they said, from revelation : concerning

revelation they saidfurther, that it is effected in the morning in a
middle statebetween sleeping and waking, when they are in inte-

rior light not yet interrupted by the senses of the body and by

worldly things, and that at such times they hear the angels of
heaven discoursing concerning Divine Truths, and concerning a
life according to them y and that when they are awake, an angel

appears to them in a white garment at the bed-side, who then

suddenly disappearsfrom their eyes : and that hence they know
that the th ings which they have heard arefrom heaven. Thus a
Divine Vision is distinguishedfrom a vision not Divine, for
in a vision not Divine no angel appeal's. They added, that in

such a manner revelations are made to their preachers, and oc-

casionally also to others.

10,831. Concerning the sun of that earth, which is to us a

star, they said, that it appears to the inhabitants of the size of a
human head, of aflaming color y that their year is two hundred

days y and that a day is equal to nine hours of our time, which
they were able to conclude from the length of the days of our
earth perceived in me y and further, that they have perpetual

spring and summer, and hence that the fields are greeru, and that

trees bearfruit continually. The reason of this is, because their

year is so short, being equal only to the time of seventy-Jive days

of our year, and where the years are so short, there the cold does

not abide in winter, nor the heat in summer, whence the ground
is in a continual spiking.

10.835. To the inquiry concerning their houses, they replied,

that they are low, of wood, with a plain roof, around which
there is a battlement sloping downwards y and that in front
dwell the husband and wife, in the next contiguous chamber the

children, beldnd t/iem the men-servants and maid-servants.

Concerning theirfood, they said, that they feed on fruits and
pulse, and that they drink milk with water, and that they have

milkfrom cows, which are woolly like sheep.

10.836. Concerning their life, they said, that they walk alto-

gether naked, and that nakedness is no shame to them y also that

their conversations are with those who are within thefamilies.

10.837. As to what concerns betrothings and marriages

amongst the inh abitants in that earth,they related,that a daughter,

when marriageable, is kept at home, nor is it allowed her to go

abroad until the day on which she is to be married y and that then

she is brought to a kind of connubial house, whither also several

other young women, who are marriageable, are conducted, and
are thereplaced beyond a bench elevated even to the middle part
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of their body j appearing thus naked only as to the breast and
face J

and that on this occasion the young men come thither, that

they may choosefor themselves some onefor a wife j and when
a young man sees one agreeable to himself to whom his mind
attracts him, he takes her by the hand, and if she then follows,

he leads her into a house prepared, and she becomes his wife ;

forfrom the faces they there see whether they agree in minds,
since theface of every one is there the index of the mind, being

without pretence and deceit. That all things may be done de-

cently and without lasciviousness, an old man sits behind the

virgin girls, and at the side an old woman, who make their re-

marks. There are several such places to which the young wo-
men are led, and also stated, times, that the young men may
make their election • for if in one place they do not see a girl

suitable to them, they go away to another / and if not at that

time, they return at a future opportunity. Theyfurther said,

that a husband has only one wife, and in no case more, because

this is contrary to Divine Order.
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